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TELEMETRY IN THE 70’S
JOHN R. WARREN
TRW Systems Inc.
San Bernardino, California

Telemetry in the ‘70’s is a panel discussion session which will examine the course which
the telemetry profession will follow during the remainder of this decade. This session will
survey telemetry from three important aspects: (1) Where will the engineers work and
what will they do? (2) What equipment will be used/designed/developed? (3) What
agencies/ programs/enterprises will be funding the people and buying the equipment? The
intent is to provide a present-status report, a look at near-term futures, and a projective
view to the end of the decade.
In view of the changing order of priorities and national emphasis, it is obviously important
for engineers, managers, and sales personnel to be aware of the state-of-the-industry.
“Telemetering is a specialized field of science and technology which is based
broadly and deeply in such diverse industries as medical, aerospace, nuclear,
transportation, petroleum, communications, utilities, and many others too
numerous to mention here. The market for the products of our industry and
the engineering talents of our profession is in an impelling state of change.
Some markets are expanding, others are shrinking, and new ones are
developing. The extent of our participation in influencing these changing
markets will be very much dependent upon how well we develop, sell, and
utilize our collective capability.”1
This session will examine these increasingly evident changes and explore what they will
mean to the engineering/management/sales opportunities. Although there has been
significant interest and lots of words on applying “aerospace” engineering talents to other
fields, what is the real-world situation and are there actually jobs available or a market for
products in other fields? “Aerospace” is used in quotes here, since many in the
telemetering community do not believe it is a field of expertise in itself, but rather has been
an “area of application” where telemetering talents have been developed and applied
effectively over the past several years. Telemetering talents may be defined in diverse
ways but can certainly include telecommunications (transmission and reception) at almost
literally frequencies from DC to light, data acquisition/processing and instrumentation of
1
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virtually every measurable phenomenon. It also encompasses scientific/engineering/
technical activities ranging from pure research to soldering wires in a production shop.
Telemetry should thus be one of the most readily adaptable talents to whatever new
application of technology finds favor with industry or government, But the question
remains: “Can we sell these talents on the open market or are we dependent upon the
defense/aerospace budgets of the “50’s and ‘60’s?” “Telemetry in the 1970’s” must
address this question.
It may be noted that a sizeable portion of “telemetry in the 1970’s” is still devoted to
defense/aerospace, This is expected to constitute a continuing real market for telemetry
during this decade and will probably be the major supporter of telemetry in this time
period. It would be unrealistic to fatl to recognize the past, present, and future
contributions of the services and governmental agencies to telemetry and the telemetry
contributions to the development, test, and performance of the many successful
governmental programs. Much of the technical fall-out of those programs has been and is
increasingly being applied to the commercial enterprises and activities now using telemetry
equipment and talents.
One such example is the increasing use of telemetry in automotive testing (This will be
treated in more detail during this session). The past testing by the automotive companies
safety equipment has been very comparable to that in the university research laboratories
in which wide varieties of techniques and equipment were used from the ancient to the
latest, depending much on the force and drive of certain individuals. The present might be
considered a transition period in which the government regulations and customer attitudes
have resulted in large expenditures for new equipment and personnel to accomplish greatly
expanded test objectives. The near future will be heavily aerospace oriented including
equipment as well as personnel and procedures. Since there has been little of previous
equipment that will meet government requirements, almost everything is new. The future
will result in equipment designed especially for the high or special environment,
recoverable systems including such things as: digital transducers, small light recorders,
recording transducers.
During this session, selected areas of telemetry application will be discussed in more
detail. These areas have been selected because they are representative and/or appear to be
of major importance to engineers and equipment manufacturers in the 1970’s.
This session carries no pre-conceived ideas on the direction of telemetry for this decade. It
does expect to provide insight into potential growth (plus or minus) in various applications.
Audience participation, questions, and comments are encouraged.

TELEMETERING IN THE SPACE PROGRAM OF THE 1970’S
WILLIAM E. MILLER, JR.
NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C.

Before we take a look at what the rest of the decade holds for telemetering in the space
program, let’s consider briefly the history of telemetering since the end of World War II.
The late 40’s and the 50’s saw the evolutionary development of the guided missile, with its
high degree of dependency on radio telemetering and usual employment of the standard
analog systems, FM/FM, PAM/FM/FM, and PDM/FM. There was need for a large
quantity of missile-borne equipment because only rarely ins a missile unit recovered for
reuse. Ground equipment was needed in some quantity, too, as the number of test ranges,
number of links per flight, and number and duration of flights increased.
The early space program did not change this picture much, but, at about the time of the
advent of manned space flight in the 60’s, FCM telemetering began to replace the
workhorse analog systems and unified two-way communications systems came into being
for doing the voice, command, telemetering, tracking, and video jobs. The coming of longlife satellites and lunar missions meant that long equipment life had become essential, and
the increasing cost and complexity of missions meant fewer flights and thus a reduction in
the need for vehicular telemetering equipment in quantity. The latter situation, in terms of
business for industry, was counterbalanced by a large increase in ground equipment needs
to obtain worldwide coverage.
During the decade of the 70’s, we will enter the era of the reuseable Space Shuttle and the
Data Relay Satellite, and this will mean a decrease in the quantity needed of both
spaceborne and ground equipment: The reuseable Shuttle--and its capability for return of
payloads and spent satellites to Earth for refurbishment--will mean reuseable flight
equipment; the Data Relay Satellite will mean that the large network of ground facilities
around the globe will no longer be needed. As planned, essentially all of our Earth orbital
programs, manned and unmanned, will use the Shuttle and Data Relay Satellites for
transportation and communication. (of course, our planetary probes, always few in
number, will continue to require special treatment, with ground communications for them
still focussed at the three Deep Space Network sites.) The shift in emphasis from quantity
of flight equipments, having relatively short lifetimes, to quality of flight equipments,
having very long lifetimes, will have been completed.

Although we will have few manned flights in the 60’s after next year’s Skylab, our plans
for the balance of the decade do contain vigorous activity in all areas of unmanned flight:
planetary missions, Including multi-experiment flights to Venus, Mercury, and the outer
planets and a Mars landing; physics and astronomy missions, with special attention to
space-based radio astronomy and other spectral surveys; communications satellites,
including the Data Relay Satellite already mentioned; and Earth observations satellites for
detailed study of the Earth and its meteorological environment.
Our Earth orbital missions in the 70’s, both manned and unmanned, will be focused on the
exploitation of space for the benefit of the people of Planet Earth, including the solution of
problems in environmental reclamation; development of Earth resources; weather
prediction; communications, including educational television; navigation; life sciences; and
manufacturing. This means the performance of a multitude of experiments and applications
tasks, often employing real-time interaction between Earth and space, and resulting in the
generation of ultra-high data rates, especially where imaging is involved. Special attention
is needed to this data rate problem to keep it from running away with us. Even the present
unmanned ERTS (Earth Resources Technology Satellite) and next year’s manned Skylab
offer serious challenges to us in data acquisition, processing, and distribution. The
telemetering community is especially aware of the limitations of the available radio
spectrum, but there are also serious practical limitations in all the other elements of the
data management process, including recording, computing, display, analysis, even
archiving. Our rule must be that, as a general practice, only highly meaningful data or data
which is highly likely to be so will be acquired. Experimenters and other data users will
need to be brought into the command and control loop to interact with the space vehicle in
such a way as to assure this result.
Planetary missions also will encounter the high-quantity-of-data problem as they become
increasingly characterized by multiple interdisciplinary experiments as well as by very,
very long life times. There, too, interaction between experimenter on the ground--often at
his home base--and the spacecraft will be needed to control the quantity of data generated
and to maximize results through real time experiment replanning as results come in.
Although it is painful nostalgically to many of us, the decade of the 70’s could mark the
end, essentially, of telemetering as a separate discipline in space. I have already referred to
the trend toward unified communications systems such as were used in the Apollo
spacecraft. Of course, telemetering channels for reporting and diagnostic purposes will
always be employed, but they will usually be contained within a highly integrated data
system. When our future vehicle is fairly large, a in the case of some of the planned sortie
payloads for the Shuttle (see Figures 1, 2, and 3), we may have digital and analog data
busses on-board, multiplexing and furnishing data to on-board computers, in some cases,
but more commonly to tape and film recorders for ground processing after return of the

Shuttle to Earth. Data bus systems, of course, are very closely related to telemetering
systems.
Regarding RF bands, Ku band will come into use in the 70’s, but with the bulk of data still
using S-band, and with some continued use of VHF and X bands. Even greater use of VHF
and for deep-space missions is expected with data rates reaching as high as several
hundred kilobits per second at planetary ranges. We may begin using interplex modulation,
a new form of PSK/PK, in deep-space missions about the end of the decade. (Interplex
modulation was described at ITC/71 in a paper by Butman, Lafrieda, and Timor of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.)
While these evolutionary changes are being made, increasing attention will need to be
given to reduction of costs concomitant with improving performance. This is a very real-and important-- challenge if we are to realize high dividends in space from our limited
dollars. One of the ways which has been suggested to lover costs is to provide modular
electronics, so that integrated data and communications systems, performing the voice,
command, telemetering, video, etc., tasks, can be constructed for our various missions
reliably and economically with standard, proven, low cost, off-the-shelf modules.
Looking ahead to the 80’s, there is the possibility that we will be able to establish an
orbiting space station capable of generating the equivalent of 1012 to 1013 digital bits per
day. Through the use of low cost modular on-board electronics, proven in the intervening
years, and with the multitude of experiments and space applications needs we expect to
exist, it will not be difficult to generate that much data. The challenge will be to find even
more effective ways to help data users fill their needs without both the communications
p1peline to the ground and the users themselves becoming inundated. It will be even more
important than ever to give the most serious attention to the data proliferation problem at
every point in the data loop, from ex periment design to published report.
In brief, the challenge in the 70’s, and on into the 80’s, is to achieve low cost with high
performance through careful systems engineering of the total data and communications
system, including all its man-machine interfaces, both in space and on Earth. I am sure that
the telemetering community, which has made so maxrj exceedingly important contributions
to the space program in the past, will respond to this new challenge with renewed
enthusiasm and high creativity and will thus play a valuable role in maximizing the benefits
to mankind of our future space program.
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BIOTELEMETRY IN THE 1970’S
D. R. RADER
Dept. Physiology
Univ. So. Calif.
Los Angeles

Summary A date cannot be pinpointed for the concept of using telemetry for acquiring
biological data; however, it is known that the birth of biotelemetry in the form of hardware
occurred about 1921--with the report of a heart sound transmitter. Biotelemetry matured
only slightly from the twenties to the early fifties. During the fifties and sixties large
amounts of money were administered through the money pipeline of the federal
government. As a consequence, the growth during this period was bath rapid and
grotesque, with tentacles reaching into scores of industrial and educational institutions.
Duplication of efforts was quite common during this period and hundreds of miniature
biotelemetry systems were built, but results deriving from practical application were quite
limited. During the last few years, much of the chaff was shucked from this new growth, a
root system developed, and biotelemetry found limited use as a tool in clinical medicine
and in medical research. In the past biotelemetry has not lived up to the expectations.
What about the future--will it really occupy an important place in clinical medicine and
medical research? What is the economic outlook--how many jobs will it support? Which
areas will require new talent? And, finally, what are the most common problems and haw
can they be solved?
Areas of Application Biotelemetry is currently employed in areas ranging from the
transmission of electrocardiograms of patients in ambulances to studying wildlife
migrations. Table 1 lists areas in which telemetry is currently employed in the collection of
biological data.
TABLE 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Research in blood pressure and blood flow control mechanisms
Research in the development of hypertension
Wildlife migration
Physical education studies
Man and animals in space
Effect of obedience and aggression training on blood pressure and flow in
dogs

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

EKG from ambulatory heart patients
Biological parameters from parachutists
EEG from ambulatory epileptic patients
Temperature and EKG from social groupings of dogs
Gastrointestinal information from humans
Renal hemodynamics from dogs during exercise
Transmission of EIG from patients in ambulances

Except for the clinical application, much of this equipment has been specially fabricated
for the particular job and consequently a considerable duplication of hardware
development has often occurred. Future projects in which expansion will likely occur are
listed in Table 2.
TABLE 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Research in wildlife migration and physiology
Research in the development of hypertension and the attendant control
mechanisms
Clinical application
Drug testing and evaluation
Meat production

The use of biotelemetry in studies of migrations and of the physiology of the animals
involved in such migrations will very likely continue for the next several years. Both the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Foundation are
scheduled to support work of this type. It is proposed that orbital satellites will eventually
be a part of this effort and will function by sampling and relaying information on the
position and heading of such migrations.
Biotelemetry to study progression of chronic hypertension will surely be supported
because of its relevancy to this problem in man. As a subeffort in this area, the use of
totally implanted equipment to monitor organ implants may be common in the future.
These areas of investigation can quite feasibly be dealt with by the use of implant
telemetry.
Clinical use will expand as telemetry becomes more reliable and further accepted by
medical personnel. Once reliable long-term operating implanted telemetry devices are fully
developed, the use of implanted animals for drug evaluation could expand vastly as
anesthesia and restraints became unnecessary, permitting a better evaluation of the drug
effects.

The use of telemetry as an aid in food production is intriguing because of the potential
economic impact. It appears that chickens and swine raised in high density environments
tend to develop sclerosis. In the case of chickens, this might well impair laying efficiency;
and in the case of swine, it sometimes leads to death prior to marketing. If biotelemetry
could be used to get at the basic cause of the problem and to aid in alleviating it only
slightly, a significant economic impact might well be realized.
Economic Outlook Medical equipment sales are currently a multimillion dollar business.
Of this total sales, clinical biotelemetry, even though it is yet in an evaluation stage, totals
on the order of $10 million a year. Research telemetry purchases total about $3 million a
year. In the general area of biotelemetry, it is estimated that the government spends from
$2 to $5 million a year in supporting application and development. The yearly level of
biotelemetry is thus on the order of $20 million a year. On this basis one could predict that
there are currently no more than 2,000 jobs principally related to biotelemetry. Of the
7,000 plus hospitals and the roughly 300 major educational institutions, most have several
jobs which are supported in part by certain aspects of biotelemetry. One can therefore
estimate that the total number of jobs directly and indirectly related to biotelemetry are in
excess of 20,000.
If clinical telemetry passes the present evaluation testing, this number will swell
considerably during the next several years. It is difficult to see that the number of jobs
directly related to biotelemetry will exceed 10,000 in the next few years, as this would
require a base of support exceeding $100 million a year. Jobs of an indirect nature may
well increase to 100,000. On this basis, one can predict that biotelemetry is here to stay
and that it will support a substantial number of jobs.
Many problems have yet to be solved. Reliability in clinical areas remains a considerable
area of concern. Low power radiation has often resulted in the loss of signals from patients
and much confusion. This coupled with what the manufacturer considers improper
application by the user and what the user considers improper design by the manufacturer
has resulted in clinical telemetry being applied slowly. Efforts to eliminate these problems
within a fixed economic framework are paramount. Simpler, more reliable, lower
maintenance equipment is very much needed and standardization of equipment is a highly
desirable goal. In the reasearch area the major equipment problems appear to be in sensor
design. Sensor stability is totally inadequate for conducting unattended chronic
experiments. In implant telemetry the large size of the electronics and power sources
prevents application to small animals. New high density designs are technologically
feasible, but economically impractical because the low sales volume will not support
tooling expenses.

Conclusions The use of telemetry as a research tool in biology and in physiology will
expand. The overall economic impact will be moderate, building up to perhaps several tens
of a million dollars within the next several years. The potential economic impact of clinical
telemetry is greater by at least one order of magnitude. However this potential will be
obtained only if the use of telemetry in clinical areas evolves as a valuable contribution to
the basic delivery of health care and if technology, talent, and capital are applied in
sufficient quantities to solve the problems encountered in shifting from theory to practice.

FOREIGN TELEMETRY IN THE 1970’S
P. D. COOK
TRW Systems, Inc.
Redondo Beach, California

Foreign telemetry applications in the 1970’s will be reviewed. Specific examples of
telemetry systems currently in use or planned by Japan are presented herein. The potential
for employment and equipment usage will be reviewed at the session. Other foreign
systems will also be reviewed at the session. Some of the applications are as follows:
Japan
European
Australian
French Guiana

JCR, Mu, Q’, N-1, Kappa, Lambda
Blue Streak, Black Knight, Black Arrow
ELDO, Europa I, II
ELDO, Europa III

Japanese Space Program The Japanese government is currently sponsoring the
development of satellite launch vehicles, scientific satellites, and a test range in the Pacific
to support the launch efforts. Space activities in Japan were initiated in 1955 to support the
International Geophysical Year Program. The ensuing years have seen the development of
several rocket boosters and the successful orbiting of three Japanese satellites, Osumi,
February 11, 1970, Tansei, February 16, 1971, and Shinsei, September 28, 1971.
In support of the development of the boosters and satellites telemeter components and
systems have been designed and fabricated in Japan. A brief review of these systems is
presented herein:
The Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science, University of Tokyo relies heavily on
FM/FM telemetry using IRIG proportional subcarriers. The Mu rocket was developed
under the auspices of the University of Tokyo. Japanese government agencies engaged in
telemetry system development for rocket application utilize IRIG standards.
PCM/PM Telemeter The telemeter has a capability of accepting 120 digital (bi-level)
and 198 analog data inputs.
The digital inputs are event-type measurements and produce a single bit “1” or “0” word.
These single bits are grouped into 8-bit bytes and inserted into the PCM serial data format
as 8-bit words.

The PCM characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

396 analog inputs
240 bi-level inputs
8 bits/analog word
1 bit/digital word
240K bits/second
3-8 bit words/frame sync
4096 words/frame
7.324 frames/second
32,768 bits/frame
3-8 bit words/subframe sync
256 words/subframe
117.187 subframes/second
2048 bits/subframe

Mu Rocket
Telemeter

900 MHz:
SS-FM:
6-channels:

carrier frequency
Modulation
wide band transmission of
vibration and acoustic data

295MHz:
carrier frequency
FM/FM:
modulation
12 IRIG channels

U.S. AIR FORCE TELEMETRY IN THE 1970’S
MAJOR W. W. HARGROVE (USAF)
MINUTEMAN Program Office
Norton AFB
San Bernardino, California

Summary The telemetry systems used by the U.S. Air Force in the ‘70’s must be highly
reliable, flexible, possess growth potential and meet the requirements of operational
realism, An attempt must he made to provision the basic weapon system design for the
required telemetry hardware in order to prevent the tested version from incurring a penalty
due to its subsequent incorporation. The components associated with future U.S. Air Force
telemetry systems will be lighter, smaller, consume less power, withstand more severe
environments, and cost much less than those of the past.
Introduction The problems associated with U.S. Air Force telemetry systems in the
‘70’s are many. Not only are we facing the age-old problems of weight, size, power
requirements, etc., but the new weapon systems have compounded and magnified these
problems many times over.
On any new weapon system, whether it be aircraft, missile, or satellite, we face the
problem of operational realism. Especially on new missile systems we must flight test
missiles that are representative of the operational force. Reliability in today’s telemetry
systems must be emphasized more, not only because of the satellite program where
millions of dollars are spent for one launch and if the telemetry fails all is lost, but also
from the fact that today’s test programs are reduced to the bare minimum.
A means of data acquisition is also a problem with today’s new weapon systems. With the
advent of land, sea, and air based systems we are forced to use many different test ranges.
The answer to data acquisition seems to be some type of a mobile platform. We not only
have to solve these problems to produce acceptable weapon systems, but we must
accomplish this with an ever decreasing budget.
U.S. Air Force telemetry in the ‘70’s will definitely be governed by the problems we face.
Many of the new weapon systems, B-1, F-15, MINUTEMAN III, are using primarily
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) telemetry systems, augmented by Frequency Modulation
(FM) when vibration measurements are of prime interest.

The challenge of meeting operational realism in today’s weapon systems has to be one of
great importance. The definition of operational realism is similar no matter what type
weapon system. In MINUTEMAN, for example, operational realism could be defined in
the following manner:
1. Hardware configurations which alter the Missile Performance Parameters and Models
(MPPM) are not acceptable. The MPPM used to target the operational fleet must also be
used to target the test missile.
2. It is desirable that the mass properties of the test missile be the same as the tactical. In
no case shall it result in a change to the targeting software program.
3. Test missile hardware configurations which alter the physical dimensions, separation
characteristics and/or aerodynamic properties of the operational system are unacceptable,
unless they can be incorporated without perturbing the requirements of (1.) above.
4. Missile preparation and launch procedures will be the same as used for the weapon
system at operational sites. Checkout, verification, monitor, and control of the system shall
be accomplished independent of the weapon system.
One can see that trying to comply with all of the above requirements is all but impossible
and herein lies the challenge. A Data Bus system helps to work many of the problems but
at the same time increases the requirements placed on such items as remote multiplexers
and signal conditioning boxes. A good example of this would be making a number of
measurements in the I-II interstage area on MINUTEMAN. The remote multiplexer would
have to be sized for location in the raceway, where the physical dimensions would be a
major constraint. On an aircraft you might require it to be located on a wing spar where
size and vibration under heavy G loads would be of prime concern.
The aerodynamics of a weapon system must also be duplicated. On MINUTEMAN we
violate this requirement by having to add an instrumentation wafer (increasing length and
weight) and a higher raceway cover to accommodate the instrumentation cable.
Meeting operational realism with a given piece of hardware is not sufficient in itself. In
today’s environment of reduced budgeting for defense systems we must produce
equipment with a very high degree of reliability. The manned space program is an
excellent example. Because of limited resources, the satellite and missile programs also
require many components to have high reliability.
At first glance the data acqusition area seems like it would have little or no effect on new
telemetry systems. In most cases this would probably be true; but suppose you need a one

megabit system and you suddenly find out the range can only record at 500 kilo bits per
second. With the many different types of weapon systems being tested today, it is
impossible to locate a test range where we could perform all the required testing. The cost
involved in constructing new receiving sites at different locations for each new test
program forces us to a mobile concept. The Apollo Range Instrumentation Aircraft (ARIA)
is one used on many test programs. Coordination with the test range early in the
development of any weapon system is mandatory.
Conclusion The next decade is expected to create U.S. Air Force telemetry needs which
would equal the challenges of the past decade. The problems may take significantly
different forms as the emphasis shifts from system performance to substantial reductions in
component size, weight and cost. The U.S. Air Force expects this need to arise from an
ongoing effort to develop and improve missiles, aircraft and space systems.
One of the more pressing needs is a test instrumentation concept which permits ICBM
flight testing with operationally configured hardware. That is to say, that the flight test
instrumentation system would be designed such that it does not alter the missile size,
weight, shape, or performance. Such a system ensures that the flight test data is applicable
to hardware in the operational force. The solution to this need might well be a
telecommunications concept which is new functionally and physically.

THE NEW RURAL SOCIETY
PETER C. GOLDMARK

Last Summer the National Academy of Engineering issued its report on the impact of
communications technology on Urban problems and improvement of life in rural
communities. Because one of the most critical needs of the nation is improving life in large
urban concentrations, the attack on the problem here proposed concentrates on ways to
make rural life more attractive and stimulating through imaginative applications of
telecommunications. This in turn would give citizens the choice whether to live and work
in an urban or in a rural environment. Thus my concerns for the present and hopes for the
future are tied closely with the ways how we as a nation can maximize the utilization of
our land resources.
First, let me quote Huxley, who said: “As I peek into the future, it doesn’t work.”
I agree with Huxley, but I think it is worthwhile to try to make it work. Thus, I would like
to talk about the crisis of our environment and how communications technology can help
to preserve it and even improve it.
I am using Environment in its broadest sense--the world around us which involves people,
our natural resources, our life style and, of course, our ecology. This total environmental
problem is probably the greatest issue we have ever faced; it is ominous, elusive and it
could be fatal to our civilization unless we deal with’it promptly and effectively.
Let’s pinpoint first where we are today in human history -- in terms of science, people and,
above all, change.
Ten thousand years ago the world population was no greater than New York City’s today
-- namely ten million people. Too few people for the world, far too many for New York
City. Yet, the human brain had the same size and capacity as we have today -- namely
one-and-one-half liters. Human behavior and man’s general physical characteristics were
no different than they are today and during the succeeding 9,800 years, which brings us
into the 19th Century A.D., all changes were extremely gradual.
At the time America was discovered -- to be sure by accident -- the entire world
population was only 50 million more people than there are in the United States today
(figure 1). The world population today exceeds three billion.

The significance of this is that during 9,000 of our 10,000 year history, population doubled
only every 2,000 years. Even when America was discovered, the rate at which the
population doubled was roughly 600 years. Today, the world population increases by a
factor of two in 35 years, and this rate is still growing. What is alarming is the increase in
the rate of change. Mathematically speaking, this exponential curve represents a growth
produced by an increasing exponent.
The fastest man could travel until the 19th Century was roughly 25 miles per hour -- on
horseback or behind horses. Today the figure is 25 thousand miles (figure 2).
Life expectancy until recently was about 30 years. It is now passing the 72 mark in the
Western world (figure 3).
The only explosives known were relatively harmless compared with what we detonated
from 1945 on (figure 4).
While we note a sudden rise in these curves during the past 150 years, we should pinpoint
an all important date still buried in relative tranquility. This was the year 1455, when
Gutenberg invented the movable type printing press. This event, which was dormant
during all of mankind’s previous history has, probably more than any other event, caused
the sudden, dramatic acceleration in the rate of change in all fields.
There is a profound cause and effect relationship here which is worth exploring:
It was not until the twilight of the eighteenth century that printing and book publishing
came into general use (figure 5).
In the following two centuries, the number of books published rose rapidly from two
million to a total of 50-million different titles today. This exponential growth -- mirroring
the impact of Gutenberg’s discovery -was followed by an unprecedented upsurge in
scientific and technological development.
There were many men and women dedicated to science long before modern history, but
they had no way to communicate their discoveries and ideas except by the slow process of
word-of-mouth. Once scientists could read about the Work of others they no longer
duplicated each other’s efforts, but carried on from where scientists before them left off.
As a result, the human brain burst forth with discoveries, inventions and theories at an
unprecedented rate, leading to modern science and technology and an unplanned
environment.

When we combine the brief span of accomplishments by modern civilization into a single
graph, and plot them on the scale of human history over the past 10 000 years, the curve
shoots up almost vertically, pointing to infinity (figure 6). We can look at this sudden and
frightening increase in the rate of change equally as the measure of how rap-idly we use up
our resources and our environment, and how far we are from planning ahead.
Recently, Dennis Meadows and his colleagues at M.I.T. showed with their computer
study, as many have feared, that mankind faces a probably collapse of society within not
much more than 100 years if we continue our current life style and industrial output at its
current rate.
The M.I.T. study shows vividly what happens to these exponential upturns we have just
seen if we don’t act immediately -- and I mean act now -and plan for a radical change.
Unless we do, the curves we have seen will not continue to grow exponentially. They will
take a sudden downturn to the year 2100, by which time pollution and the depletion of our
non-renewable resources will probably bring about a rapid end of our civilization.
In order to counteract these trends, we must slow down radically the population growth as
well as our insatiable appetite for material goods and growth. We must begin to emphasize
quality rather than quantity, and our material goods -- automobiles, television sets, and
other appliances -- must be designed to last much longer than today’s products.
Regarding population increase, the exponential curve in the first graph is controlled by two
feed-back loops: the growth is determined by a positive loop, represented by the birth rate.
The second loop is the negative feedback, carrying the mortality rate. This latter loop is
not functioning too well, inasmuch as life expectancy has more than doubled during the
last 200 years -- chiefly due to science. We can only operate on the positive feedback loop
and curtail the birthrate. Here the M.I.T. study calculated that together with other major
adjustments, an average number of children of two per family on a worldwide basis could
avert the predicted collapse.
Ironically, science and technology have unwittingly transported modern civilization into
the crisis we now face. But I believe there is still time to redirect the ominous trends
through immediate and concerted planning and action.
The M.I.T. study provides solutions to the productivity, population and pollution problems
we will face, but does not deal with the social crisis in which we already are involved.
However, scientists and engineers can indeed apply their talents and efforts toward social
engineering problems. At the same time, these solutions must also apply to the

preservation of our non-replenishable resources as well as the reduction of pollution and
our industrial output.
For the past three years, I have had the opportunity to head a study at the National
Academy of Engineering in Washington. The work has been supported by the government,
and a major purpose has been to examine how communications technology can change our
present pattern of living and successfully alter the grim picture of our future.
The crisis projected is best illustrated by the rapid deterioration of life in the large
metropolitan urban and suburban concentrations where 80 percent of the nation’s
population is virtually trapped -- living on less than 10 percent of the land. At the current
rate, two-thirds of the people in the United States by the year 2000 will live in 12 major
urban centers. More than half of them will be concentrated in three magalopolies
comprising only a few percent of the country’s total land area. Figure 7 shows this on the
left side. The right hand map shows the migration from rural areas towards the large cities
and this map is almost a photographic negative of the first one.
A long-term solution to this problem calls for a total change in our population distribution
as well as in our life style -- and the key to this plan lies in new applications of existing
communications technologies.
As one of the most basic requirements, people must be provided with the choice of
whether they wish to live and work in a large city or in a rural environment. This option
does not exist today. Thus our plan must induce some 100 million Americans to remain in,
or move to attractive rural areas. A small step has been made in this direction through socalled new towns, several of which have already been built. But this is not the answer
since a new town would have to be completed every third day for the next 30 years. We
must move on a much more massive scale which can be accomplished only through the
planned development of thousands of existing American small towns.
Towards this objective, we have designed a model based on 3,000 existing communities
ranging in population from 5,000 to 100,000 people, capable through carefully planned
growth to accommodate 100 million people over the next 30 years (figure 8).
We know that the major problems of the large cities -- problems such as crime, poverty,
pollution, traffic, health, education, etc. -- also exist in small communities, but they are on
a much smaller scale and are manageable.
Our studies, for example, reveal the incidence of crime per unit population increases with
the size of cities. The same is true of pollution. Both of these are non-linear effects and can
be shown graphically (figures 9 and 10).

The question we face is: Why do people migrate from rural areas, and why don’t urban
residents move there?
Here are some of the main reasons:
• Lack of suitable employment opportunities
• Inadequate educational and health services
• Lack of social, cultural and recreational pursuits
In each of these areas we found that communications technology can improve conditions
considerably, but we have to seek new approaches. Take employment for example. A
growing number of businesses have moved some of their divisions or even their entire
operations out of big cities but, unfortunately, they haven’t moved them much farther than
the suburbs. As a result, the metropolitan concentrations now spill beyond the city limits,
adding to the overall environmental problem. It turns out that one major reason why
companies do not move greater distances is the fear of inadequate communications
between these components. We, therefore, proposed a study coupled with experimentation
and feasibility testing to demonstrate that imaginative applications of telecommunications
will enable business and government units, separated over wide distances, to function
effectively and perhaps even derive additional operational advantages.
This study -- the first of its kind in the nation -- is now underway. The project, entitled
“The New Rural Society,” is funded by the United States Department of Housing and
Urban Development and is being conducted under the aegis of Fairfield University in
Connecticut. My own company is instrumental in carrying out the technical phases of the
communications processes under a contract with Fairfield University. The University is
deeply interested and involved in these studies, and I am particularly pleased to have the
support and enthusiasm of the Rev. William C. McInnes, President of Fairfield University,
who for many years has been identified with professional leadership on social and
educational issues.
The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a portion of the project, which enables a
number of states to participate in the proceedings.
The first phase of this study comprises a thorough analysis of current office practices and
procedures. We will concentrate primarily on service industries, as these would appear to
be the best candidates for placement into rural areas. Also, forecasts show that
employment in service industries will increase steadily during the next 30 years, while in
manufacturing manpower needs will remain steady-or even decrease.

Following the office studies, we will substitute these procedures with special
communication links and equipment for experimenting in back-to-back studios simulating
actual transmission systems. As the next step, actual two-way point-to-point broadband
circuits will be employed, located between the capital of Connecticut, Hartford, and the
area designated as the center of our experiments.
One interesting aspect of the communications study has already emerged -namely, the
underutilization of audio techniques, particularly when coupled with instantaneous visual
displays, and the creation of spatial sound images. Novel applications of two-way video
techniques are also contemplated together with new ways of generating and distributing
remotely hard copies.
Through the cooperation of the Governor of Connecticut, a geographic area was
designated as the center of the project where a joint planning effort is underway with
community leaders and regional planners to study methods for establishing the New Rural
Society. This section of Connecticut is called the Windham Planning Region, located in the
Northeastern portion of the State. It is composed of 10 townships with 65,000 people
occupying 300 square miles. Windham is an underdeveloped region from an economic
standpoint, averaging 200 people per square mile -- which is less than one third the
average population density of Connecticut.
Conversely, large cities like New York have a population density of 26,000 people per
square mile. According to the findings of the Human Rights Commission, the-density in
some of New York City’s worst ghettos is so bad, that at this level of crowding the entire
population of the United States could be concentrated in just three of Manhattan’s
boroughs.
The map of Connecticut in Figure 11 with its 169 townships shows the population
concentration how and in the year 2000 and the uneven distribution between rural and
urban centers in the state. The experimental area for our project is also shown.
We have stated earlier that providing employment opportunities and choice is important.
We must also ensure that there will be adequate health services for the increased
population.
The national average of physicians per 1,000 people is roughly one, which is the same for
the entire state of Connecticut., But in Windham there is approximately one-half physician
per 1,000 people. We hope to be able to show that the services of the local physicians and
the local county hospital can be extended through the increased use of paramedical
personnel. Such techniques as mobile teleclinics equipped with two-way, point-to-point
microwave communication links for visual, audio and diagnostic use will be explored. It is

also contemplated to interconnect the local hospital with one of the large medical centers
in Hartford through fixed two-way broadband circuits capable of carrying video, sound
and instrumentation signals in both directions. This would provide greater stimulus for
local physicians in Windham through access to complex diagnostic data and equipment as
well as to seminars and discussions of special cases.
It is recognized that in many areas in the United States mobile teleclinics, attended by
physicians’ assistants, will be able to serve a larger number of patients near their homes
and schools through prescreening and thus extend the effectiveness of available physicians
and of the hospital facilities.
Access to higher or continuing adult education in rural areas is another paramount
requirement. The plan here is to apply the same telecommunications techniques we are
developing for business and to link large educational centers with a number of small
satellite campuses located in or near the newly expanded towns. A small but capable
faculty will combine local instruction with full participation in the activities of the distant
central university through two-way electronic access so that seminars, lectures and
examinations together with data and library access, can create ‘a complete and viable local
teaching program. Through the new two-way cable television systems all of these learning
opportunities will be brought to the homes.
The aspect of the overall project that needs to be carefully considered and applies to
business-as well as to education, has to do with face-to-face communication. It is not the
intent of the project to discourage or minimize personal contacts when these are essential.
Studies have shown that substituting telecommunications for all personal contacts in
business on a nationwide basis would only reduce travel by approximately 18 percent. The
paramount objective is for most people to live and work closeby and in an attractive,
stimulating environment. Travel, for establishing face-to-face meetings, for business,
government or educational pursuits should be encouraged-and will in no way detract from
the benefits that can be derived from the New Rural Society plan,
The development of suitable employment choices, health care and education, still leaves
the rural areas isolated and deprived of cultural and recreational opportunities existing in
the big cities, such as theatres, concerts, museums, lectures, sporting events, etc.
To counter this imbalance we propose the design and the implementation of the ENT-SAT
system (“Entertainment Satellite,). Under this plan use would be made of the contemplated
domestic synchronous satellite communication system located so that it could service the
entire United States, including Alaska. The ENT-SAT would relay live performances from
Broadway theatres, from operas, concerts, sports events, political, religious and

educational meetings, to all cities and towns in America using a new high-resolution color
television system designed specifically for this purpose.
If the community already has, or plans to have, a local cable television operation, the cable
franchise holder could receive the ENT-SAT signals and present the special-events
programs to the community on a fee or subscription basis, in two forms: in existing or in
special theatres, using large screen, high-resolution television projection equipment, and
also over the local cable television system having special broadband channels suitable for
the high-resolution television signals.
The reason for selecting a new high-resolution color television system for the ENT-SAT
system is two-fold: First, the live performances transmitted will not be specially produced
for television and often will have more detail than could be resolved with the current
commercial television standards. The second reason is that these programs would also be
projected onto large theatre screens requiring greater resolution.
The cable television subscribers would have the choice to rent or buy dual standard color
television sets which would be able to receive the current commercial television
transmissions as well as the new high-definition color signals.
Let us now examine how the New Rural Society program will influence the trends which
are threatening our civilization. Regarding our oil requirements: at the current rate of
consumption, by 1985 fifty percent of our oil will have to be imported from foreign
countries. I need not elaborate on the consequences.
Under the New Rural Society Plan, living and working in the same community will save
large amounts of gasoline and only generate negligible amounts of pollutants, because
there will be little or no need to commute. People must be encouraged to go on foot, to use
bicycles, small automobiles and small delivery vehicles. Indispensable to such radical
changes will be the processes of education in order for every American to realize that what
is at stake is the world of our children and grandchildren.
Concerning another essential resource, the generation of sufficient electric energy is
bordering on a national crisis. The use of electricity per household has almost doubled
during the past 10 years and to a large extent urban life is the culprit. In rural areas, there
is less need for air-conditioning and there will be no huge building complexes consuming
large amounts of electric power for elevators, light and other services. As an example,
New York City’s newest skyscraper, the “World Trade Center” consumes as much
electric power as a city of 120,000 people.

The problem associated with gigantic power generating plants required by the large cities
could be relieved through the use of many smaller local plants, using other means of
producing electricity. For example, there exists now a coal-to-gas conversion method,
using strip-mined coal, which is our most abundant source of energy. The sulfur dioxide
pollutants are eliminated in the gas conversion process. This type of plant is particularly
suitable for smaller units -- towns up to 200,000 inhabitants.
In order to live through the next centuries as a civilized nation, many of the needed
changes in our life style will have to be radical, require a redirection of technology, and a
great deal of education. But time is short and we cannot invent, we must innovate. We
have already made all the necessary inventions.
Finally, let us remember that while we have learned to communicate across space and
under water, on records and on tape, by wire and by radio, we must still perfect that most
important form of communication -- from man to man.
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POLICY ISSUES IN CABLE COMMUNICATIONS
WALTER R. HINCHMAN
Assistant Director
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President.

Summary Cable communications constitutes a complex and dynamic new medium for
both selective and mass distribution of entertainment and information programming, as
well as new information exchange services. The complexity of technical, operational,
social, political, and economic issues relating to cable probably exceeds that of any
electronic communications development to date.
Fortunately, there are relevant experiences from many other communications operations -common carriers, broadcasters, the publishing industry, etc. -- which provide insights into
the probable evolution of cable communications and into the many policy issues which
exist or will arise. By carefully selecting from among several options for industry structure
and integration, it should be possible to achieve -with minimal detailed regulation -- a
cable communications industry which encourages diversity of information and
entertainment services, guarantees access by all responsible interests, avoids excesses of
monopoly powers, and is truly responsive to public needs and interests. That, at least, is
the objective of the Administration’s current Cabinet-level policy review.
Introduction As in the case of the proverbial elephant, broadband communications (the
evolutionary form of cable television) takes on varying appearances depending upon one’s
perspective. Since electronic communications is a highly regulated industry, one
perspective of particular importance is that of the government regulator or policymaker. As
I will attempt to illustrate, this perspective must, in fact, be a composite of many others.
To the communications engineer, broadband communications represents both a source of
employment and an exciting opportunity to develop new communications and information
processing technologies. Such ideas as information retrieval in the home, computerassisted instruction, remote monitoring of utility and other services, electronic shopping
and mail delivery, and related services are often seen as only straightforward applications
of techniques and technologies already developed for defense and space use. Small
wonder then that the communications engineer is often frustrated by the seemingly endless
debate concerning the introduction of these new systems and services.

The “social engineer,” who may have little understanding of or concern for the
technological details, often shares this view. To him, broadband communications
represents the opportunity to effect significant social change, whether in education, health,
entertainment, politics, or the basic economic and social structure of society. In many
instances, he sees this as the last great communications development, which must not be
allowed to fall into the crass commercial mold of radio and television broadcasting.
The cable operator has yet another perspective. First, he is in business to make a profit,
and like any good businessman, he prefers to minimize risks by sticking primarily to
proven technologies, services, and markets -- and, if possible, avoiding competition. Thus,
sophisticated technological devices and social experimentation are generally of secondary
interest to him -- particularly so long as he is able to maintain or increase earnings through
less risky endeavors.
There are, of course, many other parties interested in cable development and use, and
many divisions within each classification. Local government officials want both free
services and a share of the profits from cable operations. Broadcasters, newspapers, movie
theaters, and other communications media would like to minimize the competitive threat
which cable poses. Minorities would like not only a larger role in the information content
of this new medium, but also a piece of the action in the business sense. In fact, one might
say that the only group not frequently heard from on the subject of cable are the probable
consumers of its services -- the vast majority of the American public!
As important as all these special interest views are, the ultimate concern for public policy
must be to create an economic and regulatory climate in which cable will be most
responsive to public needs, interests, and support. If the development of cable is not
regulated wisely, unnecessary and harmful barriers may be placed in its way and, as a
result, the full benefits from cable will not be achieved.
Government has not always been wise in its treatment of new technologies. Its initial
reaction often takes the form of resistance based on a perceived need to protect existing
economic interests. Finally, when the new technology is accepted, it is often viewed as a
panacea, with unnecessary and burdensome obligations placed on it in the hopes that
solutions to pressing social problems can thereby be found.
This is probably descriptive of the path that cable had to traverse during its formative years
as an industry. First, the needs of broadcasters who faced new economic competition as
the result of the introduction of cable were uppermost in the minds of Federal regulators.
When cable was finally “unleashed” in April of this year, the Federal Communications
Commission imposed certain service obligations on cable systems, including the
requirement of bidirectional capability and the dedication of channels for public access,

educational, and governmental uses in an attempt to force cable to support public interest
objectives deemed worthy by the Commission.
We at the Office of Telecommunications Policy have been wrestling for some time with
the question of the appropriate policy guidelines for the cable industry. We have tried, in
this effort, to steer between the extremes of artificially restricting the development of
cable, and artificially stimulating or directing it. We have tried to postulate industry
structures and regulatory guidelines which would result in development of the industry in
such a way that cable operations are responsive to the needs of consumers, firms, and
governments for improved communications services; but we have tried to avoid being
cheerleaders” for the industry, expecting too much from it, and therefore requiring it to do
too much. While the conclusions and recon-imendations from our efforts are not yet
complete, I want to share with you some of the factors that went into our deliberations in
assessing the appropriate structure and regulation of the cable industry.
The Communications Act of 1934 basically divides communications entities into two
broad categories: broadcasters and common carriers. In many respects, present-day cable
operators are like over-the-air broadcasters. In fact, since cable systems now do little or no
program origination, the programming available to their viewers is simply an expanded
quantity of what is already available over the air.
Cable-Broadcast Differences But there are important differences between the two
systems. Broadcasters control only a single channel, but the number of channels which will
be under the control of a cable operator in most newly-built systems is at least 20, and
many people envisage future systems as having 60 channels or more. Virtually all overthe-air viewers have access to several independently-owned television stations; economies
of scale will likely dictate that cable viewers will be able to subscribe to only a single
cable system. Broadcast programs are largely limited to those which advertisers will
support on a mass-appeal basis, since selective distribution and billing of individual
subscribers is difficult and costly; cable provides the possibility of dramatically reducing
the difficulty and cost of serving and billing viewers on a per-program or per-channel
basis. And cable promises potential competition to the telephone companies since, unlike
broadcasting, it can provide selective point-to-point services. It is the recognition that
these differences exist between broadcasting and cable that force us to consider
alternatives to the current mode of broadcast-type regulation for cable.
Content and Access Control It is no secret that over-the-air broadcasters have come
under great criticism during recent years. Groups at both ends of the political spectrum
have claimed that the broadcast media are biased on their treatment of news and public
affairs. These criticisms have resulted in such FCC policies as the Fairness Doctrine and

obligations for public service programming. They, have also produced demands for a
guaranteed right of access for those willing to purchase television time.
These controversies are very important in considering a national policy for cable.
Whatever criticisms broadcasters have received for bias in reporting and, more
importantly, for monopolization of the airwaves, the criticisms that would arise if a single
entity controlled access to all of a city’s information channels -- as a cable operator might
ultimately do -- would be far greater. Thus, one requirement for a national policy on cable
is a structure for the cable industry which would make impossible such concentrated
control over the mass media, without arbitrarily restricting the growth of cable. One
possibility which strongly recommends itself is that the operator of a cable system be
required to make available for lease by others a substantial portion of his channel capacity.
Under such an arrangement, the cable operator would be required to provide channel
capacity to all who are willing to pay the cost of it. A more extreme version of this policy
would be to preclude the cable operator from doing any programming at all. Under this
alternative, cable systems would be limited to the provision of transmission capacity and
would be required to make available that capacity to all others who are willing to pay for
it.
It is clear that some form of guaranteed access for others is indispensable for cable. It
would be intolerable in a free society for a single person to be granted complete control
over access to such a substantial portion of the mass communications media.
Concentration of Economic Power In addition to the problems of control over the mass
media that cable presents, there is, of course, the problem of concentrated economic
power. The economics of cable will probably dictate that each subscriber will be unable to
choose among alternative cable systems. It is much cheaper to provide additional services
or to serve additional viewers on an existing cable system than to construct a new one.
This raises the question of whether the degree of monopoly power that a cable system
possesses justifies regulating the prices it can charge.
There are several factors which militate against such regulation in the near term. First, the
geographic extent of any truly natural monopoly in cable will be limited. Even cities of
moderate size can probably support several cable systems, even though a single viewer
will have access to only one. With wise franchising arrangements, no single cable operator
need feel so secure from competition that he can abuse his monopoly position. Second,
cable is likely to face considerable competition in the foreseeable future from over-the-air
broadcasters and telephone companies. While there have been dire predictions of the
impending collapse of broadcasting if cable is allowed to grow, the best available
information and analysis of the likely penetration of cable in the nation’s major markets

suggest that such a collapse is unlikely to occur for a long time, if ever. Cable and
broadcasting are likely to compete with one another for the favor of viewers for a
considerable period. Furthermore, many of the new services that cable can provide - meter reading, information retrieval, polling -- can also be provided by the telephone
network. Despite the criticisms one hears concerning the telephone companies, they have
not been lethargic in dealing with potential competitors. We may have less reason to fear
that cable will exploit its customers for these new services than that it will succumb to
formidable competition from the telephone industry.
Cross-Ownership Among the groups which have most strenuously opposed the
development of cable have been over-the-air broadcasters and existing television
networks. Interestingly, the opposition of the networks came quickly on the heels of a ban
on network ownership of cable systems. It is likely that the opposition of over-the-air
broadcasters has been increased by restrictions against broadcast ownership of cable
systems in their own markets. It might have been easy to overcome this opposition to cable
by permitting existing media interests a greater role in its development. But it would be
unwise to do so without proper safeguards, since these interests might simply prefer to
limit cable’s growth. For example, while the importation of distant signals increases
revenues from cable subscribers, this could result in a more than off-setting loss in
advertising revenue from broadcasting operations. Faced with this, a broadcaster might use
his cable system only to retransmit local programming and not to import any distant
signals. The result would be a cable industry which was little more than the provider of
master antenna service to viewers with over-the-air reception problems. Clearly, if
broadcasters are to be permitted to own cable systems, they must be subject to certain
controls over their behavior, including in particular, provision for guaranteed access by
other media interests.
Concentration of Ownership At present, there is a major merger movement in the cable
television industry. The four largest cable system operators currently serve almost a
quarter of all cable television subscribers, and the largest eight cable firms serve almost 40
percent of the subscribers. With the movement of cable television systems into the nation’s
major markets, the degree of concentration of cable ownership is likely to increase. This
trend has led to some recommendations that a ceiling be placed on the number of
subscribers that a single cable firm might serve. The proponents of such a rule have in
mind something akin to the Federal Communications Commission’s Group Onwership
Rule which bans the ownership of more than seven over-the-air television stations by a
single entity. The Rule is designed to avoid concentration of media control across markets.
The Commission feared, with some justification, that a single firm controlling television
stations in many markets may be less responsive to the public interest than independent
firms.

One’s attitude toward concentration of cable ownership clearly depends on whether cable
firms are programmers or simply the suppliers of transmission capacity. If cable firms do
no programming, many problems of concentrated ownership would be removed. This is
not to say that there are no fundamental difficulties involved. Should it ever become
necessary to regulate cable as a public utility, it could be far easier to regulate a number of
small firms than a single large one. No one who has looked at the difficulties involved in
regulating the Bell System can look with pleasure at the prospect of having to regulate a
nationwide coaxial cable system. However, up to this point, the trend toward horizontal
concentration of cable ownership has not been in the direction of a single firm. Instead, a
number of strong cable firms have emerged, each of which has considerable growth
potential. While we must be wary of the growth of a cable monolith, such a prospect does
not appear likely in the foreseeable future.
Vertical Integration Many firms currently engaged in the ownership of cable systems
also are in, or plan to enter, other stages of the provision of cable television services. For
example, TelePrompter, the largest of the multiple cable system owners, is in the process
of developing a substantial programming division. Tele-Communications, Inc., an
important owner of cable systems, is part of a firm engaged in the provision of microwave
relay services as well as being a potential owner of a domestic satellite. Hughes, another
potential satellite system owner, is also interested in both programming and cable
operation. We have here the possibility that a single firm may become engaged in all
stages of the cable television industry: program production, system interconnection, and
the ownership of local cable systems. In the over-the-air broadcasting industry, firms are
either involved in the ownership of local distribution facilities or in the provision of
programming, with the exception of tel evision networks, which own a small number of the
stations which are part of their networks. No broadcast network currently owns its own
interconnection facilities; instead it leases them from the existing common carriers.
Whether vertical integration in the cable industry is desirable is likely to be an important
source of controversy over the next few years. Much depends upon the degree to which
competition develops in the long-haul transmission industry, both in terms of domestic
satellite systems and terrestrial facilities, especially the specialized carriers. The more
competitive this market is, the less we need be concerned with joint ownership of
interconnection facilities and cable systems. But if a small number of firms control
interconnection, it would be poor policy to sit idly by as they extend market power from
that activity backward into program supply or forward into the ownership of local cable
systems.
Regulatory Jurisdiction Another major policy issue concerns the appropriate division of
regulatory responsibility between the Federal Government and the states and localities.
The recently enacted FCC cable rules require a substantial degree of conformity among the
cable plans of the various local entities. The stated basis for this requirement is that, unless

such uniformity is required, states and localities will go their own ways in the development
of cable. While there are many needs for uniformity in cable development -- the most
obvious of which is the requirement for technical compatibility for interconnection
purposes -- it is doubtful that the needs and capabilities of different cities are so similar
that they all require systems having the same minimum channel capacity, the same service
requirements, and the same public service obligations.
What is appropriate for New York City is obviously not appropriate for Columbia, South
Carolina; but in many respects, federally-established rules allow no such distinctions. It is
often suggested, in response to this point, that the Federal Government merely establish
minimum standards; but, if standards are to have any effect at all, the effect is to require
that cities have cable systems with capabilities in excess of those they would freely
choose. Since it is the citizens of these communities who must pay for the additional
capabilities, it is not clear why they should not have a major voice in the decisions.
Further, these requirements may well have the effect of causing some cable systems not to
be built.
In many respects, detailed Federal rules for cable development are likely to be
schizophrenic. On the one hand, they may retard what cable can do in order to protect
other established economic interests. On the other hand, they may require that cable
systems perform additional tasks which some special interest group thinks are desirable.
What we would hope for instead is to limit Federal intervention to establishing fair “rules
of the game,” leaving other matters to the localities which may benefit from and must pay
the costs of their decisions.
Municipal Ownership Let me turn finally to the question of municipal ownership.
Almost all cable systems currently in operation are owned by private profit-making firms;
but many persons, sensing the social importance of cable in the future as well as seeing
cable as a potential source of tax revenues, argue that cable is too important to be left to
private firms.
One obvious objection to government ownership of cable systems is that it raises the
specter of government control of access to the media which, in this country, we have
assidiously avoided. But even if one believed that common carrier status for cable were
desirable, and that localities would conform to the requirements of nondiscriminatory
access, it is not at all clear that cable firms can be operated more efficiently by government
than by private firms. Whatever its structure, cable operations promise to be a dynamic,
risky, and multi-faceted venture requiring large and continuing commitments of talent and
financial resources. Without intending to demean government agencies, it would seem that
there are more likely functions for them to perform.

In many ways, cable provides an unprecedented opportunity for this country. The barriers
to the growth of cable, whatever their merits, have at least given us time to assess the
direction in which cable ought to go. Studies have been made, commissions have been
established hearings have been held, and, although agreement has not always been
reached, the sources of disagreement have often been quite clearly delineated. The future
promises an exciting time. The controversy surrounding cable is not likely to disappear in
this year or in this decade. But if cable ultimately provides only a small portion of the
services which its proponents currently claim for it, it will be an. important
communications medium for the remainder of this century. And if the full panoply of cable
services which are currently promised come into being, cable will indeed revolutionize the
way in which we live. It would certainly seem desirable to see cable structured and
regulated in such a way that the consuming public is given the opportunity to decide what
and how much cable will do.
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Summary This paper discusses the potential impact of cable television or broadband
communications on the urban environment. It suggests that the availability of improved
two-way communications between individuals and public institutions presents new
opportunities for delivering social services in a cost effective manner. Also, that this mode
of delivery may be superior in other ways to our present system of delivery. Unanswered
questions do remain on the use of technology for this purpose, however, and to answer
these questions an experimental demonstration in one or more “real” cities is suggested so
that future urban telecommunications systems can be designed with social service delivery
in mind.
Introduction The paper was prepared from the vantage point of the Office of Research
and Technology in the Department of Housing and Urban Development. The objectives of
HUD’s research program are to develop a better understanding of the causes of the
complex problems that are faced in housing and community development; and using that
improved understanding to apply the resources available to encourage change, innovation,
improvement, and modernization as a means of solving those problems.
The coming of cable television or broadband communications to urban America presents a
technology for use that appears to have widespread consequences for the future. Much of
this has been widely discussed in the literature in the past few months. The authors first
became fully aware of the potential of broadband communication for urban areas because
of their association with the National Academy of Engineering Committee on
Telecommunications when that Committee was preparing its report to Federal agencies on
the potential of using modern telecommunications to solve pressing urban problems.1 Part
of the problem facing the nation now is that a cable television system is being put into
place, but not enough systematic thought from an overview posit ion is being brought to
bear on how this technology can be used to solve urban problems.

This paper suggests one approach to find out how to use broadband communications in
addressing urban problems.
Communications Evolution Telecommunications services have grown piecemeal in our
society. Many telecommunication systems are operating near capacity in spite of recent
high growth rates. Communications technology has already had impacts on our society
which are at the same time profound but immeasurable. Telecommunications has already
strongly affected the need for physical transportation, the efficiency of transactions
between people, the education of children and adults, the availability and impact of up-tothe-minute news, and the kinds of entertainment enjoyed by most of the population. There
is a need for governmental assistance to assure that a major new form of communications,
cable TV and broadband communications, is brought into the existing U.S.
communications network in a way that will assure delivery of maximum benefits to the
public and private sectors.
The coming of cable systems to the nation’s cities during the 1970’s offers a unique
occasion and an opportunity. A single coaxial cable has about 50,000 times the messagecarrying capacity of a pair of telephone wires. It can carry from 28 to 35 channels of
television, plus the AM and FM radio bands and a substantial amount of non-visual
electronic messages. Additional capacity can be secured by laying additional cables. This
capacity is obtained without reducing the valuable radio spectrum resource. These systems
are capable of both one-way and two-way transmission and represent a major and
probably revolutionary addition to our patterns of communications. The timing of these
developments coincides with recent progress in other technologies of telecommunications.
The potential benefits of combining domestic communication satellites with cable systems
is far greater than could be realized with either system operating alone. The growth of the
specialized common carriers and the attractiveness of customer-owned interconnection to
telephone common carrier lines provide added opportunities in system designs to achieve a
broad range of services. The developments in integrated circuits and computer software,
particularly in time share systems, provide the potential of low cost, versatile terminals in
the home.2
The opportunity that the coming of broadband cable presents, is the sheer variety and
abundance of the services and combinations of services of which it is capable. The
problem is the complexity of integrating various combinations of cable services with
various combinations of existing telecommunications. There are large numbers of possible
uses; possible technological alternatives for providing the services; audiences to be served;
possible benefits to business and the public.3 The task of demonstrating, testing,
quantifying the requirements and demand and evaluating the marketability and cost
effectiveness of the full range of possibilities and combinations, cannot be undertaken
either by municipalities with their heavy financial commitments and their lack of expertise

in communications, or by private industry within the limits of risk capital. This is
particularly true in that a broadband communication industry does not exist except in the
form of fragmented small businesses.
The National Academy of Engineering Committee on Telecommunications after a 17
month study for a consortium of Federal agencies concluded that modern communications
technology, thoughtfully applied, can help in relieving many urban problems that are in
urgent need of solution. The Committee believed that communications can also help in
upgrading the level of city life. The Committee’s conclusions were further supported by an
in-depth study of city operation, an exchange of ideas with urban experts and city officials,
and a survey of a cross-section of U.S. cities. The Committee recommends an immediate
attack on city problems through innovative applications of modern communications
technology.4
There are a number of questions that relate to the overall hypothesis suggested by the NAE
Committee. Some of these issues that must be faced are:
1. Will the availability of improved two-way communications between individuals and
public institutions, for the purpose identifying problems and arranging for solutions,
help relieve alienation of individuals and relax community tensions?
2. Will the use of improved two-way telecommunications technology significantly help
the institutions responsible for providing public services to be more responsive to
individual and neighborhood needs?
3. Will the public services that can effectively utilize modern two-way communications
technology generate enough demand to support private investment in the two-way
system?
4. Will thoughtful application of communications technology be an effective technique
to make available in every neighborhood new forms of cultural, educational, and
health care services?
5. Will the use of modern communications technology result in improved quality of
services available to individual consumers at lower unit costs?
An experimental demonstration is in order to obtain the answers to the questions set forth
above. The hypothesis to be tested is that communications technology can and should be
used to provide information and public services to the home and neighborhood. It is
believed that public services information available now by the use of telephone can be
improved through a better system to-coordinate and provide public information and

services to the home either through telephone or other methods. These services may be
provided in conjunction with an increased availability of commercial services. However,
not all individuals will be able to obtain information or services in their home either
because they cannot or choose not to have communications equipment in their home or
they are transients without a residence but still in need of service. Accordingly, to meet
this need and to provide an option for some services being delivered more effectively in an
aggregated form, it is proposed that Community Information and Service Centers (CISC)
be established to provide information, public services and personal counseling as well as to
serve as an alternate location for providing information and public services being delivered
to homes.
Benefits of Widespread Application of a Broadband System Potential benefits of a
mature system are discussed briefly below. It is suggested that these are the types of
benefits that could be anticipated from the widespread use of an urban system. The
benefits although not directly achieved initially, could be preliminarily evaluated by a test
of sufficient scale.
(1)

HELP RELIEVE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL ALIENATION OF INDIVIDUALS,
FROM GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITY

It has long been felt by local community groups, particularly but not exclusively those
representing minority and disadvantaged citizens, that the concentration of media control is
a major problem and detriment to their progress in the society. The sense of community,
responsible community participation and minority involvement in the solution of urban
problems will increase as these groups gain access to a medium for self expression.
(2)

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE TO INDIVIDUAL AND NEIGHBORHOOD NEEDS

Improved communications will re-establish individual relationships between the citizen
and local government, and provide a basis for governmental officials to understand and
respond to the needs of citizens as these needs are articulated. Individual and group
hostilities will be reduced by providing local government with a system that can accurately
identify nedds, and can respond to these needs.
(3)

PRIVATE INVESTMENT DIRECTED TOWARD PUBLIC PURPOSES

Each of the enumerated benefits is responsive to a defined need and national priority. The
framework provided through the basic communications facility offers an opportunity for
the accelerated incorporation of private capital into a series of product investments
responsive to these public purposes.

(4)

CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES AVAILABLE
IN EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD

Many citizens are precluded from the use of cultural facilities in the community by cost,
lack of information, travel time and availability, or working hours. Each of these
considerations can be ameliorated by bringing an increased variety and selection of
cultural events to the home. A further advantage is the opportunity to provide greater
cultural diversity to the community, recognizing the needs of the minority or ethnic groups.
Two-way communications and the availability of a large number of channels open up
broad new opportunities for the delivery of educational materials, from pre-school to
higher education. Health care delivery can become more efficient by making the skills and
knowledge of skilled professionals at central locations available to outlying regional
hospitals and clinics through two-way visual communication links, and by making
increasing use of paraprofessionals who, under a doctor’s supervision, can do much of the
semi-professional work often done today by the doctor. The use of paraprofessionals to
broaden the availability of health care will, in turn, require localized communications that
can be provided by interactive community cable facilities.
(5)

REDUCED COST OF IMPROVED QUALITY SERVICES TO INDIVIDUAL
CONSUMER

Localization of municipal and public agency services at the neighborhood level lowers the
unit cost to the citizen of using these services, and makes them more responsive and
accessible. Government can then satisfy citizen needs more effectively without
commensurate increased in cost.
Citizens pay for educational and health services on a labor intensive basis, at the highest
rate required to support professional services. Communications techniques may reduce the
cost of service by permitting the use of professionals in a purely professional capacity, and
through the distribution of the costs of services over a greater number of individuals.
A Demonstration Program If the benefits to society listed above are to become a
reality, a large investment, private or public, must be made in a broadband communications
system in the next few years.
A demonstration is recommended because a meaningful test of the market potential is
required to remove the uncertainty involved in a system where economic feasibility
requires that many users desiring a great diversity of service will pay sufficient fees to
support the overall service delivery system. This test could be approached by a four
element program; namely,

(1)

Experimental multi-site, multi-service two-way information systems providing a
wide variety of services,

(2)

A set of experimental Community Information and Service Centers where most
public services can be delivered to provide a dynamic interface between
governments and their citizens,

(3)

Software support for local governments, public services, consumer education,
protective surveillance and other use uses, and

(4)

Overall determination of the public acceptance and maxket potential of each
service or facility demonstrated.

A most critical part of the demonstration would be the sample size of those involved in the
demonstrations -- the subscribers. The sample size must be of such a size as to involve a
critical mass of participants and allow for extrapolation to the universe of population in the
United States. We suggest that the sample should be of sufficient size to be statistically
valid, and that more than one location should be used for experimental purposes. This
might include, for example, a central city and a new community. Both types of
communities have significant social problems and the problems are potentially quite
different.
A second crucial item is to amass a critical mass of services for delivery via the
telecommunications system. There are a wide variety of social services that are candidates
for experimental use. Most likely any social service with a high informational content
could be a tentative candidate. Numerous lists of these have already been postulated and
need not be repeated here.5 There include services usually offered by government, e.g.
education; mixed government and private sources, e.g., health services; and completely
private, e.g. shopping at home. A meaningful test should include as many as possible of
these diverse offerings so that an economical system design for multi-purpose use can
emerge.
The third item is of considerable concern to the authors. Some households cannot afford
the cost of an interactive home terminal in the foreseeable future. Others will choose, for
reasons other than economics, not to have such equipment available in the home. This
becomes paxticulaxly important if an analysis of social service delivery via
telecommunications shows that it is cost effective to implement such a program on a
widespread scale.
We suggest that any contemplated experimental demonstration should face this problem.
One alternative is to provide a common terminal in a central neighborhood location. This

would be located in a multipurpose neighborhood facility.6 This Community Information
and Service Center (CISC) would,provide a central point to which citizens could bring
questions and problems relating to a wide variety of municipal services. The CISC
program might utilize numerous neighborhood based centers in many parts of a city linked
by two-way communication systems to local government administrative agencies and
public service agencies, and they would also serve as community programming origination
centers for the CATV system. These facilities would provide a basis for the evaluation of
the effectiveness of producing immediate response by local government to individual
needs, and provide neighborhood access to broadband communication origination
capability. This element is critical because CISCs provide a mechanism to assure that 100
percent of the population may receive services if social services direct to the home become
a prime delivery mode. For those households who choose not to have the newer forms of
two-way communications available at home, a means for public service delivery could still
be available at the CISC. In addition, the CISC would be a focal point for service delivery
to the neighborhood when it is not practicable to provide home based delivery. Initially,
functions such as alerting citizens to procedures and providing information as to the proper
agency from which direct follow-up may be obtained could be performed. Servicing of the
requests directly via remote telecommunication links from the CISC to the appropriate
municipal department would be a longer term goal for the centers.
Planning The experimental demonstration suggested above could not be carried out on
the scale envisioned without a considerable planning effort. It is easy to say what can be
done and what should be done. It is not easy to do. To do -- one needs programs, software,
trained personnel, detailed experimental designs, evaluation plans, and equipment that is
compatible with other equipment and with available software. Without this planning a
demonstration would only prove that money can be spent on telecommunications. We
think that we do not need to prove this again. Instead we suggest a few months effort to
answer the following questions.
1. For what community problems and needs will telecommunications service delivery
provide solutions?
2. What services are candidates for initial, large scale experimentation?
3. What experimental system concept and format should be followed?
4. How can the experiment be operated?
5. How can meaningful evaluation be accomplished?
6. How can the experiment be managed, what is a realistic schedule and budget?

7. What would the impact on society be of such a delivery system -- would it cause
more problems than it solved?
After the answers to these questions are known, the decision to do or not to do can be
made.
Conclusions The use of broadband communications to deliver social services to homes
and neighborhood centers is as revolutionary an idea as the automobile has proven to be.
Data, based on actual use of the system, should be analyzed before a complete national
policy emerges. Up to the present time, there has been no clear Federal role in the area,
except that the Federal government is a regulator.7 The future Federal role is also unclear
in advancing this technology and bringing its benefits to the nation. What is needed is
information which can only be obtained through demonstration activity that will test the
full range of possible applications, discover and develop audiences, develop programming
sources and make a meaningful test of the market, in order to remove the uncertainty
involved in a communications form where economic feasibility requires that many users
desiring a great diversity of services will pay sufficient fees to support the overall system
of communications and delivery. Federal involvement in a demonstration activity may be
desirable, but with demonstration activity completed, the Federal government could
withdraw from its catalytic role and public and private uses of the cable can proceed on the
basis of demonstrated usefulness, profitability, and cost effectiveness. An important reason
for failure of many socially oriented experiments in the past has been the lack of planning
and experimental design. Therefore, considerable effort in planning the experiments and
adequately stating the questions to be answered and evaluated by the particular
experiments must be expanded. For this reason, early efforts to adequately describe the
experiments and the hypotheses to be tested should be undertaken.
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Summary In this paper the concept of spacecraft self regulation of downlink power
output is investigated for a hypothetical frequency division multiple access (FDMA)
communication net. In this operation channels are filtered off (channelization) and
monitored to determine those channels that are inactive; i.e., not transmitting. The results
of the activity survey are then used to control channel gain in the spacecraft and regulate
the drive power into the output amplifier. In this way, available repeater power normally
not used during periods of low activity can be redistributed over the active channels to
improve their performance. For maximum improvement, this requires not only adjustment
of the individual channel gains, but removal of the inactive channels from the limiter.
Equations are developed which are useful for system design and aid in the evaluation of
resulting system performance and assessment of feasibility of implementation.
Introduction In frequency division multiple access (FDMA) satellite repeaters, using
hard limiting power amplifiers, downlink power allocated to each access channel is
proportional to the uplink power of that channel. Thus, stronger uplink channels receive
larger power allocations, and the power output of the repeater amplifier must be increased
to handle the weaker stations. By using channelization (i.e., filtering off each channel and
controlling its drive power into the limiter-amplifier) the repeater output power can be
subdivided more equitably among the various access channels. However, the use of
channelization also introduces the possibility of spacecraft control to improve overall
system performance. This control can be obtained by monitoring each channel for activity,
and self-regulating the repeater operation in accordance with the total activity of the
complete system. In this paper an analytical study of channelizing and regulating FDMA
repeaters is investigated, with the prime objective of assessing possible performance
improvement. The principle assumption is that the ground system and spacecraft
parameters are completely fixed, and only the effects of spacecraft self-regulation are
investigated.
We consider a hypothetical ground communication net in which each ground station is
composed of one or more data or voice sources angle modulated onto a station carrier to
form an access channel. Each such access channel is preassigned a frequency slot, and we

assume that when no information is being transmitted, the channel is inactive; i.e., no
station carrier is transmitted. We further assume that the pertinent ground station
parameters, such as transmitting ERP, space losses, illumination angles, bandwidths,
carrier frequencies, etc., are completely fixed and known, and confine our analyses only to
improvements in spacecraft performance; i.e., higher downlink ERP per channel. We
assume the existence of a channelized satellite repeater, with known parameters and a
common limiter-output amplifier for all access channels. In the subsequent analyses we
assume this repeater has the capability to monitor channel activity periodically and
accordingly adapt the repeater operation. The particular adaptive feature examined here
consists of adjusting the gain level of each channel (or group of channels) thereby
controlling the input power level of the repeater amplifier. In this way the limiter power
input can be adapted so that it will improve operation for the all active channels. As will be
shown the primary advantage obtained from this type of self-regulation stems from the fact
that with individual channel control, non-active channels can be removed from the limiter,
thereby preventing thier uplink noise from power robbing the downlink transmissions. If
the uplink noise is negligible then the effects of adaptive operations are no different than
that afforded by any type of standard power control operation (e.g., AGC loops). A
monitoring scheme is suggested that measures the power in each channel, or perhaps in a
group of channels for accomplishing the activity survey. This power measurement can then
be stored, or a subsequent decision on whether the channel is active or not, can be made.
The overall repeater would have the block diagram shown in Figure 1. The stack of
channels represent RF bandpass filters tuned to the necessary channel(s), and the output of
each is gain adjusted before being fed into the power amplifier. The monitor examines
each channel filter output in sequence for an activity measurement. The results of the
measurements are fed into a computer from which a subsequent adjustment of input gain is
made. In particular, channels found inactive are given a gain of zero, i.e., removed from
the limiter. This survey of channel activity is repeated periodically (e.g., every few
minutes) in order to maintain regulation over a changing activity pattern. The actual design
of the monitor and regulator will depend to a large extent on the channelizing or grouping
procedure used.
Channelization and Grouping Procedures The principal objective of channelization in
FDMA repeaters is to filter off each access channel and control its gain level into the
output limiter amplifier. If this gain is properly adjusted, according to uplink and desired
downlink power levels, the repeater output power is always at its maximum and can be
subdivided equitably among the various access channels. This can result in efficient power
economy when there is a large disparity in downlink power requirements. The maximum
power level of the repeater output amplifier can be calculated as follows. Let the i-th
channel have an uplink power at the repeater of Pui watts. Assuming channelization, this
power level will be adjusted by a factor xi, the gain level of the amplifier input signal. Let

(1)
be the total uplink signal power into the repeater amplifier, where the summation is taken
over all channels. Then the amount of downlink power Pdi allocated to the i-th channel at
the repeater output is given by
(2)
where ' = PT + Nu, Nu is the total uplink noise power, and PR(') is the output power of the
repeater amplifier when its input is driven at a power level '. The function PR(') is the
operating characteristic of the limiter-amplifier. Typically, as the input drive power ' is
increased, the repeater changes from linear to nonlinear behavior, accompanied by an
increase in intermodulation and suppression in the downlink channels. Thus, the selection
of a desired operating point for ' is basically a tradeoff of output power level, PR('),
versus intermodulation distortion. For low (8-12db) values of desired downlink carrier to
distortion ratios, the typical repeater is generally operated “backed-off” from full
saturation, closer to the linear range.
Assume ' = '0 has been selected as the desired operating point of the repeater drive
power at all times, selected from a suitable compromise of downlink power and
intermodulation distortion. Operating with drive power below '0 decreases downlink
channel power, while operating above '0 increases distortion. The design procedures for
selecting '0 need not concern us here, but will depend upon experimentally measured
characteristics of the limiter and output power amplifier. Let the i-th channel have a
downlink power requirement of Pri. Then xi must be such that Pdi = Pri. That is
(3)

If this proper xi is used, then Pdi in (2) can be replaced by Pri. Then summing over all i on
both sides of (2), and using (1), yields
(4)
where ( = (PT + Nu)/PT. The above equation therefore indicates the maximum required
output power level of the repeater amplifier in order to satisfy downlink power
requirements for all channels simultaneously. Eq. (4) basically indicates the size of the
repeater amplifier. The parameter ( represents the power increase that must be made to
overcome the power “robbing” capability of the uplink noise.

The above result is, of course, valid only if there is complete channelization (i.e., every
channel is filtered and gain adjusted). However, when the number of signals to be
accommodated becomes very large, the concept of channelizing becomes difficult to
implement. The maximum power savings achievable by the channelization may not be
practically realizable. It is possible, however, to make a form of signal groupings that
retain to a large degree of the power savings of complete channelization without the
excessive equipment complication of individual channelization. In the grouping concept,
the totality of all signals is subdivided into individual groups in accordance to their uplink
power requirements. Each of the signals in a group are placed in adjacent locations of the
frequency spectrum. A bandpass filter at the repeater can then be used to filter off the
whole group, and each channel of the group will be adjusted to have the same drive level
into the power amplifier (i.e., the group gain is uniform over the group bandwidth). The
gain level of a group must be chosen so as to maintain the weakest signals of the group, in
terms of its required ground signal to noise ratio. Thus the gain factor of the group
containing the i-th channel is then
(5)
where the maximum is taken over the entire group that contains the i-th signal. Again
assume operation is desired at a drive power level of '0, Then the actual downlink power
proportioned to the i-th channel is
(6)

instead of (1). Again summing over i, and using (1) and (3), yields

(7)

The above equation gives the total repeater power required in order to maintain all
channels simultaneously when channel grouping is used. Note that the term (x̂i /xi) is
always greater than one so that PR('0) in (7) always exceeds PR('0) in (4). Thus, the
channel grouping procedure can never be as efficient as complete channelization.
Equation (7) is particularly significant in that the unique grouping scheme that minimizes
PR can be determined when the number of groups is fixed. Let there be N total channels to
be placed into k groups. Let the N channels be relabeled according to the necessary xi, in

the following way: Let x11 be the largest xi and let x12, x13...x1v1 be labeling of all other xi
equal to x11 (i.e., the set {x1j}, j = 1,2,...,v1, is the set of maximum xi’s). Similarly, label
{x2j}, j = 1...v2, the set of next largest (and equal) xi’s, etc. Then the following inequality
for (7) can be developed (see Appendix I)

(8)
where Prij and Puij are the required and uplink power corresponding to the channel labeled
xij. The right hand side represents the minimal value of PR achievable with k groups.
Furthermore, this lower bound is achieved only if the groupings are as follows: The
channel set {x1j} is placed in one group, the channel set {x2j} is placed in another group,
etc., through the channel set {xk-1,j}j being placed in the k-1st group.
It is clear that this grouping, when substituted into (7), yields the right side of (8). This
result indicates that in the special case where every xi is distinct, (none equal) then the
proper grouping is to place the largest xi in a group by itself, the next largest in another
group by itself, etc. After forming k-l groups in this way all the remaining channels should
be placed in the last group. Hence, the result is k-1 groups with a single channel in each,
and one group with N-k+1 channels.
Equation (8) is also of interest since the reduction of the minimal value as a function of the
number of groups k can be determined. For example, in extending from k to k+1 groups
the minimal PR is reduced by an amount
(9)

This factor can be calculated when assessing the possibility of increasing the number of
groupings. In other words the number of groups of k should be selected such that (9) is
“small” with respect to the first term on the right of (8).
Power Regulation and Channel Monitoring Equations (4) and (7) were derived under
the condition that all channels were active and the drive power to the limiter-amplifier was
'0. If not all channels are active, however, the drive power falls below '0. This means the
repeater operates at an output power level less than its full capability. Each active channel
still has a downlink power level of

(10)
which is approximately Pri, the desired value. (The quantity in brackets is exactly unity if
the repeater characteristic was in fact linear. ) However, if the active uplink power ' had
been known, then every channel power gain could be increased by the factor
(11)

before the amplifier. This would then yield

(12)
Thus, the output power from each active channel is increased by the factor G over the
power level it would have if no correction was made. In essence, the available repeater
power not used by the inactive channels is redistributed over the active channels to
improve their performance.
The above discussion suggests the possibility of adaptive repeater operation in which the
drive power level ' is measured, and the result used to gain control of the channels [see
Figure 1] through Eq. (11). Note that G will attain its largest value if ' does not include
the input noise power of the nonactive channels. This implies that in the process of gain
controlling for drive of the active channels, the inactive channels are removed from the
limiter. This means the monitoring system, in addition to measuring ', must make a
decision concerning the activity of each channel.
One way to accomplish the channel monitoring is by attempting to estimate the power in a
given channel, and using a threshold comparison test to conclude whether the channel is
active or not. If there are relatively few channels (1-100) one can envision monitoring
every channel in sequence in this way. In the case of excessively large number of channels
(100-1000) perhaps only a selected set need be examined for adequate adaptability. For
implementation, this channel power monitoring can be achieved by heterodyning each
channel down to a low pass narrow band filter (B hz) followed by a power measuring

circuit (i.e., squarer and integrator). This power is measured for fixed amount of time, after
which a threshold decision is made. The next channel is then heterodyned down, and the
process is repeated. In fact, since the input power level of each channel is known to some
degree a priori; the results of the activity survey will determiner ', obviating a total power
measurement. That is, the determination of ' requires only a mapping from the set of
activity decisions onto the set of all possible ' values.
Power Regulation with Complete Channelization The results of the channel activity
monitoring can be used to regulate the drive power of the active channels to the desired
level. In addition, if a channel is found inactive, it is removed from the limiter, thereby
removing the channel noise that would otherwise tend to power rob the downlink. For a
completely channelized repeater the regulation in uplink power is made according to the
equation
(13)

where Puixi is the drive power in the i-th link, Nui is the channel noise power and di
represents the monitor decision as to whether the i-th channel is active or not. That is,
(14)

If only a subset of the channels were monitored, then the summation in (13) should be
interpreted as being only over that subset, and a constant power level must be added to
(13) to allow for the non-monitored channels. In the subsequent analysis all channels are
assumed to be monitored. Note that since Pui, xi, and Nui are known, the computation in
(13) is actually only a mapping from the set of decisions (d1, d2,...) onto the set of all
possible ' values, an operation easily performed by logic circuitry.
Thus, the repeater drive power tends to regulate itself according to the uplink power of the
active channels. If the channel activity does not change appreciably during the monitoring
period, the estimated uplink power will “follow” the true uplink power and the subsequent
regulation maintains the drive power at the desired point '0,
The performance of the monitoring scheme can be determined by examining two
quantities: 1) the mean square difference between the drive power, os measured by the
monitoring system, and the true drive power, and 2) the average drive power via
monitoring. These are given by:

(15a)

(15b)
where Pi = Puixi + Nui and ai = 1 if the i-th channel is active and ai = 0 if not. The operator
E(·) represents statistical averaging. The first equation indicates how well the monitoring
measured the true power, while the second will indicate the advantage of monitoring. To
evaluate (15a), we note that (di-ai)2 = 1 if di … ai and equals zero if di = ai. Therefore,

where PFA and PD are the false alarm and detection probability of the channel activity
decisioning. Thus, the MSD becomes
(17)
The bracketed term implicitly depends on i since the detection and false alarm probabilities
depend on the signal-to-noise ratio of the i-th channel. This performance parameter can be
determined simply from design conditions and a priori information. Note that the MSD is
reduced as PFA 6 0 and PD 6 1. This means that channels with the largest required
downlink power, Pi, should be monitored the most accurately. In addition, the result
indicates that for channels that are highly active (q . 1) the parameter PD is most
significant, while for rarely active channels, the parameter PFA is more significant. Hence,
the thresholds in the monitor should be properly biased according to the expected activity
of each channel.
By similar procedures the average drive power in (15b) is

(18)
Note that if the monitor is performing well (i.e., PD . 1 and PFA . 0) then
where 0 is the desired drive power in (4). Thus, on the average, the drive power will be
reduced by the “duty factor” q from the desired '0. From (11) and (12), each channel will
receive an average improvement of approximately 1/q due to the input monitoring
operation. This result is important in evaluating the feasibility of the overall monitoring
operation. For example, if q . 1 (channels are almost always active), then there is little
improvement through adaptivity as presented here. However, if q << 1 (channels seldom
active) then the implementation of the monitoring scheme may well be worth the reward in
downlink power improvement.
Appendix Consider given N points, labeled (ai,bi), i = 1,...,N, ai > 0, bi > 0, where some
bi may be equal. Now relabel the points with double subscript in the following way:
{a1j,b1j}, j = 1...v1, is the set of points with the largest bi (assuming there are vi equal and
largest bi); {a2j,b2j}, j = 1,2...v2, is the set of points with the next largest and equal bi, etc.
In each case, we label as aij the ai corresponding to the original bi label. Now arbitrarily
place the N points in K groups and label as group 1 the group containing b11. Now
consider the sum

(A-1)

Clearly the sum S depends on the manner in which the points are grouped. Denote as Si the
value of S corresponding to the original arbitrary grouping. The following facts can be
stated concerning rearrangement of the groups: 1) If we place into group 1 all (b1j) points
not in group 1, the value of S cannot be greater than Si since every a1j in group 1 is already
multiplied by b11; 2) In addition, place all bij, i…1, points of group 1 into the group with the
next largest bij point. Label this as group 2. (Note that in the new grouping, group 1
contains only the (b1j) points and group 2 must contain at least one of the b2j points. )
Recalculate the sum in (A-1) for this new grouping, calling the sum S1. Clearly

The inequality occurs since the aij originally in group 1 and now in group 2, are multiplied
by a smaller bij. The equality sign holds only if there were no other bij points in group 1
other than (bij) points. Thus, we have altered the original grouping into a new grouping
structure that is guaranteed not to increase, and generally decrease, the volume of Si.
Now repeat. Place into group 2 all b2j points not in group 2 and place all bij, i = 2, of group
2 into the group with the next largest bij point. Recalculate S for this new grouping, calling
it S2. Then, for the same arguments as above, S2 # S1.
Repeating in this manner trhough k steps establishes the inequality

where Sk is the sum in (A-1) corresponding to the kth grouping arrangement, which has all
(b1j) in, group 1, all (b2j) in group 2,... all (bk-1,j) in group k-1 and all remaining bij points in
group k. The value of Sk is

(A-2)
Thus, there is no grouping arrangement which gives a value of S smaller than Sk.
Now if we interpret:

then the value of S in (A-1) is precisely the value of PR in (7) of the report. Substitution
into (A-2) then yields a lower bound for PR, which is the right hand side of (8).

THE ROLE OF PARTIAL CORRELATION IN MULTIPLE ACCESS
D. R. ANDERSON
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Summary This paper presents results on the partial correlation properties of PN and
frequency-hopping sequences considered as multiple access address signals.
Introduction The basic requirement of multiple access modulation is to provide
distinguishability of a desired channel from all other active channels both in the
synchronization mode (if the information is coded) and in the information mode. Timedivision multiple access (TDMA) and frequency division multiple access (FDMA) are
well-known and widely used in current systems, particularly civilian systems. Where the
user receiver signal-to-noise ratios is small, there is a requirement for high processing gain.
This requires in general that the users transmit signals each of such wide bandwidth that
each must share its passband with. a number of the others. However, if TDMA cannot be
used to guarantee that no pair of users have significant time overlaps, crosstalk must occur.
In this case, two types of address signals with the date phase-modulated on them are used:
1) Periodic high chip rate PSK modulation with a sharply peaked autocorrelation function
(PN [pseudo-noise] sequences).
2) Periodic high chip rate multiple FSK modulation again with a sharply peaked
autocorrelation function (frequency-hopping sequences).
It can be shown that the best families of PN sequences and the best families of frequencyhopping sequences have comparable performance with respect to correlation.
Results The role of the periodic auto- and crosscorrelation properties of pseudonoise
sequences in satellite communications has been discussed by a number of authors. Aein
(1), (2) Anderson and Wintz (3), Blasbalg (4), (5) and Elspas and Wolf (6) have
considered this from various standpoints. Also, Anderson (7) and Gold (8) have
considered the associated signal design problems. But, as pointed out by Aein (1) and by
Anderson and Wintz (3), the partial autocorrelation and partial crosscorrelation (finite
duration autocorrelation and crosscorrelation) properties of these signals are equally
important. The purpose of this paper is to present results on the performance of these
partial auto- and crosscorrelations as well as of the partial correlations associated with

partial and periodic correlation of the optimal frequency-hopping sequences corresponding
to Reed-Solomon codes.
Lindholm (9) has obtained formulas for the arithmetic mean and root mean square of the
partial autocorrelations of a maximal length. shift register sequence. Here these formulas
will be generalized to the families of sequences considered by Anderson (7) and to those
considered by Gold (8). Further, using inequalities due to Vinogradov (10), it is actually
possible to find upper bounds. Specifically, if J is the chip time and if a period of a
normalized pseudonoise sequence of length N is displaced by nJ, then the corresponding
partial autocorrelation (finite-duration autocorrelation) c(nJ) is bounded in magnitude as
follows:

Similar results are obtainable for frequency-hopping sequences.
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A DISTRIBUTION CONTROL UNIT FOR SATELLITE-SWITCHED
COMMUNICATIONS
R. COOPERMAN and T. DOBYNS
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Summary Traffic estimates for the next generation of commercial communications
satellites strongly indicate the desirability of using highly directive multibeam antennas to
increase channel capacity. This antenna configuration allows multiple access via space
division and frequency sharing through the isolation inherent in the directive multibeam
antenna. Coupling this technique with a satellite-borne programmable communications
distribution subsystem results in a highly efficient system. The distribution subsystem,
consisting of a distribution control unit (DCU) and microwave switch matrix (MSM), is
introduced into the satellite communications equipment prior to the output amplifiers and
enables interconnection between all earth terminals accessing the satellite. Data on the
traffic flow allocation required to provide service is stored in an onboard memory and is
used to directly control MSM operation.. Flexibility to adapt to changes in traffic flow
patterns is achieved through ground command of the onboard memory contents. A detailed
description of the DCU and a general discussion of the space segment are provided.
Introduction Future high-capacity communications satellites will probably employ highly
directive antennas to generate narrow or spot beams. This will permit frequency reuse
through spectrum sharing and will significantly increase the e.i.r.p. of the satellite. To
permit earth stations illuminated by one beam to communicate with earth stations in other
beams, it is necessary to interconnect the beams in the satellite. one method especially
applicable to TDMA transmissions is cyclical interconnection of the beam signals in rapid
sequence by using a satellite-borne distribution subsystem controlled by a highly stable
onboard sequencer. Earth stations in the network would then synchronize their
transmissions to the satellite-generated switching sequence, and would thus use TDM/
TDMA for communicating with other stations. The space segment of this system, called
the distribution subsystem (Fig. 1), consists of a microwave switching matrix (MSM) and a
distribution control unit (DCU). These two elements operating together perform the
programmed switching operations necessary to interconnect the communications beams
accessing the satellite.

The space-borne distribution subsystem is introduced into the conventional transponder
equipment prior to the output power amplifiers. In system operation the n up-link beam’s
and n down-link beams are interconnected in a programmable frame by the MSM under
control of the DCU. Data on traffic flow required to allocate capacity is stored in a small
memory in the DCU and used to directly control operation of the MSM. Flexibility to
adapt to changes in traffic flow patterns is achieved through ground control of the DCU
memory contents. Complete or partial restructuring of the switching frame for changes in
traffic can be set up in a few seconds and initiated without disrupting normal traffic flow.
Distribution Subsystem Requirements The onboard distribution subsystem causes uplink signals to be switched among the down-links on a time-division basis. A matrix array
approach to signal switching makes it possible for each input to reach any output. To
simplify matrix design and to eliminate switching of local oscillators, all signal inputs to
the matrix are to be at the same frequency.
The basic frame period is subdivided into a number of time intervals during which input/
output connections remain fixed. Signal switching is accomplished between these intervals.
Since each up-link signal is to be capable of reaching all down-links simultaneously, the
number of switching intervals is generally required to be at least equal to the number of
signal inputs to the matrix. Actually, the number of switching intervals is much greater
since traffic patterns among earth stations are not balanced; therefore certain
interconnections must consist of multiple switching intervals.
Switching on a time-division basis in which the shortest time interval is a few
microseconds requires rapid switching to eliminate costly guard time; thus, a solid-state
switch must be used. Also, the switches must be lightweight, which is another feature of
solid-state switches. Based on these considerations, PIN diodes have been chosen as the
switching device.
In addition to the switch matrix, the distribution subsystem must contain a device to
control switch positions within the matrix. This device must be capable of providing
switching signals on a time-division basis by establishing a frame period of 750 µsec,
subdivided into “frame units” of equal length, and it must maintain the switching pattern
from frame to frame.
Design Approach Selected Once the concept of onboard switching1 had been developed
and its potential advantages established, various technical problems were solved.
Important among these are control of matrix switching and establishment of system
synchronization.

On-line control of matrix switching from the ground requires a relatively complicated
receiver onboard the satellite since bit errors cannot be tolerated and has been ruled out by
power and reliability constraints. In addition, it is recognized that a distribution pattern will
require updating at most only a few times each day; thus, it has been decided to place a
memory device onboard the satellite to store the repetitive frame pattern, which also helps
to reduce the earth station burden.
Initial loading of the onboard memory and changes of its content are controlled from the
ground. Also, memory patterns are originated on the ground. Since a memory pattern will
require changing only a few times each day, the typical command link is quite satisfactory
for the update task. Actually, there are two memory units onboard the satellite; one is the
operating memory, which controls the MSM, and the other is a buffer memory, which
receives update patterns from the satellite command system.
A signal input to the MSM is switched among the down-links on a time-division basis;
hence, it is necessary for each station to time its transmission to arrive at the satellite in
phase with the switching of the matrix. System synchronization is achieved by using a
technique proposed by Shimasaki2 in which each station independently synchronizes with
an autonomous system clock located onboard the satellite.
Time window gating is the basis of this technique. Specifically, each frame is divided into
time intervals, termed frame units, which are the shortest programmable increments of time
for MSM switching purposes. The 750-µsec frame period is divided into one hundred
twenty-four 6-µsec programmable frame units for communications transmission, and one
6-µsec synchronization interval. During the synchronization frame unit, each station can
receive its own transmission, which is referred to as loop-back. That is, the switches
within the MSM are positioned so that each up-link signal will be routed to its
corresponding down-link rather than to another system member’s down-link. Therefore, if
a characteristic signal transmitted by a station is timed to arrive at the satellite during the
loop-back interval, it will be returned to that station and detected. If it is incorrectly timed,
the characteristic signal will arrive at the satellite at some time other than during the loopback interval, and therefore it will not be returned to the station that sent it.
For initial synchronization 2 a search procedure is followed, in which the station
periodically rephases its characteristic signal until it is detected. Proper placement of this
characteristic signal with respect to the loop-back slot establishes the correct timing for
each subsequent data burst.
DCU Design Description The DCU contains the autonomous system clock and
associated timing circuits, operating memory, MSM interface, buffer memory, and T&C
interface, as shown in Fig. 2. The three modes of DCU operation are normal, update, and

operating memory verify. DCU mode selection is by command. The system clock,
operating memory, and MSM interface function in all three modes, while the T&C
interface and buffer memory are needed only during update and operating memory verify
operations.
The DCU is basically a fixed-function, digital device designed to control the status of the
MSM. The dynamic switching of the matrix is organized into repetitive frame intervals of
750 µsec, and the switching pattern within each frame is determined by the contents of the
operating memory. As stated previously, the 750-µsec frame is divided into one hundred
twenty-four 6-µsec programmable frame units for communications, and one 6-µsec
synchronization interval to allow for terrestrial equipment synchronization.
A high-stability crystal oscillator within the DCU is the autonomous system clock that
provides the central timing reference for the system by timing the MSM switching.
Control of the MSM switch connections is accomplished by decoding a binary word which
causes each switch junction to be either open or closed. The control word is read from the
operating memory into a holding register (part of the MSM interface) whose output is
decoded.
The MSM is to be operated under the restriction that the input/output connections must be
one-to-one; ie., each input must be connected to only one output and each output must be
connected to only one input during any single frame unit. Hence, for an n x n MSM, where
n is the number of input/output ports, the control word is organized into subwords each
composed of k bits. Each k-bit subword is the code for connecting an input to any of the n
outputs. Therefore,
k $ log2 n
and the total code word length is nk bits. The most efficient coding results when log2 n is
an integer.
Consider a 16-input/16-output MSM in which each input is connectable to any output with
the restriction that the connections must be one-to-one. A four-bit word is required to
select one of the 16 possible output lines for each input; hence, a total of 16 x 4 or 64 bits
are necessary to position the MSM switches for each frame unit. Since there is a total of
124 data frame units per frame, 7,936 bits must be stored in the operating memory for the
MSM control.
Data is output to the MSM interface buffer from the control memory at the rate of one
64-bit word every 6 µsec. The parallel data word is used in four-bit subwords by a 1-of-16

decoder for each row to determine which one of the 16 outputs will be connected to the
row input. The operating memory outputs a data word every 6 µsec for 124 consecutive
frame units; at the 125th frame unit, no word is read from the operating memory, but
instead the hardwired loop-back code is strobed into the holding register. The 125th frame
unit is the synchronization interval during which the MSM configuration causes each uplink signal to be returned to the corresponding down-link. At the end of the 125th frame
unit, the same 124data words are again read out of the operating memory during 124
consecutive frame units, and then at the 125th frame unit the hardwired code is read out.
This operation is repeated continuously.
Because traffic patterns change as a function of time of day and perhaps as a result of
special events, the distribution of frame units among the various users will require updating
so that the system can adapt to traffic needs. Update patterns are originated on the ground
and sent to the onboard DCU via the command link. Upon command, the DCU is placed in
a mode to receive a serial bit stream from the command decoder.
To ensure its correct reception at the satellite, the update pattern, as received, is stored in a
buffer memory, where it remains until it is verified and commanded to be transferred into
the operating memory. Verification of the received pattern is initiated by command and
accomplished via the telemetry link. The receipt of a verify command causes the telemetry
encoder to be placed in an interrupt mode, in which it serially reads out the buffer memory
content. Update and verify operations are accomplished through the T&C interface, where
the necessary serial-to-parallel and parallel-to-serial conversions required for reading and
storing update patterns, are made.
In normal operation, a word read from the operating memory is written back into the
memory. To transfer buffer memory content into the operating memory, the corresponding
buffer memory location is written into the operating memory as it is read out. Since each
memory location is read out every frame, the transfer is accomplished in a single frame
period and is achieved without interrupting traffic flow. To verify operating memory
content, each word read from memory is written simultaneously into the operating and
buffer memories. At the end of a frame period, the buffer memory has been loaded and is
ready for its contents to be read out via telemetry.
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Fig. 1 - Onboard Distribution System Block Diagram
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OUTPUT SNR FOR A LIMITING RANDOM ACCESS REPEATER
M. NESENBERGS and R.G. PETERSON
Office of Telecommunications
Institute for Telecommunication Sciences,
Boulder, Colorado

Summary The acquisition delectability parameter, also known as output signal-to-noise
ratio, has been computed for unrestricted random access through an ideal hard-limiter. The
method is straightforward but long—it involves multi-dimensional Fourier series and
numerical integration. The results depend on many parameters, such as the number of
active users, the total number of users, the input signal-to-noise ratio, the length of the
address code, the cross-correlation properties of this code, and so forth. The effects and
tradeoffs for these parameters are shown in a number of graphs. By and large, the
conclusions compare with those of other workers and, with minor exceptions, can be
deduced from the well-known linear repeater characteristics. The method given provides a
tool for synthesis of random access networks, be they satellite repeaters for land, sea, or
air-borne transmitters, or be they mobile radio relays concerned with accidental or
intentional interference.
Introduction Within the last decade the topic of multiple access has received
considerable attention [1-3]. Technical aspects dealing with time (TDM) and frequency
(FDM) division multiplexing, as well as the spread spectrum methods using coded
wideband carriers, have been studied in depth. In this short note we make no attempt to
treat the whole topic or any major aspects thereof. Instead, we report the numerical results
on a minor part of the multiple access problem. We have computed the delectability,
parameter, also called the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), for the acquisition phase of a
certain, somewhat idealized, random access system. The distinguishing features of the
model are: the ideal hard-limiter (IHL), the noiseless uplink, the large number of users all
with equal power, and the assumption of a perfect phase lock on the desired channel. 0ur
main tool was the extensive use of the CDC-3800 computer.
Problem Statement The model assumed is shown in Fig. 1. The receiver under scrutiny,
numbered as 0, has a task to receive any and all messages from transmitter 0. The situation
is confounded by the uncertainty that transmitter 0 could (hypothesis Ho) or could not
(hypothesis H1) be one of the m signals passing through the ideal hard-limiter. Actually the
value of m is neither fixed nor known to the receiver; a bound 2 # m # M is assumed here.
The received signal is assumed to be

(1)
where 0 # t # T, index< is either 0 (for Ho) or 1 (for H1), gain is g, and the additive noise is
white Gaussian with the familiar one-sided spectral density No. The “signum” function sgn
x denotes the amplitude characteristic of the ideal hard-limiter and is defined as x/*x*. The
modulation and/ or coding information of all n = 0,1,2,..., m signals is contained in
(2)
where T is the common carrier frequency, the individual delays are Jn , the carrier phases
are nn , and the binary access (viz. , address) modulations $n(t) are keyed to either 0 or B
values only. The correlating (i.e., reference) signal 2o(t) and its delay parameters Jo and no
are assumed known to receiver 0. This depicts the most advantageous (i.e., full sync)
acquisition situation. We assume that n1, ..., nm are independent, uniform over (0, 2B), but
that delays J1, ..., Jm can be dependent or independent with an unspecified distribution over
(0, T).
The receiver correlates the stored waveform with the received limited noisy waveform (1),
and then chooses between the two hypotheses Ho and H1. The statistical situation is
therefore based on correlator outputs
(3)
corresponding to hypothesis H<. Because of the random phases, "< is far from a Gaussian
random variable. The distribution of "< is not known, nor does it appear easy to derive.
We will derive the first and second order moments, E "< and var "<, averaged over the
independent phases and noise. Finally, the delectability parameter (output SNR) will be
defined in terms of these moments.
In communication practice, the present simple model offers a degree of approximation, and
some adjustments will be needed in the following key areas.
(a) Signal strengths: Our model assumes identical signal strength from all m transmitters,
as it arrives at the limiter input. When the m amplitudes differ, depending on the relative
magnitudes involved, individual signals may be enhanced or suppressed within a range
± 6.0 dB.
(b) Noise: We assume no significant noise before the repeater. In practice this appears
reasonable, as uplinks tend to have higher SNR than downlinks. If reality departs from this

premise, the downlink noise must be, in effect, increased to accommodate the well-known
10 log (B/4) = -1.0 dB SNR degradation in the ideal hard-limiter.
(c) Limiter characteristic: Instead of an ideal hard-limiter, a saturated traveling wave tube
may have more of a “soft” limiter characteristic. In this case, the unequal signal
suppression range can be reduced from ± 6.0 dB [see (a) above] to something near
± 4.5 dB, while the SNR degradation becomes a fraction of a decibel.
(d) Carrier frequencies: In (2) we have assumed identical uplink carrier frequencies. In
practice this may be difficult to achieve, and distinct frequencies To, T1, ..., Tm may be
prevalent. The analytical complexity entailed by such an assumption is, however, hardly
worth the effort. Furthermore, there is some evidence [4] that frequency deviations )T
contribute terms of the type (sin )T T)2/()T T)2 to the overall variance. The worst case
then occurs when all carrier frequencies coincide as postulated.
Moments Our method amounts to extensive numerical computation. As such, it traces
closely some earlier work [3, 4] and depends crucially on the multi-dimensional Fourier
series representation of sgn 2 with a periodic 2. Let s = (s1, s2, ..., sm) be an m-tuple of
integers and consider the m-dimensional Fourier series
(4)

The Fourier coefficients C(m;s) are well defined. They have a number of convenient
properties, such as the Bessel equality and permutation symmetries. The cases m = 1 and
m = 2 [4] possess closed form expressions, while m $ 3 require numerical methods. We
have computed the coefficients C(m;s) for selected m values up to 107, and hundreds of s
vectors that contribute to the moments of our multiple access decision problem. A
sampling of the more significant weighted coefficients is shown in Fig. 2 where the
weights W(r) account for the permutations of the ordered m-tuples r.
The means of the correlation outputs under the two hypotheses are

(5)
The variances are far more involved. After a quite lengthy manipulation on and off the
computer, we have reduced them to the manageable form

(6)
where D2 is the effective cross -correlation coefficient between address codes {$k (t - Jk)}
and n is the code length. By using the maximum value for D2 we can obtain an upperbound
on the two variances. The constants Ao, A1, Bo, B1, Co are all functions of rn, the number
of active users. The are shown in Fig. 3 together with the residual or error term E’ that is
passed by the BPF. Note that the A<’s are a decade larger than B<’s. For m $ 10 they are
nearly constant in m, and the < = 0 and < = 1 cases tend to be indistinguishable for large
rn. A curious code -independent term Co = Co(m) falls off as m-2 and thus plays a role only
for small m.
Detectability Parameter In this section we apply our computed data to communication
systems. We define the “detectability parameter” or output SNR as

(7)
This differs from d2 = (E "o)2/var "o that is sometimes used. Whether one or the other is
preferred, the distinction should cause no alarm as d2 – 2D2 seems to hold. The results
given above provide all terms needed in (7). The residual term E’ (Fig. 3) contains an
infinite number of infinitesimal cross-modulations. The effective bandwidth of this
noiselike process is n/T, and the equivalent “noise” spectral density is E’T/2n. We can
approximate the delectability parameter as

(8)

where all cross -modulation terms are collected in one
(9)

and where the normalized input SNR per chip is

(10)

To illustrate the function (8) in graphical form one must select a code. There are a number
of good codes known [5-8]. One of the simplest reasonable good codes can be deduced
from familiar BCH and RM codes. An illustrative listing of simple possibilities is given in
Table I. One makes the BCH and RM codes suitable for random access by deleting all
distinct cyclic shifts of every codeword, as well as one of the two codewords that are
jointly inverses. The last step ensures that *D* is small for all delays between codewords.
The alphabet size of an (n, k) code is reduced from 2k to 2k-1/n, which defines the
maximum number of random access customers M.
In Fig. 4 parts (a) to (d), we show D2 (8) for four of the codes listed in Table I. A few
observations: For low input SNR, such as R # 10-2, the cross-modulation terms are
insignificant, the system is in the noise-limited region, and D2 is linear in R. For high input
SNR, such as R $ 10, the system is cross -modulation limited. The delectability parameter
D2 is a constant here, and noise reduction offers no system improvement. In between, there
is a threshold around R = 1. It seems that downlinks should be engineered to work at or
below this threshold; the region above threshold is clearly one of diminishing returns.
Finally, one expects that an increase in the number of active customers m should decrease
D2. Perplexing as it is, Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) show that for smaller m and longer codes this
allegation is simply not true. This puzzling phenomenon can be traced to the codeindependent term Co [see (6), (9) and Fig. 3] that drops off very fast with m, but at times
(such as when m = 3 and n = 65 536) can be dominant.
A slightly modified display is given in Fig. 5. The abscissa is m, the number of active
customers, while SNR R is shown as parameter. Each part (a) - (d) reflects a different
code length n. The previous analysis does not apply to the case m < 3 (Fig. 1), but
fortunately the additional required work is elementary [4].
The nature of the three customer catastrophe is quite apparent in Fig. 5. The sharp dip of
D2 would disappear if there was a way to dispose of the Co term. For ideal hard-limiting
with no uplink noise, the only way may well be to insert into the limiter m $ 4 signals or
something equivalent (such as noise). This insertion could be an inherent part of the
repeater, and therefore need not be sent up from a transmitter. In practice, when there is
uplink noise and the limiting is more gradual (viz. , soft instead of hard), the signal
degradation at m = 3 may be less drastic. In the extreme linear case this is substantiated by
the formula
(11)

There is no catastrophe at m = 3 in (11). Equation (8) can be compared to (11) to find the
effective SNR loss of the ideal hard-limiter with respect to the linear repeater. Without

going into detailed scrutiny of m, n, R, and D2 we can assert that in the noise-limiting
region the loss is
. For R >> 1, when cross-modulation effects
dominate, we have an approximate loss of 10 log10 B(Ao + A1 + Co D-2 ) dB. For D = 0.01,
this loss amounts to 22.75 dB if m = 3; to 6.43 dB if m = 10; and to nearly 0 dB if m =
100.
GOES Example The use of above concepts can be demonstrated with examples. In this
section we present one such example that has arisen in the planning of the Geophysical
Orbiting Experimental Satellite system [9]. As often tends to be the case in practice, the
example is neither simple nor does it fit our model well. Worse than that, the conclusions
indicate that unrestricted random access through a hard-limiter is not the best solution to
the problem at hand.
The GOES satellite has many features [9], one of which is to act as a multiple access
repeater for a total of M = 10,000 weather sensors. For simplicity, let each sensor transmit
its message once every 6 hrs. Let all messages be of identical length and consist of 1000
bits. The presently envisioned uplinks occupy a wide geographic area, extending to
elevation angles as low as 5E. The signal power to noise spectral density ratio is expected
to have the following rough spread:

(12)
The downlink can be assumed to have P/No – 200,000 sec-1 . It is better than the uplink, in
contradiction to the previously postulated model (Fig. 1). As planned, the multiple access
will be achieved via a TDM/FDM scheme using Manchester modulated PSK with bit
duration Tb = 1/70 sec. Each FDM channel has signal bandwidth of the order of 200 Hz.
There will be a hundred such channels with a 2 kHz channel spacing and a rough total
bandwidth of 200 kHz. The extensive guardband is designed to permit inexpensive,
relatively unstable frequency operation at the individual sensors.
The alternative spread spectrum system could occupy the entire 200 kHz band. For a
moment, suppose that the repeater is a wideband linear device. The delectability parameter
D2 is given by (11) and depends on quantities n, D, and m. Let the address codes be the
modified BCH and RM codes of Table I. This determines D as function of n. The value of
m, the number of active customers, is likely to vary with time. A little calculation shows
that, if the total message duration from each sensor is less than or equal to 30 sec, the
average value of m is of the order of 14. Moreover, with 95% probability, m can be
expected to occur in the range 7 # m # 21.

We have used values m = 7, 14, 21 to display D2 (11) as a function of codelength n in
Fig. 6. Parts (a) - (c) reflect the range of P/No ratios (12) due to propagation and geography
factors that are apt to occur 50% 95%, and 99% of the time. Since decoder complexity and
cost grow rapidly with codelength n, the above illustrates that spread spectrum, 200 kHz,
random access is not a cheap and easy way to improve on the TDM/FDM GOES
configuration. Fig. 6 also shows a gray band denoted as the IHL Region. This is derived
from equations (8) and (9) with the aid of numbers deduced from the GOES example.
Again, for m = 7, 14, and 21 active transmitters of identical P/No, the IHL curves fall 0 - 1
dB below the three linear curves shown. When the input SNR’s are permitted to differ, a
signal suppression or enhancement of ± 6 dB takes place [1-3]. Likewise, the transposition
of any “pre-limiter” noise into an effective “post-limiter” noise (see Fig. 1), introduces an
additional loss--say 1 dB. Each of the IHL curves thus carries an uncertainty of ± 7 dB.
Instead of plotting all the numerous possibilities, we have chosen to plot only the upper
and lower values. The upper value is defined as the D2 (8) maximized over m = 7, 14, and
21, plus 7 dB. The lower value is the corresponding minimum over m less 7 dB. The
region between the bounds is shown in gray in Fig. 6, and called the IHL Region.
The following two observations can be drawn for the hard-limiter option in the GOES
example: (1) When the uplink SNR is good, such as the 50% level in Fig. 6(a), the hardlimiting approach to random access appears to be the worst mode of the multiple accesses
considered. (2) When the uplink SNR is bad, such as the 99%, level in Fig. 6(c), the hardlimiting alternative can become competitive with the other alternatives only for sufficiently
long codewords, such as m > 16,834. The latter implies considerable data processing and
cost at the terminals.
Conclusions As seen from the delectability parameter curves (Figs. 4-6) the presence of
the extremely nonlinear ideal hard-limiter entails a 0-1 dB performance loss with respect to
the linear repeater. This loss figure is valid for both noise and cross -modulation limited
regions. If one ventures to state general trends, one would note that by and large the loss
tends to be closer to 1 dB in the noise limited region, and closer to 0 dB in the cross modulation limited region.
An exception to the above rule seems to occur for three, or so, active customers. Thus, for
the assumed model and the number of users 2 # m # 5 (see Fig. 5), a rather drastic
performance deterioration is shown to occur. At its worst, the departure from the linear
repeater characteristic seems to be of the order of 5 log n dB, where n is the number of
chips per codeword. A real system cannot help but depart from our model, at least to the
extent that some uplink noise must always be present. In that case, one expects the “threeuser catastrophe” to be meliorated.

When the uplink signals are of unequal strength and contain additive noise, the output
SNR can be suppressed or enhanced. This effect is demonstrated through the example of
Fig. 6, where we have used a ± 7 dB smear factor. This factor is by no means a firm
number, and there may be practical reasons to vary it from a low ± 5 dB to a high ± 10 dB.
Nevertheless, the overall effect is unfortunate as it tends to weaken the already weaker
signals.
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TABLE I

ULTRA-WIDEBAND, LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC-TAPE
RECORDING
KARL H. KREY
Harry Diamond Laboratories
Washington, D.C.

Summary Signal frequencies from 100 kHz to 30 MHz with bias frequencies of 120
MHz and higher have been recorded longitudinally on magnetic tape with a SNR better
than 15 dB. The upper frequency of zero-bias-recorded signals was 36 MHz at a tape
velocity of 2800 ips. The recordings were reproduced on a standard Mincom wideband
recorder/reproducer at 60 and 120 ips. This laboratory recording system includes a
Newell-type tape transport, which has been redesigned to comply with requirements of
higher tape velocity and faster acceleration. At present, this transport accelerates tape at a
rate of approximately 8000 in/sec2 to a maximum speed of about 3000 ips. The magnetic
recording heads developed for this system represent the state-of-the-art in head design.,
These are combination heads having a ferrite core with Alfesil pole tips and an insulated
conductive gap spacer.
Introduction Until recently, advances in ultra-wideband tape recording were limited by
three basic factors: (1) impractical domain dimensions of the magnetic particles in the tape
coating, (2) inefficiency of the record heads for high-frequency operation, and (3) the tapespeed limitation of the tape transport, defined by insufficient head-to-tape contact.
In the late 1960’s, however, considerable advances were made by various contributors in
each of these vital areas of tape, head, and transport. Magnetic tapes with highly acicular
particles and improved dispersion are now available and offer acceptable performance.
Recording heads made of hot-pressed ferrite or constructed with a ferrite core and Sendust
or Alfesil pole tips offer extremely good transduction efficiency with excellent gap
resolution. These heads can also endure the heat and mechanical stresses created by the
friction with high-velocity tape. In addition, heads with insulated conductive gap spacers
offer interesting operating characteristics. Since the reproduce efficiency of magnetic
recording is a function of the recorded wavelength, higher-frequency recording requires
higher tape velocity to maintain the recorded signal at a resolvable wavelength. This tapevelocity requirement was met to some extent by an entirely new tape-transport mechanism
invented by C.W. Newell (U.S. Patent 3,370,803). This radically new transport
mechanism offered potential for very rapid and precise transfer of magnetic tape. The
Newell principle utilizes peripherally-coupled tape packs and a capstan. The redesigned

transport now allows high accelerations with low energy loss. Intimate head-to-tape
contact can be maintained at velocities as high as several thousand inches per second.
Improved tapes and head materials, combined with the potential capabilities of a Newelltype transport, made it apparent at the Harry Diamond Laboratories that wideband
recording could be extended to about 50 MHz and beyond. Consequently, a two-phase
program was initiated to develop the high-speed tape transports and the recording heads.
Phase I achieved recordings of up to 18 MHz on 1-in.-wide tape. The interim progress of
phase II is reported herein.
System Description The basic phase II ultra-wideband recording system consists of the
high-speed tape transport which includes the drive train and the speed-control electronics;
a low-speed, 120 ips, drive system; the head mounts and their servo-control systems; the
magnetic recording and reproduce heads; recording and reproduce electronics; and a 26-V
battery power supply including a charger. The recording system, excluding batteries, is
installed in a 22- x 22- x 36.5-in. rack cabinet; it is shown in figure 1. The transport
operates from 26 Vdc and provides two tape-speed modes. A low speed of 120 ips is used
for tape loading, unloading, and conditioning; it can also be used for playback. In the highspeed mode, the tape speed can be selected continuously from 500 to 4000 ips. The
average tape acceleration is about 8000 in/sec2. The recorder is designed for 1/2-in.-wide
tape.
Tape Transport The basic mechanism of this transport employs only three moving parts:
the capstan and the two tape rolls (fig. 2). They are combined in a zero-loop configuration
which provides total tape support. The two tape packs are held in intimate contact with the
capstan by bias springs and servo-controlled forces. These forces maintain proper contact
under all operating conditions while the tape is passing from the supply pack, along the
periphery of the capstan, to the takeup pack. The capstan is the only driven element, and a
peripheral torque is transmitted from the capstan to the two tape packs. During this
operation, the tape is rigidly supported along its entire path with negligible longitudinal
tension in the tape. The constant pressure between capstan and takeup pack prevents the
formation of air traps between adjacent layers of tape. A virtually solid disc of tape
material is formed which makes high accelerations and velocities possible without reel
cinching. Thus, this tape transport allows high-speed longitudinal recording, keeping timedisplacement errors to a minimum, while maintaining a precise head-to-tape contact
against the rim of the capstan. This rim is made of a resilient material, or elastomer. Most
often, a silicone rubber is used because its hardness is relatively insensitive to temperature.
The design of this elastomer tire directly affects tape progression and thereby controls
proper operation of the tape transport.

The basic transport is installed around a 1-in.-thick aluminum tooling plate which serves as
the main frame, provides rigidity, and allows alignment of critical surfaces and axes within
1-mil-per inch, thereby ensuring adequate guiding during high-speed operation. The
transport is supported on slide-mounted vibration mounts. The basic overall dimensions of
this transport are kept within a 10-in. diameter by 22-in.-long cylindrical envelope.
The high-speed drive train includes a d-c motor which drives the capstan through a belt
pass, a flywheel, and a clutch. The motor and flywheel attain the predetermined speed
within a few seconds. Thereafter, operation of the GO button energizes the clutch and
transfers the energy of motor-flywheel to the capstan resulting in tape acceleration of 8000
in/sec2. After clutch-in, the continually-supplied motor energy is sufficient to prevent
excessive rundown. The motor is fully capable of driving the capstan directly without a
flywheel; however, lower acceleration or overshoot are the disadvantages.
Calculations were made to determine the torque requirements for the high-speed motor.
The required torque is essentially a function of the tape-pack and capstan inertias. On the
basis of speed and torque limitations, power characteristics, and available space, a highspeed drive motor was selected which is built similar to automotive starter motors. With
some modifications and careful balancing, satisfactory operation was achieved. Motor
ratings are 3/4 hp, 60 A, 3600 rpm. The motor is driven by a power amplifier consisting of
15 power transistors with bases and collectors connected in common. The emitters are
individually connected to +26 V through 0.1-ohm resistors. These resistors provide local
current feedback to improve current sharing of the transistors and provide a sense point.
Accurate speed control is achieved with a velocity feedback system (fig. 3). The
tachometer signal is obtained from a stroboscopic photocell pickup. At a tape speed of
1000 ips, the tach frequency is 750 Hz. This signal is conditioned by a Schmitt trigger,
applied to a constant-pulse-width generator, and filtered by a second-order low-pass. This
filtered tach signal and the preset-speed voltage are the two inputs to an integrating
differential amplifier. The output is the amplified error voltage applied to the motor-drive
preamplifier to control the motor speed.
The electromagnetic clutch and brakes are designed for 12 volts with a d-c resistance of
20 ohms. They operate in series with a 25-ohm variable resistor from a 26-V source. This
allows,individual current variation for maximum performance within the system. Clutch
and brakes operate from transistorized power drivers.
The tape packs, mounted on weighted swing arms, maintain proper contact with the
capstan through servo-controlled force systems and bias springs. The controlled force
system consists of a constant-length string system and a pony-brake capstan which adds
force to the string and thereby to the swing am (fig. 4). Each capstan is driven through a
gear pass by a d-c motor and is speed-controlled by a motor drive amplifier. The force

level of the bias spring reduces the load on the force motor which provides mainly the
additional force required at the takeup interface for proper spooling.
This transport also includes a low-speed (120 ips) drive train. It is needed for initial
alignments, for playback of the high-frequency signal with an expanded time base, and for
rewind. This drive train is powered by a d-c servo motor with a torque of 12 in.-oz. The
motor energy is coupled to the capstan by an idler.
Capstan Design The aluminum-alloy capstan, with a thin elastomer bonded to its rim, is
the principal part of the tape transport. The dynamic behavior of the capstan with respect
to high-speed tape handling has not yet been fully investigated. However, the basic
operating principles and restraints are known sufficiently well for operation in the present
speed range.
When the elastomer-covered capstan drives a solid tape pack, a normal contact force is
required to develop enough friction to transmit driving torque. This contact force deforms
the elastic tire from its original shape; in fact, the rubber is compressed at the interface and
forced to bulge at the two unrestrained sides of the capstan. Since the cross section of the
rubber at this interface is smaller than that of the undisturbed parts, and since the angular
velocity of the capstan remains constant, it follows that the velocity of the rubber at the
interface is higher than that elsewhere. As a consequence of this condition, the driven tape
pack will move slightly faster than the capstan. This phenomenon is known as positive
progression. The increase in tape velocity is therefore due to an increase in the normal
velocity component. This positive progression is fundamental to the successful operation
of the high-speed transport.
The elastomer properties are dictated partially by requirements imposed on this transport.
To control expansion at high velocities, and to transmit the required starting and stopping
torques at fairly high contact forces, a relatively hard elastomer material is needed.
Furthermore, the hardness of the elastomer directly controls progression and thereby
proper operation of this transport. Sufficient elastomer hardness minimizes deformation at
the required force level and speeds up recovery time. The friction between the elastomer
and tape should be reasonably high. other properties of the elastomer material should
include high resilience to minimize energy losses and thereby reduce heat, and it should
exhibit a low compression set to maintain the circular shape of the capstan.
The above properties dictate a rubber in the hardness range of Shore A70 to 95, with a
compression set of 10 percent or less, with moderate abrasion and tear resistance, and with
good resilience. For the present model, the elastomer was molded of a neoprene
compound. However, silicone rubber compounds have also functioned successfully in
previous models.

The optimum tire thickness has been found to be between 0.09 and 0.10 in., depending on
the material. Thicker tires absorb too much energy and cause large rundown; thinner tires
are limited by the force they can sustain and by the excessive overspeed they could
provide at the supply reel. In the event of oversupply, inordinately high contact forces
would be required on the takeup side to maintain tape tension along the capstan. The
friction between the elastomer and tape should be reasonably high, not only for the
transmission of torque, but also for proper control of the tape flow. In addition to solid
elastomers, various grooving techniques were tried; however, preliminary tests showed no
distinct advantages in high-speed tape control. Furthermore, a nonuniform capstan wear
was observed.
Particular attention must be given to the radial growth of the capstan at high speed. It is the
combined growth of metal core and elastomer in approximate proportions of 1:10,
respectively. The combined radial growth for the aluminum core and a 0.10-in.,
80-durometer elastomer was calculated to be about 1.4 mils at 2400 ips. Experimental
observations were in close agreement.
Head Mounts The laboratory transports include two head mounts; they are for the record
and reproduce heads. The head mounts have two degrees of freedom; they can move
parallel to the capstan axis to change tracks, and each head can be moved in a plane
normal to the capstan axis to adjust for tape-head contact pressure. The reproduce-head
mounting has an additional degree of freedom to permit azimuth adjustment. The head
stage, carrying the head mounts, is driven parallel to the capstan axis by a d-c gear motor
in connection with potentiometer settings. Adjustment of head penetration (normal to the
capstan) is made in two steps: a coarse adjustment is made by a screw threaded into the
head subplate; a fine adjustment is made by another screw that moves the abutment
surface by way of lever reduction. Three turns on the fine-adjustment screw move the head
1 mil. The reproduce-head azimuth adjustment is made by rocking the head on a pair of
1/16-in.-diameter balls.
The head stage is controlled by a bidirectional driver. The desired position is set on a
precision potentiometer mounted on the platform; the stage position is controlled by
another potentiometer connected to the head-stage drive. A power amplifier actuates the
motor in response to this error signal. Velocity feedback is used which also controls
overshoot.
Recording Heads In the design of ultra-wideband recording heads, severe requirements
are placed upon their mechanical, electrical, and magnetic characteristics. Various
magnetically “soft” materials--those of small coercive force--have been developed as
metallic alloys and oxides of metals. ‘The well known ferrites are prepared and processed
essentially as ceramics (MO , Fe2O3), where M represents a bivalent metal such as

magnesium, manganese, nickel, and others. However, conventional ferrite has its
mechanical drawbacks which had led to the development of hot-pressed ferrite. This
material is sintered at very high temperature and pressure; it retains or improves most of
the vital physical properties of singlecrystal ferrite but lacks its porosity. In addition to
ferrites, Alfenol 16, an aluminum-iron alloy (10% Al) (developed by the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory) and Alfesil or Sendust, an aluminum-iron-silicon alloy (5% Al, 10% Si) have
relatively good magnetic and excellent mechanical properties.
Several head designs made of these materials were evaluated and tested. Included were
heads made of hot-pressed ferrite and those in which a ferrite core was combined with
Alfesil pole tips for better gap definition and higher saturation levels. One of the recording
heads developed for this system and used for obtaining the presented test data was a
2-track combination head having ferrite cores with Alfesil pole tips, gaps of 180 µin., and
track widths of 10 mils. Coils of 9 and 20 turns were used. The gaps of both tracks
included an insulated driven-gap spacer; VHF currents (higher than 200 MHz) can be
conducted through this gap spacer to provide the bias flux while the signals are presented
to the core coils. The impedance curves are shown in figure 5.
System Performance Evaluation of the Phase II recording system has been made with
respect to its tape handling characteristics and its wideband recording capabilities. This
laboratory model has completed about 200 tape runs at speeds ranging from 1000 to 3000
ips with tape accelerations up to 8000 in./sec2. Although the running reliability is
acceptable, various improvements can and should be made in future models.
Various recordings have been made of sinusoidal signals from 500 kHz to 36 HHz with
and without bias. Most often, the magnetic tape used was 1/2-in. 3M888, although several
recordings were made on experimental highenergy tapes like cobalt oxide. Improved
recording qualities should not necessarily be taken for granted in high-speed recording
since increased oxide rub-off is a very dominant problem with this type of tape. These
tapes may perform better, particularly at higher frequencies, but do require higher record
currents which make the heads prone to saturation and burnout.
The recorded signals were reproduced on a standard Mincom Tycor II at 60 and 120 ips.
Since 1.5 MHz at 120 ips was the maximum bandwidth of this Tycor II, playback
resolution was therefore limited to a wavelength of 80 µin. Some of the recordings
reproduced at 120 ips were as follows:

Recorded
frequency
(MHz)
3.5
21
36

Recording
speed
(ips)
600
1900
2800

Recorded
wavelength
(µin.)

Signal-to-noise ratio
(p-p/rms)
(dB)

171
90
78

27
18
10

These recordings were made with a 20-turn head coil and on a 10-mil track. The recorded
signals as reproduced at 60 and 120 ips are shown in figure 6. A somewhat higher
recording speed could have improved the reproduce quality of the 36-MHz signal.
One of the first attempts to bias-record a pulse is shown in figure 7. This pulse had a rise
time of 40 nsec and was well below the upper frequency limit of this system. Photograph 1
of figure 7 shows the pulse current waveform as applied to the record head. The pulse
signal was recorded with different bias frequencies and levels and at different tape speeds.
The superimposed noise on the signal is due to ringing of the filter in the reproduce
system. The recording in photograph 3 apparently was somewhat over-biased which
caused some erasure as evidenced by the reduced overshoot; however, higher tape speed
improved somewhat on the overall quality.
In addition, preliminary data taken with the driven-gap-spacer head proved that bias
recording with a bias frequency as high as 300 MHz can be accomplished when the bias
signal is connected to the gap spacer, while the record signal remains at the coil. This,
then, subjects the tape to the sum of two fluxes rather than to the conventional sum of two
currents producing a composite flux.
Conclusions The advancements made in the design and construction of the high-speed
tape transport and the recording heads have resulted in greatly exceeding the frequency
limits set for conventional tape recorders. Recording tape speeds of 3000 ips with tape
accelerations of 8000 in./sec2 offer quite new potentials and provide a major step in
expanding the applications and versatility of magnetic tape recording. Although signal
frequencies above 30 MHz can now be recorded on tape, refinements in the recording as
well as in the reproduce quality are in order. The focus of future development activities
will be primarily on head-to-tape interfacing problems, on the development and application
of new recording heads, including multiple-gap-spacer heads, on the probable application
of ferrite reproduce heads, and on additional refinements in the operation and reliability of
the tape transport. With some transport modifications and with the successful interfacing
of various newly developed heads, recording capability of a usable 40- to 50-MRz
bandwidth is foreseen.
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(a) Front View
Fig. 1 - High-Speed Tape Recorder (Phase II).

(b) Tape Transport on Extended Slides.

Fig. 2 - Basic Newell-Type Tape Transport.

Fig. 3 - Speed Control of Transport (Direct Mode).

Fig. 4 - Transport Arrangement and Force Systems.

Fig. 5 - Recording-Head Impedance versus Frequency.

Fig. 6 - Playbacks of Sinusoidal-Signal Recordings.

Fig. 7 - Playbacks of Pulsed-Signal Recordings
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Summary IRIG Document #L18-71 “Test Methods for Telemetry Systems and
Subsystems” lists the notch noise loading test for establishing a figure-of-merit for
frequency division systems. This paper reports measured effects of tape flutter on notch
noise test data on pre-detection tape recorded FM carriers. The effects are explained on
the basis of spectra of the output of the FM demodulator. The principal effect is to reduce
the measured noise power ratio, NPR, in those notches at the low end of the baseband
which overlap the flutter spectrum. The effect of tape flutter on FM/FM systems is
reviewed.
Summary of Test Data Table I presents NPR data with a 12-108 kHz baseband
frequency modulated on a 450 kHz carrier and pre-detection tape recorded/reproduced.
Two tape machines were used to illustrate the flutter effect. Machine A is specially
designed to reduce flutter and was just put into service and machine B has been in use for
five years. The Marconi notch noise test equipment was used to generate the test signal.
For the machine B test, the DCS model GSO-1 vco was used to generate the frequency
modulated carrier at 450 kHz. The EMR 4142 tuneable discriminator set for ±40%
bandwidth was used. The “back-to-back” NPR data give the performance of the
combination without the tape recorder/reproducer. For machine A test, the internal FM
discriminator was used in conjunction with the DCS vco so back-to-back data were not
obtained. It may be presumed that back-to-back performance of this combination is
comparable to, or perhaps better than, the DCS/EMR combination. Both machines were
set up in accordance with IRIG standards.
Referring to Table I, note that for the 14 kHz notch, the NPRO, which is the noise power
ratio with the carrier modulation removed (1), is 6 db higher for machine A than for
machine B. The NPRO is a measure of the additive baseband noise since with no
modulation there can be no intermodulation. Thus there is more additive noise at the low

end of the baseband with machine B then with machine A. Figures 1 and 2 are spectra of
the output of the carrier discriminators of the two machines. The lower trace is without
carrier modulation and the upper trace is with modulation by the notch noise test signal.
The upper trace is displaced 10 db upward (except as noted) to keep the traces from
overlapping. The Hewlett-Packard Model 141T/8556A/8552B spectrum analyzer was
used for these photographs. The trace without the modulation is the flutter spectrum. Thus
the flutter spectrum is added onto the modulation spectrum in the discriminator output. As
will be seen in the following section, there is also a spreading effect on the modulation
spectrum but the sensitivity is not great enough to show in the spectra of Figures 1 and 2.
Since the flutter spectrum dies off with increasing frequency, the additive flutter noise
reduces the NPRO mainly in the 14 kHz notch. It should be mentioned that the flutter
spectrum is affected by tape tension. In machine B, the tension is dependent on the amount
of tape on the reels so that the spectrum varies. Figure 3 is a spectrum corresponding to
Fig. 1a but with about 10% of the tape remaining on the supply reel. It is evident from
Figure 1 that the flutter spectrum remains essentially unchanged for different tape speeds.
All of the data presented in this paper were taken on a single record/reproduce pass - i.e.,
the machine was not rewound. The effect of rewinding and then reproducing on a second
pass is to increase the output flutter spectrum at frequencies above the tracking capabilities
of the transport servo by about 3 db.
Thus, the NPRO data in Table I for the 14 kHz notch are explained by the spectra in
Figures 1, 2 and 3.
Analysis let x(t) be the signal in volts frequency-modulating the carrier. Then the
reproduced waveform, s(t), can be written as
(1)

where n(t is the additive noise, A(t) is the amplitude of the output wave which varies in
time because of the variation in head-tape spacing due to tape roughness dropout, etc., 0(t)
is the instantaneous time base error due to flutter (2), To, is the carrier frequency in radians
per second, a is a constant and M rad/volt is the carrier deviation parameter. An FM
discriminator can be modeled as a device whose output is proportional to the derivative of
the phase of the carrier. Let q(t) be the discriminator in response to s(t) . Then neglecting
n(t) in this analysis,
(2)

where it has been assumed that the discriminator has been tuned to To. The quantity 0'(t),
the time derivative of 0(t), is the relative flutter (2). The constant K is the discriminator
sensitivity.
For subcarrier systems, x(t) is the sum of the subcarriers modulating the carrier. For PCM
it is the bit stream, etc. In this section, the effect of tape flutter on the notch noise test will
be discussed. For this case, x(t) is the noise signal simulating a frequency division
baseband. We are interested in the spectrum of q(t). The first term of equation (2) gives the
flutter spectrum as in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Since 0(t) is small compared to unity, the second
term can be approximated by M x [t + 0(t)]. The effect of 0(t) is to spread the spectrum of
x(t). If this spreading were comparable to the notch width, the NPR could be affected.
Figure 4 gives the spectra of upper part the 12-108 kHz baseband from machine B at 120
ips with the 105 kHz notch inserted. The lower edge of the notch appears on the left. The
bottom horizontal trace is the noise floor spectrum with the transport not running (very
little different from the output noise with transport running with bias using a degaussed
tape with no signal input). The top trace in the 105 kHz notch is with the machine running
in the direct record mode. The bottom trace in the 105kHz notch is the spectrum at the
output of the notch noise set (no tape). The difference in these two traces is mostly
intermodulation noise in the record/reproduce process. With tape, the NPR is about 40 db
and the NPRO is about 55 db. At the level of intermodulation indicated, no spreading due
to tape flutter is observed. This can be understood qualitatively by observing Figure 5
which is a spectrum of a 100 kHz carrier at 120 ips. The sideband spectrum is that of 0(t).
Note that these sidebands are down about 50 db or more. As shown in Appendix I, the
spectrum spreading is greater at the high end of the baseband than at the lower end. Thus,
it may be inferred that spreading is not significant relative to intermodulation in any notch
and, therefore, the spreading has no observable effect on NPR achievable with currently
available tape machines.
Effect of Tape Flutter on a Subcarrier Multiplex The extension to an FM subcarrier
multiplex is direct. In this case

(3)
where n(t) is additive noise independent of desired signal. The carrier discriminator output
is, neglecting n(t) for this analysis,

(4)

where Mi is the peak carrier modulation due to the ith subcarrier, Si is the frequency of the
ith subcarrier, mi is the deviation parameter of the ith subcarrier, and yi(t) is the data signal
in the ith subcarrier. The first term in equation (4) is the additive term discussed previously.
As before, spectrum spreading occurs because of the presence of 0'(t) and 0(t) in the
second term. However, as shown, the effect is small so that the resulting cross modulation
can be neglected. This is also true if the subcarrier amplitudes are increased with
increasing frequency (tapered) because most of the spreading takes place in less than ten
kHz. Since the weak subcarriers in the taper are separated from the strong by much more
than ten kHz, the spreading has little effect on them.
Now consider the output of the ith subcarrier discriminator.
(5)
where a(t) is the noise in the output due to the additive term KTo0'(t) (t). If Si is
sufficiently large so that the additive term has died our, a(t) can be neglected. If this is not
the case, then this term must be included as noise in the input to the subcarrier
discriminator. The factor K[1 + 0'(t)] has been removed by the subcarrier limiter. The term
KiSi 0'(t) produces additive noise independent of modulation. This quantity, suitably
scaled and delayed in time to compensate for filter delays, can be used to subtract out the
term KiSi 0'(t). This type of compensation is sometimes used in direct-record systems. The
multiplicative factor 0'(t) in the second term is small relative to unity and generally is not
corrected. This leaves the data yi[t + 0(t)] subject to time base error. One way to correct
for this is to record a time code on the same track and to time tag the samples of
yi [t + 0(t)].
Conclusion Tape flutter frequency modulates the pre-detection signal. After carrier
demodulation, this produces two effects. One is an additive signal which is proportional to
the tape flutter. The other is a spectrum spreading of the modulating signal. The spectrum
of the first effect dies off rapidly but still can limit the NPRO in the 14 kHz notch. Because
of the width of the notches and smallness of the relative flutter, the second effect is
insignificant compared to intermodulation from other causes. With FM/FM there is an
additive effect associated with the carrier demodulation and one associated with each
subcarrier demodulation. The effect from the carrier demodulation adds noise to the lower
frequency subcarriers. This should be taken into account when setting the subcarrier taper.
The effect from the subcarrier demodulation adds noise to the data. This effect is
sometimes compensated by use of the pilot tone method. Flutter also adds time base error
to the data. This effect can be compensated by time-tagging the data.

Appendix 1
Estimate of Spectrum Spreading Due to Time Base Error The purpose of this
appendix is to estimate the spectrum spreading of the notch noise test signal x(t) caused by
the tape time base error 0(t) which phase modulates the test signal. Because of the
smallness of 0(t), only first order modulation sidebands are considered. Thus, only the first
term of the Bessel series expansion of the phase modulated signal components needs to be
considered. This permits the assumption of superposition.
For purposes of the estimation, consider Figure 6. To compute the spectral power at
frequency f, it is necessary to add the side band power due to the frequency components of
Sx(f) separated from f by the variable ". The phase modulation index, $, for each
component may be written as
. The amplitude, A, of each
component of Sx(f) is
. The power in the increment )f at f caused by
the test signal component in the increment )f at f -" is obtained by approximating J1 ($) by
$/2 to give
(6)
Thus the ratio, R (f), of the spectral power at f, due to spreading, to Sx(f) (notch out) is
obtained by integrating over ", to give

(7)

In obtaining this expression it is assumed that the amount of power removed from Sx(f) by
the spreading is small. Thus it is seen that R(f) is largest at the high end of the baseband
because of the factor (f - ")2. Since S(f) is assumed to be constant and if f >> "

(8)

To estimate R (f) in the center of a high frequency notch, it should be noted that the notch
widths are ten or more kHz wide. Thus for estimating the NPR due to spreading, the lower
limit of the integral in equation (8) should be the order of 104. Figure 7 is a time base error
spectrum of machine B which can be approximated as shown by G0(f) = 2.5/1010 *f*3 .
Substitution of these conditions into equation (8) gives R(f) about -66 db which is too far
down to be observed in Figure 4.
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Table 1
Notch Noise Loading Test Data

Notch
Freq.

NPR/NPRO db
Machine B
Machine A

Back-to Back
for Machine B

Tape
Speed
ips

rms
Modulation
kHz

14

43/46

49/53

49/65

60

72

34

44/46

44/49

50/65

60

72

70

40/44

40/44

44/64

60

72

105

34/41

37/41

40/63

60

72

The first number in the NPR/NPRO column is the noise power ratio in db
measured with the carrier modulated and the second number is the noise power
ratio in db measured with the carrier modulation removed.

(a) 120 ips, 12-204 kHz test signal, rms carrier modulation 93 kHz (top trace displace 20
db upward).

(b) 60 ips, 12-108 kHz test signal. rms carrier modulation 46 kHz.

(c) 30 ips, 12-60 kHz test signal, rms carrier modulation 23 kHz.
Figure 1. Baseband spectra of Pre-detection Tape Recorded/Reproduced FM carrier from
Machine B. The horizontal scale is 2 kHz per division and the vertical scale is 10 db per
division. The top trace is with modulation noted and the bottom trace is with unmodulated
carrier. The IF bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer was 100 Hz and the video bandwidth
10 Hz.

(a) 120 ips, 12-204 kHz test signal, rms carrier modulation 93 kHz.

(b) 60 ips, 12-108 kHz test signal, rms carrier modulation 46 kHz.

(c) 30 ips, 12-60 kHz test signal, rms signal modulation 23 kHz.
Figure 2. Baseband spectra of Pre-detection Tape Recorded/Reproduced FM carrier from
Machine A. The horizontal scale is 2 kHz per division and the vertical scale is 10 db per
division. The top trace is with modulation noted and the bottom trace is with unmodulated
carrier. The IF bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer was 100 Hz and the video bandwidth
10 Hz.

Figure 3. Spectrum corresponding to Figure la but with 10% of the tape remaining on the
reel. Top trace displaced 10 db upward.

Figure 4. Spectrum of 105 kHz notch direct recorded/reproduced on Machine B
illustrating the masking of spectrum spread of x(t) bu omtermodulation noise. Text
explains the traces shown. The horizontal scale is 2 kHz per division. The vertical scale is
10 db per division.

Figure 5. Spectrum of 100 kHz carrier recorded reproduced on Machine B at 120 ips. The
horizontal scale is 10 kHz per division. The vertical scale is 10 db per division.

Figure 6. Schematic of test spectrum S(f) and time base error spectrum G(f).

Figure 7. Time Base Error Spectrum for Tape Machine B at 120 ips.

PHASE DISTORTION IN MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
W. R. HEDEMAN
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Summary Phase distortion due to the record/reproduce process, independent of
electronics, is experimentally established and measured. It is found to be a function of the
record gap length. Phase compatibility between recorder/reproducers requires either record
amplifier phase correction for each tape speed or standardization of record gap.
Introduction It has been observed by the author, and others1, that a magnetic tape
exhibits different output wave shapes in the forward and reverse directions of motion of
the tape over the reproduce head. This is shown in Figures 1(a) and 1(b), obtained when a
square wave with a fundamental of 100 kHz, recorded in the forward direction at 60 ips is
reproduced in the forward direction, Fig. 1(a), and then in the reverse direction, using the
same reproduce head and electronics, Fig. 1(b). In the forward direction phase and
amplitude equalization seem to be sufficient to provide an output which is a reasonable
replica of the input. In the reverse direction distortion is evident.
The power spectra corresponding to Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are shown in Table 1. Within
the errors of measurement the power spectrum is independent of the direction of motion of
the tape. The change in output wave shape must then be due to phase distortion;
particularly a phase lag which occurs when the direction of motion of the tape is reversed
from the recording direction during reproduction.
If the experiment previously described is repeated, recording a 25 kHz square wave at 15
ips the output wave shapes in the forward and reverse direction are essentially identical
with those shown in Figure 1 if the time scale is normalized to the pulse length. In other
words, the phase distortion observed is a function of wave length on tape, independent of
the frequency used to produce that wave length. Detailed data on this point will be
introduced subsequently.
It is the purpose of this investigation to explore the above described phenomenon.
Phase Effects Due to Motion Reversal Suppose that a composite signal containing the
radian velocities T and 3T is recorded on tape in such a way that the signal voltage at the
reproduce head output terminals, eOF is:

eOF = a1 sinTt + a3sin (3Tt + N).

(1)

If the direction of tape travel is reversed, time in Eq. 1 becomes negative, and the algebraic
sign of each term is multiplied by -1 because of the time derivative in the Faraday effect.
The output voltage in the reverse direction, eOB, is then:
eOB = -a1 sin (-Tt) - a3 sin (-3Tt + N)

(2)

= a1 sinTt + a3 sin (3Tt - N)

(3)

Equation (3) states that the phase angle N, which was a leading angle in Equation 1),
becomes a lag angle when the direction of tape play is reversed.
If the direction of play is reversed by running the tape onto the takeup reel, and then
placing this reel on the supply spindle, an additional (-1) multiplier is introduced. The
reproduce head winding polarity is effectively reversed in this process; eOB for reel
inversion is the negative of Eq. (3).
Consider the system model of Fig. 2. At any frequency, the following definitions apply:
Ni

=

the phase function of the signal,

NR =

the phase function of the record process,

Np =

the phase function of the reproduce amplifier,

NF =

the phase function of the system in the forward direction of tape
motion,

NB =

the phase function of the system in the reverse direction of motion.

NF =

Ni + NR + Np,

(4)

NB =

-Ni - NR + Np

(5)

Then:

and

Solving Equations (4) and (5):
(6)
(7)
From equation (6) it is possible to determine the phase characteristic of the reproduce
system.
From equation (7) it is possible to determine NR. The input signal phase Ni can be
measured, or controlled to a known value, preferably zero. NR is the phase characteristic of
the record process, and is the sum of the phase characteristic of the record amplifier and
the, at this time, unknown phase characteristic being sought. In order to determine the
unknown the phase characteristic of the record amplifier must be measured, or shown to be
linear.
If two recordings are made at, say, 60 ips and 7.5 ips, scaling the recorded frequencies at
8:1 to obtain the same wave length on both tapes, a different portion of the record
amplifier frequency characteristic is used for each recording. If the phase shift, NR, of the
record process is entirely due to frequency dependent phase shift in the record amplifier,
then NR would be a continuous single-valued function of frequency indepenent of tape
speed. If, on the other hand, NR is entirely dependent on wavelength recorded on the tape,
then the two NR characteristics would be identical if plotted as functions of f/fm where fm is
the upper bandedge in each case. The extent to which NR departs from these extremes
indicates a super-position of the two effects.
Method of Measurement If a composite wave is generated, consisting of a fundamental
and a third harmonic, the wave shape is described as in equation (1), and would appear as
shown in Figure 3, for the conditions described.
For a known ratio a3/a1, and an observed ratio A/B, there is a unique phase angle N which
can be calculated. A table* was constructed for several values of a3/a1, centered around a
value of approximately 1/3, enabling the determination of N from A/B. If A >B there is a
phase lag: if B >A there is a phase lead. When A = B, N = 0 for all values of a3/a1.
The test set-up is shown in Figure 4.Band pass filtering, not shown, was used in the arms
feeding the summing amplifier. The isolation amplifier introduced negligible amplitude
distortion over the frequency range employed experimentally established.

*

Upon request to the author this table will be available.

The phase control on test generator #1 was adjusted to produce a condition of A = B at the
input to the record amplifier, as seen on the oscilloscope. It is necessary to establish that
phase distortion in the oscilloscope is negligible. This was accomplished by inputting a
known square wave to an oscilloscope probe, and matching the probe to obtain a square
wave on the oscilloscope screen. The amplitude controls were adjusted to produce an rms
voltage of approximately 0.7 at the input to the recorder/ reproducer, and with the third
harmonic 10 db below the fundamental. The record level was chosen at 3 db below
standard IRIG level in order to reduce harmonic distortion in the record process.
Undesired components at recorder input and output were more than 40 db below the
fundamental in all tests.
After these preliminary tests the record amplifiers on each of two recorders were
evaluated. It was found that they were constant current sources, relatively free of phase
distortion except at frequencies below 10 kHz. It was necessary to materially increase
coupling capacitors in order to reduce phase shift to less than 1E in the region of 1 kHz.
The method of measurement requires that particularly precise phase measurements be
made at the lower frequencies.
Test Procedure A tape was recorded, using a series of test frequencies from
approximately 1% to 90% of the upper bandedge frequency at two tape speeds: 7 1/2 and
60 ips. The record/reproduce switch remained in the record position during recording. An
appropriate servo-lock frequency was recorded to provide speed control on reproduce.
Two machines were tested; one with an 80 microinch record gap, the second with 180
microinches.
The fundamentals used at 60 ips were in kHz: 7.74, 11.11, 16.07, 23.25, 33.33, 48.20,
69.70, 100.0, 144.5, 209.0 and 300.0. These tones progress up the frequency scale by
multiples of three, and provide three groups logarithmically uniformly spaced. The starting
frequency was chosen low enough in the scale so that in every case the same phase shift
was observed in both the forward and reverse plays, indicating a record phase shift of zero
(or constant delay). At 7 1/2 ips the frequencies used were 1/8 of those used at 60 ips.
At each frequency amplitude and phase at the recorder input were adjusted as previously
described. After recording all test signals the tape was reproduced in forward and reverse
directions, usually at the speed at which it was recorded, but it could be reproduced at any
convenient speed without affecting the results.
One of the machines tested provided reproduction in both directions of tape travel. Tape
reversal required only an adjustment of the reproduce head azimuth. The second machine
played only in the forward direction; to reverse the tape motion the tape was wound
completely onto the take-up reel, and this reel then moved into the supply reel position. By

recording signal on track 4 of a 1/2" tape the same reproduce head and electronics could
be used in both directions of travel.
For each test signal the relative 3rd and 5th order harmonics in the output spectrum were
noted, in addition to the ratio A/B, for both directions of tape motion. This was
accomplished for tapes recorded at 7 1/2 ips and 60 ips on machine #1, and reproduced on
machine #1. A tape was recorded at 60 ips on machine #2 and reproduced on machine #2.
Finally a tape was recorded on machine #1 at 60 ips and reproduced on machine #2. From
this data NF and NB were determined by the use of the table previous constructed.
Calculation From equations (6) and (7) Np and NR can be calculated from the above data.
The N calculated is the phase shift of the third harmonic with respect to its fundamental.
This is converted to displacement along the tape in microinches the formula:
(8)
where:
*

=

delay (advance) in microinches on tape, third harmonic relative to
fundamental,

N =

observed phpase shift in degrees of third harmonic, Np or NR, from f
to 3f;

v

=

tape speed, ips, on recording,

f

=

fundamental frequency, kHz, recorded

The addition of successive phase shifts between f and 3f, 3f and 9f, etc. results in the total
phase shift, which can then be plotted as a function of frequency.
Results The results obtained from the 7 1/2 and 60 ips recordings on machine #1 are
shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). NR is measured to be a phase lead. The delay
characteristics are identical, within errors of measurement, if frequency is normalized to %
of upper bandedge. Since these two recordings were made using different frequency spans
in the record amplifier, it must be concluded that a phase function is present which is tape
wavelength dependent, and independent of the frequency used to produce that wavelength
on tape.
The tape recorded on machine #2 at 60 ips results in the delay characteristic shown in
Figure 6. The delay (lead) at the upper bandedge is larger than that evidenced by machine
#1; approximately in proportion to the record gap length.

Finally, the tape recorded on machine #1 and reproduced on machine #2 provides the
delay characteristic shown in Figure 7, practically identical with Figure 5. The reproduce
gap length on machine #2 was approximately 2/3 of that of machine #1. This demonstrates
that the delay characteristic depends upon the recorder, not the reproducer.
Discussion It has been shown that a wavelength dependent phase characteristic, with a
total delay dependent upon the record gap length is present in the tape recording/
reproducing process. This implies that phase compatibility between machines with
different record gaps is at present unrealizable, without phase compensation for cross-play.
Compatibility is attainable either by standardizing on record gap length, or by providing
phase equalization in the record amplifier for each tape speed.
The effect of this phase incompatibility in any particular record mode or format situation
can be calculated or measured. For example, in predetection recording of a frequency
division signal, intermodulation due to phase incompatibility can be approximated. The bit
error probability analysis of pre-detection recorded PCM/FM or PCM/PM with arbitrary
IF phase characteristic is somewhat more involved.4
Qualitative Theory Wallace2 has shown in his derivation of “separation” and
“thickness” effects in magnetic tape reproduction that a magnetic source, a distance “x”
within an emulsion, has an effect at the surface proportional to exp(-2Bx/8), where 8 is the
wavelength of the recording in the emulsion. Assuming a uniformly magnetized medium,
90% of the reproduce head output power at any wavelength 8 is derived from the emulsion
contained between the surface and a depth of .158 from the surface.
At the upper bandedge, 8 = 60µinches, reproduce head output power is obtained from the
first 9µinches; at 10% of the upper bandedge it is obtained from a layer 90µinches deep.
Thus, high frequency response is due to the near surface layers, and low frequency
response is due to an integration over many layers.
If near surface layers are being recorded at the trailing edge of the record gap, and the
deeper layers closer to the center of the record gap, this would lead to the results observed.
This could occur due to the fringing field in the record gap. This would result in the phase
lead characteristic observed, and also explain the dependence on record gap length.
Conclusions Phase distortion in the magnetic tape record/reproduce process has been
experimentally identified and measured. At the upper bandedge at any tape speed the total
delay depends upon the record gap length, and results in a phase lead with increasing
frequency. In the tests performed the phase lead in microinches on tape is approximately a
linear function of log frequency. No quantitative theoretical explanation of this relationship
has been found.

Since the phase characteristic is record gap dependent compatibility between
recorder/reproducers would require that either record gap be standardized, or that phase
equalization be employed in the record amplifier for each tape speed. Record equalization
would be correct when the same output wave shape is observed in both forward and
reverse directions of play. After record phase equalization is accomplished, reproduce
phase equalization can be set with the criterion that input and output waveforms be
reasonable facsimiles. In this way, machine cross play could be achieved without
standardizing the record gap length. The net result would be phase compatible tapes
among different machines. A secondary result, if anyone wishes, is compatibility between
forward and reverse directions of tape play.
References:
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2.
3.
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Rixon Electronics Report #918-0096, “Development of an Operational Delay
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Table 1.
Power Spectra for Fig. 1*
100 KHz Square Wave
Recorded at 60 ips, forward
Record gap 180 microinches.

Frequency,
KHz
100
300
500
700
900

Rel. Power Level, db
Forward(a)
Reverse (b)
0
-10
-14
-16
-18

*Tape speed servo-lock required on reproduce.

0
-10
-14
-16
-18

Figure 1(a). 100 KHz Square Wave, Recorded at 60 ips forward, Record gap: 180
microinches, Reproduced forward.

Figure 1(b) 100 KHz Square Wave, Recorded at 6o ips forward, Record gap 180
microinches, Reproduced in reverse.

Figure 4. Test Configuration

EFFECT OF FLUTTER ON THEORETICAL BIT ERROR RATES
FOR DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEMS
R. A. BYERS
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Summary Tape recorders employed to record and eventually reproduce digital data
introduce errors into the data. It is desirable to understand the sources of these errors so
that predictions may be made of the resultant error rate. While specific predictions are
difficult to apply to whole classes of machines and their respective electronic systems, it is
possible to make general predictons which give insight into the problems and processes
involved. The intent will not be to suggest improvements in recorders, but to supply a
heuristic viewpoint for understanding the problems involved in machines and systems that
now exist.
Introduction Tape recording may, in general, be considered as the mapping of a function
of time, denoted s(t), into a function of distance along the tape, S(x), under some
transformation T. The tape signal reproduction process is then the inverse operation, i.e.,
the mapping from distance to time under the inverse transformation T '. Unfortunately,
both the transform and its inverse are, in the real world, random. Thus the output of a
recorder is a function of the input signal and the particular stochastic transform set (T, T ').
The output, s'(t) of a real tape recorder may be viewed as an estimate of the input. It is
often desired to design the system so that the estimate is in some sense optimal; or failing
this, to at least formulate some evaluation of the “goodness” of the estimate. For tape
recorders which handle digital (particularly binary) signals, the “goodness” criteria
employed is most often the bit error rate.
It is, from the systems viewpoint, desirable to predict the expected bit error rate -- based
on some minimal knowledge of the tape recorder characteristics. This is particularly true
where tapes are recorded on one machine and reproduced (played back) on a different
machine under different conditions.
In this paper we shall discuss the effect of time base uncertainties on the bit error rate for
digital tape recorders. The discussion will assume only a general knowledge of tape
recorders, and will attempt to develop a basis understanding of timing problems.

General To gain the proper perspective on the problem it is helpful to approach the Tape
Channel Problem in its most basic form. Suppose we record a deterministic signal, Vr(t),
such that:
(1)

Vr(t) = A Cos 2Bfrt

When this signal is played back, as Vp(t), it is expected to have the form:
(2)

Vp(t) = a(t) cos (2Bfpt+2+N(t) ) + n(t)
n(t) is additive gaussian noise
2

is an arbitrary phase constant introduced by the delay between record and
reproduce processes
The record/reproduce process has transformed the amplitude constant, A, into a stochastic
process, denoted as a(t). In addition, the phase integrity of the received signal has been
contaminated by the addition of the term, 2 + N (t). The problem will be analysed
assuming independence between a(t), N (t), and n(t). Even though the degree to which this
assumption is valid is in doubt, it is hoped that this approach will provide meaningful
insight into the actual physical problems involved. The derivation of the statistics of the
amplitude and time base functions will be based on heuristic arguments.
The amplitude transformation, A; a(t), may be attributed, for the most part, to variations in
the head to tape spacing during both the record and reproduce processes. The amplitude is,
in addition, affected by flaws in the surface of the tape, as well as dirt and other
contaminants that become embedded in the tape surface, and by variations in the tape
speed.
The phase term, N(t), is introduced by variations of tape speed during both the record and
reproduce processes. In general, there are also phase shifts introduced by the amplitude
variations. Their effect on the system will not be discussed however.
Time Base Effects Time base uncertainties are introduced into the reproduced signal by
the variation of tape velocity (flutter) during both the record and reproduce processes. The
nature of flutter and its effect on the time base are, unfortunately, not always obvious to
the casual observer.
Let us make the not unreasonable assumption that the playback frequency is equal to the
product of the recorded frequency and the ratio of the tape velocities during the record and
playback processes.

(3)
Strictly speaking, equation (3) is correct only if we deal in average incremental velocities.
That is:
(4)

In actual practice, the statistics of the velocity ratio are obtained by frequency
demodulation of the playback signal. In the demodulation process that is usually employed
only the zero crossing data is utilized. Consequently, the statistics actually obtained are
those of fpi , as described by equation (4). In addition, these are precisely the statistics we
are interested in (unless, of course, we are studying the tape speed problem).
In the remainder of this section, we will present a heuristic proof that the joint record
playback flutter is gaussian. This result is in agreement with experimental data. [1]
The average record velocity during the ith complete cycle of the record frequency fr is
denoted as V
&ri . Similarly V
&pi is the average playback velocity over the distance
represented by V
&ri/fri . The incremental frequency fpi is the frequency of that ith cycle
during the reproduce process. In general:
(5)

The tape velocity, V (t), can be written in terms of its mean and a deviation about the
mean.
(6)
Where it has been assumed that the mean is time invariant. To determine the incremental
velocity we use:
(7)
The process, denoted )X(Tki), which is described by the integral in equation (7) is called a
Wiener-Levy process. [2]

We know that
(8)
Further, the process is known to have zero mean and its autocorrelation is given by:
(9)
If we assume )V(t) to be white gaussian noise, the ith sample of )X(Tki) has zero mean
and variance:
(10)
The density of )X (Tki) is given b

(11)
The average velocity over the time Tki i s )
&V
&ki . The density of )
&V
&ki is given by:
(12)
Clearly, )
&V
&ki is a gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance "Tki3. This would
serve to indicate that the total velocity over the interval is, in turn, gaussian, with mean V
and variance "Tki3. This is not an unreasonable result when one considers that flutter is the
result of a large number of independent forces acting on the tape.
Now, assuming that the recorded frequency, fr, is a constant and that V
&pi and V
&ri are
samples from a gaussian random variable we will derive the statistics of the reproduce
frequency fpi . We now desire to compute the probability density function of the ratio V
&pi/
&ri. If as we have suggested, V
V
&pi and V
&ri are both gaussian, the resultant probability density
function for the ratio on a Cauchy random variable. Experimental measurements made in
fp , suggest that actual density is approximately gaussian however. [1] We will assume that
the mean velocity of both V
&pi and V
&ri is large compared to their variances; i.e:
(13)

Expanding V
&ki , we have:
(14)

Substituting into (4)
(15)

Now, we let
(16)

(17)
and
(18)

The probability density function of the sum is given by the convolution of the individual
densities. The density of the product ariapi approaches a delta function as its variance
approaches zero.
(19)
(20)

Hence, it appears reasonable to assume that the product term has a negligible effect on the
overall density function. Consequently, we shall neglect the product term based on the
above justification.
The remaining sum is gaussian since it is the sum of gaussians and a constant.

(21)
(22)

Now let
(23)
Therefore, under the above assumptions
(24)
Where (i is a gaussian random variable with unit mean, and variance:
(25)
Clearly, since fpi is the result of multiplying a gaussian random variable by a constant,
fr<Vp> / < Vr > , it is itself gaussian.
Time Line Errors Time line errors are those errors where a bit is added to or deleted
from the playback data stream. This condition occurs whenever the time base of the
detection process is sufficiently different from the time base of the reproduce system
estimate of the time base. In the preceeding section it was shown that the incremental
frequency of the playback signal, fpi was described by a gaussian random variable. The
playback time of a recorded digital bit, TBpi is described by these same statistics.
(26)

(27)

Now, we denote the estimate of , as TBp as T̂Bp . T̂Bp is the value the detection process will
use as a standard of comparison. A timing error will be made whenever the following
inequality is exceeded.

(28)

where N = No of bit times since the last transition.
K is a arbitrary constant which relates the size of the timing window to
a bit time.
The probability of a timing error is simply the product of the probability of the magnitude
of the sum exceeding threshold, given N, and the probability of N bits since the last
transition. The best a priori estimate of a playback bit time is the expected value of TBpi.
(29)

Then:
(30)

And:
(31)

(32_

(33)
If, as we have assumed, the $i are independent samples of a gaussian random variable, the
probability that the sum of $i exceeds the threshold, k, is shown in Table I, as a function of
the normalized variable
where Ff 2 is the variance of the playback frequency.
As an example, consider the conditional probability of timing error for a machine
employing Miller coding (a self clocking code) with a timing window of 1/2 a bit cell
(k = 1/4) and 2F flutter of 3% peak to peak. The estimated timing error rate is 10i37. This

incredible result follows from the fact that the Miller Code has a maximum of 2TB between
data transitions, so that exceeding threshold is a 25F event.
TABLE I

On the other hand, there is no such guarantee for non-self clocking codes. The same
machine as above, employing an NRZ coding system would have a much better
conditional probability for (N=2) since the timing threshold can be made twice as large.
However, there is no two bit-cell constraint on the number of bits between data transitions.
Therefore, the conditional probability will vary as 1/N for all NRZ codes. Consequently, as
the number of consecutive “zeros” or “ones” increases, the probability that a timing error
will occur becomes very nearly a certain event.
Other Timing Error Problems In the preceeding sections it has been implied that errors
due to flutter are, in fact, “impossible” events. This is not necessarily true. There have
been many cases where flutter and a high error rate were correlated. This condition has,
for example, occurred on flight tape recorders at JPL.
In this case, it is not the bit to bit timing that is a problem, but the integral of the bit timing
over some extended portion of time. For example, the playback data off tape may be
routed into a buffer register of size Y bits. The data is clocked out of the register at the
expected bit rate, 1/TB. The equation (30) still applies, except that the threshold, k,
becomes Y/2. The number of bits involved, N, now becomes quite large, and it is readily
apparent that there is a real error rate which is related to flutter through its cummulative
integral, Time Base Error. In this event, the numbers listed in Table I are marginal, not
conditional probabilities.
In addition, it has been assumed throughout the discussion that the spectrum of flutter was
white, gaussian noise. It is often the case, when flutter correlates with an excessive error
rate, that the record or the reproduce flutter contains one or more spectral components. In
this case, the appropriate probability density to represent flutter is Rice’s distribution.[3]
Effect on the Bit Error Rate Each time that a timing error is made, bit errors occur with
probabilities ranging from 1/2 to 1, depending on the data encoding technique. Time line
errors (clock errors) results in the addition or deletion of bits to the data stream. This
condition results in half the bits following the timing error to be in error until a
complementary error occurs. The effect of these errors may be minimized by the periodic
insertion of sync words in the digital data stream.
Cumulative timing errors which cause the overflow or underflow of a buffer result in errors
in at least half of the bits occuring during the period the buffer is exceeded. The error rate
is than given by the average number of errors per under/overflow times the probability of
under/overflow.
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RECORDER PARAMETERS AFFECTING BIT ERROR RATE
G. R. McKELVEY
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary Instrumentation magnetic tape is the primary storage medium employed to
store PCM telemetry data representing billions of dollars of expended effort. Considerable
data are lost in the recording and playback processes which could be retrieved through
proper equipment alignments. The major contributors to the data losses are discussed, and
the test methods used to determine the resultant loss for each factor are explained. It is
shown that equipment alignment becomes critical as PCM bit rates approach one megabit.
Introduction Serious recorder incompatibility problems have been demonstrated in
studies conducted by SAMTEC. Recurring User complaints and the difficulties
experienced by the SAMTEC Telemetry Data Center in processing non-SAMTEC
originated tapes provide further evidence that the recorder incompatibility problem
requires continued attention.
In an effort to demonstrate the extent of degradation due to recorder interplay problems
and incorrect recorder setup procedures, three tests have been conducted to document the
effects of incorrect recorder alignment. These tests, conducted at the Telemetry Receive
Site (TRS), were designed to simulate as closely as possible actual recording conditions;
and the results are expressed in terms of bit error rate degradation.
The following presents a listing of the degradations from optimum or maximum output
which may be expected when the reproducer is not correctly aligned to the recorder.

Variable

Decrease from
Optimum Output

Conditions at 345 kbit NRZ-C

Reproduce head azimuth
misalignment

1.5 db

Azimuth misaligned three arc
minutes

Bias misadjustment

0.7 db

7 db overbias

High bandedge equalization

0.6 db

Down 12 db at upper bandedge

Total

2.8 db

Taking the listed parameters in sequence, reproduce head azimuth misalignment of three
arc minutes may result in a 1.5 db loss in signal-to-noise ratio at the lower bit rates. Losses
in excess of 6 db have been demonstrated when reproducing the FAIR II, 950 kbit data,
with head azimuth error of only 1.5 arc minutes. This indicates that azimuth adjustment
becomes extremely critical as the bit rate increases. Azimuth variations which exceed three
arc minutes, have been observed on mission tapes. This misalignment is due to a difference
in record head azimuth settings throughout the ranges. Until this interrange problem has
been solved, the playback head must be aligned to each tape to be played if optimum
results are to be obtained.
There are currently several methods of azimuth alignment in use - any one of which will
produce the desired results. A preferred method would be to record some type of signature
to insure correct playback alignment at the data reduction stations. One such signature is
referred to as the Lissajous pattern method. A 13.5 kHz sine wave is simultaneously
recorded on two nonadjacent tracks of each head stack at 15 inches per second. Upon
replay the two signals from the odd (even) head stack are fed to an oscilloscope, one to the
vertical amplifier, the other to the horizontal input. The resultant Lissajous pattern is then
examined for a phase difference between the two signals. A straight line, 45 degrees in the
first and third quadrants, indicates correct head alignment. A phase difference of 90
degrees (indicated by a circle in the Lissajous pattern) is caused by a head misalignment of
approximately one arc minute. The frequency of 13.5 kHz at a record speed of 15 ips is
used because the resultant Lissajous display of a straight line, or circle tilted to the right,
would indicate a head alignment within IRIG specifications. Another effective method is to
peak a high bandedge signal by viewing the signal with a spectrum analyzer or
oscilloscope and rocking the reproduce head back and forth to produce a maximum output.
Bias misadjustment of 7 db contribute to a 0.7 db loss in signal-to-noise ratio; and high
bandedge equalization down 12 db contributes another 0.6 db loss. The loss contributed by
these last two parameters is highly dependent upon the type of signal being recorded. In
the case of high band equalization, the data loss will increase with the data bandwidth and
would be especially destructive to pre-D recordings of 950 kbit PCM telemetry. Overbias
also reduces the signal-to-noise ratio at the reproducer output at the high end of the band.
Totaling the previously described degradations in output which can occur in the recording
and data interchange process, we arrive at a total of 2.8 db signal-to-noise ratio loss. If the
misalignments were to occur simultaneously or exceed the nominal values listed, the data
supplied to the User would be degraded during intervals of marginal input signal levels. It
should also be noted that the severity of the overall crossplay compatibility is compounded
when dub tape recordings are considered; and many range Users receive dub tapes as
prime data items.

Bit Error Rate Variations Due to Reproduce Head Azimuth Alignment This test
measured the degradation in bit error rate which may be expected when reproduce heads
are not accurately aligned to the record head.
The test equipment and system under test are arranged as shown in Figure 1. The signal-tonoise ratio in the receiver second IF is adjusted to produce a bit error rate of approximately
1 x 10-4 errors. A 108 kHz signal is recorded on Tracks 1 and 5 of the recorder and is used
to determine head alignment as previously outlined (Lissajous technique).
Initial BER readings for both pre- and post-D data were recorded at zero degree head
misalignment. The reproduce head azimuth was then changed in one minute increments
(corresponding to a 90 degree phase shift in the Lissajous pattern), and the error rates
recorded for misalignments up to ±4 minutes of arc.
Figure 2 is a plot of the results. Pre-D data was observed to exhibit little change in BER
through the interval of ±1 minute of arc (approximate IRIG specifications). However,
beyond this range the BER increases rapidly to the point that it is no longer measurable.
The results from the 950 kbit data show that, if IRIG specifications are not met, severe
data degradation results. A misalignment of 1.5 minutes resulted in a loss of almost 6 db at
the 950 kbit rate. Figure 3 is a spectrum photograph of post-D recorded NRZ-L data, taken
directly from the reproducer output, and shows the recorder baseband requirements of this
type data. Figure 4 shows the effect a four minute head misalignment has on a recorded
white noise input. The noise improvement in this data is a result of the improved filtering
obtained due to the head misalignment, and points out the need for better receiver filter
characteristics if wider than optimum filtering is used during the recording process.
However, if optimum filtering were used during the initial receive/recording period, head
misalignment, beyond IRIG specifications, may degrade the data. Since optimum filtering
is seldom achieved, it is assumed that a judicious amount of head misalignment would
ordinarily improve the data, as compared to the original receiver data. It is not a good idea
to perform video filtering by means of azimuth misalignment in an operational
environment. This filtering should be done by a low pass filter at the tape recorder output.
The azimuth should be set at the correct angle and left there.
Figure 5 is a spectrum photograph of input noise (bottom trace) and reproduce noise (top
trace) from a correctly aligned VR-3700 tape recorder. The reproduce head azimuth was
adjusted one minute beyond IRIG specifications (180 degrees Lissajous). The input
(bottom trace) and output (top trace) spectrums photographed are shown in Figure 6. This
azimuth change resulted in a 5 db decrease in recorder S/N as measured at 1 MHz; and a
2 db decrease in the input signal, which has resulted in a BER change of from 10 to 40
errors per million bits of data.

Recorder Bias and Equalization Tests The equipment was configured as in Figure 1,
and bit error rate recorded as a function of signal-to-noise ratio under various conditions of
recorder bias and playback equalization. Figure 7 is a graph of the BER curves generated
as a result of recorder bias changes. Figure 8 shows variations in BER due to equalization
changes. These two figures show, in general, a spread of less than 1 db across all
conditions. It should be noted at this point that dropouts which cause error register overrun
were not considered in these data; i.e., the data in these two figures give average bit error
rate probabilities from which dropouts, which result in large error bursts, were excluded.
With the equipment used for these tests and under the conditions as noted, there is no
strong dependence of BER probability on these setup parameters of the tape
recorder/reproducer over relatively wide ranges., provided that dropouts are neglected.
Also, effects of degradation due to dubbing are not presented.
Dropouts are extremes in amplitude adulation ot the tape reproducer output caused by gain
variations due to head tape spacing fluctuations, fluctuations in density of magnetic
material an the tape, skew, etc. These gain variations do not affect the signal-to-noise ratio
recorded on the tape, but they do affect the signal-to-noise ratio in the tape reproducer
output because of noise added in the reproducer amplifier.
There are three tape parameters which affect the reproducer output signal-to-noise ratio
due to reproducer amplifier noise. These are: record level, reproducer head azimuth
alignment, and bias. Reproduce head misalignment always reduces reproducer output
signal-to-noise ratio, generally at the high end of the baseband. Overbias also reduces the
S/N at the reproducer output at the high end of the band. Record level determines the
magnetization on the tape. IRIG record level is that level which produced third harmonic,
40 db down, relative to the fundamental. By recording at a higher level, more
magnetization can be obtained but with increased distortion. In predetection recording of
PCM/PM or PCM/FM, distortion of this sort is not important so long as zero crossings of
the carrier are not affected. Some improvement in BER probability may be obtained by
recording pre-D at 3 db overbias and increasing the record level 3 db above IRIG.
However, if it is desired to record in a much larger IF bandwidth than is required to pass
the modulated wave with the objective of bandlimiting during data reduction, then the
degree of nonlinearity in recording is important since it tends to “freeze in” the noise.
Thus, optimum record level depends on the mission and type of signal being recorded.
Conclusions The parameter which most affects the recorded bit error rate of a PCM
telemetry signal is reproduce head azimuth alignment. This factor may contribute as much
as 6 db to the total degradation imposed by the record/reproduce process. Other factors.,
such as improper bias and high bandedge equalization, contribute to the total
recorder/reproducer losses to a lesser extent at the lower’bit rates (100 to 400 kbps) but
should not be disregarded because of this effect. High bit rate (950 kbit) pre-D PCM data

is severely affected by any loss in high bandedge signal-to-noise ratio as would result from
azimuth misalignment, excess bias, or improper reproduce equalization.
The results of this study have shown that the IRIG recorder/ reproducer specifications are
sufficient for Range usage, but that any deviations outside these specifications may cause
serious data losses during intervals of marginal signal levels.
These data losses are further compounded when the effects of tape dubbing operations are
considered. It is, therefore, necessary that Operations personnel take into consideration
these losses when producing data or dub tapes for the range User.
Appreciation is extended to the Drs. M. H. Nichols and W. R. Hedeman and Mr. R. B.
Pickett for their invaluable assistance in preparing this paper.
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ALL-DIGITAL COHERENT DEMODULATOR TECHNIQUES
DR. FRANCIS D. NATALI
Philco-Ford Corporation
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Palo Alto, California

Summary This paper discusses all-digital techniques for receiving and coherently
detecting moderate data rate (less than 1 Mbps) PSK signals in real time. A receiver
employing synchronous bandpass sampling and A/D conversion of the IF signal is
described. Sampler synchronization, bit synchronization, and data detection are performed
by a special-purpose digital processor. Analytical methods are developed for predicting
receiver performance, and experimental data is presented to indicate the degree of
agreement that one might expect.
Introduction The rapid advances in applying MSI and LSI techniques to digital
integrated circuits are making it feasible to use digital processing techniques in signal
processing areas which have been restricted previously to analog circuitry.
The use of digital circuitry (where technologically and economically practical) has many
inherent advantages; including ease of fabrication, a minimum of adjustments, absence of
drift, increased reliability, etc.
The purpose of the effort reported in this paper was to develop techniques for coherent
demodulation of biphase PSK (BPSK) signals using real-time digital processing. The major
goals were to:
• sample and A/D convert directly at the IF frequency
• provide all-digital carrier tracking, bit synchronization, and matched-filter detection
• operate at data rates high enough to be useful for voice communications (Rd $ 2400
bps)
• keep complexity to a minimum
Block diagrams of the conventional analog receiver and the digital receiver are shown in
Figure 1.

The analog Costas loop ordinarily used for carrier recovery is functionally replaced by a
digitally phase-locked synchronous sampler. The bit synchronizer and the data detection
filter are implemented as digital processing algorithms.
Coherent demodulation was achieved by developing a synchronous sampler and an A/D
converter which are digitally phase locked in a manner similar to the Costas loop. The
“heart” of the phase-locked loop (PLL) is a programmable digital number controlled
oscillator (NCO, implemented by loading a high-speed counter with a variable count. The
result is a practical coherent demodulator for IF frequencies of a few megahertz.
A rather sophisticated bit synchronizing algorithm employing a phase-locked in-phase and
mid-phase integration was chosen for implementation. The algorithm lends itself to digital
implementation, provides near-optimum operation at low E/No ratios, and is much less
sensitive to data transition patterns than most synchronizers.
An experimental receiver operating at 19.2 kbps was constructed and is described below.
Results were very satisfactory, and it appears that the techniques discussed are practical
for data rates up to 1 Mbps.
While the discussion presented below deals specifically with digital demodulation of PSK
signals, it should be kept in mind that the ideas and analysis techniques generally are
applicable to other types of modulation.
Digital I-Q Carrier Reconstruction The first step in coherent detection of a BPSK
signal is to generate a phase-coherent reference carrier, thus enabling translation of the
data modulation to baseband. This function may be performed by using the digital
equivalent of the analog inphase-quadrature (I/Q) phase-locked loop (or Costas loop) as
shown in Figure 2.
Operation may be described rather briefly as follows. Let the input be a sinusoid of the
form
(1)
where
A = signal amplitude
d(t) = ± 1 is the data stream
Ti = carrier frequency in rad/sec
2i = input carrier phase
When the loop is in lock, the I-Channel is sampled in-phase with the IF signal at
intervals of some multiple of 2B radians. The sampled output is of the form

where N,(k) is the sampler phase error at time tk. Similarly, the Q-Channel is sampled B/2
radians later and produces a sampled output of the form

The above samples are multiplied together to form the loop error signal

The IF frequency is chosen to be considerably higher than the data rate (Rd = 1/Td) so that
Ji < < Td and d(tk) = d[tk + (Ji/4] almost all of the time. Thus,
(2)
i.e., the loop error signal is just the sampled form of the loop error signal in an analog loop.
The error signal is passed through a digital loop filter, the output of which adjusts the NCO
frequency so that the phase error is reduced.
NCO The use of IF sampling pulses rather than sinusoids has a significant impact on the
generation of the carrier reference. Ordinarily, a sinusoidal reference requires a rather
complicated digital NCO. However, an NCO for generating timing marks may be
implemented rather simply by modifying the basic programmable divide-by-N circuit of
Figure 3.
A suitable NCO is shown in Figure 4. Operation is as follows. The counter is preset to
count N and counts down to zero. This approach is used (as opposed to an “up-counter”)
because the delay in recognizing the zero state is constant for any count. The zero state
generates the I pulse. The Q pulse is generated p counts later and the counter is reset to N
for the beginning of the next period. Note that this NCO configuration has an inherent
stability equal to that of the input clock.
Detailed Operation The loop equations will now be derived in order that performance
may be predicted. Let the I-Channel sample times be expressed as

where

Tc = clock period and TiN1Tc = 2B.

and

TiN1Tc = 2B

The Q-Channel sample times are tk + pTc where Ti p Tc = B/2. Thus, for the input of
Eq. (1),

(3)
and

(4)
Multiplying the above samples together and assuming that d(tk) = d(tk + pTc) gives
(5)
where

The sample, v4(k), is processed by the loop filter, F(z), to form N,(k). Thus, the NCO
output phase may be expressed as
(6)
Equations (5) and (6), in conjunction with the block diagram of Figure 2, lead to the
baseband model of the loop shown in Figure 5.
The similarity between the model of Figure 5 and the model for the conventional analog
loop [Ref. 1] is rather striking. Note that the digital NCO appears in the baseband model
as a digital integrator, just as the VCO appears as an analog integrator in the baseband
model of the analog loop.
The digital carrier tracking loop performance is different from the analog loop primarily
because of
(1) sampling,
(2) quantization, and
(3) round-off.
Sampling causes the loop baseband response to be periodic (as is true of all digital filters)
as shown in Figure 6. Thus, it may be inferred that the sampling rate should be greater than
the one-sided IF bandwidth plus any carrier frequency uncertainty in order to avoid
degradation in the noise performance (the sampling rate must of course, be considerably
high than BL, but this condition is usually implied by the other considerations). The digital

bit synchronizer and the data filter also impose conditions on the minimum sampling rate.
These conditions will be discussed later. Note that the sampling rate is a subharmonic of
the input frequency; i.e., samples are spaced some integral number of periods of the input
sinusiod. The sampling rate, as a result, is not strictly fixed; however, variations will be
small for most applications and can be considered constant.
The usual concept of PLL noise bandwidth may be applied to the digital loop, given that
the above sampling rate requirements are met and the quantization effects are neglected for
the moment, by considering that z . 1 + ST for *ST* < < 1 and, thus, transforming the
baseband model from the z-plane to the s-plane (and linearizing) as shown in Figure 7,
where Kg is the gain constant of the A/D converter (quantizer) and Ts is the sampling
period.
Amplitude quantization is not particularly critical to loop operation (although several bits
may be required for efficient data recovery). The effects of one-bit quantization on PLL
operation are discussed on Ref. 2. Typical degradation in loop SNR are shown to be less
than 1 db.
Frequency quantization is an important consideration in the design of the digital loop;
especially since this quantity can be the limiting factor in the performance of a practical
implementation. Frequency quantization arises because the NCO as shown in Figure 8 only
operates at discrete frequencies. The loop tracks the input signal of frequency fi by
switching between frequencies f0 and f1 such that the average frequency of operation is fi.
Between samples, the phase error changes in a linear manner at a ratel proportional to the
difference between the input frequency and the NCO frequency. Since the loop averages
two frequencies, one of which could be qf Hertz from the input frequency, a phase change
of

can occur between samples., The quantization increment, qf, can be expressed as
(7)

where f0 is the NCO center frequency. The phase error which may occur due to frequency
quantization is, thus,
(8)
which suggests that
(9)

for small tracking errors ()N # 7 deg.).
The above condition, while necessary, does not guarantee proper loop operation. For
example, a frequency step of )f = 0.5 BL will cause a phase error of about 40 deg. in a
second-order analog loop with g = 0.707, while a step of )f . BL will cause the loop to
slip cycles [Ref. 1]. Thus, it would seem wise to choose the NCO quantization increment
to satisfy
(10)
to inusre the desired operation. This condition is intuitively satisfying when one thinks of
the loop as a narrowband tracking filter centered around the VCO operating frequency.
Coarse frequency quantization will lead to an effective BL larger than that predicted by the
linear model, and to poor phase tracking.
Bit Synchronization Bit synchronization in the all-digital receiver implies the grouping
together of all samples from a single data bit for processing by the digital data filter. The
synchronizer algorithm performs operations equivalent to the near-optimum synchronizer
described in Refs. 2, 3 and 4. A functional block diagram of the synchronizer is shown in
Figure 9. Briefly, its operation is as follows. When the loop is near lock, the in-phase
integrator and SGN(x) operation perform matched-filter data detection. The mid-phase
integrator performs an integration over some interval less than one bit and is centered on
the data transition; thus, it generates a number proportional to the phase error. The
detected data stream is routed to a logic box that compares successive bits to determine if
a data transition occurred, and, if so, whether it was positive or negative. The phase error
signal generated by the mid-phase integrator is multiplied by +1, -1, or 0, depending on the
nature of the transition as determined from the detected data stream. The multiplier output
is processed by the loop filter and is used to control the NCO.
Phase Detector In the digital synchronizer, the in-phase (IP) and mid-phase NP
integrators are approximated as fummations; for example,

where K is the number of samples per bit.
This, along with the resulting phase detector characteristics, is illustrated in Figure 10. The
phase detector accepts data with random transition patterns. The staircase phase detector
characteristics, as shown in Figure 10(b), assumes a data waveform. (of amplitude A) with
zero rise time. In practice, the bandlimited input signal results in a nearly smooth
characteristic.

The same type of NCO is used for the bit synchronizer as was discussed in connection
with the carrier tracking loop.
Baseband Model A baseband model for the bit synchronizer may be derived in the same
manner as discussed for the carrier tracking loop. The result is shown in Figure 11 and is
seen to be very similar to the model of Figure 5.
The baseband model may be transformed from the “z-plane” to the “s-plane” when
TL < < 1/T, as shown in Figure 12, where
K
T
Tc
8

=
=
=
=

number of samples per bit
data bit period
clock period
normalized timing error

and g(8) . AT, Sn(f) . NoT/4, when the input data transitions are random with probability
1/2.
The bit synchronizer performance is analyzed extensively in Refs, 2, 3, and 4 using the
model of Figure 12.
Loop Bandwidth Actual loop bandwidths differ from those calculated using the
linearized continuous models of Figures 7 and 12 due to
1) delay in the loop
2) difference in amplitude response between analog and digital loops
the one-sided loop bandwidth of the digital loop may be defined as

where T is the loop sample time. The increase in loop bandwidth of a second-order digital
loop over that of a second-order analog loop with no delay was calculated with the
assistance of a digital computer. The results are presented in Figure 13 for a loop with
delay of m samples and a design damping factor of > = .707. Note that in the case of the
bit synchronizer T is the data bit period, while in the case of the carrier tracking loop, T is
the input sampling rate.

The loop bandwidth of the loop with a one-sample delay (m=1) increases significantly over
that of the design reference for BLT > 0.1 and the loop becomes unstable for BLT = 0.75.
The condition for loop stability when m = 1 (as in Figures 5 and 11) may be shown to be

where > is the design damping factor and BL is the design loop bandwidth based on the
continuous loop with no delay.
Data Detection The bit synchronizer in-phase integrator acts as a synchronized integrateand-dump filter for the input data stream as shown in Figure 14.
The digital filter differs from the analog matched filter in that
(1) the integrator is approximated as a sum.
(2) there is noise fold-over due to the non-rectangular IF filter, and
(3) the filter input is quantized.
Approximating the integrate-and-dump filter by a sum-and-dump filter results in a transfer
function of the form
(11)

with amplitude response
(12)

as compared with the analog filter response

(13)

The degradation in filter output SNR due to both the mismatched filter function and the
noise “fole-over” caused by sampling is computed in Ref. 5 for a first-order IF filter. The
results are shown in Figure 15 with IF bandwidth as a parameter. A similar result for a

rectangular IF filter may be derived as follows. Consider the sampling to be done at
baseband as shown In Figure 16 where Hp(jT) is a rectangular low-pass filter and HD(jT)
is the digital integrate-and-dump filter. The output voltage may be expressed as

where F{Ad(t)} denotes the Fourier transform of the input.
The output due to a single input bit is (intersymbol interference is neglected):

The output power due to noise may be computed using the relationship

and so

giving a detection filter output SNRo of

Degradation from ideal may be expressed as

This quantity is plotted in Figure 15 with 2BBT = TLPT as parameter.
One may conclude that most receivers will require something over five samples/bit for
efficient detection.

As estimate of the effects of amplitude quantization can be derived from the work of
Ref. 6. Four bits of quantization is adequate to hold degradation in probability of error to a
few tenths of a db.
Experimental Receiver An all-digital receiver was implemented at Philco-Ford to
demonstrate the techniques discussed above. A data rate of 19.2 kbps was chosen for the
experimental unit. Receiver parameters are summarized in Table I.
Table 1. Summary of Receiver Parameters
RD
fi
1/Ts
1/Tc
K

= 19.2 kbps
= 1.92 NHz
= 84 x 103 samples/sec
= 2.16 MHz
= 20 samples/bit

The input signal (1.92 MHz) is sampled at a rate of 384 x 103 samples/sec; i.e., every fifth
cycle. Each sample is quantized to 5 bits; although, only 4 bits are used in the carrier
tracking loop. The carrier loop frequency and phase quantization increments are,
respectivelu, qf = 8 kHz and )N = 7.5 deg. The second-order carrier tracking loop was
designed with BL = 15 kHz. The bit synchronizer receives 20 samples/bit, each quantized
to 5 bits. The NCO clock frequency is 300 x RD = 5.76 MHz. The frequency and timing
quantization increments are, thus, qf = 64 Hz and )T/T = 0.33%, respectively. The midphase integrator sums 8 samples. A first-order loop was implemented with a design
bandwidth of BL . 800 Hz.
The digital functions were implemented on standard 4 1/4-inch square plug-in cards
capable of holding a maximum of 24 integrated circuits. A total of 8 cards was used; one
card for the sample-and-hold circuits, one for the A/D converter, and three each for the
carrier tracking loop and bit synchronizer. Approximately 130 IC’s were used.
A photograph of the digital receiver is shown in Figure 17. The three cards on the right
generate test signals and are not part of the receiver.
Test Results Measurements of the carrier tracking loop phase jitter are plotted in
Figure 18 and are compared with the theoretical performance of a loop with BL = 15 kHz.
The measured performance is very close to the calculated performance at low ratios of
Ps/No, but remains constant at FN = 14 deg. for high Ps/No . The minimum expected phase
error due to frequency quantization is computed from Eq. (8) as 7.5 deg. The additional
error may be attributed to the loop’s difficulty in tracking frequency steps of the magnitude
af )f . 0.5 BL .

The bit synchronizer timing jitter is plotted vs E/No in Figure 19. Note that, once again,
good agreement is obtained at low E/No while at high E/No the timing jitter becomes nearly
constant at about F8 = 4%. This value is considerably high than that which can be
attributed to quantization effects in the bit synchronizer and would seem to be due largely
to the noise introduced into the baseband signal by the carrier tracking loop jitter.
Error rate results are plotted in Figure 20. There is considerable degradation from coherent
detection due to the wide carrier tracking loop employed, but little degradation due to the
bit synchronizer and data filter.
Conclusions This paper describes techniques suitable for real-time coherent
demodulation of PSK signals using a special-purpose digital processor. The feasibility of
the digital equivalent PSK receiver has been demonstrated experimentally.
Although the techniques described were developed primarily for future application, the
state-of-the-art in integrated circuit speed, variety of functions available, and cost are such
that the digital equivalent techniques described are presently competitive with analog
circuitry (on a size, weight, and cost basis) for many practical data rates.
The synchronized bandpass sampler is an interesting and useful equivalent to the analog
phase-locked demodulator. However, hybrid loops employing analog mixers will,probably
be more useful for near-future applications.
The digital bit synchronizer performed well and has inherent desireable characteristics
which will make it a candidate for immediate application in some areas. It is very attractive
for low- and moderate-bit rates where drift, oscillator instability and component size are a
problem.
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A SIMPLE SECOND-ORDER DIGITAL PHASE-LOCKED LOOP*
C. R. TEGNELIA
Telecommunications Division
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Summary A simple second-order digital phase-locked loop has been designed for the
Viking Orbiter 1975 command system. ** Excluding analog-to-digital conversion,
implementation of the loop requires only an adder/subtracter, two registers, and a
correctable counter with control logic. The loop considers only the polarity of phase error
and corrects system clocks according to a filtered sequence of this polarity. The loop is
insensitive to input gain variation, and therefore offers the advantage of stable performance
over long life. Predictable performance is guaranteed by extreme reliability of acquisition,
yet in the steady state the loop produces only a slight degradation with respect to analog
loop performance. Analytical predictions and experimental performance are given in the
following for both acquisition behavior and steady state phase error.
Introduction In the design of a phase-locked loop for spacecraft applications, prime
requirements are simplicity and reliability. Since it is generally agreed that digital circuits
offer superior long-term reliability compared with analog circuits, the implementation of a
digital phase-locked loop is attractive. A simple implementation may be achieved by
making discrete fixed-size corrections to system clocks according to the sign of the phase
error. A loop is described here which operates under these principles and nearly equals
linear performance within certain limits of rms phase error.
In order to produce predictable performance over long life, the loop is designed to be
insensitive to input gain variation over a very wide range. Its reliability is ensured by
simplicity of implementation and may be enhanced by redundancy of components, if
necessary. The loop is designed to acquire with extremely high probability in order to
guarantee reliable transmission of data even in the event that reception cannot be verified.

*

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100, sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
**

Manager for the overall Viking Project is the Langley Research Center.

In the following we begin by presenting a functional description of the loop and a
suggested implementation. The operation of the loop is analyzed and compared with
experimental performance.
Functional Description The configuration of the loop to be discussed is shown in block
diagram form in Figure 1. We assume that the input to the loop is a simple square wave
plus noise, although the loop is suited to sine waves or other waveshapes. The lowpass
filter removes out-of-band noise prior to sampling of the signal by the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC). The determination of the best filter bandwidth for tracking is possible,
but as a rule higher priorities, such as sampling for the detection of data, set filter
bandwidth. We will therefore show results for some practical cases of interest.
Tracking of the square wave is accomplished by sampling at the estimated transition points
of the waveform, as shown in Figure 2. Alternate samples must be added and subtracted;
and, in general, to improve signal-to-noise ratio the samples are summed over many cycles
of the input signal before any correction is made. This number of cycles, which we call M,
is variable, and of course largely determines the bandwidth of the loop.
At the end of the M cycles, the sum of the 2M samples is examined to determine only the
polarity of the phase error. Depending on the sign of the estimated phase error, the local
estimate waveform is bumped a fixed amount )1 in either direction. This alone constitutes
a first-order tracking loop. In addition, the sum of the error estimators (sign only) is taken
over all time and the loop is also bumped an amount equal to this sun times )2. This
constitutes a perfect discrete integrator and makes the tracker a perfect second-order loop.
Because )1 and )2 are fixed and because the loop examines only the polarity of phase
error, the loop has the advantage of being insensitive to input gain level. As will be seen
later, all loop performance parameters such as bandwidth, damping ratio, etc, are strictly
functions of )1, )2, M, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the input signal. This remains true
as long as the signal + noise level after filtering is reasonably well scaled to the ADC
maximum input level. The loop will function at any input gain level; but in extreme cases
some SNR loss will result, since the ADC in the limit of very high or very low gain
becomes a hard limiter. With a four-bit ADC at nominal gain level the increase in noise
variance in the loop due to quantization is less than 0.1 db.
Loop Implementation Because the values of )1 and )2 are fixed, the implementation of
the loop is quite simple. Outside of the input filter and an analog-to-digital converter
(sampler), the only major components required for the loop are an adder/subtracter, two
registers and, a correctable counter. This is shown in the functional logic diagram of
Figure 3. Although in this figure two adders are shown, in practice it has been found
simpler to time-share the one adder/subtracter. The conceptual design is simpler as shown.

The correction mechanism consists of simply adding or deleting a number of pulses equal
to ±)1 + )2 · E, where E is equal to the contents of the second-order register. In the design
shown in Figure 3, )1 and )2 are constrained to be multiples of 1/512 of a cycle. This, of
course, is strictly a function of the primary countdown chain which may be changed at
will. A divide-by-512 counter was employed because it is a convenient binary counter and
appears to give all the flexibility desired.
The loop originally was designed for the proposed Viking Orbiter 1975 all-digital
command system. In this system )1 and )2 are equal respectively to 6/512 and 1/512 of a
cycle, and M = 128. The correctable counter employs an adder/subtracter into which the
)1 correction and the )2 correction are added to give a combined correction number in
512ths. Then the correction is made either by deleting an equivalent number of clock
pulses or by jamsetting the counter ahead by equivalent amount, depending on the
direction of the correction. From this design a breadboard model has been constructed with
commercial series 54 integrated circuits. The entire loop implementation, excluding ADC,
required 25 IC chips.
Steady State Performance Besides being easily implemented, this loop offers the
advantage of readily analyzable performance during both acquisition and steady state. The
steady state performance has been analyzed by J. Holmes (Ref. 1) for the case in which the
rms phase error is small. In the following we summarize this analysis and its results.
Experimental results also are given.
In the analysis of Ref. 1 it is assumed that the input noise is white Gaussian with singlesided spectral density No, as is common in a spacecraft environment. It is further assumed
that the input filter is an ideal lowpass. This latter assumption greatly simplifies the
analysis, but it may be shown that the results apply essentially unchanged to most
commonly used realizable filters. We assume that the input signal is a square wave of
frequency fo.
The analysis of Ref. 1 is applied to the specific situation of the Viking Orbiter conditions.
In this case the detection of data requires a sampling rate higher than 2fo, which is the
sampling rate in the loop. A convenient and reasonable choice of sampling rate for data
detection is 16fo, which implies a Nyquist bandwidth of 8fo. We therefore discuss the case
in which W, the single-sided bandwidth of the input filter is equal to 8fo.
The technique employed in Ref. 1 is to find the effective analog characteristics of the loop
by evaluating the slope of the expected value of the signal at point c in Figure 1. As long as
the loop is narrowband and the phase error is small, this approximation is reasonable. The
phase detector slope, or gain, appears in terms of a parameter ", which is essentially a
measure of the slope of the input signal at its zero-crossing. " is defined by:

(1)
Sa(t) is the filtered version of the input square wave signal which has amplitude A and
period To.
With this linear equivalent, then, the digital loop may be treated as a standard analog
phase-locked loop with a loop filter of the perfect integrator form, (1 + J2s)/J1s. The
parameters in the digital loop are related to the linear parameters by the following
expressions:
(2)
(3)
The desired results follow by defining a linear equivalent phase detector gain and an
equivalent noise process, and employing the previously derived linear theory of Ref. 2.
The linear equivalent bandwidth of the loop is given by:
(4)
where D is the signal-to-noise ratio of the phase estimator summation (point b of Figure 1),
given by:
(5)
The linear equivalent phase error variance is given by:
(6)
The linear equivalent damping ratio of the loop is given by:
(7)
In all cases )1 and )2 are expressed in fractions of a cycle.
The expression for FL2 proves to be an accurate prediction for small phase error; however,
the result may be refined even further by considering the total phase error of the loop. FL
was derived by considering an equivalent linear loop. This does not take into account error
due to drift or quantization. Unlike the analog second-order loop with perfect integrator, a
frequency offset increases phase error variance in the steady state. In addition, the discrete

correction adds a small amount of error also, since even in the noise-free case some steady
state jitter must be present in the loop.
Let us express the total phase error in the interval 0#t#MTo by:
(8)
where NL(t) is the equivalent linear phase error, Nq(t) is the quantization error, and Nd is
the drift in rad. for each Mto sec: For a relative frequency offset of )f Hz/Hz, Nd is equal to
2B)fM rad. We note that the above form produces a zero mean error due to drift,
consistent with a perfect second-order loop. It has been verified experimentally that the
overall phase error bias in the digital loop is zero. Thus, under the assumption of
independence between Nq(t) and NL(t), the total phase error variance is given by:
(9)
The independence assumption is only approximately true for arbitrary signal-to-noise
ratios, but becomes true for the noise-free case, when the quantization noise predominates.
We therefore approximate the Fq2 by its value in the noise-free case. For the case in which
)1 = 4)2, it is easily seen that the loop error repeatedly goes through the following
sequence of values:

This sequence has zero mean value and an rms error equal to (41/4)1/2)2 For the case in
which )1 = 6)2, it is found that the rms error is (61/4)1/2)2.
Thus, for the two cases we have:

(10)

(11)
The prediction for Case I is plotted in Figure 4 for the case of )2 = 1/512 and " = 1/16
with )f = 0 and 10-4. Also shown in the figure are some experimental data obtained from a
computer simulation of the loop with )1 = 4)2 = 4/512. To obtain the data a commercial
6-pole linear phase filter and a commercial ADC were employed, and the function of the
loop was performed by computer. Since the loop is all-digital, of course, this involves no

approximation. It is easily verified experimentally that for a six-pole linear phase filter
whose bandwidth is 8fo, " is approximately equal to 1/16.
As may be seen, the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Only when the
rms error becomes large do the two values begin to diverge. This may be explained by
examining the shape of the filtered waveform.
For an ideal lowpass filter of bandwidth 8fo, the filtered signal, Sa(t), may be described by
the first four components of a Fourier series as follows:
(12)

Thus, from Equation 1,

(13)
and " = 1/16 as used above. If the form of Sa(t) is examined, however, it is apparent that
this slope may be reasonably assumed only over a finite transition region, and the
waveform is flat over the remainder of the cycle. The waveshape may be visualized as
shown in Figure 5, therefore, for purposes of analysis. When the phase error becomes so
large that the loop spends a significant fraction of its time outside the transition region, the
linear theory is no longer valid. Since the transition region is 1/16 of a cycle wide, or
22.5E, it is apparent that the theory is invalid unless FN is considerably less than 11.25E.
As a conservative measure, let us require that 2FN < 11.25E, or FN, < 5.6E. This guarantees
that with high probability the loop is in the linear region. Thus, we may state that the
theory is accurate as long as FN, < 5.6E, although from experimental performance, the error
is tolerable if FN < 10E.
We note that the waveshape shown in Figure 5 should be approximately valid for a large
class of realizable filters of bandwidth 8fo. For example, 2-pole Butterworth and 6-pole
linear phase filters have been observed to produce this waveshape. Thus, the results above
should apply to most realizable filters, as well.
Acquisition Performance The acquisition performance of the loop has been analyzed by
H. Chadwick in Ref. 3 for the specific case of the Viking Orbiter parameters. The analysis
is not conveniently generalized, but the techniques are easily applicable to any set of
conditions. The conditions of the analysis are identical to those of the previous section,

including the assumption on the waveshape as shown in Figure 5. The worst case is
assumed, in which the relative frequency offset )f = 10-4 Hz/Hz.
With the waveform of Figure 5 it is a simple matter to compute the probability, given a
phase error N, that the loop fails to correct in the proper direction. Because the input noise
is Gaussian, this probability is easily shown to be:

(14)
These probabilities hold except when the error is near B, but such a large error constitutes
an out-of-lock condition.
Now let us define the state variables Xn and X
0n at time tn = nMTo to be given by

(15)
where En is the contents of the loop second-order register. If we assume that Nn < 0, then
it is clear that with probability 1-P(Nn), Xnt = Xn+1 = Xn + X
0n + )1 + M)f and X0n+1 = X0n +
)2. Also, with probability P(Nn),Xn+1 = Xn + X
0n- )1 + M)f and X0n+1 = X0n - )2. If Nn were
greater than zero, the signs of the correction would be reversed.
Apart from the contribution due to frequency offset, the state variables Xn and X
0n occupy
only a finite number of states, and the probabilities of transition between these states are
easily computed. This may be expressed in matrix notation as
(16)
where Dn is the vector of state probabilities and P is the matrix of transition probabilities.
By iterating this matrix equation, one may determine the probability density of phase error
after an arbitrary number of intervals of MTo. The steady state density is obtained by
solving the eigenvector equation
(17)
The effects of frequency offsets are easily handled in the cases in which M)f is an integral
multiple of )2. (Since )2 in practical situations is the smaller of )1 and )2, it determines

the increment between adjacent states.) That is, if M)f = K)2, where K is any integer,
then the effect of drift is simply to shift the density of Xn by K)2 units each increment
time. This effect is easily incorporated into the transition matrix P, and Equation 16
remains valid. For those cases in which M)f is not an integer multiple of )2, one may
simply choose that integer K of the same sign as )f whose magnitude is the smallest value
which satisfies *K* $ *M)f*/)2. This clearly produces an upper bound on performance.
Consider, for example, the Viking Orbiter parameters. We have )1 = 6)2 = 6/512, and
M = 128. Worse-case )f = 10-4, which implies that M)f/)2 = 6.55. Thus, we may let
M)f = 7/512 for the purposes of computation. This value is equivalent to an actual )f of
1.07 x 10-4, which clearly represents only a slight discrepancy.
In order to compute acquisition performance, therefore, one only requires an initial
condition state vector Do, for thereafter Equation 16 may be used to define the

performance. The initial condition density of X
0o is trivial, as Eo is always set to zero prior
to activation of the loop. Only the initial condition density of Xo must be obtained. In the
Viking Orbiter command system an initial estimate of signal phase is made by comparing
the incoming signal with 16 phase-shifted square-wave replicas. The largest correlation is
selected as the best estimate, and the local waveform is “jammed” to this phase. The
probability density function of phase error after the estimation procedure is easily
calculated (Ref. 4). For the worst-case drift of )f = -10-4 (a negative drift was assumed for
the computations) the density of Xo appears as in Figure 6. Although the density is
continuous, it may quantize into units of )2 with little loss of accuracy. This provides the
complete initial condition vector Do.
From this initial condition H. Chadwick performed the computation of Equation 16 by
computer up to 75 iterations . In the computations the area used was the region -175)2 #

Xn # 75)2, -50)2 # X
0n # 50)2. Outside this region the loop was considered to be out of
lock. The matrix of transition probabilities is, therefore, a 25,000 x 25,000 array. The size
of this array was chosen on the basis of computation time with the stipulation that the
probability of falling outside the array be much smaller than acquisition error rate. In
performing the computations, M)f was not fixed at -7/512, but instead a bias of -6/512
and -7/512 was added to X2 after alternate iterations. This does not produce an upper
bound on M)f = -6.55/512, but should give a close approximation to the exact
performance.
The results of the computations for the Viking loop are shown in Figure 7, where the
probability of failing to acquire after a given number of iterations is plotted. Recall that one
iteration equals one time period of MTo. Also shown in the figure are some experimental

points obtained through computer simulation, as described above. Again, the agreement is
excellent.
We see that the loop when used in conjunction with the Viking Orbiter commamd detector
fails to acquire after 60 iteration periods with probability 10-5 . This fact was used in the
design of the subcarrier tracking loop for this system, because such low error rates are
essential in spacecraft command applications. This probability could not have been
obtained experimentally in a reasonable amount of time.
Comparison with Analog Loops The ideal method of comparison between two loops is
either to compare acquisition performance given that the two loops have identical steady
state phase error variance, or to compare phase error given identical acquisition behavior.
Since the acquisition performance of standard analog loops has not yet been analyzed, this
method of comparison is not possible. Instead we choose to compare the phase error
variance of an analog loop with that of a digital loop having the same loop bandwidth.
Although this method leaves the evaluation incomplete, some feeling for relative
performance is possible.
Since most analog phase-locked loops are configured for sine wave operation, we restrict
our attention in this section to a sine wave input:
(18)
For this case, the phase error variance of the analog loop is given by (Ref. 2):
(19)
where WL is the two-sided loop bandwidth. Equations 4 and 6 remain valid for a sine wave
input. Inspection of the two equations reveals that Equation 6 may be rewritten as:
(20)
From Equation 5, this becomes:
(21)

Under the hypothesis of identical loop bandwidth in each case, we have:
(22)

For a sine wave input a reasonable lowpass filter bandwidth, both for data detection and
tracking, is W = 2fo. In this case the sine wave signal passes through the filter unchanged,
and Sa(t) = S(t). From Equations 1 and 18,
(23)

(24)
This gives the result:
(25)

This answer is not unexpected, since the SNR loss associated with a lowpass limiter at law
input SNR is equal to 2/B. In other words, the digital loop performs as well as a standard
analog phase-locked loop except for the limiter loss. This is the penalty which must be
paid for making the loop insensitive to input gain variations.
Equation 25 deals only with the linear equivalent phase error of the digital loop. As we
saw above, there are slight corrections to be made for the effects of frequency offset and
quantization. The result remains that the digital loop suffers no significant performance
loss over analog loops; however the true comparison should read:
(26)
(See Equation 9.) The theoretical phase error variances are plotted in Figure 8 for the two
loops for the case in which )1 = 6)2 = 6/512, )f = 10-4 , and M = 128. (See Equation 11.)
Also plotted in the figure is the digital loop phase error without compensation for
quantization and offset, or FL2 . This may be looked upon as the variance of an analog loop
with a hard limiter following the phase detector. It may be seen that the increase in phase
error due solely to digital effects is quite small, being less than 1E over the region of
interest.
Over the entire range the loop is only slightly degraded with respect to analog loops for the
case shown. This will remain true as long as Nd is small. When the M)f product is large,
the N2d/12 term may begin to dominate Equation 26. This cannot be alleviated by
decreasing M because this degrades the SNR of correction (see Equation 5). In fact when
M)f is large, the system bandwidth probably will have to be increased to provide more
reliable acquisition, which will further degrade rms phase error. Thus, it appears that the

loop offers advantages over analog loops as long as M)f is small. When this is not true, an
analog loop would be preferred.
Conclusions A second-order phase-locked loop has been described which may be easily
implemented from standard digital circuits and which offers the advantages of stable,
predictable performance over long life. The loop acquires with high reliability, failing on
the average of once in 105 times for the case described. In addition, the loop performs in
the steady state with little degradation over linear performance. An increase in rms phase
error by (B/2)½ is caused by the presence of the limiter in the loop, but aside from this,
steady state performance equals that of an analog loop with perfect integration except for a
small correction due to quantization and frequency offset. In most cases, this latter effect
produces less than 1E additional rms error.
The performance of the loop has been successfully analyzed for both acquisition and
steady state behavior. These analyses and their results have been summarized above. The
agreement with experimental error is excellent in the cases where the rms error is less than
5E to 6E and the M)f product is small. Each of these restrictions is represented in most
practical situations.
The loop presented here is capable of tracking any periodic waveform with high
performance. The loop is especially suited to situations where predictable, reliable
performance is required and simplicity is essential. The loop would appear to offer
significant advantages over standard analog loops except in the cases where frequency
offset is large.
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AN ALL DIGITAL PHASE LOCKED LOOP
J. GRECO, J. GARODNICK, D. L. SCHILLING
City College of CUNY

Summary An All Digital Phase Locked Loop for FM Demodulation is presented. The
system operates synchronously and performs all required digital calculations within one
sampling period, thereby performing as a real time special purpose computer. The signal to
noise ratio is computed for frequency offsets and sinusoidal modulation and experimental
results verify the theoretical calculations.
Introduction At the present time, digital phase locked loops are being employed only for
carrier phase tracking of received signals, thus generating a signal suitable for synchronous
demodulation. When used for FM demodulation, phase locked loops employ analog
circuitry in the construction. However, analog implementation has the following
disadvantages:
1. Since the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) present in all phase locked loops must
change frequency in response to a phase input, the circuit becomes an integrator. Analog
integrators are always “leaky”, i.e., do not respond to a DC input in a linear fashion.
2. The phase detector and amplifiers insert inaccuracies and spurious poles in the closed
loop system. The inaccuracies are due to the multiplication that is needed in phase
detection. Also, analog multipliers are extremely sensitive to DC drift or any offset
erroneously appearing on the multiplier inputs.
3. The saturation of components in the phase locked loop is extremely common when
the input carrier-to-noise ratio is low enough so that noise spikes appear. When this type of
input is present, the loop must tolerate the condition where the signal “rides” on the noise
rather than the noise on the signal. If the VCO saturates due to a noise spike, all previous
information stored during the integration procedure is lost. Therefore, when the spike is no
longer present, the loop reverts to a transient state where signal acquisition begins as if
there was an inception of system power.
4. When an attempt is made to augment an analog loop to a higher order system, stray
capacitance inserts additional poles and the system has a tendency to become unstable
when noise is present.

To avoid these problems, the phase locked loop described in this paper is designed with all
digital circuitry. Along with digital adders, multipliers, scalers and filters, a digital voltage
controlled oscillator algorithm is also designed. The problems mentioned above are
eliminated; however, new phenomena common to digital system become apparent. These
include roundoff and overflow errors taking the form of quantization noise.
Digital VCO Algorithm
If the VCO in the phase locked loop is an analog type oscillator, its output can be
described as
(1)
where
vin (J) = VCO input
Gv
= VCO gain
To
= carrier frequency
After sampling and replacing the integration by summation (1) becomes the expression for
the VCO output at the kth sampling instant:
(2)
If a sinusoidal VCO waveform were used, a binary multiplication of input and VCO
voltages would be necessary. This computation is longer than the sampling period and
hence the loop could not operate in real-time. The multiplication can be avoided by using a
square wave VCO waveform:
(3)
where

and
Sq (x) = Sq (x + 2B)
Now the multiplication is by ±1; i.e., either the input signal passes unchanged or the input
signal is inverted, a process easily accomplished using a bank of “exclusive or” gates.

The computation of Sq(x) is accomplished by dividing the binary scale into intervals of
length B. Then by examining one bit of the VCO output word the particular B interval in
which the argument of Sq(x) falls is easily determined by the value of that bit (1 or 0). Note
that the periodicity of the Sq(x) corresponds to the periodicity of binery numbers. Hence,
the VCO integrator never saturates but is allowed to overflow.
The gain of the VCO, Gv , is determined by which bit is selected to determine the B
intervals. For example, if +5 volts is encoded as the maximum positive binary number in
the ten bit word (1111111111), the selection of the second most significant bit to represent
a B interval results in a VCO gain of B/2.5 rad/volts; the selection of the third most
significant bit to represent a B interval results in a VCO gain of B /1.25 rad/volt; etc.
Experimental Results
The Digital Phase Locked Loop described by the block diagram in Fig 1 was constructed
with the use of DTL logic elements. The sampling rate was fixed at 50 kHz thereby
allowing sufficient time for processing. The implemented system was tested for modulation
indexes, $, of 3 and 10 for frequency offsets (DC outputs) and sinusoidal modulation.
Response to Frequency Offsets
In the steady state, the Digital Phase Locked Loop tracks any frequency input that will
produce an error less than B/2 (greater values yield instability). Therefore, frequency
offsets of up to 675 Hz (instead of 300 Hz as for sinewave modulation) were used in the
experimentation.
The loop was tested with $ = 3 and $ = 10 for a frequency offset and the following fixed
parameters:
S = 10-2 volts
Gv = B/2.5 rad/volt
1/2n1,+ 1/16
)f = 675 Hz

T = 20 x 10-6 seconds
BIF = 2 ($+ 1) f M
Si = 2 (Volts)2
fM = 67.5 Hz, 225 Hz

The output signal-to-noise ratio versus carrier to noise ratio is plotted along with the
theoretical results in Fig 2. Note the high correlation between the theoretical and
experimental curves. As expected, at higher carrier-to-noise ratios the output signal-tonoise ratio approaches a constant, since the quantization noise dominates. Note at very
high input carrier-to-noise ratios, the experimental results show a higher output signal-tonoise ratio than the theoretical prediction. This phenomenon is caused by the deterministic

nature of the input signal. The development of quantization noise performance assumed a
random input which is the case when noise is added to a signal. However, in the absence
(or near absence) of input noise, the output signal-to-noise ratio will be governed by the
system noise.
The PLL is usually tested using either sinusdidal modulation or a fixed frequency offset.
Since the system is quantized, a slowly varying sinusoid (the frequency of the sinudoid is
typically much less than the bandwidth of the loop) will dwell on the same quantization
level for many sampling periods. Therefore, the use of an input frequency offset simulates
the sinusoidal signal. Furthermore, a frequency offset simulates an M-ary FSK system.
Response to Sinusoidal Modulation
When the FM carrier is modulated with a sinusoid, the output signal-to-noise ratio obeys
the same formula for a frequency offset except that the deviation, )f, becomes the rms
deviation, )f/%2.
The output signal-to-noise ratio of the loop is shown in Fig 3. As is seen, close correlation
exists between the analytical and experimental results. Again, at very high carrier-to-noise
ratios, the output signal-to-noise ratio is dominated by system noise as for frequency
offsets.

Fig 1 Block Diagram of the First Order Digital Phase Locked Loop

Fig 2 Digital Phase Locked Loop Response to a Frequency Offset

Fig 3 Digital Phase Locked Loop Response to Sinusoidal Modulation

DEMODULATION OF FM SIGNALS BY A DISCRETE PHASE
LOCKED LOOP
C. P. REDDY and S. C. GUPTA
SMU Institute of Technology
Dallas, Tex.

Summary This paper discusses the discrete-phase locked loop for demodulation of an
incoming frequency modulated analog signal imbedded in white noise. The discrete
samples admitted into the system adoptively, represent an estimate of the message at the
discrete instants of time which can be improved further with a correction factor.
The work is in two parts: (1) even without the noise, perfect demodulation is not possible.
To arrive at the best estimate, requirements are specified regarding the ratio of carrier
frequency to maximum frequency deviation, taking into consideration the lock range and
the Nyquist sample rate. A simulation study is performed to specify the bounds for the
estimate to be accurate enough. (2) With the above considerations, the receiver is analyzed
with noise. For high carrier to noise ratio, it is shown that the performance is at least as
good as an analog discriminator. The only requirement being that the condition specified in
(1) is more stringent. Digital computer solutions of the system check the above and
provide a qualitative picture of the threshold behavior comparable to analog feedback
discriminators.
Introduction The advantages of digital demodulation of analog FM signals are utilization
of large scale integrated digital circuitry as well as the digital computer itself. This takes
care of the problems associated with analog phase lock loops such as phase comparator
inaccuracies, non-linearities associated with voltage controlled oscillator, and the
possibility of the above components together with the filter, getting saturated due to noise
spikes. Digital circuitry has problems too, like quantization noise, round off, and overflow
errors, but normally these are minor compared to the overall gains. So there is an
increasing interest in digital and discrete phase locked loops [1-6].
In reference [1], a discrete phase locked loop is proposed and analyzed without noise. As
an application, it is shown that by measuring actual time periods of the clock it is possible
to demodulate an FM signal. Comparison of its performance or analytical results with
noise are not available.

In this paper, the incoming sinusoidal FM signal embedded in white noise is considered.
The discrete samples admitted into the system adoptively are utilized to estimate the
message. The system is analyzed to arrive at a very simple implementable structure, whose
performance is at least as good as an analog discriminator but with better threshold
behavior.
Operation of the Loop Figure 1 represents the block diagram of the discrete phase
locked loop [1]. The received FM signal embedded in noise is filtered to eliminate the
portion of the noise outside the Carson’s rule band width. The analog output of the filter is
sampled when the clock signals it to do so by sending a sharp pulse or other type of signal.
The discrete sample admitted into the loop controls the time period of the clock which is
equal to the next sample period in such a way as to decrease the difference between the
phase of the incoming signal and the output phase of the clock. The time period of the
clock when its input is zero is equal to the time period of the carrier. The samples of the
incoming signal at the discrete instants are passed through a low pass filter. The output of
the filter is an estimate of the message.
To understand the phase lock operation of the loop, reference should be made to the
incoming sinusoidal signal in Fig. 2.1 Assuming the carrier as above for simplicity, the
basic purpose of the clock is to predict the positive going zero crossings and to lock the
sampling instants to them. The sampler takes the initial sample e(0) at time t(0). This
indicates that the clock is lagging behind by sin-1e(0) radians. The next time period T(1) of
the clock is given by
T(1) = T - Ge(0)
where T is the period of the clock when its input is zero and equal to the period of the
incoming signal. The clock signals the sampler to take the next sample after T(1), i.e.,
second sample e(1) at time t(1) bringing the sampling instant closer to the zero crossing.
Thus, in a few sampling instants the loop catches up with the positive going zero crossings
of the incoming signal. The above refers to a phase step operation and the loop tracks it
with zero steady state error. Similarly the loop locks to the phase ramp with steady state
phase error within the lock range to be specified later.
Analysis [1] First, considering the loop without noise, the incoming signal is:
A sin(T0t + 2i(t))

1

For the sake of continuity, the phase lock operation and the analysis without noise are explained
here. This loop has been proposed in reference [1].

(1)

where

T = period of the clock with its input equal to zero.
At the 6th sample the signal admitted into the system is:
(2)
where t(k) is the time at the 6th sampling instant. The phase of the incoming signal can be
written as
"(k) = T0t(k) + 2i(k)

(3)

A sample of the incoming signal is taken when the clock sends a pulse. This discrete
timing information which the clock provides to the sampler constitutes the phase of the
former. The clock phase advances by 2B on each sampling instant. On the 6th sampling
instant the clock phase is given by
$(k) = 2Bk

(4)

It can also be written in the format of the phase of the incoming signal as
$(k) = T0t(k) + 20(k)

(5)

As said before the sampler compares the phases of the incoming signal and that of the
clock at the sampling instants. The output of the sampler at the 6th sampling instant is
given by
e(k) = A sin["(k) - $(k)]
= A sin[2i(k) - 20(k)] = A sin N(k)

(6)

where N(k) is the phase error and 2i(k) and 20(k) are called input and output phases of the
loop respectively.
The output of the sampler is multiplied by a constant G, (refer to Fig. 1) to be defined
later. The jth clock period is given by
T(j) = T - AG sin N(j-1)

The corresponding angular frequency is given by
(7)
From Equation (5)
20(k+1) = $(k+l) - T0t(k+1)

(8)

But by definition
(9)

and
(10)

(Ref: Fig. 2, considering starting time t(0) = 0) and
T0 = 2B/T

(11)

Using (9), (10) and (11) in (8), one gets

(12)
Equation (12) can be rewritten as
20(k+1) = 20(k) + T0AG sin N(k)

(13)

Eliminating the output phase in equation (13) results in
N(k+1) - N(k) + T0AG sin N(k) = 2i(k+1) - 2i(k)

(14)

Let it be assumed that the phase error is small. The equation (14) becomes
2(k+1) + (T0AG-1)N(k) = 2i(k+1) - 2i(k)

(15)

In case of phase step input 2i(k+1) = 2i(k) the solution approaches zero on the next
sampling instant, i.e. N(k+1) 6 0 for T0AG = 1. Even when the input is not a step,
T0AG = 1 will give minimum error. Hence unity is the best value of T0AG for best
tracking performance.
With T0AG equal to unity, equations (13) and (14) become
20(k+1) = 20(k) + sin N(k)
or
20(k+1) = 20(k) + sin [2i(k) - 20(k)]
N(k+1) - N(k) + sin N(k) = 2i(k+1) - 2i(k)

(16)
(17)

Equations (16) and (17) give the output phase and phase error respectively in terms of the
input phase.
From Fig. 2 one can get an expression for the real time at the 6th sampling instant as
(18)
From equations (16) and (18), and using the condition T0AG = 1, one gets
(19)
Now, t(0) = 0 implies
(20)

and
20(0) = 0

(21)

For a phase step equation (17) reduces to
N(k+1) = N(k) - sin N(k)

(22)

Showing that the steady state error is zero. And for a frequency step of (T - T0), equations
(17) and (20) give
(23)

indicating that the loop tracks the frequency step with a finite steady state error
(24)
if and only if
(25)
The above refers to lock range condition.
Performance as a Frequency Demodulator (i) Without noise:
To reconstruct the message (assumed to be band limited) the sample rate should be at least
twice the message band width, i.e.,
T0 - df a(t)max $ 2W

(26)

where
T0 - df atmax = minm sampling frequency
W = one sided message band width
Consider that the discrete phase locked loop under lock condition is tracking the phase of
the FM signal with small phase error. This implies that the variations in the incoming
frequency are well within the lock range, i.e.,
sin N • N
Substituting this in equation (17),
N(k+1) • (k+1) - 2i(k)
i.e.,
sin N(k+1) = 2i(k+1) - 2i(k)

(27)

since sin of the phase error is available at each sample,

(28)

as the-sampling is at IF frequency, T(k+1) for all k could be considered small.

(29)
if T0 >> df a(t)max
T(k+1) • T
From equation (28)
(30)
i.e.,

is an estimate of a

showing a delay of half

a sample period on an average. But equation (29) appears to be quite a restriction. To
improve this, consider equation (27)

(31)
Since T0 is at IF frequency and for
write

reasonably small, we can

states essentially sample rate/message rate is large enough (which is really so) and is
needed for practical implementation since sample period is varying and particularly with
noise giving rise to random sample periods creating delay implementation difficulties.
Equation (31) becomes

(32)

Since

for all k, the value of the estimate

a

is always less than the exact value. A reasonably thing to

consider is the second order approximation, i.e., in equation (32) the right hand side
a

is replaced by equation (30), i.e.,

(33)
i.e.,

Figures 1 and 3 show the block diagrams for the estimate of a(t) without and with
correction factor.
Before introducing noise, a simulation study of the above is essential to check the validity
of the above estimates. Tone modulation is considered, an example of which is shown in
the Appendix.
The conclusions are:
a. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the estimate is always better with the correction factor and
is very significant when the ratio of carrier frequency to maximum frequency derivation
from the carrier frequency (T0/dfa(t)max) is not large enough. Quantitatively one could
consider the estimate good enough with the correction factor for ratios of T0/dfa(t)max as
low as ten, whereas the ratio is almost limited to double the value without correction
factor.

b. The estimate is good enough provided the ratio of sample rate to message rate is at
least ten, although T0/dfa(t)max satisfies the conditions in (a).
c. For the same ratios of T0/dfa(t)max and sample rate to message rate, the performance of
the estimator is almost the same.
(ii) In the presence of noise:
Referring to Fig. 1, the input to the band pass filter is

where n'(t) is white gaussian noise with zero mean and spectral density n0/2.
The output of the B.P.F. is
v(t) = A cos[T0t + 2m(t)] + n(t)

(34)

where

and
n(t) = x(t) cos[T0t + 2m (t)] - y(t) sin[T0t + 2m (t)]
where x(t), y(t) are gaussian zero mean with spectral density n0 for *f*# B where 2B is the
FM band width and
E[x2(t)] = E[y2(t)] = E[n2(t)] = 2Bn0 = N

(35)

Equation (34) can be written as
v(t) = A'cos(T0t + 2m(t) + 2n(t)]
where

(36)

(a) High carrier to noise ratio, i.e., for A2/2 >> N
A' • A
2n (t) • y/A
i.e., the effect of noise, is essentially to add a random phase 2n(t) to the incoming signal to
the sampler implying 2i(t) = 2m(t) + 2n(t). It has been proven analytically and by simulation
results:

the output noise term =
which is coupled to the signal term through T(k+1). A reasonable way to study the effects
of noise term classically is to decouple it from the signal and to see what design criteria it
specifies. Consider output noise power for a given T(k+1)

At the output of low pass filter the spectral density of 2n(t) =n0/A2 for *f* # fm

(i.e., by writing the sin term in power series). Simplifying the above we get

(37)
The first term refers to the output noise power of a conventional discriminator. The
conditional output noise power is less than this. The actual output noise power may be less
compared to the discriminator type. To make sure of the above point the best thing is to
make

so that all the other terms in equation (37) could be neglected except the first term. That is,
(38)
where f(k+1) is the instantaneous frequency at t(k+1). Under high carrier to noise ratio, the
lowest frequency of the incoming signal is •f0-B. Equation (38) reduces to
(39)

That is, output noise power is

and is independent of T(k+1)

for all k. The above shows that the output noise has parabolic spectral density. This leads

to the well known result

for A2/2 >> N where $ is the modulation index.
To achieve the above performance for a given df and fm choose that f0 to satisfy equation
(39). This essentially takes care of the conditions specified in the previous sections such as
the ratio of sample rate to message rate, nyquist sample frequency and lock range
condition. An example of tone modulation is shown in the Appendix.
The above is simulated with high carrier to noise ratio. The results are: 1. Figure 6 shows
the performance with noise which could be compared to Fig. 2 without noise.
2. At very high signal to noise ratio, the effect of noise is negligible and the error variance
is dominated by the errors introduced even without noise in estimating, round off, and
truncation.
This results in a constant error variance and as the modulation index is increased, the error
variance increases as shown in Fig. 7, since T0/dfa(t)max gets reduced.
3. At fairly high signal to noise ratio the error variance reduces linearly as the carrier to
noise power ratio increases for a fixed modulation index.
The error variance reduces as the modulation index is increased almost in a quadratic
manner for a fixed carrier to noise power ratio. These are shown in Fig. 7 and verifies the
theoretical results for output signal to noise ratio and compares favorably to analog phase
locked loop.
(b) Low carrier to noise ratio:
An attempt is made to come up with an analysis similar to Rice’s click analysis, but the
problems like adaptive sampling and the non-linear nature of the problem with perturbed
arguments of time makes it just not possible to arrive at analytical results. But, it is
intuitively clear that the threshold behavior should be better compared to conventional
discriminator types since this is a feedback type of system.
The digital computer solution for tone modulation provides the following qualitative
information. Cycle skipping has been observed for carrier to noise power ratios less than
or equal to one. The loop goes out of lock ultimately as the noise is increased. Figure 8
shows the carrier to noise power versus inverse phase error variance for the modulation

index between 0.75 to 2.0 and indicates that the threshold is at carrier to noise ratio equal
to one. These support the intuitive observations.
Conclusions The analytical results supported by digital computer solutions indicate that it
is indeed possible to achieve a performance at least as good as a discriminator for high
carrier to noise ratio and better threshold behavior for low carrier to noise ratio with the
discussed discrete phase locked loop for FM demodulation with the specified restrictions
on IF frequency for the given modulation index and the bandwidth of the message. The
digital structure is very simple to implement and should find wide applications particularly
in the narrow band cases. It is needless to say that the loop could be used efficiently for
synchronization purposes.
Appendix (a) Without noise:

a(t) = cos Tmt

,

Df = $Tm

The maximum value of the incoming signal, i.e., A, is normalized to 1 since the interest is
in e(k)/A = sin N(k)

Lock range condition:

reduces to T0/$Tm > (2B-1) since $TmÛ 0. condition for nyquist sample rate

for analytical results:

For simulation:
e(k) = sin[Tmt(k)+2i {t(k)}] , t(0) = 0 at k = 0 and 20(0) = 0
t(k) = t(k-1)+T-e(k-1)
, T = 2B/T0
and the rest is as for analytical results.
(b) With noise for simulation:

equation (39) requires that

.

The rest is similar to simulation without noise.
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DIGITAL PHASE LOCKED LOOPS WITH SEQUENTIAL LOOP
FILTERS: A CASE FOR COARSE QUANTIZATION
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Summary A class of digital phase locked loops exists for which performance can be
demonstrated to be comparable to that of the linear analog model, yet the use of coarse
quantization seems to be favored. This class is characterized by the use of (1) a phase
detector with quantized output, (2) a sequential loop filter, and (3) a discrete phase
adjustment clock. The sequential filter is an inherently nonlinear device which operates on
a sequence of inputs and provides a sequence of outputs, usually fewer in number and with
a variable interval between outputs.
Operation of these loops is decidedly nonlinear and a conventional linear loop bandwidth
cannot be defined. Although higher than first order loops of this class may be constructed,
their analysis, so far, has been limited to first order types by random walk techniques. A
quasi-bandwidth measure can be defined for these loops in terms of their transient
response which serves as an absolute basis for comparison of different digital loops. Using
this tool, examples of 3- and 4-level quantization in these loops are found to have no
obvious advantages over the binary quantized model and in some cases striking
disadvantages.
Introduction The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the case for coarse quantization in
a class of digital phase locked loops. Material presented here will of necessity be basically
summary in nature and the stimulated reader will find a more complete development of this
material in the author’s thesis [1]. The basic binary model is described in a recent
publication [2]. For brevity sake, equations will be given without derivation which can be
found in the above two references.
The digital loops to be discussed here should be distinguished from the more familiar class
of loops which are merely sampled data versions of analog loops which, for the most part,
may be analyzed as if they were analog loops. Rather, these systems represent a direct
synthesis with logic elements of what seems intuitively to be a desirable loop operation.
Holmes [3,4] and Simon [5] have described somewhat similar digital loop models in which

the loop filters are simply length-M accumulators and produce discrete loop phase
adjustments every M cycles.
Review of Binary Loop Operation Figure 1 shows the loop model for the binary case.
The input signal is assumed to be a train of alternating sign square pulses with energy Es
and duration of R seconds and is perturbed by additive white Gaussian noise with zero
mean and spectral density N0/2. For the first order case, the symbol rate is assumed to be
fixed and near enough to the loop clock frequency that the loop phase error is at most a
slowly varying (relative to the loop transient time) quantity. * is defined to be the
difference between the phase of the input signal and the closest clock position available.
Phase error measurements are obtained with an “integrate-and-dump” type filter in which
the R second integration period is centered on a positive-to-negative transition of the signal
for zero phase error. If the loop clock is leading the signal, the signal component, R(N), of
the integrator output is positive, since the integration interval is shifted in the direction of
the positive pulse. When N = 0, R(N) = 0. In fact, R(N) can be interpreted as the cross
correlation of the unperturbed signal with a square wave in phase quadrature. Since the
noise is uncorrelated over successive integration intervals, its contribution to the integrator
output is independent of N. Hence, the input to the quantizer may be represented as
r(t,N) = R(N) + no(t), t = 0,J,2J,...

(1)

where the no(t) are Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance No/2. The
binary quantizer gives an output according to whether r(t) is positive or negative with
probabilities u1 and u-1. respectively.
u1 = Pr[r > 0]
u-1 = Pr[r # 0]

(2)
(3)

These are evaluated as follows:
(4)

(5)
where
(6)

u1 and u-1 are, respectively, the probabilities of lead and lag pulses which are inputs to the
sequential filter.
Examination of (4) and (5) shows that when N is near zero (hence, R(N) is near zero) or
No is large, u1 and u-1 tend to be near 0.5 and the phase error estimate is poor. If the loop
phase corrections were made on the basis of those outputs directly, many incorrect
adjustments would be made, causing undesirable phase-error fluctuations. Consider now
the probability of making correct phase-error measurements. It will help to write the
definition of u1(N) and u-1(N) in the following form:
u1 (N) = Pr[“lead” indication*N]
u-1 (N) = Pr[“lag” indication*N]

(7)
(8)

It follows that the probabilities of “correct” phase error measurements can be written in
terms of the u1 and u-1 as:

(9)

(10)

Of course, we would like these probabilities to be as close to 1.0 as possible which is the
case when u1(N) is near zero for N < 0 and u-1(N) is near zero for N > 0.
Although a loop filter is not strictly needed to obtain closed-loop operation, let us consider
the effect of a sequential filter whose operation can be viewed as a transformation of the
lead and lag probabilities, u1(N) and u-1(N) into retard and advance probabilities, U1(N) and
U-1(N). The objective of such a filter would be to maximize (9) and (10) with the new
probabilities substituted. Hence, the following requirements are placed on the
transformation
U1 > u1, 1.0 > u1 > 0.5

(11)

U1 < u1, 0.0 < u1 < 0.5

(12)

U1 = u1, u1 = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0

(13)

A complementary set of conditions is imposed on u-1 and U-1 The greater the inequalities in
(11) and (12), the closer to unity are the probabilities of correct clock phase adjustments.

In order to satisfy (11) and (12), each filter output must depend on a sequence of inputs
from the phase detector. A partial measure of the filter’s “goodness” is how few inputs are
required, on the average, to produce an output. That is, the fewer input cycles required for
a given improvement satisfying (11) and (12), the larger is the loop bandwidth (or inverse
transient time).
The sequential filters to be described below exhibit the property that the number of inputs
required to produce an output is not constant, but depends on the particular sequence of
random inputs. The expected value of this time, T(N), is a function of N through the
dependence of the input sequence on R(N) and is a random variable through the sequence
dependence on input noise. These filters can also be made to reset or “Start over” when
input sequences contain approximately equal numbers of lead and lag inputs. Hence, T(N)
tends to reach a maximum value at N = 0 where this is the case. The resulting loop
operation is improved over one in which T(N) = constant, since, in the former, fewer phase
corrections will be made when the loop phase error is near zero where erroneous
corrections are likely.
Examples of sequential filters satisfying the above criteria are shown in Figures 2 and 3. In
the N-before-M filter, if an input sequence contains a sufficient number of lead or lag
inputs that the appropriate N register fills up before the sequence length reaches M, then
an output occurs and a clock phase adjustment is made. Otherwise, all counters are reset,
no output occurs, and another input sequence is operated upon. The random walk filter
achieves a very similar result. The rate at which the counter reaches boundary 0 or 2N is
dependent on the relative frequency of occurrence of lag and lead inputs, respectively, and
when they occur in nearly equal numbers, the count tends to hover near N for extended
periods.
The transformation of input to output probabilities are evaluated for the N-before-M filter
by
(14)
(15)
where
(16)

and
(17)
and for the random walk filter by
(18)

T is given by

and

for the two filters, respectively. Figure 4 shows representative examples of U1 and T for
N-before-M filters. Plots for random walk filters are very similar.
Each filter output causes a discrete phase adjustment of the clock. The magnitude of the
adjustment is ). Hence, there are K = 360E/) possible phase error states (module 2B).
The minimum phase error state occurs when N = *, where *** # )/2. Since the system
changes state every time there is a filter output, U1 and U-1 are the state transition
probabilities. If we ignore the state duration inequality (i.e., T(N) … constant) the state
selection probabilities, L(i)1, of the imbedded Markov chain formed by observing the loop
only at state transition times is given by

The absolute state probabilities, P(i), are related to the L(i) and T(i) as follows
(22)
Hereafter, the functional dependence of loop parameters on N will be denoted through the index
of the K possible N-states.
1

Note that (22) reduces to the identity P(i) / L(i) if T(i) = constant as is the case in which
filters with fixed time intervals between outputs are used or if no filter is used.
Digital computer solutions to (21) and (22) were obtained for many loop configurations, a
representative example of which is shown in Figure 5 for Es/No = -20 dB. From this loop
error probability mass function, parameterized in Es/No , the loop rms phase error versus
Es/No curve can be constructed. However, this is of only small interest unless some
knowledge of the loop’s bandwidth or transient behavior is at hand.
Insight into the loop transient behavior can be obtained through the following definition.
Let the loop be assumed to have just reached state i. Then To(i) is defined to be the
expected value of the time to reach the minimum phase error state N = * for the first time.
To(i) can be evaluated in terms of the state transition probabilities and duration times by
the following difference equation.
(23)

Figure 6 shows representative solutions to (16) where the circles indicate the actual
computer solutions and the solid lines illustrate the approximate linear nature of the locus
of these points. That is, To(N)/N. constant. From this, it is quite apparent that the loop
operation is inherently nonlinear. The loop phase adjustment is basically slew-rate limited.
Hence, a conventional linear bandwidth cannot be defined for these loops.
Out of a conviction that a bandwidth-like measure must be found for these loops in order
that any meaningful evaluation of their performance be made, the following “quasibandwidth” measure will be defined. Since in a first order linear system, the noise
bandwidth can be defined in terms of its exponential time constant as B = 1/4B and since
detailed transient information for these digital loops is available, a bandwidth definition in
terms of this response is an obvious choice. But if a time constant is to be defined in this
case, it must be a time for traversing a reference angular displacement. Let this reference
angle be 45E and let the digital loop bandwidth be defined as the reciprocal of the time for
the loop to traverse this angle.
(24)
where To(i)/Ni has the units in cycles/degree and J is in seconds/cycle. Unfortunately, this
definition must depend upon the arbitrary choice of the reference angle. It was chosen to
be equal to one ) for the coarsest quantization of phase adjustment felt to be of any
practical value. Equation (24) does afford an absolute comparison of the performance of

different binary digital loops as shown in Figure 7 where rms phase error is plotted against
signal-to-noise ratio in equal “quasi-bandwidths,” B'. It is significant to note that for low
Ps/NoB', all four digital loop curves fall on the same line while for high Ps/NoB' a limiting
phase error is attained. It appears that this limiting value can be reduced to whatever level
is acceptable simply by choosing a small enough phase correction quantum, ).
Also shown in Figure 7 for reference, is the curve for the first order linear analog model.
Such a comparison should, however, be used with caution due to the only approximate
correspondence between BL and B' and the arbitrary scale factor in B'. Further discussion
of this comparison and the superior bandwidth adaptability of the digital loops can be
found in reference [2].
We have hastily reviewed the description of and taken a glimpse at the performance of a
class of digital phase locked loops characterized by discrete phase adjustment, sequential
loop filtering, and binary quantization of the phase error measurement. In spite of their
coarse quantization and, hence, component simplicity, their performance can be
surprisingly good. Let us now apply the above techniques and definitions to some
examples of loops with higher than binary quantization.
Higher Levels of Amplitude Quantization One would intuitively expect that an
improvement in performance might be obtained with the use of more than two quantization
intervals in the loop phase error amplitude. In the case of the phase detector output, and,
hence, the loop filter input, complete flexibility exists for the choice of quantization
intervals for each output. On the other hand, the loop filter outputs are limited to only even
numbers, assuming each filter output causes the clock to be adjusted by ± ) or some
multiple thereof. Figure 8 illustrates two examples of possible extensions of the basic
digital loop to ternary and quaternary quantizations, respectively. In the ternary loop, a null
zone has been added to the phase detector providing outputs which indicate phase error
measurements which are within some interval of zero. The filter is configured in such a
way that whenever the null zone outputs are frequent, clock phase adjustments are
infrequent, since overflow of the M register causes filter operation to be reset without an
output occurring.
In Figure 8b,the phase detector output is quantized into four intervals so that each output
provides information about both the sign and magnitude of the phase error measurement.
Note that the quantization boundaries are defined as functions of the signal amplitude. This
is a requirement in order that the quantization be made in terms of phase error
measurement amplitude which scales linearly with
. This, in turn, infers the use of
AGC in the actual hardware.

Evaluation of the performance follows from the same formulations as in the binary case.
Filter transformation relations are similar to (14) through (17) with a double summation
being required in the ternary case and a tripple summation in the quaternary case.
Equations (21), (22), and (23) apply directly to the ternary loop but (21) and (23) each
have two additional terms for the quaternary loop.
Detailed examination of the operation of these loops is not possible here due to the large
number of combinations of independent loop parameters (0, ), N, L, and M) and the
subtile ways in which they influence the loop operation. The basic performance, however,
is, except for a few striking examples of anomalous behavior, similar to that of the binary
loops. The most important variances from that basic behavior will be illustrated in the
remainder of this section.
Figure 9 shows the rms phase error vs Es/No for a ternary loop for several values of *. For
the case of * = 0, there is a definite advantage to having added a third level of quantization
since the phase error can approach zero. Unfortunately, * is generally not a parameter
under our control and may be anywhere between ±)/2. The region in Es/No4 where this
phenomenon occurs is dependent on the choice of 0 and is produced by the fact that for
states lying within the null zone boundary (R(N) < 0
, T(i) is excessively large and
transitions across the minimum phase error state are unlikely.
Of more importance, however, is the ternary loop transient behavior shown in Figure 10.
Here, the importance of the parameter 0 is more obvious. For large 0 and large Es/No , the
null zone output probability, uo, approaches 1.0 for more than the minimum phase error
state, and the loop transient times become excessively large. An optimal choice for 0 is
somewhere near R())/
, the value below which this condition cannot occur.
Figure 11 depicts the relative performance of three ternary loops with chosen to equal the
above optimum value. The binary loop N = 8, M = 15, ) = 22.5E and * = 0 is shown for
comparison since this is the asymtotic limit for a ternary system with N = 8, ) = 22.5E,
and 0 6 0. Generally speaking, these curves lie slightly above (higher phase noise in equal
B') those of the binary loops of Figure 7 with the exception of the sharp dips for large
Es/No. However, this behavior is somewhat artificial because of its dependence on * being
small.
The primary anomaly in the quaternary,loop operation is shown in Figure 12. In the
quaternary case, there is no peaking of T(i) for large Es/No as was observed in the ternary
case but instead a region of Es/No exists for which ±2) phase corrections are strongly
favored and the minimum phase error state is nearly unattainable from all odd numbered
states. This makes To(i) excessively large for these states. The boundary of this region

shifts to lower Es/No as 0 increases and in the limit as 0 increases the region is eliminated
and the quaternary loop operates in essentially a binary mode.
Four quaternary loops are compared in Figure 13. All of these curves seem to be displaced
to the right from that shown for the binary loops of Figure 7.
On the basis of the examination of these two classes of extensions of the binary loop
model to ternary and quaternary loops, it seems that the added complexity is not
warranted. In the ternary case, no characteristics that could clearly be labeled as better
performance could be identified. In the quaternary case, there, in fact, seems to be some
loss of quality of performance. Although far from exhaustive in investigating possible
quantization extensions, this study tends to suggest that binary quantization is actually
preferred.
Extensions to Higher Order Loops In the foregoing, it was assumed that * was fixed or
at most slowly varying. This is a requirement if the simple analysis techniques used above
are to be applied. However, this condition frequently does not exist and a phase error bias
is introduced when the signal frequency and the loop clock frequency are not identical.
The loop shown in Figure 14 is an extension of the basic “first order” binary loop to one
which will correct for frequency offsets. Although no analysis of this model has been
performed, the loop has intuitive appeal based on the performance which has been
exhibited for the basic binary model.
An additional filter is used to monitor the relative frequency of retard and advance pulses.
Obviously, if there were a phase error bias due to a frequency offset, the loop would favor
phase adjustments of one sign in order to remain in equilibrium. If this bias persists, the
appropriate N register of the N-before-M filter will give an output which adjusts the tap on
the clock divider and, hence, adjusts the effective clock frequency.
It is interesting to note that if * = constant or is slowly varying, in the steady state the
additonal sequential filter of this loop rarely produces an output and the operation is
essentially identical with that of the first order model considered earlier.
Conclusion It has been demonstrated that a class of digital phase locked loops exist for
which binary amplitude quantization of the loop phase error can be employed without a
corresponding significant sacrifice in performance. Insofar as it was possible to make
comparisons of this performance with that of the linear analog model on an equal basis, the
digital loop performance is roughly equal to that of the analog loop except for large Es/No.
Even this deviation can be suppressed by choosing ) sufficiently small.

Insofar as a comparison was carried out with similar digital loops employing ternary and
quaternary quantization, the binary case seems to be preferred.
Such conclusions are significant because they show that good loops can be constructed
that not only enjoy the usual advantages of digital systems but also exhibit a component
economy yielding lower cost and size and greater system reliability.
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Fig. 1 - Binary digital phase-locked loop.

Fig. 2 - N-before-M filter.

Fig. 3 - Random walk filter.

Fig. 4 - N-before-M filter probability transformation.
(a) N = 4, m = 6.
(b) N = 8, M = 12.

Fig. 5 - Binary loop phase error probability mass function; Es/No = -20 dB.

Fig. 6 - Binary loop transient times.

Figure. 7 - Binary loop performance comparison.

Fig. 8 - Loop modifications for higher orders of quantization.
(a) ternary case.
(b) quaternary case.

Fig. 12 - Quaternary loop transient times.

Fig. 13 - Quaternary loop performance comparison.

Fig. 14 - Binary second order loop.

DESIGN OPTIONS FOR FUTURE COMMUNICATIONS
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Summary The INTELSAT global system of communications satellites in operation today
is a development covering four generations of satellites. Starting with the INTELSAT I or
“Early Bird” satellite launched in 1965, each succeeding satellite series has provided more
capability by the introduction of new coverage areas or increased telephony and television
capacity Today with the INTELSAT III and IV satellites in operation, service is being
provided between earth stations around the world of a quality that meets all appropriate
CCIR and CCITT requirements. In this paper, the global network is examined with a view
to determining those technical factors that impact on the design options of communications
satellites of the future.
The factors and trends expected to influence future satellite designs and configurations are
discussed. Specifically these are derived from analyses of the volume and the distribution
in each ocean area of the system traffic, from analysis of the available modulation and
multiple access techniques, from estimates of possible traffic growth rates for the time
frames of interest, as well as from considerations of the availability of launch vehicles, of
the present and future state of technology, of reliability and continuity of service
requirements and of impact on earth station design and modifications.
Introduction The INTELSAT global system of communications satellites was inaugurated
with the INTELSAT I or “Early Bird” satellite. This satellite, launched in 1965, was
capable of transmitting 240 voice circuits or 1 TV channel between two earth stations and
it initiated commercial communications services via satellite. It was subsequently followed
by the INTELSAT II, III, and IV series of satellites. The latter two types are today
providing service throughout the world. The introduction of the INTELSAT IV satellite
into service in 1971 provides INTELSAT with a large space segment capability, and ,.this
satellite with its versatile multi-transponder flexibility is expected to provide satisfactory
service well into this decade.
INTELSAT satellites to date have all used the band of frequencies of 5.925 to 6.425 GHz
for the earth-to-space link and the 3.700 to 4.200 GHz for the space-to-earth link. This 500
MHz of bandwidth has been made available internationally for commercial

communications services and it is shared in many parts of the world with terrestrial
communication networks. Early satellites did not utilize the full 500 MHz bandwidth
allocated because of the limited power available from the satellites. With the advent of the
INTELSAT III, and subsequently, the INTELSAT IV satellites with their despun or earth
oriented antennas, the full bandwidth became usable.
Since the earlier satellites were in effect power limited, frequency modulation (FM) was
used, since by exploiting its .bandwidth expansion properties a profitable bandwidth for
power trade-off could be made. FM has continued to remain the major operational mode in
the system to date, although in the case of INTELSAT IV with its significantly larger
carrier-to-noise ratios (C/N) in both the spot beam and global beam mode of operation, a
bandwidth limiting condition is being reached. Consequently other modulation techniques,
i.e., digital modulation as used in Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) in particular, are
beginning to have certain attractions in the quest for increasing channel capacity in the
allotted bandwidth. FM will, however, remain the predominant transmission mode in the
foreseeable future in spite of no longer exploiting its bandwidth/power trade-off
capabilities in the spot beams because of the large amount of equipment presently in use,
and the fact that after many years of development it is both reliable and relatively
inexpensive. In addition, in certain modes of operation, e.g., single carrier per transponder
operation, its capacity is equivalent to that obtainable by digital transmission.
The present earth station network is based around each operating entity, as authorized by
INTELSAT, accessing the satellite through the facilities of a “standard” earth station.
More than one antenna may be located at an earth station complex, depending on
requirements, and it may be utilized either as a spare for back-up purposes or alternatively
put into service operating over another satellite to provide diverse routing facilities. The
majority of “standard” earth stations now operating in the system utilize 97' diameter
antennas in conjunction with wide-band (500 MHz) cryogenically cooled parametric
amplifiers having a minimum gain-to-noise temperature ratio of 40.7 dB/EK. This earth
station network today encompasses approximately 62 earth stations in the three ocean
areas. By far, the largest region is the Atlantic where there are approximately 31 earth
stations and where six countries now are planning to operate with dual antennas in the near
future. Interconnectivity between earth stations in this network is based on specified traffic
requirements.
The services carried by INTELSAT satellites are primarily international telephony and
telegraph services, television, data, etc. The qualities of all services are provided in
accordance with appropriate CCIR and CCITT recommendations.
Systems Considerations International communications by satellite has experienced rapid
and steady growth since its inception, and a continued annual growth rate of 15 percent to

25 percent is indicated for the foreseeable future. The capacity available with the presently
used 6/4 GHz bands can be expanded by the use of frequency re-use techniques, but
additional bandwidth will soon be required thus necessitating the use of the recently
authorized 14/11 GHz and/or 30/20 GHz frequency bands.
In order to establish a valid basis against which all future satellite configurations can be
evaluated in terms of determining their responsiveness to meeting system requirements, a
systems model must be postulated. Using the present system as the base line requires that
there be at least one operational satellite providing full coverage in each major ocean area,
i.e., the Atlantic, the Pacific, and Indian oceans. Within each area all stations accessing the
satellite can establish telecommunications services with each other depending on their
individual requirements. In addition, in the Atlantic a second operational satellite is utilized
to provide additional service facilities over heavy traffic links to those countries utilizing
second antennas.
The global system in its present stage of development already shows some interesting
variations in terms of traffic requirements and distributions in the three ocean areas and
these are outlined in further detail below. Since the introduction of the INTELSAT IV
satellite into service many studies have been carried out, (and are continuing) in an effort
to determine the potential saturation date of this satellite. This is necessary (even though it
appears to be at least in the mid 1970's even on the heaviest usage route - the Atlantic)
since this date sets the timetable requirements for the next INTELSAT satellite series.
Traffic Growth and Distributions Figure 1 shows the present forecasted traffic
requirements for each ocean area for the next few years together with extrapolated annual
growth rates of 15 percent and 25 percent projected into the 1980 time frame. For system
planning purposes the useful life of the INTELSAT IV satellites is estimated to be about
seven years and consequently some should still be available for service at the end of this
decade even though their capacity may be inadequate for certain heavy usage links.
The major distribution paths of this traffic in each area is shown diagramatically in
Figure 2.
Analysis of these figures indicate that forecasted traffic volume for the next few years in
the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans is approximately in the ratios of 4:2:1. For
example, the 1975 projected Atlantic traffic level of 12,000 channels may not be reached
in the Indian Ocean until 1982 even with a 25 percent growth rate. Referring to the
distribution it can be seen that the major traffic links in each ocean area differ in terms of
geographic location as well as the relative capacity requirements of the various links.

To satisfy these differing requirements was relatively easy on a straight forward multiple
access satellite such as INTELSAT III where all signals were received and re-transmitted
through a global antenna connected by wideband amplifiers and no routing was required
on the satellite. In the case of INTELSAT IV with its two directional spot beam antennas
some on-board routing is required. Where multiple spot beams are utilized employing
frequency re-use, the on-board routing becomes an extremely complex network, which
ultimately can dictate the method of modulation used since some forms such as time
division multiple access (TDMA) lend themselves to being electronically on-board
switched.
In determining the channel capacity requirements for future satellites, the time frame over
which it is to provide service must be considered. For example, based on the data of Figure
1, the following capacities could expect to be handled over possible periods of interest.
Also of importance is the manner in which service is to be provided, i.e., whether it is to
be a single satellite or a two-satellite configuration. The use of multiple satellite
configurations can be expected to increase as capacity requirements rise since it provides
increased overall reliability if links are operated over two separate facilities which includes
both the satellites and earth stations.
TABLE 1 Examples of Capacity Requirements
Typical Time Frames of Interest
1975 - 1982
Growth Rates

15%

Atlantic Ocean
Pacific Ocean

1980 - 1987
25%

1983 - 1990

25%

15%

15%

25%

31,000*

57,000

63,000

175,000

96,000

340,000

14,000

25,000

28,000

78,000

42,000

150,000

Indian Ocean
7,800
*Channel Requirements

14,000

15,000

43,000

23,000

80,000

Examination of Figures 1 and 2 indicate that utilizing one model of satellite for all ocean
areas at the same time may not provide for the most efficient utilization of the satellite.
However, to date, this single satellite approach has proved to be most advantageous. In the
future, it is possible that satellites will be developed around the need to meet a more
generalized requirement such that different satellites might be used in the different ocean
areas.

Other Considerations A number of other factors play a prime role in determining the
ultimate selection of the characteristics of a communication satellite. Some of the more
important are discussed below.
A. Impact on Existing Earth Stations
The present earth station network has developed a degree of stability in terms of
operational methods and equipment standardization. The basic method of transmission for
telephony service is FDM/FM, although SPADE (a PCM/PSK/FDMA method of
transmission) is expected to become operational in early 1973. The present method of
FDM/FM transmission generally requires one or more multi-destinational carriers to be
transmitted and on the receive side a separate down chain is required to receive each
separate carrier. Thus, even when a station may have a small total channel traffic load but
communicates with a number of other earth stations, the investment in equipment is quite
significant.
Considering the impact on earth stations in service today, any new satellite should be
capable of appearing transparent to the earth stations, or at least, requiring a minimum
upgrade program to bring them into fully operational service. Conversely of course, the
satellite should also be capable of handling any improved mode of transmission that could
be brought into service throughout its operating lifetime. The effect of the satellite may
range, for example, from the relatively small requirement of most earth stations having to
transmit more carriers if a multi-beam satellite is introduced (a separate carrier being
required for each beam), to the more complex modifications required to improve
performance if cross polarized beams are introduced.
In order to handle this wide range of requirements, some provision is normally considered
necessary to be made in terms of extra switching facilities, additional functional units,
separate bandwidth allocations, etc., which, while providing a very flexible and viable
satellite, tends to use part of the limited resources of the satellite for non-revenue
producing functions. Consequently, a very careful systems analysis must be made in
arriving at a final satellite configuration that provides a balance between maximizing the
satellite’s capability over its useful lifetime, while also considering the impact on the
present and future earth stations in the system.
B. Launch Vehicles
INTELSAT communications satellites have up until now, and will probably continue to be
launched by existing vehicles of proven capability requiring few special modifications to
accommodate the communications satellite pay load. In the past the actual vehicle
selection has not completely dictated the spacecraft’s design since, e.g., the INTELSAT III

spacecraft characteristics were determined principally by communications system
requirements and the design was expected to be suitable for a single or a multiple launch.
INTELSAT IV was planned to utilize all the capability of the Titan-Agena which was later
changed to the Atlas-Centaur without significantly affecting spacecraft design.
Nevertheless, when considering future communications satellites specific launch vehicles
must be kept in mind in order to develop optimized spacecraft designs whose
communications capability can be evaluated against the requirements of the system. The
matter of choosing between a single or multiple launch for a satellite is a complex one.
Basically though it is centered around analyzing the generally more economical but higher
risk of losing more than one satellite at a time multiple launch, against the individually
more costly but only a single satellite loss probability single launch. To date, all
INTELSAT satellites have been single launches, but multiple launches have been made in
the past by other entities.
When considering the 1975 to 1985 time frame it is not possible to obtain a precise
commitment concerning the maximum pay load capability of any specific launch vehicle,
but a range and variety exists today which could be expected to be maintained into this
time frame. As anexample, Figure 3 shows some near term projections demonstrating that
variety does exist to carry payloads in a wide range of weights.
C. State of Technology Development
One of the most critical items in assessing the capability of a new model spacecraft, to be
available within a specified time frame, is the state-of-technology that will be utilized.
Normally, this can fall into two general areas that can be grouped under the headings of
“extended technology” and “advanced technology.” “Extended technology” as used here
refers to items which are considered to be a reasonable extension of the present state-ofthe-art without special R & D. “Advanced technology,” on the other hand, refers to items
that require R & D effort and possible in-orbit tests before they would be considered
acceptable for operational use.
Commercial communicaitons satellites are designed to operate with high reliability over
their design lifetime which today ranges over approximately 5 to 7 years. Communications
services provided by these satellites are comparable in performance to that of high grade
terrestrial microwave systems, and any anomalies in performance, e.g., signal level
variations due to unstable amplifier gains, degraded pointing accuracy of antennas due to
malfunction of the antenna pointing mechanism, etc., would be regarded in a serious light,
if not actually total failure of that portion of the satellite affected.

In a broad generalization, technologies can be broken down separately into those related to
the spacecraft and those related to the communications package. Thus, one consideration
for a future satellite might be to retain a proven existing spacecraft with only minor
modifications and incorporating a completely new communications package utilizing
“extended” or “advanced” technology. Obviously this approach cannot be carried too far
before an imbalance arises and limitations of the spacecraft reduce the effectiveness of the
advanced communications package. Alternatively, a completely new spacecraft and
communications package can be developed and placed into operational use after a longer
time period. but its reliability and capability would be based on different criteria.
Another factor to be considered in this area is that of the communications facility available
at the higher 14/11 GHz and 30/20 GHz frequencies. Components for use at these
frequencies are still under development and their reliability/ redundancy requirements,
together with the as yet unproven performance and propagation effects at these
frequencies, impact on the capacity available in this band. Table 2 shows examples of
typical technology improvements that might be made and their resultant impact on
spacecraft performance and capacity.
D. Transmission Techniques and R.F. Frequency Utilization
As stated earlier, the primary method of transmission in use today is FDM/FM, with
Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) being utilized. Utilizing digital modulation
techniques now under development (TDM/TDMA) on the INTELSAT IV satellites would
provide for a possible 30 percent to 50 percent increase in satellites capacity, and thus
from a space segment efficiency point of view this would appear to be an attractive way to
go. However, as pointed out in (A) above, the impact of such a general change over on the
earth stations would prove to be quite considerable.
It is expected that digital modulation techniques may be introduced gradually in the
INTELSAT IV time frame and undoubtably a successor satellite would also have to be
able to accommodate both modes of transmission. The introduction of the higher frequency
bands would probably be limited to TDMA techniques with operation at transponder
saturation; since due to the considerable magnitude of fading at the higher frequencies,
extensive forward transmit power control or other such technique would have to be
implemented in order to achieve a stable FDM/FM/FDMA system operation.

EXTENDED TECHNOLOGY
Example 1

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

Example 2

Example 3

Freq. of Operation

6/4 GHz

6/4 GHz & 14/11 GHz

6/4, 14/11 & 30/20 GHz

Transmission Mode
&
Modulation Access

A. FDMA & TDMA
employing frequency
re-use with spatial
separation

A. FDMA & TDMA
employing frequency
re-use with spatial
separation and
orthogonal polarization
B. Enlarged filter bank

A. FDMA & TDMA with facility
for introducing PSK-TDMA,
with multiple spot beam
operation and orthogonal
polarization
B. Filter bank and/or electronic
beam switching

B. Limited interconnectivity through
switched filters
Propulsion System

Hydrazine thrusters

Hydrazine thrusters

Hydrazine thrusters and ion engines
(optional)

Energy Storage

Ni-Cd batteries

Ni-Cd batteries

Rechargable fuel cells (optional)

Earth Pointing

Earth horizon senors

Earth Horizon sensors

Radio beacon sensors

Solar Array

Body mounted solar cells

Body mounted solar cells

Deployable, oriented rigid panels

Antennas

Fixed mounted reflector,
nonsteerable

Multiple positionable
beams, non-deployable

Multiple steerable beams,
deployable

Possible Channel
Capacity (useable
channels)

13,000 chans. and 1 TV
channel

26,000 chans. and 1 TV
channel

35,000 - 50,000 channels including
TV chans.

TABLE 2 POSSIBLE TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS

Spacecraft Design Considerations In the above sections, the system and technology
aspects that impact on the selection of a particular spacecraft design were presented. In
this section, the factors influencing the satellites’ communications configuration will be
examined with the discussion pointed towards identifying options available and the
particular characteristics that each option would impose on the system.
On comparing the relative usefulness of any new satellite one of the main criteria is its
channel capacity. In addition, the relative ease of introduction of this satellite into service
must be examined, operational aspects considered and all transitional problems defined.
The advantage of a larger capacity satellite is that fewer second antennas are required at
earth stations so that only those stations desiring this facility for diverse routing and
increased reliability need obtain the additional antenna. In addition, the increased capacity
prolongs the time period, whereby a two satellite configuration is workable in the Atlantic,
and single satellites in the other ocean areas.
As stated earlier the bandwidths available to communications satellites in the 6/4 GHz and
the 14/11 GHz bands are 500 MHz wide. Wider bandwidths are available at yet higher
frequencies e.g., 30/20 GHz band, but exploitation of these frequencies will most likely
have to await further technology development and more experience with propagation
effects before systems operating at these frequencies can provide the same reliability and
cost effectiveness of systems operating at the lower frequencies. Since the present global
system is exclusively based on the utilization of the 6/4 GHz band, it is considered most
likely that future satellites will be developed around maximizing the use of this band, with
the higher frequencies being introduced gradually, and on a selective basis in those areas
where the 6/4 GHz band is operated at saturated capacity.
Channel Capacity vs. Bandwidth Considering the utilization of the 6/4 GHz band, the
INTELSAT III series of satellites used two 225 MHz wide transponders each with a 10
watt TWT amplifier. Thus, 20 watts of R.F. power was concentrated by a directive
antenna onto the visible portion of the earth, corresponding to an 18E beamwidth.
INTELSAT IV satellites went a step further by the addition of two 4.5E spot beams to
complement its global beam to provide increased power on selected portions of the earth’s
surface. This satellite with 12 transponders, each approximately 40 MHz wide, used
72 watts of R.F. power over the 500 MHz bandwidth.
The use of narrow beam high gain antennas associated with the transponders increases the
channel capacity per unit of bandwidth, but as shown in Figure 4, in a substantially
nonlinear manner with respect to the increase in channel capacity as a function of the
increase in power made avalla e.

Figure 4 shows the number of telephone channels available as a function of the
transponder e.i.r.p. in a 36 MHz bandwidth and indicates clearly that the incremental
increase in channel capacity obtained as the e.i.r.p. is raised becomes proportionately
smaller at the higher e.i.r.p. values. In effect, the transponder is bandwidth limited, and
ultimately a saturated capacity value would be reached. Scale (A) shows the satellite
transponder e.i.r.p. expressed in dBW while in Scale (B) the satellite e.i.r.p. expressed in
watts has been divided by the corresponding channel capacity to provide the watts per
channel as a function of the number of channels.
These calculations were made for a standard INTELSAT station, i.e., one having a G/T of
40.7 dB/EK and utilizing an FM carrier modulated with frequency division multiplexing.
For the case of a multiple access PCM/PSK transmission as would be used in a time
division multiplexing system, the capacity would approximate that of the FM single carrier
per transponder case.
The significant points to be noted here are:
(i) In doubling the capacity from 500 to 1,000 channels the power required is increased
approximately four times, where as when going from 1,000 to 2,000 channels the
power is increased approximately eight times. If this sixteen-fold increase in power
was put into sixteen separate beams a sixteen times increase in channel capacity
would occur rather than the doubling obtained when using a single beam. This is one
of the basic premises around which future satellites will probably be designed - the
extensive utilization of frequency re-use through multiple beams.
(ii) While there is obviously no single channel capacity number that is an optimum, the
figures would indicate that about 600 to 900 channels per 36 MHz of bandwidth
appears to represent a good choice in the power/bandwidth trade-off. However, there
is not normally sufficient isolation available between beams to allow a large number
to be used, and as described below just the addition of extra beams does not increase
the usable capacity significantly. Therefore a compromise situation will normally
develop where a trade-off will be made between the number and size of beams and
the amount of e.i.r.p. allocated per beam. With 12 such transponders covering the full
500 MHz of bandwidth, based on typical traffic distributions and volumes and the
mixed use of single carrier per transponder and multiple carrier per transponder
operation, a channel capacity of about 7,000 to 10,000 channels will be representative
of 500 MHz of bandwidth.
Communications Configuration The use of multiple beams employing frequency re-use
is the obvious manner to achieve increased channel capacity from a satellite operating
within present bandwidth constraints. The question to be answered then is what is the

minimum number of beams necessary to provide the required communications capability.
In addition, if some higher frequency capability is to be provided, e.g., operation at the
14/11 GHz or 30/20 GHz bands, what is the optimum proportion for the division of
spacecraft capability between these bands. Since all of these factors reflect back onto the
spacecraft structure, power, and weight requirements, a number of interactive trade-off
studies are required before a final decision can be made.
The starting point in attempting to arrive at a satellite configuration is to determine how
much usable capacity might be achieved on a satellite. It is quite clear that extensive use
will have to be made of spot beams in both the 6/4 GHz and 14/11 GHz bands if service is
to be provided to meet even the lowest forecast growth rate of traffic into the 1980 era.
one of the most important aspects to recognize in the design of a communication’s
subsystem involving a large number of spot beams, is that just adding more spot beams
does not dramatically increase the usable capacity once a certain point is reached. In fact,
a point of diminishing returns is reached when the additional power and weight required
for an extra spot beam outweighs the benefits of the extra channels picked up. As an
illustrative example referring to Figure 2, it can be shown that although a spot beam
located over Central Africa has the capability of adding up to 10,000 channels to the
system, since the actual traffic in this area is relatively small compared to traffic in the
other spot beams, at saturation this beam may be only 30 percent full.
One approach used to determine the best spacecraft communcations configuration is to
over-lay various beam configurations onto a traffic distribution model (similar, but in
greater detail than that shown in Figure 2), and determine the resultant channel capacity at
saturation. The results of one of these studies is shown in Figure 5.
Referring to this figure, curve (A) shows the satellite channel capacity realizable by the use
of spot beams of 4E beam widths at 6/4 GHz only in conjunction with a global beam
capability. The introduction of the first two spot beams placed over the obviously high
density routes expands the usable capacity 60 percent. The addition of each subsequent
spot beam, however, over a lesser dense traffic area, while providing the same capability
as the earlier spot beams services fewer earth stations generally of lower capacity and thus
the actual used channels is lower than for the earlier beams. Curve (B) shows the channel
capacity realizable when two beams at 14/11 GHz are added to complement those at 6/4
GHz, but no interconnection is provided between bands. Curve (C) shows the resultant
capacity when interconnection between bands is provided. Curve (D) shows the satellite
capacity when 3 beams at 14/11 GHz are provided.
A number of similar studies are performed for the different ocean areas and also for
changes in parameters, e.g., the beam widths at each frequency band may be varied and
the beam locations moved, to encompass either the maximum number of earth stations or

the highest traffic earth stations (or both depending on the geographic area and traffic
distributions). Prom this it can be seen that an analysis of the actual traffic distributions to
be encountered in service must be made to ensure that a balance is achieved between the
6/4 GHz and 14/11 GHz bands as well as the number of spot beams that are used in each
band to arrive at a configuration that, at saturation, has all beams most effectively loaded.
This of course must also be carried out within the weight and power budget constraints.
Another important feature in the consideration of frequency re-use techniques is
polarization isolation. By this means the available bandwidth is effectively doubled but at a
cost of increased performance requirements of both satellites and earth stations antenna
assemblies. -A number of studies are presently being carried out for both linear and
circular polarization to ascertain the practical limits of polarization isolation that can be
achieved with both current and future antenna assembblies, the result of which will form
the basis of future system designs.
When viewing possible systems employing frequency re-use techniques through either
multiple spot beams spatially separated or orthogonally polarized beams, the amount of
isolation achieved will probably determine the ultimate channel capacity obtainable. This
is because interference between signals using the same frequencies will now most
probably become the limiting factor, i.e., interference constraints will. now move more into
the forefront of considerations rather than the power or bandwidth limitations of the earlier
systems.
The provision of multiple spot beams, each serving distinct geographic areas brings with it
the problems of how to provide the necessary interconnectivity between stations located
within these respective beams and possibly those few stations geographically dispersed
and thus, still remaining within a global coverage beam. With the continued use of
multidestinational FDM/FM carriers with Frequency Division Multiple Access used in the
satellite a filter matrix could be provided where filters of specified bandwidth, (dependent
on traffic requirements) would provide the necessary interconnection paths between the
beams. Some filters would be hard wired between the beams, while others could be made
switchable and controlled in orbit by ground command, to provide the necessary flexibility
to meet changing traffic distribution patterns over the lifetime of the satellite.
This method is generally considered to be feasible when the number of beams is small but
as the number of beams to be interconnected rises this method becomes cumbersome and
in practical terms the physical size inflexibility and weight aspects detract from its
acceptability. One alternative approach now under consideration is an electronic beam
switching devise that provides interconnection between all beams on a time sequential
basis. This method does, however, require that the earth stations be transmitting Time
Division Multiplexed (TDM) signals which are not expected to come into general usage

until 1978-1980 time period. Consequently, it can be expected that both methods of
providing interconnection will be seen on communications satellites in the future.
Conclusions Many factors will influence the design of future communications satellites.
There is already a worldwide well developed earth station network providing exceptionally
reliable and excellent quality telecommunications services of all forms. The capability of
future generations of satellites introduced into this service must consider the present
requirement of this network, its future development and growth and any potential new
services that might be introduced. The design of these satellites while making use of the
latest technology must continue to provide assurance of maintaining the high reliability and
long lifetimes expected of satellites in this service.
New modulation and transmission techniques will be introduced as well as the latest
frequencies allocated to these services as they become viable and the satellites will be
expected to accommodate these changes as the develop.
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Summary During the month of February 1972 a group of ten Hughes Aircraft Company
and two Western Union International engineers had the fortunate opportunity to travel to
the People’s Republic of China to install and operate the satellite earth station used in
support of President Nixon’s historic visit.
Hughes Aircraft Company, Space and Communications Group was under contract to
Western Union International, who in turn held the contract to provide the satellite
communications equipment utilized in Peking. The team of Hughes and WUI had provided
a similar communications facility to the Shah of Iran during the ceremonies marking the
2500th Anniversary of the Persian Empire in October of 1971.
Introduction With the development of synchronous communication satellites, it became
apparent that there would be a need for highly mobile earth stations in addition to the
obvious international telephony applications. Hughes Aircraft Company has been involved
in developing transportable stations for the past several years, which have been used to
bring live television and telephony from remote areas. A transportable station was sent to
Bogota, Colombia in 1968 to transmit television of Pope Paul’s visit there; again in 1968
the same station, with some modification relayed television of the Olympic Games, being
held in Mexico, to Japan. In 1971 a station was dispatched to Iran to cover the 2500th
Anniversary of the Persian Empire. The latest, and most critical assignment for the Hughes
transportable station was that of accompanying President Nixon to the People’s Republic
of China.
Hughes’ history in providing special-event communications parallels the Hughes
development of the synchronous communication satellite. Hughes has, on several
occasions in the past, performed such services to demonstrate the capability and encourage
the use of satellite communications. This type of program started with the transmission of
television of the 1964 Olympic Games from Japan through the NASA/Hughes Syncom 3
satellite. That transmission may well mark the advent of international commercial
television. In 1968 Hughes provided the transportable earth station to televise, through the

NASA/ Hughes ATS 3, Pope Paul’s historic visit to Bogota, Colombia. This mission
offered a good demonstration of the effectiveness of small communication satellite
terminals in providing coverage to the world of significant television events.
Western Union International has provided live television coverage of all the Apollo splashdowns since Apollo VII.
In the summer of 1971 Hughes and WUI agreed to undertake a task for the Shah of Iran to
provide video and telephone communications from Persepolis, Iran through the Indian
Ocean Intelsat III. It was felt at that time that if such a mission could be done successfully
that it would provide an impetus for providing such service for the forthcoming
Presidential mission to China. The Iranian mission was in fact a very successful rehearsal
for the Peking mission.
Mission Description The Peking mission required providing one uplink color video
channel, 60 two-way telephone channels, and 24 full duplex teletype channels. All of this
traffic was handled from Peking through the Pacific Intelsat satellite to the Comsat earth
station at Jamesburg, California. Initially, the Pacific Intelsat III was used; during the last
two weeks of the mission, including the Presidential visit, the Hughes/ Intelsat IV became
operational as the prime Pacific Intelsat spacecraft. Table 1 lists the technical parameters.
Once the information arrived at the Comsat, Jamesburg station, the television signals were
sent through AT&T facilities to the network television studios in New York. The
telephony was handed over to AT&T at Jamesburg and handled as normal international
traffic through the AT&T overseas switchboard at Oakland, California. During the week of
the President’s visit to China, regular commercial telephone calls were being made to and
from the American party in the PRC via AT&T and Intelsat through the earth station in
China.
The contract called for all of the people and equipment to leave Los Angeles on 28
January; people and part of the equipment to arrive in Peking on 1 February, and the
remainder of the equipment to arrive on 2 February. The major portion of the earth station
was shipped to China on a leased Saturn Airlines stretched C130 aircraft. The equipment
was to be installed and operational as soon as possible after arrival. It wasn’t known at
that time how soon after the station was operational that the Chinese would actually allow
communications to begin. However, the plan was to be ready to radiate as soon as possible
after arrival.
In planning the Peking mission, all of the technical people associated with the task
operated in a very constrained environment. There was, of course, minimal opportunity for
technical exchange with the Chinese and little information on the operating environment.

Preliminary arrangements and technical discussions concerning the earth station operation
and the communication paths in general were handled by the two advance parties to the
People’s Republic of China. The second advance party, which spent the first week of
January in the PRC handled most of the technical arrangements. When preparing for such
a mission, considerable time would normally be spent in direct discussions with the people
responsible for the service. However, the obviously unique conditions surrounding this
mission did not allow for such interchange. Although the lack of such discussions was
cause for concern, the excellent work done by the advance party team members and the
extremely cooperative attitude of the technicians and engineers of the PRC more than
compensated for the lack of early discussions.
The attitude of the host engineers and the competence of the Chinese communications
people were pleasant surprises during this mission. Later in the paper we will discuss this
subject in more detail.
It was known before going to China that all of the video information would be created by
the U.S. television network pool and firm working agreements and technical interfaces
were made with the network engineers. The plan called for the television studio to be
about 100 yards from the earth station and that the network video signals would be fed to
the station on a coaxial cable (which the network people brought with them).
However, the telephone plant and the interconnections with the Chinese system was
something that we knew we would have to work out in real time after we arrived in China.
Standard Chinese electrical power is 50-cycle, 250-volt, which of course was not usable in
our all 60-cycle, 220-volt system so we planned to bring our own diesel power plants.
Station Description Figure 1 is a basic block diagram of the transportable earth station
used in the Peking mission. As can be seen, the station in essence provides fully redundant
up and down links to and from the satellite, interfacing with the various users at baseband.
Although standard in basic configuration in a number of ways, this earth station has been
optimized for its application as a highly transportable facility that can be configured to
support a number of different kinds of missions in addition to communications missions.
For instance, the station has been reconfigured since the Peking mission into a telemetry
and command earth station to support the launch of Anik I, the Canadian Domestic
Satellite, under contract to Telesat of Canada. This assignment involves the setting up of
the station on Guam and receiving telemetry, sending commands, and ranging to the
satellite during its transfer orbit prior to its injection into synchronous orbit.
The station is designed as a flexible facility and is available to provide Hughes with a
broad spectrum of capability in support of its various satellite activities.

When configured for a communications mission such as Peking, the earth station is
packaged in two large shelters which, when in place, are connected ‘ forming a single
room. Figure 2 shows the two shelters during their installation in China. In simplest form,
each shelter contains half the earth station. In addition to the shelters, the basic earth
station components include the antenna, two heat exchangers, and two diesels.
The antenna system is composed of a 24-foot parabolic antenna, Cassegrain feed system,
and a rather novel mount. The basic main reflector is composed of six sections, or petals,
and a center section. The antenna is manufactured from honeycomb fiberglass with a
sprayed aluminum surface. Figure 2 also shows the antenna disassembled (in the
foreground), while Figure 3 shows the antenna in its assembled configuration. The
fiberglass construction allows for erection of the antenna in the field without requiring any
heavy machinery, such as cranes. Looking again at Figure 2, one can see the latches
around the edges of the panels which are used to lock together the six petals and the center
section. The unique latch and guide pin assembly is used to fasten the various sections of
the antenna together and provides a very reliable field erectable antenna.
The feed system is a standard/receive Cassegrain antenna system. The feed may be used
either linearly or circularly polarized. For the Intelsat operations it was configured
circularly. The antenna mount provides for limited motion in both azimuth and elevation.
In the Peking configuration there was 10 degrees of motion available in each axis. The

antenna is not auto-tracking but is manually pointable through the use of motor drives.
With the limited motions of existing Intelsat spacecraft, manual Pointing, although a little
inconvenient, offers no difficulty for this type of mission. Antenna pointing is
accomplished by monitoring the receive signal and occasionally “peaking” the antenna
pointing. A very convenient and reliable way to point the antenna is to monitor the
station’s own down link signal and steering to maximize the signal. It was found when
operating with the Pacific Intelsat IV that corrections were required on the order of once
every several hours.
As can be seen from Figure 3, the operating angle in Peking was rather low, about 9.5
degrees when operating with Intelsat IV.
Looking again at the block diagram in Figure 1, the receive subsystem has two RF
preamplifiers, one a cooled parametric amplifier with an effective temperature of 30EK and
a second uncooled paramp with a noise temperature of 90EK. Both preamplifiers are
installed directly at the output of the antenna feed. Figure 3 shows the tent on top of the
shelter, directly behind the antenna, that forms the feed room where the preamplifiers are
located. As mentioned earlier, the last mission several months before the Peking mission,
involved erecting the station at Persepolis, Iran. The daytime temperatures in Persepolis
reached the low 100’s, in Peking the nighttime temperatures were around 10EF. When
setting up for the Peking mission, we had to replace all our air conditioners with electric
heaters; stabilizing the temperature in the feed room was one of the initial annoying
problems.
The remainder of the feed system is composed of redundant dual conversion down
converters and redundant threshold extended demodulators.
The Peking mission required that two carriers be radiated simultaneously, one video and
one telephony uplink. The assigned frequencies positioned the carriers near enough in
frequency so that both carriers were within the 50 MHz passband of the high power
amplifiers. Thus we see on the block diagram on Figure 1 that two up converter outputs
were summed and sent to the transmitters. Either transmitter could be selected for on-line
use, the second was available as backup.
The transmitters have a 15-KW rated output tube (Varian 884D). During this mission,
approximately 200 watts of RF power was required for the telephony carrier and 2000
watts for the video carrier.
Standard Intelsat engineering service circuit orderwire equipment was available to
communicate with the other Intelsat earth stations. During this mission all communications
were with Jamesburg.

Telephony Interfaces The earth station was set up at the Peking airport, approximately
20 miles from downtown Peking. The telephone plant that the PRC provided for the
American party was somewhat unique. All the Americans, except for the President and his
immediate staff, stayed at the Nationalities Palace Hotel in downtown Peking. The Chinese
provided a 50-pair cable from the hotel switchboard directly to the earth station. We
understand, although we never saw it, that there was a negative resistance amplifier
somewhere down the length of the cable. All of the telephones which were made available
to the American party, press and technicians, were extensions on this hotel switchboard. In
addition, the Chinese had a microwave link which came from downtown Peking to the
airport. When it became apparent that the fifty conductor cable was a few channels too
small, the Chinese provided additional circuit capacity via the microwave link.
We provided, as part of the earth station, a two-wire. interface with the Chinese
multiconductor cable. The earth station equipment included the echo suppressors, the twotofour wire hybrids and line drivers, as well as the 60-channel multiplex. Also provided at
the earth station was some special signalling equipment which converted the Chinese ring
tones to U.S. standard and conversely converted the U.S. tones to Chinese standards. This
equipment allowed signalling between U.S. and Chinese switchboards. The Chinese
provided English-speaking telephone operators and operated the hotel switchboard as a
normal overseas telephone facility.
The Chinese technicians brought the multiconductor telephone cable directly to our racks.
We found the color coding scheme unique - all the pairs were red and white - the cable had
to be rung end-to-end in order to identify pairs. We had a bad shock when we first
connected this interfacility cable to our hardware; the characteristic impedance of the cable
turned out to be 330 ohms instead of the traditional 600 ohms. This mismatch caused a
major unbalance in our telephone hybrids and an intolerable echo on our telephone
channels. After lengthy discussion and a great deal of help from the White House
Communications Agency team and consultations with the Western Electric engineers in the
U.S., we designed and built impedance matching networks for each telephone line.
Fortunately, we had sufficient bits and pieces in our spare parts to get through this
unpleasantness.
The checkout of the telephone system from that point on went very smoothly. The line
from town and all of the Chinese equipment connected to it was generally very well
behaved during the entire mission. We had a minimal amount of the normal kinds of
problems and we learned to recognize the Chinese equivalent of “it’s OK leaving here”.
But by and large the system performed well. When operating with the Intelsat IV
spacecraft, the average test tone to noise was 56 dBmOp, which is better than CCIR
standards.

The Chinese had telephones which were part of this system at several locations, all tied to
the hotel switchboard. All the telephones in the hotel had accesses to the earth station. A
special facility was established in the building next door to the Nationalities Palace to
serve as a press center. All the telephones there were also tied to the hotel switchboard.
Telephones were provided at the airport complex that included the television studios and
the earth station to allow access to the system And communications from this site back to
the hotel.
In addition, there were telephones with direct access to the earth station from the television
studios. These phone lines became the program coordination, technical direction, and
commentary lines used by the television and radio people. In addition, a broadband, 8-kHz
channel was available for television program sound.
Telex service was provided at the television studios and at the press center. The interface,
installation and checkout of this hardware got us rather deeply engrossed with the Chinese.
The teletype from the press center came to the earth station over a Chinese teletype
multiplex. At the earth station facilities, the teletype was brought to channel and given to
us on hard wire. The teletype from the te ev s on stu os was brought to the earth station
directly.
The Chinese communications plant as we saw it seemed to be extremely limited. There
were very few telephones and apparently very little inter-city telephone service.
Peking has a single television channel which broadcasts black and white pictures. Their
television sets are small but appear to be adequate.
Chinese/U.S. Personnel Interface The entire operation in China was a thrilling and
delightful experience. The Chinese people who worked with us were competent, qualified
engineers who went far out of their way during our stay to make us feel welcome. The
hospitality of our Chinese hosts seemed to be boundless. They provided excellent hotel
facilities, fed us elegantly, and entertained us continually. We had a great deal of
opportunity to tour the historic sites in and around Peking. We were shown such places as
the Great Wall, the Forbidden City, and the Tombs of the Ming Emperors. Actually, we all
had more invitations to go sightseeing than any of us had time for. If we were disappointed
at all, it was perhaps in the area of seeing modern China. We did not have an opportunity
to see any of the Chinese communications facilities or any of their factories. We did,
however, see some of their schools, stores, and theater.
The Chinese assigned counterparts to all of us. These were engineers who worked with us
and both assisted and learned how the station operated. We could not converse directly
with most of the Chinese engineers, however; translators were always present. There were

generally three to five Chinese engineers at the station. They were very interested in all
aspects of the earth station and were well prepared to question us about specific details.
We were asked to, and did provide stand-up lectures on the earth station and all of its
various subsystems. An interesting point is that many of the Chinese technical people
could read and write English; their problem in conversing directly with us was that they
had never heard the language spoken.
We found the Chinese rather easy to deal with inasmuch as decisions could be made and
action taken. One, in fact, learned early in the mission not to agree too readily because
once a course was decided upon, it was very likely to be implemented before any change
in plan could be made.
The mutual respect gained by the PRC and our team for the dedicated work in making the
operation a success was extremely gratifying. The weeks of working together led to a
rapport and camaraderie quite evident to all personnel involved.
TABLE 1
TECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF PEKING
TRANSPORTABLE EARTH STATION

Transmit Frequency
Receive Frequency
Antenna Size
Receive Gain (4 GHz)
Transmit Gain (6 GHz)
Transmitter Power (maximum)
Receiver Noise Temperature
System Noise Temperature (10E elevation)
Video Channels
Telephone Channels
Generator Capacity (each)

5.9 to 6.966
3.8 to 4.266
24 ft
47.5 dB
50.5 dB
13 KW
30EK
80EK
1 NTSC Color
60
100 KW

Total Weight of Station

53,000 Pounds

Figure 2 - Shelters and Antenna Before Assembly

Figure 3 - Assembled Earth Station
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ABSTRACT
The Canadian Domestic Communications Satellite, “ANIK”, which is scheduled for
launch in November 1972, will become the space segment of the first domestic
geostationary satellite system. The satellite communication system consists of an all
microwave 12 channel repeater in conjunction with a 60 in. shaped beam solar transparent
parabolic reflector and associated feed. This paper discusses the “ANIK” satellite
communication system design. Overall system performance parameters, including G/T and
EIRP coverage of Canada, are presented. The repeater is broken down into three major
items; wideband receiver, multiplexers, and channel amplifiers. Typical performance data
is given for each of these items. The antenna design is considered and the receive and
transmit feed networks are presented. Emphasis is placed on the dual mode nature of the
transmit function of the antenna.
Introduction
ANIK, the Canadian Domestic Communications Satellite, was designed for the Telesat
Corporation by the Hughes Aircraft Company. The word “ANIK” means brother in the
Eskimo language. ANIK is a spin stabilized satellite with a despun 60 in. parabolic
reflector and feed. Operating in the 4 GHz and 6 GHz frequency bands allocated for
satellite service, ANIK will provide 12 all microwave repeater channels. Each repeater
channel has a usable bandwidth of 36 MHz. The center-to-center spacing between
adjacent channels is 40 MHz leaving a 4 MHz guard band. The satellite communication
design is optimized for frequency modulated carriers in either single access saturated
channel operation or multiple access semi-linear channel operation. In saturated operation
the channel power amplifier is driven to its maximum output power. When operated in
single access mode, the entire 36 MHz channel bandwidth is used, and each repeater
channel will support 960 one-way voice channels or a color television program. Under
multiple access operation, frequency division multiplexed carriers are located in the center
24 MHz of the channel bandwidth at a total drive up to 10 dB input backoff. These
restrictions limit the intermodulation noise introduced into an adjacent channel to a low

value and are compatible with the thin route multiple access service requirements of the
Canadian Domestic Satellite system.
Figure 1 is a photograph of ANIK flight 1 spacecraft with its solar panel and sun shield
removed. The despun antenna is connected to the spinning repeater by a noncontacting
rotary joint. Transmit signals are transferred across the rotary joint in circular waveguide,
and receive signals are transferred by a concentric coaxial cable. The minimum receive
G/T of each channel is -7 dB/EK throughout Canada. The illuminating flux density at the 7 dB/E‘K receive G/T contour necessary to drive a channel to saturation is -80 dBw/M2. In
single access saturated operation each repeater channel provides at least 33 dBw effective
isotropic radiated power throughout Canada. Figure 2 depicts the innermost 33 dBw EIRP
and -7 dB/EK receive G/T contours for ANIK Flight 1. The Canadian earth stations are
shown as viewed from geostationary orbit for satellite locations of 95E and 120E W
longitude.
From the outset the ANIK communication system has been designed to deliver this
communication capability at low weight. This has resulted in a simplified repeater design
employing newly developed 20 mil Invar waveguide filters which provide a large weight
savings. It has also led to the development of a sophisticated antenna design using a solar
transparent parabolic reflector. The repeater and antenna designs will be discussed in the
following sections.
Repeater
Description The ANIK repeater is an all microwave, fixed gain, multiplexed 12 channel
design. Figure 3 is a block diagram of the repeater and Figure 4 shows the repeater
frequency plan. The repeater consists of three major items: a wideband receiver,
multiplexers, and channel power amplifiers. The wideband receiver establishes the system
noise temperature, translates received 6 GHz carriers to 4 GHz, and amplifies the 4 GHz
carriers to an intermediate power level prior to channelization. The wideband receiver
input is the 6 GHz interface to the antenna. Separation into channels is accomplished by
the input multiplexer. The input multiplexer consists of two banks of six circulator coupled
waveguide filters for the even and odd numbered channels. Following the filters each
channel employs a high efficiency, 5 watt TWT as a channel power amplifier. The outputs
of the 12 TWT power amplifiers are summed by a low loss output multiplexer.
The output multiplexer, analogous to the input multiplexer, consists of two banks of six
wavegiiide filters for the even and odd numbered channels. Each bank of output
multiplexer filters is iris coupled to a waveguide summing manifold. The outputs of the
two summing manifolds are the 4 GHz interfaces with the antenna.

Receiver redundancy is provided since the two chains of active receiver elements are not
powered simultaneously. A measure; of channel power amplif ier redundancy is also
provided since the ANIX power system is sized for ten channel operation at the end of its
7 year mission life. Onboard channel equalization is not included. The required
equalization is provided by the transmit earth stations.
Table I is a summary of overall communication system performance parameters. These
performance parameters are applicable when channel equalization is provided.
Wideband Receiver The wideband receiver contains the only active repeater elements
common to all channels. Over the received signal levels of interest the active elements of
the receiver are operating nearly linear, and the amount of receiver intermodulation noise
introduced into any channel is small. Receiver intermodulation noise is included as part of
the noise allocated for satellite nonlinearities.
A summary of receiver performance parameters is contained in Table 2. The receiver
design represents a compromise between low noise temperature, linearity, and gain.
Referring to Figure 3, two essentially independent receivers, connected at the input by a
ferrite switch and at the output by a power splitting hybrid, are provided. The two outputs
of the hybrid drive the even and odd input multiplexer filter banks. The eight section
waveguide bandpass filter prior to the input ferrite switch limits the receiver bandwidth.
The input ferrite switch routes received signals at 6 GHz to whichever receiver chain is in
use. Receiver chains may be switched at any time by ground command with an
accompanying 90 second delay before the new receiver chain is fully operational. This
delay is the time required for the cathode of the driver TWT to reach its operating
temperature. This does not present a system operation problem since it would be necessary
to switch receivers only in the event of a failure, in which case normal communications
would already be interrupted.
The receiver has a noise figure of 7.8 dB over its 480 MHz of usable bandwidth and a gain
of 50 dB. Received signals are first amplified by a low noise 6 GHz tunnel diode amplifier.
These signals are then translated to 4 GHz by a single step subtraction of 2225 MHz in a
wideband mixer. The 4 GHz signals are then amplified by a 4 GHz tunnel diode amplifier.
To provide equivalent amplitude linearity at its higher signal levels, the 4 GHz tunnel
diode amplifier uses a higher peak current tunnel diode than the 6 GHz amplifier. The final
stage of receiver amplification is provided by the driver TWT.
To minimize receiver gain change with temperature, 1.5 watt heaters are mounted on the 6
and 4 GHz tunnel diode amplifier housings. The heaters are of the proportional control
variety. To further reduce the temperature excursion, the receiver housing is thermally
decoupled from the electronics shelf to which it is mounted. With these thermal control

provisions in addition to thermal compensation of the tunnel diode bias supplies, the
change in receiver gain due to temperature is less than 1.0 dB peak-to-peak over the
mission lifetime.
Multiplexers All of the multiplexer filters are fabricated from Invar wave guide stock
chemically etched to 0.020 in. wall thickness. The successful development of these thin
wall filters resulted in large weight savings relative to current design practice. The input
multiplexer filters are mounted on the circular electronics shelf like the spokes of a wheel.
Each input multiplexer filter has eight sections and is tuned for a 36.5 MHz, 0.01 dB
equiripple reflection bandwidth. The input filters are the only source of channel
discrimination and their out-of-band response is nominally 25 dB down 25 MHz from the
channel center. The filter gain slope over the center 24 MHz is less than 0.07 dB/MHz.
Since equalization of the input multiplexer filters’ group delay response is accomplished at
the transmit earth stations with a fixed equalizer, the filters’ group delay response must
remain within a defined envelope. Figure 5 shows the normalized filter group delay
envelope and the normalized equalization response. The input multiplexer filters are
circulator coupled together in two groups of six to form the channel dropping arrangement
shown in the repeater block diagram. The circulators on the inputs to each filter serve a
dual purpose in that they also provide’the filter with a nearly constant input match. The
isolators on the outputs of each filter are employed for this same reason. This allows the
filters to be tuned individually as units and to be integrated into the repeater without
affecting their performance.
Each filter is wrapped with a quarter mil layer of aluminized mylar insulation to provide it
with a low emittance surface to its surroundings. The filters are conductively isolated from
the electronics shelf by thin stainless steel mounting brackets. These thermal design
provisions together with the very low thermal coefficient of expansion of Invar result in
filter performance that is relatively insensitive to temperature, including eclipse transients.
This temperature insensitivity is essential to the system operation.
The output multiplexer is designed to perform the channel summing function with
minimum in-band insertion loss. Each channel of the output multiplexer consists of a
wideband 4 GHz isolator, a harmonic filter, and a four-section channel bandpass filter. The
circulators provide the TWT power amplifiers with a low wideband VSWR. The harmonic
filters have negligible insertion loss over the channel bandwidth and provide approximately
60 dB of attenuation at 8 GHz. The harmonic filters reduce the second harmonics of the
communication signals generated in the TWT power amplifier to an acceptable level. The
four-section channel bandpass filter is tuned to provide 20 dB of attenuation 60 MHz from
the channel center. Only a modest amount of attenuation is provided in the adjacent
channel. The output filter group delay response is negligible in comparison to the input

filter, approximately 5 nanoseconds of delay at the band edges relative to the channel
center. The two waveguide summing manifolds are curved, which allows a spoked wheel
arrangement of channels, thereby reducing interconnecting cable lengths while maintaining
thermal and mass balance. Figure I affords a good view of the output multiplexers.
Channel Power Amplifier TWT amplifiers with an efficiency of 30.5 percent and a
saturated power output of 5 watts are used as channel power amplifiers. The TWT
amplifiers are over voltaged 6 percent beyond maximum small gain to improve their
efficiency. The average TWT saturated gain is 55 d.B. The TWT as the dominant power
nonlinearity in the channel determines the intermodulation level for multiple access
operation. Figure 6 is a typical power output versus power input single carrier transfer
characteristic normalized at saturation. Also shown is the transfer characteristic for two
equal amplitude carriers and their third order intermodulation products referenced to single
carrier saturation.
Under certain multiple access operating conditions, the intelligible crosstalk ratio between
frequency modulated carriers may limit the channel capacity. The repeater mechanisms
involved in determining the IXTR are the total gain slope up to the TWT input followed by
the AM to PM conversion coefficient of the TWT. At 10 dB input backoff, the AM to PM
conversion coefficient of the TWT is 2.5 deg/dB. The system crosstalk performance under
multiple access operation is defined in Table 1. The IXTR performance may be further
improved by introducing a gain slope at the transmit earth stations to compensate for the
repeater gain slope. Table 3 summarizes the TWT power amplifier performance
characteristics.
Antenna
Description The antenna supports four satellite systems: communications, despin,
command, and telemetry. From a performance viewpoint the functional support for these
four systems may be considered independently. Only the communication function will be
discussed in detail here. The antenna consists of two sections: a spinning section, which is
mechanically attached to the satellite thrust tube and electrically connected to the repeater
receive and transmit interfaces, and a despun section, which is mechanically attached to
the spinning section by a ball bearing joint and electrically connected to the spinning
section by a noncontacting rotary joint. Most of the antenna equipment is part of the
despun section. The despun section includes the 60 in. reflector, associated feed, and
omnidirectional command and telemetry antennas. The spinning section consists of the
remainder of the feed network. During the transfer orbit both antenna sections are
spinning, and command and telemetry capability is provided by the omnidirectional
antennas. Once positioned on station, the despun section is despun and all antenna
functional support is provided by the 60 in. reflector and associated feed.

The antenna design is optimized to provide maximum 4 and 6 GHz gain throughout the
Canadian contour. The vertically polarized receive signals at 6 GHz and horizontally
polarized transmit signals at 4 GHz utilize a common three-horn feed. The reflector is a 60
in. diameter offset parabola and is tilted 7.85EN to boresight the beam on Canada. The
east-west pointing of the beam is controlled by the despin system. The three feed horns are
arrayed in azimuth and staggered in their common aperture plane to provide a beam
shaped to match the Canadian contour as seen in Figure 2.
The reflector consists of two parts: a skeleton structure onto which an RF reflective
metallic mesh material is stretched and a three-rib support structure for the skeleton. The
mesh material is partially transparent to the solar wind, and its use allows an acceptable
satellite precession rate without the use of a counterbalancing solar sail. The maximum
satellite precession rate is approximately 0.02 deg/day. Both the skeleton and support ribs
are fabricated from an aluminum honeycomb, graphite fiber composite. Graphite was
selected for its strength and low coefficient of thermal expansion. Aluminum is used as the
core material for its light weight and good mechanical properties. The skeleton and support
ribs are formed on a machined mandrel and are oven cured. The skeletal openings are
sized so that the deviation of the stretched mesh surface from a parabolic surface causes
negligible loss of gain. The reflector f/d is 0.5.
Transmit Function A block diagram, separately depicting the transmit and receive feed
networks, is shown in Figure 7. The transmit feed network has two inputs, corresponding
to the even and odd numbered repeater channels, and three outputs, corresponding to the
three feed horns. The two inputs are labelled odd and even, and the three outputs are
labelled east, center, and west. The transmit function has two modes depending upon
whether the signal originates at the odd or even input. The distinction is based on the
direction of azimuthal phase progression, east to west, or west to east. If a signal originates
at the odd input, it is trisected into equal amplitude vectors at the east, center, and west
outputs. The phase relationship among these vectors is -60, 0, and +60 degrees, and the
phase progression is from east to west. If a signal originates at the even input, it is also
trisected, but the phase relationship at the east, center, and west outputs is +60, 0, and -60
degrees. That is, the signal has the opposite sense of phase progression.
Referring to the block diagram in Figure 6, the magic tee, waveguide squeeze section, and
orthogonal mode transducer comprise the spinning portion of the feed. A signal originating
at the odd input would first be power split by the magic tee and then recombined in the
orthogonal mode transducer, effected in circular waveguide, to produce a left-hand
circularly polarized wave. This wave propagates across the spinning interface through the
rotary joint and is separated into orthogonal components by the despun OMT. The OMT
terminals are orthogonal in angle and spaced axially. The spinning and despun waveguide
squeeze sections compensate for the change in wavelength across the bandwidth and for

the difference in axial path length through the orthogonal mode transducers. The inputs to
the phase converter are ideally equal amplitude and orthogonal. A signal originating at the
even input produces a right-hand circularly polarized wave in the rotary joint, and would
also ideally produce equal amplitude orthogonal vectors at the inputs to the phase
converter. However,the direction of phase progression between the inputs to the phase
converter is reversed. For an ideal feed network, labeling the phase converter inputs left
(L) and right (R), the phase converter relative inputs are:
ODD INPUT

EVEN INPUT

where a1 and a2 are the amplitudes of the odd and even signal inputs and arbitrary phase
constants are not included.
The ideal phase converter has the following transformation matrix:

where E, C, and W refer to the east, center and west outputs. The phase converter
produces three equal amplitude vectors spaced 60 degrees, and the sense of azimuthal
phase progression is dependent upon from which input a signal originates.
Narrowband directional filters are used to couple energy at the telemetry frequency to the
omnidirectional antenna. These filters are shown in the block diagram but have no effect at
the transmit communication frequencies. In practice, elliptic rather than circular waves are
produced in the rotary joint. The phase converter inputs deviate from the ideal case and
contain amplitude and phase variations which are functions of the spacecraft spin speed. A
peak-to-peak power variation of 0.4 dB at the phase converter outputs is typical.
Receive Function The receive feed network has three inputs, corresponding to the east,
center, and west horns, and one output, the 6 GHz repeater interface. The 6 GHz signals,
cross polarized to 4 GHz transmit signals in common waveguides, are received by three
linear balanced dipoles located inside the waveguides. These three inputs then drive a 3 to
I power combiner to form the composite receive signal. As an integral part of its design,

the 3 to 1 power combiner includes a magic tee which derives a difference signal from the
east and center feed horn outputs. This difference signal is recombined with the composite
receive signal at the command frequency by a directional filter. This signal is transferred
across the spinning interface by a 0.141 in. diameter coaxial cable concentric with the
rotary joint. The coax is attached to the despun section of the. antenna, a noncontacting
choke joint is utilized between the coax outer conductor and spinning side. The coax
center conductor forms the probe for the waveguide to coax transducers on the spinning
and despun sides. The probes are circularly symmetric and do not introduce spin ripple.
The two directional filters shown in the block diagram are narrowband and centered at the
command frequency. They have no effect at the receive communication frequencies. One
of these directional filters couples the signal from the command omni antenna into the
6 GHz transmission path. The other directional filter encodes the difference signal onto the
composite or sum signal as part of the despin system. The despin system utilizes an earth
originating track signal at the command frequency for despin control. The track signal is
square wave frequency modulated at approximately 10 kHz and has a peak-to-peak
deviation of 4 MHz. The position of the track earth station relative to the difference pattern
null corresponds to a particular power ratio between the sum and difference signals. The
transmission paths are phased so that the sum and difference signals are orthogonal at their
respective inputs to the directional filter. The track directional filter imposes ±90 degrees
of phase shift on the difference signal relative to the sum signal at ±2 MHz from the track
center frequency. This phase shifted difference signal is then combined with the sum signal
at a known relative loss to form a resultant signal that is both AM and FM modulated. The
magnitude of the AM is proportional to the angular offset of the track earth station from
the difference pattern null. The AM is either in-phase or out-of-phase with the FM
depending upon which side of the null the track earth station resides. This magnitude and
sign information is retrieved by synchronous detection in the despin control electronics and
is used to control the east-west pointing of the antenna.
Coaxial isolators are used at the power combiner inputs to provide a low VSWR for that
device. The waveguide isolator at the repeater interface provides a low VSWR and
interrupts long reflection paths.
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STATISTICS FOR EFFICIENT LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR
PICTURE ENCODING
THOMAS KUMMEROW
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Summary
Differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) of video signals can be improved by assuming
the model of the general Markov Source, which has not only linear but also nonlinear
statistical dependencies. The proposed type of coder will have a fixed code word length
and synchronous bit-rate. It consists of a differential coder with linear prediction and a
quantizer with an additional nonlinear coder. The nonlinear coder can be considered as
changing the quantizing characteristic according to the past of the signal. The improvement
over PCM and over DPCM is measured by the signal to quantizing noise ratio. Picture
material under investigation consists of 4 different single frames of Standard CCIR 625line television format with relatively high detail. Two types of linear prediction have been
investigated : one dimensional (previous element) and two dimensional spatial prediction.
The nonlinear coder is controlled by up to three previous elements of the same and the
previous line.
The measurements show an improvement over previous element DPCM of up to 9 dB S/N
which would result in additional saving of 1.5 bits per coded element.
I. Introduction
Differential pulse code modulation systems have been widely investigated for efficient
transmission of television signals [1][2][3]. O’Neal [2] has analyzed a DPCM System with
linear prediction as shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a linear predictor and a
quantizer. The prediction coefficients are determined from the covariances of the signal
samples. The prediction error e is then quantized with a quantization characteristic
matched to the probability distribution of the error sequence, in order to achieve the
minimum mean square quantizing noise. Such a system makes use only of the linear
statistical dependencies between adjacent picture elements. Higher order redundancy can
be removed by incorporating an additional nonlinear stage into the coder.

Several proposals are known, which suggest a variable quantizing range [5], depending on
the past of the signal. Musmann [6][7] has proposed a coder which combines linear
prediction with a variable quantizing characteristic), that is switched depending on the
previous element amplitude. This type of coder has been investigated by Cohen [8] for
video signals and Schlink [9] for speech signals.
In extension of the original concept of Musmann our approach will be to choose a fixed
and rather simple prediction algorithm but to change the quantizing characteristic
depending on various different combinations of previously transmitted values. With the
perfomance criterion of a minimum mean square quantizing noise the quantizing
characteristic is always closely matched to the conditional probability density of the
differences which must be quantized. It is not the purpose of this paper to describe an
implementation of the coder but to show the maximum gain that can be achieved and to
find the most favourable source model. All results are based on statistical measurements of
real picture material.
II. Signal Source and Statistical Properties
Picture material for the statistical measurements consists of 4 selected scenes as shown by
Fig. 2. These photographs were scanned by a plumbicon tube scanner of European TVstandard using line interlace. The sync-less video signal was quantized linearly into 256
steps. The analog signal to noise ratio was better than 50 dB. For each photograph 512 by
512 picture elements were taken from the active part of the frame. The horizontal sampling
distance and the line to line distance have a ratio of 3:2 due to the sampling rate of
10 MHz (Fig. 3). After taking the samples into the computer (DEC PDP 15) they were
recorded on magnetic tape for further processing. Fig. 4 shows the amplitude distribution
and the element difference distribution of the signal (4 frames). The ratio of the peak to
peak composite signal to the rms value of video was 17 dB, the ratio of the rms video to
the rms value of the element differences was 14 dB.
III. Linear Coding
The design of DPCM systems using linear prediction is described in the above-mentioned
paper of O’Neal from 1966. Although accurate values for the prediction coefficients are
given, most practical coders use only approximated values. For the previous element coder
a prediction coefficient of 1 has been used by Limb and Mounts [10]. For spatial
prediction the coefficients of 0.5 for elements A and D of Fig. 3 have shown profitable.
Connor, Pease & Schooles [11] have subjectively tested several spatial prediction methods
and have found that a prediction with (A+D)/2 is superior to other algorithms.

With respect to a simple implementation we have chosen these two prediction rules for our
further investigations. For the previous element coder the prediction error to be transmitted
is e = X-A, and for the spatial coder the transmitted prediction error is e = X-(A+D)/2.
The minimal noise which is introduced into the signal by quantizing these difference
signals is given by the formula of Panther and Dite [12]
(1)
where p(e) is the probability density of the quantizer input and V its range. K represents
the number of quantizing levels we choose.
With e equal to the video amplitude x and a constant probability density p(x) = 1/V over
the range V the optimum quantization is uniform. This is the case of straight PCM and
formula (1) results in
(2)
If we denote the ratio of the peak to peak composite video signal (which is 1.43 V) to rms
quantizing noise a Fq by S/N, we have (with n = log2K)
(3)
for PCM video signals. For a quantization with n = 8 bits (K = 256) equ.(3) gives S/N =
61.9 dB.
For our actual computer measurements of S/N formula (1) had to be modified as the
prediction error e is already in a quantized form. So the probability density function p(e)
was substituted by a probability distribution P(e) and the integral by a sum. With the
summation range ± M, the number of original quantizing levels, we get
(4)
Evaluating eq. (4) for our picture material gave an improvement of 10.1 dB over PCM for
previous element prediction and 11.0 dB for spatial prediction. This gain of DPCM over
PCM is 2 dB less than the values measured by O’Neal. The difference compared to
O’Neal may be explained by the non-optimum prediction ru e used here, and by variation
of the picture material. Since 6 dB of quantizing noise is equivalent to 1 bit per sample, the
theoretical advantage of the resulting DPCM systems would be less than 2 bit per sample.
Nevertheless, reasonable or good picture quality can be achieved by linear coding with
three bits or four bits respectively. This is mainly caused by the properties of the human
visual perception, which are matched very well by differential coding systems. So it is

reasonable to relate our following results of the nonlinear coder to the values we measured
for linear DPCM to show the advantage of nonlinear over linear coding.
IV. Non-Linear Coding
With linear coding, the quantizing characteristic is fixed and depends on the amplitude
distribution of the quantizer input signal. In a more general view, this distribution is
variable and depends on the past of the signal. If the video process is considered as a
Markov source, for each state of the source given by a certain set of previously transmitted
samples, the conditional probability density of the following sample is defined. In the same
way the conditional probability density of the prediction error is defined.
According to this source model, the quantizer should no longer have a fixed quantizing
characteristic, but one depending on the signal past. In contrast to a normal DPCM System
a combined linear and nonlinear coder would have the structure shown by Fig. 5. Here the
variable quantizing characteristic is replaced by a fixed quantizer with sufficiently fine
level spacing, followed by a digital coder. This coder is controlled by selected values of
the preceding source output. It minimizes the noise inherent in each transmitted value,
while producing always the same output bit rate. Since the quantizer control is derived
from the reconstructed signal and not from the coder input, the same information is at
disposal of the receiver for controlling the dequantizer, assuming the transmission has been
error-free.
To determine the average quantizing noise of the nonlinear coder, we must consider the
properties of the Markov source. For an Nth-order Markov process any state Sj of the
source is defined by N-1 previously quantized samples Xn: Sj = S(X1,...,XN-1). The
conditional probability density for the Nth-unqunatized sample is then:
p(XN/Sj) = p(XN/X1,...,XN-1)
Similarly the conditional probability density of the prediction error eN can be defined as
p(eN/Sj) = p(eN/X1,...., XN-1)
For our measurements the value eN is also in a quantized form, so we have a discrete
conditional probability distribution for eN:
P(eN/Sj) = P(eN/X1,...., XN-1)
If the quantization characteristic for the state Sj is matched properly to this distribution the
average quantizing noise of the state Sj follows from eq. (4)

(5)
We get the minimum quantizing noise of the whole system by averaging over all states Sj
or all combinations of X1,..., XN-1
(6)

With P(eN, Sj) = P(Sj)·P (eN/Sj) eq. (6) is reduced to
(7)

Eq. (7) has been used for computing the minimum mean square noise of the nonlinear
coding system from the measured joint probability distributions. This formula always
assumes an optimal quantization characteristic which is derived according to the rules of
Panther and Dite from the conditional probability distribution of the value to be coded,
given the previous state Sj. The value eN we want to quantize will be either the element
difference (X-A) or the spatial difference
. The states Sj will here be defined by
combinations of the surrounding picture elements A,B,C,D,E as shown in Fig. 3.
V. S/N Measurements
To illustrate this further, we will look at some results we obtained for the quantizing noise
Fq. As mentioned before, previous element DPCM gives an improvement over PCM of
10.1 dB. With nonlinear coding and the knowledge of the amplitude of the element A the
improvement is 12.6 dB showing a gain of 2.5 dB. To achieve this gain, the quantizer must
adapt its characteristic to the value A, which means it must switch between 256 different
characteristics corresponding to the 256 different levels A can assume.
When the number of characteristics is reduced to 64 or 16 by utilizing only the most
significant 6 or 4 bits of A, the above-mentioned gain is reduced to 1.8 dB and 1.3 dB
respectively. When instead of the amplitude A the previous difference (B-A) is known, the
gain is 3.2 dB or about half a bit. If the difference (B-A) is not known, but instead the
amplitudes of both B and A, then using the most significant 6 bits of both elements, the
S/N improvement will be 16.5 dB over PCM or 6.4 dB over DPCM, corresponding to 1 bit
per element saving, but at the expense of theoretically 4096 different quantization
characteristics.

Apparently a lot of information about the coded difference is found in the preceding
horizontal difference (B-A) and in the difference (A-D) between the preceding element A
and element D in the line before, so the following experiment seemed reasonable : The
mentioned differences were quantized logarithmically into 15 levels with the innermost
three levels each equal to one original 8 bit step, and the adjacent levels doubling their step
size successivly (Fig. 6). Both differences, coded with 4 bits each, together with the most
significant 4 bits of the amplitude of A were used to control the quantizer characteristic.
For a quantizer that is optimally matched to this signal past, described by the above 12
bits, a gain of 9.6 dB over normal DPCM can be achieved, which is a saving of
1.6bits/sample.
So far only the previous-element prediction has been incorporated in the nonlinear coder
system. In a similar way we have explored the prediction of (A+D)/2, which gives a
significant improvement of picture quality and has the other advantage of reducing the
visibility and propagation of eventual transmission errors. This prediction seems to be at
least equivalent to various other more complicated spatial predictions. This improvement
in picture quality is not so evident from our S/N measurements. Here the gain over PCM of
a normal DPCM coder with prediction of (A+D)/2 is only 11 dB in comparison with 10 dB
for a previous-element coder. Nevertheless, the measurements were carried on to see if the
difference will increase or decrease with nonlinear coding. We will find only very little
change in the additional gain of nonlinear coding, but the initial difference of 1 dB remains
visible in most cases.
The element A alone when used to control the quantization characteristic adds only 2 dB
to the initial 11 dB, significant improvement again comes from two separate elements.
Here the elements A and E have proven to be the best choice of any two of the
surrounding elements. With both values coded by 6 bits the gain is 6.4 dB and identical to
previous element prediction. This choice is also better than that of the 3 separate elements
A,C and D each coded with 4 bits, which gives the same total number of bits, but a gain of
only 6.1 dB. This again leads to the supposition that not alone are the absolute values of
the elements X significant, but also their differences, especially when these are small. To
utilize this, the measurements were continued in the following way. The differences of
(C-A) and (C-D) were formed and requantized logarithmically in the same way as
described before (Fig.6), each producing 4 bits of information. Together with the most
significant 4 bits of the amplitude of A they served as a combination of the signal past for
controlling the quantizer. The S/N improvement over PCM was 19 dB for this case or
8 dB over the linear prediction alone. When (C-A) and (C-D) are replaced by (B-A) and
(A-D) we get an improvement of 19.4 dB which is very close to the corresponding result
of the previous element prediction.

At this point the results of our hitherto performed measurements have been presented.
Table I shows a summary of all numerical results. We have seen that considerable
improvement of the S/N ratio results from adapting the quantizer characteristic to the
probability distribution of the input value which has to be processed. The amplitude
distribution forming the characteristic of a DPCM quantizer is well known and correponds
to the difference probability of Fig. 4. But what happens to the probabilities if they are
conditioned by special states of the signalpast? Although these question has not yet been
investigated quantitatively, our measurements have shown clearly different effects. Most
obvious is the sharpening or flattening of the distribution, while still centered around zero
(Fig. 7a). Use of a variable preamplifier at the quantizer input has been proposed to match
the input distribution to the quantizer characteristic [5]. Another effect is the displacement
of the distribution, caused by a non-sufficient prediction rule (Fig. 7b). In these cases the
conditional expectation differs from the predicted value. These errors are impossible when
using an optimal nonlinear prediction. The third important case is given by asymmetries in
the distribution (Fig. 7c). A simple reason for these can result from the fact that the
previous value is already near to the limit of the amplituderange. In practice, all these
effects and perhaps numerous others overlay each other, making a quantitative analysis for
the purpose of simplifying the nonlinear coder design rather difficult.
VI. Conclusions
The measurements described above have been based on a special system consisting of
linear prediction and nonlinear quantization. In fact they have a more general meaning. The
S/N values derived by formula (7) do include all the gain achievable by optimum nonlinear
prediction. On the other hand, the linear prediction part of the system becomes less useful,
as more information is processed in the nonlinear coder, especially if the same information
is used by both parts.
Thus in this work the gain of optimum nonlinear quantization as well as optimum
prediction has been,determined. With the restriction of using not more than 12 bits of
information about the signal past, combinations of past values were found that seem near
to optimum. If a nonlinear quantizer is controlled by this informations, it gives an
improvement of 9 dB over a fixed quantizer. To test the significance of this statement, we
are planning to do a simulation of the nonlinear coder with actual quantization of 1,2 or 3
bits for single frames. With the result of this simulation and a quantitative analysis of the
conditional probability distributions a realtime-coder shall be built which will be able to
process broadband television signals.
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Fig. 1 - Block diagram of linear DPCM encoder and decoder

Fig. 2 - Pictures of four slides scanned to obtain television signals

Fig. 3 - Sampling pattern and denotation of elements used for prediction
and coder control

Fig. 4 - Probability distribution of video amplitude and element difference
obtained from the four scenes of Fig. 2

Fig. 5 - Block diagram of a combined system of linear and non-linear
DPCM encoder and decoder

Fig. 6 - Quantization characteristic of element differences as used
for nonlinear coder control

Fig. 7 - Different types of conditional probability density functions
of the prediction error e
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A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE HYBRID CODING/DECODING SCHEME
By B. G. DORSCH

Summary: A simple hybrid coding/decoding scheme for the Gaussian channel
is described resulting in a reasonable gain of performance compared with
the corresponding single stage E~de, The undeteded bit error probability
is estimated to be less than 10
and the probability of detected errors
(deleted data) less than 1% at a signal-to-noise-ratio Eb/N of 2,3 db.
The deletion rate decreases by an order of magnitude for ea8h additional
,15 db of signal energy.
Introduction,-Hybrid coding/decoding schemes seem to be the most promissing way of coding for future deep space probes in order to transmit
more data with a given power and reliability. "Hybrid decoding" is a term
used for a more sophisticated way of concatenated decoding. A concatenation of codes is a coding of coded data, as indicated for two coding/decoding stages in fig, 1:
outer
coder

inner
coder

channel

_I inner LJ outer~~~~•~
~ecoderfl:iecoder

Fig. 1: Concatenated coding/decoding
The redundancy added in the inner coder is used by the inner decoder for
error correction. In straightforward concatenated decoding the redundancy
of the inner code is dropped after the inner decoder and therefore does
not interfere with the outer coding/decoding. In hybrid decoding the redundancy of the inner code is not dropped but used in the outer decoder
too, sometimes even with a feedback from the outer to the inner decoder.
All known constructive coding/decoding schemes, which are "asymptotically
good", i.e. which have an error probability converging to zero for
codelength going to infinity and finite coderate, are of a concatenated
type, [1] , L2] , [31 , [4] • The coding/decoding scheme described in
this paper is an example, how the performance of codes can be improved
remarkably by relatively simple games of concatenation and hybrid decoding,
Inner code,-As inner code a binary BCH-code with an overall parity is used
of code length N1
64 with K1 = 36 information bits, M1 = N1 - K1 = 28
check digits and minimum Hamming distance D1 = 12, It has a coderate
R1
K1/N1 of about one half, what is near optimum under some restrictions for the decoding algorithm, [5] , [6]. Coding is carried out in
the well known wa;y by a binary feedback shi~ register of length M1 =
28, [7} •

=

=

Inner decoding.-The decoding algorithm used by the inner decoder is descirbed in (8] • It is based on the linear structure of a binary code and
an analog rather than binary distance measurement, as described in the
following.
Let x. = (xi 1,,,,Xi N ) be a binary codeword with x.
= 0 or 1 as elements
of th~ GaloiJfield Gtd). The digits x· n are transmit~ed b.v "antin_odal"
.
l'
.
physical symbols Si,n, which we define in a no:;:-mal1zed form as si,n =
Dr. Dorsch is with the Institu te f. Satellitenelectronik, Deu tsche Forschung:r-und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft-und Raumfahrt
e. V. 8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

+1 resp. -1 for Xi,n m O resp. 1. It should not cause confusion, when we
call Bi= (si 1 , ••• , si Ni) also a codeword, The form xi is more convenient to discribe the'linear structure of a code . The form Si is more
appropriate for the analog distance measurement. The received sequence
is y =(y 1 , ••• , YNl), where y is a Gaussian random variable with mean
value sin and variance (5 2 =nN /(2,Es), N0 is the one-sided spectral
density bf white Gaussian noise~ Es is the energy transmitted for each
symbol. It is readily shown, that the maximum likelihood decision of
the decoder is that codeword Sj for which the correlation with y
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n•I
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we see, that the

J

correlation is maximum for that codeword Xj, for which

NI
( 3 ) ~ e . ·IYJ•Y.
L
J ,n n
J

is minimum.

n•I

Yj is a measure of the distance between the received sequenc y and a
codeword Xj used in the decoding algorithm.
The decoding algorithm for the inner code can not be described in
detail
h:r:• It gener~tes a sequence.of.codewor~s Xj whic~ have ~ith great probability small distances Yj• This is done in a relatively simple way by
making use of the linear structure of the code in connection with the
received sequence y. A decoding decision is made~ when a codeword is
found, whose distance is smaller than a fixed threshold or if the number
of generated codewords reaches a given limit, Then of course the codeword
which out of the generated ones has the smallest distance is the decoding
decision. In order to get the decoding performance close to maximum likelihood the average number of generated codewords can be kept reasonable
for the code used here. The performance curves bit error probability
Pb and word error probability Pw vrs. signal-to-noise ratio ~/N 0 of the
inner code are shown in fig.2, Eb= Es/R1 is the transmitted energy per
information bit with an inner code of rate R1 but no outer coding.

5

0

Fig. 2: Bit error probability Pl) and word error probability
Pw of the inner code vrs. signal-to-noise· ratio Eb/N in db.
0

Outer code.-A square matri of N2 • N2 codewords of the inner code is
a codeword of the outer code, labeled as block, where the last word in
each row and last word in each colwnn is a parity check of the other words
in the row resp. column.
Let ai j = (ai j 1, ••• , ai j N1 ), with ai,j,n = 0 or 1 as elements of
GF(2),'be the ;ord in the i!t~ row and the J-th column of a block. Then
the ~ity words ai, N2 reps. aN 2 , j ~ defined by
(4)

2_ ea .... (0, ••• ,O)

j•I

resp.

2._ta . . •(O, .•• ,O)

i•I

i,J

i,J

where 'i' means the mod-2-sum or addition in GF(2). The outer code has
2•N2-1 check words and therefore the code rate

=

Outer decoding.-Let a:f. j
ai j e ei j be a decoded word coming out
of the inner decoder with an e:r~r patt~rn ei,j = (ei,j,1, ••• ~ ei,j,N 1 ),
ei,j,n = o_or 1, and qi, r 9w resp. qj, col the syndrom of the 1-th
row resp. J-th column, defined as
N2

(6)

q.

1,

I!~

row

L

ea! .
1,

J

j•I

•

N2
~ ee. .

L

1, J

resp.

j•I

N2
qj,col!! Ieai,j
i•I

, see eq. (4).

Outer decoding is based on these syndroms qi row and qj col and
the channel output values Yi j n which correJpond to th~ position of digit
a'i,j,n• Outer decoding is doJe'in three stages a) b) c).
a) Most of the errors made by the inner decoder are corrected in stage a),
where a correction of those rows and columns, which have only a single
wrong word, is carried out.
Assume only one word in the i-th row to be wrong, for example ai,j1

•

For

a correction we have to know the error pattern ei j1 and its position
j 1 , According eq, (6) we get the error pattern ei 'j1 by the syndrom qi row
= ei j
if all other words in the row are correct. With great reliability
we cbi 1decide, wether only a single word is wrong in a row and find its
position j 1 by the following procedure.
Let correl (a{.j ) be the correlation of a{,j with Yi,j• defined as
N1
' · ) • -S:::-w1· th
s '. . = {+II for a! . = 0
correl ( a.1,J
L s'1,J
· · ,n·y 1,J
· · ,n
n•I
1,J ,n 1,J ,n
I f qi,row *. (0, ... ,o) calcula~e correl. (~{,j)- correl (a{,j t
= zi,j for J = 1, ••• , N2 and find the nu.nimum zi,j•.

qi,row>

If Zi j*is smaller than a fixed threshold z 1 , we assume that only a single
word ~as wrong in the i-th row and j• is its position j 1 • a{ j~ then
is corrected by~ j~= ai .~+ qi.rpw• The correction is taken Into account
in the coresponding row a.da colfunqsyndrom by setting qi row= (0, ••. ,0)
and qj, col= qj, colt ~i, row: If zi,j.,.d: z 1 it i~ as~umed, that more
than one word was wrong in the i-th row. No cor~ection is made.
The procedure is based on the following reason. The inner decoder is supposed to perform close to maximum likelihood with a modest error probability.
Therefore at position j 1 of an error the correlation of the wrong decoding
decision a{ J.1 is expected not to be much greater than the correlation
t
.
of the correct
codeword ai ji = aiI ji + q.
and therefore Zi j is
expected to be small, The probabil!ty den§ft~w function p (Z . ~ J Z)
•
•
•
.
O
ie.H
can be f ound b y simulations
o f the inner
decoder with
a Monte
arlo method.
p 0 (Z) is a rapidely decreasing function of Z for all signal-to-noise
ratios of interest. At all other positions j, where a'i j = a i j is
correctly decoded by the inner decoder, zi j = correl (ai ·) - correl
(~ j t qi row) has a probability density PD (Zi . = Z), ~tich is Gaussian.
It ~as meaJ value Zi j = ~D, where Dis the numbetJof 1-s in qi row and
variance 2•D• e-2, ' G''-being the variance of the symbols Yi /n• The number
Dis ~ D1 = 12, the minimum Hamming distance of the inner code: because
decoding errors ei,j of inner decoder are codewords and therefore qi,row
and qj,col are codewords,
If there are two errors in a row, for example at the positions j1 and
j2, then qi , row= ei • J.1 t e.i,J. and a!1,J1
. tlq.1,row•(a 1,J
. . tie . . ) ti (e . . ti
1,J1
1 1,J1
2
e . . )•a . . ti e . . and therefore Z . . •correl(a! . )-correl(a . . tie . . )
1,J.2

1,J.,

1,J.2

1,J1

1,J1

1,J1

1,J.2.

is even expected to be greater than Zi j = correl (ai .) - correl
( ai ,jt ei ,j 2 ) of a correct word ai , /
,J
Threshold z 1 has to be optimized. If z 1 is decreased,the probability
of no correction of a single wrong word in a row increases. If z, is
increased, the probability of a wrong correction having more than than one
wrong word in a row increases. A theoretical approach for the opti~ization
of z 1 is described in appendix B,
The described correcting procedure is carried through for all rows, which
have qi row ¥= ( 0, , , , , 0) , then for all columns having qi col =I- ( 0, , , • , 0 ) ,
then fo; the rows again, etc. until either in the rows of columns no
correction can be done anymore. This has the effect, that erroneous words
are corrected even if there are two or more wrong words in the corresponding row and/or column, like in the following example, A solid point

'-+-'

means a wrong word in the cross point of the i-th row and the j-th
column of the N2 N2 matrix, '-t-' means a corrected word,

;
~

output of
inner decoder

first row
correction

first column
correction

second
row corr.

all words
corrected

Errors, which are not corrected this way are mainly 4 or 6 errors on
corner points of a rectangle as shown below~ We call them errors of
type 4 resp. type 6.

errors of type 4

errors of type 6

Errors of type 4 resp. 6 are detected and located by the number and
location of row - resp column - syndroms, which don't become zero in
the described decoding stage a). They are corrected in decoding stage
b) and C),
b) Correction of errors of type 4 and 6: Errors of type 4 are detected
and located, when two row-syndroms qi,~ow, qi 2 , row a~d two column-syndroms qj 1 , col• qj 2 , col don't become zero after decoding stage a). For
the ~known error patterns ei 1 ,j 1 , ei,,j 2 , ei 2 ,j 1 , ei 2 ,j 2 we have 4 check
equations
(8)
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e.
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= q.
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l

These equations by definition of the synchroms, eq. (6), hold for each
digit qi, row, n resp, qj, col, n of qi, row resp qj, col, n = 1,2, ••• ,N 1
(9)
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q.
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One of the four equations is lineary dependet of the other three, Therefore
two solutions exist for.
each
. 4-tuple (ei
)
,i· 1,n, ei 1,j 2,n ei.2 ,J· ,
1 n, .
) For correction i~ stage b we1 ake
ei~,jf, n,
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Errors of type 6 are corrected the same way, They are detected and located,
when two row-syndrome and three column-syndromes or vice versa don't become
zero in stage a). We have six unknown error patterns and five check equations , four of which are lineary independent. Therefore four solutions
exist. For correction again we choose the one, which contributes most
to the overall correlation.
c) Most of the errors of type 4 resp. 6 are corrected in stage b). The
probability Pt oft= 0,1,2, ••• digits remaining wrong in a word corrected
in stage b) is found by decoding simulations with a Monte Carlo method.
t<D,/2 erroneous digits in a word, i.e. up to tc5 for D1 = 12, can
be corrected in stage c) by the algebraic inner code due to his minimum
Hamming distance D1 •
Undetect-,ed errors.-The probability, that any remaining errors after
the decoding stages a) b) c) are not detected by the corres~gnding row resp. columf¥:lyndrons has the order of magnitude of 2-M 1 = 2= 4, ,o-9
Undeteted errors therefore are no problem for the proposed decoding scheme.
Detected errors.-Remaining errors ei,j 'I= (o, ... ,O) after the decoding
stages a) b) c) are detected by% , row ,:f(O, ... ,O) and qJ· ' col#(O, •••
. ,O)
Let Erow resp. Ecol be the number of row - resp. column syndroms, which
are not zero after decoding stage c). Then the Erow • Ecol words ai j in
the crossing points of the rows and colums, which have qi row# ( 0,'.,, ,O)
and qj row¥ (0, ••• ,O), are assumed to be in error and'are deleted,
UncorrJcted errors are mainly two or more errors of type 4 and/or type 6
in a block. The deletion rate Pdel caused by these errors is estimated
in appendix B based on the word error probability Pw,see fig 2, of the
inner code.

Eb/N 0 in db
2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6
Fig. 3: Estimated deletion rate Pdel vrs. ~/No for N2 = 20.

We get oan estimated deletion rate Pdel of 1% at a signal-to-noise
ratio Eb/N 0 ~2.3 db . Pdel decreases by an order of magnitude for each
additional . 15 db of Eb/N 0 • Pdel depends on the size of the outer
code block and has an optimum for N2,opt = 20, when the word error
probability Pw of fig.2 for the inner decoder is assumed. For N2< N2
t
Pdel increases because oof an increased word error probability Pw ,op
due to a smaller coderate R2, see eq. (5), what yields low energy per
transmitted word for a given Eb/N 0 • For N2>N2 pt Pdel increases
due to a rapidly increasing number of possible'~ocations of errors
of type 4 and/or type 6. The dependence of Pdel on N2 is weak. For
example with Nz • JO only .I db more signal energy is necessary for the
same Pdel as with N2 opt= 20. A shortening of N2 may be desirable
in practice in order'to get a reasonable block size.
For a final result the estimated deletion rate Pdel has to be proven
by a sufficient amount of data decodin~ simulations with a Monte Carlo
methode. These results will be available at the time of the conference
and presented there.
Conclusion.-The coding/decoding scheme described in this paper is an
example, how the performance of codes can be improved remarkably by
relatively simple games of concatenation and hybrid decoding. Realistic
requirements for data transmission from space are for example an undetected
bit error probability Pb~ to-5 and a deletion rate Pdel less than 1%.
With the inner code only, the required signal-to-noise ratio Eb/N 0 would
have to be::::. 4 db, see fig 2. With the proposed scheme Eb/N0 has to be
only ':!! 2.3 db, see fig. 3.
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Appendix A: Estimation of the deletion rate Pdel:
We want to estimate the rate Pdel of deteted data. caused by uncorrected
but detected errors after stage c). Those errors are mainly due to two or
more errors of type 4 and/or type 6.
Let Pw (~/N 0 ) be the word error probability of the inner decoder plotted
in fig. 2 for no outer coding, For an outer code of rate R2 <1, see eq. (5),
the energy per transmitted word is redced by the factor R2 , the word
error probability P~ with outer coding therefore is Pw' (Eb/N ) =
0
Pw (R2·~/No) •
The probability of an error of type 4 at a fixed location in a block is
p~4. There are (N2)2 possible locations of such errors in a block. The
probability s 4 of 2 an error type 4 at any location is
2 2
s l (: )

4

valid for S4 -<< 1

, p~

Actually S4 is smaller than this expression, because more errors of
Type 4 in a block are counted also and even several times. The expression
becomes fairly exact. if S4 becomes ~< 1. In the same way we get the
probability S6 for an error of type 6 as
s/: 2• (N~) , (N~) • P;6 valid for s .::-<1.
6
The probability of k errors of typ_4 together with j errors of tY})e 6 in
a block is aestimated to be s4k• St
, if this expression becomes<<1.
The number of rows resp. colums af~ected by errors for a given k and j is
expected to be Erow,k,j = 2•k+3•j .resp. Ecol,k.j = 2•k+2•j or vice vhersa.
The n1;11llber of words to be del~ted 1~ a block is Erow,k.j"Ecol.k.j, T e
deletion rate Pdel therefore is estimated to be
' Erow, k ,J·•Ecol,k,J· ,S 4k,sj
// 1 '
Pdel = N2 - 2 'L....,
· 6 va11·d for Pdel ""'
k+j,1•2
where N2 is the number of words in a block,
2

Appendix B:

Optimization of threshold z 1

The probability of a wrong decoding in stage a) has to be minimized by
an optimum threshold z 1 • Let Ebe the number of wrong words in a row resp.
column before decoding, Then
Pr (wrong decoding) = Pr (E
+ Pr (E
+ Pr (E
= Pr (E
+ Pr (E
+ Pr (E
Pr (no correction/E

= 1 • no correction)
= 1• wrong correction)

>- 1,

...

wrong correction)
Pr (no correction/E = 1 )
Pr (wrong correction/E = 1 )
> 1) Pr (wrong correction/E > 1)

= 1)
= 1)

= 1) = Pr

(zi,j 1 ~ z 1 ) • Pr (Z·1,J·

~

oO

j

zt

p (Z) dZ
0

z1

all j

:i

j,}

Pr (wrong correction/E = 1) = Pr (Zi j < z1 any j f j 1 ,
becomes sJall compared with

z ..
l,J

~

z .. )
i,J•

Pr (Wrong correction/ E >1) = Pr (Zi j'<. z 1 any j)
Z1
'
N2
PD (Z) dz

J

-PO

With these expressions we get the minimum of Pr (wrong decoding) for
d

uz 1 Pr(wrong decoding)= 0 or
Pr (E = 1)• Po (z,) ~ Pr (E>1) • N2 • PD (z,).

DATA PROCESSING FOR THE EOLE PROJECT
A. DARGENT
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
Bretigny-France

1. THE EOLE/CAS-A PROJECT - Data Processing at CNES.
1.1. Preliminary :
The EOLE project, either known as Cooperative Application Satellite-A (CAS/A) consists
of a meteorological data collection experiment. It has been lead by CNES (Centre National
d’Etudes Spatiales-FRANCE) and NASA, since 1965, and the experiment has been
running from last days of August 1971 through June 1972.
1.2. Brief description of the EOLE project :
The main purpose of this experiment was to determine, for as long a time as could be, a
chart of the winds in South hemisphere, between 20E South latitude and 70E South.
EOLE is a French satellite, which has been launched on August 16 th 1971 by NASA from
WALLOPS ISLANDS (Virginia). The main orbit parameters are :
Period
Inclination
Apogee
Perigee

: about 100 minutes
: 51E
: about 900 km
: about 680 km

Its function is to interrogate a fleet of balloons, launched in South hemisphere, at a
constant 200 millibar level (12 km).On a satellite call, these balloons transmit 2
meteorological parameters (local pressure and temperature) and 2 housekeeping
informations. At the same time, the satellite measures the balloon range and its relative
velocity. The whole set of data, as well as time of satellite call, are written into the satellite
core memory. The satellite memory will be emptied when the spacecraft passes over a
CNES tracking station. Let us notice that all these-data allow an effective location of each
balloon.

1.3. Data processing at CNES
CNES was concerned with data processing for two main purposes
1.3.1. Initial data reduction, in order to deliver data tapes to scientists, including
positions of balloons and balloon parameters.
1.3.2. Operations management, for which a fast knowledge of positions of balloons was
required :
a)

in order to deliver in time the satellite working program

b)

in order to insure of security with respect to airlines

Generally speaking, a 12 hours to one day delay between balloon interrogation and balloon
location seemed to be correct
2. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM.
2. 1. Physical configuration :
CNES has developped a data transmission net between its overseas tracking stations and
its main technical center-in Brétigny (near Paris).
The data lines are connected, throug ha concentrator, to an industrial processing computer
(CDC 1700), which main function is to check and sort data messages.
All effective data processing is performed on a powerful computer (CDC 6600), which
belongs to CNES computing center, so that EOLE data processing is just a part of its
activity, and should not interfere witch other users. The 2 computers are connected, so that
data transfer requires no human action.
All Control over the acquisition computer and programs running on the processing
computer belongs to an operator which can send orders and receive messages or warnings
from programs through a typewriter. Witch such an organisation, all data processing can
be autonomous from normal computing center activity.
2.2. General organisation of the processing System :
This system comprises two parts.

2.2.1. a general support which consists of :
S

a basic set of programs for the connection of the two computers.

S

a specialized monitor on CDC 1700, running under standard Mass Storage
Operating System (MSOS 2.1) which insures all control and data acquisition
functions.

S

a specialized monitor on CDC 6600, running under normal SCOPE 3.3
operating system, which insures normal sequencing of programs and linking
witch CDC 1700, under CDC 1700 control.

2.2.2. a set of application programs :
These programs, written in Fortran language, are organized as fonctional units. Each
program consists in one or some modules, i.e. sets of subroutines; each module has
generally one or two specific functions which constitute a step in the program. This
modular structure enables a great flexibility in programs, especially for tests and
modifications.
3. ORGANISATION OF PROCESSING PROGRAMS.
All programs run as independent units which are linked only by a set of permanent files, so
that programs can be considered as steps in data processing, and files as statuses of the
program set.
The reader should refer to Annex I which describes the set of programs. Programs are
listed below and some description is given.
3.1. Synchronisation program.
This program recognizes and separates the frames of the 2 telemetries sent by EOLE. Both
scientific and housekeeping telemetries are sent on separate files (nE 19 and nE 13).
3.2. Housekeeping program.
This program processes all housekeeping telemetry frames and displays all housekeeping
values and statuses on a listing. A diagnosis is given on satellite status. All information can
be obtained in a conversational mode on the typewriter.

3.3. Scientific data decoding.
Data from scientific telemetry frames are decoded. Tests are
frames are decoded. Tests are
made to check their reliability. All corrections are applied. Final data are sent on a file
(nE 11).
3.4. Balloon location.
The principle of the location is this :
a)
b)

from the satellite orbit and time of interrogation, the position of satellite is
known
the balloon is on the 200 millibar, level, i.e. on the 12 km altitude ellipsoid

c)

the balloon is on the sphere centered on the satellite which radius is the balloon
satellite range

d)

the balloon-satellite relative velocity defines a cone which axis is the space
craft speed vector, and which angle is easily computed.

Intersection of these three surfaces consists of 2 points, which are symetrical with respect
to the projection of the satellite track on earth surface. Doubt has to be eliminated between
these 2 ambiguous positions.
In a first pass of the program, the geometric method upper described is applied to each
interrogation of a satellite pass (there are generally 2 or three). This leads to a set of 2
symetrical mean locations during the pass. Each of it is used as a trigger for a mean square
reduction process over all measurements in the pass. Test of values of residues generally
give a good discrimination of the false location. Let us notice that a later check of the
balloon trajectory continuity can eliminate all remaining bad ambiguity checks. This later
check is of the scientist responsibility and is not included in the location program.
Location values are sent on to 4 different files.
S

file nE 14 is for operation purpose, and contains only the last computed location
of each balloon; this file will be used in conjunction with prediction program.

S

file nE 22 is for scientific use; it contains fully detailed location results, and is
the source file for scientific data tapes; scientists use it for a fast on-line
analysis of preliminary results.

S

file nE 1 contains data for some special experiments which came after the
balloon experiment, such as message transmission or buoys tracking; it
contains, for each of these special objects, computed locations and all rough
data associated with them, in order to allow any future analysis or reprocessing.

S

file nE 3 was just designed for track drawing of balloons (charts and slides
ware produced).

Let us notice that orbit parameters come from file nE 15 and rough data from file nE 11.
3.5. Prediction program.
This program computes from the motion of the satellite (orbit parameters-file nE 15) and
from last known position of every balloon, the future meetings of satellite and balloons.
Results are sent to file nE 16.
This program is the first of the three operations programs.
3.6. Operation management program.
Data from file 16 are sorted in order to propose an optimized working program for the
satellite. Results are sent to file 17, and displayed on listings for examination.
3.7. Telecommand program.
This program updates, in a conversational mode from the typewriter, the working program
proposal (file 17) according to operational constraints. Main result is a telecommand tape,
which content will be sent to satellite by one of the CNES tracking stations. This tape
contents, in a coded format acceptable to spacecraft, the hours and nature of calls it will
emit towards balloons during next orbits. This program is stored on board the spacecraft in
a specialized memory, and will be run automatically.
4. MAIN PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AT PROCESSING.
Three unexpected problems have arised since the beginning of experiment and had to be
solved rapidly.

First two problems are related to the intense human activity in the 400 MHz range which is
used for communication between spacecraft and balloons. A probable erratic failure in the
satellite logic has enhanced this problem.
4.1. Synchronisation.
Scientific telemetry frames consist of eight numbered “sentences” of 128 bits and a
synchronisation pattern plus time information (32 bits long). Each sentence contains the
information from one balloon answer.
Some sentences have happened to be longer than 128 bits, by elements of 16 bits,
containing irrelevant information. The synchronisation scheme, based on frames, had to be
replaced by another one based on search for synchronisation patterns (now the beginning
of an unknown-lengthed frame) and examination of each sentence time and number. Gain
may be up to 20 per cent sentences more.
4.2. Noise elimination.
Some sentences in the telemetry result in incoherent or impossible informations at
decommutation. Since there exists no other information on telemetry quality at this step,
experimental criteria had to be developped to eliminate these noisy interrogations (there
may be up to 90 per cent of these). These criteria now allow to build a chart of noises in
the 400 MHz range and to locate some power ful sources.
4.3. Ambiguity check in location.
The principles of the location program lead to find 2 possible solutions, symetrical with
respect to the satellite track. This ambiguity is primarily resolved by examination of the
residues in the mean square method. This ambiguity could be in error, due to the fact that,
during computations, balloon velocity was supposed null, since it is unknown. Even in
case of a good check, a 20 kilometers error on the position was likeable. The introduction
of a simple model of winds parallel to the Equator seems to have been a great
improvement; a error matrix (balloon coordinates derivatives from the wind) is given to the
scientists for later corrections. Location precisions tor balloons is thought to be now better
than 5 kilometers in most cases.
Le t us notice that there remain two problems related with location precision, which can’t
be solved by any method.

S

lack of raw data : the mean squace method needs at least 2 calls of the balloon;
in case of unique interrogation, only the first pass in the location program is
run, and precision is poor (there are no correction terms)

S

when the spacecraft passes at the zenith of the balloon, the principle of location
program fails down, and no ambiguity check is possible.

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS.
There are mainly 2 classes of resultats: scientific ones and technical ones.
5.1. Scientific results.
CNES was not involved in analysis of meteorological experiment, and this will not be
discussed here.
On the other hand, first results about location precision may be pointed out, though a deep
analysis of this problem is still in progress. This analysis processes all results relative to
the only fix balloon payloads which were in some CNES tracking stations. General results
are those :
S

all locations found are grouped; half locations are in a 1 km radius circle
centered on the barycenter of the group; 80 per cent at least are in a 2 km
radius circle.

S

the barycenter may be at 2 a 3 km of the theoretical point; part of this
difference can probably be explained by geodetic problems (coherence of the
various systems of axises used). This seems a good result , with respect to tke
simple method used and the small number of measures at each pass

S

the first results of the deep analysis seem to point out that, for this type of
satellite, position can’t be known with less than 500 m to 1 km doubt; this
figure looks quite coherent with those at previous paragraph.1

5.2. Technical results.
It was first time that CNES used an on line data reduction process. This problem can be
considered as successfully solved.. Minimum delay between balloon call and balloon
location is 6 hours, mean delay is about one day, and maximum delay is 3 days. It must be
noticed that data transmission lines are slow ones (200 bauds) and are shared with normal
1

(we mean satellite’s position along its track).

transmission net of CNES. A fair improvement should be the use of fast specialized lines.
A second problem is that the processing computer is running only 16 to 18 74oure a day
and presently supports a large computing center. This delay is generally thought as correct
by most users (scientists or operations staff). CNES intends to use similary systems with
the same technical support for future satellites (1973). Faster: and larger data acquisition
and processing systems look interesting and are presently being studied for the 75’s.
ANNEX I
PROCESSING ORGANIZATION
Processing organization is displayed on next page.
Numbered circles are files, data flow is shown by arrows.
Files contents is bisted below.
File 1 :
File 3 :
File 11:
File 13:
File 14:
File 15:
File 16:
File 17:
File 18:
File 19:
File 22:

Data for special experiments.
Balloons locations, for display purpose
Decoded scientific data.
Synchronized housekeeping telemetry frames.
Later location of every balloon.
Orbit parameters (these are replaced, every day, from outside).
Future balloons-satellite meetings.
Optimized working program for the satellite
Ballon payloads characteristics.
Synchronized scientific telemetry frames.
Main file for scientists - Balloon locations

ANNEX II
PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION

THE INTRODUCTION OF A DIGITAL COMPUTER ON BOARD
ESRO SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
M. A. PERRY
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION
European Space Technology Centre, Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Summary ESRO requirements for a stored program general purpose digital computer for
use on board satellites are discussed, and a machine which fulfils these requirements is
briefly described. This computer has an ADD time of 2.8 microseconds and uses a 16 bit
word. Power consumption is estimated at 10.6 Watts and mass is expected to be below
5 Kg.
The interface between the computer and the telemetry and telecommand system is
discussed, and problems foreseen in reprogramming the computer in flight via the
spacecraft telecommand link are briefly exposed.
Introduction The late sixties brought an interest in the advantages which a stored
program digital computer had to offer scientific satellites. A number of satellite computers
are known to have been studied 1),2),3),4),5),6) 7), although not all have finally resulted in
hardware as yet.
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of some typical machines of European origin. Apart
from the unanimous choice of a 16 bit word length, these computers are all very different
from each other in concept. Against such a background, the ESRO requirements in terms
of satellite on-board computers were considered and uses to which these machines can be
put have been examined.
Initial Considerations A satellite computer should not overburden the mass and power
budgets of the host vehicle. Tables 2 and 3 compare data for three representative ESRO
scientific satellites which have been studied at various times. Note how in Table 2 the onboard electronic systems occupy around 17 per cent of the total mass. Table 3 illustrates
the typical power budget allocation. On this kind of rough basis we concluded that a useful
satellite computer should consume no more than 10 Watts and should weigh not more than
5 Kg. with 4096 words of memory.

Additional requirements, derived from the operational constraints, were the need for inflight reprogrammability, in-flight checkout capability, and memory dump. It was also
desirable to he able to protect certain zones of memory from being overwritten by the
computer itself, although overwriting could take place by telecommand. A 16 bit word
length was chosen because of the degree of flexibility which this choice offered in the
machine design.
Since such a machine was intended for a variety of missions a fair degree of expendability
and flexibility was also needed.
Definition of the Computer System In late 1970 the definition of the architecture
through an analysis of likely on-board tasks was commenced. Tasks considered included:
i)

Data reduction and Data Compression algorithms such as Interpolators, Predictors,
Fast Fourier Transform, and some others.

ii)

Collection and processing of digital scientific data using algorithms for pulse height
analysis, spin synchronous demodulation computation of averages, etc.

iii) Use of the computer for monitoring housekeeping data, telemetry encoding and
command decoding.
iv) Attitude Control of a satellite.
v)

In-flight reprogramming and checkout.

Candidate architectures were evaluated in the light of their ability to carry out
representative groups of the tasks outlined above. This work has been reported in full
elsewhere.8). The principal conclusions of the study were that the machine should have the
following features:
S 16 bit word length;
S add time of 2.8 microseconds;
S two accumulators and one index register were sufficient;
S the control unit should be microprogrammed to enable the instruction set to be easily
modified from one mission to another, if necessary;

S the use of a plated wire NDRO memory would save power and could possibly
enhance reliability.
A summary of the specification is given in Appendix I to this paper.
A general system block diagram is shown in fig. 1. The system is organized around a
single parallel bus which carries data between memory and the central processor unit. Data
transfers along the bus are controlled by a Transfer Unit (T.U.), which acts as a “traffic
policeman”. A unit requesting access to memory signals the transfer unit and awaits
authorisation to proceed. If requests occur simultaneously from two units, the transfer unit
resolves the conflict according to a hardwired priority network. The transfer unit also tests
the memory address against the predetermined addresses of protected locations, and sends
an interrupt to the central processor unit (C.P.U.) if an attempt is made to overwrite data in
a protected area, the memory write operation being inhibited.
The memory is not only accessed by the central processor but also by Direct Memory
Access units. One of these is used for in-flight reprogramming, and obviates the need for
the C.P.U. during this operation, since programs transmitted from the ground are input to
memory through this unit.
A second D.M.A. unit is provided to output memory data to the telemetry system for
transmission to ground. This is required either for normal telemetry purposes, or whenever
a full memory dump has to be performed.
By altering the design of the Transfer Unit only, extra operational blocks may be added to
the system to serve as redundant spares, or to provide multiprocessor capability (Fig. 1b).
A block diagram of the C.P.U. is shown in Fig. 2. Only data paths are illustrated and all
data transfers are 16 bit word parallel.
A quite detailed consideration of the hardware necessary to build the computer has
indicated that the mass target of 5 Kg. can be easily met with very well established
techniques and a significant reduction in mass should be possible without undue difficulty.
However, the power budget is likely to exceed the target of 10 Watts by a few hundred
milliwatts assuming the use of low power T.T.L. and an N.D.R.O. plated wire memory
using power switching. Mass, power and reliability estimates are given below assuming
redundant units are switched off when not in use.

Weight, Volume and Reliability of Different Configurations
Configurations with
duplicated units

1- No redundancy
2- T.U.
3- CPU
4- TU + CPU
5- MEM
6- CPU + TU + MEM

Weight
(Kg.)

5.0
5.2
5.9
6.0
7.1
8.2

Volume
(litres)

5.5
5.6
6.3
6.3
7.4
8.4

Typical
power (W)

10.6 at
100%
operating
cycle
1.9 for
stand-by

Reliability (100% duty
cycle)
12 mos.

18 mos.

0.888
0.893
0.924
0.926
0.931
0.974

0.840
0.844
0.888
0.895
0.897
0.959

Telecommand & Reprogramming The computer outlined above is probably not
sufficiently reliable to be used as the sole means of decoding telecommands on board the
satellite, and the use of a hardware decoder is preferred. A link between the telecommand
decoder and the computer via the telecommand D.M.A. unit can be used for the following
purposes:
S Memory load by telecommand, i.e. reprogramming.
S Output from memory to the command decoder of stored commands originating in
the computer as the result of a decision process.
The computer may be reprogrammed in flight using a digital command system conforming
to the ESRO PCM Telecommand Standard 9) since this takes advantage of an already
existing reliable link. The reliability of the inflight reprogramming operation is thus
principally determined by the reliability of the command system.
The PCM Telemetry Standard provides a total of 6 command modes of which Modes 3
and 4 are principally used. Mode 3 commands provide 16 bits of data which may be
addressed to 256 locations in the spacecraft. Mode 4 commands provide 24 bit words
exclusively for the use of the on-board computer.
To program the memory, via the appropriate D.M.A. unit, data is sent using the 24 bit
Mode 4 command, where 16 bits are used for memory data, leaving 8 bits for address. To
overcome the limitation of the 8 bit direct address, memory is divided into sectors of 256
words and access to a particular sector may be gained by transmitting a mode 3 command
to define the 8 most significant bits of the address. In this way up to 64 K words of
memory may be directly addressed. Access to certain memory sectors may be further
protected by the use of ON/OFF commands to enable the acceptance of certain sector

addresses. The command rate is between .94 and 15.6 commands (or memory words) per
second.
Reliability of Program Transmission The reliability of the program data loaded into
memory depends upon the bit error rate of the telecommand link. A program will consist of
a block of commands where one command is sent for each word of program, and thus a
rejected command which results in the ommission of a program word is just as
troublesome as an incorrectly received command, since both may cause the program tofunction incorrectly.
Suppose a block of N words is sent to the spacecraft by telecommand. If Pr is the
probability that a command will be rejected and Pe the probability that a command will be
received in error, then the probable number of incorrect words in the block will be n1,
where
n1 = N (Pr + Pe)

(1)

If after having sent the block once, the complete block is retransmitted a second time to
overwrite the data originally received, a large proportion of the voids in the block due to
commands rejected during the first transmission will probably be filled. Three causes of
error may arise during the second transmission:
S an incorrect word is loaded;
S a void remains unfilled due to a second rejection of the command;
S an incorrect word received during the first transmission is left unfilled due to a
further command rejection during the second transmission.
After completion of the second transmission the probable number of incorrect words left in
the memory will be n2, if errors occur randomly and independently, where
n2 = N (Pe + Pr (Pe+Pr))

(2)

If the block is transmitted k times, then nk is the probable number of words in error, where
nk = N (Pe (1 + Pr + .. + Prk-1) + prk)

(3)

If Pr is much less than unity, this approximates to
nk = N (Pe + Prk)

(4)

The table below shows the probable number of incorrectly received words as a function bit
error probability at the receiver output where a block of 4000 words is transmitted. Values
Of Pe and Pr are given for the case of the ESRO PCM Telecommand Standard assuming
the use of an ideal coherent PSK detector. For operational purposes a further 2dB margin
would be added.
Program Transmission Error Probabilities
Signal to Noise
Ratio at Receiver
Output
4 dB
6 dB
8 dB
10 dB

Command Probabilities
Pe
3x10-5
5x10-8
10-10
10-10

Probable No. of Incorrect Words in
block of 4000 words

Pr
0.8
0.25
0.02
3x10-4

n1
3200
1000
80
1.2

n2
2560
250
1.6
3.6x10-4

n3
2048
62.5
3.2x10-2
1.1x10-7

In low noise conditions a single transmission of the program would suffice where time is
limited, otherwise two transmissions would be advisable. Where high noise conditions
prevail, the largest cause of error is due to words being rejected by the command decoder
and further transmissions of the entire data block do not offer any significant benefit. A
simple method to discover voids in the transmitted program is to dump the memory content
back to the ground for comparison, but this has two disadvantages:
S new errors may be introduced by the down link;
S it may be time consuming if the telemetry bit rate is low.
Some time may be saved by performing an on-board check on the memory content of the
computer with the computer itself using a utility program stored in Read Only memory,
and only sending to ground a report of the memory locations whose content should be
corrected.
The time taken for program loading will depend on the chosen command rate, but since the
fastest rate will allow transmission of 4000 words in 4.3 minutes no serious problems
should arise unless a satellite has a very low orbit and is only in view of the ground station
for perhaps 15 minutes or less.

Operational Procedures It is perhaps stating the obvious to say that only fully proven
software should be sent to the satellite. Programs are assembled on the ground in absolute
binary form and then prepared into a command block for transmission to the satellite.
Although by no means mandatory, it is highly desirable that the computer should not be
performing a vital function during the reprogramming operation,in order to lessen the risk
of incorrectly received address bits misdirecting data into the working portion of the
memory,with uncertain consequences. To commence reprogramming a command is sent to
interrupt the computer and force the execution of an orderly shut down routine which ends
with a HALT instruction. HALT not only stops the CPU, but switches it into a stand-by
condition, leaving the interrupt circuits powered, in order to recommence operation on
receipt of an interrupt.
An on/off command enables the Telecommand DMA unit and the program is transmitted.
When the transmission is complete, a further command interrupts the computer and causes
the CPU to be powered again. This interrupt forces execution of a routine to check
memory contents for errors and transmission of a report to the ground. When the program
is checked out satisfactorily, a further command is sent to interrupt the computer to
commence execution of the new program.
Computer Generated Commands Commands may be generated by the on-board
computer as part of its control function. There is some advantage to be gained by using the
command distribution system already in the spacecraft by sending computer generated
commands back to the command decoder using the original command structure. A total of
28 bits must be provided, 4 bits to indicate the chosen command mode and 24 bits to
indicate the command itself.
At least two words of 16 bits are required to output a command and a further word is
needed to signal execution of the command. Since six instructions are needed to execute a
command (3 load accumulator and 3 output accumulator) the risk of an unwanted response
to a spurious instruction is lessened.
Fig. 3 illustrates the data transfer process in a schematic way. Although termed a direct
memory access unit, the Telecommand DMA is really a hybrid since computer generated
commands are output through the Input/ Output channel by the CPU. Command words
pass to and from the decoder as a serial bit stream. When a command has been received by
the decoder it is distributed through the spacecraft.
Some measure of security can be gained by preventing the computer from either calling
certain command modes or by determining certain bits in the command word by

hardwiring. This will effectively ensure that critical commands can only be sent from the
ground.
Telemetry Interface The telemetry interface functions as a conventional direct memory
access unit, which is used for block transfer. The unit is initialized by two data words:
1) defines the number of memory words in the block to be output;
2) defines the starting address of the block.
When the unit is enabled, it scans automatically through the block outputting data until the
last word has been sent. On completion of the transfer, an interrupt is sent to the Central
Processor Unit to signify that the block transfer is complete.
For operational reasons it is convenient to be able to initialize the Telemetry DMA unit
either by the Central Processor unit under program control or by telecommand, using
Mode 3 commands. This latter facility avoids use of the Central Processor and is useful for
memory dump and trouble shooting procedures.
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Appendix 1
Computer General Characteristics The computer is a stored program, general purpose
digital computer having the following basic features:
Operation

:

Binary, parallel

Word length

:

16 bits

Memory

:

16 bit word (excluding parity bits) expandable in
blocks to a maximum of 65536 words capacity

Instructions

:

Single word, single address instructions

Instruction Set

:

Full arithmetic and logic capability, shift/ rotate
provision, interregister transfers, conditional and
unconditional branching

Program Interrupt

:

16 interrupt request lines expandable in blocks of 4

Input/Output

:

512 Program controlled channels and also Direct
Memory Access Channels

Addressing Modes

:

9 bit fixed page, indexed, indirect, immediate

Control Unit

:

Microprogrammed, 1.4 µS cycle

Typical Execution
Time

:

Load/Store
Add/Subtract
Multiply

2.8 µS
2.8 µS
28. µS

Table 1 - European On-Board Computers
A
Power Consumption (Watts)
Mass (Kg.)
Memory Capacity
Word Length (bits)
Number of Instructions
Serial or Parallel

12
3.5
4K ROM
1K ROM
16
52
P

B

C

D

E

8
8
28K RAM

5
2.8
4K RAM

4
5
8K RAM

14.5
10
8K RAM

16
21
S

16
23
S

16
29
S

16
43
P

Table 2 - Mass Budgets
GEOS

HELOS

SOREL

1975

1978

1980’s

Electronics
Solar Array
Remainder

25.3
10.5
114.2

39.2
6.2
151.6

46.2
32.0
206.8

Kg.
Kg.
Kg.

Total

150.0

197.0

285.0

Kg.

17

20

16

Probable Launch

Electronics % of Total

Table 3 - Power Budgets
GEOS

HELOS

SOREL

Telemetry, Tracking, Command
Attitude Control System
Experiments and Miscellaneous

20.9
24.5
36.8

53.0
26.0
8.5

96.0
4.8
46.2

W
W
W

Total

82.2

87.5

146.0

W

FIG. 1a ON BOARD COMPUTER SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 1.b SIMPLE REDUNDANT OR MULTIPROCESSOR CONFIGURATION

FIG .2 CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 3 TELECOMMAND, D. M. A. INTERFACE

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE DESIGN OF FUTURE ON-BOARD
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMS FOR SCIENTIFIC
SPACE-CRAFT EXPERIMENTS
H. FROHLICH and G. SCHWEIZER
Domier AG
Friedrichshafen, Germany

Summary Requirements for programmable dataprocessors are discussed in this paper.
This is done based on the experience of the development of electronic hard-wired modules
for a series of scientific space-craft experiments. The operation and the realisation of three
characteristic experiments with the present technology is described. Flow diagrams are
shown for cornputer control and data-processing for these experiments. From the flow
diagrams some preliminary requirements for general usable programmable data processors
are derived and means are shown how the requirements can be implemented.
Introduction Hard-wired special purpose data acquisition and data-processors have been
employed almost exclusively for many years on scientific satellites. They are used for data
acquisition, data compression, data formatting and experiment control. As the requirements
have been increased since the early-days of space-craft development, these hardware
processors have become more and more complex. It is often difficult to design and
produce them in an acceptable schedule with reasonable costs.
The use of programmable digital computers could alleviate the problems mentioned above.
Studies indicate that the hardware of the required computer has approximately the same
conplexity as the hard-wired processor that it can replace. The advantage of the computer
would be the flexibility derived from the use of a general purpose machine with a stored
program. The same hardware design for the computer can be used in numerous
applications by merely changing the program. Timesharing of one computer between
several experiments is possible. However, it has its limitations which are discussed later.
There are several efforts towards the design and use of digital computers for on-board
control and dataprocessing of experiments [1, 2, 3]. Several trends can be seen. One is the
application of fairly powerful computers which can be timeshared between several
experiments, e.g. see fig. 1. The other is to control each experiment individually by a
separate low power programmalbe data processor.

Dornier has designed and built the electronic modules of a series of scientific space-craft
experiments, all of them being relatively sophisticated and cormlex. The requirements for
programmable dataprocessors based on the experience from design and development of
these experiments are discussed in this paper. In the first chapter three characteristic
experiments will be described with individually tailored acquisition and processing units.
In the next chapter the availability of a programmable dataprocessor is assumed. Flow
diagrams for data-acquisition, dataprocessing and data transfer for the three experiments
are described. Based on the flow diagrams some requirements for capability, structure and
instruction code of an on-board experiment computer will be discussed. To make the onboard processor applicable to a variety of scientific experiments, a general technique for
data transfer between the computer input / output unit and the peripherals is required.
Possible realisations will be described at the end of the paper.
Description of three characteristic Scientific Experiments.
GEOS Exp. S 321 The purpose of the experiment S 321 of the geostationary ESROSatellite GEOS is to investigate the electron- and proton flow in interaction with, the
earth’s magnetic field. (Block diagram see Fig. 2) For this purpose the electron flow is
separated from the proton flow by a magnetic deflection system and both protons and
electrons are separately lead to semiconductor detectors. These detectors measure the
directional and spectral distributions of the particles. Ten detectors are used for the
investigation of the electron flow. One detector registrates back ground effects. Four
detectors telescopes, each consisting of two detectors measure the proton flow. The 19
detectors outputs in total are connected with amplifiers. The respective signals are
processed in the dataprocessing unit.
The data processing unit consists of three pulse height discriminators, 24 quasilogarithmic
counters, and a control unit which monitors measuring times and formatting. The
measuring time varies between 26 sec and 312 sec depending on which of the four
measuring modes is actually running.
The digital data, generated by the counters are transmitted along two data lines A and B to
the S/C-telemetry system. The experiment dataformat contains 64 words in format A and
256 words in format B, each word consisting of 8 bit. Format A is transmitted within 625
ms while format B needs 5 seconds for transmission.
Subframes are provided in each format for buffer purposes. These subframes contain 8
words in format A and 16 words in format B.

The experiment is synchronized by a sync. pulse, generated by the telemetry subsystem.
The attachment of data words to the measured data is given by the chosen measuring
mode. Variation of the measuring program can be made by telecommand.
Besides of the science data a number of housekeeping data as temperatures, voltages and
internal status data are transmitted. These are allocated at special places within the data
flow to the telemetry subsystem.
HELIOS Exp. 4 HELIOS Exp. 4, called “search coil magnetometer” - experiment is for
the investigation of the directional and temporal distribution of the interplanetary magnetic
field (Fig. 3). Specially interferences shock-waves and other discontinuities, initiated for
example by sun-protuberanes and the so called “solar wind”, shall be measured and
registered. Due to strongly limited memory- and telemetry capacity, realtime registration
and transmission of the data for all the three axes is only possible at low frequencies.
(Block diagram see Fig. 4) Therefore on-board data processing to reduce the data flow is
required. In order to get results of the magnetic behaviour a frequency analysis in the range
4,7 Hz to 2200 Hz is being performed - on the measurement of the waveform that means
the amplitude distribution in the range at 4,7 Hz to 135 Hz.
The operation of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The signals received in the search coil
tripel that measures signals in three axes are amplified. In the “waveform channel” the
signals are integrated, multiplexed and digitized by a logarithmic ADC. The digital output
signals of the ADC are directly transferred to the telemetry.
In the spectrum analyzer channel two of the three output signals of the search coil triple
are connected with two filter units of eight octave filters. The outputs of the filter units are
connected to a 8 channel multiplexer with sample and hold circuits. Then the signals are
being fed to a 8 bit ADC. By automatically switching on preamplifiers, the measuring
range can be extended.
The ADC’s digital samples, which carry information of the spectral power density are
squared in an on-board mean square value computer. The sum of squares of the samples
from each of the 2 x 8 filter channels are formated and transferred to the telemetry system
including the number of samples over which the mean square has been drawn. At the
ground station the effective voltages at the outputs of the filters, which carry the average
power spectral density, can be calculated by dividing the square sum by the number of
samples. Additionally the mean square value computer gives the information about the
maximum value of the measured samples of the filter channels within two telemetry
frames.

It is possible, to transfer an inflight test sequence by telecommands, so that a check-out
mode for the experiment can be Performed during the mission.
HELIOS Exp. 6 The experiment is designed to measure the cosmic radiation of the
interplanetary space (Fig. 5). The sensor consists of 5 semiconductor detectors as well as a
Cerenkow counter and a scintillation-crystal, each combined with a photomultiplier. Fig. 6
shows the simplified block diagram.
The instrument will be able to count and classify the impinging particles. The energy of the
particles can be determined by the detectors and all measured quantities will be digitized.
Because of the greAt distance between this solar probe and the ground station and the
limited capacity of the telemetry system the measured data has to be considerably reduced.
The data frame is adapted to the results of the measurements to make full use of the
telemetry capacity provided for data transfer from these experiment. The incidence of a
particle is indicated by one or more detectors. By threshold discriminators the coincidence
circuit classifies 26 different types of events. They will be counted by at least one of 96
twenty bit counters, depending on the direction of particle incidence. These counters are
accomodated to a 4 k bit core memory. In addition to the counting the energy of some
particles will be determined by a pulse height analysis.
The digital part of the experiment is operated by a program from the control circuit which
is synchronized by the spacecraft telemetry system. The program controls counting of
particle events and generation of the pulse-height words during the measuring periods. At
the end of each interval 32 of 96 counting rates will be reduced and stored into the
telemetry buffer which is a part of the core memory. Some parts of the 16 pulse height
words of the preceding measuring interval will also be stored.
One complete data block of the experiment consists of these 2 types of information with
some additional data. During the following measuring period the data block will be
transferred in form of 8 bit words to the read out register and than processed to the
telemetry system. Readout does not influence the actual measuring program. The program
automatically adapts the relation between counted bits and pulse height information in the
data frame to the interplanetary particle events.
For example, in case of heavy sun activities which means increasing counting rates - more
bits are used for counting particles, so that the statistical accuracy of the measurements can
be increased. During periods of less activity pulse height words within the datablock are
increased, which means improvement to the quality of individual measurements.

Flow Diagrams for Computer Control of the three Experiments.
Experiment S 321 Fig. 7 shows the flow diagram for computer control of the experiment
S 321 for the european GEOS satellite.
The frame-counter counts the number of frames to be transferred. A frame is being
processed after a synchronizing pulse from the telemetry system has set a flag signal in the
computer. An eight bit telecommand signal is then transferred from the telemetry system
into the computer. It contains the information which dataprocessing mode for the
experiment and which transfer mode for this frame has to be selected. The commuter can
now generate addresses and commands which are transferred to the peripherals in order to
close for example the required switches for the subframe measurement mode. A separate
command addresses and starts the peripheral counters for the actual measurement of
elctrons and protons within the subframe time, which is preset in the clock register.
During the measurement within the preset subframe time the computer is used to process
the data from the previous subframe. In format A, eight 12 bit counter measurements
stored in the memory must be converted into 8 bit floating point numbers, formatted in a.
prescribed manner and stored in the buffer memory. If subframe counter URZ mod 4 = 0,
sixteen 12 bit numbers for the format B mode are processed in the same way. After this,
the computer idles until the end of the preset sub-frame time.
An interrupt signal at the end of the subfrarne time will start a program to transfer the
contents from the peripheral counter registers into the computer, i.e. fifty 12 bit words are
transferred into the memory. The subframe counter and in case if subframe counter
URZ > 16 the frame counter, are incremented. A new measurement within a subframe can
begin or within the next frame. Not included in the flow diagram are a series of
housekeeping numbers such as temperature, voltages, status signals which must be
transferred within a frame to the telemetry system.
At any time during a frame or a subframe there may be requests from the telemetry syster
for transfer of formatted data words. Following a request an interrupt signal will stop the
program under execution and select the new program to service the request immediately
according to the requirements of the telemetry system.
Fig. 8 gives a rough blockdiagrarn of the controlled experiment. The above description of
the required operation indicate that a simple data-processor with some standardized
peripherals is sufficient to control the experiment 321. The minimum requirements for the
instruction code and the computer time will be described later.

HELIOS Exp. 4. In Fig. 9 a simplified flow chart of the HELIOS Exp. 4 is shown. The
mealtime clock causes an interrupt signal of highest priority at every 60 µsec. After
interrupt the content of an ADC register is transferred into the computer. The value of the
amplitude is investigated with respect to which under 48 classes it belongs and the
corresponding memory cell for this class is incremented by one. Before reentering the
interrupted program the multiplexer is switched one position further. The interrupt signals
with the second and the third priority are caused by data requests from the telerietry
system. The computer services these requests if no interrupt signal with priority one is
pendant. On request from the telemetry system data fror the shock or from the realtime
buffer is transferred to the telemetry system. After transfer the new shock or realtime data
word is stored into the telemetry buffer for the next transfer. If new telemetry commands
are pendant they are transferred to the computer.
The program selects the channels to be switched on in accordance with the telemetry
command requests. If there is empty storage in the buffer memory data are being
processed. Fixed point numbers must be converted into floating point numbers. In the SPA
channel see Fig. 4 the square of the samples and the surn of all squares has to be taken.
The absolute maximum value of all classes of each channel must be selected and converted
to a floating point number. All data have to be formatted before transfer to the telemetry
system. At the end of the realtime transmission the values of the mean square averages of
all channels must be reduced to floating point numbers with a 4 bit mantisse and a 5 bit
exponent.
A similar computer configuration with similar peripherals as in Fig. 8 is required for
computer control and data processing for the HELIOS Exp. 4. However, here the computer
for realtime data processing must have special arithmetic instructions and a more powerful
interrupt system.
HELIOS Exp. 6. Cosmic Ray Experiment. In Fig. 10 the flow diagram for computer
control and dataprocessing of the HELIOS Exp. 6 is shown. Telemetry commands are
transferred into the computer together with the information which channels have to be
selected and how the data has to be processed. A coincidence network is put into the
required state. Particles are separated into 26 different classes. The number of occurence
of each class is counted. As the spacecraft rotates different sectors are switched on. Atthe
end of one block the data are reduced to 12 bit numbers and formatted for transfer to the
telemetry system. During sector change or during the time where the data are being
processed the coincidence network must be locked.
Requirements for the programmable On-Board Data-Processor and its Input /
Output System The description of the flow diagrams in chapter 3 demonstrates that a
relatively simple instruction code is sufficient for dataprocessing and experiment control.

Important are instructions for branching, shifting logic operations as well as read and write
to and from the memory. The required arithmetic operations are different for different
experiments. The requirements from the three experiments described above demonstrate
that the processor must react quickly to requests from the telemetry system and from the
peripherals. The requirements can only be fulfilled with a computer that has powerful shift
and branch instructions. A reasonable powerful interrupt system is mandatory. The cycle
time of the data processor, therefore, must be not greater than 1 to 3 µsec. As operating
time is a compromise between high speed and low power requirement, the studies indicate,
that time sharing of a computer for several experiments can be critical in many cases
because it could require cycle times of less than 1 psec and a fairly powerful computer
which would have excessive power consumption.
The data-processor must allow modularity, Therefore, an onboard processor with three
basic modules, central processing unit, input / output unit and memory is being studied.
The units are interconnected with a busing network as shown in Fig. 11. The central
processing unit can be kept simple as a basic unit. Special processors are added, if
required for complex arithmetic operations. Fig. 12 shows for instance a special processor
for squaring numbers and adding the square, that means calculating meansquare averages
which is being used in Exp. 4.
Magnetic and semiconductor memory are under consideration for possible use in the dataprocessor for experiment control. Magnetic memory are particularly well suited as
program and data store which must be nonvolatile. Ferrite core memories can be kept quite
small and designed for low power consumption. Fig. 13 shows a 4 k bit core memory
which is used for the present HELIOS Experiments. This core memory has a cycle time of
1 psec, maximal 500 mW power consumption, at highest duty cycle, standby power
requirements of 150 mWatt, a 4 k bit random access memory and is well suited and
qualified for space application under severe environmental conditions. on the other hand
semiconductor memories are well suited for data-storage and nonvolatile ROM’s
especially as storage devices for microprograms.
The establishment of the communication link betweenothe computer and the peripherals
requires particular detailed analysis. To make the on-board processor applicable to a
variety of scientific space craft programs, a general technique for data transfer between the
input / output unit and the memory has to be developed. The system must provide.
1.

Data transfer under program control usually named DTO

2.

Data transfer idependent of the program execution by substituting a data transfer
cycle for a program cycle, called a. cycle steal node.

Data transfer under program control is usually required for transfer of single or small
arrays of data words, commands and addresses to and from peripherals e.g. to outside
registers of counters, A/D converters, multiplexers and so on, or to and from the telemetry
system,
Data transfer by cycle stealing and direct memory acces is most useful whenever counting
is required. Counting can be directly done in a memory cell by incrementing the content by
one whenever a request for service occurs. By this method many counters in the
peripherals can be replaced or scaled back to only a few digits. This method has been
adopted in nuclear physics for many years.
The input / output unit must be capable of handling multilevel interrupts and appropriately
signalling the request to the central processing unit. The interrupt causes the CPU to stop
executing the present program and record program status at the time of interrupt. The
computer must execute the program called for by the interrupt and returns to the original
program when all levels of interrupt have been satisfied. Instructions for enabling and
disabling interrupts are mandatory.
Consideration for standardized peripherals Fig. 8 indicates that data paths between
the data processor and the following sensor effectors peripherals are required
digital inputs
digital outputs
analog inputs
digital multiplexing
analog multiplexing
realtime clock
pulse height discrimination
electronic counters
The desirability of standardisation of the dataway is obvious. For the dataway a bus
interconnecting system is proposed which has about the following specifications:
bits
17 including
(1 parity)
5
4
1
1
1
1

16 bit parallel data transfer,
bidirectional
function code for the module
subaddress in the module
module address N
strobe S
transfer acknowledge signal Q
busy B

1
1
1
3-5

alarm L
control line
clear
private lines for the user and several power bus lines CL

The blockdiagram for the interconnection between the conputer and the peripherals based
on a bus system shows Fig. 14. There are station lines from the controller to the module
(Nlines) and from the module to the controller (L-lines).The N and L-lines are thus private
lines, all the others are party lines. However, studies are under way if the L and N-lines
should be party lines too. 17 busses including one parity bit are assigned to read or write
data from the modules.
In addressing a module the computer transfers an address to the controller. The controller
decodes and activates the corresponding N-line to the module. In addition to activating the
appropriate N-line the subaddress and the subfunction buslines are activated to give a
complete command to the module occuppyiM the addressed station. Decoding of the
subaddress and the subfunction is done within the modules (see e.g. Fig. 15). Thus to
address a module from the computer calls for transmitting a signal
N number
A address
F function
The strobe, busy and the response signals are essential for transfer of data or to initiate
operations. Transfer of data takes place within one cycle when the module and the
computer is prepared to transmit or to accept data. If a module needs to be serviced a
L-signal is transmitted to the controller. The controller addresses then the station and
interconnects it with the computer. The task of the controller within the interconnecting
busing network should be clear now. It serves as a communication link between the
computer input / output system and the dataway.
The reader familiar with the CAMAC-system1 [4, 5, 6] certainly has recognized the
familiarity between CAMAC and the proposed bus system herein. Therefore, it is not
required to go into details how far the standardization should go. In every case the
electrical and mechanical standards should be generally accepted. There could be many
ways for a mechanical. standard. one of them is shown in principle in Fig. 16.
Conclusions The use of standardized data processors and interconnection links to the
peripherals for experiment control, promisses considerable advantages compared with the
present technology. The investigations made at Dornier indicate, that in many cases each
1

CAMAC stands for Computer Application for Measurement and Control

experiment needs its own processor. Time-sharing is not generally feasible. It seems to be
important, that the final design for the interconnection link and the data processor is based
on the real requirements from passed and future experiments. Obviously the experimenters,
research organisations and manufacturing companies should concentrate to lay down final
requirements where everybody can agree. If one chooses the appropriate design principles,
the individual freedom of the experimenting scientist will not be limited. The general
design goals must be flexibility, low weight, low volumes, low power consumption, high
reliability and reasonable cost.
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COMPARISON OF DIGITAL MODULATION METHODS
DAVID J. GOODMAN
Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, N. J.

Summary Important characteristics of a digital modulation technique are economy,
efficiency, and quantizing distortion. As in most engineering situations, the choice of a
specific digital modulation method for a practical application represents a compromise
among cost and performance objectives. The purpose of this paper is to identify important
design variables of digital modulators and to discuss the manner in which they influence
cost and performance. In particular, we derive formulas that show the variation of
quantizing noise with sampling rate and quantizer resolution in basic PCM and DPCM
modulators. These formulas imply a conflict between economy and efficiency and we
describe three current approaches to the resolution of this conflict. The first is efficiency
oriented, the second economy oriented, and the third relies on digital signal processing to
convert between efficient and economical modulation formats.
Economy and Efficiency Viewing digital modulation as the representation of a
continuous waveform by a binary pulse train, we consider efficiency to be measured by the
number of pulses per second. We measure economy by the cost of the hardware that
performs the analog-to-binary and binary-to-analog conversions. Although these are
commonly accepted measures, we are obliged to observe that they take a narrow view of
efficiency and economy. Placed in the context of an application , an apparently inefficient
or expensive digital modulator may provide opportunities for substantial efficiencies or
cost savings in other parts of a system.
Cost and Design Parameters Fundamental to digital modulation are time sampling and
amplitude quantization and in generalizing about cost, we observe that it is often
economical to increase circuit operating speed if the increase admits a reduction in
quantizer size. This observation follows from the fact that there is a wide range of
operating speeds over which hardware costs are constant, while, on the other hand, cost is
generally quite sensitive to analog accuracy requirements.
Performance and Design Parameters In addition to cost, we consider the manner in which
efficiency and distortion depend on sampling rate and quantizer resolution. In particular,
we refer to Figure 1, a block diagram that is sufficiently general to encompas many
modulation methods. We shall consider the simplest methods, uniform pulse code

modulation (PCM) and differential PCM (DPCM) and derive formulas for quantizing noise
power as a function of sampling rate and the number of quantizer bits. In PCM, there is no
feedback loop in the modulator (A is an open circuit) and demodulation consists of
conversion of the binary pulse stream to a quantized sequence of amplitude modulated
pulses (PAM) followed by low-pass filtering. (B is a closed circuit.) In DPCM, A and B
are identical integrators and y is a quantized approximation to the input, x.
In the M-bit uniform quantizer, the spacing between adjacent decision levels and the
spacing between adjacent output levels is a constant, d, and NQ, the mean-square
difference between quantizer input and output, is proportional to d2 when the input is
within the dynamic range of the quantizer. Often, it is quite accurate to assume that the
quantizing error is equally likely to be at any point in the range (-½d, ½d), in which case,
(1)
To maintain a prescribed dynamic range as M changes, d must vary inversely with the
number of quantization intervals, d ~ 2M-1)-1 so that
(2)
in which the constant of proportionality depends on overload immunity requirements and
on the characteristics of the input signal.
To analyze the effect of sampling rate on distortion, we consider PCM and DPCM
separately. In PCM, the overload characteristics and, therefore, d and NQ are independent
of fS, and only in the low pass filter of the demodulator does the sampling rate influence
quantizing noise. The cutoff frequency of the filter is W Hz, the bandwidth of x(t) [which
we assume to be bandlimited to W # ½fS to prevent aliasing], while the frequency
components of (z-q)2 are distributed uniformly over the range (0, ½fS) as indicated in
Figure 2. It follows that the fraction of NQ in the passband of x(t) is 2W/fS so that the
overall (filtered) quantizing noise power is

(3)
The overload mechanism of DPCM differs from that of PCM. When A in Figure 1 is an
inegrator, z = x - y is related to the change in x over the
sec sampling interval. The
quantizer overloads when the rate of change of x exceeds ½(2M-1) d fS, the greatest
possible rate of change of y. Hence with M fixed, d proportional to
maintains a fixed
2
overload immunity. It follows that NQ ~ d ~
, or combining the influence of fS and
M,

(4)
To account for the effect of the low pass filter, we note that for M $ 2 bit DPCM, (z-q) is
uniformly distributed in frequency as in Figure 2. However, one-bit DPCM - delta
modulation ()M) - is exceptional. Here, the power at frequencies near ½fS is significantly
greater than at lower frequencies and the proportion of NQ passed by the filter is
approximately W/fS rather than 2W/fS. See Figure 3. Hence
2

(5)
(6)
Although they omit many details, Equations 3, 5 and 6 exhibit important properties of a
large class of digital modulation methods: noise varying exponentially with number of
quantizer bits; noise varying algebraically with sampling rate. To interpret the effects of fS
and M on efficiency, we recall that our measure of efficiency is the bit rate
(7)
Considering Equations 3, 5, 6 and 7 together, we conclude that over a broad range of
quality objectives it is efficient to have fS low and to control NF by the value of M. Figures
4 and 5 consolidate these equations. To illustrate our point we consider reducing NF by a
factor of 4 in a DPCM modulator. Assuming the original quantizer size to be 5 bits, we can
make the quality improvement by increasing M to 6, thereby increasing fB by the factor 6/5
which is a 20% increase. On the other hand, to bring about the same improvement with M
constant, it is necessary that fS, and therefore fB, be increased by the factor
which is
a 59% increase. (PCM is far more extreme; a fourfold increase in fS and fB is required.)
Contrasted with this relationship of efficiency to fS and M is our earlier comment that over
a wide range of conditions cost is relatively independent of speed, but is quite sensitive to
quantizer size. Hence, the need to compromise between cost and efficiency in simple PCM
and DPCM, which we summarize as follows:
Economical

Efficient

Sampling

High speed

Low speed

Quantization

Few bits

Many bits

Tradeoffs Between Cost and Efficiency Existing and proposed modulation techniques
comprise a wise variety of responses to the conflict between cost and efficiency. At one
extreme is the modulation scheme used for digital transmission over telephone trunks. In
this application, efficiency is essential because the overall system cost is controlled by the

time-multiplexed transmission line and PCM, using the lowest sampling rate consistent
with constraints on aliasing distortion, is the common modulation scheme for trunk
transmission. To enhance the efficiency relative to the uniform quantization we have
described, non-uniform quantization is introduced. This permits distortion requirements to
be met over a large class of input signals with fewer bits per sample than would be
possible with uniform quantization. In many existing systems non-uniform quantization is
achieved by non-linear processing (companding) of the unquantized signal samples at the
modulator. The quantizer is uniform1 In more modern systems a non-uniform quantizer,
one with unequally spaced output levels and decision levels, is implemented directly.
Although this modulation scheme is basically more costly (for the sake of greater
efficiency) than the uniform PCM scheme, considerable cost savings can be realized
through time sharing when many signals are to be modulated at the same point. Thus the
Bell System Dl digital channel bank1 is shared among 24 channels and the D2 bank2
among 96 channels, and as a result, the cost per channel of the most expensive elements of
the modulator is a fraction of what it would be if each signal were coded individually.
Although time-shared, efficient modulators are appropriate to telephone trunk
transmission, there are many newer applications that call for cheaper, though perhaps less
efficient methods. In many of these applications, opportunities for time sharing of coding
equipment are limited or absent and the cost of analog-to-digital conversion has an
important influence on total system cost. The emphasis on economy, rather than efficiency,
in such applications has led in recent years, to renewed interest in )M, in which the
quantizer is binary, responding only to the polarity of a signal, rather than to the precise
level.
The original single-integration and double integration )M schemes3 are extremely
inefficient* and considerable effort has been devoted to the discovery of more efficient )M
techniques which sacrifice some of the economy of the simplest approaches but retain the
cost advantages inherent in two-level quantization. The variable-step-size approach to AM
has brought the greatest success to this effort, resulting in code formats with efficiencies
rivalling those of non-uniform PCM. The cost of variable-step-size )M is considerably
higher than that of the simpler methods, but when signals are coded individually, it is lower
than that of PCM. In applications with time-sharing opportunities, it is impossible to
generalize about the relative efficiency and economy of the two approaches. It is clear that
both will receive extensive application.

For example, a proposal to use )M as the code format of a digital switching system4calls for
voice channels encoded at the rate of 1,500 kbits/sec in contrast to the 64 kbits/sec required with
non-uniform PCM.

*

In the most promising variable-step-size schemes, the step size (the gain of the modulator
feedback loop and the gain of the demodulator) depends on the binary )M signal. When
the )M signal indicates that the rate of change of the input is low, the step size is also low
so that the approximation signal changes in small increments to provide close tracking of
the input. On the other hand, when the rate of change of the input is high, overload is
prevented by a step size that is high enough to allow the approximation signal to follow the
input.
Among the many variable-step-size schemes, a principal distinguishing characteristic is the
speed with which the step size changes. For example, the modulator of the subscriber loop
multiplex system5 developed at Bell Laboratories, allows the step size to change by a
factor of two at 125 µsec intervals. By contrast, the step size of the digitally controlled
)M techniques6, invented at Philips and incorporated in a 60 voice channel multiplex7
system by TRT in France, varies with a time constant of a few milliseconds.
We have thus far given examples of two approaches to the problem of reconciling the
goals of economy and efficiency. Our first example was efficiency-oriented and achieved
economies through time-sharing. The second began with the most economical modulator
and modified it at some cost to enhance efficiency. A third approach, illustrated in Figure
6, retains the simplest fixed-step-size M modulator and introduces digital signal processing
hardware to convert the high speed )M signal to a more efficient format. This approach is
based on the observation that standardized digital circuit elements are economical and are
becoming more so and therefore the combination of a simple inefficient modulator and a
digital code converter may, in some cases, be more economical than an efficient
modulator. Applications of this approach have been studied with conversion from fixedstep-size )M to PCM8.9, DPCM,10 and variable step size )M11.
Conclusions The widespread current interest in digital modulation is stimulated by
technological advances which provide new opportunities for converting between analog
and digital signal formats and by the proliferation of new digital communication, computer
and control applications which use digitally encoded analog signals. The diversity of
current approaches to digital modulation has created for the system designer the flexibility
to choose a modulation method that meets his specific cost and performance requirements.
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Fig. 1 - Digital modulation system.

Fig. 2 - Effect of filtering
on quantizing noise.

Fig. 3 - Filtering effect in )M.

Fig. 4 - Quantizing noise of PCM.

Fig. 5 - Quantizing noise of DPCM.

Fig. 6 - Use of code conversion in modulation.

DIGITAL FM DEMODULATION TECHNIQUES
JOSEPH GARODNICK
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Summary Digital systems have been heavily emphasized over the past decade because
of their intrinsic trouble free operation, multiplexed signal handling capabilities, and the
complex processing techniques possible through the use of small special and general
purpose digital computers. The digital evolution has also allowed system cability to
increase, while size, cost and power consumption decrease. Functions previously deemed
impossible to implement are now being constructed in production facilities. When digital
techniques are used for source encoding in a wide band communications network (such as
two-way CATV), information is transmitted and received digitally with Small error
probalility compared to analog signals, especially when carriers and media take the form of
cable, laser beams and fiber optics where line repeaters are used in lieu of amplifiers.
A myriad of articles has been written concerning computer simulation of real time systems,
but comparatively few papers pertain to the actual implementation of digital systems and
the restrictions and considerations involved. The majority of real-time processing
techniques in the literature is concerned with systems having extremely lengthy time
constants compared to current logic speeds. Many chemical processes where time
constants are minutes or days are suitable for general purpose real-time computer
application. However, where voice and video information must be processed, time
constants become of the order of milliseconds and microseconds, and other techniques
must be developed.
The basic problem in realizing a totally digital system is the limited processing time
available between samples of the input signal. In an analog system, the addition of two
voltages is the summation of electrons in a conductor which is performed near the speed of
light. However, in digital hardware, the addition of two numbers is a numerical process
which uses algorithrrisemploying logic gates having finite propagation delays. Although
there exists standard methods of performing digital numerical calculations, special purpose
computers employ devices such as read-only-memories (ROM’s)to decrease processing
time by orders of magnitude. Any subsequent algorithms that decrease processing time are
sought so that feasibility becomes apparent for a real-time process.

Although only temporary, the problem of cost for digital systems still plagues the designer.
However, with the advent of large scale integration (LSI), the digital systems become
viable in a well penetrated market where volume defrays the cost of tooling. CATV is a
typical example where the use of digital systems can be applied where the number of
systems for any one community is on the order of 50, 000.
When alalog transmission over a wideband communications channel is to be utilized, angle
modulation is sometimes preferable to amplitude modulation because of the severe noises
that appear within a network. Included in this tutorial are the theoretical and experimental
treatment of two methods of digitally demodulation FM signals. The first system, the
Digital Discriminator, utilizes the times between zero crossings of an FM signal to obtain
the output signal. Since these time intervals must be carefully measured, all algorithms are
designed to insure the required accuracy. Furthermore, the output is proportional to
frequency, the inverse of a time interval. A ROM is utilized here to perform rapid, realtime inversion. The discriminator can be used for continuous modulation or for M-ary FSK
used in polling or other type applications. In addition, digital methods of spike detection
are explained.
The second type of digital FM demodulator discussed is the Phase Locked Loop, PLL. The
PLL is a nonlinear feedback system containing a phase detector (multiplier), voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) and a filter. Algorithms are designed to permit bandpass
sampling and realtime phase detection. A new algorithm is also presented for the VCO.
These procedures ensure real-time processing without significantly increasing the
quantization noise.

DIGITAL SPEECH PROCESSING METHODS
S. J. CAMPANELLA
COMSAT Laboratories
Clarksburg, Maryland

The digital transmission of speech has,,in recent years, advanced at a rapid pace. This is
due in part to the fact that speech in a digital form enjoys the advantages of binary data
transmission techniques and also due to the fact that common digital carriers can be used
for both voice and data communications.
This paper is devoted to a survey of methods for converting the analog speech signal into a
digital data stream. The most commonly known technique is that of pulse code modulation
(PCM), wherein speech sampled at a Nyquist rate of 8000 samples/second is coded in
binary form. PCM is currently used in commercial and military communications systems
for speech transmission at bit rates from 32 to 64 kbits/second. Such processing is
influenced by a number of variables, such as the type of code employed, the number of bits
per sample, and the companding law used, and the influence of these will be considered.
Another form of processing closely related to PCM is differential pulse code modulation
(DPCM). By this method, it is the objective to take advantage of the correlation that exists
from sample to sample as a consequence of the properties of speech. In DPCM such
correlation is used to reduce the number of bits/sample required to achieve a given level of
performance as gauged in terms of signal-to-quantizing noise ratio.
Going further in the properties of speech, predictors have been used to achieve significant
reductions in the bit rate required for transmitting speech. Rather sophisticated predictors
have been demonstrated using computer simulation which promise to provide very good
quality speech communications at bit rates as low as 2400 bits/second. A simpler
application of the predictor principle is currently being developed for use in multitrunk
telecommunications which cuts in half the bit rate required for such communications.
Delta modulation provides yet another means for achieving digital transmission of speech
over a wide range of transmission bit rates. Simple forms of delta modulation have been
used for over two decades. In recent years, relatively sophisticated formats of delta
modulation incorporating feedback-controlled variable slope have made it possible to
achieve good quality speech at data rates as low as 20 kbits/sec. with acceptable
performance extending to as low as 10 kbits/sec.

Another area which has received attention in recent years has been the use of orthogonal
transformation techniques, wherein the speech is first transformed from the time domain
into the transform coefficient domain, the coefficients coded for transmission and at the
receiver, converted once again to the time domain. This form of processing has provided a
reduction in the bit rate required for communications of speech of a given quality.
Transformation techniques which have been investigated included Hadamard, Fourier, and
Karhunen-Loeve. Reductions in bit rate on the order of 10 kilobits per second have been
achieved using these techniques.

CORONARY FLOW AND LEFT VENTRICULAR FUNCTION
DURING ENVIRONMENTAL STRESS
H. H. ERICKSON and J. D. ADAMS
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas
H. L. STONE
Marine Biomedical Institute
University of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston, Texas,
H. SANDLER
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California

Summary A canine model was used to study the effects of different environmental
stresses on the heart and coronary circulation. The heart was surgically instrumented to
measure coronary blood flow, left ventricular pressure, and other cardiovascular variables.
Coronary flow was recorded by telemetry. Physiologic data were processed and analyzed
by analog and digital computers. By these methods the physiologic response to altitude
hypoxia, carbon monoxide, hypercapnia, acceleration, exercise, and the interaction of
altitude hypoxia and carbon monoxide were described. The effects of some of these
stresses on the heart and coronary circulation are discussed.
Introduction The capacity for sustained exertion or the ability to respond to stress is
often limited by the rate of oxygen delivery to the tissues. A primary factor during exertion
or stress is the ability of the heart to respond to increased requirements. The heart and
coronary circulation are very sensitive to oxygen supply because the heart utilizes the
majority of the oxygen supplied to it, the oxygen content of coronary venous blood is low,
and the rest periods between cardiac contractions are short. Therefore, the delivery of
sufficient oxygen to the myocardium during stress or exertion must be provided almost
exclusively by a rapid increase in coronary blood flow. Tolerance to stress and cardiac
reserve are often limited by the ability to increase coronary flow. Figure I lists some of the
stresses which may affect the heart and cardiovascular system of man in aerospace
systems and in routine daily living. The factors which affect coronary blood flow,
ventricular function and their control are, therefore, of paramount importance in the
evaluation of mants tolerance to stress and his response to cardiovascular disease. Our

objective is to define man’s response and tolerance to stress and the interaction of different
stresses on the heart and cardiovascular system. Telemetry was used to measure coronary
blood flow, and computer methods were used to analyze and process the data.
Cardiac Instrumentation Anesthesia was induced by intravenous administration of
thiopental sodium and was maintained with a mixture of nitrous oxide, halothane, and
oxygen. A thoracotomy was performed, using sterile technique, through the left fifth
intercostal space. Each dog was basically instrumented as illustrated in Figure 2 (1). The
circumflex or the anterior descending branch of the left coronary artery, or both arteries,
were isolated and 4 or 5-mm-diameter Doppler ultrasonic flow probes were placed around
the arteries. A similar transducer was placed around the ascending aorta to measure
cardiac output. A high-fidelity, solid-state pressure transducer (Model P-17, Konigsberg
Instruments, Pasadena, California) was implanted in the apex of the left ventricle to
measure left ventricular pressure. Catheters were placed in the left atrium and coronary
sinus of the heart to measure left atrial pressure and to determine blood gases, pH, oxygen
saturation, and carboxyhemoglobin saturation in arterial and coronary venous blood. The
transducer leads and catheters were brought through the chest wall, anchored, passed
subcutaneously to the dorsal area of the neck, and exteriorized. Each dog was permitted to
recover for at least two weeks before he was used for an experimental study.
Coronary Blood Flow Phasic coronary artery blood flow velocity was measured with a
Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter (2-3). The flowmeter consists of an ultrasonic exciter
(Model 1008, L and M Electronics, Daly City, California) and a demodulator-transmitter
(Model 5008, L and M Electronics). The difference in frequency between the incident and
reflected beam of ultra-sound is proportional to the velocity of blood flow in the vessel.
This difference in frequency modulates a standard transmitter operating in the 88 to 108
MHz range. The signal is received and amplified with an FM receiver modified to make
the frequency response flat to 20 KHz. The signal from the FM receiver is processed by a
band-pass filter (Model 3700R, Krohn-Hite Corporation, Cambridge, Massachusetts) set
to pass information from 200 Hz (4 cm/sec) to 20 KHz (400 cm/sec). The output of the
filter is converted from a Doppler frequency shift to an analog voltage with a frequency-tovoltage converter (Model 321, Vidar Corp., Mountain View, California). Coronary blood
flow was measured either in cm/sec or volume flow was calculated after measurement of
the internal diameter of the coronary artery. Volume flow was calculated by multiplying
the linear flow velocity by the cross-sectional area of the vessel.
Left Ventricular Pressure Each solid-state pressure transducer was calibrated before it
was implanted within the left ventricle and after removal at autopsy. The sensitivity of the
transducers remains unchanged during implantation. There is, however, a small zero shift;
therefore, left ventricular diastolic pressure was set and maintained equal to left atrial
pressure.

Recording Methods and Computer Processing The physiologic data were recorded on
an oscillographic recorder and on magnetic tape in the laboratory. Data reduction and
analysis were accomplished in the computer center by reproducing the data from analog
tapes. In this process the data are converted into digital form, sampled at 200 samples/
second, and recorded on digital tape. A square wave is generated for each R-wave of the
electrocardiogram. This provides the timing necessary to perform the averaging of a
specified number of beats, beginning at a particular point in the cardiac cycle.
The data on digital tape were processed by a digital computer. The digital computer
program is written in Fortran language and the data were batch processed. Left ventricular
dP/dt, the rate of rise in left ventricular pressure, was derived from left ventricular
pressure. The integral of flow was computed to obtain stroke volume. Mean coronary and
aortic flow were determined and resistances were calculated.
The methods described were developed to study the effects of different stresses which may
be encountered in the aerospace environment--such factors as altitude hypoxia, carbon
monoxide, hypercapnia, exercise, acceleration, and the interaction of some of these
stresses.
Altitude Hypoxia The heart is very sensitive to oxygen deprivation. Coronary and
cardiac responses to hypoxic hypoxia were investigated in 16 conscious dogs exposed to
hypoxia atmospheres through a permanent tracheostomy (4). Figure 3 illustrates the
response to simulated altitude hypoxia in a conscious dog that breathed first air, then 10%
oxygen, or 5% oxygen. A significant increase in maximum left ventricular dP/dt is shown-an indication of the increased inotropic state of the left ventricle, or force of contraction of
the heart. A very significant increase in coronary blood flow can also be seen, particularly
during the exposure to 5% oxygen. The major portion (70-80%) of coronary flow is during
diastole, beginning with the closure of the aortic valves.
Carbon Monoxide Environmental pollution has increased interest in the effects of
carbon monoxide on cardiac and cerebral function. It has been reported (5) that 12-14% of
employed individuals are in occupations where exposure to relatively high levels of carbon
monoxide (CO) is likely. Dinman (6) has suggested that a safe limit of CO exposure might
be a level which produces 5% carboxyhemoglobin. Recent studies have suggested that
COHb levels at or below 5% may produce decrements in performance. Because such
levels have been observed in cigarette smokers, performance in aircraft, automobiles or
during other complex tasks may be impaired by smoking tobacco.
Ten dogs were recently exposed to 1500 ppm CO after instrumentation by the methods
illustrated in Figure 2. At 5% COHb (4% above control) a 13% increase in coronary blood
flow was seen. Additional studies were performed using 100 ppm CO. A typical response

to 100 ppm, CO is illustrated in Figure 4. This shows a fairly rapid ini ‘ tial increase in
coronary flow, a slight decrease, and eventually a nearly steady-state response
(approximately 20% greater than control).
The Combined Effects of Altitude and Carbon Monoxide McFarland (7) has
discussed the interaction of altitude and carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide decreases the
tolerance to altitude. Pilots feel less fatigued on long flights if they have refrained from
smoking (8).
The interaction of CO and simulated altitude on coronary flow has been studied in seven
dogs (Figure 5). Coronary flow increased 38% during exposure to 10% oxygen. A 24%
and 47% increase in coronary flow with 10% and 20% COHb, respectively, were noted.
Exposure to 10% oxygen in the presence of 10% and 20% COHb, however, resulted in a
67% and 92% increase in coronary flow, respectively.
Acceleration Acceleration, 4-Gz (headward) or 4,Gx (transverse, chest to back), is a
stress which is common in high-performance aircraft and aerospace systems. Figure 6
illustrates a response to +3Gz acceleration in a dog anesthetized with alpha-chloralose.
Coincident with the acceleration profile, there is a two to three fold increase in coronary
flow. Aortic root pressure, a primary determinant of coronary flow, first decreases, then
increases and stabilizes, then decreases again in the terminal phase of acceleration.
Figure 7 illustrates a response to +10Gx acceleration, showing the response in both left
circumflex and left anterior descending coronary flow. The coronary flow is maintained
and also increases during this acceleration profile. An increase in left ventricular pressure
can also be seen; a decrease occurs in both arterial and coronary venous oxygen saturation
coincident with this acceleration profile.
Conclusion Coronary blood flow and myocardial function were studied in experimental
animals during exposure to stresses which man may encounter in aerospace systems or in
daily life. Telemetry was used to monitor and record coronary blood flow during exposure
to hypoxia and carbon monoxide in the laboratory or in an altitude chamber, and also to
evaluate the response to exercise, hypercapnia, and acceleration on the centrifuge.

This work was supported in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
under Contract No. A94544.
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Figure 2 - Surgical instrumentation of the canine heart to study myocardial function

Figure 3 - Effects of simulated altitude hypoxia on left ventricular
function and coronary blood flow

Figure 4 - Coronary blood flow response to four hours exposure
to 100 ppm carbon monoxide

Figure 5 - Coronary blood flow response to simulated altitude hypoxia
(10% oxygen), and carbon monoxide (1500 ppm)

Figure 6 - Coronary blood flow and arterial pressure response to +Gz acceleration

Figure 7 - Coronary blood flow, left ventricular pressure, arterial oxygen saturation,
and coronary venous oxygen saturation during +10Gx acceleration

A NARROWBAND, CRYSTAL CONTROLLED BIOMEDICAL
TELEMETRY SYSTEM
RICHARD M. WESTBROOK and THOMAS B. FRYER
Ames Research Center
NASA, Moffett Field, Calif. 94035

Summary A miniature, single-channel, crystal-controlled transmitter has been developed
for biomedical applications. A narrowband frequency modulation (±7 kHz) of the RF is
used to achieve maximum operating range with minimum transmitting power. The radiated
power is limited to stay within the 50 µv/m at 15 m FCC requirement for low power
transmitters (Part 15.212 FCC Regulations) in the 88 to 108 MHz band. This technique
offers a number of advantages. First only manufacturer’s type approval is required for the
device and the user does not need a license. Second maximum operating range can be
achieved within the FCC power limitations by using a narrowband that is consistent with
the required medical information bandwidth. A third advantage in using the 88 to 108 MHz
band is that the commercial FM stations are relatively widely spaced and carefully
regulated so that by selecting the transmitter’s frequency in the guard band between
stations, minimum interference from other transmitter sources is encountered.
For EKG and EEG applications, where an information bandwidth of 0.1 to 150 Hz is
adequate, a subcarrier with a fixed frequency (approximately 1 kHz) is used with
differential pulse width modulation (DPWM). This type of subcarrier has the advantage of
simple circuitry for both the transmitter and demodulator. Since DPWM is self-aligning, it
can be handled effectively by magnetic tape recorders having relatively high tape speed
errors. For EMG and other high frequency data signals the RF can be directly frequency
modulated without the use of a subcarrier.
Introduction Radio telemetry for medical and physiological applications has been widely
used in recent years.1 With the advent of the transistor and more recently integrated
circuits, miniaturization of biomedical transmitters is common.2 RF systems operating at
higher power levels offer good transmitting range but because of the batteries required
compromise the advantages of component miniaturization. They also require an operating
license. Low powered RF transmitters can be operated without a license and can be made
quite small, but they usually lack range. This is especially true if they are operated in the
88 to 108 MHz band without the stability and narrow bandwidth necessary to avoid
interference from commercial FM stations. Crystal-controlled RF systems have the
advantage of operating predictably at a desired frequency with the added feature of

eliminating critical tuning adjustments.3 This is particularly important when the operator
has little or no electronic experience. Thus for many applications, a single-channel crystalcontrolled RF system operating at low power and narrow bandwidth would offer an
optimum technique for transmitting biological information at a maximum range while
staying within the radiated power limitation required for license free operation.
Narrowband RF systems have been designed with and without subcarriers. A subcarrier is
advantageous where linearity and baseline stability are important without resorting to an
overly expensive receiver. A common approach is the FM-FM system where both
subcarrier and transmitter are frequency modulated. A disadvantage of the FM-FM system
is that the subcarrier frequency must be closely controlled if the data being transmitted has
dc information. This control requires fairly elaborate circuitry in comparison with the other
subcircuits required in single channel biotelemetry units. Another unfavorable feature of
the FM-FM approach is the inability of inexpensive magnetic tape recorders with poor
tape speed control to handle the FM subcarrier without introducing significant data errors.
Direct data recording requires linearity and low frequency response not available in low
cost tape recorders.
This paper presents a single channel biotelemetry system which combines a crystal
controlled narrow bandwidth RF system with a self-compensating subcarrier suitable for
radio telemetry and data recording with inexpensive tape recorders.
Design requirements A single channel biotelemetry system was required which could be
operated by personnel inexperienced in electronics. It had to be portable such that
recordings could be made under varying field conditions. Since a number of units were
needed, the cost was to be kept low. In addition, the basic data transmission system had to
be easily modified to accept both dc temperature data and wider bandwidth signals such as
EKG and EEG. As the units might be used in a variety of geographical locations, operation
within the FCC provisions for low power telemetry (Part 15.212 FCC Regulations) in the
88 to 108 MHz band was selected. This way the units could be used on a non-interfering
basis without the operator and unit requiring a separate license at each site. Also the 88108 MHz band should offer a good compromise between the lower RF frequencies
requiring physically larger antennas and the higher frequencies having greater absorption
and reflection problems.
A subcarrier was needed to eliminate the need for an elaborate receiver with very linear
characteristics. As the system would be small and inexpensive, magnetic tape recording of
the data was desirable. Direct recording of the data would preclude the use of low cost
recorders because of their poor linearity and limited low frequency response. Therefore the
subcarrier had to be of a form that would accept tape speed errors with minimum
degradation of data, particularly amplitude information.

These requirements might be considered as being met, first, by a suitable RF system, and
second, by a subcarrier system compatible with both the RF link and the magnetic tape
recorder.
DPWM/FM Biotelemetry system A narrowband RF system is used with crystal control
of both transmitter and receiver. FM is used with an RF carrier deviation of ±3 kHz from a
center frequency set within the 88 to 108 MHz band. Radiated power is limited to 50 µv/m
at 15 m. System selectivity is 6 dB at ±7 kHz with a oneµv sensitivity.
The subcarrier system uses differential pulse width modulation (DPWM) of a fixed
subcarrier frequency operating at either 1000 kHz for higher frequency data or 100 Hz for
dc data.4 The pulse widths are varied ±30%. This provides a rectangular waveform whose
duty cycle changes from 20 to 80% at full-scale modulation. System frequency response is
0 to 100 Hz for the 1 kHz subcarrier and 0 to 10 Hz with the alternate 100 Hz rate.
Single channel EEG biotelemetry system Figure 1 illustrates a single channel EEG
transmitter adapted for use with a headset utilizing wet sponge type electrodes. 5 This
particular circuit was chosen for presentation because it is the most complex of the
DPWM-FM biotransmitter units. It still indicates the simplicity and low component count
of the design.
The amplifier section has a differential input with transistors Q1 and Q2 serving as emitter
followers. They provide an input. impedance of approximately 8 megohms from each input
to common. Transistors Q3, Q4 and Q5 along with operational amplifier U1 provide an
overall gain of 1500. Thus a full scale input signal of ±100 µv will provide ±150 mv at the
modulator input.
The modulator consists of operational amplifier U2 with a frequency determining network
composed of resistors R19, R20, R21 and capacitors C5, C6, C7 Resistors R22 and R17
determine the modulation sensitivity. The modulator oscillates symmetrically at a fixed
frequency when the differential voltage at the inputs of U2 is equal to zero. This produces a
rectangular waveform at the output of U2 with a positive voltage period equal to the
negative voltage period during each cycle. Amplitude is constant and determined by the
power supply and saturation characteristics of U2. In this case it is ±0.75 v. When the input
voltage increases in a positive direction with respect to common, the negative period of the
modulated waveform of U2 increases. There is a corresponding decrease of the remaining
positive portion of the cycle. The converse is true for voltage in the opposite sense. Thus
the ratio of the two periods is proportional to the amplitude of the data signal. The
subcarrier frequency determines only the data sampling rate. Maximum data frequency is
limited to one half the oscillation frequency of modulator U2.

RF transistor Q6 is used in a class A oscillator-multiplier circuit whose frequency is
determined by the fundamental frequency of a series resonant crystal. Frequency
modulation is accomplished by changing the capacitance of varactor diode D, in the baseemitter frequency determining network. This is accomplished by applying the rectangular
voltage waveform from modulator U2 to D1 via resistor R23. The resulting capacitance
change deviates the 18 MHz fundamental ±500 Hz. When multiplied to 90 MHz this
provides a ±2.5 kHz shift in the transmitted RF carrier. The collector circuit is tuned to
90 MHz by the circuit consisting of capacitor C10 and the inductor formed by the loop
antenna. This particular antenna arrangement limits the useful range of the system to about
15 m. The configuration was chosen because one design requirement for the EEG headset
was to keep mechanical protrusions to a minimum since the EEG would be taken from
mentally disturbed patients.
Power requirements for the sensing and transmitting system are low, the amplifier and
modulator require less than 130 µw. Nearly all of the total power requirement of 5 mw is
consumed by the RF transmitter stage.
Construction of the device is quite straightforward. The modulator has no critical
frequency adjustment. Its output is a simple two level change which is easily applied to the
transmitter. Furthermore, the deviation of the RF carrier need only insure a good signal-tonoise ratio in the transmission link and remain within the selected bandpass.
Because of its simplicity and low power requirements the system can be made light and
compact as shown in Fig. 2.
A block diagram of the RF receiver is shown in Fig. 3. It is a narrowband superhetrodyne
FM receiver with crystal control in both conversion stages. Double conversion and a
ceramic filter in the second IF provide a selectivity of 6 dB at ±7 kHz and 50 dB at
±15 kHz. It is a modified low cost mobile monitor radio which has been converted from
the 148 to 174 MHz band to the 88 to 108 MHz band. After modification, sensitivity
remained at one microvolt for 20 dB quieting.
Modification consisted of tuning the RF amplifier to the lower frequency band and
changing the first local oscillator from a frequency tripler to a doubler. A variable
capacitor is added to the crystal circuit for fine tuning the oscillator within a ±10 kHz
range. This allows the receiver to be aligned with the transmitter, if necessary, during
initial checkout. The coupling between the RF amplifier, local oscillator and mixer are also
adjusted to the new carrier frequency.
The output from the receiver’s FM discriminator is the DPWM subcarrier which is applied
to the audio amplifier and subcarrier demodulator. The demodulator consists of a limiter

which reshapes the direct coupled rectangular waveform from the receiver. This limiting
action provides a uniform amplitude for the subcarrier pulse train. Low pass filtering of the
rectangular waveform reproduces the original EEG input. For a subcarrier frequency of
1 kHz, a simple low pass filter with 18 dB/octave rolloff at 100 Hz eliminates the sampling
frequency while retaining accurate amplitude and dc level information within the 0 to
100 Hz data bandwidth.
An output amplifier is used to scale the data amplitude and adjust dc offset when desired.
The subcarrier can be recorded while the data are being monitored. Stored data is
reproduced by switching the demodulator from the receiver to the recorder output. Since
the same filter and output amplifier are used, data amplitude and zero offset are the same
as during the original monitoring. Tape speed errors result in time base errors but have
little effect on the data amplitude since the subcarrier aligns itself once per cycle.6,7
The system is easily portable and free of adjustment controls as can be seen in Fig. 4.
Biotransmitter variations The basic DPWM-FM system can be easily adapted for other
biological measurements. For EKG recording the system gain is reduced. This can be done
by eliminating the amplifier stage Q3, Q4 and Q5 and adjusting amplifier U1 (Fig. 1). DC
temperature measurements can be made by eliminating the entire amplifier and replacing it
with a full bridge using a thermistor as one of the elements. For this application the
noninverting input would be referenced to the bridge and thereby not be dependent upon
equal decay of the batteries to maintain a balanced voltage condition. The subcarrier
frequency for dc measurements would be lowered to optimize the relationship between the
pulse widths and their rise and fall times since the primary limitation on the rectangular
waveform’s ability to change voltage states is determined by the frequency response of the
receiver. Thus any zero crossing ambiguities would be minimized as they become a
smaller percentage of the total period. Only the demodulator’s low-pass filter need be
changed in the receiving system to accommodate the lower frequency subcarrier. This can
be done by a simple switching of capacitors.
EMG requires a frequency bandwidth which is nearly coincidental with that required for
voice transmission. By eliminating the subcarrier altogether and coupling the amplifier
directly to the transmitter, the system can transmit EMG and other higher frequency data
with only some loss in overall linearity. In this case the system operates by direct
frequency modulation with the data being taken directly from the receiver’s FM
discriminator.

Conclusion High-performance single-channel biotelemetry has been achieved using
inexpensive RF receivers. Mobile FM communications receivers can be easily adapted to
operate in the 88 to 108 MHz band. Crystal control of both transmitter and receiver allows
this low power system to operate without license in the guard bands between commercial
FM stations. Eliminating the license requirement is advantageous when RF systems are to
be used at different geographical locations. Crystal control also eliminates any critical
tuning adjustments so that inexperienced personnel can use the system successfully.
A DPWM subcarrier requires simple circuitry in both the transmitter and receiver. The
DPWM subcarrier can be recorded and reproduced accurately by low cost magnetic tape
recorders.
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Fig. 1 - Circuit Diagram of EEG Transmitter.

Fig. 2 - EEG Transmitter
With Electrodes.

Fig. 4 - EEG Transmitter and
Receiving System.

Fig. 3 - Block Diagram of Receiving System.

A SYSTEM OF EEG TELEMETRY
ELDON A. BYRD
U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory
White Oak, Maryland

Summary A theoretical system for telemetry of the EEG is described, followed by a
practical experiment to demonstrate feasibility of brain wave telemetry in the electrically
noisy environment of a large university hospital. Equipment designed for the telemetry of
the ECG was modified for the purpose. Good signal quality was obtained over a distance
of forty feet through two intervening concrete and steel walls. This first step in
demonstrating the feasibility of single channel EEG telemetry in a hospital environment is
envisioned and described as part of a future total patient monitoring system or as an online diagnostic aid for surgery.
Introduction Several operational and successful automatic ECG analysis systems are in
operation throughout the world. An analogous system could be configured for automatic
analysis of the EEG, providing the clinician with valuable information concerning patient
status.
A review of the current literature in EEG telemetry revealed that most work was
concerned with laboratory or field telemetry, but nothing was noted dealing with the
practical aspects of EEG telemetry in a hospital environment.
The experimental part of the project consisted of demonstrating the feasibility of EEG
telemetry in an electrically noisy environment of a large university hospital intensive care
unit.
This was followed by the description of a theoretical overall system for the transmission,
reception, automatic analysis, and display of the EEG, on line, in the intensive care unit
and Operating Room.
Clinical Usefulness of the EEG Although there are several definitive brain problems
that appear on EEG’s, a shortage of qualified electroencephalographers cause backlogs of
recordings. A few of the clinically useful diagnoses from brain wave analysis are listed
below:

1.

Seizures - The EEG is used to determine the presence of epilepsy and to characterize
it in terms of definable patterns.

2.

Lesions - Ninety percent of all brain tumors, abcesses, and subdural hemotomae make
the EEG abnormal. Discrete localization is possible in seventy percent of the cases.

3.

Cerebrovascular Hemorrhage - Changes in serial EEG recordings enable diagnosis of
brain bleeding.

4.

Blunt Injury - EEG’s provide a basis for suspecting concussion, contusion, or internal
hemorrhage.

5.

Coma - The EEG can differentiate unconsciousness due to an organic disease from
that due to psychological causes.

6.

Blindness - The visual evoked response as displayed on the EEG will distinguish
between true blindness and pseudo-blindness.

7.

Deafness - The auditory evoked response establishes the true ability to hear.

Characteristics of the EEG Variability in EEG signals due to age, bloodchemistry, sex,
etc. make them so difficult to analyze that most doctors are reluctant to attempt further
definition. A routine EEG of ten minutes duration produces a graphical record 30 feet long
and can have a dozen or so channels of information.
Cybernetic systems involving the EEG have been designed and are generally well known,
such as those for alpha rhythm feedback conditioning. There is still controversy, however,
over the source of alpha rhythms. One school claims they may be involved with occular
muscle output, another says they are not. Cohen (1) found that subjects blind since birth
have no alpha rhythms.
EEG Waveform Analysis EEG waveforms have been analyzed in at least the following
ways:
Time Series (including auto-correlation)
Auto Specta
Cross Correlation
Auto Covariance
Cross Covariance
Power Spectra
Evoked Responses

Pattern Recognition
Amplitude
Frequency or period
Time Series (auto-correlation) - is used primarily to identify frequency changes of the
alpha, theta, delta, etc. rhythms. Campbell (2) claimed that EEG waves were non-gaussian
in amplitude using auto-correlation techniques.
Auto Spectra - can be used to identify states of wakefulness and sleep. Tends to separate
signal from noise.
Cross Correlation - is useful for analyzing evoked responses. The technique relates outputs
to inputs.
Power Spectra - is used to identify the various EEG waveforms (alpha, delta, etc.).
Amplitude - is useful for data compression.
Frequency and Period - is useful for identifying levels of consciousness and drug effects.
Evoked Responses - is used for determining conversion hysteria from functional disorders
of the occular and auditory systems.
Pattern Recognition - is useful for breaking waveforms into groups of frequencies,
amplitudes, phases, etc.
Others - such as Fourier Transforms and data compression by integration, have specific
uses in special instances.
Criticisms of Techniques: Spectral techniques neglect amplitude information while
frequency analyses may destroy phase relationships. Auto correlation and Fourier
transforms cannot be used for small samples and non-stationary data.
Computer Program The particular program available for the automatic analysis of the
EEG was written for a CDC-160A.
The program was not operational for general use, but it had been used successfully by
specialists. Basically, it was a pattern recognition program that had the capability to break
waveforms into frequency and amplitude “bins.” Figure 1, below, illustrates the concept:

Values of the data are examined by the computer in order to determine the first
encountered maximum value. The computer assumes this to be an “absolute” maximum,
and then searches for the first minimum value. The process is repeated until 16 successive
values are determined; then the “lowest midpoint” is determined and assumed to be the
baseline. The value for the first “K” is established as the distance from the baseline to the
first midpoint between the first maximum and first minimum. Provided K is at least 4 times
larger than the difference between any successive maximum and minimum, the peaks are
considered to be absolute maxima or minima. If the first maximum value is small compared
with the following 16, it will be discarded until an “absolute” peak is obtained. Figure 1
shows that the first maximum is acceptable as an absolute maximum but the first minimum
is not acceptable as an absolute minimum because the peak-to-peak distance between it
and the previous absolute maximum is less than 1/4 K. The period of waves is defined as
the time between absolute minimums.
Thirteen patterns are recognized by this program; spike and dome, Eta bursts, etc. These
are determined from an array of data obtained by sorting the patterns of waves into
frequency and amplitude bins. The computer then uses these patterns to arrive at one of the
statements below:
Normal
Behavior Disorder
Convulsive Disorder
Abnormal (slow waves)
Model System A total system was envisioned where the transmission, reception,
analysis, and display of results would be analogous to existing ECG systems. Figure 2
dispalys the various blocks of the system:
Experimental System Standard EEG scalp electrodes were used on a comatose patient
in the intensive care unit of the George Washington University Hospital. These were input
to a Hewlett Packard Standard EEG/ECG preamplifier. The output of the preamplifier was
fed into the input of an ONYX FM integrated circuit transmitter operating at 86.5 MHz
(the volume of the transmitter including batteries was only 1/3 of a cubic inch). The
receiver/discriminator was also manufactured by ONYX. The transmitter antenna
consisted of 34" of #18 wire; however, a 4" stub antenna was satisfactory. The receiver
antenna was made by International Components Corporation and measured 24" x 1" x 4".
This equipment was originally designed for use in infant crib death monitoring project;
therefore, it was necessary to modify it. The transmitter needed a thousand-to-one increase
in gain over what it was designed for (an ECG transmitter), because the EEG signal is
about 1/1000 that of the ECG. Also the EEG/ECG preamp’s output was not a suitable
impedance for directly inputing to the transmitter. Thus, a combination filter/impedance

matching voltage divider was constructed in order to attenuate 60 Hz interference and pick
off a signal at the proper voltage level for transmitter input.
An undetermined amount of shielding was provided the transmitter by placing it in a #303
empty fruit can obtained at the grocery store. The output of the system was displayed on a
Hewlett-Packard 780-6A “Viso-Scope”.
Figure 3 illustrates the experimental system as used 3n the intensive care unit of the
hospital:
The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate feasibility of a single channel EEG
telemetry system in the electrically noisy environment of a hospital intensive care unit.
Diathermy devices, electrically driven pumps, etc. filled the air with radiated signals which
not only were continuous in nature, but transient as well, due to the cycling on and off of
some of the equipment.
Results Figure 4 is a portion of a standard EEG strip chart recording made at the
patient’s bedside moments before the telemetry experiment. This strip represents about 6
seconds of real time recording, and the amplitude of the waves are about 50 micro amps
peak-to-peak. Figures 5 and 6 show the relatively “clean” signals that were obtained from
the system. The photographs were taken from the Viso-Scope with a Polaroid camera
while triggering the Scope with a 5-second sweep. The top line in the figures shows the
short circuit voltage input to the transmitter (thus, it indicates the amount of noise in most
of the system). Amplitudes of the signals ran about 50 microamps peak-to-peak maximum
even though it appears that the signals may be significantly different than those of Figure 4.
Two walls of concrete and steel as well as 40 feet separated the transmitter and the
receiver.
Conclusions It is envisioned that a total system may be configured as-shown Figure 7.
This system would obviate the need for connecting equipment using voltages dangerous to
life directly to the patient. Also, it would be used as an aid to on-line processing of EEG
data to enable the physician in the Operating Room and/or nurse in the intensive care unit
to diagnose changes in patient status. Computers could be used, for example, to analyze
telemetered data and control drug infusion during surgery. An on-line display in an
intensive care unit could monitor the EEG as part of an overall patient monitoring system.

(This work was part of an engineering Master’s Thesis for the George Washington
University, Washington, D. C.)
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Fig. 1 - EEG Pattern Recognition Details

Fig. 2 - Ideal Hospital EEG Telemetry System

Fig. 3 - Experimental EEG Telemetry System

Fig. 4 - Actual Bedside EEG (non-telemetry)

Fig. 5 - Actual EEG Telemetry
Signal, Forty Feet,
Medium Sensitivity

Fig. 6 - Actual EEG Telemetry
Signal, Forty Feet,
Medium Sensitivity

Fig. 7 - Total EEG Telemetry System
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Summary Electrically-powered arm braces have reached a stage of development
sufficient to permit the restoration of arm motion to a severely paralyzed person. Although
many functional tasks can be performed with these powered braces, the degree of function
attained is still limited by the capabilities of the control system.
Most functional orthotic controls presently in use are of a switch type which provide
sequential off/on control of the orthesis. Extra-oral tongue operated switch controls are
now used routinely, and, although they are easily fitted, inexpensive and reliable, still they
do not provide the degree of control which is desirable.
This paper describes the developmental work being done at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital
on intra-oral telemetry control systems. The design of a tongue-actuated intra-oral
telemetry control system to control the “Rancho Electric Arm” (a seven-degree-of-freedom
electrically-powered arm brace) is described in detail. The system consists of 15 specially
designed solid state strain gauge pressure transducers and an eight-channel digital
transmitter mounted in a metal dental appliance. The control signals which are generated
are telemetered to a receiver mounted on the patient’s wheelchair and are used to control
the velocity of the respective arm brace joints.
Patient tests with the system have shown that the telemetered signal is of sufficient quality
to effectively control the “Rancho Electric Arm.” Although a patient has been fitted with

a prototype intra-oral control unit, it must be clearly understood that the system has not yet
been perfected to the point that it is a functional control system for patient use.
Introduction In the last two decades improved medical care has resulted in the survival
of an ever-increasing group of patients with severe neuromuscular disabilities who
otherwise would have succumbed to their disease or remained bedridden. This has created
a large population of severely paralyzed persons dependent upon society for care.
During the past ten years, considerable emphasis has been placed upon the development of
externally-powered arm ortheses, resulting in the design of some highly sophisticated
systems such as the “Case Research Arm Aid”1 (a five-degree-of-freedom pneumaticallypowered arm brace) and the “Rancho Electric Arm”2 (a seven-degree-of -freedom
electrically-powered arm brace). It is only in recent years, however, that patients with
disorders causing severe paralysis of the upper and lower extremities have been able to
look forward to a life of increased activity. This change is the result of almost routine
fitting of electrically powered arm braces and motorized wheelchairs to these patients.
Although considerable progress has been made in the development of control systems for
externally-powered orthotic devices, they continue to be the major limiting factor in the
degree of function which can be attained. Extra-oral tongue-operated switch controls
which provide sequential off /on control of the orthesis are now used routinely. A “Rancho
Electric Arm” patient with extra-oral tongue switch controls is shown in Figure 1.
Although easily fitted, inexpensive and reliable, still these controls do not provide the
degree of control which is desirable.
Past experience with these types of controls clearly shows the tremendous potential of the
tongue as a control site for externally-powered orthotic devices and led to the concept of
the intra-oral control system now under investigation at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital.
Anticipated advantages of the intra-oral control system are:
A.

Ease of control. The control system will allow the tongue to function entirely inside
the mouth, thereby taking advantage of the tongue’s high degree of dexterity.

B.

Direct attachment to the patient. Attaching the transducers directly to the patient
(rather than to an external fixture) will provide a more positive control, especially for
driving an electric wheelchair. No obstruction will exist in front of the mouth to
restrict arm motions in that area.

C.

Cosmesis and hygiene. Placing the transducers intra-orally will make the control
much more cosmetically acceptable and more sanitary than extra-oral tongueactuated control systems.

D.

Velocity control. The use of analog transducers will make it possible to provide
velocity proportional control to arm braces.

Although it has application to other externally-powered systems, the intra-oral control
system is designed specifically to control the “Rancho Electric Arm” and a motorized
wheelchair. Since wires running out of the mouth would be unacceptable to patients, it was
necessary to develop a multichannel intra-oral transmitter to telemeter the control
information out of the mouth. Fourteen pressure transducers are necessary to provide
bidirectional control of the seven-degree-of-freedom electrically-powered arm brace. This
large number of transducers necessitated the design of miniature sensitive pressure
transducers that would conveniently fit inside the mouth. It was necessary to design special
dental appliances to house the electronics and provide a rigid attachment of the transducers
to the patient.
In this paper, major emphasis is placed upon the development of the intra-oral telemetry
system which is described in detail below.
Intra-Oral Transmitter The telemetry system is a ten-channel (nine data channels and
one synchronization channel) sampled data system with the data being transmitted in
digital form. The intra-oral portion of the system consists of the following miniature circuit
modules: (a) multiplexer, (b) analog-to-digital converter (A-D converter), and (c) RF
transmitter. A photograph of the A-D converter circuit module is shown magnified in
Figure 2. A block diagram of the intra-oral portion of the system is shown in Figure 3. The
circuit modules are fabricated almost entirely of RCA COS/MOS digital integrated circuit
logic elements in chip form. The multiplexer and A-D converter are housed in flat packs
3/8" x 5/8" x 0.080" thick. The RF transmitter is housed in a flat pack 3/8" x 5/8" x 0.10"
thick.
The multiplexer consists of a clock, a decade counter, ten analog switches, and a B+
switch. Figure 4 is a block diagram of this circuit and the pressure sensors. The clock
generates an asymmetrical square wave (100 µ sec. pulse width - 1 msec. period) which
drives the counter and the B+ switch. The B+ switch controls the supply voltage to the
sensors and portions of the A-D converter. The counter produces a sequential set of pulses
which control the ten analog switches, turning them on and off sequentially, thereby
sampling the voltage from each pair of sensors in turn. The commutated signal thus
produced (pulse amplitude modulated or PAM signal) is fed into the A-D converter circuit.
The 1000 Hz clock rate provides a sample rate of 100 Hz for each of the ten channels.
This sample rate provides a frequency response more than adequate for control of an
orthotic arm.

The A-D converter consists of a high speed clock, a counter, a resistance ladder network,
a voltage comparator, a shift register and a low speed clock. A block diagram of this
circuit is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the input and output waveforms of the A-D
converter along with pertinent timing pulses. The pulsed B+ signal from the multiplexer is
used to control the supply voltage to the high frequency clock and to reset the counter on
the trailing edge of the pulse. On the leading edge of the pulse, the high speed clock is
started thereby initiating the counting cycle. As the counter counts, a ramp voltage is
generated in the resistance ladder network. This voltage is compared with the commutated
signal (from the multiplexer) in the voltage comparator. When the ramp voltage equals the
multiplexed signal voltage, a pulse is initiated in the comparator which inhibits the high
speed clock thereby preserving the count in the counter. This count is then transferred to
the shift register. The count is then clocked out of the shift register (during the time
between successive commutated signal pulses) by the low speed clock. The low speed
clock is reset by the trailing edge of the comparator pulse, thereby insuring that each
digital word is started at the proper time.
The RF transmitter consists of a Colpitts oscillator (operating at 130 MHz) with an emitter
follower output stage, and a B+ switch circuit (Figure 7). The digital signal from the A-D
converter controls the B+ switch circuit thereby pulsing the oscillator. The resultant
transmitted signal is a seven-bit digital word for each commutated signal pulse.
A seven-bit digital word makes a decimal count of 128 possible. The least significant bit
was fixed at a logical one in order to simplify synchronization of the digital-to-analog
converter clock (on the receiver side) with the low speed clock in the A-D converter. This
made it unnecessary to transmit a special digital synchronization pulse. The result was a
smaller A-D converter package and lower average power consumption of the intra-oral
transmitter. This technique cut the resolution from 1 in 128 to 1 in 64; however, the lower
resolution is quite adequate for velocity control of an orthotic arm.
The intra-oral portion of the telemetry system and the pressure sensors operate at 5.2 volts
with an average current of 500µa. A shunt type voltage regulator is used to regulate the
supply voltage. This regulator is pulsed to regulate only during the time the sensors are
sampled (10% duty cycle). The voltage regulator is inefficient, drawing an average current
of 500µa; however, it was decided to use this regulator rather than a more efficient series
regulator since the series regulator would necessitate the use of an extra battery cell in the
power supply. The shunt regulator operates with a supply voltage of 6 volts (four S312
silver oxide cells), whereas the series regulator would require at least 7 volts (five S312
silver oxide cells). Since space is at a premium in the mouth, it was decided to proceed
with the smaller battery pack and higher current consumption.

Receiving System The digital data pulses are received by a conventional FM receiver,
and are converted into a pulse amplitude modulated signal (a reproduction of the PAM
signal coming out of the multiplexer in the intra-oral transmitter) in the digital-to-analog
converter (D-A converter).
The D-A converter consists of a clock, a shift register, a resistance ladder network, an
analog switch, and five monostable multivibrators (1 -shots). A block diagram of this
circuit is shown in Figure 8. The digital pulses from the receiver are used to trigger a
1-shot which properly shapes the pulses for decoding. The shaped pulses trigger a “digital
word detection 1-shot” which detects the least significant bit of each digital word. The
output of this 1-shot goes to a low level when triggered by a pulse and remains at the low
level for a period of time just greater than the duration of a digital word (7 bits x
50µsec/bit = 350µsec. This insures that the first pulse following a series of logical zeros in
a digital word is not mistakenly interpreted as the first pulse of the following digital word.
When 350µsec. have elapsed following the last pulse, the output of the 1-shot reverts back
to a high level. The next pulse causes the 1-shot output to go to a low level which correctly
detects the pulse as the first or least significant bit of the following word. A “word length
1-shot” is triggered by each negative-going transition of the “digital word detection
1-shot.” The output of the “word length 1-shot” is a positive pulse with a duration equal to
the length of a digital word (350 µ sec. ). Each negative-going transition of the “word
length 1-shot” triggers a “data read 1-shot.” The output of the “data read 1-shot” is a
positive pulse with a duration equal in length to the commutated signal pulses in the intraoral transmitter (100µ sec. ). The “data read 1-shot” pulse is gated in an “OR” gate with a
clock signal to provide control of the “serial in/parallel out shift register.” The clock is a
free running multivibrator set to run at the same speed as the low speed clock in the A-D
converter portion of the intra-oral transmitter. The digital data pulses are fed into the clock
in order to force it into synchronization with the data train. A “clock delay 1-shot” is
triggered by the clock signal, creating a clock signal delayed from the original clock signal
by approximately 10 µ sec. The delay is provided so that the data appear at the serial input
of the shift register before the shift register is clocked. The data are shifted serially into the
shift register seven times whereupon the clock signal is inhibited by the data read pulse. At
this time the analog switch is opened by the data read pulse thereby allowing the voltage
on the resistance ladder network to be read. This voltage is an analog representation of the
digital number stored in the shift register and is a reproduction of the corresponding pulse
of the commutated signal in the intra-oral transmitter. The shift register is reset by each
positive-going transition of the “word length 1-shot.”
The pulse decoding logic circuit consists of two amplifiers, a sync. separator circuit, a
monostable multivibrator (1-shot), a clock, a decade counter, and ten analog switches. A
block diagram of this circuit is shown in Figure 9. The PAM signal from the A-D converter
is passed through an “impedance matching amplifier” prior to decoding and is used to

trigger a “high gain” amplifier. This amplifier is deliberately driven into saturation by the
PAM signal producing a signal which forces the clock into synchronization with the PAM
signal. The clock is a free running multivibrator which is set at the same rate as the PAM
signal. The “sync. separator circuit” detects the high amplitude synchronization pulse
which is used to trigger the “counter reset 1-shot.” The counter reset pulse resets the
decade counter with each sync. pulse. The PAM signal is gated through an analog switch
which is controlled by the saturated PAM signal. This switch insures that during the time
between pulses in the PAM signal no voltage can be present at the inputs to the nine
analog switches. The nine analog switches (controlled by a sequential set of pulses
generated by the decade counter) decommutate the PAM signal. The pulsed signals are
smoothed and amplified in DC amplifiers, the outputs of which are a reproduction of the
original intra-oral control signals.
Patient Fitting A “Rancho Electric Arm” patient has been fitted with a metal dental
appliance which fits the lingual area of the mandible. A prototype control system has been
fabricated in this dental appliance for patient tests. Figure 10 is a drawing of the dental
appliance showing the relative location of the various circuit modules and components.
The strain gauge pressure sensors required for control of the “Rancho Electric Arm” are
mounted on a flexible printed circuit in the lingual area of the dental appliance. The A-D
converter and RF transmitter circuit modules are mounted on the buccal side of the left
molars. The battery pack is mounted on the buccal side of the right molars. The
transmitting antenna is placed in the mandibular buccolabial vestibule, extending from the
RF transmitter module to the battery pack. The multiplexer circuit module is mounted to
the underside of the printed circuit and is shown in Figure 11 prior to installation in the
dental appliance. Figure 12 is a photograph of the prototype intra-oral control (prior to
completion) showing the detail of the strain gauge pressure sensors.
Initial tests have shown that stable control signals can be obtained from inside the mouth
with this telemetry system. Further tests are being conducted to determine the degree of
control a patient can obtain with this control system and to determine the reliability of the
system.
Conclusions The miniature, low power, multichannel, digital telemetry system which has
been described provides a means of obtaining control signals from inside the mouth. This
has considerable significance in the rehabilitation of severely paralyzed patients since most
of these patients retain full voluntary control of the tongue and the muscles of the mouth
and head. As a result, control systems which utilize these muscles to drive the control
transducers have widespread application.
Further work is required to develop the system into a functional orthotic control system
and to determine the degree of control a patient can obtain with the system. Work is also

required to reduce the size of the battery pack and to decrease the power consumption of
the voltage regulator.
This work was sponsored by the National Institutes of Health under Grant No. ROI AM
10826.
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Figure 1. - Spinal Cord Injured Patient
Wearing “Rancho Electric Arm”
with Extra-oral Tongue Switch Control

Figure 2. - Photograph of A-D
Converter Circuit Module
Shown Magnified

Figure 3. - Block Diagram of Intra-ora Portion of Telemetry System

Figure 4. - Block Diagram of Multiplexer Circuit

Figure 5. - Block Diagram of A-D Converter

Figure 6. - Pertinent Waveforms of A-D Converter
(for two of the ten sample pulses)

Figure 7. - Circuit Diagram of RF Transmitter

Figure 8. - Block Diagram of D-A Converter

Figure 9. - Block Diagram of Pulse Decoding Logic

Figure 10. - Drawing of Dental Appliance showing location of Circuit
Modules and Components

Figure 11. - Photograph Showing Multiplexer Circuit Module
Mounted to Printed Circuit

Figure 12. - Photograph of Prototype Intra-oral Control (prior to completion)
Showing Detail of Pressure Sensors
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Summary Transplanting elk into regions where the native elk population is low is
relatively common practice. Generally, these releases have been made in winter. This
paper discusses the telemetry system developed for use on elk, and the behavior of elk
transplanted during the summer. An optimum time for transplanting of elk appears to be
during the rutting season.
Introduction Transplanting elk has been practiced for over 60 years. Most of present
herds throughout the Rocky Mountains have originated from elk trapped during the winter
from the Jackson Hole and Yellowstone Park region. Many of these elk were transplanted
to areas where native populations did not exist, or if herds were already established, had
low populations. The plantings have been made during the winter when elk could be
trapped.
Several authors have reported the movements of transplanted elk, and the distances elk
moved from their release site.1 2 3 4 In Virginia, Jackson reported a cow elk moving 225
miles in less than six years. Janson, in Montana, reported an average air-line distance of
9.6 miles for transplanted elk from release site to their death site.
1

Allred, W. J., Re-establishment of seasonal migration through transplanting, N. Am. Wildl. Conf.
Trans. 15:597-610, 1950.
2

Anderson, C. C., The elk of Jackson Hole--A review of Jackson Hole elk studies, Wyo. Game
and Fish Commission., Bull. 10, 184 p., 1958.
3
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Jackson, H., Transplanted elk wanders, J. Mammal. 22(4):448, 1941.

Janson, R., Movements of transplanted Yellowstone elk in west-central Montana, Proc. Am.
Conf. W. Assoc., State Game and Fish Comm., Butte, Montana. 46:107-109, 1966.

Past studies used neck-banded or ear-tagged elk to identify transplanted animals, and were
mainly concerned with distance moved. Behavioral differences of the native and
transplanted elk were not studied.
With the development of telemetry systems to help identify and locate an individual
animal, a method has been provided to obtain detailed data on the behavior and movement
of transplanted elk. This paper describes the telemetry system and presents results from
following two small groups of telemetered elk that were transplanted to the Pole Mountain
District of the Medicine Bow National Forest during the summers of 1970 and 1971.
Elk used in this study were supplied by the Wyo. Game and Fish Commission from their
Sybille Research Unit. Adult cows, originally trapped from the Jackson Hole area, had
been used on feeding tests at the Sybille Unit for at least three years.
Telemetry System The telemetry system used in this study is a pulsed type system. The
output is a series of 10 ms RF bursts which occur once per second. This type of signal
seems to be best suited for wildlife tracking applications. Fig. 1 is a block diagram for the
transmitter located in the collar around the elk’s neck. Timing is obtained by the use of a
cross-coupled astable multivibrator, while the duty cycle is obtained by the use of a
monostable multivibrator keying a crystal controlled squegging oscillator.5 The output of
the oscillator is frequency doubled and power amplified to supply power to the antenna.
Figure 2 is a diagram of the astable multivibrator and the monostable multivibrator. This
circuit operates on a 9-volt power supply and draws a total of 20 µa.
The circuit diagram for the transistor switch, the squegging oscillator and the power
amplifier is shown in Figure 3. The oscillator is actually a Colpitts type transistor oscillator
in which the crystal acts as the inductor in the oscillator tank circuit. The LC tank circuit in
the collector of the transistor must be tuned above the crystal frequency (86 MHz) so that
it appears to be capacitive. The other capacitance required in the Colpitts circuit is the
stray capacitance between base and ground. Signal to the power amplifier-frequency
doubler is obtained by the transformer coupling from the oscillator LC tank circuit. The
power amplifier is a push-push type of power amplifier and is used in order to eliminate
the fundamental component of energy from the antenna.
The squegging oscillator is keyed by the monostable multivibrator output. This means of
keying the oscillator is the most efficient when both lowduty cycle and crystal-controlled
operation is necessary. In this crystal oscillator, there is a significant time delay (tens of
ms) between keying on of the oscillator circuit and the time at which oscillations begin.
5

Cochran, W. W. and R. D. Lord, Jr, 1963. A radio tracking system for wild animals. Wildl.
Manag., 27:9-24.

The squegging oscillator has the property that, during the delay time prior to the beginning
of oscillations, no significant collector current flows in the transistor. By the selection of
the base resistors and the base capacitor in the oscillator, the pulse width for the duration
of oscillation is adjusted to 10 ms. The monostable multivibrator period is 50 ms, which
allowed one and only one pulse of the squegging oscillator. During the period of
oscillation, the oscillator draws approximately 20 ma. Transformer coupling to the power
amplifier is adjusted so that approximately 30 ma flow in the power amplifier during the 10
ms pulse.
The design goal for the life expectancy of these collars was 12 months. This was achieved
by using 6 alkaline C cells with a 5,000 ma capacity and an average current drain of
approximately .5 ma. The alkaline batteries were chosen because of their high ampere hour
capacity, their size, and their good low-temperature performance characteristics.
The entire circuit operates over a voltage range from 5 to 10 volts, and over a temperature
range of -20E to +80EF without a serious change in frequency, output power, or pulse rate.
Two types of antennas were used in this study. A whip antenna was used on the first
transplant while a loop antenna imbedded in the collar was used on the second transplant.
The whip antenna was a 1/4 wave whip (172 MHz operating frequency) mounted in the
center of a partial ground plane which consisted of a thin copper strap 1 1/2 inches wide
and 18 inches long secured to the top of the belt. In air, this antenna had a driving point
impedance represented by 390 ohms in parallel with 9 pf. When this collar was placed
around the neck of one of the experimenters, the impedance characteristics changed to a
resistance of 130 ohms in parallel with 12 pf. The range of this system was greater than 10
miles when the antenna was in free space. The signal strength, measured at 1/2 mile, was
attenuated approximately 25% when the collar was placed on the neck of a domestic
animal (horse).
The loop antenna used in the second transplant was a circular half-wave dipole (a halfwave dipole that had been circularly layed around the collar). Fortuitously, the half-wave
length at 172 MHz turned out to be the circumference of the collar required for a mature
cow elk. These loop antennas tend to have good radiation efficiency. The measured input
characteristics of this antenna were 310 ohms resistive in parallel with .1 µh inductance
when measured in air. When the antenna was wrapped around the chest of a large dog
measuring 27 inches in circumference, it measured 430 ohms resistive in parallel with
.6 µh inductive. The signal strength of this antenna was measured at approximately 1/2
mile distance and was found to be affected by a factor of two or three between the free air
signal strength and the signal strength when the collar was placed around the neck of an

animal. In free space, this antenna also had a range in the neighborhood of 10 miles. When
installed on elk, the range was reduced to about three miles.
The electronic circuitry was constructed on small p-c boards; the total package measured
1 inch by 7/8 inch by 5/8 inch high. The electronics were protected from shock by
encapsulation in styrofoam and then waterproofed by dipping them in a latex-based sealing
compound.
On the collars used for the first transplant, the final packaging covered the electronics and
the batteries with several layers of fiberglas cloth coated with resin (Fig. 4 and 5). The
final collars (Fig. 5) had whip antennas made of .040 inch dia stainless steel wire. For the
second set of collars, the entire battery-electronics package was potted into a solid brick of
resin. This brick was reinforced with a layer of fiberglas cloth epoxied to the outside of the
brick. These transmitters were equipped with loop antennas built into the collars (Fig. 6).
The neck bands used for all collars were 1 1/2-inch-wide leather belts stapled and
cemented into continuous loops. The leather was protected by covering the belts with heat
shrink tubing. This tubing also helped to secure the various interconnecting wires to the
leather belt.6
The receiver used in this study was a Drake SPR4 operated in the cw mode. The incoming
172 MHz signal was mixed down to 27.5 MHz by means of a frequency converter
supplied by D. Beaty, Mesa, Arizona. A signal level of 0.01 µv was detectable to the ear.
Results
First Transplant On September 16, 1970, the first group of elk (three cows and their
three calves) was transported by covered truck and unloaded in Horse Creek Pasture No. 4
on the Pole Mountain District of the Medicine Bow National Forest. The cows had not
been bred when released. Before loading at Sybille, telemetry collars equipped with whip
antennas were put on two of the cows. For the first four days, these elk were radio tracked
closely using the vector method to obtain a fix. Mechanical destruction of the whip
antenna by the elk (discussed later) made tracking impossible after the sixth day, so visual
observation with spotting scopes was used until the two telemetered cows were killed
during the regular hunting season on Oct. 5 and 6.
At daylight on the day after being released, a 5-point bull was herding the six Sybille elk
around the area within 1/2 mile of the planting site. It took three attempts before the bull
6
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could force the Sybille elk to jump a barbed-wire fence. This fence had a broken top wire
so it was only about 30 inches high. Since the Sybille elk had been enclosed in elk-tight
fences at Sybille, they were reluctant to go over the fence. Through persistence and
considerable herding, the bull forced them over the fence. This same morning, six bulls, a
cow and two calves from the native elk herd were seen within 1 mile of the transplanted
elk.
On the 26th of Sept., a bow-hunter saw the Sybille elk in the forest cover about 1 mile east
of the release site. They stayed in this area for another day and then moved west beyond
the release site. The 5-point bull was still with the Sybille elk, but the other native elk seen
in the area had not joined the group. The transplanted cows had all gained weight and were
in good condition compared to their condition when released.
On the evening of Oct. 3, the Sybille elk plus a large cow, a yearling cow and a calf from
the native herd were seen feeding together near the release site. The native elk became
very nervous when approached by the tracking team and left the area. The Sybille-elk
followed the native elk when finally approached to within 50 yards.
On Oct. 4, at daylight, the Sybille elk were with a large 6-point bull and a yearling cow
from the native herd. The 6-point had taken them over as his harem. The 5-point bull was
not seen.
Opening morning of the hunting season, Oct. 5, a hunter killed a bull with the Sybille elk
as he crossed a fence about ;I mile north of the release site. The bull had 5 points on one
side and 4 on the other. This meant that three separate bulls had taken over the Sybille elk
as a harem. Rutting season, then, appears to be a good time to transplant cow elk, if
acceptance into the native herd is desired.
During the first two days of the five-day hunting season, both telemetered elk were
harvested and the collars recovered. Several developments caused disruption of the
transmission. Destruction of the whip antennas by the elk was verified; the elk had bent the
stainless steel wire with their molar teeth. Moisture had moved down the antenna into the
transmitter. The heatshrink tubing was beginning to wear through where it came into
contact with the elk’s neck at the top. The covering over the batteries was cut, which
resulted in moisture-caused corrosion of the battery pack. This damage to the battery pack
was apparently caused by the animal striking at the transmitter with its hoofs.
Second Transplant On May 21, 1971, five cows and three spike elk from the Sybille
Unit were transplanted to the Crow Creek Pasture No. 3 of the Pole Mountain District.
Four cows were equipped with transmitters at Sybille before being loaded in the covered
truck. These collars had loop antennas encased in the neck band.

After release, the elk were located on 20 separate days using telemetry tracking during the
period June 21 until Oct. 60,1971. They stayed in a group and were observed to be joined
only once by a native calf elk on Oct. 6, even though native elk were observed within
2 miles of them on four different days. They were seen on six days between Aug. 23 and
Oct. 4 (the normal rut period for this range), but there was never a large bull with them.
Since they had been at Sybille for some time, these elk were accustomed to people. They
showed their trust by traveling 3 miles east from the release site to the area around upper
North Crow Reservoir where they spent most of the summer. Many fishermen saw them
and were amazed how tame they were. They would let people approach within 100 yards
without alarm. Perhaps this was the reason there were no native elk seen with them.
This group of Sybille elk showed no signs of aversion to Hereford cattle. On two
occasions, the two species were seen feeding within 100 yards of each other.
The elk, even though they had been held inside 8-foot fences at Sybille, were very adept at
jumping the 4-strand barbed-wire fences. They were seen on the other side of one of these
fences within five days after release.
Three of the cows gave birth to calves sometime around July 12. Their breeding season
had evidently been delayed while in captivity at Sybille, since the native elk on this range
have their calves around the first week in June. It was possible, with the late calving, that
these cows did not come into estrus the same time as the native herd, and thus there was
no interest from a harem bull.
Three of the telemetered cows and one of the transplanted spikes were killed during the
hunting season in early Oct. The transmitters, with their improved mechanical
construction, were in good physical condition. Some wear was apparent on the heat-shrink
tubing along the top of the collar. One recovered transmitter had failed due to corrosion of
the printed circuit board. The cause of this corrosion was unknown, but could have been a
result of moisture traveling down the antenna from openings in the heat-shrink tubing. The
transmitter on the remaining cow had also failed for some unknown reason. The other two
recovered transmitters continued to function properly until they were dismantled
approximately 6 months after construction.
Conclusions The results illustrate the necessity of a rugged and durable transmitter for
use on elk. Elk are very sociable and curious animals and are attracted to foreign objects
attached to another individual. This habit apparently caused the destruction of the first set
of transmitters. Likewise, because of this preening habit, an external antenna such as the
whip is unsuitable for use on elk. An antenna enclosed within the collar is necessary.

From the history of the two elk group transplants, native herds and transplants may
become mixed much faster if the transplants are released near a bull during the rutting
season. The surviving cow from the first transplant could be recognized by an old white
collar. This elk was seen a few times during the spring and summer of 1971, and exhibited
all the timid characteristics of her native elk associates. The group taken over by a native
bull elk became wild much faster than the group that remained isolated from the native
herd.
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Fig. 1 - Transmitter Block Diagram

Fig. 2 - Timing Circuit Diagram

Fig. 3 - Oscillator-Power Amplifier Circuit Diagram

Fig. 4 - Cow Elk at the Sybille Research Unit Wearing a Radio Collar with a Whip
Antenna. The Bent Whip was Caused by Chewing by Other Curious Elk

Fig. 5 - Two Collars with Whip Antennas Ready for Installation on
Cow Elk Prior to Transplantation

Fig. 6 - Finished Transmitter With Loop Antenna Built into the
Neckband. A One Foot Ruler is Shown in Foreground.
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Summary This talk considers the transient response and the steady-state behavior of
some digital phase-locked loops. When these loops are used to synchronize the
transmission rate of digital communication stations, the system is capable of operating in
two modes: (1) In master-to-slave mode when the communication stations are connected
by digital transmission facilities, and (2) In slave-to-slave mode when these stations are
connected by analog transmission facilities.
Introduction When digital communication stations are connected by wholly digital
transmission facilities, it is most efficient to slave the clocks at the stations to a master
clock in the system. To perform this operation, hereafter referred to as master-to-slave
operation,1 an interface unit at the station extracts timing pulses from the incoming digital
data stream. These timing pulses are passed through a phase-locked loop to eliminate noise
and jitter. The output of the phase-locked loop controls the signaling rate of the station.
Unfortunately a technical problem arises when data stations are synchronized in the above
manner. Before digital systems evolve into a well-connected network, data stations are
also often connected by wholly analog transmission facilities. When two data stations
equipped to operate in the master-to-slave mode are connected by analog facilities, each
station will regard the clock at the other station as the master clock and the two stations
will attempt to mutually synchronize each other. This mode of synchronization can be
called “slave-to-slave”.2-8 Conventional phase-locked loops, which perform well in the
master-to-slave mode, may not perform well in the slave-to-slave mode, being unusually
sensitive to path length delays and other system parameters. Consequently, there is a need
for a synchronization scheme capable of operating in both the master-to-slave and the
slave-to-slave modes.
We analyze a synchronization system which employs digital rate-locked loops to
determine if it can operate successfully in both modes. The phase detector in the ratelocked loop is a multistage counter that counts the difference between the number of zero
crossings of the input signals. Because of this nonlinear counting process, the operation of
the synchronization system is determined by nonlinear differential-integral equations.

These equations are difficult to analyze. For example, it is difficult to prove rigorously that
in the master-to-slave mode the data stations will not add or delete bits from the
customer’s data stream.
We have examined the transient and steady-state behavior of the digital rate-locked loop to
demonstrate that it can operate successfully in both modes. The analyses are too lengthy to
be included here, so we shall only describe the mathematical model and present the
analytical results. For clarity, master-to-slave mode is considered in Sections II and III,
while slave-to-slave mode is considered in Sections IV and V.
Master-to-slave Operation Consider two communication stations as depicted in Fig. 1.
Station 1 (with slave clock) represents a data station. Station 2 (with master clock)
represents a station in the digital transmission facility. The master clock at station 2 emits a
timing signal sin T2t = sin 2Bf 2t which controls the transmission of data from station 2 to
station 1 (for example station 2 may transmit a digit to station 1 at every 2nd zero crossing
of this timing signal).
Station 1 receives data from station 2 and derives from the received data a timing signal
s2(t) = sin T2(t- J12), where J12 represents time delay in the transmission path. The signal
s2(t) and the output s1(t) of a local oscillator are compared in a digital phase detector
(Figure 2). The digital phase detector is a counter which counts the zero crossings of s2(t)
and s1(t) and produces an output proportional to the difference between these two counts.
Mathematically, this operation can be specified as follows. Let it be assumed that the
digital phase detector is activated at t = 0. Let N1(t) and N2(t) be, respectively, the number
of zero crossings (both upward and downward zero crossings) of s1(t) and s2(t) in the time
interval 0 to t, then the output of the digital phase detector is

where e1 is a positive constant
and may be called the gain of the counter. As
depicted in Figure 2, u1(t) is passed through a filter and the filter output v1(t) controls the
frequency of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO1). Let T1 = 2Bf1 be the free running
radian frequency of VC01, then the output of VCO1 is

where a1 is the gain of VCO1
. The signal s1(t) is used to control the
transmission of data from station 1 to station 2 (for example station 1 may transmit a digit
to station 2 at every 2nd zero crossing of s1(t)).

The zero crossing counting process introduces phase quantization errors. To illustrate this,
let us derive an analytical expression for the number of zero crossings of s2(t) from t = 0 to
a particular time instant J. As illustrated in Figure 3, t' is the time instant at which the last
zero crossing prior to t = 0 takes place, and t" is the time instant at which the last zero
crossing prior to t = J takes place. It is obvious from Figure 3 that the number of zero
crossings in the time interval 0 to J is

Note that the phase cumulated from t" to J does not contribute to the value of N2(J). This
residual phase (or phase quantization error) will be designated R2(J), that is
The above two equations hold for all J > 0; therefore, we can replace their J by the time
variable t and write

The variation of R2(t) with t is illustrated in Figure 3. Note that R2(t) increases from 0 to
B. When R2(t) reaches B radians, a zero crossing takes place, and R2(t) drops to zero and
increases from zero again. Clearly
Since s2(t) is a pure sine wave, R2(t) is a sawtooth wave.
From the above, we have

Similarly, one can write the number of zero crossings of s1(t) as

where R1(t) is the phase quantization error as illustrated in Figure 4. As can be seen

Note that R1(t) is not shown as a sawtooth wave in Figure 4 because s1(t) is not a pure sine
wave in the transient stage after t = 0. The presence of these phase quantization errors
greatly complicates the analysis.
Steady-state and Transient Analyses for Master-to-Slave Mode This section
summarizes analytical results for the master-to-slave mode. The first problem considered is
whether the signaling rate of station 1 can lock to that of station 2 in the presence of phase
quantization errors. To attack this problem, we first introduced the concept of equilibrium.
The system is said to be in equilibrium if, corresponding to every digit received from
station 2, station 1 also transmits a digit back to station 2. We proved the following
theorem.
Theorem

The system will reach equilibrium if

Based on this theorem, we proved that the system will reach equilibrium when the usual
RC filter is used in the rate-locked loop. We then demonstrate that when RC filter is used
the signaling interval of station 1 will lock to that of station 2 exactly.
Secondly, it is shown that the slave oscillator in the rate-locked loop locks to neither the
instantaneous frequency nor the phase of the master oscillator. For this reason, we refer to
this control loop as a rate-locked loop, instead of a frequency-locked loop or a phaselocked loop. This difference, while immaterial in synchronization application, should be
carefully noted in other applications.
Thirdly, we have determined the transient response of the system, including the effects of
the phase quantization errors. It is shown that the signaling rate of station 1 approaches
that of station 2 in a monotone fashion. From the transient response, settling time of the
slave oscillator can be easily estimated. This settling time can be rather long when the RC
filter has a long time constant. For fast start-up purposes, it may be desirable for station 1
to transmit data before the slave oscillator is completely settled. Thus, during the start-up
period, data can be transmitted from station 1 to station 2 faster than it can be transmitted
out of station 2. Consequently, a buffer storage is required at station 2. We have
determined the minimum buffer size requirement (see Table 1). For typical applications,
the buffer size is small.
Fourthly, we considered the pull-in range of the digital rate-locked loop. As described in
Section II, the digital phase detector is a counter which counts the difference in the number
of zero crossings. In order to avoid counter overflow (that is, to ensure pulling in), the

counter must have a certain minimum size. We have determined this minimum size (see
Table 1). For typical applications, the counter size is also small.
Finally, we considered alternate ways of implementing the rate-locked loop. Instead of
counting both the upward and downward zero crossings of the input signals, the counter
may count only one type of zero crossings. Instead of counting the zero crossings of the
fundamental frequency, the counter may count the zero crossings of the harmonics. We
have determined the minimum buffer and counter size requirements for each of these
different implementations. To conserve space, we shall not elaborate on such results here.
Slave-to-slave Operation A mathematical model of slave-to-slave synchronization is
depicted in Figure 5. The local oscillator at station 1 (VCO1 in Figure 5) emits a timing
signal S11(t) which controls the transmission of data from station 1 to station 2. (For
example, station 1 may transmit a digit to station 2 at every second zero crossing of S11(t).)
Station 2 derives from the received data a timing signal S12(t) and compare S12(t) with its
local oscillator output S22(t) at the digital phase detector. The digital phase detector is a
counter which counts the zero crossings of S12(t) and S22(t) and produces an error signal
u2(t) proportional to the difference between these two counts. The error signal u2(t) is
passed through an RC filter F2(s) to control the frequency of VCO2. Thus, in this fashion
station 2 adjusts its clock rate toward that of station 1. Similarly, as depicted in Figure 5,
station 1 regards the clock as the master clock and adjusts its clock rate toward that of
station 2.
Practically, it is impossible to activate the two counters at the two different stations at the
same time instant. Therefore, in this study, we consider an arbitrary starting sequence as
follows: 1) At an arbitrary time instant t1, either the counter at station 1 or the counter at
station 2 is activated; 2) The other counter is activated at an arbitrary later time instant
t2(t2 > t1)
Let T1 be the free running radian frequency of VCO1, then we can write

and

where J12 is the time delay introduced by the channel. Similarly, the free running frequency
of VCO2 is denoted T2 and

and

The transmission medium from station 1 to station 2 is not identical with the transmission
medium from station 2 to station 1; therefore, J12 differs from J21.
Behavior of the System in the Slave-to-slave Mode This section summarizes some
analytical results for the slave-to-slave mode of operation.
Before the two stations are mutually synchronized, s11(t) is sin T1t and the signaling rate of
station 1 is hT1 digits/second. (h is a proportionality constant. For example,
when station 1 transmits a digit at every second zero crossings of s11(t).) Similarly, before
the two stations are synchronized, s22(t) is sin T2t and the signaling rate of station 2 is hT2
digits/second. We have shown that whe n the two stations are mutually synchronized, s11(t)
and s22(t) have the same zero crossing distribution as s0(t) = sin T0t and the signaling rates
of the two stations are hT0 digits/second, where

As can be seen from the above equation, T0 depends on T1, T2, and the following
parameters: gains e1 and e2 of the two counters, gains a1 and a2 of the two oscillators,
initial counter outputs u1(0) and u2(0), initial phases 21 and 22 initial filter outputs v1(t) and
v2(t), and the time delays J12 and J21 in the communication channels.
The synchronization is satisfactory if hT0 is sufficiently close to hT1 or hT2. More
specifically, the steady-state signaling rate is satisfactory if

when T1 < T2, and if
when T2 < T1. The number , is a prescribed small number.
Since T0 depends on so many parameters, it is not immediately clear whether T0 satisfies
the above specifications. After some derivations, we have shown that T0 will satisfy the
above specifications if the gains of the two stations are designed to satisfy the following
two simple constraints

Since these two constraints can be easily satisfied and are independent of all the other
parameters in the system, we conclude that the steady-state signaling rate can be easily
made satisfactory regardless of the starting sequence, the initial system conditions, and the
time delays in the communication channels.
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Table 1.

Buffer and counter size requirements. Note that the system parameters should
be selected such that 0 < $1 < 1.

Definition For any positive number a, <a> denotes the integer immediately less than a
when a is not an integer. <a> = a when a is an integer.

FIG. 1- MASTER-TO-SLAVE OPERATION, BLOCK DIAGRAM.

FIG. 2- DIGITAL PHASE DETECTOR AND THE RATE-LOCKED
LOOP AT STATION 1.

FIG. 3- ILLUSTRATION OF S2(t), N2(t), AND T2(t)

FIG. 4 - ILLUSTRATION OF S1(t), N1(t), AND R1(t)

FIG. 5 - SLAVE-TO-SLAVE SYNCHRONIZATION WITH DIGITAL RATELOCKED LOOPS AT BOTH STATIONS.

BANDWIDTH EFFICIENCY FOR DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
VIA A HARD LIMITING CHANNEL
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Summary The achievable burst data rate with typical channel filters is obtained for
biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulation. The effect of intersymbol interference
in a hard-limiting channel is modeled by a time-domain representation which averages
probability of error over all (truncat , ed) equally likely sequences of digits.
As measured by the bit rate per unit bandwidth achieved at a given received Eb/No,
quadriphase outperforms biphase, but by less than a factor two, in contrast to behavior in a
linear channel. Eight phase modulation appears to offer only a marginal improvement over
quadriphase, and only for Eb/No > 15 db.
Introduction For TDMA operation, the bandwidth efficiency attainable in practice for
the transmission of digital data is determined by the burst data rate for a pulse transmitter
which has sole access to the finite-bandwidth channel. For a hard-limiting channel, the
possible signaling alphabets are based on multiphase shift keying, restricted for
implementation convenience to biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase. The additional
degree of freedom of amplitude modulation could be applied in a quasi-linear channel, but
this would impose an operationally undesirable requirement for power control on all
transmitters.
The problem, then, is to compare the digital transmission rates achievable in a hardlimiting channel, taking into account intersymbol interference due to the restricted
bandwidth. For higher order phase modulation alphabets, the tolerable intersymbol
interference becomes smaller and the required Eb/No becomes greater; hence, there must
be a point of diminishing return where the attainable Increase in data rate is not
commensurate with the increase in system complexity.
Intersymbol Interference with PSK Typical analyses of the effects of intersymbol
interference on digital transmission presume a linear channel. One can attempt to bound

the maximum intersymbol interference to approximate the worst case or, more simply,
treat the intersymbol interference on an rms basis added to the receiver noise. The
demodulation process can be represented by an equivalent filter (such as integrate-anddump), so that the intersymbol interference resulting from the overall filtering on a
sequence of pulses is taken into account. Note that with a symmetrical bandpass filter,
there is no difference between biphase and quadriphase modulation in a linear channel, for
equal digit rates at identical values of Eb/No. (Thus, quadriphase doubles the bit rate.)
Typical results of this linear channel analysis show that a significant degradation is starting
to occur when the bandwidth is reduced below twice the digit rate. (1)
Figure 1 is the block diagram of the nonlinear system being studied. Transmission of a
signal through a bandpass filter results in amplitude distortion, phase distortion, and group
delay. Each pulse is meared into the preceding and following pulse (or pulses for narrow
bandwidths). The nonlinearity operates on the absolute value (i.e., the envelope amplitude)
of the distorted signal producing a signal with an absolute value that is constant but whose
phase varies depending on the preceding and following pulses. Thus, the integration start
time and duration which will yield minimum degradation must be determined
To analyze this system, a time domain representation can be applied.(2) In this approach,
the effect of the channel bandpass filter on the transmitted pulse shape is computed In the
time domain (by a Fourier transform or an inverse Laplace transform), from which the
response of a hard limiter to the transmitted pulse sequence may be found. Note that
superposition can not be assumed at the output of the nonlinear channel. Noise is
presumed negligible except after hard limiting, as typical of a satellite channel, and the
integrate-and-dump detector is the only significant filtering after the hard limiter.
Probability of error is computed for this channel model by averaging over all random cases
for a sequence of rectangular pulses. Truncation to a sequence of seven pulses is used for
biphase and quadriphase, and five pulses for eight-phase modulation; this suffices to
include the significant intersymbol interference in a typical channel filter (one pulse is
designated as the desired digit and left in zero phase). Two representative filters are: (1)
Chebyshev filter; and (2) a sharp cutoff filter with no phase distortion. The latter can be
considered to approximate the result of perfect phase equalization of the Chebyshev filter.
A peculiarity of the hard limiting is that the intersymbol interference effect tends to
disappear more rapidly than in a linear channel as the bandwidth is widened. This is most
easily seen for the case of biphase modulation and a symmetrical filter. Thus, if the
transient due to a phase shift can be assumed to cross zero only once and have decayed
essentially by the next switching time, the hard limiter restores the original non-bandlimited PSK signal.

Another consequence of the hard limiting is that an integrate-and-dump filter tends to be an
optimum match to the received pulses. Again, this is most easily seen for biphase and a
symmetrical filter, for which intersymbol interference acts only to displace the locations of
the phase shifts, leaving the pulses still rectangular.
Digital Computer Representation The phase and amplitude modulations on the
bandpass signal are represented as complex time samples, with the sampling rate set at 20
times the symbol rate. The low-pass equivalent of the channel bandpass filter, defined by
its impulse response, operates on the complex samples. For the Chebyshev filter, the time
samples of the impulse response are computed from the pole locations specified by the
3-db bandwidth and the amplitude ripple. For the sharp cutoff, linear phase filter, the
impulse response is expressed analytically.
It is assumed that the signal pulse modulation has a constant envelope with fixed phase at a
frequency offset )T from the center of the bandpass filter. Hence, over the pulse duration
T
(1)
In terms of the impulse response y(t) of the low pass equivalent Y(s), the pulse response
can be obtained by convolution; i.e., the real part of

(2)
For a symmetrical bandpass filter about To the impulse response y(t) is necessarily real,
and assuming the rectangular pulse modulation of (1), one obtains as the real part
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(3)

indicating a quadrature function will exist when there is a frequency offset. If )T = 0, (3)
reduces to simply

(4)

so that the quadrature function is zero. Figure 2 and 3 present examples of (4) for a
Chebyshev filter.
The filtered output for the sequence of pulses is obtained by superposition, and hard
limiting of the resultant complex time samples is accomplished by setting their envelope
values to unity.
The result is correlated with (T · Ta)-5 exp (j)Tt) over the selected aperture of width Ta,
yielding a complex number d·exp(j2) for each digit sequence. It is assumed that the phase
reference 2e in the receiver will be generated by averaging d·exp(j2) over all sequences; in
effect, this models a phase lock tracking loop.
When the reference phase for demodulation has been computed, the probability of error for
each sequence of pulses may be computed as a function of signal-to-noise ratio. The
normalized parameter Eb/No is utilized, where No is the white noise density and Eb is the
unfiltered signal energy per information bit. Eb is the ratio of hard limiter output power and
information bit rate.
The decision regions are different for the three modulation cases. For biphase, an error will
occur if noise causes the received vector to be displaced by more than ±90E from the
reference phase. Hence, the resulting probability of error is
(5)
where N(x) is the Gaussian probability distribution.

For quadriphase modulation, the decision regions can be set up on the basis of two
independent binary decisions, intepreting quadriphase as the sum of two independent
biphase modulations, each with half the signal power. Then,

(6)

For eight-phase modulation, there is no convenient exact expression for probability of error
in Gaussian noise. The good approximation is employed that the phase distribution is
Gaussian; this has been demonstrated to be quite accurate for eight-phase modulation (3).
Thus, with *2 - 2e* < B/8, the probability of error is

(7)
where ± B/8 are the decision boundaries for eight phase modulation. A Gray code is
assumed so that only one bit out of three will be in error for a transition into an adjacent
phase sector, and other transitions can be ignored at low Pe . In (7) the S/N normalization
involves 3 bits/digit.
The probability of error is computed for the received vector corresponding to each
sequence of pulses and averaged over all assumed sequences. Note that the effect of the
actual integrate-and-dump interval on noise variance has been taken into account.
Sharp Cutoff Filter To begin with, a sharp cutoff filter was assumed, for both biphase
and quadriphase. With the sharp cutoff filter, the demodulation process will clearly be
symmetrical with respect to the desired (center) digit, and the problem is to compute the
optimum integration aperture for best tradeoff between intersymbol interference (redired
by shortening the aperture) and noise (reduced by increasing the aperture).
Figure 4 shows the computed results where the aperture has been optimized at each value
of Eb/No to minimize probability of, error with a sequence of seven digits, of which the
desired pulse is the center. The solid curves are computed for biphase, and several isolated
points are given for quadriphase (the computation involved for quadriphase is much
greater). The reference phase is zero since there is no frequency offset in a symmetrical
filter.

It may be observed that the performance for bandwidth/bit rate >2 is essentially that of
ideal PSK for both biphase and quadriphase.* For restricted bandwidths, it is seen that
quadriphase is more severely affected than biphase by intersymbol interference when
compared at equal digit rates. However, when compared at equal bit rates, quadriphase is
seen to outperform biphase in the sense of requiring a lower Eb/No. (Compare the 1.0 point
of quadriphase with the 1.0 curve of biphase.)
For bandwidth/bit rate less than about 0.9, biphase rapidly degraded. Quadriphase
similarly degrades at bandwidth/bit rate less than about 0.6, indicating that higher data
rates are feasible with the higher order alphabet modulation.
Chebyshev Filter, 7-Pole, 1 db Ripple A seven-pole Chebyshev filter with a ripple of
1 db was assumed next. The desired digit was preceded by five nearby digits and followed
by one for a total in the sequence of seven digits. The number preceding sufficed except,
possibly, for the narrowest bandwidth introduced where a small contribution from one
additional preceding digit would also come in.
Now, symmetry in time does not exist, and the computer search is more extensive, since it
must cover both the aperture width and its location relative to the prefiltered digit position.
This was done interactively with the computer until a local minimum was found for any
small variation in these aperture parameters. The phase reference is zero, however, for the
case of no frequency offset.
In contrast to the preceding section, the aperture parameters were optimized at one value
of Eb/No corresponding to roughly 10-5 probability of error ani held fixed as Eb/No was
varied. The results are shown in Figure 5. They display, as before, the to-be-expected
behavior that the performance starts degrading rapidly when the bandwidth is reduced
below a certain value. For biphase, the degradation starts to occur at bandwidth/bit rate
ratio moderately greater than unity. At a bandwidth/bit rate ratio of 1.6 or higher,
performance is seen to agree almost exactly with ideal biphase PSK.
To indicate the performance of quadriphase, a minimization involving extensive
computation was carried out at Eb/No = 10 db for two bandwidth values. It was found that
the interval which optimized the biphase demodulation was close to being optimum for
quadriphase at the same digit rate (but at twice the bit rate, of course). The results are
plotted as points in Figure 5. It is observed that quadriphase outperforms biphase in a
given restricted bandwidth when compared for-equal-bit,rates., However, for a specified
Eb/No quadriphase provides a rate increase considerably less than by a factor of two when
the probability of error is to be the same.
*

A slight discrepancy from ideal of about 0.4 db is observed and is apparently due to the
computer time sampling.

To illustrate the effect of frequency offset in the symmetrical Chebyshev filter, results were
obtained for both biphase and quadriphase in a channel bandwidth where degradation is
becoming significant. Figure 6 shows that modest offsets cause negligible further loss for
biphase. For quadriphase, as might be expected, the appearance of a quadrature function
produces immediate degradation, which is significant even for small frequency offsets.
Note that in Figure 6 the integrateand-dump apertures were kept at the optimized values
for zero offset, and since the channel is now unsymmetrical the phase reference for
demodulation was obtained by averaging over all the equally likely data sequences.
High Order (13 -Pole) Chebyshev Filter A 13 -pole Chebyshev filter with 0.1 dB
ripple is considered more representative of typical satellite design, and results were
obtained for this filter for biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulation.
As before, the performance of PSK has been evaluated by averaging over all equally likely
conditions assuming the desired digit is preceded by five nearby digits and followed by
one digit. The integrate-and-dump interval was optimized by trial and error at
Eb/No = 10 db for biphase and used for other values of Eb/No and also for quadriphase in
the same bandwidth. Figures 2 and 3 shows the pulse response for two extremes of
channel bandwidth and the integrate-anddump interval found optimum for each. These
plots show that use of just one digit following the desired one is quite sufficient, however,
at the narrow bandwidth (1.4 x digit rate), there still exists a noticeable tail beyond the five
preceding digits allowed for in the computer program. Thus, computed results will be
slightly optimistic at the narrowest bandwidth.
Performance of biphase atd quadriphase for the 13-pole Chebyshev filter with 0.1 db ripple
are given in Figure 7. These bandwidth efficiency results are vibrse by about 30 percent
than previously found for a 7-pole filter, and the degradation can be attributed to the
greater phase distortion with the higher order filter.
Performance of eight-phase PSK is given in Figure 8. Because of the larger number of
different conditions, the program now assumes only three preceding digits. This is
reasonable because of the wider bandwidths found necessary to support a given digit rate
with eight-phase modulation. The approximation to ideal coherent, based on (7) with
2e = 0, is also presented. It is observed that considerable degradation from ideal occurs for
the three bandwidth cases computed, and of course, the ideal Eb/No is higher than for
biphase or quadriphase.
Conclusions A computationally tractable method of ascertaining the degradation due to
intersymbol interference in a nonlinear channel has been demonstrated. The method may
be described as a time domain simulation which averages probability of error over a
sufficiently long sequence of transmitted pulses that significant intersymbol effects are

taken into account. Although hard-limiting was assumed, the method could be easily
extended to handle soft limiting equally well, and even channels with AM to PM
conversion (such as a TWT).
Biphase, quadriphase, and eight-phase modulations were studied, and the general
comparison is shown in Figure 9. For a representative Chebyshev filter, a clear advantage
of quadriphase over biphase is evident in terms of required Eb/No to support a given
bandwidth efficiency, measured in BPS/Hz. However, the advantage is less than a factor 2,
which would be obtained in a linear channel (with a symmetrical filter). However, eightphase modulation achieves, at best, only a very slight improvement in bit rate over
quadriphase, and only in the region for Eb/No > 15 db.
It is worth speculating on the improved bandwidth efficiency achievable with phase
equalization in the channel. Performance of a sharp cutoff, linear phase filter may be taken
as a measure of the effectiveness of such equalization of a Chebyshev filter. Figure 9
shows a considerable increase in achieved bandwidth efficiency.
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L-ORTHOGONAL SIGNAL TRANSMISSION AND DETECTION
By W. C. L INDSEY and M. K. SIMON

Summary. Thi s paper inv estigates the detail ed capabilities and pe r formance characterization of systems that empl oy L-o rthogonal signalin g
t echniques . L-orthogonal s i gnals r epr esent a unifi ed set of sign als wherein
the polyphase and orthogon al (bi-orthogon a l) s i gn a l sets are included as
special cases. This fact i s impo rtan t s ince o rthogonal (bi-orthogonal) and
polyphas e sign aling sets r e present oppos ing forc es as f ar as tradeoffs
between error probability, energy - to-n o i se ratio, a n d bandwidth r equire ments are concerned . Bounds on the pe rformance of the optimum receive r
and t h e performance o f various suboptimum ( practical) receiv er structures
a re gi ven. Cohe rent and differentially coh erent detection of differentially
encoded signals a r e a lso pu r sued . Various compa risons and tradeoffs a r e
made by means of numeric al evaluation of the e rror probability express i ons .
Introduction . W ith the high communicat ion traffic density predict ed
fo r future data transmiss i on systems, it is important to invest igat e and
compare all poss ible mo dulation techniques that a r e practical for such
application s. In pa rticular , on e is interested i n the tradeoff between the
bandwidth r equired to transmit the g i ven s i gnaling scheme and the error
probability performance of the associated receiver us e d for data detection .
Because of its desirable bandwi dth properties, conside r abl e attention
has been focussed on multiple phase - s hift - keying (MPSK), i. e. , t h e use of
polyphase signals for data transm i ss i on, as a sui table modulation t echnique.
In par t i cular, quadri phase - s hift - keyin g (QPSK) a ppea rs to be attrac tive
over bi nary PSK sin ce it offe r s a 3 - dB saving in bandwidth a t no loss
in sys t em bit error p ro babilit y performan ce . High e r order phase - shift keyed modulation formats (Ref. 1) could be employe d to gi ve furth er r educ t ion in bandwidth occupancy; h owever , t h e a ccom panying increase i n erro r
probabi l i ty for a given sign al-to -noise ratio p e r bit now becomes signifi can t . Such a los s in performance woul d be incu rred r e gard l ess of w h ether
coherent or differentially coherent detection is employed at the receiver .
The pe r formance of these types of receive r s using differential en codin g of
the data for ambigui ty resolut ion i s given in Ref. 2. Also, the capabilities
of combined phase - shift- keyed an d amplitude mo dulation h ave been i nvestigated (Ref. 3 ).
Mr. Lindsey is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Un iversity of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90007
Mr. Simon is with the Jet Propu lsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Ca lifornia 9 11 03

Recognizing that polyphase s i gnaling is basically a n uncoded signal
t r ansmission scheme , i. e. , multilevel digital phas e modulation of a known
carrier, one naturally asks about the performance benefits gained through
coding at the ex pen se, o f cou r se , of an increase in bandwidth. In this connection, the error probability pe r fo r manc e of s i gnaling sets based upon
orthogonal a nd b i-orthogonal codes has been ex tensively studied in the
literatu re (Refs. 4 , 5 ) .
Since o r thogonal (bi-orthogonal) and polyphase signalin g sets r e present
opposing forces insofar as trad eoffs between pe r forman ce and bandwidth are
concerned, one is motivated to study th e p erformanc e capability of Lorthogonal signals (Ref. 6) w h ose prope rties enable them to b r i dge t h e
merits of both of the former s i gn ali ng schemes . H ence , a study of Lorthogonal signal perfo r mance represents a unified a pproach w h e r ein the
performance of polyphase a nd orthogonal (bi - o rthogon al) s igna l sets stand
out as the ext r eme spec ial cases. After a br i ef di scussion of the L orthogonal signal model and its associated ban dwi d th p r operti es, we begin
our discussion of system pe rformance by presenting tight upper and lower
bounds on th e error probability performan ce of the maximum-li kelih ood
receiver of L-o rthogon al s i gnal s suggested by R eed and S cho ltz (Ref. 6 ) .
Because i t is impractical to im plement the maximum - likelihood receive r,
the pe r formance (assuming perfect reference signals ) of a practical suboptimum receiver (Ref. 7 ) is p r esented n e xt and compar ed with the bounds
de r ived for the optimum receiver . Also included in our p erformance s tudy
of the suboptimum receiver is its effectiveness in te r ms of coherent and
differentially coh eren t det ection of d ifferentially encod ed signals. Finally,
we conc lude with a study of the error proba bili ty perfo r mance of the sub optimum receive r in the pr esen ce of noisy r e f eren ce s i gnals . T he results
presented i n this paper are of interest to communication system e ngin ee rs
f aced with the problems of system d esign , compari son, and planning of
high capacity data transmission systems.
Signal Representation and Bandwidth Con s iderations. An L - orthogonal
signal set consists of N = M L e qual ene r gy ( E = ST ), equal duration (T)
s i gn als {si(t) ; i = 1, 2, ... , N} that can be subdivided into M subsets of L
signals each w ith the following prope rties :
(I )

A n y pair of s i gnals not in the same subset a r e orthogonal.

( 2)

The ith and /h sign als of the same subset have a n ormali zed
correlation (inner product).

>. ..
lJ

I
= ST

1T

s .( t ) s .( t ) dt
l
J

= cos

[2rrli-j l/L]; i,j

1, 2, .. . , L

( 1)

0

Thus, the N X N correlation matr i x t}L O for t h e entire set of N signals can
be partiti oned so that it contains M ( L X L ) submat ric es a long its principal
diagonal each corresponding to the co rr e lati on matrix fo r L polyphase sig nals, and a ll other elements zero.

The construction of sign al sets that possess th ese co rrelation p r ope rties
has been suggested by several authors (Refs. 6 , 7). In all cases, the signals
can be exp r essed in the form
( 2)

= 1'
= 1'

m
£

2, .. .. ' L

(m - l ) L + £

i
where e£

2, .... ' M

= 2(.€-l)rr/L,

4f

4J

k =

T

T
~(t) xn(t) dt

=

yk(t) yn(t ) dt

. 0

0
and

4f

=t

n

(3 )
k

In

T
(4)

all k a n d n

~(t) yn(t) dt = 0

0

In fo r ming the c ro ss -corr e l a tio n between si(t) and s/t) where i = (m 1 - 1)
X L + £1, j =( m 2-l) L + £2 (m 1 I m 2). the coefficient of the c r oss-correlation
between x
(t) and y
(t), or x
(t ) a nd y
(t) depends on sin (en - 0£ ) and
m1
m2
m2
m1
J:'-1
2
s in ( 0£ + 0 £ ). Fo r L = 1, o r L = 2 (correspondin g to the cases of orth ogonal
1
2
and b i - orth ogonal signals r espective 1y ), 0 £ - 0 Q a n d e Q + e £ a r e eithe r
1
2
1
2
zero or an integer m ultiple of TT . H ence, regardl es s of th e value of the
c r oss - correlati on between x
(t) and y
(t), or x
(t) a nd y
(t), the
ml
m 2
m2
ml
orthogonality of si( t ) and Sj(t ) i s sati s fied s ince sin (e
- 0£ ) a nd

21

2

sin (6 £ + e£ ) a re both e qual to z e ro. Thus, we conclude that the orthogo.1
2
n alit y relationship of (4 ) fork In is requi r e d on ly for L > 2 .
In the lit e ratur e , o n e can find many practical methods for gen erating
the o r thogonal sign a l sets { xm(t)} and { ym(t)}. In terms of demonstrating
how th e bandwidth o f the L - o rthogonal signal set changes as L a n d M are
vari ed at fixed N , it is conve nient to use the r e p resentation of {~(t)} and
{ym(t)} corresponding to a set of M s inusoidal ton es ty pic a l of th ose used
i n MFSK sign aling systems, i. e . ,

X

m

(t)

= Ji s in

[rr(k;,m)t]

L
m

y

m

( t)

= jz

COS [ TT (k;m)tj

= 1'
= 1'

2
2, .... ' M

and
X

m

L > 2

(t)

( 5)

m=l,2, .. . . ,M

where k is an a r bitrary integer. Notice that for L = l, 2, the signal fre quencies are separated by l/2T Hz whereas for L > 2, they must be separated by 1/T Hz to insur e the mutual orthogonality as required by (4). Substituting ( 5) into ( 2), we get

- 1/zs

s .( t)

sin [ rr(k;m)t

+ e2]

L = l, 2

l

Jis sin [ rr(k~m)t + e.e];

m

1, 2, . . . . , M

R = l, 2, .... , L
i = (m -1) L

L > 2

0

5 t 5

+ 1!

(6)

T

When M = N (L = 1), we transmit in each T - second inte rval a sine wave
having one of N frequencies and zero phase. This signaling scheme corr esponds to the well-known case of phase - coherent orthogonal (MFSK) signaling and has a n effective bandwidth We = N/2T. When M = N/2 ( L = 2),
we transmit in e ach T-second interval one of N/2 frequencies at a phase of
e ither zero or TT radians. The effe ctive bandwidth for this bi-orthogonal
signaling t echniqu e is We = N/4T, which is one half of the bandwidth of th e
orthogonal signaling case. If Mis now reduced by another factor of 2, we
have a situation wherein one of N/4 fr equencies at a phase of zero, TT/2, rr,
or 3TT/2 radians is transmitted in each T-second interval. Sinc e the fre quency separation has now increas ed by a factor of 2 [ see ( 6)], the effective
bandwidth is We = N/4T and is thus the same as for L = 2. This is not surprising when we realize that a quadriphase-modulated sinusoid can be represented as two orthogonal bi phase-modulated sinusoids, and hence the signal
r epre sentations for L = 2 and L = 4 are equivalent and as we shall see later
yield identical performance . From this point , further reduction in M results
in further reduction in We and, in general (for L > 2), We = M/T. When
M = 1 (L = N), we have the case of polyphase signaling that occupies the
least bandwidth.
Error Probabilit Bounds for the Maximum-Likelihood Receiver. The
opt imum maximum-likelihood rec eive r fo r transmission of L-orthogonal
signals over an additive Gaussian noise channel is a bank of N matched
filters matched to the possible transmitte d signals. The error probability
performanc e of this receiver has been studied by Reed and Scholtz (Ref. 6) .
For L > 2, the probability o f correct detection is given by*

-ffexp [-(xf +

Pc(N)-

. TT

B

*For

x~ )]{!!exp

[-(Yi+
Yrn dyldy2}M-l dxldx2
TT

A(x )
1

L = 1 and L = 2, we have the well known results for orthogonal and
bi-orthogonal s ignaling r es p ectively .

(7)

where A(x1) and B are regions of integration (see Fig. I). In particular,
if Rd~ ST/No, then Bis the set of points (x1, xz) in the wedge bounded by
the straight lines
x 2 = (x 1 +J'Ra)tanr,
( 8)

x

2

= (- x 1 +

JR:;)

tan

I,

and A(x 1 ) is the set of points within an L-sided regular polygon circumscribed on a circle of radius x1 + v'Rd. Substituting (8) in ( 1 ) and making
the change of variables u1 = x1 + v'Rd, we have:

(9)
Since an y L-s ide d regular polygon can be subdivided into L e qual area
triangles, then from the symmetry of the double integral on A( u 1 ), we get ':'

( 1O)

*we define the e rror function e rf(x) and complementary error function
erfc(x) by

erf(x) =

zlx

exp ( -y 2 ) dy

jrr

0

erfc(x) = 1 - erf(x)

The signal set for L = 4 is equival en t to a bi-orthogonal signal set and
hence (1 0) reduces to

( 11)

When M = l, we merely have a single set of polyphase signals and by
inspection (10) reduces to

( 12)

For other combinati ons of M and L, the integral s in ( 1 O) must be evaluated
by numerical integration on a gene r al purpose digital computer.
For L > 2, upper and lower bounds on the probability of word error
PE(N) = 1 - Pc(N) may be readily calculated by circular approximation to
the area of integration A(u1), In particular, an upper bound on PE(N)
[lower bound on Pc(N)) is obtained by approxim ating A(u1) by its inscribed
circle of r a d ius u1. Sim i l arly, a lower bound on PE(N) may be calculated
by a pproximating A(u 1> by its circumscribed circle of radius u1 sec ( rr/L).
The results a re
PE(N) !'i PE (N)
u

= PE(L)l
M~l

MPSK

.L=.lt.

- t 1 ( l +k)M - lck exp

_l JJRd/(l+k)
+

e = t an

Jrr
_

1

0

[ .J
tanL

Jl+k

( kR d )[~

,m •

- l+k

.!.

TT + 2 erf

(M

_:!..

.

l+k sm

)

e

]

exp( - / ) erf ( y cot ,6) dy

(13)

sin 91

8 I = tan

_ 1 [tan

l

2
exp ( -y ) e r f ( y cot 8 1 ) dyJ

( 14)

r:J

""""i'+'k"""

whe re

.t..
( M-1 ) !
M-lCk =- k!(M-1-k)!
a nd
PE(L)I

MPSK

~

1-P (L)I
c
MPSK

I

w ith P ( L)
obtained from ( 1 2) with N r eplaced by L .
MPSK
c
W e not e from (13 ) and (1 4 ) that for M = 1 , the two bounds become equal
and give the exact p e rformance; that is, P E ( L )I
. Also, for l arge L
IMPSK
(small M) , the bounds are v ery t ight since both the insc ribed and circumscribed circles are good approximations to the L-sided polygon. Fig. 2
illustrates the upper and lowe r bounds of (13) and (14) r e sp e ctively as
functi ons of Rb = Rd/ log2 N in db for N = 64 and various combinations of
Mand L .
Ideal Wo rd Error Probability Performance of a Suboptimum Receive r.
A s a lr eady d is cuss e d, optimum de t ection of t h e s e t of signal s in ( 2 )
requires a correlation receiv e r with N correlators and yield s the performan c e as g i v e n by (7). When N become s lar ge, the number of correlato rs r e qui re d to i mpl e ment thi s receiver become s prohibitive . Hence ,
w e inv e stigate a subopti mum receiv e r that requires only 2M cor re l ators
a n d whos e erro r probability pe rform ance is quite close t o that of the
optimum receiver .
The suboptimum receiver illu s trated in Fig. 3 uses a n oncohe ren t
d e t ector to d e t ermin e the mos t probab le index m characterizing the
r eceived sign a l [see (2)) and a coher ent or differentially cohe r ent detector
to measure the phas e e , or e quival e ntly determine th e index £. The
1 , of co rrectly determining the index m from a total
p r obability, Pc ( M)I
N ON
of M choic es is giv en by (R ef: 8)
M -1
p (M)I
C

NON

=

~

(- l)k

( k Rd)

L, """T+k M-lck exp - l+ k
k=O

(15 )

The cond i tiona l probability, P c(L) le , of co rrec tly determining the phase 9,e
from a total of L choic e s, giv e n that m has been correctly chosen, depends
on the structur e of the phase estimator in Fig. 3. Before examining specific phas e e stimator configurations, w e continue with our charact e rization
of th e general form of th e suboptimum receiver as giv e n in Fig. 3. Sinc e
the index i [ s ee (2)] will b e corre ct only if m and 2 ar e corr e ctly chosen,
th e n from Baye s ' rule, the probability of corr e ct word d'etection for this
receive r is

or e quival e ntly , the probability of wo rd error is given by
PE(N) = PE(M)INoN

+ PE(L )l e - [PE(M)INoN] [PE(L)le]

(17)

Figur e 4 illustrat e s th ree possible phase e stimator configurations
corr e spondi ng resp e ctiv e ly to the ca ses of (1) MPSK (maximum likelihood detection of 9.e), (2) coherent MPSK with differential encoding
of e2 , and (3) differentially cohe rent MPSK (MDPSK) with diffe rential
e ncoding of e2 . T he conditional e rror probability p e rformance of each of
thes e configurations i s inve stigated in Refs. 1, 2 , and 9 respectively, and
is summariz e d b e low.
(l)

M PSK (maximum-likelihood d etection of Se)
P E(L )I

9

(18)

= l - p (L)I
c
MPSK

whe r e P (L)I
is obtained from ( 12) with N replac e d by L .
c
MPSK
(2)

Coherent MPSK with differential encoding of 9£
2
PE(L)I
e

= l - [ P/L)I

]
MPSK

L-1
-

L

PE

k =l

2

(L )

() 9)

k

whe re

• f f(xp [+ -Fa)']{ tan(~:~:), expl-v2)dv}du
O {

u tan --L-rr

J - 41 erf [~R
·
. (2k -1) J
'1.c\.dS1n--L-rr

1
1
[ 1nR . (2k+l)
= L+
4 erf '1L'.dS1n L rr

+ _l_

( o . (2k+l)
Ia..J " d sm --L--rr

e - / erf[y cot (

2

2..frr

sin (2k- l)
l

--L-n e - /

erf[y cot ( 2

'r J

t

1

)rr

dy

1 )n]dy

2.fn
(20)
(3)

Differentially coher e nt MPSK (MDPSK) with differential encoding
of

e2

( 21)

wh e r e

1

n/2

P,iVi

1
= 2 ,r

(sina )[l

+ Rd(l + cos ljJ sin

J

X e xp [-Ri 1 - cos tj.i sin a) da

a)]
(22)

Substituting (18), (19), or (21) in (17), w e h a v e the e rror probability
p erformance of th e subop ti mum r e c e iver whos e phase e stimator in the
mth branch m = 1, 2, .... , Mis r e s pe ctively that of Fig . 4a, 4b, and 4c.
The corr esponding e rror p r obability performanc e s are illus t r ated in
Figs. 2 , 5 , and 6 for N = 64 and various combinations of M and L whos e
v a lue s are powe rs of 2.
Error Probability P er formance of a Suboptimum Receiver w ith Noisy
R efe r e nce Signals . As in any pr actic al r e c e iver employing carrier tracking loops for e stablishing coher ent refe r e nce signa ls, the phase jitt e r
associated with the s e r e fere nce signals c a us ed by the additive Gaussia n
noise perturbing the loop pro duc e s a degradation of e rror probability per fo rmanc e . A s a lway s, the fi r st step in solving the so- call e d " noisy refer e n ce probl em " is to e stablish an e xp re ssion for th e probability of error
conditioned on a give n noisy refe r e nc e phas e e rror. For th e suboptimum
re c e iver of Fig. 3, w e n eed only b e concerne d with e sta blishing the con ditional p robability of error associated with the phase e stimat ion sinc e the
magni tud e e stimat ion is noncoherent a nd h ence i nd ependent of the noisy
ref e r e nc e ph a s e e rror.
A g e n e r alizat ion of ( 17) yields

as the conditional word e rror probability of the suboptimum rec e iver with
PE( L ; <j>) , the conditional probability of e rror for the phas e es timation.

The quantity PE(:L; cl>) is of course dependent upon the configuration of the
phase estimator itself. The noisy reference problem has been studied in
Refs. 1 and 2 for the phase estimators of Figs. 4a and 4b. The corresponding exp r essions for PE(L; cl>) are respectively given by Eqs. (40) and
(19) of the cited references. Assuming that the M carrier tracking loops
are of the Lth power loop or L-phase Costas loop types (Ref. 1) and all
have identical loop parameters, then the average word er r or probability
of the suboptimum receiver is g iven by
rr/L

= [
PE(cl>) Lp(Lcl>) dcl>
. -rr/L
( 24)

In th e above, <I.> ~ Lei> and p(Lcl>) is the p. d. f. of the loop phase error L<j>(t)
that can b e approximate d by
Lqi+2rr

p(L<j>) -

exp ( f3L<!> + a cos L<!>)
2
2
4rr exp ( - rr~ )l!. (a) I
J~

1

exp

Lqi

[-~x - a cos x Jdx;

I Lcj>l

s rr
(25)

wh e r e a and~ ar e defined in terms of the loop parameters [Eq. (16) of
Ref. 1] and Ij~(a) is the imaginary Bessel function of imaginary order~ and
argument a. As an example , consider the case where N = 64 with M = 32,
L = 2, and coherent detection of differentially encoded phase symbols
(i.e., th e phas e detector of Fig. 4b). For this case,

PE(,j,) =

ecfc (F,, co, ,j,) ~

- }

erfc (JR;, co,•)]

(26)

Using (26) as P£(2; qi) in (24), the performance of an L - orthogonal syst em
that e mploys a Costas loop for tracki ng and differentially encod ed PSK
signaling for ambiguity r e solution is illustra ted in Fig. 7. In this figure,
we have assumed a Costas loop filter of the form
F(p)

(27)

and the parameters '( and pare defined by

'(

( 28)

where WL is th e two-sid e d loop bandwidth and W. /2 is the two-sid e d bandwidth of t he RC low-pass filters in the in-phase Jnd quadrature arms of the
Costas loop. Other pa rameters assumed for the Costas loop ar e
Tz/T 1 = 0. 002 and 0. 707 damping. The curv e marke d 6 = co corresponds
to the case o f perfect reference signals.
Conclusions. In conclusion, we have demonstrate d s everal suboptimum
receiver structures whos e e rror p robability performance is n egligibly
different from that of the optimum rec eiv er (as predicted by tight upper
and lower bounds). For each of these suboptimum receiver structures,
we have ass e ssed the tradeoffs between word error performance and band width occupancy as the composition of the signal is varied between the
extrem e s of one frequency with N phases (polyphase) and one phase with
N frequ encies (orthogonal).
In vie w of th e wo rk of Cahn (Re f. 3) and others on the problem o.f com bined digital phase and amplitude modulation, it would b e interesting to
extend the L -orthog onal signaling technique to the consideration of a comb ined digital phase, frequency, and amplitude modulation system. T he
p e rformance tradeoffs obtained would b e studie d as a function of three
degrees of freedom, namely phase, frequency, and amplitude.
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REGULAl l -SIDED POLYGON

Fig. I - Areas of Integration for Equation (11)
(Example Drawn for L = 6)
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Fig. 2 - Error Probability Performance of L-Orthogonal Signals
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HOW DO YOU DEFINE BANDWIDTH?
By R. A. SCHOLTZ

Summary. -All definitions of bandwidth have certain basic properties
which make them true measures of "width". In this paper we show that
different bandwidth measures are not interchangable, and note that bandwidth can be viewed as a measure of the number of dimensions added to
the signal space per unit time. Methods of computing the transmitted
power spectral density in a digital communication system are given and
the dependence of the spectral density on the statistical structure of the
inf ormation source is indicated by example. The paper closes with
bandwidth compari son s for three common sets of binary tel emetry signals.
Many engineers probably have a favorite definition of bandwidth
which they feel deserves the title of Bandwidth with a capital B. All are
attempti ng to define a measure of the width B of a non-negative real valued spectral density S(f ) defined for all frequencies If I < 0>. Lets
illustrate these definitions for a particularly well-behaved function S(f)
with the property that it has unit area, is symmetric about f = 0, unimodal and has its maximum value at f = O.
O>

I

( 1)

S(f)df = 1

_ a,

(2)

S(f) = S (- f)
0 s S(f ) S~(f ),
1
2

for O sf

1

s f

2

(3)

(4)

max S(f) = S(O)
f

Everybody's definition should "work" on such a well behaved function.
Here are some definitions which are used quite often:
A.

The rms bandwidth B

rms

For those famili ar with probability theory, we see that B
is simply the standard deviation of the density S(f).
rms
B.

The equivalent rectangular bandwidth B

er

:
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"'

B

1

er

= 2

I-"'

S(f)df

max S(f)
f

1

--

2S(O)

This definition simply matches the area under S(f) to the area of
a rectangle with height max S(f) and width 2B • The second
f
n
equality is the result of our special assumptions about the shape
of 'S(f). If S(f) = J H(f) J 2 where H(f) is the system function of an
amplifier or linear filter Ber is usually called noise- bandwidth of
the de..;.ice.
C.

The 3db Bandwidth B db :
3
This bandwidth is described implicitly as any solution of the
equation

B db indicates a value off at which S(f) is half its peak value.
3
D.

The x Fractional Power Bandwidth BxF:
This bandwidth is also described implicitly as any solution to the
equation
B
xF S (f )df = x
-B
xF

J

where x is a specified number in the range O < x

~

1.

All of these measures Brms• Ber• B 3db • and BxF are measures B of the
"half width" of the function S(f), with the nominal width of the function
being 2B, indicating that S (f) has most of its area in the region (-B, B) .
(Do you believe in negative frequencies?)
Problems a r ise when an equation calls for a bandwidth and either the
particular bandwidth measure is unspecified or you wish to substitute one
measure for another . To illustrate the problem, let B (S) denote the
bandwidth of the function S(f), and let,,/ b e the collection of all functions
satisfying (1)-(4) . We can get an idea of how well the substitution of
bandwidth measure Bz(S) for measur e By(S) by determining
max B (S)/B (S) and max B (S)/By(S) . A table of these maximum values
Se,,/
Y
z
Seal
z
is given here for the four measures defined above, and the reader is left
with the task of finding which function S yields the tabulated value. It is
worth noting that for each choice of By and Bz, the maximum of either
By/Bz or Bz/By can be infinite!

By
By(S)
max
Se,,/

B

B
B

B

B (S )
z

rms

B3db

er

B

xF

2
3Jl- x

.fi

ft

0:,

l

2

a,

a,

a,

1

a,

a,

-l

2-x
--

l

l

rms

B

er

N•

z
B3db
B

xF

X

X

The large v ariety of measures comes from the fact that the notion of
width about f = 0 , requires very few axioms to describe . Suppose that
we now assume only that S(f) is non-negative valu ed and has finite area.
Then the foll?wing axioms correspond to the notion of width:
(a) Bandwidth is non- ne gative.
B(S)

~

0

(b) Bandwidth is not a function of "height" .
B(kS) = B(S) for any positive numb e r k
(c) Stretching S(f) by a fac t or of c stretches t he bandwidth of S(f) by
a fac t o r c. If
S' (i_) = S(f)
C

then

B (S') = .!.B(S)
,

CI

Note that (b ) allows one to normalize S(f) by choice of k, so that kS h a s
unit area, whence the condition (1) may be assumed to be satisfied w henever S(f) i s integrable .
Anothe r prob l em which occu rs quite often involves defining the center
frequency fc of S (f) and the bandwidth a bout that frequency whe n S(f) n o
longer satisfi es conditions (3) and (4). In this case one can define the
bandwidth about a fr equency f' as ZB (Sf, ) where
Sf 1 (f) = U (f -f 1 )S (f-f' )

(5)

Here U(f) denotes the unit step function, and the bandwidth is computed as
twice the bandwidth about f = 0 of the positive f portion of S (f), t ranslated
down in frequency by an amo unt f' . One suitable definition of c e nter

frequency fc in this situation is the value off' which minimizes B(Sf1).
Here again fc will depend on the bandwidth measure used when U(f-f')~f-f')
is not symmetric in f for any value off'. The reader can construct a
table similar to the above for variations in center frequency as a function
of the choice of bandwidth measures if he so desires.
One of the more intriguing relationships in communication theory is
between time-duration, bandwidth, and dimensionality of signal sets.
Suppose we w i sh to communicate using a set of M waveforms sm(t), m =
1, ••• , M, each non-zero only in the time inverval (0, T) . A reasonable
definition for the average energy spectral density of the signal set is

(6)

S(f)

where lF denotes the operation of taking the Fourier transform. One
definition of the ban dwidth of the signal set is simply B(S). (Take your
pick of the possible measures.) The dimensionality of the signal set
( sm(t )} is the smallest number N of orthonormal functions gn(t), n = 1,
.•• , N such that each signal can be represented by
N

s

m

I:
s
g
n=l mn n

(t)

(7)

(t)

Let

F(g (t)} = G (f)
n

(8)

n

and

,,, =

[s

mn

]

(9)

where ,I is an M X N matrix of signal coefficients, The performance of
this signal set against white noise with a memoryless source of equally
likely messages, in a synchronized baseband communication system
depends only on ,I, and not on the particular set of orthonormal basis
functions used to generate the signals . So the question is: What set of
basis functions yields an energy spectral density of minimum bandwidth?
The answer to this question follows from rewriting (6):

*

1 (G (f), •.• ,GN(f))-'_.l(G
t
* t
S(f) = M
(f), ... ,GN(f))
1

1

(10)

Now ,lt,I is a non-negative definite matrix, and hence has an expansion
( 11)

where R is an orthogonal matrix, and D is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative elements. Now
t

R (G (f),,,., GN(f))
1

(G (f), • •. , G~(f))

1

( 12)

is a transformation which takes on set of orthonormal functions (gn(t),
n = 1, . .. , N} and their transforms into another set of orthonormal functions (g~(t ), n = 1, . .. , N}. Hence (10) reduces further to
S(f)

=

ME
1

N

2

dmlG~(f)I

( 13)

where dmn is the nth diagonal entry of D. In the special cases of orthogonal, biorthogonal , and simplex signal set s , the diagonal entries dnm
are all identically equal to Ma/N where is the energy in a signal. For
these cases of special interest

a

S(f) =

a N
NL
n=l

2
IG' (f)I
n

(14)

The following results are known with regard to choosing the functions
(g~ (t) , n = 1, • • • , N} such that the bandwidth of S(f) in (14) is minimized:
(a) B

rms

(S) is minimized by choosing

,

gn (t) =

JfI:
T

sin

(rrnt) , n = l, . •. ,N
T

and for large time-bandwidth products
2TB

rms

(S)

~

N + 3/ 4

J!

n

(b) B ll
F(S) can be minimized using prol ate spheroidal wave2
functions as signals, with the result that
N ~ 2TB l/lZ F(S)
1

+

1 .

In either case results indicate that the dimension N of the signal set must
be at best proporti onal asymptoti cally to the TB(S) product of the set,
and can increase at best linearly wit h B(S) for fix ed T, or linearly with T
for fixed B(S} .
Several investigators have considered variations of a more general
problem of counting the number of signals which are approximately timelimited, bandlimited and energy limited, but which are not required to be
an orthogonal set. The constraint on any two signals in the set is merely
that
T

2
[ x.(t) - x . (t)] dt >O
0
1
J

J

( 15)

Under this weaker condition, the logarithm of the number of signals in
the set is usually asymptotically bounded by a multiple of the TB product .
In an actual communication situation, the power spectral density of
the transmitted signal
s(t)

L

.

1

s

m.

1

(t-iT)

( 16)

composed of signals from the set {sm(t), m = l, ..• ,M}, is defined as
S

.

tr

1

2

( 17 )

(f) = hm :m:{l:er {s(t)} I }
T
2T
T-+a>

where 11!T denotes the Fourier transform of the signal s(t) truncated to the
time interval (-T, T), and JH: denotes the expected value operator, which
is averaging ove r the ran dom sequence of symbols { mi}. The questio n
now is: How is the power spectral density Str(f) of the transmitted signal
related to the energy spectral density S(f) o f the s i gnal set, as defined
in (6)?
W e s hall compute Str(f) in (17) under the assumption that the sequence {mi} of random variables is wide-sense stationary. Then the
ave rage v alue r(t) of s(t) is periodic:
r (t)

=

=

:m: { s(t)}

JH:{s(t+T)}

r(t+T)

( 18)

Now
2
{s(t)-r(t)} 1 }

:m: {IF
S

tr

( f) = lim

T

+ IF {r(t)}l
T

2T

T-+a>

2
( 1 9)

Lets define a new set of signals corresponding to the original set with
the mean signal r(t) removed.
s
SI

m

(t)

m

(t) -r (t),

te (0, T)
(20)

e ls ewhere

0

Then , assuming that the symbols in the sequence {mJ are independent,
it is possible to reduce (19) to
M
2
Str(f) = ;
P r (m ) IF{s• (t)}l
m=l
m

I:

co

+

I:
n= -=

(21)

where
r

= n

1 JT

T O

r(t)e

-j21Tn (t/ T)

dt

(22)

N ot ice that the lin e spectral density indicates the distribution of power in
the lE{ s(t)} and hence indicates power which does not contribute to the
communicati on of information. In the further special case when all
messages are equally likely and the signal set { sm(t)} is the simplex set
or the biorthogonal set, then r(t) is identically zero and S(f) is related to
Str (f) by the conversion factor T.
To indicate that independence of successive symbols was crucial in
arriving at (2 1), w e state the spectral density for a two-symbol first-order

Markov source when Pr(mi+l = milmi} = p.

str (f)

=

Then

l - ~2
1 - 2~ cos(2TTfT) +

~

2
0:,

+

I:

(23)

n= - "'
where~ = 2p-l and rn is defined through (18) and (22). Note that (23) is
equivalent to (21) with M =2 if and only if~ = 0 and the source is in fact
memoryless. (This follows because s 1(t) = (s1 (t) - s2(t))/2 = -s~(t) in
this special case. )
Let us close with some
bandwidth computations for typical PCM
telemetry.
Example l (NRZ): Binary data from an equally-likely memoryless
symbol source,
s/tl = l ,
s (t) = -1,
2

te:(O,T)
te:(0, T)

In this special case of equally likely signals, the average signal r(t)
is zero . Using the fact that

gives
2

S

(f) = T (sin TTfT)
tr
TTfT

The following bandwidths result:
B
B

rms
er

=

=

0:,;

. 50 .
-T

• 44
T
1
B
=
T
• 9f

B3db

=

The Gabor bandwidth is whenever there are jumps in the waveform.
The . 9 fractional power bandwidth is in effect the width to the first
null in the spectral density Str(f) given above.
Example 2 (Manchester Coding): Lets repeat Example 1 with a new set of
waveforms:
te: (0, TI 2)
=
te: (T /2, T)
-1

11 '

Since
. -jTTfT [sin(TTfT/2}]
= 2 Je
TTf
it follows from (21) that

2

S

(f) = T

rsm(TTfT
. /2)] 4

tr

(TTfT/

The resultant bandwidth measures are:
B
B

rms
er

=

=

,

CID•

=

B3db

3.8
T

B

=

• 25f

1. 16
T

-T2

If we compare these results with those in example 1, we see that a
bandwidth expansion by more than a factor of two seems to have
occurred, even though the maximum switching rate has only doubled.
Example 3 (Modified NRZ): As a final example, we repeat example 1 with
a waveform containing no jumps, to bring the rms bandwidth in for a
comparison.

Using
e

-jTTfT

cos TTfT

TTT •
2

2j
whence
2

s tr (f) =

TT T

(cos TTfT)

4 [(TTfT )z

2

-(¥)

2 2
]

The bandwidth computations here given the following results:
B
B

• 50

rms
er

=

= -T
.62
T

B3db

=

B

=

• 89f

•5
T
• 75
T

The particular waveform used here yields the minimum possible
value of Brms·
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AMPLITUDE-PHASE-KEYING WITH M-ARY ALPHABETS:
A TECHNIQUE FOR BANDWIDTH REDUCTION
C. M. THOMAS
TRW Systems
Redondo Beach, California

Summary The spectral occupancy of transmitted digital data can be reduced by
employing symbols from an M-ary alphabet. A modulation technique combining both
amplitude and phase keying (APK) requires less peak and average power than M-ary PSK
to achieve the same symbol error probability. Efficient signal set designs have been found
by an empirical search of a large number of candidate sets with a comparison based on
symbol error probability. New 8-ary and 16-ary designs are presented which outperform
previously suggested designs on both a peak and average SNR basis. The bandwidth
efficiency of the principal APK sets and PSK is presented as a function of alphabet size
(4-ary to 128-ary) to illustrate the bandwidth-power tradeoff.
Introduction As data rate requirements continue to increase, digital communication and
telemetry channels with the typical binary PSK modulation begin to exceed their allocated
channel bandwidth. Some technique is then needed to efficiently exchange carrier power
for bandwidth. Baseband data compression by redundancy removal is one technique, of
course. A second approach is to alter the modulation method so that more than one bit of
information is transmitted during each symbol period. That is, instead of employing
symbols from a binary alphabet, use an alphabet with M symbols. Since the RF spectrum
depends upon the symbol rate, the use of M-ary symbols reduces the bandwidth by log2M.
Coherent M-ary PSK is a well-known example of such a modulation system.
A newer M-ary modulation technique combining both amplitude and phase keying (APK)
has been shown by several authors [1,2,3] to require less peak or average power than
M-ary PSK to achieve the same symbol error probability.
Even though APK modulation has been shown superior to PSK, the optimum phase and
amplitude relation between the M members of the signal set has hot been found. Previous
investigators of APK signal set design concerned themselves with optimizing a particular
type of configuration either in the form of a grid 12 or concentric circles with [3] or
without [1] constraining the signals on each circle to lie on a ray from the origin*. These
*

While not specifically stated in their paper [1], Lucky has indicated by private communication
that his designs were constrained to lie on concentric circles with radius greater than zero.

investigations were hampered by the lack of a general expression for symbol error
probability with maximum likelihood detection which would be valid for any arbitrary twodimensional signal set. In this paper the symbol error probability is evaluated by means of
the union bound which Fielding [4] showed to be asymptotically tight at high SNR for
signal sets with unequal energies and any dimensionality. Even with this error expression,
however, it does not appear to be possible to derive an expression for the optimum signal
set structure.
The approach of this investigation [5] was to examine a large number of possible M-ary
APK configurations in an empirical search for good designs. The most promising designs
for each alphabet size were selected as candidates for a comparison by means of the
symbol error expression. While the optimum design may not be discovered with this
method, the performance of that optimum should not greatly exceed the best of the
candidate designs, if a large, varied class of designs is tested. With this empirical search,
new designs have been found which significantly outperform previously suggested 8-ary
and 16-lary designs on both a peak and average SNR basis.
In the following sections the candidate signal designs are described. Curves of symbol
error probability versus peak and average are shown for the 16-ary designs. The principal
designs for alphabet sizes from 4-ary to 128ary are compaged in terms of peak and
average SNR at a symbol error probability of 10-5. Finally the bandwidth efficiency of the
principal APK sets and PSK is presented as a function of alphabet size to illustrate the
bandwidth-power tradeoff.
Signal Designs
A. Vector Representation APK signal sets of alphabet size M can be viewed
mathematically as M signal vectors arranged in a two-dimensional space. To obtain these
Vectors let the signal waveform be represented over the symbol period T by

If the orthonormal set

is selected as the basis waveforms, si(t) becomes
(1)

and can be re resented by the complex quantity
(2)
The signal set designs pictured in Figures 1 and 2 are plots of Si. The input noise
(3)
can be similarly represented in complex form
(4)
The noise is assumed to be Gaussian and white with single-sided input power spectral
density of No W/Hz. The two-sided spectral densities of n1(t) and n2(t) are therefore

so that the variances of the noise components are
(5)
with

where E{·} denotes the expected value.
The average signal power-to-average noise power ratio is

(6)

Similarly, the peak signal power-to-average noise power ratio is

(7)
B. Candidate Designs The signal designs which were chosen for error probability
evaluation will now be described. Most of these designs fall into four basic categories:
those with signals arranged on concentric circles, and those with triangular, rectangular, or
hexagonal grid patterns. All binary alphabet sizes from 4-ary to 128-ary are considered.

4-ary Signal Set Only one 4-ary signal set is considered. It is composed of three signals
equally spaced about a circle with the fourth at the origin, and is designated as a (1,3)
circular set.**
8-ary Signal Sets For 8-ary signal sets there are four candidate configurations; these are
shown in Figure 1. (In Figures 1 and 2 the signal designs have been scaled such that, for all
but the circular sets, the nearest neighbor distance is unity. For the circular sets the signals
on each ring are separated by unity distance, but the inter-ring distance is not unity.) The
first design is a (1,7) circular set consisting of a 7signal circle surrounding a signal at the
origin. The second is a double circle with four signals per circle, denoted as a (4,4) design,
which Lucky and Hancock [1] calculate to be the optimum 8-ary design under an average
power constraint. The remaining two candidates are a 3 x 3 grid minus the center signal
and a triangular design.
Two additional designs were investigated but considered to be unsuitable as candidates. A
hexagonal design, due to its 6-ary nature, cannot be formed into a reasonable 8-ary set.
The (3,5) circular design is clearly inferior to the (4,4) design in terms of intercircle versus
intracircle distances (poor peak power).
16-ary Signal Sets The seven 16-ary candidate sets are shown in Figure 2 and each of
the four design categories are represented. The rectangular set is 4 x 4 square, while the
triangular set is composed of alternating rows of 3 and 4 signals each, minus the center
point. Four circular designs are compared, including an (8,8) arrangement previousl
thought to be optimum for both peak and average power constraints [3].
It should be noted that the circular sets can be further optimized by evaluating the effect on
the error probability of variations in circle radii and rotations of the various circles with
respect to each other. Because the additional improvement is small, these optimum sets
were not obtained in this study.
32-ary Signal Sets There are five candidate configurations for 32-ary signal sets. These
include the (4,11,17) and (5,11,16) circular designs, a rectangular grid, and triangular and
hexagonal patterns.
The (5,10,17) and (4,10,18) circular designs are rejected; the former because its minimum
distance is much less than the (5,11,16) and the latter because its outer radius is too large
(poor peak power). The four-circle (3,6,10,13) design was examined and it is apparent that
four circles are too many for a 32-ary alphabet because the inter-circle distance is too
small.
**

For notational convenience the circular sets are designated as, for example, (a, b, c) meaning
there are three circles with “a” signals on the inner circle, “c” signals on the outer circle, etc.

64-ary Signal Sets Five candidate 64-ary designs are considered. These are the 8 x 8
grid, the (6,12,19,27) and (6,13,19,26) circular designs, and the triangular and hexagonal
patterns. Five-circle designs were rejected as the inter-circle distance is too small.
128-ary Signal Sets Five candidates are also selected for 128-ary sets. These are the
rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, and (8,17,25,34,44) and (6,12,18,24,30,38) circular
designs.
Thermal Noise Performance The probability of symbol error for M-ary signal sets with
unequal energies has been shown by Fielding [4] to asymptotically approach the bound

(8)

at large SNR. This bound is employed to evaluate the symbol error probability of each of
the candidate signal sets as a function of peak and average SNR. Results for the 16-ary
sets are displayed in Figures 3 and 4. The curves are believed to be quite<accurate
because the error bound has been found to be very tight for PE # 0.01 for M-ary PSK and
APK rectangular grid sets, where exact results are known.
Similar curves were computed for the other alphabet sizes. The relative performance of
candidate designs from such curves is summarized in Tables 1 and 2, which give the peak
and average symbol energy-to-noise density ratio required to achieve a symbol error
probability of 10-5.
A. Signal Set Comparison The performance of the (1,3) quatenary APK set is shown
in Tables 1 and 2 along with the quadriphase PSK. With only four signals the PSK set is
superior to the APK set on the basis of both average and peak SNR at 10-5 symbol error
probability. It offers an advantage of 2.9 dB for peak SNR and 1.6 dB for average SNR.
For M=8, the circular (1,7) set is the best of the four APK designs for both peak and
average SNR. It provides a 0.1 dB advantage in average SNR over the triangular set and
1.8 dB over PSK. It also yields a 1.3 dB advantage in peak SNR over PSK.
The performance of the seven 16-ary APK sets are shown in Figures 3 and 4, as well as
the tables. For average SNR the best set over the SNR of: interest is the (1,5,10), although
the rectangular, triangular, and (5,11) circular sets come within 0.3 dB of its performance.
The circular sets are clearly superior for peak SNR performance. The (5,11) is the best as
it offers a 1.2 dB advantage over the rectangular set and 0.8 dB over the triangular set. The
hexagonal set performs very poorly for both peak and average SNR.

Of the five 32-ary APK signal designs, the triangular set obtains the best average SNR
performance but the rectangular and (4,11,17) designs are only 0.2 dB inferior. Again the
circular sets achieve the best peak SNR performance with the (4,11,17) being optimum
and offering about 0.7 dB improvement over the rectangular set. The hexagonal set is the
poorest of the 32-ary APK sets in both figures. The advantage offered by APK over PSK is
approximately 7.1 and 5.2 dB for average and peak SNR comparisons, respectively.
For 64-ary signal sets, as for 32-ary sets, the triangular set yields the optimum performance
for average SNR. Next are the virtually identical rectangular and (6,13,19,26) designs with
0.4 dB poorer SNR. The (6,13,19,26) circular design offers the best peak SNR
performance and achieves a 0.7 dB advantage over the triangular set and 1.7 dB over the
rectangular. The optimum 64-ary APK sets provide a 10.1 dB and 7.6 dB advantage over
PSK for average and peak SNR.
The bandwidth-power trade-off of M-ary APK is displayed in Figures 5 and 6 with curves
of bandwidth efficiency in bits/sec/Hz versus bit energy-tonoise density for a bit error
probability of 10-4. The performance of rectangular grid sets, triangular sets, and the best
circular set for each M are shown, along with M-ary PSK. The Shannon bound given by
(9)
is also plotted. All curves assume ideal sin Bt/T / Bt/T pulses with no channel distortion so
that the efficiency equals log2M.*** For realistic channels and waveforms; the performance
must be reduced to account for the bandwidth increase required to reduce intersymbol
interference.
Conclusions Amplitude-phase keying with M-ary alphabets is an attractive metho of
reducing the bandwidth required for-transmission of digital information. The bandwidth is
exchanged for power but APK achieves a much more efficient exchange than M-ary Psk.
For a peak SNR comparison the APK advantage increases from 1.2 dB at M=8 to 7.6 dB
at M=64. For an average SNR comparison the advantage is even greater, increasing from
1.8 dB at M=8 to 10.1 dB at M=64.
the APK sets studied in this investigation were empirically generated but included the
regular grid, triangular, and hexagonal lattice designs, as well as various circular
configurations. From a comparison of these sets, new 8-ary and 16-ary designs have been
found which outperform designs previously thought to be optimum.

***

These curves actually exist only at discrete integral values of log2M.

Two important conclusions about APK signal selection and performance can be drawn for
the comparison of the signal sets summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Firstly, on a peak SNR
basis of comparison, the circular signal sets are always superior. The rectangular and
triangular sets suffer a disadvantage of 0.2 to 1.8 dB depending upon the alphabet size.
Secondly, on an average SNR basis, the circular sets are best for M=4, 8 and 16; for larger
alphabets the high packing efficiency of the triangular structure gives it the best
performance. The rectangular set, is within 0.5 dB of optimum for M $ 16.
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Table 1. Comparison of APK Sets for Average SNR at 10-5 Symbol
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Figure 2. 16-ary Signal Set Designs
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REDUNDANT AREA CODING SYSTEM (REARCS)
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Summary Redundant area coding was proposed in an Air Force patent, James Maier
inventor, to relieve the long integration time required to transmit a reconnaissance
photograph through narrow-band communication circuits where upper limits of 4800 to
9600 bits/second prevail. Further development by Radiation Systems Division was funded
by Rome Air Development Center’s Reconnaissance and Intelligence Division. Mr.
Lawrence Gardenhire developed the analysis curves used. As redundant area coding was
conceived, unimportant areas were reduced by applying different orders of resolution
throughout one frame of imagery, by blanking redundant areas, or by applying encoding so
one frame could consist of areas basically unchanged and areas coded to represent special
land such as Forest or desert. What evolved were techniques of applying redundant
reduction algorithms in both areas, producing a low/ high resolution picture. Where 3 to 1
reduction ratios were optimum for an average “busy” picture, reduction ratios exceeding
10 to I have been realized. A 9 x 9 inch, 2000 x 2000, 6-bit grey level picture that required
42 minutes to send at a 9600-bit/ second rate, or about 14 minutes for a 3 to 1 reduction,
can now be sent in 5 to 6 minutes. A 10 to 1 reduction ratio makes transmitting imagery
through existing ground circuits more of a reality and fulfills user requirements.
Introduction One of the most perplexing problems yet unsolved is how to transmit
updated imagery to commanders of tactical forces efficiently and in near-real-time so the
almost indispensable imagery can be scrutinized by decisionmakers and timely decisions
made. In combat theaters the Air Force has had to disseminate imagery by courier aircraft
and other courier services. To add to the problem, existing Air Force ground
communication channels are narrow-band, voice-grade quality. Thus, if one recently
proposed solution - that of using an imagery transmission system over ground
communications for fast, reliable, up-to-date service - was to be implemented, some means
had to be found of sending reconnaissance imagery high enough in quality yet low enough
in data to realize a near-real-time transmission through existing voicegrade circuits in a
manner that al I owed encryption of the data.

Techniques for reducing data evolved as a result of space exploration and its needs; its
application to imagery is not new. It is the combined use of several of these reduction
techniques with varying tolerance levels that is novel, and the acceptance of such a
technique must come from the users. The most attractive combination of techniques is to
use a statistical code within the target (nonredundcnt) areas and apply a zero order step
reduction algorithm with a line-dropping and line-repeating capability within the non-target
(redundant) areas. This combination provides good resolution with no information loss
within the prime target areas, and low resolution in the redundant portions.
The application of a low-resolution, high-tolerance level picture has been reported recently
by C. M. Knight, J. E. Hartman, and N. F. Shien in a Mitre Technical Report entitled
“Evaluation of Data Compression Methods for Image Transmission.” It is felt that this
quality of picture is adequate for the redundant area of the reconnaissance imagery, and
that enough data is presented to provide a good visual interpretation of landmarks for
navigation purposes. Furthermore, a computer software effort that simulates the system
design has been completed; results are presented in this paper.
Objective Requirements exist which call for the transmission of imagery at upwards of
ten line pairs/mm and for a format size of 9 x 9 inches. The typical “busy” photograph can
provide reduction ratios of only about 3 to I through the use of the fan or step reduction
algorithm. With these facts in mind, the first objective of the Redundant Area Coding
Study was to analyze all of the different techniques and determine parameters that could be
utilized to predict theoretically the reductions that could be expected through narrow-band
voice channels.
Another objective was to evaluate all of the known techniques of coding redundant and
nonredundant areas. Generally, these techniques were divided into two classes. One class
involved a “blanking” concept, through the use of stylized/symbolic background within the
redundant area, or through a completely blanked redundant area, or through the use of a
pattern to be filled in at the receiver. The second class incorporated algorithms within both
the redundant and the nonredundant areas. In this class several algorithms were tried. They
were subjected to an analysis, so curves could be supplied for estimating the approximate
reduction ratio expected from selected combinations of algorithms.
Display and Designation of Redundant Areas Fundamental to any reduction of
redundant areas in a photograph is the determination of exactly which areas are redundant.
Since to different users, different areas would be classed as redundant, no one area can be
arbitrarily classified as always being a redundant area. Consequently, only trained
personnel accustomed to evaluating photographs are capable of designating the redundant
areas. At the present time, the photo interpreter is the only person qualified to perform this
task. The techniques discussed in this section will serve as additional tools that can be

used to transfer the specific information needed by the user. Figure 1 shows a typical photo
with nonredundant areas outlined.
Two different approaches are applicable to the designation of re un ant areas. One is to
designate the areas of little value to the user and assume that the other portions are prime
areas. The alternate approach is to designate the areas of prime importance and assume
that all the other areas are of little value to the user. Techniques using both of these
approaches are discussed in this section; several of them could be used in either way.
Although the first approach appears to be the more straightforward, the second approach is
so similar to current practice that it would probably require little change in procedures. In
selecting any designation technique, a major constraint is the fact that the technique used
must be machine detectable so the photographic data can be separated into redundant and
nonredundant data. This machine detection allows the different areas to be processed
independently; it also permits application of the optimum reduction algorithm for each type
of data.
Redundant Area Display Techniques After redundant areas are designated and
transmitted, some means of displaying them on the receiver end of the transmission link
must be used. To determine the best means two basic tasks must be accomplished. First,
the exact location of the redundant area must be defined in relation to the remainder of the
photo and second, the nature of the redundant area must be specified. Both of these
parameters are of prime importance to the user of the photo copy.
Although many different display techniques can be designed, the display technique chosen
is somewhat dependent on the way redundant areas are designated on the transmitter end.
The display of the redundant area is the end product of the process started at the
transmitter end and, therefore, is considered a part of the process and not a process within
itself. Each of the three types of techniques (data reduction, pictorial simulation, and
symbols) discussed in this section describes not only a display technique, but also a
technique to be used on the transmitter end to designate a redundant area. This section also
gives the advantages and disadvantages of each technique from a display point of view.
The techniques summarized in subsequent paragraphs are grouped under data reduction,
pictorial simulation, or symbols. Each of the variants developed within the basic grouping
is included in the summary.
The data reduction grouping is divided into Low Resolution, Line Mapping, and General
Data Reduction Techniques. The Low Resolution Technique involves displaying the prime
areas at high resolution and the remainder of the photo at a lower resolution. The
resolutions selected by the photo interpreter before the photo is transmitted would be
based on the degree of detail needed by the user. When this technique is used, only the

dominant Features of the photo appear on the photo copy. The photo copy resembles a
hand-drawn sketch of the area and contains all the basic information of the original. The
output copy of the General Data Reduction Techniques looks approximately the some as
the output copy of the Low Resolution Techniques.
The one major advantage of the General Data Reduction Techniques is that the output
copy is of better quality than that gained by using the Low Resolution Technique even
when less data is transmitted. The General Data Reduction Techniques include the step,
extended step, statistical encoding, and others. These techniques can be applied to the
entire photo with significant data reduction and very little degradation of the output copy.
Most of these techniques compare sampled data with some predetermined bound and
transmit the sample only if it falls outside a set tolerance. The tolerances are automatically
adjusted to reflect whether the area being sampled is inside or outside a redundant area.
The pictorial simulation techniques replace the designated redundant areas with simulated
photo data that is an approximation of the original areas. The first pictorial simulation
technique discussed is Feature Mimicking. In this method no photo data is transmitted
when inside the designated redundant area. Instead, a code corresponding to the redundant
areas is transmitted. On the receiver end, the code is decoded and a generator is started to
simulate the proper photo data in the redundant areas of the copy. In the second technique,
called Reproduction of a Sample, only a PI-selected sample of the redundant area is
transmitted.
The last type of display discussed uses symbols. They are divided into two techniques:
Stylized Symbols and Map Symbols. When these techniques are used, the transmitter
operator covers all of the redundant areas of the photo with either paint or pressuresensitive symbols. The nature of the redundant area is specified by placing, on the covered
area a map symbol or a paste-on symbol, or by simply writing the name of the area on the
covering.
Comparison of Techniques The General Data Reduction Technique offers the most
information to the user from the least amount of transmitted data. Furthermore, this
technique can easily be adopted to all types of redundant areas by regulating the resolution
and tolerances of the reduction algorithms. In addition, the electronics used to implement
these algorithms are relatively simple and straightforward. The Line Mapping Technique
also has definite advantages for the user in that it gives him the important lines of
redundant areas in sharp contrast. In some cases, however, it may be difficult for the user
to determine what the lines on the copy represent. The Feature Mimicking Technique is
not only difficult and expensive to implement, but the output copy could be very
misleading. The Reproduction of a Sample Technique gives more information and provides
greater flexibility than Feature Mimicking, but neither technique shows the characteristic

lines of the redundant areas. Furthermore, they offer almost no information to the user. The
techniques using symbols provide a minimum of information to the user. They also require
considerable time to prepare the photo for transmission. Detailed explanations and
discussions of each of the techniques presented briefly here are given in the following
paragraphs.
Data Reduction Low Resolution, Line Mapping, and General Data Reduction
Techniques can be applied to the entire photo; however, in this paragraph they will be
discussed only as to their effect on the display of the redundant areas. When any of these
techniques are used, the amount of data transmitted in the redundant areas is greatly
reduced. As a result the redundant areas are displayed in much poorer quality than the
other parts of the photo.
The Low Resolution Technique is one of the simplest forms of data reduction. When the
scanner posses into the redundant areas (previously designated by the transmitter
,operator), the sample rate is greatly decreased. On the receiver end the redundant areas
appear in much lower resolution than the other parts of the photo copy. Refer again to
Figure 1, which illustrates one method of designating nonredundant areas, and to Figure 2,
which shows the copy the user receives.
The redundant areas of the photo copy look somewhat similar to the actual area on the
original, permitting the receiver operator to get a rough idea of what the area actually looks
like. This rough look gives a definite advantage over simulated data where there are no
subdivision groups. Another advantage of this technique is that no additional work is
required of the operators thus reducing the possibility of human errors. Although the Low
Resolution Technique is a simple form of data reduction, Ns does not mean that it is more
economical . It requires the design of control circuitry to regulate the sample rate on the
transmitter end. The low resolution technique also requires the transmission of a
considerable amount of data even for the redundant areas. Another drawback is that of
determining the proper resolution for different types of redundant areas, so each can be
recognized on the receiver end.
Line mapping is a form of image enhancement in which only the predominant lines of a
picture are reproduced. When the scanner is inside the designated redundant areas, only
one of two gray levels are transmitted: either black or white. The data obtained from the
redundant areas is sent through a circuit that recognizes only very abrupt changes. These
abrupt changes comprise the transmission. On the photo copy the redundant areas are
displayed as profiles of the area. A si mu lated photo copy of the original photo is depicted
in Figure 3.

The major advantage of the Line Mapping Technique is that the data transmitted for the
redundant areas is greatly reduced. In addition, the highlights of the redundant areas
appear on the photo copy and would be easily noticed if the actual area were quickly
scanned. Furthermore, additional operator time is not required. On the other hand,
additional hardware is needed. This equipment consists of a differential circuit to
distinguish the profiles of the redundant area, and control logic. A second disadvantage is
the potential difficulty of distinguishing the nature of the redundant area from its profile.
For example, a wall may appear the same as a building if only the profiles of each are
copied.
General Data Reduction Techniques are those used to minimize data transmission over the
entire photo. In general, they compare a sample with a predicted sample or projected
bounds to determine if it is within a preset tolerance. If it is within this tolerance, the
sample is disregarded; if it is not, the sample is transmitted. Among the many existing
methods are step, fan, and delta processes; all produce similar results on the photo copy.
The tolerances for the data reduction are greatly increased when the scanner enters the
designated redundant areas to produce a resolution For the redundant areas that is much
lower than the other parts of the picture.
The major advantage in using these general data reduction techniques is the minimum
increase in hardware. In addition, these techniques eliminate the need for a change in data
format between redundant and nonredundant areas. On the receiver end, no additional
work is required of the operator and the copy photo will contain practically all the
information available on the original. Few of the disadvantages of other techniques apply
to General Data Reduction Techniques. The main factor concerns whether or not the
technique is used for the entire photo. If it is not, then to use it in the redundant areas only
would require the addition of hardware and control logic. On the other hand, if the
technique is used for the entire photo, then only the control logic for the tolerance limits
would need to be designed.
Pictorial Simulation Any pictorial simulation method involves the replacing of
redundant areas at the receiver end by some kind of picture that resembles the actual
photo. Feature Mimicking and Reproduction of a Sample Techniques are two methods of
pictorial simulation.
In the Feature Mimicking Technique no picture data is transmitted when the scanner is
inside the areas designated by the transmitter operator as redundant. Instead, a code is
transmitted to the receiver where it is decoded and a signal generator is started to generate
data to simulate the redundant areas. This data is then transferred to the redundant areas in
the photo copy. In Figure 4 the redundant areas are outlined; Figure 5 illustrates the photo
received when this technique is used.

The Feature Mimicking Technique requires very littl e operator work on either end of the
transmission link, thus minimizing the chance of human error. The major disadvantage is
the additional hardware required for this method. Feature mimicking would require an
encoder and decoder to accommodate all the different types of redundant areas. It would
also require a very complex signal generator. This hardware would add considerable cost
to both transmitter and receiver. Another disadvantage is the fact that the photo copy may
be quite misleading as the redundant areas may be difficult to distinguish. And, unless the
signal generator is capable of generating an infinite number of patterns, the redundant
areas of the copy may vary greatly from those of the original.
When the Reproduction of a Sample Technique is used, only a small sample of the
redundant area data is transmitted. The transmitter operator designates the redundant areas
and the size of the sample to be transmitted for each such area. When the scanner is inside
the redundant areas, only the designated sample is transmitted; the remaining redundant
data is discarded. On the photo copy the redundant areas are blank except for the small
sample. Figure 6 is the original photo for which the operator has designated redundant
areas as well as the size of the sample to be transmitted. (This method is one of a number
of ways to produce the some results on the receiver end.)
The major advantage of this technique is that the sample of the redundant area on the copy
looks the some as the sample designated by the transmitter operator. In addition, the
redundant areas are easily recognized and the receiver operator is not required to do any
additional work. The fact that the transmitter operator must determine how much of a
sample of the redundant area to transmit is a disadvantage because the transmitter operator
must decide how much data is required for the receiver operator to recognize the nature of
the redundant area. Figure 8 illustrates a received copy with the samples filled in.
Standard Picture In order to make comparisons of different encoding schemes that
would reduce the transmission bandwidth of scanned reconnaissance photos, a standard
format for the digital picture was developed for the study. All photos, regardless of size,
contained the some number of lines and the some number of bits. If a higher resolution was
desired, a portion of a picture was enlarged either optically or photographically.
Considering a 9 x 9 inch photo to be the largest and requiring the least resolution, 222 lines
to the inch (a total of 2000 lines) was chosen as a base. If 2000 lines are used on a 5 x 5
photo, there will be 400 lines/inch. If higher resolution is desired, a smaller portion of the
picture can be enlarged to produce the desired resolution.
Once the number of lines was chosen, the samples/line were selected so vertical and
horizontal resolution are the some. Assuming the Kell factor has been maintained at the
proper value, in a square picture there will be the some number of elements in a line as
there are lines. Based on this assumption, the standard picture of two thousand lines has

4 x 106 six-bit elements, or 24 x 106 bits. For the purpose of this study, line and frame
synchronization were not considered, since any picture transmitted would require the same
amount of synchronization and would not, therefore, affect the results of this study. The
following figures show the time required to transmit the standard picture over some of the
existing modems.
TRANSMISSION TIME OF STANDARD PICTURES
Modems (kilobits)
Transmission time (minutes)

2.4
166.67

4.8
83.33

9.6
41.67

24.0
16.67

48.0
8.33

240.0
1.67

From the many pictures scanned and reduced by various encoding schemes, the two having
the most (Figure 9) and the least amount of information (activity) (Figure 10) have been
determined. Since these illustrations are not typical reconnaissance photos, they have been
used only to establish the limits for this study. When these two pictures are used with
statistical coding in the target area and adaptive step with every fifth line transmitted in the
redundant area, Figure 11, which is a summary of coding schemes versus the transmission
time for a standard 2000 x 2000 picture, results. The percentage of target area is shown on
the vertical scale and time is on the horizontal scale, with zero percentage representing all
redundant areas. The minimum and maximum pictures start at 1.5 and 2.3 minutes,
respectively. As the amount of target area increases, the transmission time also increases;
therefore, with a 12 to 13 percent target area, the goal of 10 to 1 reduction can be
obtained. The dotted lines show six-bit PCM in the target area. The difference between the
dotted line and the related solid line is the improvement the statistical code provides
without degrading the target areas.
Summary of Techniques After all the techniques were scrutinized together with the
reductions expected from each, it was determined that the Low Resolution Technique
provided more of a “real” picture than the other, and that the low-resolution areas yielded
enough information to give a decisionmaker - such as a commander or tactical pilot - a
summary of all the outlined areas. The low/high resolution method was further investigated
in order to include various algorithms within both redundant and nonredundant areas.
These variations are also shown in Figure 11 .
From all of these combinations, the statistical code within the nonredundant areas
combined with the extended step redundancy reduction algorithm within the redundant
areas was considered to afford the best reduction ratio with the least amount of data loss.
The statistical code produces no information loss within the confines of the nonredundant
areas and the step algorithm, with every fifth line dropped, furnishes adequate
representation of the redundant information. If the nonredundant data is 30 percent of a
picture, it could be transmitted in 8.4 minutes; if the nonredundant information forms

20 percent, transmission time would be 6.3 minutes. With the advent of Redundant Area
Coding, transmitting moderate-resolution imagery in important areas in near-real-time has
become more of a reality.
Implementation of REARCS In order to demonstrate the operation of the Redundant
Area Coding System (REARCS), a program was established that combined hardware and
software in the implementation. The hardware is an image terminal and a digital tape
recorder. All reduction algorithms are implemented in machine language software in such a
way that they can be processed on a small computer with limited memory. The image
terminal is a drum-type loser scanner, which can also be used as a reproducer. It is capable
of scanning or reproducing an 8 x 10 inch maximum picture and a 1 x 1 inch minimum
picture. Any combinations of 1 x 1 grids may be scanned or reproduced. The image
terminal has a resolution of 64 to 1024 lines/Inch in binary steps. The optics and sampling
ore always arranged for a 0.7 Kell Factor in both directions.
During implementation the standard picture was changed from a 9 x 9 at 200 lines/ inch to
an 8 x 8 at 256 lines/inch in order to facilitate the reproduction of pictures in reports
without reducing them. This change makes the standard picture 2048 samples by 2048
lines. As before, this value holds for all resolutions above 256 lines/inch; that is, all
pictures have the some number of samples, with the higher resolution ones being smaller:
4 x 4 for 512 lines/inch and 2 x 2 for 1024 lines/inch.
One or more of the 1 x 1 grids can be designated by an operator as the nonredundant area.
Al I I Ines inside this area will be statistical ly encoded while the area outside the
nonredundant area may have up to 8 lines and samples dropped. At the reproducer, the lost
transmitted line is reproduced the number of times the operator had called for. In addition,
the data may be source encoded, using the extended step algorithm with selectable
tolerance of 1 to 6 levels in 64. The nonredundant area thus will always be statistically
encoded, and will produce a reduction from 6 bits/element to about 2.75 bits/element in
that area. If the area is 1 x 1, inch with a resolution of 256 lines/inch, the 393,216 bits will
be reduced to about 175,000 bits.
If the entire picture is encoded, the 25,165,824 bits can be transmitted over a 9.6-kilobit/
second line in 19.91 minutes. Figure 12 is the resulting picture. This picture has been
scanned at 256 lines/inch, sampled to 2048 samples/line, digitized to 6 bits, source
encoded, transmitted over a 9.6-kB line, decoded, and reproduced. In Figure 13 there are
six 1 x 1 inch grids considered to be nonredundant (9.4 percent of the total picture) in two
separate areas: a 2 x 2 inch square in the area of the ships on the lower side of the harbor,
and a 1 x 2 inch strip of the wharfs across the top of the picture. These areas are processed
the same as in the previous figure (reduced to about 2.75 bits/elements by statistical
encoding), while in the remainder of the picture, every fourth sample and line is repeated

three times. In addition, the remaining samples are source encoded using the extended step
algorithm with a tolerance of 2 levels in 64. This reduces the original 25 million bits to
about 2.8 million bits, which can be transmitted over 9.6-kB line in 4.8 minutes, for an
overall reduction of 9.1 to 1 .
Had adaptive tolerance been used, the streaking in the nonchanging areas (water) would
have been improved by dropping the tolerance to a 1 level in these areas and increasing the
tolerance to 3 or 4 in the active areas.
Conclusions The last two pictures (Figures 12 and 13) show that it is possible to reduce
the time needed to transmit a standard picture from about 43 minutes to 5 minutes over a
9.6-kB link, while maintaining the original resolution in the target area and supplying the
pilot the needed orientation information in the redundant area. The equipment required to
perform this function is relatively simple and inexpensive. The Redundant Area Coding
System reduces the turn-around time for getting annotated photos to the strike forces by
many magnitudes.

Fig. 1 - Typical Photo with Nonredundant Areas Outlined

Fig. 2 - Received Copy, Low Resolution Technique

Fig. 3 - Received Copy, Line Mapping Technique

Fig. 4 - Typical Photo with Redundant Areas Outlined

Fig. 5 - Received Photo, Feature Mimicking Technique

Fig. 6 - Typical Photo with Samples Designated

Fig. 7 - Transmitted Information in Reproduction of a Sample Technique

Fig. 8 - Received Copy with Samples Filled In

Typical Maximum Picture
Original Picture 9" x 9" 200 Lines/
Inch 15,000 Bits/Line 1800 Lines
4.5 x 106 Six-Bit Picture Elements
27 x 106 Bits in Picture

Fig. 9 - Maximum Activity Picture

Typical Minimum Picture Original
Picture 9" x 9" 500 Lines/Inch
39,000 Bits/-Line 4500 Lines
29.25 x 106 Six-Bit Picture
Elements 175.5 x 106 Bits
In Picture

Fig. 10 - Minimum Activity Picture

Fig. 11 - Summary of Coding Schemes Versus Transmission Time

256 Lines/Inch 2.75 Bits/Element
Coding Reduced from 25.6 to
11.5 Million Bits Transmission time
19.9 Minutes

Fig. 12 - Statistically Encoded Picture

Statistical Encoding in Nonredundant
Areas Extended Step Encoding
in Redundant Areas with Tolerance
of 2, with every Fourth Sample and
Line Repeated 3 Times reduced from
25.6 to 2.8 Million Bits Transmission
Time - 4.8 Minutes

Fig. 13 - REARCS Picture with Two Nonredundant Areas

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS OF TELEVISION
TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES
F. A. PERKINS and J. A. PROCTOR
Radiation Systems
Harris-Intertype Corporation
Melbourne, Florida

Summary The performance of a television transmission system is ultimately measured by
the subjective judgment of the viewer. For different processing techniques, this subjective
judgment may not agree with objective measures such as output signal-to-noise ratio. This
is particularly true when comparing analog and digital techniques, since the nature of the
noise and distortion is quite different. A number of analyses have compared various
modulation and processing techniques on the basis of qualitative characteristics. This
paper provides data for subjective comparisons of several analog and digital techniques.
The cooperation of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in allowing use of equipment
being built and tested for them is gratefully acknowledged.
Systems Considered In general, the systems tested were all configured to handle
standard commercial format, 525 lines, 30 frames per second TV, with the video
bandwidth restricted to about 2 MHz. This choice was based on compatibility with
available equipment, including a Digital Television Transmission Test System used for the
digital processing. (See reference .) Although this video bandwidth is less than
theoretically available with commercial TV, the consensus was that the resulting quality
was not significantly different from that experienced on the typical television set.
The systems tested included the following:
•

An analog Amplitude Modulation (AM) system.

•

An analog Frequency Modulation (FM) system using a deviation of ±6 MHz, and an
IF bandwidth of 18 MHz.

•

A conventional Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) system, operating at a sample rate of
3.6 MHz, with 5 bits per sample, for a transmitted bit rate of 18 Mb/s.

•

A source encoded PCM system, using a Zero Order Interpolator (ZOI) redundancy
reduction algorithm. This system initially samples at 5 MHz to 5-bit resolution. By

selecting only those samples necessary to reconstruct the video to a given accuracy
(typically 2/32 to 3/32 of full scale), a transmission rate of 9 Mb/s could be achieved
in this system, one-half that of the conventional PCM system.
•

A source encoded differential PCM s stem, using variable length code words to
represent the differences between adjacent video samples. By using short code
words for highly probable differences (e.g., zero), a reduction in the required
transmission rate is achieved. This system operated at a 5 MHz sample rate, with
the resolution automatically switched to achieve a 9 Mb/s output information rate .
For the conditions of the test, the system operated on the 4-bit statistics most of the
time, but was reconstructed to 5 bits.

•

A system combining the Zero Order Interpolator source encoding with convolutional
error correcting (channel) coding, with a maximum likelihood decoder. A constraint
length 6, bit rate 1/2 code was used, and the decoder employed 3-bit quantized
“soft” bit decisions. This yields a coding gain of about 5 dB at 10-5 BER. The
system utilized the 9 Mb/s ZOI data to generate an 18 Mb/s transmitted rate (i.e.,
the some transmitted rate as the PCM system).

•

a A system combining the Zero Order Interpolator with convolutional error
correcting coding, with a sequential decoder. A constraint length 40, rate ½ code
was used, and the decoder employed “hard” bit decisions. This system also has an
18 Mb/s transmitted bit rate, and has a coding gain of about 4 dB.

These test conditions were chosen to compare the following general system types:
•

A simple narrow band analog system (the AM system).

•

A simple PCM system capable of roughly the same picture quality at high signal-tonoise ratios.

•

Digital systems which remove some of the natural redundancy in the picture and
substitute systematic redundancy in the form of error correcting coding, with the aim
of achieving better signal-to-noise performance than the conventional PCM system
in the same bandwidth.

•

Digital systems employing the source encoding but not error correcting coding, fFor
minimum spectral occupancy.

•

An analog system trading spectral occupancy For signal-to-noise performance, and
occupying about the same bandwidth as the simple PCM system and the source
encoded, error correction coded digital system (the FM system).

Testing Methods The tests were conducted by viewing a photograph with a TV camera,
performing the appropriate processing on the video, and passing the resulting signal
through a simulated RF link where Gaussian noise was added to the signal . The noisy
signal was processed to regenerate a video signal which was displayed on a monitor. The
signal-to-noise ratio was varied From the point were the noise induced degradation was
barely detectable to the point where it was very severe . Monitor photographs were taken
at several points in this range, and some are included in this paper. By selecting photos
processed with different techniques which appear roughly equal in quality, it is possible to
make judgments about relative system signal-to-noise performance at several quality
levels. Usually, the judgment of different observers will not be enough different to
significantly affect relative performance judgments. It has also been noted that, although
the noise appears worse on the still photos than on the live monitor (due to less averaging
on the photo), this difference is relatively constant for all the techniques tested, so that
valid comparisons are possible from the still photos. Exposure time for all photos was 1/25
second. The subject photograph was selected to have roughly an “average” amount of
detail, since the performance of the source encoded system is affected by the picture
statistics. A grey scale bar was superimposed on the lower part of this photograph for
reference purposes.
Link Simulation and Implementation Allowance This section describes the methods
used for link simulation, and the allowances for implementation loss that were used. This
allows the reader to apply other factors, if desired, to predict results with different system
configurations. The values quoted for signal-to-noise ratio are normalized to one Hertz
bandwidth (i.e., CAT) to allow convenient comparison of transmitted power requirements
for the systems of different bandwidths. The spectral occupancies quoted are the nominal
3 dB RF bandwidths required.
AM System The AM link was simulated by adding signal and noise at baseband. The
signal-to-noise ratio was measured in terms of peak signal (including sync pulses) to rms
noise. This baseband signal level was then converted to the corresponding rms value of a
modulated carrier, using normal TV practice of 12.5 percent of peak carrier at the white
reference level. The rms value of this modulated carrier is approximately 8 dB below the
peak-to-peak baseband signal. The noise was assumed to transfer directly to RF. No
implementation loss was assumed for the AM demodulation. Spectral occupancy is cited
as twice the 3 dB bandwidth of the baseband filter.

FM System The FM link was simulated with the aid of a breadboard wideband FM
modulato; and demodulator. Noise was added at the carrier frequency, and was measured
at the output of a calibrated IF filter. Zero dB signal-to-noise ratio was established by
adjusting for a 3 dB increase in signal plus noise over signal alone, with normal modulation
on the signal. The video bandwidth was limited to about 2 MHz before modulation,
deviation was ±6 MHz peak-to-peak, and the 3 dB IF bandwidth was 18 MHz. Spectral
occupancy is cited as 16 MHz, corresponding to the Carson’s rule bandwidth. No
additional implementation loss was assumed.
Digital Systems The digital links were simulated by adding noise to the serial bit stream
at baseband and applying the sum to a bit synchronizer. All timing was recovered from the
noise signal, and matched filtering and bit decision s were performed in the normal
manner. Performance was measured by measuring the bit error rate, and a total of 1 dB
implementation loss was added for demodulation and bit detection, based on calibration
measurements of bit error rate vs. signal-to-noise ratio for the equipment. This signal-tonoise performance and the spectral occupancy of 1 MHz per Mb/s assumes the use of
Quadraphase PSK with coherent detection. Spectral occupancy would be doubled, and
C/KT unchanged with Biphase PSK.
Test Results Figures 1 and 2 show comparable quality AM and PCM pictures. Figures 3
and 4 show AM with higher and lower S/N than Figure I for an indication of the change in
quality with S/N. Figure 5 shows the source encoded, channel coded system at similar
quality to Figure 1, and Figure 6 shows the FM system at a similar quality level. Figures 7
and 8 are FM pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 6. Figures 9 and 10 are PCM
pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 7. Figures 11 and 12 are source encoded,
channel coded pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 5. Figures 13 and 14 are
source encoded pictures with no channel coding. Figure 15 is a source encoded, channel
coded picture with sequential decoding, rather than the maximum likelihood decoding of
Figures 5, 10 and 11 (to illustrate the different error distribution). Figure 16 is a picture
with the statistically encoded differential PCM as the sourpe encoding rather than the ZOI
used for Figures 5, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Conclusions The conclusions are necessarily subjective, but can be confirmed or
modified by the reader from the photos presented. The performances of the two source
encoding techniques were not greatly different. Likewise, the two error correction
decoders yielded about the some quality at the same output BER, in spite of the difference
in error statistics. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
For pictures at the limit of acceptable quality, the PCM system required about 8 dB less
link power than the AM system, using about four times the bandwidth. This was more
efficient than the analog FM system occupying about the some bandwidth, which had a

power gain of about 2 dB over the AM system. Adding source encoding to the PCM
system improved both spectral occupancy and link power efficiency, despite the
presumably greater sensitivity to bit errors. The source encoded PCM is about 12 dB
better than the AM system, while requiring only about twice the bandwidth. Adding error
correcting coding improves power efficiency by about 4 dB, the coding gain at the
threshold BER. The digital system with both source and channel coding is 15 dB more
power efficient than an AM system, and about 13 dB more power efficient than the FM
system using the same bandwidth.
Table 1. Performance Summary
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Fig. 1 - AM
Spectral Occupancy (S.O.): 4.4 MHz
Carrier-to-Noise Ratio in One Hertz
Bandwidth (C/KT): 89.7 dB

Fig. 2 - PCM
S.O.: 18MHz
C/KT: 81.9 dB
Bit Error Rate (BER): 10-4

Fig. 3 - AM
S.O.: 4.4 MHz
C/KT: 79.7 dB

Fig. 4 - AM
S.O.: 4.4 MHz
C/KT: 94.7 dB

Fig. 5 - PCM with Source Encoding
(ZOI), and a Channel Encoding
(Maximum Likelihood Decoder)
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 74.4 dB
BER: 10-4

Fig. 6 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 87.5 dB

Fig. 7 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 77.5 dB

Fig. 8 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 92.5 dB

Fig. 9 - PCM
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 77.8 dB
BER: 10-2

Fig. 10 - PCM
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 83.1 dB
BER: 10-5

Fig. 11 - PCM with ZOI and MLD
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 73.5 dB
BER: 10-2

Fig. 12 - PCM with ZOI and MLD
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 75.4 dB
BER: 5 x 10-6

Fig. 13 - PCM with ZOI and No
Channel Encoding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 78.8 dB
BER: 10-4

Fig. 14 - PCM with ZOI and No
Channel Encoding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 76.3 db
BER: 10-3

Fig. 15 - PCM with ZOI and
Channel Encoding (Sequential
Decoding)
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 74.5 dB
BER: 2 x 10-3

Fig. 16 - Differential PCM with
Statistical Encoding and No
Channel Coding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 78.7 dB
BER: 10-4

SELF-CORRECTING DI FFERENTIA L PCM
By P. ANGLADE , T . A . HAWKES, J. J. DURAND

Summary. - Differential PCM (DPCM) systems are characterized by
an accumulation of transmission errors in the signal regenerated in the
receiver . The use of a normalization procedure before transmission app ears to permit suppression of these errors. This normalization must
be carried out with respect to the limit value toward which the signal is
evolving . The error reduction is not immediate, but is a function of signal value and s i gnal activity. For constant signals there is no reduc tion . Reduction is more rapid the more widely the signal varies , and is
a ls o more rapid as the frequency of signal reversals increas es. This
method of coding requires adaptation to e ach application, since the basic
quantization interval varies with signal magnitude .
I ntroduction. - In many systems for the transmission of image or voice
information , the use of.diffe rential PCM (DPCM) is seriously considered
in order to reduce bandwidth (references 1-3) . Such systems are , however
less fault tolerant than conventionally coded PCM systems. Errors occuring dur in g the transm ission of a sample are incorporated into all subsequent samples of the signal reconstituted at the receiver. This of cour se is characteristic of all differential or delta type systems of transmis sion. E rrors thus accumulate and can only be eliminated by the occasional t rans m ission of a whole value or by restarting from time to time
from a known value .
The m ethod of coding described here permits reduction and eventual
e lim ination ofthe se transmission errors without the addition. of supple mentary e rror control bits as such . As will be seen, the elimination of
e rrors i s not instantaneous but depends on the fact that the signal is fluctuating.
The parag raphs that follow will give first a general description of the
p rocess . This will be followed by a f ew simple analyses which demons trate basic characteristics, and then will be terminated by a brief discussion of some practical considerations .
General des cription
Simplified DPCM System. - Such a system is shown schematically on
Fig. 1. At the transmitter a comparison is made between each value of
the variable to be transmitted y. , and the estimated value of the variable
1

t. . The diffe rence e. is transm itted and is also f ed into the accumulator
1

l

where it is added t o the value of
com parison with y.
1

+1

?. in order to obtain ?.
l

when it arrives.

for use in
+ 1
At the receiver , values ofe.,
1

1

contamined by noise, are simply added to a running sum of preceding
values in the accumulator in order to form the estimated value y. as was
1

done in the f eedback l oop in the transmitter .
te_m are very simple and are given by .:
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Normalized DPCM system. - A simplified schematic is given on Fig. 2.
At the transmitter the basic loop is the same as that for an ordinary
DPCM system. It is followed by the.n.ormalizing circuits which provide an
output C. in accordance with the following expressions
l.
e.
- l.
e. >- 0
l.

c.1

(2)
e:..

1

e.

1

~i - ymin
where e. is given in equations (1), and y
1

...:: 0

. and y
are the minimum
min
max

and maximum limits for the signal y.
At the receiver the inverse operation is carried out in order to recover
the error signal e. which is then added to the previous accumulated yalues
1

in order to obtain

e.

l.

=

{

yl...

We thus have receiver equations.

c.1
C

y-

==- 0

C1.. ...::

y

(3)
0

i ( i - min)
Before going further it is interesting to give a simple example ofthe
evolution of a normalized DPCM system in the presence of a transmission error. Consider Fig. 3 where we have a signal y (t) quantized to 64
levels . In order to simplify the .demonstration, it is supposed that the
signal varies in such a way that each sample assumes a value 1/2 that of
the preceding sample, when considered with respect to the limit y . or
min
y
toward which the signal is evolving. T.he transmitted coefficient
max
C. thus assumes values - 1/2 for the first three time..intervals a..5. y (t) is.
1

decreasing. It then assumes values + 1/2 for intervals 4 and 5 as y (t) .star.ts
to increase. The values of y. and C. for each inte!"val are tabulated. on
1
1
Figure 3.
It is supposed that the receiver generates a signal y (t) which contains a
large initial error, but that following this error it receives correctly the
transmitted values of C.
Following the rules given by equations (3) and
l.

-

using the received values C. = C., the receiver reconstructs the signal
l.

1

whose values

y.

are also tabulated on Fig. 3.

It can be seen that the error

l

c.

= y.

-y.

1.

l

l

is reduced progressively to about

3% of its initial value af-

ter 5 sampling periods.
This problem has been chosen to indicate the principle, and in fact it
can be expected that a real system would generally have a less energetic
error suppression characteristic.
Analysis. - In this paragraph a number of basic characteristics will be
demonstrated.
Integral Equation. - From equations (1) to (3) the reconstructed yalue
at the receiver may be expressed for an increasing signal.(C. > 0)

-Yi -- Yi
-

+e i
1

l

- Yi

(4)

( ymax
- 1)
If the system had no transmission errors, this would become

(5)
Supposing that some preceding errors have occured, but that the system
is error - free for the moment, i . e. C. = C., equations (4) and (5) may
l
l
be equated,

y.1 -y.l

1

-

(6)

=

ymax-yi-1
Assuming Yi - yi _

ymax -yi -1

and yi - yi _

1

dy

1

are small, (6) becomes

dy

(7)
Ymax
-y
max
This gives a relationship between the behavior of the signal to be
transmitted and the signal reconstructed after the introduction of transmission errors . Integration of (7) gives simply.
(8)
y
= K (Ymax - Y)
max
Supposing at t
O an initial error

=

-y

y

-y

EO

:

yO

-

-

y0

equation (8) may be written
y = y

- c

0

[

y max -y

J

(9)

Ymax - yo
Response to a constant signal. - In this case y
y

= y

-

y

0

and (9) gives

£0

That is to say the error remains constant and does not diminish with
time .
Response to a
\

monotonic signal

-

Consider the interval (t

the reconstructed signal at the receiver is found from (9).

is :

t ). At
1
The error
0

,

and the error ratio is

Po, 1 =

=

£o

ymax - yo

< 1

This is for an increasing signal, i.e. y > y . For a decreasing signal
1
0
one would obtain
Y1 - ymin

£1

p

0, l

--

=

£ 0

yo - ymin

<

l

Thus it can be seen that variation of the signal leads to reduction o f the
error.
For more generality the above expressions maybe written in the form :

P; ' i

+

l

a

l

ymax - Yi + l
y increasing
ymax - Yi

y decreasing

Response to a non-monotonic signal. - Consider Fig. 4 where the signal may be divided into increasing and decreasing segments correspon ding to the time intervals (t , t ), (t , t ) and(\, t }.
0
1
1
2
3
For each segment one may write a corresponding expression for the
error ratio
ymax - y 1

p
0, l

pl , 2

ymax - yo

=

Y2 - ymin
YI - ymin

=
The overall error ratio is given by :
£3

p
0 ,3

.E
E

E 0

3
2

c2
X

E

1

E

1

X

E O

2

n

p

i = o
i, i + I
Thus for an undulating waveform , the ratio between final and initial values of error is given by the product of the ratios found for each indivi dual segment ove r which the signal exhibits. monotonic behavior .
It can be shown that t he overall error ratio thus found is smaller than
would be the case for a function which was monotonic on the same inter val . On Fig . 4 the function shown will be subdivided again at t , whose
2

ordinate value correspon ds to Yi: It is clear t h a t the function .taken on
t he intervals (t , t ,) and (t , t ) 1s monotonic and t h u s provides an error
2
3
0
2
r atio

p''
=
0, 3

Ymax - yo
the remaining interval s provide e r r o r ratios of

.

Pz, 1

Ymax - y 1

=

ymax - Yz

=

p
1, 2

Yz - ymi n

Y1 - ymin
the overall er r or ratio is then
P~ . 3 x

P0,3

Pz,. 1 x

P 1.2

< 1 t hen p
< p'
and it can be seen that
0, 3
0, 3
1. 2
n on - monotonic are more rapidly conv ergent than monotonic functi ons having the sam e end points .
since

p
2!1

X

p

Response t o periodic signals . - Fig . 5 ~h ows a signal of period T = t - t
2 0
which varies b e tween upper and lower limits, yu and y . Supposing
1
the signal monotonic for the periods (t , t ) and (t , t ), the error r atio
2
1
0
1
per period T is :
P0,2

=

=

Po. 1

X

p

[ ymax - Yl ] [ Yz
Y1
ymax - yo

1, 2
: ymin ]
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ymin
can
write
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e
d
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Supposing the

ymax =

= a

=

b

Equation ( 10) becomes

p

= [ a - bi2
'.0 , 2
a +b j
After N cycles the error rati o is

=

( 11)

= [ a-b ] ZN

(12)
a + b
As an example consider t he case where a = 2b. Using equation ( 12) one
finds that the error is reduced t o one -tenth of init ial value afte r
N =
1. 05 cycles of the s i gnal.
Po, ZN

Effect of an offset. - In the above paragraph the signal of magni tude± b
was supposed centered within upper and low er limi ts + a. We will now

_suppose the signal of Fig 5 is offset from the
In this case :
y
= d +b

center by a distance

u

yl

d - b

.Substituting in (10) gives an error ratio after one cycle
2
= (a-b) 2 -d
p'
2
0,2
(a + b / -d
must always be smaller than P
It is clear that

01

z..given by equa-.

tion (11), and therefore an offset in the signal leads to a
more rapid than given by (12).

.convergence

Practical considerations. - The schematic given in Fig. 2 and analyzed
in the preceding paragraphs is based on the assumption that the error signal is coded using a number of bits sufficient to assure that no error is
made in the computation of t.. at the transmitter· - In fact this can never.
truly be the case since the o\ject of a DPCM system is the transmission
of a reduced number of bits. It is necessary then that a practical system
should provide an appropriate differential coding of the normalized error
signal as is shown in Fig. 6. The transmitter feedback loop must also
contain those elements to be found in the receiver : a decoding device, a
multiplier for reconstitution of the unnormalized error signal, and an accumulator .
The exact configuration of the differential coder must be studied as a
function of each particular application. Some suitable compromise must
be found in defining coder outputs. These represent large increments of
quantification when values y. , the signal to be transmitted, are far from
l
the limit toward which they are evolving, and become small when y. ap proches its limit. This is the price to be paid for the self-corlecting
property. The variation in increment size can be reduced by use of en larged dummy limits in the normalization computation. This tends to reduce the speed of convergence ; it is equivalent to increasing the value of
a in equations (11) and (12).
All preceding discussion has been based on the use of an accumulator
in the DPCM coding loop. This is probably the most practical mechanization of such a system, through there is no reason why a predictor of
order higher than zero could not be used in its place.
Conclusions. - This paper has given some characteristics of_abasic.
coding process which might seem of interest in the digital transmission
of voice or video information, transmissions which are can!}idates for
DPCM type coding.
It has been shown that for varying signals, the transmission of normalized data leads to a significant supression of transmission errors at the
receiver . The degree of supression depends on the relative magnitude
and activity of the signal being transmitted.
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DELTA MODULATION AND DPCM CODING OF COLOR SIGNALS
A. HABIBI
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Southern California

Summary A simple yet efficient class of coding systems employed extensively in coding
correlated sources is the DPCM and delta modulation systems. We will study the
performance of the adaptive and the simple delta modulators at high sampling rates and
will compare that to the performance of well designed DPCM systems. The results are
obtained by simulating the coding systems on a digital computer and using them to encode
the components of a color video signal.
Introduction Transmission of video color data through a digital communication channel
requires sampling and quantization of the analog color components. We assume a noisefree channel thus these two operations are the only causes of signal degradation. Efficient
coding of an analog signal, in general, requires some processing of the signal before these
operations. The primary operations on the analog signals before sampling are filtering
operations aimed at better perception of the signal by a human perceptor. These filters are
designed based on the deterministic properties of human sensing devices. The information
preserving operations on the sampled data prior to its quantization are aimed at preparing
the samples for an efficient quantization. Since the process of quantization is efficient for
uncorrelated signals the processor is designed to generate an uncorrelated set of signals
from the sampled data. Both experimental and theoretical results indicate that the
efficiency of various coding schemes can be judged by their efficiency in generating this
set of uncorrelated signals.
In a Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) system a linear predictor is used to
generate a differential signal that is quantized and transmitted. This signal has a much
smaller correlation, a smaller variance and a more deterministic probability density
function thus it could be coded more efficiently than the original signal. A similar but
simpler coding algorithm is the delta modulation system. In this scheme also a differential
signal is generated. The differential signal is compared to zero. One binary digit indicates
if the differential signal is positive or negative.
An important paramete in delta modulation system is the step size. A small step size limits
the capability of the system to track large changes in the signal value where a large step
size introduces large granular noise at regions where the signal is changing slowly.

Adaptive forms of the delta modulation systems have been suggested that overcome this
limitation. The performance of both adaptive and simple delta modulation systems in
coding improve by increasing the sampling rate. This will increase the number of binary
digits that should be transmitted for coding a given signal.
In coding color video data essentially three different signals should be coded. An efficient
scheme of doing this is to transform the National Television Standard Committee
(N.T.S.C.) tristimulus color coordinates (R, G, and B) to generate a set of uncorrelated
color coordinates, code these signals then reconstruct the original color components by
inverse transforming the coded signals. This transformation is one that generates the
Karhunen-Loeve tristimulus color coordinates. However, N.T.S.C. transmission color
components Y, I, and Q are almost as uncorrelated as the Karhunen-Loeve tristimulus
color coordinates with a similar distribution of energy in the coordinates [1]. N.T.S.C.
transmission color coordinates have the advantage that Y represents the luminance of the
color signal. Coding Y, I, and Q components separately using element-differential
quantization technique Limb et al. [2] have obtained good results. In this paper we will
present a short review of a DPCM system with an nth order predictor and also the simple
and adaptive delta modulation systems. Next we will simulate both systems on a digital
computer and will discuss their performances in coding a monochromatic still picture (the
luminance of a color video signal). Then we will use these systems in coding the luminance
and the chromaticity components of a color video signal. in this paper we emphasize
comparative performance of the coding systems and will not present the coded color
signals because of the difficulties of printing color images in this issue.
nth Order DPCM System In a DPCM system the value of incoming sampled data is
predicted, the difference between the actual and the predicted value is quantized and is
transmitted. At the receiver a similar predictor uses some previously transmitted values of
the quantized differential signal to reconstruct a facsimilie of the signal at the transmitter.
A block diagram of an nth order DPCM system is shown on Fig. 1. Prediction of a data
point is performed by using a number of adjacent sample values. A linear predictor
estimates the next sample value So by Öo based on n previously encountered samples as
(1)
where {Si} is the set of picture elements with zero mean and variance F2. Parameters of the
nth order predictor are specified in terms of the correlation of picture elements by n
algebraic equations [3]
(2)

where
(3)
then the variance of the differential signal is
(4)
Indeed the predictor explores the correlation of the sampled data in generating the
differential signal. The differential signal becomes uncorrelated if the nth order
autoregressive source is an accurate model for the sampled data. Experimental evidences
indicate that video data, taken one line at a time, is modeled by a first order Markov
process rather accurately. However, this ignores the correlation of the data in other
directions. This approach is improved upon by modeling the data by a 2-dimensional
autoregressive source (Fig. 2) and exploring the correlation of data in other directions as
well.
Other properties of the differential signal that makes a DPCM system more attractive are a
significant reduction in the variance of the differential signal, as compared to the variance
of the original samples (see equation (4)) and the fact that the probability density function
of the differential signal is closely approximated by an exponential function [3,4]. The
former results in a smaller quantization noise power* where the latter allows for designing
an optimum quantizer that also results in a further reduction of noise power. Besides these
two improvements, the quantized differential signal has a smaller entropy than the
quantized original signal. This will result in further bandwidth reduction (or equivalently
improvements in signal to noise ratio) if the transmitted signal is entropy coded.
Experimental results with monochromatic pictures have indicated that all these effects
become more pronounced when the video data is modeled by a 2-dimensional
autoregressive source. The net improvement in the signal to noise ratio for most picture
material is about 2 to 3 dB’s when instead of only horizontal correlation (picture taken line
by line) the spatial correlation of the data is also explored [3]. This plus the additional
improvement in the signal to noise ratio due to entropy coding of transmitted signal
translates to a saving of about one binary digit per picture element due to employing a third
order spatial predictor rather than a first order horizontal predictor. It is also concluded
that negligible additional improvements will result by increasing the order of the predictor
past the third order predictor.
Simple and Adaptive Delta Modulators In a delta modulation system each sample is
compared to an estimate of it and a positive or negative signal is produced depending on
*

For large number of quantization levels the quantization error is almost proportional to the
variance of the signal [4].

the comparative amplitude of the incoming sample. A block diagram of a delta modulator
is shown on Figure 3. The output of the comparator is multiplied by a constant in the
feedback loop and is used as an input signal to an integrator whose output is the estimate
of the incoming signal. The size of the constant in the feedback loop, which we will refer
to as feedback gain, is an important parameter in the encoder. A large feedback gain
degrades the encoded signal when the signal is changing smoothly by causing a large
granular noise; a small feedback gain limits the ability of the encoder to build up to large
signal changes. This problem is considered by many authors who have devised various
techniques of making the feedback gain adapt to the shape of the signal thus improving the
quality of the encoded signals([5]through[8]). The systems consider the polarity of the
binary signal at the output of the comparator. A sequence of signals with the same polarity
indicates the input signal is changing rapidly where a sequence of signals of mixed polarity
shows slow variation of input signal. This information is fed back into the system by
changing the step size at the input of the integrator in the feedback loop accordingly. A
small step size for a slow varying signal and a large step size for fast varying signal
enables adaptive delta modulator to track the input signal more accurately. The system
considered here is one suggested by Abate [4] that uses step sizes of 1, 2, and 4. This is a
simple delta modulation system with a logic unit as shown in Figure 4. Inclusion of the
logic unit makes the system adaptive. The structure of the logic unit is shown on Figure 5.
The system could be in any one of eight states A through H and its next state depends on
its present state and the polarity of signal Mi. At each state the logic unit dictates the
comparative size of the step at the input of the integrator. For instance, if the present state
of the system is state B, then a positive Mi will make the system go to state C while a
negative Mi will make it go to state D. In going from B to C the output of the logic unit is
4, or in going from B to D it is -1. Thus the logic unit controls the size of the signal, that is,
the step size at the input of the integrator. The step size increases when the signal is
changing sharply and it decreases when the signal is changing smoothly. In a simple delta
modulator the step size is the same as the feedback gain and is a fixed constant for a
particular signal. Here we adjust the feedback gain in both adaptive and simple encoder for
a maximum signal to noise ratio. In practice it is adjusted for a best encoded picture
subjectively.
Comparison of DPCM and Delta Modulation Systems Both the encoder and the
decoder of a DPCM and the delta modulation systems were simulated on a digital
computer. The simulated systems were used to code the luminance and the chromaticity
components of a color video signal. The N.T.S.C. tristimulus component of these signals
were available in a sampled form. Each component consisted of 256 by 256 picture
elements. These signals were used to obtain the N.T.S.C. transmission components. The
luminance component of this video signal is coded by the DPCM and the delta modulation
systems at various bit rates. The results are used to evaluate the performance of each
coding system and compare their performances.

The mean square values of the coding errors (MSE) and the corresponding values of the
signal to noise ratios are plotted on Figures 6 and 7. The performance of both the first and
the third order DPCM systems improve at about the same rate by increasing the number of
quantization levels. The gain in the signal to noise ratio diminishes at higher bit rates. The
difference in the performance of these two DPCM systems indicates the additional gain
that results by exploring signal correlation in other directions besides the horizontal
direction. The first order DPCM system with a 2-level quantizer is essentially the same as
the simple delta modulator operating at one bit per picture element. The performance of
the 2-level DPCM coder is optimized by using an optimum first order predictor where the
performance of the delta modulator is optimized by using a feedback gain that gives the
least MSE. The adaptive delta modulator taking advantage of the feedback properties
outperforms both of these systems at coding rates of one and two binary digits per picture
element. The difference is about 1.2 dB’s. However, the first order DPCM system
achieves a better coding capability at higher bit rates. It outperforms the simple delta
modulator at bit rates more than 2 binary digits per picture element and the adaptive
modulator at bit rates more than 2 bits per picture element. As shown on Figures 6 and 7
the performance of the third order DPCM system is better than the performance of the
delta modulators at all bit rates.
The results for the delta modulators at bit rates higher than one bit per picture element
requires sampling the analog data at a higher sampling rate then coding this sampled data
by the corresponding delta modulators. However, in this experiment the analog data was
not available. The already sampled data had to be interpolated to generate a larger number
of samples. The linear interpolation used to double, triple, and quadruple the number of
samples introduces higher frequency errors and other undesirable distortions. The higher
frequency error is eliminated in practice by low pass filtering the coded signal. In
calculating the coding error for the simulated systems the effect of the high frequency error
is eliminated by two different techniques. One is to find the spectrum of the error and then
take only the fraction of the error that corresponds to 256 samples per line. This
corresponds to points connected by solid lines on Figures 6 and 7. This is the result we
would get if the analog signal was sampled at a higher sampling rate than it was coded.
The actual elimination of the high frequency noise essentially requires low pass filtering of
the coded signal. We consider the low pass filters that correspond to a recursive filtering of
each line of the coded signal. The recursive formulas and the transfer functions of these
filters are listed on Table 1 for the delta modulators operating at various bit rates. This is
not the best low pass filter, but it is very simple and possesses attractive computational
advantages. The results obtained by this method of filtering are shown by dashed lines on
Figures 6 and 7.
The results reported here correspond to the performance of well designed DPCM and delta
modulation systems. In delta modulators the feedback gain is chosen to minimize the mean

square error for the particular picture coded here. Using the systems to code a different
picture is equivalent to coding this signal with a non-optimum value of the feedback gain.
The sensitivity of the delta modulators to this parameter is evaluated by changing the
feedback gain in the delta modulators and observing the coded signal to noise ratio. The
results are shown on Figure 9. The sensitivity of DPCM systems to picture-topicture
variations is considered in reference [3 and will not be repeated here.
The spectrum of the coding error for the delta modulators is shown on Figures 9 and 10.
The adaptive delta modulator introduces an error that is rather uniform at all frequencies
where the coding error due to the simple delta modulator is more picked at lower
frequencies. This makes the adaptive system operating at the same signal to noise ratios as
a simple delta modulator more desirable.
The coded pictures corresponding to some of the points on Figures 6 and 7 are shown on
Figure 11. The degradation in the picture coded by the third order DPCM system at a bit
rate of 2 bits per picture element is not noticeable where using the other schemes a rate of
3 bits per picture element is needed to obtain similar results.
The color video signal is very insensitive to degradations in the chromaticity components
thus these signals can be coded using only a fraction of binary digits per signal element.
Figure 12 is a display of I and Q signals coded by the adaptive delta modulator using 1/4
of bits per signal element. To achieve this bit rate both I and Q signals are subsampled to
reduce the resolution in both spatial directions by a factor of two. This signal is then coded
and the result is linearly interpolated to increase the number of picture elements to 256 by
256. Combining these signals with the coded luminance component a coded video signal is
obtained which does not show any noticeable degradation. The total bit rate using the
luminance component coded by the third order DPCM system is 2.5 bits per picture
element. The bit rate corresponding to the luminance signal coded by other schemes is 3.5
bits per picture element.
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Table 1. Impulse Response and Corresponding Transfer Functions of Recursive Digital
Filters. Sampling interval T corresponds to 256 samples per line.
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of an nth Order DPCM

FIG. 2 Picture Elements used in the 3rd order
DPCM. The 1st order DPCM uses only Si.

FIG. 3. SIMPLE DELTA MODULATION SYSTEM

FIG. 4. ADAPTIVE DELTA MODULATION SYSTEM

FIG. 5. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE LOGIC UNIT
THE ARROWS SHOW DIRECTION OF THE
CHANGE OF STATE. THE SIGNS AT THE TAIL
END OF THE ARROWS INDICATE THE POLARITY
OF Mi. THE NUMBER AT HEAD OF THE ARROW
IS THE OUTPUT OF THE LOGIC UNIT.

FIG.6 Coding Mean Squared Error at Various Data Rates
for the Normalized Picture.

FIG. 8 Sensitivity of Adaptive and
Simple Delta Modulation Systems
to the Step Size K for 4 Bit Coders.
FIG.7 Peak-to-Peak Signal to rms
Noise at Various Data Rates.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of the Coding Error
for Simple Delta Modulator at 3 Bits/P.E.

Figure 10. Spectrum of the Coding
Error for Adaptive Delta
Modulator at 3 Bits/P.E.
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3rd Order DPCM
2 Bits/P.E.

Figure 11.
Luminance of a Color Signal Coded by DPCM, Adaptive Delta and Simple Delta
Modulators.

Figure 11. (continued)

Adaptive Delta, 3 Bits/P.E.

Simple Delta, 3 Bits/P.E.

Original I
Original Q
Figure 12. Original and Coded Chromaticity Components fo the Color Video Signal.

I, Adaptive Delta
0.25 Bits/P.E.

Q, Adaptive Delta
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REDUNDANT AREA CODING SYSTEM (REARCS)
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Rome Air Development Center
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Summary Redundant area coding was proposed in an Air Force patent, James Maier
inventor, to relieve the long integration time required to transmit a reconnaissance
photograph through narrow-band communication circuits where upper limits of 4800 to
9600 bits/second prevail. Further development by Radiation Systems Division was funded
by Rome Air Development Center’s Reconnaissance and Intelligence Division. Mr.
Lawrence Gardenhire developed the analysis curves used. As redundant area coding was
conceived, unimportant areas were reduced by applying different orders of resolution
throughout one frame of imagery, by blanking redundant areas, or by applying encoding so
one frame could consist of areas basically unchanged and areas coded to represent special
land such as Forest or desert. What evolved were techniques of applying redundant
reduction algorithms in both areas, producing a low/ high resolution picture. Where 3 to 1
reduction ratios were optimum for an average “busy” picture, reduction ratios exceeding
10 to I have been realized. A 9 x 9 inch, 2000 x 2000, 6-bit grey level picture that required
42 minutes to send at a 9600-bit/ second rate, or about 14 minutes for a 3 to 1 reduction,
can now be sent in 5 to 6 minutes. A 10 to 1 reduction ratio makes transmitting imagery
through existing ground circuits more of a reality and fulfills user requirements.
Introduction One of the most perplexing problems yet unsolved is how to transmit
updated imagery to commanders of tactical forces efficiently and in near-real-time so the
almost indispensable imagery can be scrutinized by decisionmakers and timely decisions
made. In combat theaters the Air Force has had to disseminate imagery by courier aircraft
and other courier services. To add to the problem, existing Air Force ground
communication channels are narrow-band, voice-grade quality. Thus, if one recently
proposed solution - that of using an imagery transmission system over ground
communications for fast, reliable, up-to-date service - was to be implemented, some means
had to be found of sending reconnaissance imagery high enough in quality yet low enough
in data to realize a near-real-time transmission through existing voicegrade circuits in a
manner that al I owed encryption of the data.

Techniques for reducing data evolved as a result of space exploration and its needs; its
application to imagery is not new. It is the combined use of several of these reduction
techniques with varying tolerance levels that is novel, and the acceptance of such a
technique must come from the users. The most attractive combination of techniques is to
use a statistical code within the target (nonredundcnt) areas and apply a zero order step
reduction algorithm with a line-dropping and line-repeating capability within the non-target
(redundant) areas. This combination provides good resolution with no information loss
within the prime target areas, and low resolution in the redundant portions.
The application of a low-resolution, high-tolerance level picture has been reported recently
by C. M. Knight, J. E. Hartman, and N. F. Shien in a Mitre Technical Report entitled
“Evaluation of Data Compression Methods for Image Transmission.” It is felt that this
quality of picture is adequate for the redundant area of the reconnaissance imagery, and
that enough data is presented to provide a good visual interpretation of landmarks for
navigation purposes. Furthermore, a computer software effort that simulates the system
design has been completed; results are presented in this paper.
Objective Requirements exist which call for the transmission of imagery at upwards of
ten line pairs/mm and for a format size of 9 x 9 inches. The typical “busy” photograph can
provide reduction ratios of only about 3 to I through the use of the fan or step reduction
algorithm. With these facts in mind, the first objective of the Redundant Area Coding
Study was to analyze all of the different techniques and determine parameters that could be
utilized to predict theoretically the reductions that could be expected through narrow-band
voice channels.
Another objective was to evaluate all of the known techniques of coding redundant and
nonredundant areas. Generally, these techniques were divided into two classes. One class
involved a “blanking” concept, through the use of stylized/symbolic background within the
redundant area, or through a completely blanked redundant area, or through the use of a
pattern to be filled in at the receiver. The second class incorporated algorithms within both
the redundant and the nonredundant areas. In this class several algorithms were tried. They
were subjected to an analysis, so curves could be supplied for estimating the approximate
reduction ratio expected from selected combinations of algorithms.
Display and Designation of Redundant Areas Fundamental to any reduction of
redundant areas in a photograph is the determination of exactly which areas are redundant.
Since to different users, different areas would be classed as redundant, no one area can be
arbitrarily classified as always being a redundant area. Consequently, only trained
personnel accustomed to evaluating photographs are capable of designating the redundant
areas. At the present time, the photo interpreter is the only person qualified to perform this
task. The techniques discussed in this section will serve as additional tools that can be

used to transfer the specific information needed by the user. Figure 1 shows a typical photo
with nonredundant areas outlined.
Two different approaches are applicable to the designation of re un ant areas. One is to
designate the areas of little value to the user and assume that the other portions are prime
areas. The alternate approach is to designate the areas of prime importance and assume
that all the other areas are of little value to the user. Techniques using both of these
approaches are discussed in this section; several of them could be used in either way.
Although the first approach appears to be the more straightforward, the second approach is
so similar to current practice that it would probably require little change in procedures. In
selecting any designation technique, a major constraint is the fact that the technique used
must be machine detectable so the photographic data can be separated into redundant and
nonredundant data. This machine detection allows the different areas to be processed
independently; it also permits application of the optimum reduction algorithm for each type
of data.
Redundant Area Display Techniques After redundant areas are designated and
transmitted, some means of displaying them on the receiver end of the transmission link
must be used. To determine the best means two basic tasks must be accomplished. First,
the exact location of the redundant area must be defined in relation to the remainder of the
photo and second, the nature of the redundant area must be specified. Both of these
parameters are of prime importance to the user of the photo copy.
Although many different display techniques can be designed, the display technique chosen
is somewhat dependent on the way redundant areas are designated on the transmitter end.
The display of the redundant area is the end product of the process started at the
transmitter end and, therefore, is considered a part of the process and not a process within
itself. Each of the three types of techniques (data reduction, pictorial simulation, and
symbols) discussed in this section describes not only a display technique, but also a
technique to be used on the transmitter end to designate a redundant area. This section also
gives the advantages and disadvantages of each technique from a display point of view.
The techniques summarized in subsequent paragraphs are grouped under data reduction,
pictorial simulation, or symbols. Each of the variants developed within the basic grouping
is included in the summary.
The data reduction grouping is divided into Low Resolution, Line Mapping, and General
Data Reduction Techniques. The Low Resolution Technique involves displaying the prime
areas at high resolution and the remainder of the photo at a lower resolution. The
resolutions selected by the photo interpreter before the photo is transmitted would be
based on the degree of detail needed by the user. When this technique is used, only the

dominant Features of the photo appear on the photo copy. The photo copy resembles a
hand-drawn sketch of the area and contains all the basic information of the original. The
output copy of the General Data Reduction Techniques looks approximately the some as
the output copy of the Low Resolution Techniques.
The one major advantage of the General Data Reduction Techniques is that the output
copy is of better quality than that gained by using the Low Resolution Technique even
when less data is transmitted. The General Data Reduction Techniques include the step,
extended step, statistical encoding, and others. These techniques can be applied to the
entire photo with significant data reduction and very little degradation of the output copy.
Most of these techniques compare sampled data with some predetermined bound and
transmit the sample only if it falls outside a set tolerance. The tolerances are automatically
adjusted to reflect whether the area being sampled is inside or outside a redundant area.
The pictorial simulation techniques replace the designated redundant areas with simulated
photo data that is an approximation of the original areas. The first pictorial simulation
technique discussed is Feature Mimicking. In this method no photo data is transmitted
when inside the designated redundant area. Instead, a code corresponding to the redundant
areas is transmitted. On the receiver end, the code is decoded and a generator is started to
simulate the proper photo data in the redundant areas of the copy. In the second technique,
called Reproduction of a Sample, only a PI-selected sample of the redundant area is
transmitted.
The last type of display discussed uses symbols. They are divided into two techniques:
Stylized Symbols and Map Symbols. When these techniques are used, the transmitter
operator covers all of the redundant areas of the photo with either paint or pressuresensitive symbols. The nature of the redundant area is specified by placing, on the covered
area a map symbol or a paste-on symbol, or by simply writing the name of the area on the
covering.
Comparison of Techniques The General Data Reduction Technique offers the most
information to the user from the least amount of transmitted data. Furthermore, this
technique can easily be adopted to all types of redundant areas by regulating the resolution
and tolerances of the reduction algorithms. In addition, the electronics used to implement
these algorithms are relatively simple and straightforward. The Line Mapping Technique
also has definite advantages for the user in that it gives him the important lines of
redundant areas in sharp contrast. In some cases, however, it may be difficult for the user
to determine what the lines on the copy represent. The Feature Mimicking Technique is
not only difficult and expensive to implement, but the output copy could be very
misleading. The Reproduction of a Sample Technique gives more information and provides
greater flexibility than Feature Mimicking, but neither technique shows the characteristic

lines of the redundant areas. Furthermore, they offer almost no information to the user. The
techniques using symbols provide a minimum of information to the user. They also require
considerable time to prepare the photo for transmission. Detailed explanations and
discussions of each of the techniques presented briefly here are given in the following
paragraphs.
Data Reduction Low Resolution, Line Mapping, and General Data Reduction
Techniques can be applied to the entire photo; however, in this paragraph they will be
discussed only as to their effect on the display of the redundant areas. When any of these
techniques are used, the amount of data transmitted in the redundant areas is greatly
reduced. As a result the redundant areas are displayed in much poorer quality than the
other parts of the photo.
The Low Resolution Technique is one of the simplest forms of data reduction. When the
scanner posses into the redundant areas (previously designated by the transmitter
,operator), the sample rate is greatly decreased. On the receiver end the redundant areas
appear in much lower resolution than the other parts of the photo copy. Refer again to
Figure 1, which illustrates one method of designating nonredundant areas, and to Figure 2,
which shows the copy the user receives.
The redundant areas of the photo copy look somewhat similar to the actual area on the
original, permitting the receiver operator to get a rough idea of what the area actually looks
like. This rough look gives a definite advantage over simulated data where there are no
subdivision groups. Another advantage of this technique is that no additional work is
required of the operators thus reducing the possibility of human errors. Although the Low
Resolution Technique is a simple form of data reduction, Ns does not mean that it is more
economical . It requires the design of control circuitry to regulate the sample rate on the
transmitter end. The low resolution technique also requires the transmission of a
considerable amount of data even for the redundant areas. Another drawback is that of
determining the proper resolution for different types of redundant areas, so each can be
recognized on the receiver end.
Line mapping is a form of image enhancement in which only the predominant lines of a
picture are reproduced. When the scanner is inside the designated redundant areas, only
one of two gray levels are transmitted: either black or white. The data obtained from the
redundant areas is sent through a circuit that recognizes only very abrupt changes. These
abrupt changes comprise the transmission. On the photo copy the redundant areas are
displayed as profiles of the area. A si mu lated photo copy of the original photo is depicted
in Figure 3.

The major advantage of the Line Mapping Technique is that the data transmitted for the
redundant areas is greatly reduced. In addition, the highlights of the redundant areas
appear on the photo copy and would be easily noticed if the actual area were quickly
scanned. Furthermore, additional operator time is not required. On the other hand,
additional hardware is needed. This equipment consists of a differential circuit to
distinguish the profiles of the redundant area, and control logic. A second disadvantage is
the potential difficulty of distinguishing the nature of the redundant area from its profile.
For example, a wall may appear the same as a building if only the profiles of each are
copied.
General Data Reduction Techniques are those used to minimize data transmission over the
entire photo. In general, they compare a sample with a predicted sample or projected
bounds to determine if it is within a preset tolerance. If it is within this tolerance, the
sample is disregarded; if it is not, the sample is transmitted. Among the many existing
methods are step, fan, and delta processes; all produce similar results on the photo copy.
The tolerances for the data reduction are greatly increased when the scanner enters the
designated redundant areas to produce a resolution For the redundant areas that is much
lower than the other parts of the picture.
The major advantage in using these general data reduction techniques is the minimum
increase in hardware. In addition, these techniques eliminate the need for a change in data
format between redundant and nonredundant areas. On the receiver end, no additional
work is required of the operator and the copy photo will contain practically all the
information available on the original. Few of the disadvantages of other techniques apply
to General Data Reduction Techniques. The main factor concerns whether or not the
technique is used for the entire photo. If it is not, then to use it in the redundant areas only
would require the addition of hardware and control logic. On the other hand, if the
technique is used for the entire photo, then only the control logic for the tolerance limits
would need to be designed.
Pictorial Simulation Any pictorial simulation method involves the replacing of
redundant areas at the receiver end by some kind of picture that resembles the actual
photo. Feature Mimicking and Reproduction of a Sample Techniques are two methods of
pictorial simulation.
In the Feature Mimicking Technique no picture data is transmitted when the scanner is
inside the areas designated by the transmitter operator as redundant. Instead, a code is
transmitted to the receiver where it is decoded and a signal generator is started to generate
data to simulate the redundant areas. This data is then transferred to the redundant areas in
the photo copy. In Figure 4 the redundant areas are outlined; Figure 5 illustrates the photo
received when this technique is used.

The Feature Mimicking Technique requires very littl e operator work on either end of the
transmission link, thus minimizing the chance of human error. The major disadvantage is
the additional hardware required for this method. Feature mimicking would require an
encoder and decoder to accommodate all the different types of redundant areas. It would
also require a very complex signal generator. This hardware would add considerable cost
to both transmitter and receiver. Another disadvantage is the fact that the photo copy may
be quite misleading as the redundant areas may be difficult to distinguish. And, unless the
signal generator is capable of generating an infinite number of patterns, the redundant
areas of the copy may vary greatly from those of the original.
When the Reproduction of a Sample Technique is used, only a small sample of the
redundant area data is transmitted. The transmitter operator designates the redundant areas
and the size of the sample to be transmitted for each such area. When the scanner is inside
the redundant areas, only the designated sample is transmitted; the remaining redundant
data is discarded. On the photo copy the redundant areas are blank except for the small
sample. Figure 6 is the original photo for which the operator has designated redundant
areas as well as the size of the sample to be transmitted. (This method is one of a number
of ways to produce the some results on the receiver end.)
The major advantage of this technique is that the sample of the redundant area on the copy
looks the some as the sample designated by the transmitter operator. In addition, the
redundant areas are easily recognized and the receiver operator is not required to do any
additional work. The fact that the transmitter operator must determine how much of a
sample of the redundant area to transmit is a disadvantage because the transmitter operator
must decide how much data is required for the receiver operator to recognize the nature of
the redundant area. Figure 8 illustrates a received copy with the samples filled in.
Standard Picture In order to make comparisons of different encoding schemes that
would reduce the transmission bandwidth of scanned reconnaissance photos, a standard
format for the digital picture was developed for the study. All photos, regardless of size,
contained the some number of lines and the some number of bits. If a higher resolution was
desired, a portion of a picture was enlarged either optically or photographically.
Considering a 9 x 9 inch photo to be the largest and requiring the least resolution, 222 lines
to the inch (a total of 2000 lines) was chosen as a base. If 2000 lines are used on a 5 x 5
photo, there will be 400 lines/inch. If higher resolution is desired, a smaller portion of the
picture can be enlarged to produce the desired resolution.
Once the number of lines was chosen, the samples/line were selected so vertical and
horizontal resolution are the some. Assuming the Kell factor has been maintained at the
proper value, in a square picture there will be the some number of elements in a line as
there are lines. Based on this assumption, the standard picture of two thousand lines has

4 x 106 six-bit elements, or 24 x 106 bits. For the purpose of this study, line and frame
synchronization were not considered, since any picture transmitted would require the same
amount of synchronization and would not, therefore, affect the results of this study. The
following figures show the time required to transmit the standard picture over some of the
existing modems.
TRANSMISSION TIME OF STANDARD PICTURES
Modems (kilobits)
Transmission time (minutes)

2.4
166.67

4.8
83.33

9.6
41.67

24.0
16.67

48.0
8.33

240.0
1.67

From the many pictures scanned and reduced by various encoding schemes, the two having
the most (Figure 9) and the least amount of information (activity) (Figure 10) have been
determined. Since these illustrations are not typical reconnaissance photos, they have been
used only to establish the limits for this study. When these two pictures are used with
statistical coding in the target area and adaptive step with every fifth line transmitted in the
redundant area, Figure 11, which is a summary of coding schemes versus the transmission
time for a standard 2000 x 2000 picture, results. The percentage of target area is shown on
the vertical scale and time is on the horizontal scale, with zero percentage representing all
redundant areas. The minimum and maximum pictures start at 1.5 and 2.3 minutes,
respectively. As the amount of target area increases, the transmission time also increases;
therefore, with a 12 to 13 percent target area, the goal of 10 to 1 reduction can be
obtained. The dotted lines show six-bit PCM in the target area. The difference between the
dotted line and the related solid line is the improvement the statistical code provides
without degrading the target areas.
Summary of Techniques After all the techniques were scrutinized together with the
reductions expected from each, it was determined that the Low Resolution Technique
provided more of a “real” picture than the other, and that the low-resolution areas yielded
enough information to give a decisionmaker - such as a commander or tactical pilot - a
summary of all the outlined areas. The low/high resolution method was further investigated
in order to include various algorithms within both redundant and nonredundant areas.
These variations are also shown in Figure 11 .
From all of these combinations, the statistical code within the nonredundant areas
combined with the extended step redundancy reduction algorithm within the redundant
areas was considered to afford the best reduction ratio with the least amount of data loss.
The statistical code produces no information loss within the confines of the nonredundant
areas and the step algorithm, with every fifth line dropped, furnishes adequate
representation of the redundant information. If the nonredundant data is 30 percent of a
picture, it could be transmitted in 8.4 minutes; if the nonredundant information forms

20 percent, transmission time would be 6.3 minutes. With the advent of Redundant Area
Coding, transmitting moderate-resolution imagery in important areas in near-real-time has
become more of a reality.
Implementation of REARCS In order to demonstrate the operation of the Redundant
Area Coding System (REARCS), a program was established that combined hardware and
software in the implementation. The hardware is an image terminal and a digital tape
recorder. All reduction algorithms are implemented in machine language software in such a
way that they can be processed on a small computer with limited memory. The image
terminal is a drum-type loser scanner, which can also be used as a reproducer. It is capable
of scanning or reproducing an 8 x 10 inch maximum picture and a 1 x 1 inch minimum
picture. Any combinations of 1 x 1 grids may be scanned or reproduced. The image
terminal has a resolution of 64 to 1024 lines/Inch in binary steps. The optics and sampling
ore always arranged for a 0.7 Kell Factor in both directions.
During implementation the standard picture was changed from a 9 x 9 at 200 lines/ inch to
an 8 x 8 at 256 lines/inch in order to facilitate the reproduction of pictures in reports
without reducing them. This change makes the standard picture 2048 samples by 2048
lines. As before, this value holds for all resolutions above 256 lines/inch; that is, all
pictures have the some number of samples, with the higher resolution ones being smaller:
4 x 4 for 512 lines/inch and 2 x 2 for 1024 lines/inch.
One or more of the 1 x 1 grids can be designated by an operator as the nonredundant area.
Al I I Ines inside this area will be statistical ly encoded while the area outside the
nonredundant area may have up to 8 lines and samples dropped. At the reproducer, the lost
transmitted line is reproduced the number of times the operator had called for. In addition,
the data may be source encoded, using the extended step algorithm with selectable
tolerance of 1 to 6 levels in 64. The nonredundant area thus will always be statistically
encoded, and will produce a reduction from 6 bits/element to about 2.75 bits/element in
that area. If the area is 1 x 1, inch with a resolution of 256 lines/inch, the 393,216 bits will
be reduced to about 175,000 bits.
If the entire picture is encoded, the 25,165,824 bits can be transmitted over a 9.6-kilobit/
second line in 19.91 minutes. Figure 12 is the resulting picture. This picture has been
scanned at 256 lines/inch, sampled to 2048 samples/line, digitized to 6 bits, source
encoded, transmitted over a 9.6-kB line, decoded, and reproduced. In Figure 13 there are
six 1 x 1 inch grids considered to be nonredundant (9.4 percent of the total picture) in two
separate areas: a 2 x 2 inch square in the area of the ships on the lower side of the harbor,
and a 1 x 2 inch strip of the wharfs across the top of the picture. These areas are processed
the same as in the previous figure (reduced to about 2.75 bits/elements by statistical
encoding), while in the remainder of the picture, every fourth sample and line is repeated

three times. In addition, the remaining samples are source encoded using the extended step
algorithm with a tolerance of 2 levels in 64. This reduces the original 25 million bits to
about 2.8 million bits, which can be transmitted over 9.6-kB line in 4.8 minutes, for an
overall reduction of 9.1 to 1 .
Had adaptive tolerance been used, the streaking in the nonchanging areas (water) would
have been improved by dropping the tolerance to a 1 level in these areas and increasing the
tolerance to 3 or 4 in the active areas.
Conclusions The last two pictures (Figures 12 and 13) show that it is possible to reduce
the time needed to transmit a standard picture from about 43 minutes to 5 minutes over a
9.6-kB link, while maintaining the original resolution in the target area and supplying the
pilot the needed orientation information in the redundant area. The equipment required to
perform this function is relatively simple and inexpensive. The Redundant Area Coding
System reduces the turn-around time for getting annotated photos to the strike forces by
many magnitudes.

Fig. 1 - Typical Photo with Nonredundant Areas Outlined

Fig. 2 - Received Copy, Low Resolution Technique

Fig. 3 - Received Copy, Line Mapping Technique

Fig. 4 - Typical Photo with Redundant Areas Outlined

Fig. 5 - Received Photo, Feature Mimicking Technique

Fig. 6 - Typical Photo with Samples Designated

Fig. 7 - Transmitted Information in Reproduction of a Sample Technique

Fig. 8 - Received Copy with Samples Filled In

Typical Maximum Picture
Original Picture 9" x 9" 200 Lines/
Inch 15,000 Bits/Line 1800 Lines
4.5 x 106 Six-Bit Picture Elements
27 x 106 Bits in Picture

Fig. 9 - Maximum Activity Picture

Typical Minimum Picture Original
Picture 9" x 9" 500 Lines/Inch
39,000 Bits/-Line 4500 Lines
29.25 x 106 Six-Bit Picture
Elements 175.5 x 106 Bits
In Picture

Fig. 10 - Minimum Activity Picture

Fig. 11 - Summary of Coding Schemes Versus Transmission Time

256 Lines/Inch 2.75 Bits/Element
Coding Reduced from 25.6 to
11.5 Million Bits Transmission time
19.9 Minutes

Fig. 12 - Statistically Encoded Picture

Statistical Encoding in Nonredundant
Areas Extended Step Encoding
in Redundant Areas with Tolerance
of 2, with every Fourth Sample and
Line Repeated 3 Times reduced from
25.6 to 2.8 Million Bits Transmission
Time - 4.8 Minutes

Fig. 13 - REARCS Picture with Two Nonredundant Areas

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISONS OF TELEVISION
TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES
F. A. PERKINS and J. A. PROCTOR
Radiation Systems
Harris-Intertype Corporation
Melbourne, Florida

Summary The performance of a television transmission system is ultimately measured by
the subjective judgment of the viewer. For different processing techniques, this subjective
judgment may not agree with objective measures such as output signal-to-noise ratio. This
is particularly true when comparing analog and digital techniques, since the nature of the
noise and distortion is quite different. A number of analyses have compared various
modulation and processing techniques on the basis of qualitative characteristics. This
paper provides data for subjective comparisons of several analog and digital techniques.
The cooperation of the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in allowing use of equipment
being built and tested for them is gratefully acknowledged.
Systems Considered In general, the systems tested were all configured to handle
standard commercial format, 525 lines, 30 frames per second TV, with the video
bandwidth restricted to about 2 MHz. This choice was based on compatibility with
available equipment, including a Digital Television Transmission Test System used for the
digital processing. (See reference .) Although this video bandwidth is less than
theoretically available with commercial TV, the consensus was that the resulting quality
was not significantly different from that experienced on the typical television set.
The systems tested included the following:
•

An analog Amplitude Modulation (AM) system.

•

An analog Frequency Modulation (FM) system using a deviation of ±6 MHz, and an
IF bandwidth of 18 MHz.

•

A conventional Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) system, operating at a sample rate of
3.6 MHz, with 5 bits per sample, for a transmitted bit rate of 18 Mb/s.

•

A source encoded PCM system, using a Zero Order Interpolator (ZOI) redundancy
reduction algorithm. This system initially samples at 5 MHz to 5-bit resolution. By

selecting only those samples necessary to reconstruct the video to a given accuracy
(typically 2/32 to 3/32 of full scale), a transmission rate of 9 Mb/s could be achieved
in this system, one-half that of the conventional PCM system.
•

A source encoded differential PCM s stem, using variable length code words to
represent the differences between adjacent video samples. By using short code
words for highly probable differences (e.g., zero), a reduction in the required
transmission rate is achieved. This system operated at a 5 MHz sample rate, with
the resolution automatically switched to achieve a 9 Mb/s output information rate .
For the conditions of the test, the system operated on the 4-bit statistics most of the
time, but was reconstructed to 5 bits.

•

A system combining the Zero Order Interpolator source encoding with convolutional
error correcting (channel) coding, with a maximum likelihood decoder. A constraint
length 6, bit rate 1/2 code was used, and the decoder employed 3-bit quantized
“soft” bit decisions. This yields a coding gain of about 5 dB at 10-5 BER. The
system utilized the 9 Mb/s ZOI data to generate an 18 Mb/s transmitted rate (i.e.,
the some transmitted rate as the PCM system).

•

a A system combining the Zero Order Interpolator with convolutional error
correcting coding, with a sequential decoder. A constraint length 40, rate ½ code
was used, and the decoder employed “hard” bit decisions. This system also has an
18 Mb/s transmitted bit rate, and has a coding gain of about 4 dB.

These test conditions were chosen to compare the following general system types:
•

A simple narrow band analog system (the AM system).

•

A simple PCM system capable of roughly the same picture quality at high signal-tonoise ratios.

•

Digital systems which remove some of the natural redundancy in the picture and
substitute systematic redundancy in the form of error correcting coding, with the aim
of achieving better signal-to-noise performance than the conventional PCM system
in the same bandwidth.

•

Digital systems employing the source encoding but not error correcting coding, fFor
minimum spectral occupancy.

•

An analog system trading spectral occupancy For signal-to-noise performance, and
occupying about the same bandwidth as the simple PCM system and the source
encoded, error correction coded digital system (the FM system).

Testing Methods The tests were conducted by viewing a photograph with a TV camera,
performing the appropriate processing on the video, and passing the resulting signal
through a simulated RF link where Gaussian noise was added to the signal . The noisy
signal was processed to regenerate a video signal which was displayed on a monitor. The
signal-to-noise ratio was varied From the point were the noise induced degradation was
barely detectable to the point where it was very severe . Monitor photographs were taken
at several points in this range, and some are included in this paper. By selecting photos
processed with different techniques which appear roughly equal in quality, it is possible to
make judgments about relative system signal-to-noise performance at several quality
levels. Usually, the judgment of different observers will not be enough different to
significantly affect relative performance judgments. It has also been noted that, although
the noise appears worse on the still photos than on the live monitor (due to less averaging
on the photo), this difference is relatively constant for all the techniques tested, so that
valid comparisons are possible from the still photos. Exposure time for all photos was 1/25
second. The subject photograph was selected to have roughly an “average” amount of
detail, since the performance of the source encoded system is affected by the picture
statistics. A grey scale bar was superimposed on the lower part of this photograph for
reference purposes.
Link Simulation and Implementation Allowance This section describes the methods
used for link simulation, and the allowances for implementation loss that were used. This
allows the reader to apply other factors, if desired, to predict results with different system
configurations. The values quoted for signal-to-noise ratio are normalized to one Hertz
bandwidth (i.e., CAT) to allow convenient comparison of transmitted power requirements
for the systems of different bandwidths. The spectral occupancies quoted are the nominal
3 dB RF bandwidths required.
AM System The AM link was simulated by adding signal and noise at baseband. The
signal-to-noise ratio was measured in terms of peak signal (including sync pulses) to rms
noise. This baseband signal level was then converted to the corresponding rms value of a
modulated carrier, using normal TV practice of 12.5 percent of peak carrier at the white
reference level. The rms value of this modulated carrier is approximately 8 dB below the
peak-to-peak baseband signal. The noise was assumed to transfer directly to RF. No
implementation loss was assumed for the AM demodulation. Spectral occupancy is cited
as twice the 3 dB bandwidth of the baseband filter.

FM System The FM link was simulated with the aid of a breadboard wideband FM
modulato; and demodulator. Noise was added at the carrier frequency, and was measured
at the output of a calibrated IF filter. Zero dB signal-to-noise ratio was established by
adjusting for a 3 dB increase in signal plus noise over signal alone, with normal modulation
on the signal. The video bandwidth was limited to about 2 MHz before modulation,
deviation was ±6 MHz peak-to-peak, and the 3 dB IF bandwidth was 18 MHz. Spectral
occupancy is cited as 16 MHz, corresponding to the Carson’s rule bandwidth. No
additional implementation loss was assumed.
Digital Systems The digital links were simulated by adding noise to the serial bit stream
at baseband and applying the sum to a bit synchronizer. All timing was recovered from the
noise signal, and matched filtering and bit decision s were performed in the normal
manner. Performance was measured by measuring the bit error rate, and a total of 1 dB
implementation loss was added for demodulation and bit detection, based on calibration
measurements of bit error rate vs. signal-to-noise ratio for the equipment. This signal-tonoise performance and the spectral occupancy of 1 MHz per Mb/s assumes the use of
Quadraphase PSK with coherent detection. Spectral occupancy would be doubled, and
C/KT unchanged with Biphase PSK.
Test Results Figures 1 and 2 show comparable quality AM and PCM pictures. Figures 3
and 4 show AM with higher and lower S/N than Figure I for an indication of the change in
quality with S/N. Figure 5 shows the source encoded, channel coded system at similar
quality to Figure 1, and Figure 6 shows the FM system at a similar quality level. Figures 7
and 8 are FM pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 6. Figures 9 and 10 are PCM
pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 7. Figures 11 and 12 are source encoded,
channel coded pictures at lower and higher S/N than Figure 5. Figures 13 and 14 are
source encoded pictures with no channel coding. Figure 15 is a source encoded, channel
coded picture with sequential decoding, rather than the maximum likelihood decoding of
Figures 5, 10 and 11 (to illustrate the different error distribution). Figure 16 is a picture
with the statistically encoded differential PCM as the sourpe encoding rather than the ZOI
used for Figures 5, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Conclusions The conclusions are necessarily subjective, but can be confirmed or
modified by the reader from the photos presented. The performances of the two source
encoding techniques were not greatly different. Likewise, the two error correction
decoders yielded about the some quality at the same output BER, in spite of the difference
in error statistics. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
For pictures at the limit of acceptable quality, the PCM system required about 8 dB less
link power than the AM system, using about four times the bandwidth. This was more
efficient than the analog FM system occupying about the some bandwidth, which had a

power gain of about 2 dB over the AM system. Adding source encoding to the PCM
system improved both spectral occupancy and link power efficiency, despite the
presumably greater sensitivity to bit errors. The source encoded PCM is about 12 dB
better than the AM system, while requiring only about twice the bandwidth. Adding error
correcting coding improves power efficiency by about 4 dB, the coding gain at the
threshold BER. The digital system with both source and channel coding is 15 dB more
power efficient than an AM system, and about 13 dB more power efficient than the FM
system using the same bandwidth.
Table 1. Performance Summary
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Fig. 1 - AM
Spectral Occupancy (S.O.): 4.4 MHz
Carrier-to-Noise Ratio in One Hertz
Bandwidth (C/KT): 89.7 dB

Fig. 2 - PCM
S.O.: 18MHz
C/KT: 81.9 dB
Bit Error Rate (BER): 10-4

Fig. 3 - AM
S.O.: 4.4 MHz
C/KT: 79.7 dB

Fig. 4 - AM
S.O.: 4.4 MHz
C/KT: 94.7 dB

Fig. 5 - PCM with Source Encoding
(ZOI), and a Channel Encoding
(Maximum Likelihood Decoder)
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 74.4 dB
BER: 10-4

Fig. 6 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 87.5 dB

Fig. 7 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 77.5 dB

Fig. 8 - FM
S.O.: 16 MHz
C/KT: 92.5 dB

Fig. 9 - PCM
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 77.8 dB
BER: 10-2

Fig. 10 - PCM
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 83.1 dB
BER: 10-5

Fig. 11 - PCM with ZOI and MLD
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 73.5 dB
BER: 10-2

Fig. 12 - PCM with ZOI and MLD
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 75.4 dB
BER: 5 x 10-6

Fig. 13 - PCM with ZOI and No
Channel Encoding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 78.8 dB
BER: 10-4

Fig. 14 - PCM with ZOI and No
Channel Encoding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 76.3 db
BER: 10-3

Fig. 15 - PCM with ZOI and
Channel Encoding (Sequential
Decoding)
S.O.: 18 MHz
C/KT: 74.5 dB
BER: 2 x 10-3

Fig. 16 - Differential PCM with
Statistical Encoding and No
Channel Coding
S.O.: 9 MHz
C/KT: 78.7 dB
BER: 10-4

DELTA MODULATION AND DPCM CODING OF COLOR SIGNALS
A. HABIBI
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Southern California

Summary A simple yet efficient class of coding systems employed extensively in coding
correlated sources is the DPCM and delta modulation systems. We will study the
performance of the adaptive and the simple delta modulators at high sampling rates and
will compare that to the performance of well designed DPCM systems. The results are
obtained by simulating the coding systems on a digital computer and using them to encode
the components of a color video signal.
Introduction Transmission of video color data through a digital communication channel
requires sampling and quantization of the analog color components. We assume a noisefree channel thus these two operations are the only causes of signal degradation. Efficient
coding of an analog signal, in general, requires some processing of the signal before these
operations. The primary operations on the analog signals before sampling are filtering
operations aimed at better perception of the signal by a human perceptor. These filters are
designed based on the deterministic properties of human sensing devices. The information
preserving operations on the sampled data prior to its quantization are aimed at preparing
the samples for an efficient quantization. Since the process of quantization is efficient for
uncorrelated signals the processor is designed to generate an uncorrelated set of signals
from the sampled data. Both experimental and theoretical results indicate that the
efficiency of various coding schemes can be judged by their efficiency in generating this
set of uncorrelated signals.
In a Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) system a linear predictor is used to
generate a differential signal that is quantized and transmitted. This signal has a much
smaller correlation, a smaller variance and a more deterministic probability density
function thus it could be coded more efficiently than the original signal. A similar but
simpler coding algorithm is the delta modulation system. In this scheme also a differential
signal is generated. The differential signal is compared to zero. One binary digit indicates
if the differential signal is positive or negative.
An important paramete in delta modulation system is the step size. A small step size limits
the capability of the system to track large changes in the signal value where a large step
size introduces large granular noise at regions where the signal is changing slowly.

Adaptive forms of the delta modulation systems have been suggested that overcome this
limitation. The performance of both adaptive and simple delta modulation systems in
coding improve by increasing the sampling rate. This will increase the number of binary
digits that should be transmitted for coding a given signal.
In coding color video data essentially three different signals should be coded. An efficient
scheme of doing this is to transform the National Television Standard Committee
(N.T.S.C.) tristimulus color coordinates (R, G, and B) to generate a set of uncorrelated
color coordinates, code these signals then reconstruct the original color components by
inverse transforming the coded signals. This transformation is one that generates the
Karhunen-Loeve tristimulus color coordinates. However, N.T.S.C. transmission color
components Y, I, and Q are almost as uncorrelated as the Karhunen-Loeve tristimulus
color coordinates with a similar distribution of energy in the coordinates [1]. N.T.S.C.
transmission color coordinates have the advantage that Y represents the luminance of the
color signal. Coding Y, I, and Q components separately using element-differential
quantization technique Limb et al. [2] have obtained good results. In this paper we will
present a short review of a DPCM system with an nth order predictor and also the simple
and adaptive delta modulation systems. Next we will simulate both systems on a digital
computer and will discuss their performances in coding a monochromatic still picture (the
luminance of a color video signal). Then we will use these systems in coding the luminance
and the chromaticity components of a color video signal. in this paper we emphasize
comparative performance of the coding systems and will not present the coded color
signals because of the difficulties of printing color images in this issue.
nth Order DPCM System In a DPCM system the value of incoming sampled data is
predicted, the difference between the actual and the predicted value is quantized and is
transmitted. At the receiver a similar predictor uses some previously transmitted values of
the quantized differential signal to reconstruct a facsimilie of the signal at the transmitter.
A block diagram of an nth order DPCM system is shown on Fig. 1. Prediction of a data
point is performed by using a number of adjacent sample values. A linear predictor
estimates the next sample value So by Öo based on n previously encountered samples as
(1)
where {Si} is the set of picture elements with zero mean and variance F2. Parameters of the
nth order predictor are specified in terms of the correlation of picture elements by n
algebraic equations [3]
(2)

where
(3)
then the variance of the differential signal is
(4)
Indeed the predictor explores the correlation of the sampled data in generating the
differential signal. The differential signal becomes uncorrelated if the nth order
autoregressive source is an accurate model for the sampled data. Experimental evidences
indicate that video data, taken one line at a time, is modeled by a first order Markov
process rather accurately. However, this ignores the correlation of the data in other
directions. This approach is improved upon by modeling the data by a 2-dimensional
autoregressive source (Fig. 2) and exploring the correlation of data in other directions as
well.
Other properties of the differential signal that makes a DPCM system more attractive are a
significant reduction in the variance of the differential signal, as compared to the variance
of the original samples (see equation (4)) and the fact that the probability density function
of the differential signal is closely approximated by an exponential function [3,4]. The
former results in a smaller quantization noise power* where the latter allows for designing
an optimum quantizer that also results in a further reduction of noise power. Besides these
two improvements, the quantized differential signal has a smaller entropy than the
quantized original signal. This will result in further bandwidth reduction (or equivalently
improvements in signal to noise ratio) if the transmitted signal is entropy coded.
Experimental results with monochromatic pictures have indicated that all these effects
become more pronounced when the video data is modeled by a 2-dimensional
autoregressive source. The net improvement in the signal to noise ratio for most picture
material is about 2 to 3 dB’s when instead of only horizontal correlation (picture taken line
by line) the spatial correlation of the data is also explored [3]. This plus the additional
improvement in the signal to noise ratio due to entropy coding of transmitted signal
translates to a saving of about one binary digit per picture element due to employing a third
order spatial predictor rather than a first order horizontal predictor. It is also concluded
that negligible additional improvements will result by increasing the order of the predictor
past the third order predictor.
Simple and Adaptive Delta Modulators In a delta modulation system each sample is
compared to an estimate of it and a positive or negative signal is produced depending on
*

For large number of quantization levels the quantization error is almost proportional to the
variance of the signal [4].

the comparative amplitude of the incoming sample. A block diagram of a delta modulator
is shown on Figure 3. The output of the comparator is multiplied by a constant in the
feedback loop and is used as an input signal to an integrator whose output is the estimate
of the incoming signal. The size of the constant in the feedback loop, which we will refer
to as feedback gain, is an important parameter in the encoder. A large feedback gain
degrades the encoded signal when the signal is changing smoothly by causing a large
granular noise; a small feedback gain limits the ability of the encoder to build up to large
signal changes. This problem is considered by many authors who have devised various
techniques of making the feedback gain adapt to the shape of the signal thus improving the
quality of the encoded signals([5]through[8]). The systems consider the polarity of the
binary signal at the output of the comparator. A sequence of signals with the same polarity
indicates the input signal is changing rapidly where a sequence of signals of mixed polarity
shows slow variation of input signal. This information is fed back into the system by
changing the step size at the input of the integrator in the feedback loop accordingly. A
small step size for a slow varying signal and a large step size for fast varying signal
enables adaptive delta modulator to track the input signal more accurately. The system
considered here is one suggested by Abate [4] that uses step sizes of 1, 2, and 4. This is a
simple delta modulation system with a logic unit as shown in Figure 4. Inclusion of the
logic unit makes the system adaptive. The structure of the logic unit is shown on Figure 5.
The system could be in any one of eight states A through H and its next state depends on
its present state and the polarity of signal Mi. At each state the logic unit dictates the
comparative size of the step at the input of the integrator. For instance, if the present state
of the system is state B, then a positive Mi will make the system go to state C while a
negative Mi will make it go to state D. In going from B to C the output of the logic unit is
4, or in going from B to D it is -1. Thus the logic unit controls the size of the signal, that is,
the step size at the input of the integrator. The step size increases when the signal is
changing sharply and it decreases when the signal is changing smoothly. In a simple delta
modulator the step size is the same as the feedback gain and is a fixed constant for a
particular signal. Here we adjust the feedback gain in both adaptive and simple encoder for
a maximum signal to noise ratio. In practice it is adjusted for a best encoded picture
subjectively.
Comparison of DPCM and Delta Modulation Systems Both the encoder and the
decoder of a DPCM and the delta modulation systems were simulated on a digital
computer. The simulated systems were used to code the luminance and the chromaticity
components of a color video signal. The N.T.S.C. tristimulus component of these signals
were available in a sampled form. Each component consisted of 256 by 256 picture
elements. These signals were used to obtain the N.T.S.C. transmission components. The
luminance component of this video signal is coded by the DPCM and the delta modulation
systems at various bit rates. The results are used to evaluate the performance of each
coding system and compare their performances.

The mean square values of the coding errors (MSE) and the corresponding values of the
signal to noise ratios are plotted on Figures 6 and 7. The performance of both the first and
the third order DPCM systems improve at about the same rate by increasing the number of
quantization levels. The gain in the signal to noise ratio diminishes at higher bit rates. The
difference in the performance of these two DPCM systems indicates the additional gain
that results by exploring signal correlation in other directions besides the horizontal
direction. The first order DPCM system with a 2-level quantizer is essentially the same as
the simple delta modulator operating at one bit per picture element. The performance of
the 2-level DPCM coder is optimized by using an optimum first order predictor where the
performance of the delta modulator is optimized by using a feedback gain that gives the
least MSE. The adaptive delta modulator taking advantage of the feedback properties
outperforms both of these systems at coding rates of one and two binary digits per picture
element. The difference is about 1.2 dB’s. However, the first order DPCM system
achieves a better coding capability at higher bit rates. It outperforms the simple delta
modulator at bit rates more than 2 binary digits per picture element and the adaptive
modulator at bit rates more than 2 bits per picture element. As shown on Figures 6 and 7
the performance of the third order DPCM system is better than the performance of the
delta modulators at all bit rates.
The results for the delta modulators at bit rates higher than one bit per picture element
requires sampling the analog data at a higher sampling rate then coding this sampled data
by the corresponding delta modulators. However, in this experiment the analog data was
not available. The already sampled data had to be interpolated to generate a larger number
of samples. The linear interpolation used to double, triple, and quadruple the number of
samples introduces higher frequency errors and other undesirable distortions. The higher
frequency error is eliminated in practice by low pass filtering the coded signal. In
calculating the coding error for the simulated systems the effect of the high frequency error
is eliminated by two different techniques. One is to find the spectrum of the error and then
take only the fraction of the error that corresponds to 256 samples per line. This
corresponds to points connected by solid lines on Figures 6 and 7. This is the result we
would get if the analog signal was sampled at a higher sampling rate than it was coded.
The actual elimination of the high frequency noise essentially requires low pass filtering of
the coded signal. We consider the low pass filters that correspond to a recursive filtering of
each line of the coded signal. The recursive formulas and the transfer functions of these
filters are listed on Table 1 for the delta modulators operating at various bit rates. This is
not the best low pass filter, but it is very simple and possesses attractive computational
advantages. The results obtained by this method of filtering are shown by dashed lines on
Figures 6 and 7.
The results reported here correspond to the performance of well designed DPCM and delta
modulation systems. In delta modulators the feedback gain is chosen to minimize the mean

square error for the particular picture coded here. Using the systems to code a different
picture is equivalent to coding this signal with a non-optimum value of the feedback gain.
The sensitivity of the delta modulators to this parameter is evaluated by changing the
feedback gain in the delta modulators and observing the coded signal to noise ratio. The
results are shown on Figure 9. The sensitivity of DPCM systems to picture-topicture
variations is considered in reference [3 and will not be repeated here.
The spectrum of the coding error for the delta modulators is shown on Figures 9 and 10.
The adaptive delta modulator introduces an error that is rather uniform at all frequencies
where the coding error due to the simple delta modulator is more picked at lower
frequencies. This makes the adaptive system operating at the same signal to noise ratios as
a simple delta modulator more desirable.
The coded pictures corresponding to some of the points on Figures 6 and 7 are shown on
Figure 11. The degradation in the picture coded by the third order DPCM system at a bit
rate of 2 bits per picture element is not noticeable where using the other schemes a rate of
3 bits per picture element is needed to obtain similar results.
The color video signal is very insensitive to degradations in the chromaticity components
thus these signals can be coded using only a fraction of binary digits per signal element.
Figure 12 is a display of I and Q signals coded by the adaptive delta modulator using 1/4
of bits per signal element. To achieve this bit rate both I and Q signals are subsampled to
reduce the resolution in both spatial directions by a factor of two. This signal is then coded
and the result is linearly interpolated to increase the number of picture elements to 256 by
256. Combining these signals with the coded luminance component a coded video signal is
obtained which does not show any noticeable degradation. The total bit rate using the
luminance component coded by the third order DPCM system is 2.5 bits per picture
element. The bit rate corresponding to the luminance signal coded by other schemes is 3.5
bits per picture element.
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Table 1. Impulse Response and Corresponding Transfer Functions of Recursive Digital
Filters. Sampling interval T corresponds to 256 samples per line.
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of an nth Order DPCM

FIG. 2 Picture Elements used in the 3rd order
DPCM. The 1st order DPCM uses only Si.

FIG. 3. SIMPLE DELTA MODULATION SYSTEM

FIG. 4. ADAPTIVE DELTA MODULATION SYSTEM
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FIG.6 Coding Mean Squared Error at Various Data Rates
for the Normalized Picture.

FIG. 8 Sensitivity of Adaptive and
Simple Delta Modulation Systems
to the Step Size K for 4 Bit Coders.
FIG.7 Peak-to-Peak Signal to rms
Noise at Various Data Rates.

Fig. 9. Spectrum of the Coding Error
for Simple Delta Modulator at 3 Bits/P.E.

Figure 10. Spectrum of the Coding
Error for Adaptive Delta
Modulator at 3 Bits/P.E.
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Figure 11.
Luminance of a Color Signal Coded by DPCM, Adaptive Delta and Simple Delta
Modulators.

Figure 11. (continued)
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IMAGE PROCESSING OVER THE ARPA COMPUTER NETWORK
W. K. PRATT and R. P. KRUGER
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Southern California

Summary A Communication system has been developed by the University of Southern
California for providing digital image processing services over the ARPA computer
network. In this system a user at a remote site may have images digitized at the USC site
and transmitted over the network, or the user may supply an image for precision display.
Also, image processing programs may be executed on the U.S. C. image processing
system using the VICAR image processing language.
Introduction In 1969 the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) established a
computer network linking the computational facilities of several universities and research
groups throughout the nation. As a member of the network, the University of Southern
California Image Processing Laboratory provides image processing hardware and software
services to other network members. This paper describes the computer network and the
USC image processing facilities. Also included, is a discussion of image transmission
techniques and image processing operations that can be performed over the network.
ARPA Computer Network The ARPA Computer Network, as of mid-1972, consists of
about thirty sites or nodes. Figure 1 is a topological map of the network with a listing of
the major computers at each node. Communication over the network is handled by
Interface Message Processor (IMP) units that interface the host computer at each node to
50kB leased telephone lines. Another type of interface unit called a Terminal Interface
Message Processor (TIP) allows connection to the network by a terminal with or without a
host computer. The communication link is a store and forward type of communication
system in which each IMP or TIP along a message route, temporarily stores the message,
and forwards the message to the next node along the route. The transmission route is
determined solely by the IMP’s or TIP’s, without any central control, so as to minimize the
transit time and efficiently utilize the transmission link.
Long messages are partitioned into packets of about 1000 bits for transmission. Each host
computer provides a Network Control Program (NCP) that establishes the connection
between the local host and a remote site. After the connection has been established the
local host becomes transparent to the user; the user interacts directly with the remote site
until the connection is terminated.

The ARPA computer network is an exciting and important resource for image processing
operations. Specialized image digitization and display equipment, which is often extremely
expensive and delicate to operate, can be located at a few sites and be made available to
all members of the network. Large computers, such as the ILLIAC IV, are available on the
network for compute bound image processing problems. Finally, with the network it is
possible to share source images, computer software, and research results within the
research community much more readily.
Image Processing Hardware Facilities Figure 2 is a general block diagram depicting
the hardware facilities utilized by the USC Image Processing Laboratory (IPL) for various
image acquisition, computation, and display operations. The IPL facility consists of a
Hewlett-Packard 2100 which is used to command and control all the image acquisition and
display devices.
At present a conventional flying spot scanner is used for image digitization and most hard
copy replay of color and monochrome images on photographic prints. The device can
raster scan transparencies up to 70 millimeters square with resolutions up to 1024 by 1024
pixels. The scan time varies but is usually less than I minute per frame. Normal analog to
digital conversion is eight bits. Replay is usually accomplished using Polaroid film but 35
millimeter replay is also available. Color digitization and replay is accomplished serially
under computer control using a color filter wheel and a white CRT phosphur.
The Muirhead color facsimile device is a two unit drum transmitter and receiver. Its
capabilities include 100 line/inch resolution with simultaneous six bit/color quantization as
well as replay of the three primary colors on an 8 by 10 inch print. The scan time for this
device is 12 minutes.
The real time display of monochrome and color digital images is accomplished using an
Aerojet General display device. This device utilizes a standard shadow mask CRT with
576 horizontal and 525 vertical lines of resolution. A digital disk is included with the
device which makes possible a refresh rate of 60 fields/second at 64 quantization levels for
each of the red, green, and blue primaries.
In addition to the previously mentioned devices, a flat bed scanning microdensitometer will
be added in early 1973. This device will scan and replay 16, 35 and 70 millimeter color or
monochrome roll film On a registered transport under computer control as well as prints or
transparencies up to 1Z inches square. Specifications call for a minimum aperture size of 2
microns square, 8 bits of precision, a scanning velocity of 8 inches/second in the direction
of travel and a 0 to 4 specular density range. Color digitization is sequential using a color
wheel under program control, and replay is monochrome with color reconstruction

photographically. These devices, taken as a whole, provide a wide range of resolution,
accuracy and time trade offs for digitization and display.
The IPL computers and peripherals are hardwire interfaced to the Engineering Computer
Laboratory (ECL) IBM 360/44. Images are transferred from the disk on the HP 2100 to a
disk on this machine. The processed image is then stored on disk and transferred back to
the HP 2100 when the operator requests. Plans also call for Fortran and machine language
programs to be entered from the HP 2100 which will describe the processing tasks to be
undertaken on a stored image. The 360/44 is currently laser linked to the University
Computer Center (UCC) 370/155 and to the ARPA computer network by the TIP terminal.
There is also remote job entry from the ECL to UCC facility. Thus, image processing tasks
can be undertaken at ECL for the UCC computer with image transfer each way. Both the
forementioned machines have appropriate versions of the VICAR image processing
language available for use.
Image Processing Software Capability The software configuration at this laboratory
consists of VICAR and VICAR independent software systems. The VICAR (Video Image
Communication and Retrieval) system was acquired from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
and a modified form has been operational at USC for the past year. The purpose of
VICAR is to facilitate the acquisition, digital processing, and recording of image data on a
production basis by scientific personnel not familiar with systems programming. VICAR
usage can be divided into the categories of system programming, applications
programming, and problem programming. The system programmer requires knowledge of
applications and problem programming only in a global sense. The applications
programmer is capable only of using existing problem programs and requires no
knowledge of either system or problem programming. The results of processing an image
with problem programs, GRID, MAPGRID and CONCAT are shown in Figure 3a, b,
and c. The problem programmer must have knowledge of application program protocol but
need not have system programming knowledge. From a system viewpoint, the operation of
VICAR is very similar to that of a standard utility program. The application programmer
submits a card deck containing a limited number of VICAR control statements to define
the processing tasks. These statements include READ and WRITE tape instructions in 7 or
9 track, 8 or 6 bit formats, disk data set RESERVE cards and program EXECUTE cards.
All tape and disk labels and job control statements are generated so as to be transparent to
the user. Up to 14 simultaneous I/O requests can be made. User labels as well as history
and systems labels, are routinely placed at prescribed locations preceding the image data
on a tape or disk file. This information can be retrieved and used for picture annotation
purposes such as shown in Figure 3d. This is one display option of the problem program
MASK. In a likewise manner, labels can be deleted in total or in part at the user’s option.
The problem programmer unlike the applications programmer can add programs to the
program library which can be executed by himself or by an applications programmer. A

problem program can be written either in Fortran or Assembly Language and differs from a
normal subroutine only in its I/O structure. In addition to normal Fortran I/O which is
optional, several VICAR I/O statements must be included. Most existing conventional
subroutines can be easily converted to VICAR problem programs through a modification
of its I/O structure. At present VICAR contains over 30 application programs which
perform such varied tasks as Fourier transformations, picture annotation, line plotting and
filter design.
The VICAR independent system at UCC is less flexible but is I/O compatible with
VICAR. Since VICAR programs have an I/O structure which is line by line, it is easily
possible to process images of up to 4096 by 4096 pixels. VICAR independent processing
inputs N by N blocks of pictoral data and operates on this block in core. Thus N greater
than 512 is not feasible on any of our machines. Job Control statements are necessary, but
are kept to a minimum and are of a standard form. This VICAR independent processing is
useful for experimental processing of lower resolution images where VICAR
sophistication and production capabilities are not necessary. There are approximately 60
conventional Fortran and BAL subroutines currently in use. They perform such diverse
functions as image scaling, linear and non-linear filtering, various unitary transformations,
and pictorial pattern recognition. Often these subroutines can be converted to VICAR
problem programs by addition of the VICAR I/O protocol. An example of VICAR
independent processing is depicted in figures 3e and f. It should also be mentioned that the
HP 2100 executes many program tasks which do not require the use of the larger
machines.
USC/ARPANET Image Processing System The University of Southern California
image processing hardware and software facilities previously discussed are available for
use over the ARPA computer network. A remote site user may:
(a)

read an image from an image file and transfer the image to the remote site;

(b)

store an image, transferred from the remote site, on an image file;

(c)

display and make a hard copy of an image stored on an image file;

(d)

digitize a hard copy image and store on an image file;

(e)

execute a VICAR language image processing program.

The use of the USC/ARPANET image processing system by a remote site user requires, as
a minimal configuration, a computer terminal connected to a TIP. With this configuration
image processing jobs can be initiated from the remote site with operations performed on

previously stored images and hard copy image results returned to the user by mail. The
next level of capability entails the addition of an image recording device at the remote site
for display of processed images. A complete remote site system -would also include an
image scanner and digitizer for supplying input images.
Figure 4 contains a block diagram describing the information flow in the USC/ARPANET
image processing system. In operation a user at a remote site establishes a connection with
the USC network control program and notifies the NCP that an image processing job is to
executed. A data transfer program receives a request for an image processing job from the
NCP and then acts as a monitor for control of the job instructions and data. The remote
user’s job parameters, consisting of instructions defining the image processing operations
to be performed and image data locations, are stored in a job file preparatory to execution.
If the user submits a VICAR program, the source program is stored in a VICAR program
file. Any image data supplied by the remote user is stored on a mass image file. When the
remote user’s job is ready for execution the data transfer program transfers the appropriate
image data and instructions to the processors. For example, if a VICAR job is to be
performed the data transfer program transfers the remote user’s VICAR language source
program and the input images to be processed from the image files to the VICAR language
processor on the IBM 370/155. After the VICAR processing is completed, the output
image is returned to the image file, and subsequently returned to the remote site through
the TIP.
The majority of messages transmitted over the network are of short length and can be
placed in a single packet. However, bulk files such as digital images usually exceed the
packet length, and therefore, must be partitioned for transmission. The partitioning is
automatically handled by the host and user network control programs, and is not of
concern to the user. For digital image processing operations, images are usually coded with
eight bits (one byte) per picture element. Furthermore, images are often restricted in size to
a binary integer, e. g. (256x256, 512x512, etc. ) in order to take advantage of fast
computational algorithms which impose this restriction. In the interest of standardization,
the USC/ARPANET image processing system has been designed to handle image files
with a record length of 256N bytes per record where N is an integer. The number of
records in a file can be specified by the user, and is not restricted to a binary integer. At
present the fastest transmission speed over the ARPANET is 50kbs. Considering the
transmission control data that automatically is added to each message packet and
transmission delays Encountered at each node, the average user data rate is likely to be
about 25kbs. At this rate the time required to transmit a 256x256 byte image is about 21
sec. A 1024x1024 images requires about 5. 6 min. for transmission. Plans are underway to
provide a higher speed transmission service for the network. Also, image bandwidth
reduction techniques are being considered to decrease the transmission time.
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DATA COMPRESSION FOR EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITES
C. L. MAY and D. J. SPENCER
TRW Systems
Redondo Beach, California

Summary This paper concerns an information-preserving data technique which is
applicable to multi-spectral imagery such as that obtained by earth-resources satellites. The
requirements for data compression in such missions is discussed and a rationale is
presented for the use of distortion-free information-preserving compression.
The selected compression technique involves the use of the spectralspatial-delta-interleave
(SSDI) algorithm, a form of DPCM, to eliminate gross spectral and spatial redundancies.
This reduced data is then coded for transmission using either the Huffman or the Rice
coding algorithms.
The coding algorithms have been simulated using a portion of frame 3698 taken during the
Apollo S065 experiment and,the results are presented. A parametric study presents the
compression achieved by the SSDI-Rice algorithm as a function of block size a nd splitpixel mode used. Implementation considerations are also given.
I.

The Need for Data Compression in Earth Observation Experiments

The multispectral imaging sensors to be flown on the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) will generate approximately 25 billion bits of data daily. In future earth
observation missions this figure will likely multiply by several orders of magnitude. Such
volumes of data and the implied data rates impose severe problems in onboard data
storage, in communication links, in ground data processing and in ground data archiving.
One technique which holds promise for easing this data problem is data compression.
The use of data compression in telemetry has been the subject of much research and a
large number of papers. In spite of the progress made in this field, few missions have been
able to justify the expense of onboard data compression with its attendant risks in
reliability, possible alteration of data, and its cost in terms of size, weight, and power.
Another factor limiting acceptability has been the fact that the scientific investigators
usually design their own experiments, data formats, and ground data processing schemes.

The situation has changed recently. Digital logic has become smaller, more reliable, less
expensive, and requires much less power for a given amount of processing. In addition,
earth observation experiments are characterized by general purpose sensors which will be
used by hundreds of investigators for many different purposes.[]] Such a variety of users
demands that the designer achieve the greatest possible utility with his system.
The success of the earth resources survey programs will be measured to a large extent by
the satisfaction it provides to the users of the data. That satisfaction in turn will depend on
how well the data, as formatted and processed by the system, helps the individual
accomplish tasks that are significant to him. In addition, any processing on the spacecraft
should be accomplished without sacrificing the information fidelity requirement of the
user. Imaging data, as produced by optical sensors, presents a particular attraction for
reduction in the amount of data which must be handled at all stages in a data-gathering-toultimate-user chain. For example, high resolution multispectral scanners may produce data
at 100 Mbps or higher rates. The data rates from such sophisticated sensors are set by the
following factors:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The geographical coverage
The instantaneous field of view
Ground resolution element size
The spectral bandwidth

Table I indicates the results of a survey performed by TRW Systems of fugure
requirements in many disciplines using earth observations data. The actual feasibility of
including an experiment may thus be threatened by its large data rate and the
accompanying data handling and communication problems that arise.
The following features are sought in any data compression scheme for Earth Resources
imagery data:
•
•
•
•
•

Significant compression
Error within tolerances established by the application
Inherently simple implementation capable of operation at high data rates
Near-real time operation
Non-overloading (increase in data rate due to unexpected data)

Many images may consist of large areas of relatively uniform texture interrupted by edges
and high detail areas. Intuitively, it appears that a higher information rate should be used
for signals from the second area than for the first. A source coding scheme should thus also
be capable of recognizing pertinent statistical properties of the signal and adjusting its
operation to them.

II.

Redundancies Inherent in Multispectral Data

Two major types of redundancy are inherent in the multispectral image data. The first type
is spatial redundancy due to properties of the scene being scanned and the scanning
mechanism itself. The second type of redundancy is that existing between the spectral
components of a scene. To illustrate these redundancies, assume that a plains area is being
scanned. A relatively high spatial redundancy occurs and the ratio of spectral band
intensities per picture element (pixel) remains relatively constant. Suppose that a cloud
shadow is cast over a segment of the plains. When the shadowed region is encountered by
the scanner, intensities in all spectral bands should simultaneously decrease and remain at
some lower value until the show boundary is crossed. If the scanning system is such that
continguous pixels represent the intensities of overlapping ground elements, then even
higher pixel correlation exists in the spatial sense.
III.

Redundancies Inherent in Multispectral Data

A strict information preserving data compression operation is one that, when applied to the
output of a data source, reduces the amount of energy required to transmit characteristics
of the source, without reducing the fidelity of the source output. In other words, with these
techniques the reconstructed digital information is identical to the digital information
entering the compressor. Generally, in SIP techniques use is made of the statistical
relationship between nearby samples.
Two sequential operations are necessary for the strictly-information-pre serving coding of
data. The first step involves a transformation algorithm, S, operating on the input data to
decrease the variance of the level distribution, with sensor noise setting a lower bound on
the variance achievable. Finally, an adaptive coding of this transformed data is performed
by taking advantage of the transformed data statistics. Huffman or Shannon-Fano coding
could be performed by measuring the varying statistics, but implementation considerations
serve to prevent the use of such algorithms on board a satellite. The quasi-optimal Rice
algorithm [2] is a practical alternative for coding the data.
For strictly-information-preserving systems, the inverse transformation, S-1 exists and is
unique so that the original data can be derived by the ground processor. The performance
of such a system can be measured in terms of the average number of bits per pixel ( bippel)
produced at the output of the compressor.
IV.

The Proposed System for Consideration

The data compression technique which we have simulated consists of two parts, the SSDI
algorithm and the Rice algorithm. The SSDI Algorithm operates on the raw digitized data

pixel by pixel to reduce gross spectral and spatial redundancy with a DPCM-like
transformation. The Rice Algorithm codes this data in a near-optimal fashion for
transmission to the ground. Both of these techniques are inherently strictly information
preserving (no distortion) but can be readily extended to permit a small amount of
distortion to gain a higher degree of compression.
An algorithm developed at TRW to remove a maximum amount of redundancy subject to
the constraints of minimal complexity and maximal operating speed is called the SpectralSpatial-Delta-Interleave (SSDI). This method of compression first operates on the spatial
redundancy existing in each spectral band and then uses this information to reduce spectral
redundancies between adjacent bands. In the following discussion, 3 spectral bands are
used and it is assumed that each intensity, 1, is quantized to 8 bits.
The SSDI algorithm is based on the transmission of the differential information between
adjacent pixels in the scan direction. The basic algorithm is pictured in Figure 1. First,
within each spectral band (", $, ( are assumed to be the bands in this example) each pixel
intensity is subtracted from the intensity of the pixel preceding it in the preferred scan
direction. This technique is essentially DPCM, treating each spectral band by itself. Call a
triple of these differentials ()", )$, )().
Next, these deltas are subtracted to yield the differences between the deltas in adjacent
spectral bands. Call these second differences dA = )$-)" and dB = )(-)$. If the spectral
bands are truly correlated it should be true that on the average *dA* + *dB* < *)$* + *)(*.
Thus, the d differentials are clustered closer to the origin than the differentials. In fact,
such is the case for the test multispectral data on which the SSDI algorithm was used.
These deltas are transmitted in such a fashion that the original PCM sensor data can be
recovered exactly from the coded sequence. For each triple corresponding to a particular
spatial pixel, the following sequence is transmitted, ()", dA, dB). Given the preceding pixel
intensities (l"i-l, l$i-l, l(i-l), the current pixel intensities can be uniquely decoded as
i"i = l"i-l + )", l$i = l$i-l + )" + dA, l(i-l + )" + dA + dB.
As a final observation, the SSDI (and modifications) is based on physical characteristics of
multispectral data. As can be inferred from Figure 2 the triples ()", )$, )") which occur
per pixel tend to be clustered in an ellipsoid whose major axis is in the vector direction 0 l,
l, l 0. Thus, on the average, the differences dA and dB tend to be small. Neglecting additive
noise, these triples become more concentrated about this vector as the spectral correlation
of the data increases.
The algorithm described is the SSDI in its most elemental form. Many modifications of the
SSDI have been used such as basing each A value not only on the current set of pixels but

on a weighted set of pixels previously transmitted in order to realize a reduction in sensor
noise and to diminish the ) magnitude arising due to a large step in spatial intensity, as
along a boundary of an object. This procedure, termed the SSDIA, bases each differential
level, ), on the difference between the current sample in a band and the average of the
amplitudes of the previous sample in that scan line and the three samples in the previous
scan line which are contiguous to the present sample. Note that the four samples which are
averaged have been previously transmitted and are available at the ground for
unambiguous reconstruction. (A similar algorithm is described in [3]).
Following application of the SSDI algorithm, the differentials are further encoded by
taking advantage of their statistical occurrence. Given the probability of the occurrence of
each differential level, a Huffman code can be assigned to each level. Note that this code is
based on the statistics of the entire scan. At the cost of greater complexity, the Huffman
coding could be performed adoptively with the code changing as the scene statistics
change.
An alternative to the use of Huffman encoding of SSDI data involves use of the Rice
machine, developed by R. F. Rice at JPL[2]. This information preserving algorithm uses
several concatenated codes to adapt the system to the time-varying data activity of the
source. The resultant coding system produces output rates within .3 bits/pixel of the onedimensional difference entropy for entropy values ranging from 0 to 8 bippels.
The appeal of the Rice Machine lies in its adaptivity to the source activity by provision for
a multiplicity of coding schemes. Rice has developed efficient algorithms for selecting the
proper coding scheme. The decoder must have knowledge of the coding scheme used at all
times to permit proper data reconstruction. Any error which occurs in the coded bit stream
or in the decoder decision as to mode used propagate to the end of a scan line.
V.

Implementation Considerations

An important property of the SSDI algorithms is the low complexity of implementation
associated with them. In the basic algorithm, only subtraction operations are associated
with encoding and only additions are required for decoding, permitting a high speed
system. High speed and low complexity are very desirable for the propose usage.
A study was performed by T. A. Zimmerman of TRW Systems[4] concerning the
implementation of the data handling subsystem for a solid state multispectral imaging
sensor. This processor performs the SSDI and the Rice algorithms on digitized input data.
A block diagram of the system is given in Figure 3. The implementation assumed a
resolution of 100 feet, five Megasamples per second, and 8-bits per sample. Processing at

this bit rate of 40 Mbs requires a total of 233 flat packs, occupying a volume of 40 cubic
inches and dissipating 43 watts.
Important considerations influence the implementation of the other algorithms described in
this paper. For example, the preceding estimate does not include buffering which can be
significant for data rate fluctuations. The block length statistics described below are a first
attempt to judge this requirement. Also, averaging algorithms such as the SSDIA and
onedimensional averaging DPCM require storage of the previous line of data (when
working with scanned data). This may require an impractically large storage in some cases.
Additional considerations such as random noise cause error propagation from line to line
with these algorithms as discussed in [3].
VI.

Simulation of the SSDI-Rice Algorithm on Satellite Imagery

The achievable compression using the SSDI technique is entirely dependent upon the data
source. To validate its usefulness, requires testing on a variety of imagery.
Ideally, such images should be perfectly registered low noise multispectral images taken
from a satellite and available in a readily usable digitized format. We were fortunate in
obtaining from the Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensing (LARS) at Purdue
University, digital tapes containing two such scenes. These were taken on the Apollo 9
mission during the S065 experiment, the first attempt to obtain multispectral photography
from space. The S065 experiment obtained pictures of the earth from space using four
different film/filter combinations, simultaneously, by means of a four-camerq assembly
mounted in the spacecraft hatch window. Shutters of the cameras were electrically
operated in synchronism producing approximately registered photographs. Intensity
sampling, digitization and digital registration between three spectral bands (approximately
red, green and blue) was performed by LARS.
Frame number 3698 of the Salton Sea, California area was used for the simulation. This
picture was taken at an altitude of 105 n.m., sun elevation angle 53E, with a 5 percent
cloud cover. Each image has been scanned into approximately 2000 x 2000 pixels, with
8,bits per pixel, but only a smaller 100 x 100 pixel subscene has been used to date. This
particular region included both agricultural and desert areas as shown in Figure 4. More
extensive simulation of both images is planned.
Several statistical measurements were taken using the chosen data. The probability density
function of the intensity values is measured by simply counting the probability of
occurrence of (quantized) intensity values over the scene.

The pdf of first order intensity differences is obtained by first subtracting the intensities of
two pixels, separated by k-1 intervening pixels, at a time over the entire scene. For each
pixel pair, the difference is computed and the occurrence of each difference value is
counted over the scene, divided by the number of pixel pairs used, and displayed
graphically. The pdf measures the inter-pixel spatial correlation and the smaller the
variance of this distribution about zero, the higher the correlation. Figure 5 illustrates this
distribution.
The spectral correlation of the data is obtained by measuring the joint pdf of spatial
differences Vectors over the scene. Each pixel intensity is subtracted from the intensity of
the previous pixel in each of the M spectral bands and arrayed as an M vector of
differentials for each pixel pair.
These differential vectors are grouped, counted, converted to a percentage, and graphed as
a multi-dimensional joint pdf. If the data were noiseless and completely correlated
spectrally, each vector of M differentials would lie along the vector 0 l, l, ..., l 0 in
probability space. Therefore, the higher the spectral correlation, the closer the clustering of
probabilities about this vector. Figure 2 gives a two-dimensional view of this clustering
effect for our data and illustrates a moderately high spectral correlation.
The cross spectral-spatial correlation is obtained by forming the normalized dot products
of the intensity vectors, li and li+k, corresponding to pairs of pixels spatially separated by
k-1 intervening pixels. Normalization removes the effects of scene illumination and the dot
product gives the cosine of the angle between these vector intensities. The closer this
normalized dot product is to unity, the high the correlation between the pairs. Figure 6
illustrates the variation of the correlation between pixel pairs as a function of their spacing,
k, for the given scene..
Simulation of the SSDIA algorithm using four contagious pixels for averaging, with
Huffman coding gives an average code length of 4.244 bippels, a compression of about 47
percent. A Huffman code is given in Table II for the SSDI distribution generated from the
chosen S065 scene.
Simulation results of the SSDI/SSDIA - Rice algorithm on the same scene are presented in
Table III with the best results obtained using a one-dimensional averaged DPC8-Rjce
algorithm. * These various cases are compared parametrically for several Rice split-pixel
modes. A spatial “blur,” as defined in the footnote of Table III, was applied to the raw
sensor data in an attempt to reduce mis-registration effects. Performance is increased by
*

The one-dimensional averaging DPCM is performed for each element in each spectral band
separately by the equation
)i,j = x(i,j) - 1/4[x(i,j-1) + x (i-1, j-1) + (i-1,j) + x(i-1,j-1)]

.5 to .8 bippels by use of the blur. To what extent this is due to averaging or to registration
correction was not evaluated.
Many interesting comparisons may be made from Table Ill. The minimum bippels for the
SSDIA (without blur) was obtained in the Rice (7, 1) mode. The results of Rice indicate
that the first order source entropy should then be in the range of 4.5 bippels. This agrees
with the entropy derived from the SSDIA distribution for the same data. Another
interpretation of this result is that there is about I bippel rms. of sensor noise which, if
ignored, requires only 3.75 bippels in the (7, 0) mode. This seems to be borne out by the
investigations of Ready [5] (operating on the same data) which have shown an increase in
classification accuracy with compression in the same range.
The improvement of nearly 1/2 bippel over the SSDIA with the simple one-dimensional
averaging DPCM is explainable only by lack of correlation between the spectral bands.
This is not unexpected for such widely differing spectral bands in pictures which have
undergone many processing steps introducing geometric distortions. Comparisons on other
data indicate the improvement achievable with the SSDI on perfectly registered data with
closer band spacing.
The results of Table III represent the average data rates. Distributions of block sizes were
measured for each case and runs were also made parametrically with block length. As seen
in Figure 7, there is little change in compression with block length except that due to the
fixed overhead bits required by the Rice algorithm. A block length of 8 or 12 seems best
when balancing average code length and the desire for the greater noise immunity
obtainable with shorter blocks. Similar results were found for the SSDIRice and SSDIARice, leading to the choice of 12 for block length in Table III.
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MULTISPECTRAL IMAGING SENSOR EXAMPLE
Spatial Width
200 n. mi.
Spatial Resolution
100 feet
Spectral Resolution
12 bands, 0.4-1.2 µ
Data Rate Encoding
8 bits/sample = 248 Mbps
TABLE I. TYPICAL USER DATA REQUIREMENTS
FOR EARTH OBSERVATIONS

Table II
A Huffman Code for the SSDIA for Frame 3698
Differential amplitudes from -8 to +8 are coded using from three to six bits. Differential
amplitudes in the ranges [-16, -9] and [9, 16] are coded with four bits preceded by prefix
0110. The average code length is 4.244 bipels, implying a data reduction of 47 percent.
TABLE III. Results of the SSDI-Rice Applied to a Subscene of Frame 3698

Notes:

(1)
(2)
(3)

RICE algorithm block size in all cases was 12 pixels in each of 3 bands or
36 samples in all.
(7,1) and (6,2) mode results were obtained by using (7,0) and (6,0) modes,
then adding 1 or 2 bits, respectively, to the results.
Blur equation for every pixel in each spectral band:
X(i, j) = .68 x(i, j) + .28[x(i, j-1) + x(i, j+1) + x(i+1, j) + x(i-1, j)]
+ .04[x(i-1, j-1) + x(i-1, j+1) + x(i+1, j-1) + x(i+1, j+1)]

FIGURE 1. DEFINITION OF FIRST AND SECOND ORDER
DIFFERENCES IN SSDI

FIGURE 2. Projection of the Joint Probability Density,**
P()
)", )$, )( ), on the plane.
Defined by )$ and )(. To Illustrate Ellipsoidal Clustering About Vector 0l, l, l0 .
Percent probability is shown multiplied by ten. Only points having at least 0.5 percent probability
are given
**

FIGURE 3. OVERALL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE
SSDI - RICE ALGORITHM

FIGURE 4. FRAME 3698 OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY FROM THE
APOLLO 9 50-65 EXPERIMENT

ADAPTIVE LINE BY LINE ENCODER FOR IMAGE
TRANSMISSION
V. R. ALGAZI
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of California at Davis

Summary A simple adaptive algorithm is applied to the line by line encoding of images.
Among its desirable properties the algorithm includes a control of encoding errors
independently of the image statistics. This block transform encoder, because of its adaptive
nature gives rise to non-stationary errors and end of block effects. Two methods are
proposed to reduce these effects and thus improve the subjective quality of reconstructed
images. The performance of the algorithm is image dependent and several illustrative
examples are given.
I. Introduction. In the implementation of image encoding schemes, it is considerably
simpler to process a scanned image line-by-line, each line being processed independently,
than to use a two-dimensional scheme. However, a line by line encoding scheme ignores
the coherence of the image from line to line and requires inherently a higher digital rate
than two dimensional schemes in the representation of images. To clarify the trade-off of
performance versus complexity of the encoder, we have examined in some previous work
[1] the limiting performance of two-dimensional processing and of line-by-line processing
of images from the standpoint of data compression. This theoretical work has been carried
out using a mean-square distortion measure D1 ,

(1)
in which S is the area of the image. V(x,y) is a frequency weighted version of the image
I(x,q), and V̂ results whenever the same weight is applied to the approximation Î(x,y).
We found that for a fixed value of distortion, the minimum rate needed in line-by-line
processing is only slightly more than twice that rate needed in two-dimensional processing
for a mean-square distortion criterion. For the frequency weight corresponding to a
common model of the human visual system, line-by-line processing results in an increase
in rate by a factor of 3. These numerical results hold for an homogeneous, isotropic
random image with the correlation function

(2)
Thus, the decrease in potential performance due to the restriction of line-by-line
independent processing is not very large if one is free to adjust the line spacing to match
the average detail or coherence distance of the image. Based on these theoretical results,
we present here preliminary results of some practical line-by-line encoders. We are
examining principally variations of an adaptive scheme, which was used successfully in the
encoding of a time series [2].
II. The Encoding Algorithm. Let s(t) be the time sequence resulting of the line by line
scan of an image. We expand s(t) over the time interval [0, T], that we shall call block,
using the orthonormal set 2k(t). Let Sk be the Fourier coefficients in the expansion. We
have then an approximate representation
(3)

in which L is some finite number.
Consider now the integral square error
(4)
For fixed L this integral square error will vary from block to block according to the
specific signal to be represented. A commonly used measure of distortion is to consider the
average of ,2L over a large number of blocks or over the ensemble of sample signals to be
represented. This measure, which is the distortion measure D1 of (1), now applied to a time
signal, has been commonly used and leads t6 useful theoretical results for suitable signal
models (1, 3). Unfortunately constraining the average integral square error to some small
value does not guarantee that the integral square error is going to be small for each block.
We are thus led to use the distortion measure
(5)
in which ,2 is some preassigned distortion and the number of coefficients, L, is varied until
(5) is satisfied. This approach provides an error control for each block independently of
image statistics. If the coefficients Sk are quantized to Ök then we have in addition a total
quantization
(6)

with
(7)
Thus if ÖL(t) is the reconstructed signal using quantized coefficients we have
(8)
The minimum average rate needed to transmit the quantized coefficients Ök , k = 1 ... L, is
the entropy associated with their probability distribution [4]. If each coefficient Ök is
quantized independently then it is clear that the entropy of the set will decrease with the
number of coefficients. The entropy will also decrease as the quantization step increases.
Thus we would like to transmit the least number of coefficients at the coarsest quantization
level possible while meeting the allowable distortion.
To achieve this the encoding algorithm operates as follows:
For successive numbers of coefficients k the truncation error is computer
(9)
note that only the first R coefficients and the signal energy are required to compute the
truncation error.
Based on theoretical considerations [4] we choose a quantization level Q which is the
same for all quantized coefficients.
Since the truncation error is known exactly we can compute the average value of the error
E[,2], by taking only the expectation of the quantization error
(10)
in which we have assumed that the quantization error is uniformly distributed within a
quantization level. We determine L, the number of coefficients effectively transmitted to be
the first R such that
(11)
We then choose the quantization level to be the largest allowed level which meets the
inequality

(12)
Thus D is the total distortion guaranteed in each block.
Choice of orthonormal basis The number of coefficients required to satisfy a
preassigned distortion, ,2L < ,2 , varies from block to block and is therefore a random
variable L(,). If S(t) is gaussian the author and D. J. Sakrison [5] have shown that the
orthonormal set 2k. which minimizes the average number of representation coefficients
E[L(,)] is the Karhunen-Loeve set. However this set is dependent on the signal statistics.
For large blocks the Karhunen-Loeve set approaches the ordinary Fourier expansion using
sines and cosines. For small blocks the Walsh-Hadamard set seems to behave as well as
the Fourier set [6]. For simplicity we have restricted this study to the Walsh-Hadamard set.
Ordering of the orthonormal functions Since the algorithm uses a specific order in the
choice of orthonormal functions within a set, most of the time the higher order functions
will not be used in the representation. In the algorithm the orthonormal functions are
sequency ordered and thus low sequency approximations are used throughout. This is a
reasonable choice on two grounds. Firstly, the power spectrum of the signals is low pass
so that high sequency coefficients have small variances. This means that for a preassigned
integral square error the algorithm will stop for a small value of L most of the time.
Secondly, for visual data the eye exhibits a sharply decreasing sensitivity as the spatial
frequency exceeds one tenth of the cut-off frequency of the eye. Thus high sequency
signals will become progressively less important subjectively.
Choice of block length The choice of the block length is also based on a trade-off
between the achievable performance and the subjective quality of the reconstructed image.
To take full advantage of the reduction of bit rate achievable for slowly varying portions of
the signal one would like to use a large block: For a given number of coefficients in the
representation the efficiency of the algorithm increases with block size. However the
control of the integral square error ,2L allows more fluctuations of the error within the
block as the block size increase. Thus errors within the block may eventually become
intolerable. This second consideration guided our preliminary choice of block length.
Assume normalized viewing conditions in which a discrete, 512 x 512 point image is
viewed at 5 times the picture height. Thus the field of view is 10 degrees. For human
vision the field of maximum acuity is only 0.5 degree wide [7]. This corresponds to 26
picture elements. We chose a 16 point block size in the representation. Errors within the
block and at the end of blocks are still apparent but can be controlled by judicious
preprocessing as discussed below.

III Errors within the block and end of block effects
approximation sL(t) to the signal s(t).

Consider again the

(3)
and assume that the orthonormal set is the Fourier set. Then it is known that truncating the
series representation to L terms will produce an undesirable Gibbs effect in the
representation of signals with discontinuities and sharp transitions [8]. This Gibbs effect
will occur both at sharp transitions within the block and at both ends of the block. End of
block effects occurs whenever s(o) and s(T) are grossly different since the Fourier
expansion of (3) treats the signal s(t) as if it repeated periodically every T seconds. The
Gibbs effect produces overshoots and ringing in the vicinity of discontinuities. The same
effects occurs, at least qualitatively, if the Walsh-Hadamard set is used in the
representation. These effects are apparent in some of the reconstructed images in which no
preprocessing was used and the encoding algorithm described in Section II was applied.
The reduction of the Gibbs effect is traditionally handled by the use of spectral windows
[8] but because of the variable number of coefficients used in our algoirthm this approach
appears cumbersome. Similarly, end of block effects could be handled by providing a
certain overlap between successive blocks as done in digital filtering [8]. Again this
technique is not too attractive for our signal adapted algorithm.
Two pre-processing, post-processing schemes have been tried.
The first one subtract a straight line from the singal s(t) for each block in such a way that
end point discontinuities are removed. Thus
(13)
with
(14)
The signal s1(t) is now represented as before giving rise to the approximation
(15)

Thus the coefficients a and b have to be transmitted in addition to the expansion
coefficients S1k. Since we only have one condition (14) for both coefficients a and b we
choose further that
S10 = S0
(17)
that is to say the average value of s1(t) and s(t) are the same. This implies that the straight
line subtraction only generates one additional number a or b instead of two. A second

technique consists is using a digital high pass pre-processor, followed by a low pass filter
at the reconstruction stage. The two filters are chosen in such a way that they are
approximately inverse of one another. The reduction of the Gibbs effect is now due
principally to the low pass filter being applied after the orthonormal approximation and
thus providing a certain amount of smoothing. This approach has also the advantage of
reducing the staircase effect due to the use of the Walsh-Hadamard transform.
IV Illustrative Examples To study thoroughly the performance of the basic algorithm
of Section II and of the preprocessing schemes of Section III, the number of combinations
of schemes and parameters to be explored is quite large. We illustrate briefly here some
representative results. In all cases the bit rate per picture element has been evaluated on
the basis of the entropy of all constants needed to specify completely the reconstructed
image. These constants always include the number L and the set of L values of the
quantized expansion coefficients. In addition, for the preprocessing scheme which subtract
from the data a straightline segment, one additional coefficient is needed for each block to
characterize the line segment. We first observe that the choice of D, the total distortion of
(12) and (13) controls quite well the image quality. The value of D used was chosen to
give a visibly impaired image after reconstruction. This choice makes apparent the merits
of different processing options. One would hope that for a given scheme, a given value of
D leads to reconstructed images of comparable subjective quality for all images processed.
This appears to be the case if the original image is noise free. Clearly the bit rate achieved
is strongly image dependent. We show in figure la an original 6 bit/pel footpad image and
in lb we have a reconstructed image which requires 1.58 bit/pel. The image is scanned
vertically and end of block effects are apparent. For the same distortion D the encoding
algorithm requires 0.5 bit/pel for the quite flat portrait of figure 2a. The corresponding
reconstruction is not reproduced here. Instead we show in figure 2b the reconstructed
image for a smaller D which now requires 0.8 bit/pel. On the basis of this result the
algorithm shows promise for images of low average detail. In figures 1b, 1c and 1d we
illustrate the effect of the two preprocessing schemes proposed. All three images require
exactly 1.58 bit/pel. No preprocessing was used to obtain image 1b. Straight line
adjustment was used to obtain Ic and a combination of high pass and low pass filters was
used for 1d. Both preprocessing schemes seem to have merit, with figure 1c the best
picture of the three.
V Conclusions Some preliminary results on the application of a simple adaptive line
by line encoding scheme to images have been presented. The algorithm has promise for
images with low average detail, and can be conveniently implemented. Further work is
being carried out on modifications of the scheme to increase its speed. A comparison with
other adaptive encoding scheme is also needed on the basis of rate needed for a barely
visible impairment of image quality.
This work was supported by NASA GRANT NGR 05-003-143.
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Figure 1a. Footpad.
Original, 6 bit/pel.

Figure 1b. Footpad
No preprocessing, 1.58 bit/pel

Figure 1c. Footpad.
Straight line adjustment, 1.58 bit/pel.

Figure 1d. Footpad.
High-Pass, Low-Pass Filters, 1.58 bit/pel.

Figure 2a. Portrait
Original, 6 bit/pel.

Figure 2b. Portrait.
No preprocessing, 0.8 bit/pel.

10-MICROMETER BAND COMMUNICATION
TERMINALS IN SPACE
N. McAVOY
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

SUMMARY 10-micrometer band communication systems using CO2 lasers for space to
space links are discussed. Particular emphasis is on low earth orbiting earth observation
satellites to geosynchronous satellites at high data rate. Four key technology areas are
discussed: Wideband mixers for Doppler tracking; tunable laser local oscillators; high data
rate modulators; laser transmitters.
INTRODUCTION System considerations and component status for equipment in the
10-micrometer band for single access space-borne terminals are discussed. Typical links of
interest to NASA in this category are:
• Deep space probes to earth with TV capacity
• Geosynchronous-to-geosynchronous data relay with up to 1 GBps capacity
• Low earth orbiting (LEO) to geosynchronous data relay at a 300 MBps capacity
The latter of these three links will be used as an example because the technology required
for the LEO to synchronous link includes the component capability for the other two.
There is presently extensive NASA emphasis on the earth resources satellites planned for
launch in the 1976 to 1980 period. They will carry earth-imaging sensors of much higher
resolution and data-taking duty cycle than earlier Nimbus, Tiros, and ESSA spacecraft.
Camera systems are now under development that have linear arrays of 12,000 diode
detectors. The entire array will be sampled each 2.5 ms. With appropriate optics, this
provides 50-ft resolution on the ground. Four cameras, or arrays, each for a different
spectral range, and 8-bit quantization will result in a 160 MBps output bit stream. Other
configurations with as many as 7 to 10 spectral bands and a spatial resolution of 25 ft are
also being studied. Even a straightforward increase in resolution from 50 to 36 ft results in
300 MBps. An on-board capability for data storage and intermittent dump at these data
rates is out of the question. This results in two options:

(1)
(2)

Creation of an elaborate network of ground stations in all regions where earth
resources information is desired.
Relay of data to ground via synchronous terminals.

Option (1) is viable, even though it is less flexible, but will cause logistic and fiscal
problems. Implementing option (2) using microwave technology would require
prohibitively large antennas given a reasonable projection of the requirements for
communication technology in 1976 as shown in Figure 1. On satellites, dedicated to earth
observation missions, communication equipment is relegated to a support function.
Transmission of 300 MBps over synchronous range using microwave equipment requires
large antennas and/or high power consumption because receiver antennas in synchronous
orbit are restricted to nominally 30 ft in diameter. The high antenna gain achievable with
compact structures, good receiver sensitivity, and transmitter efficiency, make 10.6
micrometer band equipment an attractive alternative.
The receiver and transmitter terminals are commensurate with the data requirements of
Figure 1. Figure 2 describes the link for which the terminals are designed. The link
performance is given in Table I. Pointing of the LEO transmitter to the receiver in
synchronous orbit is achieved by including a diode laser array on the receiver terminal. A
conventional star tracker is included in the LEO transmitter system for antenna pointing
control. The use of a diode laser beacon on the receiver terminal eliminates the need for a
laser LO, optical mixer, and radiation cooler on the LEO terminal. Low data rate required
for beacon function allows the use of lightemitting diode lasers. Diode laser arrays coupled
with optical fibers will provide 200 milliwatt average power radiated into a 0.3E cone.
These arrays operate at room temperature and consume less than 10 watts prime power. A
pulse repetition rate of 5,000 pulses per second, each of 50 nanoseconds duration, will be
more thqn adequate. These sources and appropriate detectors are available.1
TABLE - I --

Link Performance of Receiver and Transmitter Engineering
Models from a LEO to a Data Relay Satellite
Transmitter gain (5-in diameter), dB
92
Receiver gain (8-in diameter), dB
96
Transmitter power dBW
0
System loss, dB
-6
Space loss (synchronous range)., dB
-273
Receiver power, dBW
-91
Receiver sensitivity, dBW/Hz
193
Carrier-to-noise ratio bandwidth, dBHz
102
Carrier-to-noise ratio, dB
13
Bandwidth (300 MHz), dBHz
85
Margin, dB
4

SYNCHRONOUS RECEIVER TERMINAL Figure 3 shows the essential optical
subsystems of the receiver. Coarse pointing of the receiver is achieved on command by
sluing the coarse-pointing mirror to an accuracy of ± 0.1E. This angular uncertainty has to
be equal to the field of view of the telescope immediately behind the sluing mirror.
Acquisition will then take place without further motion of the telescope. After passing
through the telescope, the received beam passes through the image motion compensator
(IMC) shown as the next subsystem of Figure 3. The IMC consists of two small mirrors
with mutually orthogonal angular drive and serves for beam tracking within the ± 0.1E
telescope field of view. After leaving the IMC, the beam is comb-ined with the laser LO
beam. Both the LO and signal beams are imaged onto the optical mixer. The optical mixer
is located on the cold patch of the radiation cooler, which serves to keep the mixer cooled
to less than 130K. A radiation cooler of the type to be used on the receiver terminal was
launched in early 1972 and is shown in Figure 4. This cooler achieved 104EK and has a 10
milliwatt heat load capacity at the detector.2
The communication link between a LEO satellite and a synchronous satellite is subject to a
varying Doppler frequency because of the relative motion of the two satellites. The
geometry of the link is shown in Figure 5, where Nimbus has been selected as a
representative low-altitude satellite. As the orbit plane of the low-altitude sat&llite
approaches a plane normal to the plane formed by the earth’s polar axis and the
synchronous satellite, the Doppler shift decreases. The angle between the two planes is
designated in Figure 5. The computed Doppler shift is shown in Figure 6. The fundamental
approach to accommodating the Doppler shift is to provide a means by which the LO laser
can be tuned at least ± 200 MHz. In a conventional CO2 laser, the tuning range of the
oscillator is limited to nominally 50 MHz with respect to line center, which would not
permit an IF high enough to accommodate the information bandwidth. A high-pressure
waveguide laser will be used to accomplish the necessary tuning range.
Figure 7 depicts the basic operations that must occur to accommodate the Doppler shift. A
+ 700 MHz Doppler shift is assumed in accordance with Figure 7, and the procedure is
arbitrarily started with the Doppler shift at + 700 MHz. The laser LO is set to a frequency
of - 200 MHz with respect to line center, and the instantaneous first IF is 900 MHz. The
output of the infrared mixer (first mixer) goes to a second mixer (rf mixer), which has a
voltage-controlled LO. The voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is used to track the
Doppler shift, thus maintaining a constant second IF. As the center frequency of the
received signal approaches the line center frequency, at which point the Doppler shift is
zero, the laser LO is switched to a + 200 MHz with respect to line center and a momentary
dropout occurs (approximately 30 nanoseconds). As the Doppler frequency increases in
the negative direction, the VCO and rf mixer are again used to maintain a constant second
IF.

Recent developments in waveguide lasers have contributed significantly in the area of
tunable lasers for use as LO in those systems where large Doppler shift tracking and
wideband modulation are both required. In waveguide lasers, a glass capillary provides for
containment of the plasma as well as transverse boundary conditions for the dielectric
waveguide mode. Mirrors serve to provide resonator boundary conditions for the fields
outside of the capillary. The bandwidth over which oscillation can be sustained is much
higher in waveguide lasers than lasers using conventional optical resonator modes. A
critical parameter in determining the low signal gain per transit of a plasma tube is the ratio
of molecular mean free path to tube bore diameter. This parameter can be kept constant
with smaller diameters and higher gas pressure in the tube. The cross sectional area of the
mode and, therefore, the plasma tube diameter for lasers using conventional resonator
modes is restricted to nominally 5 mm or greater, Pressures above 80 Torr result in gain
decrease below that needed for oscillation threshold for plasma tube length of less than
20 cm and diameters of more than 4 mm. Correlation between spectral linewidth and gas
pressure has been measured to be 5 MHz/Torr for pressures up to 50 Torr. An
approximate verification of this has been made by mode-locking of CO2 waveguide lasers
operating at 120 Torr to obtain pulses of less than 3 nanoseconds duration.4 It was
calculated that 0.7 nanosecond wide pulses would have resulted had the pulse width not
been limited by the mode-locking modulator. This implies bandwidth in the order of
800 MHz. CO2 waveguide lasers have been operating with diameters from 1 to 5 mm . The
low loss mode of the capillary waveguide is HE11. The electric field of this mode is radially
symmetric. The radial dependence is approximately J0 (uor/a) - where J0(u0) = 0 - in all
regions except close to the walls, whereupon the field is expressed as a superposition of
Bessel functions of higher order.6 Figure 8 gives a mapping of the transverse electric field
direction. The HE11 mode is similar to TE11 mode of a conducting tube in geometry and
difter in that the magnitude of the TE11 magnetic of the TE11 lines along the tube axis is
much stronger than that of the HE11 dielectric tube mode. Thus, the waveform of the HE11
mode inside a capillary is very close to a TEM mode, neglecting fields within a few
wavelengths from the boundary. This fact allows for the use of Brewster angle windows on
the end of the plasma tube. The mode also allows for antenna patterns with radiation
concentrated into one main lobe.
The most surprising aspect of the mode is the low attenuation. The attenuation constant for
the HEnm mode is,
(1)
where: J0 (unm) = 0, a is the capillary radius, and < is the complex index of refraction of
the capillary wall.

Measurements on reflection and transmission of planewaves on pyrex have resulted in a
< = 1.9 + 0.08j or " = 1.7 x 102m-1 for a planewave in pyrex. From equation 1, it can be
seen that "nm is small for capillaries of 100 8 diameter for HE11 modes because the first
and third terms are of unit magnitude and the second term is 10-3 cm-1 for the 10
Imicrometer band.
Figure 9 is a waveguide laser plasma tube which has been sized for use as a space-borne
LO with a ± 200 MHz tuning range required to eliminate baseband folding as the Doppler
shift sweeps across the zero value. A laser using this tube has been operated at 90 Torr,
120 milliwatt output with 4,000V across the one-inch long plasma filled pyrex capillary.
The optical mixer of the receiver terminal employs a HgCdTe photovoltaic junction diode.
Signal and LO fields, incident on a photovoltaic nal-to-noise ratio:

where 0 (quantum efficiency) is the ratio of emitted photoelectrons to incident photons of
energy hf. Ps is the signal power and )< is the noise bandwidth of the IF. This idealized
situation assumes the signal and LO fields are co-planar and co-polarized; the LO power
of a few milliwatts is optimized; and background noise is no more than that from an
extended black bode at 2 000EC. The equivalent mixer noise power is:

or the equivalent optical mixer noise temperature is:

K To is the mixer’s equivalent noise spectral density. Presently existing commercially
devices are available* with 0 = 0.4, resulting in a noise temperature of 3620EK or a noise
spectral density of 5 x 10-20 w/Hz. Mixer impedance ranges from 10 to 50 ohms in the
operating temperature range approximately from 70E to 140EK. Table II shows measured
results for mixers with 10% quantum efficiency and a non-optimized rf preamplifier. Also
shown are projected results with 50% quantum efficiency and optimized preamplifiers8,9
Table II gives presently available and projected sensitivity for optical mixers cooled
to 130EK. Sensitivity is given in terms of noise spectral density and noise figure for
various IF response ranges.

*

Class A4, Model 4541016, High Speed, High Performance, Photovoltaic IR Detectors,
Manufactured by (U.S. Distributor, Eltek Corp., Larchmont, NY)

TABLE II

IF Range

Measured Receiver
Sensitivity, 0=10%
NSD, w/Hz Noise Figure, dB

Projected Receiver
Sensitivity, 0 =50%
NSD, w/Hz Noise Figure, dB

0-200 MHz

1.5x10-19

14.5

0.4x10-19

10

200-500 MHz

2x10-19

17

0.4x10-19

10

500-800 MHz

4x10-19

20

0.46x10-19

10.5

22

0.64x10-19

12

800-1000 MHz 6.5x10-19

Table II - Presently available Sind projected sensitivity for optical mixers cooled to
130 K. Sensitivity is given in terms of noise spectral density and noise figure
for various IF response ranges.
Mixer housings with frequency response up to 1.5 GHz have been fully space qualified for
mounting on a radiant cooler cold patch. Figure 10 shows a typical mixer housing.
LEO TRANSMITTER TERMINAL The optical problems to be considered in
development of the transmitter terminal are primarily concerned with the design of a lightweight telescope that will track a beacon over a complete hemisphere of look angles. This
is necessary because, relative to the synchronous,satellite, the LEO satellite makes one
revolution on its axis during each orbit around the earth.
The salient characteristics of the transmitter are given in Table III.
TABLE III
Characteristics of Transmitter Terminal
Beam coverge angle
Volume, in3
Weight, lb
Carrier power, W
Modulation mode
Modulator bandwidth, MHz
Data bit rate, MBps
Prime power, W

1 hemisphere
2500 (~ 1.5 ft3)
60
1.0
Double side band,
suppressed carrier
170
300
100

Antenna gain (5-in., diameter), dB
Antenna tracking

92
Conventional star tracker

The antenna beam divergence is kept larger than 100 microradian in the design to eliminate
the complexity required for programmed off-set of the transmitted beam with respect to the
beacon’s apparent position. Velocity aberration results in a beam adjustment requirement
up to 50 microradians.
Initial development of CO2 lasers for space-borne use used plasma tubes fashioned from
Be 0 and A12 03 ceramic. These ceramics were used because of their good thermal heat
conductivity. The choice was dictated by requirements for plasma tube heat dissipation by
conduction only. Subsequent tests have shown that glass tubes thermally contacted to a
metal jacket provide sufficient cooling of the plasma tube inner wall for heat sinks in the
20 ± 10EC region. Therefore, space-qualifiable metal-ceramic and glass laser tubes exist.
Figure 11 is a photograph of metal-ceramic tubes. Figure 12 shows two views of a
complete 10 micrometer band cw transmitter unit. The unit includes provision for
automatic search and selection of oscillation on a specific spectral line. It has been tested
under launch simulation up to 12 g and 2,000 Hz, and thermal vacuum test for operation
under space flight simulation. In addition, the unit has operated on balloon flights up to
90,000 ft under temperature cycles between - 10EC to + 30EC during those flights.
Measured transmitter efficiencies are in the 4% to 13% range, depending on specific cavity
losses.
The single remaining problem associated with laser technology for spac6frborne
transmitters is that of longevity. Tube ensembles, fabricated under controlled conditions
have operated reliably up to 4,000 hours. Some tubes have lasted up to 16,000 hours.
Contrary to common belief, the failure mechanisms are not known. For this reason,
research on the basic chemical reactions occurring in the tubes will probably have to be
done before predictable 16,000-hour operation can be realized. Empirical attempts to
provide reliable tubes with more than 4,000 hours longevity have been unsuccessful to
date.
In addition to the wide bandwidth (300 MBps or more) needed in the LEO to synchronous
link, the modulator must operate with low modulation drive power, low modulation
distortions, low optical insertion loss, and be compatible with space environment. It has
long been realized that operating the modulator inside the laser cavity is an efficient way of
obtaining high modulation index with low drive power. The usual disadantage of intracavity modulation is that the available bandwidth is limited either by cavity Q effects or by
the spectral linewidth. In 196310,12 it was demonstrated that it is possible to overcome this
limitation and obtain very high frequency microwave response with much lower power.
The method by which this may be accomplished is termed “coupling modulation.” Most of

the work10,17 has been applied to helium-neon lasers at 632.8 nm. The method has recently
been applied to carbon dioxide lasers to overcome these limitations.18,19
The basic operation of a coupling modulator is illustrated in Figure 13. The plasma tube is
terminated at each end by windows oriented at Brewster angle to provide linear
polarization and low window reflection loss. With no voltage applied, the modulator has
no effect on the intrarcavity field except to produce a small insertion loss. If a dc voltage is
applied to the modulator (See Figure 13), an orthogonally polarized component of the field
is generated, the magnitude of which is proportional to the voltage. After a double pass
through the modulator, the eMptically polarized light is -incident on the.Brewster angle
plate,- whereupon the components are separated because the orthogonal component suffers
reflection out of the cavity. For small CO, lasers, only about 2% of the radiation passing
through the cavity need be thanged into the orthogonal component in order to result in
critical coupling of the cavity, i.e. for the laser output off the Brewster angle plate to be a
maximum. The electro-optical crystal orientation relative to the laser beam and drive
voltage is identical to that used in conventional intensity modulation external to the laser.
The success of the techniques and the reason why the usual bandwidth limitations do not
apply depends on maintaining the intensity of the light inside the resonator constant in
time. This occurs when the coupling rate is much higher than the cavity ring time. At rates
approximately equal to or less than the cavity ring time, cavity stored energy fluctuates and
causes distortion. These concepts have been N6 rified by modulation up to 1.2 GHz at
Case Western Reserve University.20
Present predictions are that the total modulator power for 300 MBps will be between 50
and 100 watts using coupling modulation and that further increase in modulator efficiency
will result from present development in the area of active thin film waveguide modulators.
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FIGURE 1. - Projected Communication Requirements for NASA
Low Earth Orbiting Satellites (LEO).

FIGURE 2. - LEO to Synchronous Data Relay Satellite Link Description.

FIGURE 3. - Optical Description of Receiver Terminal on the
Synchronous Data Relay Satellite.

FIGURE 4. - Radiation Cooler of the Type Which Achieved
104EK Cold Patch Temperature.

FIGURE 5. - Orbital Geometry of NIMBUS Relative to a Point in Geosynchronous
Orbit.
FIGURE 6. - Doppler Shift Resulting Between LEO and Geosynchronous Satellites.
Angles of Which the Doppler Shift Is Plotted Are Described in Figure 5.
FIGURE 7 - Spectral Plots Showing Positions in the Frequency Domain of a Low
Altitude Satellite (LAS) 10-Micrometer Band Transmitter Relative to the Position of
Receiver Terminal LO Laser in Synchronous Orbit.
FIGURE 8. - Cross Sectional View of Capillary Waveguide Showing Field Line
Mapping. Solid Lines Are Those of the Electric Field and Broken Lines Are of the
Magnetic.

FIGURE 9. - Plasma Tube for Small Waveguide Laser.
Capillary Diameter is 2mm.

FIGURE 10. - Space-Qualified Housing for a Hg Cd Te Photovoltaic Mixer.

FIGURE 11. - Metal Ceramic CO2 Laser Tube For Use In Space
With a 20EC Heat Sink.

FIGURE 12. - Two Views of CO,2Laser Transmitter With Spectral Line
Selector and Frequency Stabilization Electronics.
The Transmitter Is Set For 28.30625102 THz.

FIGURE 13. - Laser Configuration For Coupling Modulation.

A 10.6 MICROMETER LASER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
FOR TERRESTRIAL USE
F. E. GOODWIN
Hughes Research Laboratories
Malibu, California.

Summary This paper reports the development of an experimental type 10.6 µm laser
communication system consisting of a transmitting terminal and a receiving terminal
designed to operate one way over a nominal five mile terrestrial path. The system will
provide a 5 Mbit/sec digital data channel utilizing intra-cavity optical frequency
modulation, or frequency shift keying modulation format. It uses optical heterodyne
detection with a mercury cadmium telluride detector operating at a temperature of 77EK
and an i.f. frequency of 30 MHz. Since the system operates from fixed (non-mobile)
terminals, acquisition and alignment procedures are simplified. Predicted performance in
rain and fog is discussed and compared with a limited amount of actual data.
Introduction The long recognized wideband potential of lasers in communications is
now beginning to be realized. For some applications the technology is now on the
threshold of making laser communications competitive with microwave systems. From the
wide range of device work now in progress and the significant advances made in the last
few years, it is clear that vast new channel capabilities in communications will soon
become available.
Since its discovery in 1964, the carbon dioxide laser has been intensively studied. Not only
are the physical and chemical processes of the laser well understood, but the laser has
undergone significant optical/mechanical engineering development. Currently, these lasers
are dependable, stable and have long life. Further, because of its high operating efficiency
of the laser and the near ideal detection capabilities of optical heterodyne detection, great
operating margin is offered by the system. The large margin is highly advantageous for use
over terrestrial paths where extreme variations in attenuation may occur.
The present program provides the opportunity to conduct a unified system engineering
approach whereby each component is specially designed for the task for which it is used.
The results are an advanced rugged equipment design which makes it possible to examine
the true field operation capabilities of the system. The program, in turn, will provide a
timely assessment of the communication system performance and reliability and furnish
guidance for subsequent related programs.

Engineering Approach The concept of optical heterodyne detection, and in particular
its use at the 10.6 µm wavelength, has been the subject of intensive research at Hughes
since 1965. Many techniques which we now accept as state-of-the-art, such as frequency
stabilized lasers, wideband detectors, and intracavity laser modulation, were developed in
the interim as part of the over-all program of optical heterodyne detection.1-4 Extensive
effort has been applied to the optimization of the many parameters which go into the
design of a laser communication system. These tradeoff studies cannot be included in this
description. However, they have been used to aid in the optimization of the system design.
Recently, techniques have been developed which prepare for operation of intracavity
modulation of the CO2 laser to GHz bandwidths.5,6 Availability of cadmium telluride and a
more complete understanding of the laser oscillator have made this possible, thereby
removing the objection that intracavity co 2 modulation is limited by the Fabry-Perot
linewidth.
The design approach makes maximum use of past experience in order to obtain the best
possible system within the constraints of time and resource. All available data, computer
programs, and optimization criteria are utilized to achieve this “optimized” design. The
advantages are that the operational aspects of the system are better determined as well as
the design itself being one step closer to a true operational system. Under the most
favorable results, it would be possible to go directly to a prototype development, without
an interim engineering model development. The successful completion of the integrated
system model will reduce the design and development cost of an engineering model.
The 10.6 µm laser communication system consists of a transmitter station and a receiver
station, capable of providing a communication channel to handle 5 Mbit/sec of binary
digital data over a five-mile path length. The laser transmitter terminal uses a sealed-off
CO2 laser oscillator, frequency stabilized to a suitable P-transition. The laser plasma tube
is of the metal-ceramic type, conductively cooled and eventually convectively cooled to
the atmosphere. Modulation is provided through the use of an intracavity crystal of
cadmium telluride, providing optical frequency modulation. The receiver terminal uses
optical heterodyne detection and a HgCdTe detector cooled with liquid nitrogen contained
in a dewar. The local oscillator laser is identical with the transmitter laser and is stabilized
to track the transmitter laser frequency rather than have self-stabilization. Both -Ehe
transmitter and the receiver units are self-contained and require no peripheral equipment
other than data interface equipment, as may be required to handle unusual data formats,
and liquid nitrogen for cooling the receiver detector.
To obtain maximum reliability, a number of design precautions have been exercised.
Critical adjustments are relaxed where possible; signal-to-noise ratio performance margin

is high enough to permit slight misalignment, degradation of laser power, and degradation
of path as a result of fog, haze, rain, or snow without loss of information.
Sufficient operating margin is also available to permit operating in a mode whereby the
beam is reflected off a diffuse scatterer between two communication terminals. The latter
mode of operation may be important in certain tactical applications where the line of sight
is obstructed. This technique may be implemented by simply aiming both transmitter and
receiver at a common point. Typical scatter losses are on the order of 50 dB, well within
the operating margin.
System Performance The following sections determine the hardware requirements to
meet the desired system performance. The numbers presented in this section are based on
first hand experience with heterodyne communications systems and generally represent
easily attainable values. In some cases the selected parameters may appear conservative;
but experience dictates that conservative values are necessary, whereas first-glance
estimates may be overly optimistic. The parameters for performance prediction are shown
in Table I.
Carrier-to-Noise Ratio (C/N ) The rf carrier is produced by the heterodyne process of
the optical signal beating with the optical local oscillator on the HgCdTe detector. The
carrier is amplified in the i.f. amplifier and drives the FM discriminator. To determine C/N
we assume that the receiver is an ideal quantum-limited receiver with a minimum
detectable power level of h<B/0.
If all of the signal is captured by the receiver optics, the carrier-to-noise ratio is merely the
transmitted power P t divided by the minimum detectable power

where
Pt
0
h
<
B

= transmitted optical power = 1 W
= quantum efficiency of HgCdTe = 0.1
= Planck’s constant = 6.625 x 10-34 J/sec
= optical frequency = 2.83 x 1013 Hz
= i.f. information bandwidth = 10 MHz.

However, all the transmitter power output does not reach the receiver detector. There are
losses at each reflective and transmissive surface, and there is unavoidable phase distortion
through the system, preventing true quantum limited operation. For the proposed system,

there are 3 reflections, 2 antireflection (A-R) coated surfaces and one 0.95 reflective
surface in the optical path through the transmitter.
Each reflection represents a loss of 0.05, and each coated surface loss is 0.015. Total
power transmission through the transmitter optics is about 0.70. Similarly, there are 4
reflections, 4 A-R coatings, one 0.95 mixing beamsplitter and about 0.15 materials loss in
the receiver, for a total optical transmission of 0.60. Combined optical losses are
approximately 4.4 dB. In addition, measurements in our laboratory indicate that phase
distortion and lack of perfect mixing across the diode surface results in a loss of
approximately 4 dB. Maximum C/N is thus

However, for path lengths longer than a few thousand feet, propagation and diffraction
losses play a part in C/N.
Propagation The optical antenna used for this system is a 10 cm diameter parabola. The
transmitter is arranged to place the 1/e2 points of the gaussian beam intensity at the one
half diameter points on the parabola or a 5 cm diameter. For this particular case, the onaxis intensity in the far field is given by the equation

where
Po
T
8
R

= transmitter power
= radius to 1/e2
= wavelength
= range

The beamwidth for this particular case to the one-half intensity point is

where d is the antenna diameter. (The factors 0.96 and 1.55 are derived from computer
plots of far-field patterns for truncated gaussian beams.)
The power intercepted by the receiver is

where dr is the diameter and AR the area of the receiver antenna. For the case where the
range is 8 km,

The one-half power beamwidth is 21/2 = 0.165 mrad. Clear air attenuation is approximately
0.5 dB km. The attenuation over the 8 km path will thus be about 4.3 dB. Combining these
numbers, the C/N for clear air operation with full collimation will be 89 dB.
Demodulated Signal-to-Noise Ratio (S/N) The S/N is a function of the modulation
index. For many system calculations, the S/N is shown to be equal to m2 (C/N) where m is
the modulation index. Although this equation applies for large indices with FM systems,
the relationship is more complex for low index systems. We have conducted an analysis of
hard bandwidth limited systems where only the first sideband is allowed through the i.f.
amplifier; the relationship between S/N and C/N is shown in the analysis. For a modulation
index of 0.62, S/N = 0.84 (C/N) or the demodulated S/N will be 0.8 dB down from the
C/N.
The necessary S/N to assure a bit error rate of #10-6 for binary frequency shift keying is
14 dB. Combining this with the above modulation index relationship, it is seen that the
required C/N is 14.8 dB. Then, for clear air operation at a five-mile range the system
margin will be 74.2 dB, comfortably exceeding the required margin. of 30 dB and the
desired margin of 50 dB.
Measurements with a 10 µm heterodyne system4 have shown that atmospheric scintillation
noise will cause degradation of C/N that may cause fluctuations of as much as 10 dB from
the average level. These fluctuations will be most severe for the highly collimated narrow
beam cases. Spoiling the beam by defocusing pan decrease the magnitude of the
fluctuations, but this will cause a drop in average signal level. To maintain a required C/N,
the transmitter beam may as 100:1, to about 16.5 mrad, or nearly performance will be
optimized if the and the receiver field of view are 10 to 1.65 mrad. If attenuation is high or
light rain, the turbulence generally will be less and the required defocusing will not be as
great.
Computer Program A computer program has been developed which determines the
best set of communication parameters. This program is implemented to operate with
optical communications using direct or heterodyne detection by representing all parameter
values in the range equation. The outputs of the program can include optimization of
parameter values, printout of S/N or bit error rate as a function of transmitter beamwidth,
local oscillator power, receiver aperture, etc.

Range Performance in Rain and Fog Absorption and scattering data of 10.6 µm
radiation in rain and fog are available from Refs. 7, 8, and 9 and in clouds from references
10 and 11. These data appear consistent enough to be reliable in computing the C/N
performance of the system for typical fog and rain conditions. The resultant transmittance
T is given by T = e-FR where
F
"
(
R

=
=
=
=

the extinction coefficient = " + (
absorption coefficient
scattering coefficient
path length.

At 10.6 µm, the extinction coefficient, nearly independent of water droplet size, is
approximately 0.45 dB/km for each milligram of liquid water per cubic meter of
atmosphere. Quite coincidentally, the attenuation in rain is approximately 0.4 dB/km for
each millimter of rainfall per hour.
The laser communication system requires a minimum C/N of 14 dB for a bit-error-rate of
less than 10-6. For clear air operation at a distance of 8 km (5 miles), the system margin is
74.2 dB. Thus, C/N can be written
C/N = 89 - 20 log(8/R) - 0.45 DR dB = 14 dB
where D is the density of liquid water in mg/m3 or (approximately) the rain rate in
mm/hour. Figure 1 is a log-log plot of these values for the threshold of operation. From this
figure, it can be seen that for an 8 km path the maximum liquid water density which can be
tolerated is 20 mg/m3, and the maximum rain rate is about 20 mm/hour. These values
correspond to the onset of heavy fog or heavy downpour conditions.
System Description The system consists of two stations, a transmitter and a receiver,
each station consisting of two units, an optical head mounted on a tripod, and a power
supply/electronics unit with associated cabling. The system is constructed to withstand the
normal abuses received during handling and shipment. The underlying philosophy has been
to overdesign, where possible, to attempt to exceed the component or subsystem
requirements. By these means we may be able to meet or exceed performance goals for the
system, the most important of which is system reliability. Figure 2 is a photograph of a
system receiver.
Optical/Mechanical Configuration The housings for both the transmitter and receiver
consist of built-up channel structures which act as optical benches to maintain critical
optical alignment. The laser/modulator assembly in the transmitter and the local oscillator
laser in the receiver are clamped to positioning rollers located in the channel structure.

Also located in the head are the modulator driver, the detector, preamplifier and associated
optics, optical transmitting or receiving telescope, aiming mechanism, beam steering
mirrors, and frequency control detectors. Figure 3 is an assembly drawing for the laser
transmitter optical head. Figure 4 is an assembly drawing for the receiver optical head. Not
shown on this drawing is the rifle scope, used for coarse acquisition, which is mounted and
aligned with the output beam.
The over-all dimensions of the package as shown are 11 in. wide by 28 in. long by 6 in.
high. The estimated weight is 50 lb. The receiver package is of similar size. The added
weight of the receiver dewar is about equal to the weight of the modulator and its driver,
so the receiver package estimated weight is also 50 lb. All internal parts are accessible for
inspection, repair, and adjustment by removing the top covers. These covers have gaskets
to provide an environmental seal.
In Figure 4 it is shown that the telescope optics are mounted in a channel and hermetically
separated from the laser and electronics assembly, allowing only an optical path through a
coupling lens. This permits maintenance of the transmitting or receiving optics without
disturbing the more critical laser optics. The sealed portion of the package includes a
des,sicator assembly to control moisture. The complete package operates over the required
temperature range of 32 to 100EF and the humidity requirement of 95 percent, provided
moisture condensation on the telescope components is prevented.
The laser transmitting or receiving telescope consists of a 10.6 µm focusing lens, an output
mirror with a small hole in the center, a 4-in. diameter f/4.5 parabolic primary mirror, and
an aiming eyepiece. This kind of telescope has the advantages that it has a reflective
primary, thereby eliminating dispersion and permitting visible alignment, and because it
has no obscuration by a secondary mirror. It is also compact, easy to align, relatively
inexpensive, and easily pointed. Fine pointing is incorporated into the telescope by steering
the flat output mirror through a limited range. Divergence control is accomplished by
adjusting the primary mirror.
All lasers, mirrors, and beam splatters are mounted in adjustable clamp rings, hard
mountings of proved design. Experience has shown that this type of spring-free mounting
is essential to maintain the critical optical alignment under field conditions.
The laser subassembly is based on a hollowed out 1-1/4 in. thick baseplate that mounts in
one of the optical head channels. The laser tube is clamped in a high conductance mount to
provide a path for the heat to be transferred to the baseplate. Gasketing is used around the
lower edge of the plate to form a sealed chamber between the plate and channel bottom,
and cooling air is circulated through this chamber. Fins are attached in the air duct to
transfer the heat from the laser tube to the flowing airstream.

The laser subassembly baseplate also supports the tubular invar spacer which in turn
supports the laser interferometer mirrors. The modulator oven and modulator driver in the
transmitter, and the stabilization beamsplitter and detector, attenuator, and polarizer in the
receiver, are also mounted on the laser subassembly. All electrical connections to the
optical heads are made to the laser subassembly through an access port in the bottom of
the optical head channel. The laser subassembly may be removed and operated outside the
optical head, simplifying maintenance and alignment.
Power Supply and Control Units The electronic power supplies and laser frequency
control’circuitry are packaged in a single unit. Also included is the high voltage power
supply for operating the laser and a blower to provide cooling air to the optical head
through ducts. The cabinet is cabled to the optical head via a four cable bundle. Two
coaxial cables are necessary for the laser high voltage; a third cable is a 50 S transmission
line for carrying video information either to or from the optical head, and fourth cable is a
multiple conductor bundle for control functions and low voltage power leads.
Conclusion Of all the laser wavelengths available for use in terrestrial communication
systems, the 10.6 µm radiation from the CO2 laser offers the greatest capability for
penetrating rain and fog. The great power and efficiency of the laser, and the greater
sensitivity of the receiver through the use of optical heterodyne detection, give the large
system margin necessary to provide this capability. The model system described in this
paper gives the opportunity to obtain quantitative data on the operational aspects of such a
system through a real atmosphere.
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TABLE I
Physical, Electrical, and Performance Characteristics of System
MECHANICAL
Transmitter Head Weight
Receiver Head Weight
Optics Diameter
Operating Temperature Range
Operating Humidity
Transmitter Size
Receiver Size
Dewar Extension
Power Supply and Control Unit

50 lb goal
40 lb goal
10 cm
32E to 100EF
95% maximum
30 x 14 x 6 in
30 x 11 x 6 in
8 in diam x 14 i n below receive
22 x 18 x 135/8 in high

ELECTRICAL
Laser Power Output
Collimated Beamwidth
Maximum Power Density
Modulation Format
Maximum Frequency Deviation
Frequency Response

1.0 to 2W
0.165 mrad
66 mW/cm2
PCM/FM (FSK)
±3.1 mHz
50 Hz to 5 mHz ±3 dB

Modulation Index (5 MHz BW)
Maximum PCM Rate (NRZ)
Digital Error Rate
Warmup Time
Acquisition Time
Dewar Hold Time
Transmitter Prime Power
Receiver Prime Power

0.62
10 Mb/sec
<10-6
<30 min
1 to 5 min
>50 hours
~250 W
~250 W

PERFORMANCE (5 mile range, clear air)
Transmitter Power (10.6 µm)
Receiver NEP
Bandwidth
Carrier to Noise
System Margin (excess of 14 dB
required for 10-6 bit error rate)
Extinction in Fog or Rain

1 to 2 W
2.5 x 10-19 W/Hz
5.0 MHz
89 dB
74 dB
20 mg/m3 liquid water content
or 20 mm/hr rainfall

Figure 1. Estimated Renge Performance in Rain and Fog

Figure 2. Photogra h of System Receiver (Dewar and Electronics not shown)

Figure 3. Assembly Drawing of Laser Transmitter Head

Figure 4. Assembly Drawing of Laser Heterodyne Receiver

AIRBORNE VISIBLE LASER OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
EXPERIMENT
J. L. RANDALL
Astrionics Laboratory
NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Flight Center Alabama

Summary A series of optical communication experiments between a high altitude
aircraft at 18.3 km (60,000 ft) and a ground station are planned by NASA in the summer of
1972. The basic concept is that an optical tracker and transmitter will be located in each
terminal. The aircraft transceiver consists of a 5-mW HeNe laser transmitter with a
30-megabit (Mbit) modulator. The ground station beacon is an argon laser operating at
488 mn. A separate pulsed laser radar is used for initial acquisition. The objective of the
experiment is to obtain engineering data on the precision tracking and communication
system performance at both terminals. Atmospheric effects on the system performance are
of prime importance.
Introduction In support of the overall communications program of NASA’s Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology, the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
is planning a series of optical communication experiments between a high altitude aircraft
package and a ground terminal located at MSFC on Madkin Mountain. Each
communication terminal will consist of an optical tracking system with image motion
compensation and a laser transmitter with a modulator. Thus each terminal will track on
the laser beam of the other end and transmit information or commands to the other via its
laser beam. This project is the airborne visible laser optical communication experiment
(ALVOC). The experiments are intended to perform three functions: (1) to provide
engineering data needed for the evaluation of techniques of optical communications and for
future systems, (2) to collect scientific data on the propagation of visible wavelength
radiation through the atmosphere, and (3) to demonstrate the feasibility of optical
communication and tracking techniques for aircraft-to-ground and satellite-to-ground links.
Several groups are involved in this project. The MSFC Astrionics Laboratory is
responsible for the overall project, including experiment definition and operation. This
laboratory has also performed integration and checkout of the entire Madkin Mountain
optical communications site. ITT Aerospace built the airborne optical communication
package (AOCP), the ground-based acquisition aid (GBAA), and the ground checkout
equipment (GCE). The AOCP consists basically of the fine tracking system and the HeNe

laser transmitter and modulator. The GBAA is a pulsed argon laser radar operating at
514 nm. which is used during initial acquisition. The GCE is a portable system to allow
complete checkout of the aircraft package after installation in the aircraft just prior to
flight. The Chrysler Corporation Space Division has been responsible for the coarse
pointing gimbal mirror, flight computer, and all aircraft system integration and control
functions. This also includes all aircraft modification and testing.
The aircraft being used in this experiment is an Air Force RB-57F. The desired aircraft
flight path is a circular path at 18.3 km (60,000 ft) altitude in a 12.2 km (40,000 ft) radius.
The circular path is desired to obtain data at a constant slant range, which will allow for
more meaningful data reduction. The modified RB-57F will enter the optical acquisition
area of the GRAA from the south on a line 12.2 km (40,000 ft) west of the ground terminal
at an altitude of 18.3 km (60,000 ft). When the aircraft is due west of the ground terminal,
it will begin a right turn to enter a circular path centered around the ground terminal.
During the experiment, aircraft will be tracked by the GBAA and a microwave radar.
Information from these two radar systems will provide data that can be used to keep the
aircraft in the desired flight path. Alternate constant range flight patterns may also be
selected as dictated by performance characteristics and experiment requirements. The
RB-57F will fly out of Ellington AFB, Houston, Texas, and will have approximately
4 hours over MSFC with a 1-hour flight time each way from Houston, Texas, to
Huntsville, Alabama.
Description of Equipment The experimental system consists of both the airborne
package and the Madkin Mountain ground station. Both the airborne package and the
ground station have transceivers so that data on both uplink and downlink propagation can
be obtained. The airborne transceiver has a 5-mW HeNe laser operating at 632.8 nm. An
electro-optic modulator with a modulation index of 0.65 is used to send a 30-Mbit/s data
rate. Communication performance of the downlink will be evaluated by sending a 31-bit
psuedo random word over and over. A bit error rate detector on the ground will generate
the same word on the ground, synchronize the received and generated word, and compare
errors bit for bit. The number of errors will be accumulated for 330 µs (104 bits) and
recorded. Both baseband and the approximately 2-MHz component of the psuedo random
word will be recorded for downlink scintillation data.
The ground station transceiver transmits a 250-mW argon beam to the aircraft. The uplink
beacon is modulated to a 10-MHz subcarrier frequency to send up commands. Both
baseband and the 10-MHz component will be recorded for uplink scintillation data. The
ground station has a pulsed laser radar that performs initial acquisition of the aircraft by
tracking corner reflectors on the bottom of the aircraft. A backup visual acquisition and
tracking system, consisting of three television cameras and three monitors, is also provided
at the ground terminal.

Ground terminal A block diagram of the ground terminal is shown in figure 1. The
primary receiving and transmitting optics consist of a 61-cm (24-in.) Cassegrainian
telescope with the experimental transceiver package located at its Coudé focus. Figure 2
shows the 61-cm (24-in.) Coudé telescope with transceiver package. The incoming
632.8-nm beam from the airborne He-Ne laser passes through a wavelength selective beam
splitter to separate it from the 488-nm uplink beam. It is then directed through a system of
optics to a tracking detector, a communications detector, and a background detector. The
tracking detector is a quadrant photomultiplier that provides fine pointing signals to a
piezoelectric-driven beam steerer for fine pointing. These signals, along with the output of
the angle encoders on the telescope mount, are also fed into an SCC 4700 computer which
performs the necessary coordinate transformations and generates signals to drive the polar
equatorial telescope mount to keep the incoming signal in the center of the beam steerer
range. The communications detector is a photomultiplier tube whose output provides the
wide bandwidth downlink communications channel. The output of the communications
channel is routed to the control console and to the communications electronics where it is
decoded and applied to the bit error detector during the bit error rate test and to the
recorder. The background detector is a photomultiplier that records the background
intensity in a narrow bandpass at 700 mn. This information is correlated to degradation of
the communication performance. The command tone transmitter allows the selection of
tone sequences which are applied as modulation to the uplink laser in the transceiver.
These tone sequences, when received and decoded at the airborne terminal, perform
control functions over the aircraft package such as increase or decrease beam divergence,
receiver attenuation, and selection of downlink modulation. The telescope control console
provides manual control functions for the telescope as well as visual and electrical
telescope position information. The computer interface provides digital-to-analog and
analog -to-digital conversions as required for the various computer input/output lines. The
video monitor provides an alpha-numeric readout of experimental status. The uplink laser
beam is generated by an argon laser which passes through a modulator and beam steerer
and out through the telescope. The beam steerer is driven by the computer to direct the
uplink beam directly back along the incoming beam.
The GBAA with the control console is shown in figure 3. The radar transceiver is rigidly
attached and boresighted to the telescope. During the acquisition phase of the experiment,
the GBAA will operate in a search mode, putting up a 10-deg wide radar fence in the
direction the aircraft is to enter the acquisition area. When the aircraft enters the radar
fence, reflections from retroflectors attached to the underside of the aircraft will be
received by the GBAA. On receiving reflections from the retroflectors, the GBAA will
enter a track mode and provide pointing information through the computer to the telescope
mount. These pointing errors will be used to refine the telescope position until the
transceiver system acquires track of the downlink laser, beam. When the transceiver enters
the track mode, it will provide the pointing errors. The GBAA will continue to track the

aircraft and will provide range and aircraft position information while the transceiver is in
the track mode. To assist the aircraft pilot in maintaining the aircraft on the desired circular
flight path, the position information from the GRAA will be compared to a computed
desired flight path in the computer. A signal representing the difference between the
desired and actual flight paths will be routed to the command tone transmitter where an
audio tone representing this difference will be generated and used to modulate the uplink
laser beam. When the tone is detected and decoded at the aircraft, it will be used to
generate a positive or negative dc: voltage which will drive a pilot’s direction indicator
informing the pilot of the magnitude and direction of the flight path error. The GBAA
control panel provides for control of the GBAA and visual tracking data readouts and
furnishes electrical outputs to the computer.
Also rigidly attached and boresighted to the telescope are three television (TV) cameras;
each has a different field of view (FOV) and its own monitor. When used with the joystick
telescope control, these cameras provide a means of visually acquiring and tracking the
aircraft. When displaced, the joystick applies electrical signals to the computer which
influences telescope drive rates proportional to the amount and direction of joystick
displacement. By manual manipulation of the joystick, the telescope can be pointed so that
the aircraft is in the FOV of a 30-deg FOV camera. When the aircraft is centered on the
30-deg FOV TV monitor, it will be in the FOV of a 10-deg FOV camera; and when
centered on the 10-deg FOV monitor, it will be in the FOV of the 1-deg FOV camera.
When the aircraft is centered on the I-deg FOV monitor and remains centered, telescope
drive rates will be adjusted to the proper value for short term tracking of the aircraft and
for laser beam acquisition. Tables 1 and 2 list some of the principal ground terminal
parameters and ranges of parameters which can be varied.
Table 1. Ground Terminal Parameters and Variable
Telescope
0.61 -m diameter
Coudé focus f/30
10 deg/s angular velocity
3 deg/s2 angular acceleration
Axle position readout - 0.3 arc sec resolution
Computer controlled
Optical Transceiver
Cw argon beacon
Wavelength - 488 nm

Beacon power - 0 to 250 mW
Beacon divergence - collimated to 200 arc sec
Modulated at 10.7 MHz for command of aircraft package
Tracking detector
Quadrant photomultiplier - EMR Photoelectric Co.
FOV - 0 to 180 arc sec
Attenuation - 0, 0.5, 1, 3 optical density (any combination)
Image motion beam steerer control loop
Bandwidth - 20 Hz
Communication detector
Type - photomultiplier, RCA 8644, S-20 surface
FOV - 0 to 180 arc sec
Receiver aperture - 60, 40, 20 10, 5, 2.5 cm
Receiver bandwidth - )8= 1.25 nm
Background detector
Type - photomultiplier, RCA 8644, S-2 surface
FOV - 0 to 180 arc sec
Receiver aperture - 60, 40, 20, 10, 5, 2.5 cm
Communications electronics
Uplink command (10.7 -MHz subcarrier)
Downlink 30-Mbit communication
Bit error rate detector
TV video decoder
Aircraft package telemetry decoder
SCC 4700 computer -control f unctions
Telescope mount control
GBAA input
Transceiver input
Manual input

Data acquisition for recording
Experiment status and display
Aircraft position
Tracking system status
Communication status
Housekeeping control function
Dome control
Sun protection
Table 2. GBAA System Parameters
Receiver optics assembly
Lens - 65 mm f/0.75 21-deg FOV
Filter - 514.5-nm bandpass
Protective shutter - interference
Receiver sensor
Image dissector - F4012-S-20
Target tracker
Acquisition scan - 128 - 0.08 deg steps = 10 deg. total field
Track scan - ±16 steps, elevation and azimuth
Readout and control
Elevation error - ±5 deg
Azimuth error - ±5 deg
Search -track mode - automatic switching
Beam steerer
Power drive amplifier - ±5 V
Transmitter/receiver track - adjustable

Piezoelectric deflection - ±40 minutes
Deflection from transmitter optics - 10 deg x 10 deg deflection
Transmitter
Laser type - argon ion
Wavelength - 514.5 nm
Pulsed driver - 1 kHz pulse repetition rate, 15 µs pulse width
Peak power - 2 W
Aircraft terminal A block diagram of the aircraft terminal is shown in figure 4. This
package is shock mounted to the RB-57F aircraft frame to isolate aircraft vibration. Figure
5 shows the aircraft optical package. The flight computer and associated electronics are
located in a canister shown in figure 6. Uplink and downlink laser beams pass through a
68-cm optical window located on the lower portion of the aircraft. Flights with and without
the window are planned.
Once the GBAA has acquired the aircraft corner reflectors and is tracking, the upcoming
cw argon laser of 488 nm will illuminate the aircraft. The gimbaled mirror of the aircraft
package is manually pointed in the general direction of the group terminal by the aircraft
crew using a drift site TV camera which is slaved to the gimbaled mirror. This will allow
the 488-nm radiation to enter the 5 deg x 5 deg FOV of the TV tracker which will acquire
and lock onto the beam. Angle error information is provided to the computer which
provides a drive signal to the gimbal mirror. This will allow the uplink radiation to enter
the 0.5 deg x 0.5 deg acquisition FOV of the image dissector which acquires and locks
onto the beam.
The downlink laser is a Spectra Physics HeNe laser with a 5-mW output. The modulator is
driven at a 30-Mbit/s rate. Three basic types of information can be placed on the downlink:
a 31-bit psuedo random word transmitted at a 970-kHz rate, a TV video picture, and
AOCP telemetry. All data in the aircraft are recorded on an Ampex AR1700 flight
recorder but the same data can be telemetered to ground over the 30-Mbit/s link for inflight analysis on the ground. A separate detector monitors uplink scintillation. The
scintillation detector has an aperture control to vary the effective receiver aperture
diameter.
Table 3 gives the basic parameters of the aircraft package.
Test Measurements As previously mentioned, two of the main objectives of this
experiment are to collect data on the propagation of visible wavelength radiation through

the atmosphere and to provide engineering data on system performance for reference on
future systems.
The principal measurements to be made are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Scintillation
Angle of arrival fluctuations
Bit error rate
Atmospheric attenuation
Engineering measurements of pointing and tracking precision

In addition, several supporting experiments are to be performed during aircraft tests. These
include collection of meteorological data and microthermal fluctuation measurements of
the temperature structure constant CT versus altitude during a flight experiment.
A brief discussion of each of the principal measurelmnts follows.
Scintillation Of all aspects of the effects of atmospheric turbulence on optical
propagation, none has been more thoroughly investigated than scintillation. Even though
extensive studies have been made, some doubt still remains as to whether the existing data
adequately confirm the theoretical predictions. The accuracy of the log-normal distribution
of the intensity fluctuations, particularly for long path lengths and/or conditions of deep
scintillation, has been questioned. Recently, some doubt has been cast on the ability of the
accepted theory to predict correctly the reduction in the scintillation by very large
receiving apertures. Furthermore, most of the previous experimental studies have been
limited to near horizontal paths in the lower atmosphere. Ground-to-satellite optical
communications systems will operate over near vertical paths through all levels of the
atmosphere. Since upper atmospheric conditions are quite different from those near the
ground, it is important that direct verification of the theoretical predictions be obtained
over paths which approximate as closely as possible those that will be encountered in an
operational communications system. AVLOC will closely simulate a satellite-to-ground
link (or, of course, an aircraft-to-ground link) and differ from a ground-based experiment
in three important respects. First, the propagation paths will be nearly vertical (20-deg
zenith angle); second, the path will pass through essentially the entire atmosphere; and
third, the apparent wind caused by aircraft motion will not be encountered in a groundbased experiment.

Table 3. Aircraft Package Parameters and Variables
Optics
Receiver diameter
Transmit diameter
Transmitter
Laser
Laser wavelength
Laser power
Modulator
Modulator type
Data rate
Swing voltage
Modulation index
Tracking receiver
Sensitive wavelength
Search FOV
Detector type
Quantum efficiency
Acquisition receiver
TV camera
Acquisition FOV
Controlled parameters
Transmit beam divergence
Receive path attenuation
Scintillation aperture
Flight control computer
Pointing and control system
Beam steerer-image dissector
control loop bandwidth*
Gimbal mirror control loop
bandwidth*
Gimbal mirror platform
Downlink communication
Bit error rate
TV video
Aircraft telemetry
*Phase lag less than 45 deg

10 cm
3 cm
Helium neon
632 nm
5 mW
Transverse field
30 Mbit/s
±23 V
65%
488 nm
0.5 deg x 0.5 deg
F 4012 image dissector
17%

5 deg x 5 deg
5-205 arc sec
10 and 1 cm
SPC-16

150 Hz
10 Hz
Modified Aeroflex

Because of the ambiguity in existing data and the important role of scintillation in limiting
the performance of practical laser communications systems, AVLOC will include a careful
analysis of the scintillation for both uplink and downlink propagation. The quantities to be
measured will include the probability distribution function of the amplitude fluctuations,
the power spectral density, the log amplitude variance, the effect of aperture averaging
(downlink), and the effect of transmitter aperture size (uplink). Special attention will be
given to differences in uplink and downlink propagation and to variations with aircraft
altitude.
The uplink scintillation measurements will consist of monitoring intensity fluctuations of
the 514.5-nm ground-based argon laser. To facilitate instrumentation of the detection and
recording system, the laser will be modulated at 10 MHz. Since the correlation distance
(ro) for the uplink scintillation is expected to be very large, aperture averaging will not be
observable. The airborne receiver will therefore be provided with only two aperture stops,
the full aperture (10 cm) and a small off -center stop (about 10 mm) which will make the
receiver effectively a point detector. The availability of the larger aperture will allow a
convenient check on the assumption that uplink aperture averaging is unimportant.
The downlink system will consist of a 632.8-nm HeNe laser and a 61-cm (24-in.) diameter
receiving telescope which will be fitted with a continuously variable aperture stop. Two
schemes for measuring the downlink scintillation will be used. The first will consist of
measuring the intensity fluctuations of the unmodulated laser while the second will utilize a
30-MHz modulation. When the second method is used, the laser will be pulse code
modulated (PCM) at 30 Mbit/s with a pseudo random code. The code to be used will be
symmetrical in the sense that it will contain an equal number of zeros and ones. The
resulting modulation will therefore contain a high 30-MHz component which can be
extracted and recorded. In this way a direct comparison between scintillation and bit error
rate will be available.
The principal problems that might be encountered in collecting the scintillation data are
assuring that the detection and recording systems have sufficient linearity and dynamic
range. Care must also be taken to eliminate system noise and the effects of pointing errors.
Initial estimates indicate that a dynamic range of 60 dB will be required to obtain reliable
scintillation data. Design calculations indicate that this dynamic range can be obtained;
nevertheless, a careful check of the dynamic range, linearity, and signal-to-noise ratio of
the system wi be ma prior to each flight.
Beam wander and tracking errors should not affect the scintillation measurements. For the
uplink the pointing error in the telescope mount will be on the order of I arc sec while the
minimum beam divergence will be 20 arc sec. Assuming a Gaussian beam, this pointing
error will cause an apparent scintillation of 0.25 percent which is entirely negligible. The

downlink pointing errors will be slightly greater but greater beam divergence will also be
used so that the apparent scintillation will be of the same order of magnitude as the uplink.
For both uplink and downlink measurements, sufficient power is available to allow wider
beam divergence if necessary to reduce this effect.
Angle of arrival fluctuations Atmospheric turbulence causes phase fluctuations which are
manifested at the receiver as a tilt of the incoming wavefront and as a wavefront distortion.
Of these two effects the former is approximately 40 times as large as the latter. The tilt or
apparent angle of arrival fluctuations will be measured for both uplink and downlink
propagation. The measurements will be made by summing the output from the angle
encoders on the tracking mounts and the error signal generated by the tracking servo to
give the instantaneous apparent angle of arrival for the incoming wave. The signal will then
be passed through a high pass filter to eliminate angular variations resulting from true
tracking of the aircraft, jitter caused by random motion of the aircraft, and jitter caused by
pointing errors in the telescope mount, all of which should occur at frequencies below the
atmospherically induced fluctuations. Quantities to be investigated will include the
variance of the angle of arrival fluctuations, their probability density function, aperture
averaging effects, and dependence on range and zenith angle.
Bit error rate The bit error rate for a 30-Mbit/s PCM communications system will be
measured by transmitting a 31-bit pseudo random word on the downlink beam. The
received word will be compared bit by bit with an identical word generated at the receiver
and the bit error rate will be recorded. Quantities to be investigated will include mean bit
error rate; correlation of the bit error rate and scintillation; and dependence of the bit error
rate on range, receiver aperture and transmitted power, and beam divergence. By varying
the transmitted power and/or beam divergence, the received: power and therefore the
signal-to-noise ratio may be adjusted as necessary.
Atmospheric attenuation The atmospheric attenuation of both uplink and downlink
beams will be measured by monitoring the output power of both transmitters and
computing the total received power at each receiver. Clear air attenuation and
measurements will be made during each flight. Aerosol scattering from rain and fog will be
measured if the opportunity arises. Transmission through clouds will also be measured.
Engineering measurements of pointing and tracking precision The measurements
described previously are intended to yield fundamental information concerning turbulence
in the atmosphere and its effects on wave propagation as well as to provide critical data
needed to design future optical communications systems for satellite-to-ground or aircraftto-ground links. The angle of arrival and bit error rate measurement will also provide
engineering data for the evaluation of a state-of-the-art communication system and analysis
of the feasibility of a more advanced system. Other measurements will be conducted to

provide additional engineering data for system performance analysis. These measurements
will include:
Tracking accuracy - This is the most important engineering measurement of the
experiment.
Signal-to-noise ratio of voice and/or command channels (uplink).
Determination of maximum acquisition range with the GBAA.
Measurement of frequency of loss of track and time to reacquire. From these
measurements, total system dead time caused by loss of track can be established.
Ability of the system to operate through fog, rain, and clouds. These measurements will be,
of necessity , those of opportunity because of the inability to predict local weather
conditions accurately.
A subjective evaluation of real-time television transmission (downlink).
Conclusions The AVLOC program is scheduled for completion of field tests in April
1972, and flight experiments are to begin in May-June 1972. Results of the field and flight
tests will be given in the presentation at the International Telemetering Conference on
October 10-12, 1972.

Fig. 2 61-cm Coudé Telescope with Transceiver Package.

Fig. 3. GBAA with Control Console.

Fig. 4. Aircraft Terminal.

Fig. 5. Aircraft Terminal Pointing and Tracking System.

Fig. 6. Flight Canister with Control Computer and Associated Electronicx.
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SUMMARY The transfer of information in the form of light waves via an optical fiber
waveguide is discussed. Small size and weight together with high information rate
capability make the fibers attractive for various types of communications systems.
Description of channel characteristics such as attenuation and bandwidth is given, and
possible input and output devices are examined.
INTRODUCTION One of the first exciting applications envisioned for the laser a
decade ago was optical communication. The high optical frequency of the laser radiation
enables the beam to carry large amounts of information, but at the same time prevents it
from propagating easily through a cloudy and rainy atmosphere. Optical waveguides in the
form of small diameter (2-3 thousandths of an inch) glass fibers have been available for
quite some time. However, the attenuation of the light propagating in those flexible fibers
was so great that their use as “optical cables” was ruled out.
Recently low loss optical fibers have been fabricated. The fibers can be used for short
distance communication systems like the ones between a computer and its peripherals., or
for long distance communication systems with a repeater every few miles. They combine
sma” size and light weight together with large bandwidths. Interference and pick-up
problems are easily eliminated by coating the fiber with opaque material, and ground loop
problems do not exist in fiber optics systems.
We discuss here the principles of operation of these fibers., their properties such as
attenuation and bandwidth, and their input and output devices. We conclude with an
introduction to a new field of research Integrated Optics.
WAVEGUIDE THEORY The phenomenon of waveguiding can be explained by rayoptics arguments. For the sake of simplicity we shall consider a two-dimensional
waveguide and apply the results to a circular cross section waveguide. Figure 1a describes
a light ray incident on an interface between two dielectric media. According to Snell’s law
of refraction, the relation between 21 and 21 is given by
n1 sin21 = n2 sin22

where n1 and n2 are the indices of refraction (the ratio between the speed of light in
vacuum c and the speed of light in the medium) of the lower and upper media. If n1 is
larger than n2, an increase in 21 to a value of 2c = arcsin(n2/n1) would cause 22 to be equal
to 90E(Fig.2a). A further increase in 21 causes a total internal reflection of the ray with
21 = 21 as shown in Fig.1c. Introduction of a second interface so that the layer with the
high index n1 (the core), is sandwiched between two layers with lower index n2 (the
cladding), causes the light ray to be completely trapped inside the core and thereby to
propagate along it (Fig. 1d). A rigorous mathematical solution of the problem (1) which
involves the solution of Maxwell’s equation shows that the light ray can actually propagate
only in a number of discrete angles (Fig.1e). Each angle of propagation corresponds to a
discrete “mode”, similar to the modes in a microwave waveguide. The total number of
allowed modes is determined by the index difference (n1-n2) and the thickness of the
waveguiding layer d. By reducing d the number of allowed modes at a given wavelength
decreases and for a small enough waveguide thickness only one mode, the fundamental
model is guided. The same effect can be achieved by reducing n1-n2, but this makes 2c a
very glancing angle and, may cause excessive light leakage in bends (2).
Fig. 2 describes three types of optical fibers. The first is the so called multimode fiber
(Fig.2a). This fiber has a relatively large core diameter (typical numbers axe, core diameter
= 50µ, n1-n2 = 0.05) and can support many modes. The acceptance angle., i.e.., the
maximum angle at which a ray incident on the core is trapped inside (also defined as
numerical aperture), is given by sin2 = NA = %n21,-n22 . In a multimode fiber a light pulse in
each mode propagates at a different velocity (group velocity) because of the different
corresponding angles. A higher order mode zig-zags more often and hence., has a longer
overall optical path which amounts to a lower pulse propagation velocity. This fact limits
the bandwidth of the multimode fiber as we shall see later on.
The second type of fiber is the single-mode fiber shown in Fig. 2b. The small core
diameter (few microns for n1-n2 =0,005), allows the propagation of only one guided mode.
This improves the bandwidth considerably but requires a more sophisticated light source.
The third type of fiber is the so called Selfoc (3) fiber. Fig. 2c shows the index variation of
this fiber. The index varies quadratically from a maximum at the center to a minimum on
the outside. This gives the fiber lenslike properties that enable it to guide light by means of
gradual change of direction rather than an abrupt total internal reflection. The paths of
three rays with different angles of incidence are shown in Fig.2c. The oscillation amplitude
is related to the angle of incidence. For a small angle of incidence the ray propagates
closer to the center of the guide where the index of refraction is higher. For a larger angle
of incidence the ray oscillates with a greater amplitude which tends to make the path
longer. Since part of this path passes in a lower index region, the axial velocity for the
different rays is the same.

ATTENUATION One of the main factors in determining the practicality of a fiber
optics communication system is the attenuation of the propagating beam inside the fiber.
The light intensity inside the fiber decays exponentially. If, for example, a certain length of
fiber is said to have an attenuation of 6db (the output power is one-fourth of the input
power), a fiber with twice the length would have an attenuation of 12db (the output power
is one sixteenth of the input power). This readily explains why the use of fibers in
communication had to await the development of the law loss fibersY and was not
considered practical with the fibers generally available until recently with losses -ldb/m
where the signal intensity in
1 km is reduced by 10-1000.
Attenuation results from two types of losses: absorption and scattering. Absorption, which
converts light into heat, is caused by different impurities in the glass. Those thought to be
most serious are the transition metal ions such as iron, copper., cobalt., manganese,
chromium, and nickell all of which have their peak absorptions within the visible and near
the infrared part of the spectrum. As little as 20-50 parts per billion of each of these ions
would cause an attenuation of 20 db/km. Recent work (4) suggests that the water hydroxyl
radical, also present in glass, may pose even a more serious problem. However, it is
believed that., ultimately, the limiting loss of fiber waveguides will not be due to
absorption. In the best of the state of the art glasses a bulk absorption loss of only
2-3 db/km (5) is found.
The second kind of loss in optical fibers is scattering. When a light beam traveling in a
fiber encounters irregularities part of it is scattered into different angles. The part scattered
into angles smaller than the total internal reflection leaks out of the fiber and is lost; the
rest of the scattered light is fed into different propagating modes, a phenomena referred to
as mode conversion (6).
The two main types of scattering are Rayleigh effects (7) and waveguide type scattering.
Rayleigh scattering is caused by density fluctuation inherent in the molecular structure of
the glass. It is unavoidable and therefore represents the minimum loss possible in a fiber. It
amounts to 5 db/km at 0.63µ and decreases as 8-4 to less than 1 db/km at 1µ.
Waveguidetype scattering is caused by imperfections introduced into the guide during
fabrication; examples are bubbles, core-cladding irregularities, dust particles, cracks, and
phase separation(separation in the component materials)
Glass fibers with a loss of less than 20 db/km have been reported by Corning Glass Works
(4). This is the lowest loss reported to date. The fiber is a single mode fiber with core
diameter of 4µ. The spectral attenuation curve for this fiber is given in Fib. 3. The
absorption peaks are associated with hydroxyl radical transitions. There are three
important low attenuation spectral regions around 0.63µ which correspond to the output

wavelength of a helium neon laser, 0.8µ (aluminum gallium arsenide laser and light
emitters) and 1.06µ (neodynium YAG laser). An attenuation of 50 db/ km has been
reported by researchers at Nippon Sheet Glass Company (8) for the Selfoc glass fiber, and
attenuation of 14 db/km has been reported for a liquid core multimode fiber by researchers
at Bell Labs. (9).
BANDWIDTH The enormous information carrying capability of a laser beam can be
well understood by noting that at a wavelength of 1µm the frequency is 3 x 105 GHz. Full
advantage of this frequency can be taken in free space. If, as an example, pulse code
modulation is imposed on a single frequency laser beam, it can propagate to unlimited
distances with no effects of pulse broadening. Therefore if the pulse width is reduced,
more and more pulses can be sent per second. This is not the case in glass (or most all
other material media). Glass being a dielectric exhibits “dielectric dispersion”, i.e., the
index of refraction is a function of frequency. This effect broadens the light pulses as they
propagate inside the material and thus limits the rate at which pulses can be sent. In
general, the index of refraction at the vicinity of a certain frequency To, can be described
by a Taylor expansion:
n(T) = no + a(T-To) + b (T-To)2 + ...
For a given T, n(T) determines the propagation speed of a continuous wave with no
information). This speed is called phase velocity Vphase(T) = c n(T). If a wave with a
frequency of To is modulated to carry information, it acquires sidebands which are shifted
in frequency from To. Because of this shift the sidebands do not propagate at the same
phase velocity as the fundamental To, thus giving rise to a distortion. The term a(T-To) in
the expression for n(T) gives rise to what is known as group velocity, i.e., pulses of light
propagate at a different speed than a continuous wave in the material. The term b(T-To)2 is
responsible for the broadening of the pulses as they propagate in the material and if b … 0
the pulse rate in the dielectric has an upper limit for a given distance of propagation. An
individual mode in a fiber also exhibits “mode dispersion”. This means that a change in the
light frequency causes a change in the phase velocity of the mode even with no “dielectric
dispersion”.
For a single mode fiber these two effects have to be considered in calculating the
bandwidth. A theoretical study (10) shows that for a 1 km single mode fiber, the
information rate can be as high as 30 Gbit/sec and that as a function of distance it
decreases only as 1/%L.
The information-carrying capability is much lower for a multimode fiber. As was discussed
earlier, every mode carries the information at a different velocity (group velocity), because
of the different propagation angle and overall path associated with each mode. Therefore a

Light pulse entering the fiber at one end can travel by means of many different paths, each
arriving at the other end with a different time delay. This effect, the excitation of many
propagating modes, broadens the light pulse at the fiber output more than the effects
described above and limits the bandwidth attainable with a multimode fiber. Accurate
theoretical limits for information rate are not easy to predict. Factors such as power
distribution between modes, scattering of power from one mode to another (mode
conversion), and different attenuation for different modes have to be taken into account
and they are not always known. This may explain why measured bandwidths of multimode
fibers vary considerably (11). However, for the simple case where all possible modes are
excited uniformly, it has been shown recently (12) that the measured broadening of a light
pulse can be predicted quite accurately. The theoretical model used, assumed equal
attenuation for all modes, and no mode conversion. Using these assumptions information
rate of at least 50 Mbit/sec should be possible over a distance of 1 km. This rate varies as
1/L as compared to the 1/%L dependence in the single-mode case.
A large number of modes is not a limitation in the case of the Selfoc fiber, because all the
modes propagate at the same velocity. Information rates much higher than those of a
regular multimode fiber should be possible.
LIGHT SOURCES, MODUIATORS AND DETECTORS (13) To take advantage of
the fibers large bandwidth, suitable light sources and detectors have to be used.
Semiconductor devices are very attractive for this purpose. They axe compatible with
integrated circuits and their small size makes it easy to couple them to a fiber. Let us
review very briefly some of the properties of these devices.
A typical semiconductor crystal has two energy bands with a forbidden gap between them
(Fig.4a). An electron in the crystal can only have energies corresponding either to the
conduction band (the upper level), or to the valence band (the lower level). Figure 4a
describes a crystal with no impurities; the valence band is essentially filled with electrons,
while the conduction band is empty. When “donor” impurities are added to the crystal they
donate electrons to the conduction band (as shown in Fig. 4b). This is an n-type crystal. A
p-type semiconductor is formed by adding “acceptor” impurities. They “accept” electrons
from the valence band, generating empty states which can be described as “holes”
(Fig.4c). These holes have positive charge and axe free to move in the crystal in the same
manner as the conduction band electrons in the n-type semiconductor. A crystal with one
part p-tvpe and one part n-type is a p-n diode. The familiar energy diagram of the p-n
diode with no external voltage is shown in Fig. 5a. The bending of the bands gives rise to a
built-in potential barrier. This prevents the diffusion of electrons from right (n) to left (p)
and of holes from left to right, so that the current through the junction is zero, as it should
be with no external voltage.

To operate a p-n diode as a light detector the potential barrier is increased by applying a
reversed bias (n-side positive). A photon propagating in the junction area can be absorbed
by an electron in the valence band, if the energy of the photon is equal to, or exceeds that
of the band gap. The electron is excited to the conduction band., leaving an empty state - a
hole in the valence band. As shown in Fig. 5b the electron under the influence of the
electric field would “roll” down the potential barrier, while the hole would “float” in the
opposite direction. This gives rise to a current in the external circuit. By increasing the
reverse bias, the photon generated carriers (electrons or holes) can gain enough kinetic
energy to “kick” new electrons from the valence to the conduction bandl while still
traversing the junctions. This process, the avalanche multiplication, increases both the
signal current and the shot noise. As a result it diminishes the importance of thermal noise
generated by amplifiers following the detector. Silicon p-n and avalanche diodes with a
peak response around 0.8-0.9µ are available with a rise time of 1 nsec for the avalanche
diodes. The response can be pushed further into the infrared to include the Nd-YAG laser
radiation, by sending the light along the diode junction rather than across it (14) (beam B
instead of beam A in Fig. 5b).
A p-n diode can be operated as a light emitting diode (LED) by applying forward bias to
the junction (n-side negative). This decreases the potential barrier, and enables electrons
and holes to overcome it. Electrons from the n-side are thus “injected’ into the p side, and
holes from the p side are injected into the n side. In GaAs the electron injection
dominates., so we shall consider it only. After crossing the junction the electrons are in the
conduction band of the p type material. As we have seen earlier, a p type material in
equilibrium does not have any electrons in the conduction band. This means that the
electrons are in an excited state. These electrons, after a certain average lifetime in the
conduction band,, make independent “spontaneous” transitions to an empty state in the
valence band, releasing energy equal to that of the band gap. (The process is called
electron hole recombination). In GaAs as opposed to silicon and germanium, a substantial
fraction of these electrons would release their energy in the form of light. This process is
called electroluminescence and is described in Fig. 5c. The light wavelength is determined
by the band gap energy and is 0.91µ for GaAs.
Replacing part of the Ga atoms with AR atoms to form ARxGa1-xAs (x between 0 and 1)
changes the band gap of the material, so the light wavelength can be tuned continuously
from 0.91µ in the infrared (x=0) to 0.77µ in the visible (x=.15). The LED light has a
spectral width of a few hundred angstroms and is emitted in all directions. In addition,
every point in the active region (where the transitions take place) emits photons
independently so the light wave from one point has no fixed phase relation to a light wave
from another point. The LED therefore has to be regarded as a collection of uncorrelated
point sources. Consequently the radiated light is “incoherent”. This means that efficient
coupling of LED light into a single mode fiber is impossible since, as was described

earlier, a light ray has to incident at a single discrete angle in order to be “trapped” in a
single mode fiber. Multimode or Selfoc fibers can accept a larger variety of angles and axe
suitable for use with this type of light source. LED’s are available with a few milliwatt
average output power and 1 nsec risetime. The fast, linear response makes it possible to
take full advantage of the multimode fiber bandwidth by directly modulating the current
through the diode.
In order to use single mode fibers with the higher information rate capability, coherent
light from a laser should be used. The p-n diode can be operated as an injection laser by
increasing the forward current. The larger number of electrons crossing the junction would
cause a laxger concentration of excited electrons in the conduction band of the p side. At
that point a process called “stimulated emission” takes place. Under the influence of a light
wave in the junction, the electron is stimulated to make a transition. The photon emitted in
the process has the same wavelength phase and direction as the stimulating light wave.
The net effect is amplification of the light wave as it propagates along the junction. The
two ends of the device are cleaved or polished so that part of the light exits the junction as
an output beam, while the rest is reflected back for another trip along the amplifying
junction. The amplifier becomes a “laser” (light amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation) when the gain equals the different losses in the junction, so that constant
oscillation is sustained. The output beam of the injection laser has a very narrow spectral
width and emerges in one direction (Fig. 5c). Many milliwatts of power can be obtained
with high power density and sub nsec rise time. More efficient structures (15) than the
simple p-n diode have lowered the current densities needed for laser operation, but a
problem of limited lifetime for these lasers has not been solved yet.
A more conventional type of laser can also be used in a fiber optics system, for example,
neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd:YAG) with radiation at 1.06µ. This laser
can be “mode locked” (13) to produce short pulses with rates as high as several hundred
MHz. As shown in Fig. 6 the pulse train is passed through an electrooptic modulator which
imposes a pulse code modulation on it. The modulator is usually a crystal that changes the
polarization of the laser beam with the application of voltage across it. A polarizer and an
analyzer turn the polarization modulation into amplitude modulation. Bandwidths of up to
1 G bit/see were obtained (16) with electrooptic modulators. The beam is then coupled
into a single mode fiber, The recent use of ARxGa1-xAs LED’s for driving (“pumping”)
Nd:YAG lasers (17) instead of a conventional krypton arc lamp, further increases its
practicality for fiber optics systems. Output power of tens of milliwatts with overall
efficiency of about .1% can be achieved and used for very high information rate systems.
COUPLING A laser beam can be launched into a fiber by focusing it with a lens,
usually a microscope objective., to match the dimension of the core. Efficiencies
approaching 100% are predicted theoretically (18) and measured experimentally (19,20)

for either single mode or multimode fiber. However, the small size of the core makes the
alignment difficult and expensive. The output from a semiconductor laser or an LED can
be coupled directly by putting the fiber in contact with the diode and gluing it in place with
epoxy resin (21). Coupling out to a semiconductor detector can be done similarly.
In order to ease the problem of coupling in and out, and also to ensure redundancy, a large
number of fibers can be grouped together in a jacket to form a fiber optics bundle (22).
The jacketing can be designed for maximum mechanical protection and strength, making
the bundle a rugged optical cable.
A practical communications system requires the ability of repairing a broken fiber in the
field. Successful fusing of two fibers with a 10µ core diameter has been reported (23) with
a coupling efficiency of 90%. Recently a simple but efficient fiber optics connector has
been demonstrated (20). The polished ends of 2µ core fibers are locked in sockets facing
each other. By rotating the sockets (by hand) an accurate alignment of the fiber ends is
possible, yielding an efficiency of 90%. A drop of index matching oil between the two
fibers helps in obtaining the efficiency and in reducing the quality of the polish required.
INTEGRATED OPTICS A typical conventional “optical circuit” is described in Fig. 6.
It consists of a light source, a modulator, an electronic driver for the modulator, polarizers
and a lens. It is bulky, heavy, very often unreliable and expensive. In addition the interface
between the solid state electronics and optics is complicated and usually limits the
performance. The desire to overcome the same kind of problems as the ones faced by
electronic circuits a decade ago has led to the development of a new research field called
“integrated optics” (24-26). The idea is to incorporate on a small substrate all the optical
components required to make up the various optical circuits. Lasers modulators and
detectors along with waveguides (the “optical wires”) and the analog components to
lenses, prisms, mirrors, polarizers, etc. are to be fabricated on a single chip yielding small,
rugged, reliable and inexpensive optical circuits.
Let us examine, for example, some of the things that can be fabricated on a chip of GaAs.
This material and its alloy ARxGa1-xAs are highly suitable for integrated optics purposes
(25). Waveguides can be easily constructed in GaAs; injection lasers are made of this
material and a p-n diode when reverse biased is capable of detecting light. The electrooptic
effect (change in the index n with the applied electric field) in GaAs is among the largest,
thus allowing the use of efficient modulators. Finally, the possibility of incorporating fast
electronic circuits together with optical circuits on the same chip would ease the
interfacing problem.
Figures 7a and 7b describe two types of waveguides in GaAs. In the first type the index of
refraction n of the upper layer is larger than that of the lower one because of the different

resistivities. Such a structure can be achieved by epitaxial growth (27) of the upper lanr or
by ion implantation (28). In the second type the index difference is achieved by growing
layers with different concentrations of aluminum (15). The index decreases with increase
in the concentration of aluminum, thus y > x. The use of electron beam and
photolithography allows the construction of different and complicated structures (29).
Figure 7c shows two kinds of channel waveguides on one substrate and Fig. 7d describes a
thin film lens (30). The lens action is due to the increase in the waveguide thickness which
tends to slaw the wave. The same effect is caused in a conventional lens by the glass.
Integrated optical circuits may be used in the future as terminals and repeaters in high
capacity fiber optics communication systems. A simplified scheme for a repeater is shown
in Fig. 7e. It consists of a detector to detect the incoming weak and broadened light pulses)
an electronic processor to regenerate the original pulse shape while extracting or adding
information, and a modulator to impose the information on a new laser beam. The laser
beam can be either coupled from an external laser into the thin film structure by means of
various film couplers (26), or generated internally by an injection laser. An injection laser
can be fabricated in a channel form (stripe geometry (31)) and modulated directly by
varying the driving current. To avoid high current switching a separate modulator can be
used as shown in Fig. 7e. Polarization modulation (27,32) and cutoff modulations (27) in
GaAs have been reported (cutoff modulation is achieved by lowering the index of the
guide by means of the electrooptic effectl until it loses its ability to guide waves). Let us
consider a different type of modulator where power exchange between two channel guides
is switched on and off (25). Figure 7f shows an example of two identical channels
fabricated by ion implantation, together with the profile of the propagating modes. An
overlap of the two modes causes certain coupling between them. Applying the same
voltage to both guides with respect to the substrate changes the index of the guides and
consequently the mode profiles. Thus control of the coupling is made electronically.
Another way of controlling the coupling is by applying a voltage to one of the guides only.,
or between the two guides. This spoils the identity between the guides and destroys the
effective coupling between them.
With additional developments in the field of integrated optics, optical multiplexing
combined with electronic multiplexing will further increase the bandwidth capabilities.
Analog data processing is already possible (24,25), and hopefully some sort of optical
logic would become a reality in the future.
CONCLUSION The development of optical fibers with less than 20 db/ km attenuation
makes them attractive for use in communication systems. The advantages are numerous:
bandwidth (tens of Gbit/sec for a single mode fiber with a laser source and tens of
Mbit/sec for a multimode fiber with LED source), size, weight, immunity to
electromagnetic interference and pickup, and finally, the elimination of ground loops in
computers and similar equipment. Simple terminals for the generation and detection of the

light waves can be made of semiconductor devices compatible with integrated circuits.
Many multimode fibers grouped together in a bundle form a rugged optical cable, make
coupling simple and ensure redundancy. Methods of handling and repairing fibers are
being worked out. Integrated optical circuits may be used in the future in terminals and
repeaters.
Widespread use of fiber optics in communication systems will undoubtedly occur when the
glass manufacturers are able to produce long low loss fibers at a competitive price.
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Figure 1. The total internal reflection phenomenon.

Figure 2. Optical fiber configurations: (a) Multimode,
(b) Singlemode, (c) Selfoc fiber.

Figure 3. Spectral Attenuation of Corning law loss fiber (4).

Figure 4. Energy bands in an (a) intrinsic (b) n-type
and (c) p-type semiconductor.

Figure 5. A p-n diode with (a) no applied voltage,
(b) reverse bias, and (c) forward bias.

Figure 6. Fiber optics transmitter terminal employing a Nd:YAG laser.

Figure 7. Integrated optics components. (a,b, and c Waveguides, (d) a lens, (e) a
repeater for fiber optics communications and (f) a modulator.
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Summary This paper is concerned with satellite-based educational networking. It is
based on work performed in a continuing study of the potential uses of communications
satellites to help meet educational needs in the United States. The paper is divided into
four main sections. The first is concerned with the characteristics and structure of
networks. The second section contains a discussion of pressures within the educational
establishment that are providing motivation for various types of networks. This latter
section also identifies studies in which networking needs for educational sectors and
services are defined. Section three examines the current status of educational networking
for educational radio and television, Instructional Television Fixed Services, inter- and
intrastate educational communication networks, computer networks, cabletelevision for
education, and continuing and proposed educational experiments using NASA’s
Applications Technology Satellites. The fourth section describes possible satellite-based
educational telecommunication services and three alternatives for implementing
educational satellite systems. The paper concludes with some remarks concerning public
policy aspects of future educational satellite system development.
Educational Networks Educational networks have inherent in them a set of connections
between widely separated locations or points, a structure, a control mechanism, and a set
of terminals (television receivers, alphanumeric displays with provision for key-board
entry of data, teletypewriters, etc.). These networks can be characterized by remote and
rapid services regarding selection, acquisition, organization, storage, retrieval, processing,
and transmission of information (instructional and research materials in diverse forms,
data, computer programs, etc.).[1, 2] The performance objectives of the network determine
the network configuration or structure, control, and terminals to be used. The environment
in which the network is to be developed also has a great deal to do with the network
structure and control. For example, if a network for the delivery of educational services is
to be established in the U. S., the control of the network would have to be spread over a
number of points. A network with a highly centralized control is not likely to be accepted
in a country in which educational responsibility rests primarily with 17,000 local school
districts and 50 states.

There are four distinct types of networks.[2, 3] A very common network structure is the
totally centralized structure. In such networks, all the terminals are tied to a common node
and control point. Communication tan take place on a point-to-points or points-to-point
basis. In certain situations, terminals can also be connected with each other but all such
communication must be directed through the node or control point. This structure is typical
of most time-sharing systems. Information networking through broadcast television
stations also falls in this category. The only difference between TV broadcasting and a
time-sharing configuration is that in the former case, information flows in one direction
only (source to the user) and there is no provision for any real-time feedback or
interaction.
Another very common network structure is a composite-centralized network which is an
extension of the totally centralized network structure. In such structures, the control is
dispersed to a number of points instead of one and the network can be thought of as an
interconnection of a number of totally centralized networks. All constituent networks have
equality of status. Control of the. resultant overall network can be equated to
standardization and compatibility requirements imposed on the traffic passing over the
links that interconnect the nodes of the centralized networks.[2] A composite-centralized
structure is the one most frequently advanced by those attempting to setup national
networks such as National Scientific and Technical Information, STINFO, and
Biomedical Communication Networks.
Sometimes, the performance objectives might require the network to be organized on a
hierarchical basis. An hierarchical structure allows the connection between any given set
of terminals to be established in more than one way which increases the reliability of the
network as a whole. The interconnection is established through a hierarchy of switching
terminals with control of access to the network connection by terminals of one particular
rank, r, being always exercised by terminals of rank r + 1.
The fourth type of network structure is known as a totally decentralized network in which
every terminal is directly connected to all other terminals in the network. It is very
inefficient in its use of interconnection links. The number of interconnection links can be
reduced, while maintaining the same amount of connectivity, by adding switching to the
network and going to a centralized structure or a hierarchical one.
Needs and Opportunities for Educational Networking In education, current interest in
dedicated networks, that is, those for educational purposes only, is mostly limited to those
that come under centralized or composite-centralized category. Organizational
considerations usually dictate that networks which are national in scope utilize a
composite-centralized structure -- an interconnection of specialized and regional networks
that themselves are likely to be centralized in nature. The motivation for development of

educational networks comes from the advantages inherent in sharing of library, computer,
laboratory, and human resources, thus making possible a more efficient utilization of the
limited resources that are available to the education sector. Motivation also comes from
the possibility of providing all segments of the educational community, irrespective of
where they are located and their tax-base, equality of access to high-quality instructional
material, resources and services; provision of educational services such as continuing
education for the purposes of updating education of various segments of the adult
population; services related to health and early childhood education -- in short, services
that are not adequately provided by the existing educational structure.
Networking of local distribution plants, particularly those reaching homes and having large
information carrying capacity such as cabletelevision systems, can also give economic
viability to speciality-oriented programming to cater to the needs of professional groups
and ethnic and cultural minorities -- something that has not been possible to date. Satellitebased networking also offers the opportunity of interconnecting and meeting the
educational and informational needs of isolated populations clusters in areas where the
extremes in topography and weather coupled with low-population density and small taxbase inhibit the delivery of information and education by conventional means or alternative
technologies.
Currently there are several forces operating on the educational establishment that might
lead to greater technology utilization in education. More detailed discussion of the status
of and needs, trends and issues in U. S. education can be found in a paper by Morgan, et.
al.[4] and a report by Anderson and Greenberg.[6] In brief, education is being asked to
equalize opportunity, update itself, become more responsive to the individual learner and
the real world, and control soaring costs at the same time. In the last ten years, while
enrollments were rising by some 29 percent, the costs of education have risen by 60
percent to 70 billion dollars and account for approximately 8 percent of the Gross National
Product.[5] The primary approach for coping with increasing enrollments to date have
been the multiplication of the number of conventional classrooms and teachers to the point
where the percentage increase in educational expenditure-has exceeded the growth in
Gross National Product (GNP).
Current attempts to increase taxes for education have been meeting stiff opposition
throughout the country. This is particularly evident in public elementary and secondary
education, where the major source of revenue for operating expenses has traditionally
come from local property taxes and where a “tax-payer’s revolt” has forced educational
planners and administrators to study ways and means of making the system more
productive to maintain the quality of the service or face the necessity of providing
diminished services. Education is the most labor intensive of all major U. S. economic
service sectors, with one estimate being that over 74 percent of current outlays in

elementary and secondary segment going to salaries for teachers and administrators.[6]
Thus the “Productivity” of the system is very heavily dependent upon the ability of
teachers. Increasing the productivity of teachers increased allotments of monetary
resources for instructional media and technology, and new instructional strategies
involving optimal teacher-technology mixes seem to be key factors in current thinking at
the federal level for coping with rising costs and educational deficiencies.[7]
There is also a rising demand for certain aspects of education, training, and retraining to
which today’s formal educational establishment has been slow to respond. According to a
report, prepared for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, there are some 30 million
Americans who have no more than a grammar school education and 50 million over the
age of 25 who do not have a high school diploma. These millions of Americans have
available to them only the bits and pieces of a non-formal education system. The
opportunity and the demand for a more flexible education system complete with training,
examinations and appropriate certification or degrees are coming into focus. The demand
for retraining is also growing. At the time of the report, there are over ten million
unemployed and many million more underemployed. Knowledge has been growing at such
a pace and the nature of job opportunities are changing so much that we can no longer
expect the education or training given once to an individual during youth to be sufficient
for the next thirty to forty years.
Research shows a child’s future learning capacity can be significantly influenced by his or
her development at the ages between three and five. There are over 14 million children in
the U. S. in this age group whose educational needs are not adequately met.[8] The
majority of this nation’s school districts have no program for children this age and those
nursery schools and kindergartens that do exist are located in the urban centers, thus not
reaching large numbers of rural children. Experience in the Appalachian region has shown
that television programs coupled with home-visitations can help meet this need for
preschool education.
The pressures cited above appear to be stimulating increased interest in educational
networking for resource sharing to reduce costs, to allow wider dissemination of and equal
access to high-quality instructional materials, to reduce the software cost per child by
assemblying a large mass of users, to provide for new educational opportunities and to
help meet educational needs that fall outside of the realm of the formal educational
establishment. One may also anticipate greater reliance on telecommunications for
educational planning and data collection through a network of Educational Information
Systems (EIS) styled after the well known Management Information Systems (MIS) used
in corporate. enterprises.

Open educational systems are being developed in many parts of the U. S. to provide more
flexible education and/or to cater to the demands of those who are not reached by the
existing establishment. There is considerable talk about making some of these systems
technology-intensive to provide education at a time, place, and pace convenient to the
student. Local telecommunications-based distribution systems such as cable-television
systems are capable of bringing education directly to homes as well as specially designated
and equipped learning centers. Regional or nationwide interconnection of the individual
open educational systems will allow advantage to be taken of economies of scale in
providing students with a greater choice of subject and courses. These concepts are
currently being examined by the National Academy of Engineering.
Further information on networking needs and opportunities for various educational sectors
and services, the medical community, and libraries, can be found in the literature.[1-3,
9-13] Brown et. al.[1] have discussed networking opportunities for higher education. Singh
and Morgan [9-11] have provided detailed accounts of the current status of educational
television and radio stations in the United States, Instructional Television Fixed Service
(ITFS) installations, national, regional, intrastate, and inter-institutional educational
networks, and near-term regional and national television networking opportunities and
needs; status of computer-based instruction (CBI), prospects for large centralized CBI
systems, and possible satellite utilization for CBI delivery; computer utilization and
communications in education, and possibilities for large, highly centralized as well as
composite-centralized computer networks in education. Becker[3] and Niehaus[12] have
discussed current telecommunications utilization in libraries, network needs and
development, network services, and library network organization. Davis[2, 13] has
discussed the plans of the Lister Hill National Center for Biomedical Communications for
a biomedical communications network, services, and organization.
The U. S. Congress recognized some of the potentials of educational networking,
particularly those relating to institutions of higher education, by adding Title IX, Networks
for Knowledge, to the Higher Education Act of 1968 with provision for support of
cooperative exploration of new computer and communications technologies among
institutions of higher education. However, this program was never funded. Currently, the
U. S. Office of Education seems to be moving in this direction as is indicated by its
support of large-scale telecommunications experiments involving NASA’s ATS-F satellite
and a study related to the generation of “A Planning Document for the Establishment of a
Nationwide Educational Telecommunication System”.[14]
In an October, 1971 speech before the Convention of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, the U. S. Commissioner of Education, Sidney P. Marland, Jr.,
stated, “I should like to move now, nationally, through whatever influence my office can
exert, to establish educational technology as a dependable resource to be used widely and

regularly - one might say routinely - to effect significant and revolutionary improvement in
existing forms of education”.[7] Commissioner Harland outlined the intentions of his
Office to seek broadened legislative authority to support newly developed
telecommunications technologies, including satellites, cable TV and ITFS.
Current Status of Educational Networking Educational radio and television represent
early attempts at educational networking. In recent years, an organizational and
networking base has developed for these services which is national in scope. Currently
there are some 500 educational radio stations operating in the U. S. Only 101 of these
stations meet the necessary transmitter power, minimum staff, and operational
requirements to qualify for assistance from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)
as affiliates of National Public Radio (NPR). NPR has recently tnitiated an interconnection
of its affiliates using AT & T facilities, and a program library service. Currently NPR
networking is based on low-fidelity audio channels (3-5 kHz) due to unavailability and/or
high cost of high-fidelity, long-distance audio circuits. In the long-term, NPR is looking
forward to establish a network capable of handling high-fidelity stereo signals to permit
real-time distribution of such programs and to eliminate the trucking of tapes that is
employed today.
Currently there are some 219 ETV stations in the nation. These stations are predominantly
located in densely populated areas and radiate signals that are within the reach of over 75
percent of the nation’s population. Of these stations, some 43 percent are licensed to state
and local educational systems, 32 percent to universities and colleges and the remainder to
community organizations. Stations licensed to local education boards are primarily
involved with instructional programming whereas those licensed to community groups and
universities are more oriented towards public television programming. Stations licensed to
state agencies have, in most cases, a well balanced program schedule.
All ETV stations are affiliated with Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) which is a user
controlled distribution system. PBS has been able to negotiate dedicated 24-hour
networking arrangement with AT & T which, when completed at the end of 1972 will
interconnect some 110 feed points and allow program origination from a number of points
(see Figure 1). 105 other stations are to be served by state systems paid by those states and
those in Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico will be served by video tape distribution.
In addition to PBS, which is national in scope, the nation’s ETV stations are also served
by six regional networks: Eastern Educational Television Network (EETN), Southern
Educational Communications Association (SECA), Central Educational Network (CEN),
Midwestern Educational Network (MEN), Rocky Mountain Public Broadcasting Network
(RMPBN), and Western Educational Network (WEN).[9] Distribution within these
networks is accomplished by a combination of private microwave, common carrier and

Figure 1. Inter- and Intra-State Educational Communication Networks (Refs. 9, 34)

bicycling of video tapes. In addition to these regional networks, ETV stations are also
served by a number of program libraries: National Instructional Television (NIT) and Great
Plains National Instructional Television Library (GPNITL) for instructional programming;
Public Television Library (PTL) and National Educational Television (NET) for
programming that is public affairs, cultural and entertainment oriented. Distribution of
programs from these libraries is based on trucking of video tapes.
At least 15 of the states in the nation have their ETV stations completely interconnected
and 6 states are reported to be moving towards this goal.[9] Of the 15 states with complete
interconnection, nine own the interconnection system and the remaining six use either
common carrier or private facilities. Figure 1 shows the PBS, regional and intrastate
educational communication networks. It also includes a number of instructional networks
such as Michigan Expanded Resource for Graduate Education (MERGE) in Michigan,
TAGER in Texas, Stanford system, and several others. [9] At the time of the writing of
this paper, the authors have learned that an extensive instructional network has gone into
operation in the state of Minnesota. According to a PBS survey conducted in late 1970,
state ETV networks in several states (particularly those in Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi,
New York, North Carolina, and South Carolina) also link many universities and colleges,
schools, and hospitals.[9] Total capital investment in owned interconnection facilities is
estimated to be in excess of $10 million. A similar amount of money is also paid on an
annual basis to common carriers for leased interconnection facilities.
In addition to educational radio and television broadcast stations and associated networks,
educators have also invested in Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS) and ClosedCircuit Television facilities. ITFS is a radio service operating in the 2500-2690 MHz
frequency band and is designed for linking closed-circuit installations in schools and
universities separated by wide distances.[9] As of September, 1970, there were some 160
ITFS transmitters licensed to various educational institutions/ organizations in the country
totalling over 560 channels. Some 32.5 percent of these transmitters are licensed to
religious organizations for use in parochial schools.
According to the latest available statistics,[9, 15] use of closed-circuit television systems in
education has grown considerably in the last five years. The majority of large sophisticated
systems belong to institutions of higher learning whereas schools are reported to have
rather simple setups. Some 26 percent of the nations schools (21,000 out of 81,000) own
Video Tape Recorders.[15]
Computers have gained fairly good acceptance in education for a variety of applications
ranging from administrative data processing to interactive problem solving, research,
instruction and information retrieval.[io, ill It also appears that computer utilization in
education will continue to grow in terms of institutions having access to computers, time

available to individual students, and variety of applications. The growth rate will be a
function of a number of factors including developments in computer technology which
bring about reduction in computation cost, the money supply, and the emphasis on
providing equitable access to all students irrespective of where they are located and in
which institution they are enrolled. “Super-computers” such as CDC STAR and Illiac IV
hold special promise for educational users in the coming decade. Remote computing
networks based on super-computers not only promise economies of scale and
specialization but also are capable of providing a large choice of languages and systems
that no ordinary institution could afford in a campus facility. The future of remote
computing networks is definitely bright in situations where the basic need is the delivery of
raw computing power (a great deal of power but relatively few applications on an
occasional basis) and not enough to justify dedicated campus facilities.
The development of distributed (composite-centralized) networks is also foreseen in which
campus or regional computing centers would be connected among themselves.
Interconnection of computing centers will offer network members access to all specialized
facilities--both hardware and software-located throughout the network. Another approach
to computer network development may involve small, local computers for most needs, but
with the capability of tying-in with larger, remote computers when required. This involves
a blend of several features--minicomputers, super-computers, timesharing, remote batch,
and communications--and, in the future, may well become a common way of organizing
and distributing computing power. Such an approach not only promises access to
specialized hardware and software that may be prohibitive to develop at each individual
location but also provides for the possibility of sharing the load with the remote computer
during peak hours.
Although computer networking is still in its infancy and the differences in type, size,
speed, word length, operating systems, etc. among campus computing facilities pose
serious problems for distributed (composite-centralized) networks, various starts have
been made in this direction. The Regional Computing Facility in the State University of
New York and Triangle Universities Computation Center in North Carolina are good
examples of centralized networks whereas the ARPA network and the Princeton-Carnigie
Mellon-IBM network mark the beginning of distributed networks.[11]
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) experimental computer network
interconnects 20 autonomous, independent computer systems to permit interactive
resource sharing between any pair of systems--sharing of programs, load, data, and
specialized hardware features. At the time of the writing of this paper, there is a great deal
of talk about enlarging the scope and membership of the ARPA network under National
Science Foundation sponsorship. Although at this time it is difficult to make accurate
predictions about the rate of growth in computer networking, it is possible that in future

years we will see the inception of a number of networks which will provide a competitive
alternative to autonomous campus facilities and/or minicomputers.
Cable-television systems have also caught the imagination of the educational community
and are likely to be of major use in urban and suburban areas for interconnection of
educational institutions in communities as well as delivery of various educational services
to homes and learning centers. The FCC has made it mandatory for CATV systems to
carry local ETV broadcast signals and, in the top 100 markets, to provide one free channel
each for instructional, local-government and public-access purposes.[16] It has also
required new CATV systems to build two-way capability. Such capability is very likely to
promote new interactive instructional services such as delivery of raw computing power to
homes, learning centers, and schools from a centralized source, “talk-back” television
providing interaction with a studio teacher, and computer-assisted instruction (CAI). A
number of interactive television and data-file based inquiry systems have already been
developed and many more are under development.[17]
MITRE Corporation has already demonstrated a computer controlled interactive television
system (TICCIT) which seems to have great potential for instruction, consumer inquiry,
etc.[18] With an estimated ultimate penetration of 40 to 45 percent of TV households in
the nation, CATV has all the potentials of being a major vehicle for local educational
networking and delivery of instruction. With CATV franchises under local control, it is
always possible to obtain concessions in excess of those made mandatory by FCC. In fact,
some instances in New York and California have been reported where organized
educational interests have been able to get free drop points in schools, colleges, libraries,
use of the cable operator’s studio facilities, and promise for future hookup with ITFS
systems and CATV systems of adjacent towns.[9]
As far as satellites are concerned, there have already been a number of experiments using
NASA’s Applications Technology Satellites. Table 1 lists experiments which have been
completed, those which are continuing and experiments that are pending. ATS-1 and
ATS-3 satellites have been and are being used experimentally for delivery of educational
radio programs to Alaska, lecture, seminar, and data exchange between Stanford
University and Brazil, tele-diagnosis and tele-consultation services for remote parts of
Alaska, and delivery of Computer-Assisted Instruction to an Indian reservation school in
New Mexico.[19] The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare together with the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) is planning a major satellite-based experiment
in the Rocky Mountain states for delivery of instructional and public programming and
medical service to small earth-stations located in isolated areas, using NASA’s ATS-F
satellite. This experiment, scheduled for the fall of 1973, will also involve Alaska and
Appalachia.

TABLE 1
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS
Completed:
Corporation for Public Broadcasting

Concluded
March 1970

Spacecraft
ATS 1, 3

Continuing:
State of Alaska
University of Hawaii
Stanford University/Brazil

Started
June 1970
March 1971
April 1971

ATS-1
ATS-1
ATS-3

Educational Radio
Pacific Interconnection
Lecture, Seminar, Data
Exchange

NPR/Alaska Spring
NLM/OE/Alaska

Spring 1971
Summer 1971

ATS-1
ATS-1

Educational Radio
Medical/Public Education
Communications

Stanford University

Summer 1971

ATS-3

CAI Delivery

Estimated Start
Fall 1973
Summer 1974

ATS-F

ETV Distribution

1975

ATS-G

ETV/ITV Broadcast

Approved:
NASA/CPB/HEW
NASA/India
Pending:
NEA and Alaska, California, Florida and
Illinois Departments of Education

Purpose
Transcontinental
Interconnection

Educational Satellite Networks
Introduction There are three distinct ways in which satellite networks for education
might be developed. One alternative would be to obtain necessary channel capacity at fullcost, reduced-cost, or no-cost terms from the commercial satellite systems that are likely to
come into existence shortly. An educational network could be built using commercial
earth-terminals where convenient as well as those constructed specifically to serve the
needs of the. educational community. The second approach would be to construct a
dedicated educational satellite system by deploying a relatively high-power satellite
capable of serving a large number of nodes directly. Such a system could connect earthterminals with operating centers and/or redistribution points without making use of any
terrestrial microwave-relay “tails”. Yet a third alternative would be to base the educational
satellite system on a combination of commercial as well as dedicated satellites.
Commercial satellites would be used to interconnect and feed redistribution points of
common interest, such as CATV headends, while dedicated educational satellites would
serve redistribution points and areas not likely to be served by commercial operators.
Table 2 summarizes possible future roles for communications satellites in the delivery of
educational media and services. These roles are based upon present and near-term state-ofthe-art of satellite technology and are compiled from detailed studies reported
elsewhere.[4, 5]
Proposed Commercial Domestic Systems The Federal Communications Commission,
in its Report and Order in Docket 16495 in the matter of domestic communication satellite
facilities, adopted on March 20, 1970, declared that applicants proposing multipurpose
domestic communications satellite systems should discuss the terms and conditions under
which satellite services would be made available for data and computer usage in meeting
the instructional, educational, and administrative requirements of educational institutions.
The FCC further stated that applicants seeking authorization for domestic communications
satellite systems should define the terms and conditions under which satellite channels
would be made available for noncommercial broadcast networks, if the applicants’
proposed service includes commercial television or radio program transmission. Of eight
applications that were filed, four responded to the FCC directives by spelling out their
public service offerings. Others either did not make any proposals or merely indicated they
would be willing to accommodate requirements of noncommercial ETV networks if and
when the FCC decides that it is in the public interest for ETV networks to be provided
satellite channels free of charge or at reduced rates. Table 3 shows the various offerings
made by commercial satellite system applicants.

TABLE 2
PRIMARY ROLES FOR SATELLITES TOWARDS THE DELIVERY OF
CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA AND SERVICES
SERVICE

PRIMARY ROLES FOR SATELLITES

Instructional Television

Direct delivery to schools and learning centers,
to broadcast stations, ITFS and cable headends
for further redistribution.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

Delivery of CAI to small, remote institutions,
particularly those 70-80 miles or more away
from a major metropolitan area.

Computing Resources
Multi-Access Interactive
Computing

Delivery of interactive computing to remote
institutions for the purposes of problem solving
and implementation of regional EIS.

Remote Batch Processing

Delivery of raw computing power to small,
remote institutions for instructional computing
and administrative data processing.

Computer Interconnection

Interconnection of the computer facilities of
institutions of higher education and regional
computer networks for resource sharing.

Information Resource Sharing
Interlibrary Communication

Interconnection of major libraries for
bibliographic search and interlibrary loans, etc.

Automated Remote Information
Retrieval

Interconnection of institutional and/or CATV
headends with major information storage
centers.

Teleconferencing

Interconnection of educational institutions for
information exchange without physical
movement of the participants and for gaining
access to specialists.

TABLE 3
PUBLIC SERVICE OFFERINGS OF SATELLITE APPLICANTS [Refs. 4,5]
Applicant

Public Service Offering(s)

American Telephone and Telegraph
Company and Communications
Satellite Corporation

Willing to discuss with Corporation for Public Broadcasting terms and conditions. Applicant referred
to negotiations that were being carried out between the CPB and AT&T for a reduced rate network
arrangement using terrestrial facilities for nationwide public television distribution.

Communications Satellite
Corporation

Willing to work out some sort of preferential service to meet the requirements of the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting.

Fairchild Industries

(1) Two fully non-interruptable satellite transponder channels, at no cost, for the Public Broadcasting
Service; shared use of narrow-beam channels for “off-shore” locations of Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, and Panama Canal zone; (2) Part-time, free use of two satellite transponder channels for healthcare delivery throughout U.S.; (3) Free provision of one or two instructional television channels from
the satellite directly to low-cost terminals for school or community use in 2.5 GHz band; and (4) Free
use of the spacecraft segment for a communications system for Alaska.

MCI-Lockheed Satellite
Corporation

Proposes to make available for educational experimentation the equivalent of five TV channels
without charge for a period of five years. Also plans to offer equal transmission capacity for the
remaining satellite life at an undesignated fraction of the regularly established rates.

Hughes Aircraft Company

Two TV channels on the first satellite with complete back-up and no pre-emption. Two additional
channels on the second satellite but pre-emptible. Free access to channels from any authorized ground
station.

RCA Global Communications/
RCA Alaska Communications

Two TV channels at reduced rates for ETV distribution. Public Radio program distribution on “piggy
back” basis on channels assigned to ETV. Promotional rates for experimental ITV services via
standby satellite. Two TV channels for Alaska on regular rate basis.

Western Union Telegraph Company

Willing to offer one or more channels for ETV distribution if the FCC decides that it is in the public
interest that non-commercial ETV networks should be provided channels without charge.

Western Telecommunications

Willing to offer no-cost or reduced cost channels for PTV networking.

We have examined the domestic satellite proposals in detail in connection with the
opportunities they provide for educational networking.[4] In general, there are three major
deficiencies associated with these proposals as far as educational networking is concerned:
(1) low-power transponders necessitating use of costly earth-terminals; (2) use of 4 and 6
GHz frequency bands which severely restrict the colocation of the earth-terminals with
urban operation and/or redistribution centers; and (3) relatively few receive/transmit earthstations are planned which complicates the problem of access.
Due to relatively low EIRP transmissions contemplated in most of the proposals, the earthterminals are expensive--ranging from $6.4 million for each of the five terminals in the AT
& T-Comsat proposal to $0.1 million for receive-only terminals proposed in the Hughes
Aircraft application for CATV interconnection. With the sole exception of Fairchild’s plan
for an optional 2.5 GHz transponder, all of the television distribution services are of the
indirect type, i.e., programs are relayed to earth-stations that are not colocated with the
ultimate dissemination points (CATV headends, broadcast stations, institutional headends,
etc.) and therefore require terrestrial links for the ur oses of redistribution. In 4/6 GHz
operation, colocation is not always possible even if it is intended, particularly in urban
centers, that have a high concentration of terrestrial microwave links operating in the same
bands on a shared basis.
The other problem or limitation of the domestic satellite system proposals is that of access
to receive/transmit earth-terminals for two-way communication. In the domestic proposals,
relatively few receive/transmit type earth stations are planned and two-way traffic flow is
primarily point-to-point (single-route) among a few large communication centers. Access
for non-TV communications is to be primarily through the established carriers (e.g. AT &
T) and associated local subscriber plant. Such an approach does not make full use of the
possibilities inherent in the technology for cost reductions that are obtainable from direct
interconnection of certain user facilities and bypassing the local plant. In addition,
domestic satellite proposals, as currently structured, do not facilitate thinroute
communications such as those required for the delivery of CAI and other interactive
educational material and medical services to isolated areas.
The importance of providing for some local inputs and control has been mentioned
previously. In public television and radio, unlike commercial broadcasting network
practices, there is a great deal of emphasis on multiple point origination, sub-national
program distribution provisions or regional split, and channels for program assembly from
distant affiliates. Both the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) and National Public Radio
(NPR) have agreed upon a common list of 28 origination points.[20] Future PBS
networking requirements are also different from those of commercial TV networks in that
they specify stereo audio and a dual grade of service--a very high performance link for
program distribution to broadcast stations and an adequate but slightly lower performance

link for school roof-top and CATV installations. NPR requirements or expectations differ
from those of their commercial counterparts in that NPR is trying to build a high-fidelity
stereo network--something that does not exist today primarily because of the cost and
inadequacy of the AT & T plant.
In view of the free transponder offers by three companies, Fairchild, MCI-Lockheed, and
Hughes Aircraft, it is conceivable that public television might be permitted to build
additional access points, i.e., receive/ transmit terminals to satisfy its multiple origination
requirements. However, in view of the cost of the receive/transmit terminals capable of
operating in conjunction with the proposed low-power satellites--a cost that is likely to
exceed $200,000 per terminal for even the simplest installations, the wisdom of such an
investment is questionable and particularly so when the access is not to be obtained on a
full-time basis and when other alternatives are available.
The limitations of the proposed domestic systems become apparent when one considers
educational services other than public television and radio. Control of education in the
nation is highly decentralized. Although many opportunities may exist for a nationwide
ITV program distribution (or other service centers), there is also need for sub-national or
regional distribution arrangements which are more flexible than those offered in most of
the proposed systems. There are a large number of points (broadcast stations, institutions,
cable headends, etc.) that are potential nodes in an educational network. Satellite system
applicants have paid a great deal of attention to public broadcasting and relatively little to
delivery of services for in-school or home instruction. Although the FCC clearly asked
multipurpose system applicants to discuss terms and conditions under which satellite
services would be made available for data and computer usage in meeting instructional and
administrative requirements of educational institutions, only one applicant (MCILockheed) attempted to respond to the FCC directive in these areas.
Although the domestic satellite systems offer some opportunities for educational
utilization, they appear to suffer from a variety of deficiencies as far as optimal utilization
for educational networking is concerned. Here, as in the cases of broadcast television and
cable television, development of commercial interests have overshadowed public service
and educational considerations.
Dedicated Educational Satellite System A large-scale network involving a satellite and
dedicated solely to education is a second alternative for satellite networks for education.
High-power satellites, whether they be of the fixed- or broadcast-type, operating in
frequency bands that allow easy colocation offer the potential of directly interconnecting
low-cost, small earth terminals. These satellites open up avenues for significant cost
reductions as well as introduction of many new services that cannot be implemented with
low-power satellites operating in standard 4, 6 and 7 GHz bands with their rather strict

frequency sharing and earth-terminal site coordination requirements.[4, 21] Use of
satellites in educational telecommunications is not going to be primarily for the sake of
using satellites but only if they offer significant cost reductions and/or new services that
are not provided by existing facilities. In an environment where a large number of points
are to be interconnected, high-power satellites (52-65 dBW EIRP per TV channel,
depending upon frequency and earth-terminal population) offer the potentials of significant
reductions in the price of voice and data services as well as “toll” TV, by being able to
work with small earth-terminals placed within population centers.
In certain situations, satellites in combination with cable-television systems capable of
handling limited two-way communications are likely to offer a viable, attractive alternative
to many long-distance services provided by the existing telephone plant. Only small
decreases in long-distance line costs are predicted for the 1970’s in spite of tremendous
advances in microwave and coaxial cable carrier systems because the increases in the local
subscriber plant costs are expected to continue to offset the reductions in the long-haul
transmission costs. High-power satellites also provide a means for direct delivery of
television programming to areas where terrain or weather conditions and small and
scattered populations do not make the development of conventional program distribution
and/or broadcasting economically viable.
Our studies to date have pointed out that most satellite interconnection requirements will
be satisfied by terminals capable of broadband reception from the satellite (multiple TV
channels as well as voice and data) and narrow-band transmission to satellite. The narrowband uplink transmissions are expected to contain user responses such as those involved in
CAI interaction and opinion polling, voice-feedback to a central point, and limited user
initiated links such as those for information retrieval (voice or low-speed data from the
user end). Establishment of such two-way links requires the addition of a transmitter chain
in the earth-terminals. Cost-studies indicate that in a situation involving a large number of
earth-terminals, it is not realistic to talk about a video return link from every earthterminal. There is not enough frequency spectrum available to sustain this kind of
application. Moreover, provision of a return video-link costs too much. The earth-terminal
price jumps up all the way to the $20,000 - $100,000 range depending upon the satellite
transponder receiving antenna characteristics.
The economic viability of a dedicated educational service is dependent upon putting
together a critical mass of communication traffic for the system. Preliminary cost studies
conducted using a modified version of General Dynamics/Convair Communication
Satellite System synthesis computer program[4, 22] indicate that it is not economically
attractive to put up a dedicated system merely to satisfy the near-term program distribution
objectives of public television and radio, However, as the scope of the system is
broadened to encompass various educational or instructional services and networking

points other than broadcast stations, a dedicated system becomes attractive which caters to
low-cost terminals capable of broadband reception and limited narrow-band uplink
transmission using frequency bands that permit easy colocation and higher transmitter
power onboard the satellite. Our first results have shown that sub-national beams compare
favorably with a national distribution beam and that systems seem to have a rather high
fixed-cost component, indicating that the total annual cost per channel decreases with an
increase in the number of channels distributed because the initial high fixed-cost is
distributed and amortized over the number of channels. The earth-segment cost is the
dominating portion of the total system cost in a networking environment consisting of a
large number of nodes and the system economics appear to favor large capacity and
multiple users. Barnett and Denzau[23] have described the phased development of a
system in which dedicated educational cable facilities are implemented prior to the
launching of a satellite system.
For a dedicated educational satellite system, 2.5 GHz and 12 GHz allocations are being
considered because they permit power-flux densities large enough to achieve optimal
balance between the satellite radiated power (and hence cost) and the earth-terminal cost
when the earth-terminal population is large. The recently allocated 2.500 - 2.690 MHz
frequency band appears to offer the most economical operation for a variety of
applications. Advantages include manageable antenna size, relatively tested hardware and
low hardware costs, low atmospheric and rain attenuation, and relatively efficient DC to
RF power conversion. However, this band is only 190 MHz wide and it is speculated that
the total 190 MHz bandwidth may never be used in North America due to requirements for
radioastronomy instruments that operate above 2670 MHz. In addition, 35-MHz wide
chunks of this band, on both ends, are also allocated to the fixed satellite service for small
earth-terminal demand-assigned communications. Thus, it is likely that only 120-155 MHz
of spectrum will be available to educators, enabling distribution of some 4-5 TV channels
or equivalent in a particular geographic area. By employing cross-polarization and RF
carrier staggering, the number of channels could be doubled.
It is not inconceivable at some later date, that demands for educational communication
might exceed the information carrying capacity offered by the 2.5 GHz band. In this case,
our studies[24] have suggested that the 11.7-12.2 GHz band may be used for
accommodating additional educational services. The 2.5 GHz band is definitely superior to
the 12 GHz band for handling interactive as well as multidestination data links, and it is
suggested that interactive communication services be given preference over TV and radio
program distribution in 2.5 GHz band. In order to accomplish this in the main 48 states, it
will be necessary to remove any service restrictions on the 2.50 - 2.69 GHz band for
educational telecommunications during national rulemaking proceedings. Retention of the
“Broadcasting Satellite Service” limitation imposed by the 1971 World Administrative

Radio Conference inhibits the potentials of this band for educational telecommunications.
The two 35-MHz wide fixed-satellite allocations are only likely to be used in Alaska.
It is also imperative to seek a suitable uplink allocation for use in the main 48 states to go
along with this downlink allocation for the purposes of establishing low-cost uplinks. A 2.5
GHz and 12 GHz combination is recommended in case the telecommunications demand
exceeds the capacity of the 2.5 CHz band. In situations where a common earth-terminal
must handle two different frequency bands, the colocation advantage of the 2.5 GHz band
will be severely reduced in combination with any frequency band other than 12 GHz in the
frequency spectrum of near-term interest.
A substantial portion of the technology needed for such a system should be available in the
mid 1970’s. The requirements imposed on antennas and attitude control systems are such
that they can be met by current hardware development, e.g., the 30-foot ATS-F & G space
deployable antennae. High power and high-efficiency TWTs and Klystron transmitters are
currently undergoing tests to provide power in excess of 100 watts at 2.5 GHz and in 1-4
kW range in Ku-band with efficiencies in excess of 50 percent.[25, 26] Prime power
generation in 1 to 20 kW range is feasible by extension of solar cell array technology and
without resorting to more exotic alternatives, i.e., solar thermodynamic, reactor
thermodynamic, and reactor thermionic techniques. The state-of-the-art of launch vehicles
does not impose any restrictions. Saturn V is capable of putting a 52,000 lb. payload in the
synchronous orbit. Our estimate is that a Titan IIIC7 vehicle or a vehicle with lesser
payload capability would suffice for the launch of educational satellites in the near-term
future.
NASA and private industry - sponsored research and developmental efforts in the area of
low-cost earth-terminals have already produced a number of low-cost single-channel
receiver designs in the frequency bands of near-term interest and work is continuing on at
least two multi-channel terminals for the 12 GHz band.[27, 28] Table 4 shows
characteristics and costs of single channel receivers available within today’s technology.
At Washington University, we have recognized the significance of satellite-based
interconnection of today’s cable-television system or tomorrow’s Broadband
Communications Networks (BCNs) and are currently in the process of fabricating a lowcost broadband earth-terminal capable of receiving 10-12 TV signals in the 12 GHz band
to be used in conjunction with a relatively high-power satellite (52-55 dbW ERP per TV
channel).[28] We have opted for a multi-carrier arrangement because it allows individual
TV channels to be originated from different programming centers simultaneously and
because such an arrangement permits channelization of the satelliteborne transponder
design. The terminal is to use a broadband 12 GHz mixer, with approximately 6dB noise

TABLE 4
SATELLITE BROADCAST RECEIVER FRONT-END COSTS AND NOISE CHARACTERISTICS
(for production year beginning 1971)
(after Ref, 29)

Frequency

Receiver Type

Noise Figure
(dB)

Unit Cost
Quantity 103

Quantity 106

620-790 MHz

Mixer
with Transistor Preamp.
with Tunnel Diode Preamp.
with Uncooled Paramp

6.7
3.6
3.6
1.3

$76.00
$82.00
$85.00
$94.00

$41.00
$41.00
$46.00
$51.00

2.50-2.69 GHz

Mixer
with Transistor Preamp.
with Tunnel Diode Preamp.
with Uncooled paramp

7.8
5.75
4.1
2.3

$89.00
$106.00
$106.00
$121.00

$44.00
$52.00
$52.00
$60.00

11.7-12.2 Ghz

Mixer
with Tunnel Diode Preamp
with Uncooled paramp

9.9
6.15
5.75

$119.00
$141.00
$168.00

$46.00
$54.00
$65.00

figure and a 1.5 GHz I.F., currently under development at the Westinghouse Corporation
for NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.
The technological areas which in our opinion require new and vigorous efforts are: shapedpattern antennae, array antennae capable of providing relatively narrow spots on earth
(0.1 degree or so), and RF/IF channel switching onboard the spacecraft.
A key element to the creation of a large-scale educational satellite network lies in the
search and design of an organizational and administrative structure that brings all or a
sufficient mass of educational users under a single umbrella and penetrates traditional
institutional, organizational and political boundaries. A study of design considerations and
restraints involved in the organization and administration of an instructional satellite
system[30] has put forth one possible organizational alternative in terms of a cooperative
public-private sector effort in which a non-profit instructional satellite corporation controls
the satellite and ground equipment and in which software is made available to schools on a
competitive basis.
In the structure of the system envisioned by DuMolin and Morgan,[30] there are two
independent spheres of control, (1) the administrative segment, and (2) the programproduction segment. Administration is the responsibility of the non-profit corporation that
has complete control over the earth-terminals, space segment, and accounting system for
the purposes of billing and protection of copyright. The non-profit corporation is to
function like a common carrier, providing any producer of educational media an
opportunity to market his product over the system. The non-profit structure was chosen to
ensure that the organization would provide services to outlying and rural schools where
operation might not prove sufficiently attractive to a profit-making corporation. This
separation of administrative and program-production segments is similar in concept to the
separation of programming and transmission operations in space broadcasting proposed by
Hult[31] and is designed to provide an incentive for the development of adequate amounts
of quality software as well as provide safeguards against the dangers inherent in the
centralization of program production and content control. This study represents once
possible organization form. Much more work remains to be done to explore this and other
alternatives.
At present, there exists a variety of organizations which could play a role in helping to
provide a framework for bringing both regional and national educational networks into
being. For example, in the planned ATS-F educational satellite experiment, the Rocky
Mountain portion is being planned by four organizations which have interests which cut
across state lines, namely, The Federation of Rocky Mountain States, The Western
Interstate Commission on Higher Education, The Educational Commission of the States
and the Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting. Both the U. S. Office of

Education and the Public Broadcasting Service have a national outlook. The National
Instructional Television Center and the Great Plains National Instructional Television
Library operate instructional tape and film distribution services which reach all parts of the
country by mail. Other organizations could be mentioned.
Hybrid System A third alternative for the development of educational satellite systems
is a combination of commercial satellite facilities and a dedicated satellite system.
Commercial satellite systems are likely to be used to interconnect CATV or cable
television systems to provide additional TV channels to cable system subscribers. Cable
interconnection is also important for educational interests because it not only can provide
local interconnection of schools in the area but a good percentage of homes as well. Cable
operators are not likely to own and operate two earthterminals, one for receiving
commercial programming from one of the commercial satellites and the other for receiving
educational programming from a dedicated educational satellite. However, there is no
reason why an arrangement of the type proposed by Hughes Aircraft[32] for terminal
ownership and fees cannot be worked out for the educational component. This alternative
will be the subject of future study.
Concluding Remarks In this paper, we have discussed the characteristics of educational
satellite networks, the rationale for establishing such networks, relevant experiments now
underway, and some possible alternative forms which might develop in the future. Perhaps
the most exciting prospect from the technological point of view, is that of a dedicated
educational satellite system which employs a high-power satellite as part of a large scale
educational telecommunications network. Such a network could provide a wide variety of
educational services and media to a diverse community of educational users.
Although NASA has been developing bits and pieces that go into the making of a highpower satellite, no strong national commitment to the development, flight-testing and
demonstration of the capabilities of a highpower satellite exists today. According to
Feldman and Kelly[33] under Congressional direction to de-emphasize point-to-point
communication satellite activity when the Communications Satellite Corporation was
established, NASA essentially abandoned the development of high-power satellites and
then proceeded to de-emphasize all satellite communications as well.[34] Early research
and development supported by NASA and the Department of Defense created the
technological base for the Intelsat series, but with exceedingly modest further support
since the early 1960’s , progress in this direction has been less than satisfactory.
Lately, there has been a great deal of talk about turning American industry and technology
away from defense and interplanetary travel to help seek solutions for problems here on
earth. Educational satellite networks provide a potential area for such endeavors.
However, we would close with the following note of caution.

There are many things right with U. S. education. Many of the wrongs will take more than
technology to correct. We have no guarantee that a large-scale dedicated educational
satellite network will make things better. If the technology is improperly deployed or
misused, the possibility clearly exists that it might make things worse. The success or
failure of such a system will depend to a large extent upon the quality and quantity of
information which flows over the network, the way such information is used and the effect
that such information has upon the educational user. The possibility of deploying a largescale educational satellite system also raises a number of important educational, legal,
economic and social issues which must receive careful attention before decisions are made
as to whether or not to implement such a system.
Experiments with a variety of teacher technology mixes using satellites and other
technology including video cassettes and cable television, should provide important new
insights if they are properly done and carefully evaluated both with regards to costs and
benefits. Planning for future educational satellite networks must heavily involve individuals
who can assess the social, political economic and educational impact of such systems.
Furthermore such efforts should be subject to early and continuing public exposure and
debate. In this manner, it is hoped that form and substance of any educational satellite
networks which may emerge will be such as to enhance education and equality of
educational opportunity in a democratic society.
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COMPUTER NETWORK DESIGN PRINCIPLES DERIVED FROM
EXPERIENCE AND MEASUREMENTS ON THE ARPA NETWORK
LEONARD KLEINROCK
Computer Science Department
University of California at Los Angeles

Summary The design of the ARPA experimental computer network was a distributed
effort which benefited from the talents of many people working both in concert and
independently. In this paper we discuss some of the principles of design which have
evolved from that effort. The measures, models and analytical results from design are
further compared to simulation and measurement of the network itself; this permits us to
evaluate the design tools themselves. We find that these principles are applicable to
message-switching networks in general, and therefore the scope of this paper goes beyond
that of the ARPA network.
The evolution of the ARPA network from a small four-node net in 1969 to the proposed
34-node net later this year is shown in the attached figure.
We discuss some of the modeling techniques which have been found useful in this network
design and review those simulation and measurement experiments which by-and-large lend
validity to the mathematical models proposed. It is shown that message-switching
networks of the ARPA type may be implemented in a rather straightforward fashion and
provide an economical message service compared to other current techniques. Furthermore
there is a heavy reliance on approximate methods, simulation and actual network
measurement which together permit one to gain an understanding of the more complex
aspects of network behavior. Heuristics are also necessary in this process for the selection
of good topologies and traffic flow assignments. The study of really large networks
(thousands of nodes) will undoubtedly require the development of new tools; it is clear that
some clever decomposition or partitioning of the network into supernodes and regions
(perhaps in a hierarchical structure) will be necessary.
Among the more difficult design problems which remain are: the specification of routing
and flow control procedures; the design of optimal topologies; the optimal assignment of
capacities with non-linear discrete cost functions; the consideration of large messageswitching nodes judiciously placed in the network; and many other related questions. It is
fair to say that these questions will occupy us for some time to come.

FIGURE 1

DATA NETWORKS AND POLICY: AN INTRODUCTION
PHILIP H. ENSLOW, JR.
U.S. Army Signal Corps
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President

Summary The data and computer communications services, including data networks, to
be made available in the future will depend not only upon the needs and desires of the
users; but also upon the economic, social, and regulatory factors that must be considered.
The Office of Telecommunications Policy in the Executive Office of the President has the
responsibility for recommending to the President national policies and goals in this area as
well as telecommunications in general.
Introduction Until the establishment of the Office of Telecommunications Policy in the
Executive Office of the President in 1970, the primary forces shaping the future of
computer and data communications, as well as other forms of communications services,
were the demands of the users and the legal arguments presented before the Federal
Communications Commission. Regardless of the objectivity and well-meaning efforts of
the users and the common carriers, these encounters have often suffered from a myopic
picture of the future, and the development of longrange goals has often been displaced by
legal interpretations of a Communications Act that is badly outdated and woefully unable
to cope with modern technology.
The Office of Telecommunications Policy is pursuing programs in the area of data and
computer communications that will provide the information necessary to establish national
policies. To quote from OTP’s 1973 budget and program objectives.
Background and General Program Objective The growth of nationwide information
networks based upon the combined use of computers and communications will
undoubtedly have a radical impact on the organization and economies of major public and
private institutions such as finance and banking, publishing, retailing, transportation,
research and development, and medicine. Policies which encourage or inhibit the growth
of this technology and which affect the structure and incentives of the industry which
provides these services will have pervasive national consequences.

“To support the formation of sound policies, it will first be necessary to define, measure,
and predict the economic and social considerations affected by this technology and to
define those policy issues which the Government needs to resolve.”
Major Objectives to be Accomplished
1. Identify the sources and relative magnitudes of economies of scale and economies of
specialization in the provision of computer-based information network services.
2. Assess the need for, and impact of, further standardization of interfaces among
information network components.
3. Evaluate the ability of the communications industry to provide the range of
communications services required to support efficiently the development of nationwide
hybrid computer-communications networks.
4. Determine whether the industry supplying computer-communications services has
taken adequate measures to protect the privacy of their users.
OTP: History and Functions The Office of Telecommunications Policy was created
by an Executive Order signed by President Nixon in September of 1970. It is one of the
major offices in the Executive Office of the President. (Figure 1) The present authorized
size for OTP is 65 professionals and support staff making it the fourth largest of these
offices. OTP has three general missions. (Figure 2) The first of these is the one that is most
commonly thought of --- the introspective review of the Government’s own use of
communications and its management of communications resources. This is an on-going
process that is implemented by establishing policy guidance for the Executive Branch of
the government and by advising the Office of Management and Budget on the
communications budgets for the Executive Branch agencies. The second primary mission
is to provide a single focal point and voice within the Executive Branch for dealing with
the Federal Communications Commis sion and the Congress on telecommunications
matters. Finally, and certainly of most interest to you, is our role as the President’s
principal advisor on national policies for telecommunications. In executing this last
mission, OTP focuses its attention on long-range policy goals and objectives, although it is
certainly impossible to detach itself completely from current problems.
Perspective for the Need for Policy There may be some question as to why national
policies are required for computer and data communications. It is basically a matter of
priorities in the application of national resources and the desire to foster the growth and
application of the benefits of this new technology.

The functions of computer and data communications are considered within the context of
the overall review of common carriers. The common carrier industry has important
resource contraints that highlight the need for national policy when one considers all the
uses to be made of the systems. The carriers place an enormous demand on the investment
capital resources of this country. (Figure 3) AT&T alone is investing approximately
$8.4 billion in construction in 1972. The total construction budget for 1972, adding in the
independent telephone companies, is $10.5 billion. A small amount of this funding is
generated internally; however, the requirements of the telephone companies for external
financing represent over 20% of the total needs of all U.S. industry for construction
financing. AT&T’s requirements for new money rose from $1.2 billion in 1969 to $4.5
billion in 1971 placing a severe strain on the market for capital financing. There is no

reason to expect these figures to decrease, in fact, the ever expanding uses being made of
communications services in our life will cause the gross numbers to increase greatly, while
the percentage for external financing will probably advance slightly. The need for a set of
coherent policies in an industrial segment that consumes so much capital is obvious
without even considering other resource contraints such as the technical problem of limited
frequencies being available for those portions of the systems that require microwave
transmission to be economically viable.
OTP, the FCC, and Policy Formulation Telecommunications Policy may be made in
several ways. In the past, the only government agency active in this area was the Federal
Communications Commission. An extremely common question is “What is the relationship
between the FCC and the OTP?”
The FCC is an agent of the Congress assigned the mission of executing certain functions
prescribed in the Communications Act of 1934 and the Satellite Act of 1962. These are
primarily the control of frequencies for non-Government users, the licensing of broadcast
stations, and the regulation of the communications common carriers. To quote from a
speech by Chairman Burch: “We try to be arbiters, defining and redefining the rule book
with all possible precision.” It is interesting to note that the report on regulatory agencies
within the Federal Government, known as the “Ash Report,” recommended that all of the
Federal regulatory commissions such as the Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal
Trade Commission, etc., be replaced except for the FCC. It did recommend, however, that
the number of FCC commissioners be reduced from seven to five for more efficient
operation.
OTP may express a national policy goal or objective as the Executive Branch’s input to the
Commission on a matter that they have under study or as a request that they initiate action
to implement a new policy by a change in their rules and regulations. (Figure 4) Another
method that can be employed is legislation proposed by the Administration to the

Congress. This method is particularly important when the subject area is one that is not
covered by present FCC regulations. The establishment of procurement and operating
policies for the Executive Branch is certainly another very effective method for
implementing a policy goal as all of you involved with computers are well aware. And, of
course, a policy may be implemented merely by its presentation as a Presidential policy
statement or position in a certain area. All of these have been used in the past and
undoubtedly will continue to be used in the future.
OTP’s Computer-Communications Charter OTP’s responsibilities in the computercommunications area are spelled out specifically in the Executive Order establishing the
Office. (Figure 5) It is the only agency within the Executive Branch charged with
examining the effects of the interaction of computers and communications and
recommending policies in this area. We have initiated several programs in this area and are
proceeding to examine the effects of these interactions.

Basic Policy Issues Some of the major policy issues and problems in this area have
already been recognized. These are subjects such as privacy, security, standardization, and
the effects of future data transmission requirements on the performance of the overall
transmission plant. A corollary issue that we feel should also be examined is “What should
be the characteristics of the communications plant if it is to properly support the full
exploitation of geographically dispersed information and computation systems?” The

question now takes on the character of an overall systems organization problem. What are
the trade-offs between computation, communications, and storage? Should there be just
one central copy of the data base, multiple distributed copies, or should the data base be
fragmented with the major portions of it kept near the locations at which will normally be
used? What about the distribution of the computing function --- should there be intelligent
terminals, dumb ones, or something in between? All of these factors have effects on the
requirements for both data communications as well as computing, storage, and terminal
equipment.
As an initial base point, we would find it very useful to know what the system design
might be if it were not restricted to the services and equipment currently available. The
sizing and other characteristics of current building blocks may be all wrong.
Problems in Starting Policy Studies The major problem we have had in getting policy
studies started in the computer-communications area has been the lack of clearly defined
issues or even a general understanding and agreement on what the basic problems are.
(Figure 6) The practitioners of both of the major disciplines involved, communicators and
“computerniks,” have each assumed that the facilities that will be available in the future
will be the same as those existing today. There has been a general attitude on the part of
both that little can be done to have any effect on the other. There are also very large
intellectual knowledge gaps between these two major disciplines as well as the others that
should be considered, such as economic, legal, and social implications. Another problem
that we have had to contend with in initiating policy work has been the lack of previous
interdisciplinary work that would have provided the base on which to start our studies.
Since this basic ground work is not available, one of our first tasks will be to develop it.

Basic Questions Some of the questions that we need the answers to are so simple that
you wonder why no one can answer them, but then you realize that they may have been
ignored in the past because there was nothing that could be done with the answers. In any
type of analysis study you try to develop alternative methods for meeting a given
requirement. A question we have often asked is “What are your trade-offs between the
quality and the cost of a communications capability?” (Figure 7) Such a curve must exist,

for you can always overcome the effects of the errors by additional programming or more
sophisticated terminal equipment. The same type of question can also be asked about
transmission speed and cost. (Figure 8) Of course, it is at this point that the problem
becomes interesting, for these two curves are definitely interrelated and should be plotted
as a surface in 3-dimensional space. The trouble is that the number of dimensions in a
complete trade-off analysis does not stop at 3, and it is only with a knowledge of these
indifference curves that we can evaluate the effects of various policy options. Another one
of our favorite questions that has not been answered satisfactorily is “What would you do
with a really cheap one megabit transmission line?” Not that such a line is available today,
but it would help to know its possible uses in considering whether or not we should have
them.

Free-ranging questions such as these are not wasted effort. It is possible to change the
entire complexion of the communications plant of the future since each carrier requires a
detailed construction permit from the FCC before constructing any new facilities or
modifying existing ones. The usefulness of the answers to these questions in providing
guidance as to what future construction should be permitted is obvious.

We are interested in fostering the growth and development of both the computer industry
and the telecommunications support that it requires. To encourage this development, the
following basic questions need to be answered (Figure 9): How and to what extent will the
application of the computer transform our current concepts of network organization and
industry structure? What specific national policies will be required to ensure that the
benefits of these new service offerings can be realized in a timely manner without undue
government control or undesirable economic and social impacts? The question of industry
structure, regulation, and competition in the provision of teleprocessing and data
transmission service have also been the subject of extensive study by the FCC. Initial
rulings have been made; however, it does not appear that these issues are completely
decided yet.

Conclusion Although data communications and data networks are of particular
importance and interest to this group, you must recognize that national telecommunications
policy must fully consider all aspects of the problem. Of special importance are the effects
of data demands on the switched voice service, which is, and will continue to be, the major
use of our nationwide transmission networks. However, do not draw the inference that
because data dollars are small that they will be ignored or not fully considered. The
changes in old established policies that have already occurred are examples of the power
of this new demand being placed on our national communications facilities.

IMPLANTABLE ULTRASONIC BLOOD FLOWMETERS
J. D. MEINDL
Professor
Department of Electrical Engineering
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Summary Accurate measurement of pulsatile blood flow can be achieved on a chronic
basis in research animals through the use of totally implantable ultrasonic flowmeters.
The continuous wave Doppler flowmeter provides an attractive technique for
measurement of flow velocity at a particular location such as the center of the lumen; the
pulsed Doppler flowmeter is attractive for measurement of flow velocity distribution or
profile across the vessel and lumen diameter, and hence volume flow. Both instruments
can be electronically precalibrated and exhibit no baseline or scale factor changes during
chronic experiments. Custom designed silicon monolithic integrated circuits offer
significant advantages in reduced size and power drain as well as improved reliability in
these instruments.
Introduction Accurate measurement of pulsatile blood flow is of major importance in
cardiopulmonary research and development. It is particularly attractive to perform this
measurement on a chronic basis in research animals under a variety of normal and
abnormal conditions. The most promising instruments available for this purpose are
ultrasonic flowmeters. This paper briefly reviews their principles of operation as well as
their primary capabilities and limitations. In addition, a discussion is presented of two
new chronically implantable ultrasonic flowmeters which are designed using unique
families of silicon monolithic integrated circuits. Following initial applications in
animals, it is conceivable that these implantable flowmeters may be useful in heart
surgery patients. For example, by attaching a remotely removable transducer to the aortic
wall and connecting it to a subcutaneous electronics package, accurate monitoring of
cardiac output might be safely accomplished during the most critical phase of recovery.
CHRONIC PULSATILE BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT
The most desirable features of a chronically implantable blood flowmeter are listed in
Fig. 1. To begin with, the instrument should exhibit no measurement ambiguity; it should
measure a well defined physiological quantity to a specific degree of accuracy. Ideally, it
should require no calibration in vitro or in vivo by the user; it should come to him

electronically precalibrated by the producer. During chronic experiments, the instrument
should exhibit no significant changes in its baseline or its scale factor. For implantable
instruments, small size is an obvious necessity and low power drain is essential to long
operating life. To avoid trauma, non-constricting non-erosive flow transducer cuffs are
necessary. Finally, to assure full exploitation of an implantable instrument, it should be
immediately adaptable to automated data collection.
Electromagnetic Flowmeters For many years the most widely used instrument for
measurement of pulsatile blood flow has been the electromagnetic flowmeter [1,2].
Recently a battery operated version of this instrument was announced [3]. The most
attractive feature of the electromagnetic flowmeter is that the “flow induced” voltage (e)
between its electrodes is proportional to the average velocity of blood (v̄) flowing in a
circular vessel of lumen diameter (D). Assuming axial flow symmetry and a uniform
magnetic field intensity (B)
(1)
where the sensitivity (S) depends on vessel wall thickness, the tensor conductivity of the
wall and the blood conductivity [4]. If the factor (SBD) is known, (1) clearly indicates
that the electromagnetic flowmeter provides a measurement of average blood velocity (v̄)
only; to convert this information unambiguously to instantaneous volume of flow (Q) an
entirely independent measurement of lumen diameter (D) is essential since

(2)
Considering the factors which influence S, the product (SBD) can be determined
accurately only by the user through in vivo calibration of a given flow transducer via a
process such as excising the vessel and collecting a known amount of blood in a given
interval of time. Electronic calibration of the instrument is not feasible.
Baseline or zero drift is one of the most difficult problems encountered in
electromagnetic flowmeters [2,5]. The principal cause of zero drift in most instances is
unwanted voltages induced within the blood and the vessel wall by the sine wave or
square wave excitation of the field coils of the flowmeter. To appreciate this problem,
one might think of a field coil as an inductor imbedded in a lossy conductive medium
consisting of the blood and the vessel wall. Eddy currents induced in this medium by the
alternating excitation of the field coil persist for indefinite periods; the potentials they
generate between the electrodes of the cuff constitute an unpredictable source of baseline
shift which is particularly obscure in chronically implanted transducers. Leakage
currents between the field coils and the input electrodes as well as other factors [5] also
give rise to baseline shift. Consequently, to establish the approximate baseline necessary

to clamp the vessel at both ends of the flow cuff in order to insure that there is no
movement of blood within the cuff. In addition to baseline shifts, scale factor changes
may occur during chronic implantation of a flow cuff due to variations in sensitivity (S)
resulting from changes in vessel dimensions and tensor conductivity as well as blood
conductivity as previously discussed.
Ultrasonic Transit Time Flowmeters The difference in effective velocity of sound
pulses propagated alternately upstream and downstream through moving blood is a
measure of blood velocity that has been used as the basis of an ultrasonic blood
flowmeter [6]. The difference in transit times upstream and downstream is
(3)

where L is the distance between transducers, v̄p is the average flow velocity along the
path of sound, c is velocity of sound in blood and " the angle between the blood velocity
and sonic vectors [7]. An approximation implicit in (3) if it is to be used to describe an
actual blood vessel is that the length of the sound path in the vessel wall and surrounding
tissue is very small compared to the path length in blood. However, the key factor to
recognize is that v̄p in (3) is not the velocity averaged over the entire lumen area (i.e., v̄)
but rather the velocity averaged along the linear path of sound between the two
transducers. Since various velocity profiles or average velocities v̄ may give rise to the
same v̄p there is clearly an ambiguity present in attempting to measure volume flow [8].
consequently, empirical calibration by the user is necessary if one attempts to use this
device to estimate volume of flow.
To achieve a practical transit time flowmeter, differences in acoustic transit times on the
order of 10-10 sec must be measured [9]. This time interval is extremely small and the
instrumentation required to measure it tends to be complex, bulky, drift-prone and
expensive. Consequently, techniques have been developed for measuring the phase
difference )N between the upstream and downstream sound pulses [10,11]. In this case,
it appears that the baseline or zero flow output of the instrument depends on accurately
setting the phase relationships of the two transmitter and receiver channels [11]. This is
done initially by adjusting a tank circuit but cannot be checked during implantation
when, for example, changes in transducer impedances and hence channel phase shifts
cause zero drift.
Continuous Wave (CW) Doppler Ultrasonic Flowmeters A second type of ultrasonic
blood flowmeter is based upon the Doppler effect. In this instrument a beam of
ultrasonic energy is transmitted through the wall of a blood vessel where it is scattered
by the red cells of the bloodstream. The scattered energy which is shifted in frequency
according to the Doppler principle, is detected by a second transducer on the opposite

side of the vessel [12,13]. The Doppler frequency shift (fd ) in the scattered ultrasound is
given by
(4)
where fi is the incident frequency, fs the frequency of the scattered sound, v the blood
velocity, c the velocity of sound in blood and " the angle between the blood velocity and
incident sound vectors. Because blood velocity is a function of radial position within the
lumen, (4) represents only a description of the physical principle of operation of the CW
Doppler flowmeter and not necessarily its quantitative behavior. The design details of
the transducers and the demodulator determine whether this instrument provides an
estimate of flow velocity at a particular position or average velocity over the lumen (i.e.,
volume flow) or neither [14,15].
To measure blood velocity at the center of the lumen the CW Doppler flowmeter
transducers should be designed such that the diameter ()D) of the volume of intersection
of the two transducer beam patterns is small compared with the lumen diameter (D) as
illustrated in Fig. 2. In this case v is effectively a constant with the volume of
intersection of diameter )D and (4) accurately describes fd as essentially a single line
spectrum. Consequently a simple zero crossing demodulator (which in effect computes
the second moment of the scattered signal power density spectrum) provides an accurate
estimate of velocity at the center of the lumen [14,15]. The benefits to the user of
measuring central lumen blood velocity are significant. It is an unambiguous
measurement; the measuring instrument can be electronically precalibrated with a high
degree of absolute accuracy; and, the measurement is virtually immune to zero drift and
changes in scale factor. In addition, estimates of volume flow for a particular vessel can
be made by assuming a flow profile and a lumen diameter or by empirical calibration of
the instrument.
In contrast to measure volume flow with a CW Doppler flowmeter specifically designed
for the purpose, three distinctly different requirements must be met [14,15]:
(1)

the entire lumen cross-section must be uniformly illuminated by the transmitting
and receiving transducers;

(2)

the demodulator must compute the first moment of the power spectral density
function of the Doppler shifts SM such that

(5)

where f̄ d is the average frequency in S(f) and v̄ is the average blood velocity; and
(3)

lumen diameter must be measured by some independent technique to compute
volume flow in accordance with equation (3).

Pulsed Doppler Ultrasonic Flowmeter In principle the pulsed Doppler ultrasonic
flowmeter is an elegant extension of the CW Doppler velocity flowmeter. In this
instrument a short burst of ultrasonic waves is transmitted through the wall of a blood
vessel where it the red cells of the bloodstream. The scattered energy shifted in
frequency is detected by the same transducer sure of blood velocity as a function of
location within coordinates of each location are derived from the round of the burst of
ultrasonic waves from the transducer to return. Therefore, a blood velocity profile can be
measured with this instrument. In addition, ultrasonic energy scattered by the walls of
the vessel provides the basis for a direct measurement of its lumen diameter.
Consequently, the pulsed Doppler flowmeter provides more than sufficient information
for an accurate direct measurement of instantaneous volume of flow. Its performance
with respect to measurement ambiguities, electronic precalibration, zero drift and scale
factor changes is largely equivalent to that of the CW Doppler velocity flowmeter; it is
not subject to any inherent shortcomings.
Comparative Features of Flow Telemetry Comparing the various types of flowmeters
which have been discussed with respect to measurement ambiguities, electronic
precalibration, zero stability and scale factor constancy it appears that the CW Doppler
velocity flowmeter and the pulsed Doppler velocity profile or volume flowmeter offer
the highest levels of performance. The capabilities of these two instruments although
generally desirable are especially attractive for reliable chronically implantable telemetry
systems.
Considering size and power drain, the principal difference between the flowmeters under
discussion is a consequence of the large (e.g., 500 ma) field currents which are needed in
the electromagnetic flow transducer. Typical power requirements for electromagnetic
flowmeters exceed 500 mw while those of the implantable ultrasonic flowmeters
described hereafter are 10-20 mw. As a consequence of their large field current
requirements electromagnetic flowmeters must use relatively sizeable battery packs and
cannot be implanted unless provision is made for battery recharging through the skin.
The electromagnetic flowmeter cuff must fit rather tightly around a blood vessel in order
to provide good electrical contacts between the vessel wall and the three signal carrying
electrodes of the cuff. A looser fit is permitted for ultrasonic flowmeter cuffs since direct
contact with the vessel walls is unnecessary; however, proper alignment of the
transducers) must be assured. Because it requires only a single ultrasonic element, which

can be mounted in a silastic holder the pulsed Doppler transducer is perhaps the least
traumatic of the various flow transducers.
One of the significant advantages which a telemetry system offers in the collection of
physiological data is the opportunity to use unanesthetized, unrestrained, undisturbed
animals. By providing the telemetry system with an RF controlled switch or command
receiver which connects and disconnects the system (flowmeter) electronics to its power
supply upon command from a remote control transmitter, automated data collection can
take place at all hours of the day while still maintaining a small average power drain.
Ultrasonic flowmeters are well suited to this mode of operation.
A CONTINUOUS WAVE VELOCITY FLOWMETER
A block diagram of a chronically implantable CW Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter which
measures blood velocity at the center of the lumen is illustrated in Fig. 3 [16-20]. The
portion of the system within the dashed rectangle is implanted; the remainder is external.
In order to reduce its size and power drain as well as improve its reliability, the
implantable portion of this system has been designed to use a unique family of low
voltage micropower silicon monolithic integrated circuits. This family consists of four
chips: an excitor oscillator circuit for energizing the transmitting transducer; an AM
receiver circuit for amplifying and mixing the signal from the receiving transducer; an
audio amplifier-FM transmitter circuit for transmitting the telemetry signal; and an RF
switch or command receiver for disconnecting the flowmeter electronics from its power
source during periods when data is not required. The significance of this family of
circuits is that it represents the initial application of a custom family of monolithic
integrated circuits to a substantial biomedical instrumentation problem. For this reason
some of the unique details of the circuit design are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
An additional point of interest regarding the flowmeter illustrated in Fig. 3 is that it
measures only the absolute magnitude of local flow velocity and is not sensitive to
direction of flow. A CW system capable of sensing both magnitude and direction of flow
velocity is under development in the Integrated Circuits Laboratory of Stanford
University at this time.
Exciter Oscillator Circuit The schematic diagram of the exciter-oscillator circuit is
illustrated in Fig. 4. This circuit consists of a basic Colpitts oscillator, a buffer-driver
amplifier and a class C output stage. The design is optimized in several key respects for
both monolithic construction and operation from a single Hg cell power source. For
example, the collector current of the oscillator transistor Q3 is set (equal to that of Q1) by
exploiting the virtually perfect match between two adjacent monolithic transistors Q1 and
Q2 operating transistors Q3 and Q4 at OV collector-base voltage eliminates two discrete

(i.e., external to the integrated circuit) bypass capacitors and conserves batter voltage;
using direct coupling between Q6 Q7 and Q8 precludes the need for several discrete
coupling capacitors; and operating Q8 with a tuned load permits a collector voltage
swing which ideally is twice the supply voltage.
This circuit operates at room temperature over a supply voltage range of 1.0 v to 1.35 v
with a frequency stability better than 1%; its current drain is 5ma; it drives the
transmitting transducer with a 2 v p-p 6 MHz output voltage at an overall circuit
efficiency of 30%; and, it uses six discrete chip components--L1, C1, C2, C4, C5 and L2.
Fig. 5 is a photomicrograph of the monolithic circuit fabricated in a 70 x 90 mil silicon
die.
Low Noise AM Receiver Circuit A schematic diagram of the low noise AM receiver
circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6; the circuit consists of an RF amplifier stage (Q1 and Q2); a
phase splitter (Qu and Q8); and a balanced mixer (Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q9, Q10 and Q11). Several
key features of the design are: close matching of monolithic transistors Q1 and Q2 and
resistors R2 and R3 is exploited in establishing the collector current of capacitor C2 is a
small area monolithic element consisting of emitter junction, collector junction and
emitter oxide capacitance in parallel; nevertheless, the resonant frequency of L1 and C2 is
independent of supply voltage since L1 maintains a dc voltage of 0 v across C2; Q3 and
Q5 are operated at 0 v collector-base voltage and Q4 and Q6 are actually operated with a
very small forward bias on the collection junction in order to conserve supply voltage.
Also, in order to provide equal local oscillator amplitude to both halves (Q9 and Q10) of
the balanced mixer from two points at different dc potentials in the phase splitter (Q8),
the monolithic capacitors C4 and C5 consist of emitter oxide capacitance only. Finally,
the entire concept of using a balanced mixer is utterly unattractive unless low-cost
closely-matched monolithic elements are available. The key advantage of a balanced
mixer is that the high level carrier is essentially cancelled by the balanced circuit and
does not appear at the audio output. Consequently, filter circuitry to remove the carrier
becomes unnecessary; the only discrete components needed in the receiver are C1 and L1.
This low noise receiver operates at room temperature over a supply voltage range of 1.0
to 1.35 v. Its current drain is 1.0 ma; its sensitivity is 1.0µv and the conversion gain is
40 dB. Fig. 7 is a photomicrograph of the 70 x 90 mil receiver chip.
Audio Amplifier-FM Transmitter Circuit The schematic diagram of the audio
amplifier-FM transmitter circuit is illustrated in Fig. 8. The active transistors in the audio
amplifier are Q3 Q4 and Q8; the active transistor in the transmitter is Q9. The audio
amplifier design makes very free use of the unique features of monolithic technology.
The large open loop gain (~600) of Q3 Q4 and Q8 is achieved by using high dynamic
impedance monolithic lateral PNP transistors (Q5 and Q6) as load resistors operating at
very low dc voltage drops compared with equivalent conventional resistors. The “push-

pull” connection of Q3, Q4, Q5 and Q6 results in no loss of gain in the transition from a
differential first stage to a single ended second stage. D1 and D2 are low forward voltage
Al-Si Schottky diodes which serve to establish a suitable collector voltage for Q2 while
conserving supply voltage as much as possible. To avoid oscillation in the audio
amplifier it is internally compensated by C2 which as a Miller capacitance is effectively
multiplied by the voltage gain of the second audio stage. Overall negative feedback (R2)
is used to set the closed loop gain of the amplifier. Symmetrical limiting is provided by
including Schottky diodes D 14 and D,, in the feedback path. The transmitter is a
Colpitts oscillator in the common collector configuration (Q9) to minimize monolithic
parasitic effects at 100 MHz; D5 is the frequency modulating capacitance.
The audio amplifier-transmitter circuit functions at supply voltages as low as 1.0 v. The
amplifier gain is 35 dB, the bandwidth 20 kHz and the effective output voltage swing
0.8 v p-p. The transmitter frequency range is 88-108 MHz. The total current drain of
both circuits is 1.5 mA. Fig. 9 is a photomicrograph of the 70 x 90 mil audio-amplifierFM transmitter chip; in addition to it, three discrete components are used to implement
the circuit.
Command Receiver Circuit The final circuit used in the implantable system is the
command receiver. Its schematic diagram is illustrated in Fig. 10. This receiver is a tuned
radio frequency (TRF) receiver which operates on a single radio frequency.
Consequently, there is no need for a local oscillator or an IF amplifier both of which
would require discrete inductors and capacitors. Frequency selectivity is accomplished
largely by means of a resonant ferrite rod antenna although a discrete ceramic filter
element between the RF and detector gain cells can be used to improve selectivity.
Essentially, the receiver consists of three stages: an RF amplifier gain cell, an AM
detector gain cell and an audio amplifier gain cell. The function of each cell is
determined by the collector load resistances and coupling capacitances associated with it.
All resistors are high value (125 KS - 1.5 MS) base pinch resistors; diode biasing is
used to conserve power and avoid excessively high value resistors. The receiver design
greatly exploits the constant temperature environment within an animal in its use of these
later two techniques.
The most remarkable feature of the command receiver is its ultra low power drain of
13µW. This feature is essential since the receiver must operate continuously. Because
receiver power drain varies monotonically with radio frequency, a relatively low radio
frequency (500 kHz) is used. The modulation frequency is 3 kHz; this permits a further
reduction in power drain since much of the receiver gain can be achieved at audio rather
than radio frequencies. The overall conversion gain is 70 dB and the sensitivity is 100
µV. The receiver drives a transistor power switch which provides a connection between
the flowmeter electronics and its battery power source only during those intervals when a

command signal is present. Fig. 11 illustrates a photomicrograph of the command
receiver chip.
A PULSED VELOCITY PROFILE OR VOLUME FLOWMETER
A simplified block diagram of a chronically implantable pulsed Doppler ultrasonic
flowmeter which measures blood velocity profile and lumen diameter and hence
instantaneous volume of blood flow is illustrated in Fig. 12 [21, 22, 23]. The portion of
the system within the upper dashed rectangle is implanted; the lower rectangle contains a
block diagram of one channel of an eight channel external system. As with the CW
flowmeter, the pulsed system is designed to capitalize fully on the size, power drain and
reliability advantages offered by monolithic integrated circuits. Because of the
complexity of this system, it is virtually a necessity to implement the implantable portion
with integrated circuits specifically designed for the purpose.
As diagrammed in Fig. 12, a novel two-oscillator scheme is used in this particular
Doppler system. The 6 MHz ultrasonic oscillator which excites the transducer is
synchronized to the 20 kHz oscillator immediately before each transmitted burst of
ultrasonic waves. This ensures the necessary phase coherence of the bursts and it is
simpler and less powerconsuming than the normal technique of deriving the pulse
repetition frequency from the ultrasonic frequency by a series of binary dividers. The
transducer emits a 1 µsec burst of sound, then acts as a receiver for the following
49 µsec. The received signal is amplified and phase-detected against the 6 MHz
oscillator, with the resulting video signal of 0.5 MHz bandwidth telemetered along with
a timing pulse. In the external electronics, multiple range gates with different range
settings are used simultaneously to give the instantaneous velocity profile across the
vessel.
In the integrated circuit design for this system, emphasis is on low voltage operation and
low current drain. To minimize the number of discrete components, two Hg cells are
used to give ±1.3 V supply voltages and thus provide three ac ground points in the
circuits. The necessary acoustic power is minimized (about 25 mW peak, 0.5 mW
average) by transducer and RF amplifier design; the use of a command receiver enables
the flowmeter electronics to be switched on only when data is being collected. Due to the
need to measure flow velocity at the near wall of the vessel, transducer ringing time
following a transmit pulse and receiver overload recovery time are minimized.
An additional point of interest regarding the flowmeter illustrated in Fig. 12 is that it
measures the absolute magnitude of the flow velocity profile and is not sensitive to
direction of flow. A pulsed system capable of sensing both magnitude and direction of
flow profile is now under development in the Integrated Circuits Laboratory of Stanford
University.

PERFORMANCE
The instantaneous blood flow velocity in the ascending aorta of a postoperative heart
transplant dog is illustrated in Fig. 13. The signal was telemetered with a totally
implanted CW velocity flowmeter. The transducer was designed as described in Fig. 2 to
respond to blood velocity at the center of the lumen. Referring to equation (4), no
calibration was necessary since the frequency (f1) and the sonic angle of attack (2) were
fixed in the design. An accurate flow zero was obtained by setting fd equal to zero. Drift
in the scale factor was negligible since the excitation frequency (fi) was stable to within
±1%.
Fig. 14 illustrates the blood flow velocity waveform at the center of the lumen and an
eight channel display of the instantaneous blood velocity profile in the descending aorta
of an anesthetized dog as recorded with a pulsed Doppler flowmeter.
Although initial tests of the two implantable flowmeters described in this paper have
been reasonably encouraging, a substantial effort by a variety of users is needed in order
to fully develop the potential of these new instruments.
CONCLUSIONS
Accurate measurement of pulsatile blood flow can be achieved on a chronic basis in
research animals through the use of implantable ultrasonic flowmeters. The use of a CW
flowmeter to measure flow velocity at a particular location and a pulsed flowmeter to
measure velocity profile or volume flow is particularly attractive. Both instruments can
be electronically precalibrated and exhibit virtually no baseline or scale factor changes
during chronic experiments. Silicon integrated circuits offer significant advantages in
reduced size and power drain as well as improved reliability in these instruments.
Additional effort is needed to evaluate the instruments and to modify their design to
provide a capability for measuring direction as well as magnitude of flow.
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Figure 1.

Major desirable features of chronically implantable blood flowmeters.

Figure 2.

Schematic diagram of CW transducers and beam patterns including
condition for measurement of blood velocity at the center of the lumen
()D<<D) and optimum transducer design (" = 35E and d = %38D)1/2) for
meeting this condition [14].

Figure 3.

Block diagram of implantable CW Doppler flowmeter.

Figure 4.

Schematic diagram of CW exciter-oscillator circuit.

Figure 5.

Photomicrograph of exciter-oscillator chip before die scribing and wire
bonding.

Figure 6.

Schematic diagram of low noise AM receiver circuit.

Figure 7.

Photomicrograph of AM receiver chip.

Figure 8.

Schematic diagram of audio amplifier FM transmitter circuit.

Figure 9.

Photomicrograph of audio amplifier-FM transmitter chip.

Figure 10. Schematic diagram of command receiver.

Figure 11. Photomicrograph of command receiver chip.

Figure 12. Block diagram of implantable pulsed Doppler flowmeter.

Figure 13. Blood flow velocity waveform recorded with the CW Doppler flowmeter

Figure 14. Blood flow velocity waveform and velocity profile recorded with the pulsed
Doppler flowmeter.
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Summary The chimpanzee has been proposed as a possible human analogue for a
myriad of human disease states. The lack of knowledge about the cardiovascular system
in this animal or the cardiovascular response to stress is understandable because of the
cost and handling problems with the chimpanzee. Part of this difficulty, namely
handling, can be overcome with the proper selection of cardiovascular instrumentation.
Implantable telemetry systems have the advantage that the animal does not have to be
handled for any reason. Several animals have been successfully used with implantable
telemetry units in the chest. A vigorous antibiotic therapy program must be used for the
first few days after surgery, but there have not been any complications after this period
of time. The life of the implanted unit has been prolonged by the use of a power switch
which also allows remote collection of data. At the present time there is one such unit
still functioning 14 months after implantation. The ease with which these units can be
used makes them ideally suited for use in the chimpanzee. Examples of the various types
of data collected are given and described briefly.
Introduction The chimpanzee has been considered to be a close phylogenetic relative
of man and thus might serve as a possible analogue for various human disease states (1,
2, 3). The use of this animal particularly in cardiovascular research has been limited to a
few previous studies (4,5,6). One of these studies (5) indicated that the chimpanzee was
hypertensive and had a high heart rate when compared to man. The animals used in this
previous study were restrained in a chair and this may have influenced the nature of the
resting values. In the design of the current experiments it was felt desirable to use a
completely unrestrained animal so that baseline values could be obtained for certain
cardiovascular variables. These criteria for the experiment meant that the choice of
instrumentation was between two types of units; namely (a) backpack telemetry and (b)
implantable telemetry. Before a logical choice could be made the relative merits of each
system had to be considered.

The major advantages of backpack telemetry are range of operation and accessibility of
the electronic unit. The major disadvantages are the necessity to protect the unit from the
animal and the exiting of wires from some body cavity. This second disadvantage is very
serious in the case of the chimpanzee. All routes of entry for virulent organisms must be
protected or treated to eliminate the infectious process. This would require constant
attention and restraint of the animal. In most cases this is not a completely feasible step
to take unless there are large groups of people to handle the animals. Another possible
approach would be to bury the lead wires from the various transducers under the skin
and only expose them at the time of the experiment. In part, this eliminates infectious
processes but not completely. This has been done in the chimpanzee in relation to
experiments on cerebral blood flow and it was found that exposing the transducer leads
for an experiment caused the animal to respond with an increase in white blood cell
count, as well as a weeping around the skin wound.
These health problems can be tolerated with backpack telemetry if one is not particularly
interested in long term measurements. Continuous reentry of the skin to retrieve leads
would certainly lead to chronic infection problems. Implantable telemetry has as a major
disadvantage the removal of the unit from ready accessibility. This means that if battery
failure occurs, the experiment is lost. Replacement of the battery unit implanted in the
chest is not feasible. A second serious drawback is the lack of range of currently used
units. This could be overcome in several ways, but would add a great deal of complexity
to the system. The major advantage is the ability to easily make measurements
continuously in an animal preparation in which there are no wires exiting through the
skin.
The last major advantage of implantable telemetry, namely the lack of wires exiting
through the skin, dictated that this type of unit be used in the current experiment. The
experimental design called for the long term monitoring in an awake animal with the
possible future use in a space environment. However, it must be clearly emphasized that
the experimental criteria are what dictates the choice of instrumentation to be used. In
different circumstances backpack telemetry might have been chosen. Compromises may
have to be made, but this certainly should be done in the light of the experimental results
required.
Implantation Of The Telemetry Unit
A representative unit used in the current studies can be seen in Figure 1. The unit as
shown was designed by Fryer and has been reported previously (7). This particular unit
is a five channel unit which has three pressure transducers and electrocardiographic
electrodes on the active channels. The unit is of such size and configuration that
implantation into the chimpanzee chest would not present any great problems. The larger
of the two units is the electronic “package” with the antenna and measures 8 cm long by

2 1/2 cm in diameter while the battery unit including the radio-frequency switch is 6 1/2
cm long by 2 cm in diameter. The weight of the entire unit is 116 gms.
The animals used in this study ranged in body weight from 19 to 25 kg. The animals
were anesthetized with phencyclidine “Hydrochloride” (Sernylan) and surgery was
carried out using halothane anesthesia. The left chest wall of the animal was prepared for
sterile surgery. An incision was made in the left fourth intercostal space thus exposing
the heart and great vessels. The pericardium. was incised and used to lift the heart out of
the chest cavity by forming a cradle. The sterile telemetry unit was checked and brought
into the operative field. The three pressure cells were placed in (1) the apex of the left
ventricle, (2) the outflow tract of the right ventricle, and (3) the appendage of the left
atrium. One electrocardiograph electrode was sutured to the lateral aspect of the left
ventricle while the remaining electrode was sutured to the adjacent chest wall. Figure 2
demonstrates the various aspects of the implantation of the transducers. In this particular
animal also an electromagnetic flow probe can be seen around the ascending aorta. The
telemetry unit is laying beside the chest incision. The pressure cell in the right ventricle
and left atrial appendage can be identified in the center of the picture. An
electrocardiographic electrode can be observed sutured to the free wall of the left
ventricle. The two larger units were tied together with umbilical tape and pushed into the
left posterior portion of the chest cavity. Figure 3 demonstrates the placement of the
transducer wires prior to closure of the chest. The wires are placed in such a manner as
not to interfere with lung movement. The incision is closed and suction is applied to the
chest tube to completely evacuate the chest cavity. The animal is allowed to recover from
the anesthesia.
Over the next few weeks the physical condition of the animal is checked very closely and
telemetry readings are taken periodically during this time period. A heavy antibiotic
therapy program is instituted for seven days postoperative to minimize any infectious
problems that might occur. We have found this a very important step in the total recovery
of the animals.
Telemetry Use
The implantable unit has incorporated into it a radio frequency switch that can be
activated from an external source. This switch energizes the unit and thus can be used to
conserve battery power and prolong the useful life of the implant. The energizing source
was built into the cage housing the animals as can be seen in Figure 4. The wire loop
antenna can be observed attached to the rear of the cage, protected from the animal by
plexiglass. The perching bar of the cage was used as the receiving antenna and was
found to work very well. This entire system is systemically represented in Figure 5. The
pulse interval modulated signal was received and fed into an appropriate demodulator.
The demodulator was triggered by the amplitude of the reference signal from the implant

unit. The animal could move any place in this standard cage and an acceptable signal
was easily obtained. There were no major difficulties encountered in obtaining data from
the animal.
Objects implanted into any body cavity occupy space in that cavity and represent a
foreign object. As stated previously, the telemetry unit was left in the posterior portion of
the chest cavity. From previous experience we knew that the unit would be walled off
from the pleural cavity by an overgrowth of connective tissue. A second consideration,
however, was how much of a decrease in lung area would occur from this process. A
chest radiograph taken 14 months following surgery in one of the animals can be seen in
Figure 6. The implanted unit can be seen in the lower right portion and the
electromagnetic probe around the ascending aorta is visible in the center of the figure.
The dark areas within the chest are air-filled lung s. It can clearly be seen that very little
residual effect of the implantation or the presence of the unit can be seen. This means
that large areas of lung damage cannot be observed on this radiograph. Another point to
be made is that the diaphram seems to be supporting the additional weight of the unit
fine prior to the period of increased tissue growth.
Physiological Data
Many types of physiological experiments have been accomplished with this group of
animals and only representative data will be given here to emphasize the use we have
made of implantable telemetry. Of the animals instrumented in the current study, two are
alive and healthy today. One animal died 21 days after surgery from aortic rupture
associated with the flow probe implantation. The second animal was sacrificed 75 days
following surgery after suffering a cerebral “accident” associated with an experimental
procedure involving cardiac catherization and angiocardiography. The implantable units
were operational at the time of demise of these animals. In the two animals that are alive
as of this writing the full telemetry unit is operational in only one animal. In the other
animal only a transmitter carrier frequency can be obtained and this breakdown occurred
approximately seven months following surgery.
A type of physiological data that can be derived from this unit is illustrated in Figure 7.
These are records taken from an animal approximately one year apart. The most
noticeable point is that the clarity of the “recording” is good and that the pressure
contours are almost identical over this period of time. These records were obtained with
the animal resting in his cage. We cannot be sure that the animal was in a basal state
from the heart rate but the animal was not excited. Records of spontaneous excitement
have been obtained and show large increases in heart rate and systolic left ventricular
pressure. In some experiments on these animals anesthesia was used since catheters were
placed in various parts of the vasculature to cross calibrate the pressure cells and to
determine the cardiac response to various stresses (8). The anesthetic agent used was

phencydidine hydrochloride (Sernylan). Figure 8 shows the response to an anesthetizing
dose of this drug. The control was taken prior to squeezing the animal and administration
of the drug. There was a transient rise in all vascular pressure, but after 26 to 30 minutes,
the pressures were almost normal and sometimes a little lower than normal in all animals
studied. From this record a noticeable slowing of the heart can be observed.
Another type of experiment that was accomplished several times was to determine the
variation in the recorded variables over a 24 hour period. The animals were placed in a
quiet room the day prior to the actual recording of data. Data was collected for one
minute out of every 15 minutes for a 24 hour period. From this type of experiment we
hoped to define biological rhythm in this animal, as well as, the minimum points for
heart rate and systolic left ventricular pressure. An example of the type of data obtained
is shown in Figure 9. A “cyclical” variation in systolic left ventricular pressure can be
seen at the top of the figure. The heart rate was also found to decrease during the “lights
off’ hours with a minimum value of 60 bpm attained during this period. Minor
fluctuations were observed in the left ventricular end diastolic pressure.
Conclusions
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

The experiments discussed in this paper would have been difficult to accomplish
without the use of an implantable telemetry unit.
The unit used was very easy to turn on or off and the reliability was sufficient to
allow operation for seven months in one animal and fourteen months in another.
The electronics used to decode the transmitted signals are simple to use. The basic
principle of operation does not have to be understood by the investigator for
correct use. The use of an oscilloscope is necessary, but again most investigators
are familiar with this device.
The configuration and overall size of the implantable unit is very easy to work
with during surgery, and has not presented any postoperative problems. Itshould
be emphasized that the battery pack was also implanted in the chest to prevent any
wound healing problems in this animal.
Data obtained by implantable telemetry suggests that the arterial pressure of the
chimpanzee is elevated above normal human standards. Other data indicates that
in the chimpanzee the sympathetic nervous system is very dominant. Additional
cardiovascular experiments must be accomplished in this animal before a complete
understanding of the control of the circulation can be attained.
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Figure 1:

5-channel implantable telemetry unit showing three pressure cells and two
electrocardiograpic electrodes.

Figure 2:

Implantation of transducers in the chest of a chimpanzee.

Figure 3:

Chest closure following implantation of the telemetry unit.

Figure 4:

Chimpanzee in cage several days postoperatively.

Figure 5:

Schematic diagram of telemetry system and its use in the chimpanzee.

Figure 6:

Chest radiograph of an animal used in this study. Film was taken 14 months
postoperatively.

Figure 7:

Records taken one year apart in a chimpanzee.

Figure 8:

Cardiovascular response to phenydidine hydrochloride (Sernylan).

Figure 9:

Cyclical variation of left ventricle pressure and heart rate during a 24 hour
period.

PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN IMPLANTABLE
UNDERWATER TELEMETRY
W. R. ADEY and J. R. ZWEIZIG

Summary Monitoring the internal environment of marine organisms as well as that of
man in the oceanic milieu presents unique problems to the physiologist as signals used
for data telemetry may have clear behavioral effects. The question of a tolerable level
using different transmission modes is found to be species specific, but general guidelines
are drawn on the basis of filtering and detection theory, the properties of the transmission
media and the excitability characteristics of biological tissue.
Transmission through water is surveyed and attenuation characteristics are presented.
Experimental findings indicate that waves propagated through water and tissues are time
dispersive and thus at sufficiently high frequencies the received signal process must be
carefully evaluated with regard to optimal demodulation. Frequencies up to 1 MHz
appear to be within the immediately usable range for distances of 1 meter or less. This
bandwidth may be used for frequency-division multiplexed subcarriers or appropriately
coded PCM transmission.
Successful underwater transmission of physiological signals has been accomplished
using frequency modulation of carriers transmitted by return-current-density methods, as
part of an external biotelemetry system. Experimental evidence shows that implanted
devices operating at high frequencies and at levels far below stimulation threshold can
be used for transmission to the external transponder where adequate power is available
for transmission to an underwater habitat or through data buoys to remote recording
centers.
Introduction Telemetric monitoring of internal states of marine organisms and man in
underseas environments presents problems peculiar to this underwater realm, and it is to
these environmentally unique facets of implanted underwater telemetry that we will turn
our attention in the following pages. To both the biologist and the engineer there are
presented new challenges through the vagaries of signal transmission in undersea
channels on the one hand, and the difficulties of maintaining observations independent
of the measurement on the other. Currents with specific densities in the microamp range
at frequencies below 2 kHz can have clear physiological effects. Likewise, acoustical
signals within the audible frequency range of the species under study may alter behavior
and invalidate experimental results because of inadvertent stimuli by the carrier signal

used for data transmission. In this connection it is interesting to note that the “clicks”
transmitted by cetaceans and used in echolocation have frequency components above
100 kHz (9).
Electromagnetic radiation is severely attenuated in the underseas channel, with the
exception of very low frequencies and the visible wavelengths around 5300 Angstrom
Units. These two “windows” offer opportunities for physiological data transmission and
will be considered in greater detail below. Other intensity functions that may be used in
telemetering physiological data are acoustical energy and return-current-density
transmission. Each of these modalities will be discussed with reference to physiological
effect, range of transmission, multipath and scatter propagation, and in the case of
acoustical transmission, reverberation effects. A high signal-to-noise ratio with an
adequate bandwidth for physiological data transmission demands an experimental design
with adequate controls on data quality. It must sample enough variables to allow
interpretation of electrophysiological data in terms of holistic behavior of the organism.
Since the brain is indeed the organ generating overt behavior, it is with regard to central
nervous signals that the greatest challenge exists, both from the point of view of the
pseudorandom nature of the electroencephalographic (EEG) signal, and the susceptibility
of the nervous system to external measuring devices or influences attributable to the data
transmission system. In addition, the energy level of the signals connected with
individual neural events is low enough that extreme care must be taken to eliminate
intrinsic noise from input sensors of the telemetry system.
Sensitivities of most receptor organs far exceed those of the best physical transducers
available. The sensitivity of the ear is within one order of magnitude of the Brownian
movements in fluid molecules of endolymph bathing the inner ear (4). Apparently the
eye can detect as little as one photon of light falling on a receptor (7). Specialized
electroreceptors found on the lateral line of certain New World knife fishes (Family
Gymnotidae) can detect currents of approximately 3 x 10-15 ampere or a longitudinal field
of 0.15 microvolts per centimeter (6).
Physiological Monitoring in the Ocean Knowledge of Oceanography has probably
advanced more during the period since World War II than during the whole of the past
century. With this increased emphasis on ocean science, which is guided not only by the
scientist but by social, political and economic pressures that influence him, the need for
an understanding of communication possibilities within the ocean environment becomes
increasingly important. In particular the ability to monitor man in the oceanic milieu
becomes necessary because of the emerging goals of penetrating to greater depths and
with a larger number of divers. These divers often work in teams and communication
between the members of a group greatly facilitates their cooperative effort. Of great
concern to those responsible for the success of oceanographic programs is the safety of

the diver in the ocean environment. An independent assessment of the divers condition
requires the transmission of physiological data to a recording and analysis center where
research determining the normal ranges of physiological variables can be carried out and
eventually decisions can be made as to the status of the individual diver.
Propagation of Underwater Sound Although underwater sound has been studied
intensively only since the start of World War II, it has its origins deep in the past (19).
One of the earliest references to underwater sound is found in the notebooks of Leonardo
da Vinci in the year 1490. He states: “If you cause your ship to stop, and place the head
of a long tube into the water and place the outer extremity to your ear, you will hear
ships at a great distance from you.” This is an example of passive sonar in its most
primitive form, but it lacks sensitivity due to the mismatch of acoustic impedance
between the water and the air.
The first measurement of the velocity of underwater sound occurred in 1827 when a bell
was struck below water and at the same time a flash of light was sent to the timing
location, on Lake Geneva in Switzerland, where the difference in arrival time between
the underwater sound and the light was measured. Using this method, the speed of sound
in water was measured quite accurately by the two investigators,--Swiss physicist, Daniel
Colladon and French mathematician, Charles Sturm.
Velocity of transmission is still difficult to measure accurately in the open sea. The sea
floor varies in the degree of reflection and absorption, also the sea water shows frequent
spatial and temporal variations in velocity of transmission. There are rather broad
variations with depth and salinity. The range of values for sound velocity in sea water
commonly falls in the vicinity of 4,850 to 5,050 feet per second. Tables of the velocity of
sound in sea water (2) have been computed on the basis of the formula:

where

Such tables are useful in comparing velocity of propagation in sea water of various
salinities and temperatures.
First let us consider a sound source in an indefinite homogeneous water medium. Here
the intensity in any direction falls off inversely as the square of the distance.
Furthermore, since the sound is absorbed by the medium,an exponential attenuation
factor results. The form of the equation for the intensity as a function of distance is:

Where a is the absorption coefficient and R is the range. In general the distribution of
intensity over various directions is not constant for a given transmitter, so this leads to
the inclusion of a directionality factor in I.
Transmission in the sea, however, does not follow this simple model. In addition to
range and absorption effects, scattering and refraction must also be considered. Likewise
the acoustic noise background adds a disturbance that can be disruptive to
communication. Multipath, with its accompanying interference phenomena, is of great
importance in designing an underwater telemetry system and is one of the problems
where the viewpoint of modern communication theory can be of help. Since multipath
cannot be overcome by either increased source power or increased receiver sensitivity,
special attention must be given to the choice of signal waveforms and the type of
receiver used. Ketchum (11) has mentioned the analogy between the transmission of
electromagnetic waves scattered by the troposphere and acoustic transmission through
the underwater channel. Although the mechanisms are totally different, both are wave
phenomenon with the result that the equations are for the most part identical for a set of
equivalent situations. As an example the curves of propagation loss for acoustic energy
with frequency as a parameter have the same form as those for a radio ground wave. Log
- log plots of the absorption of sound in sea water are available in the literature (1). Early
work recognized that absorption coefficients are difficult to determine (13) and their
measurement followed largely empirical methods. About 1950 measurements indicated
that in the absence of disturbances due to surface state and refraction, the absorption
coefficient was approximately 4 db per kiloyard at 24 kHz. At this same frequency, the
coefficient of absorption is roughly proportional to the frequency of transmission raised
to the 1.4 power. Thus it was determined that higher frequencies were absorbed more
than lower frequencies. This fact enters into the choice of a carrier frequency for
underwater communication, but as we shall see later, water noise and bandwidth
requirements also affect the decision as to frequency of transmission.
Underwater Ambient Noise Knudsen and Delsasso summarized data on noise in the
sea in one of their reports soon after World War II (12). The noise present at a given
location depends among other things on sea state which in turn is related to wind
velocity. Sea state is characterized by the height of the waves,--zero being very calm and
six representing waves of 12 to 20 feet in height from crest to trough. Pressure level
spectra show a series of parallel lines representing various sea states that increase
approximately 20 db per decade toward the low frequency end of the spectrum.
Noises of biological origin also play an important role and have been studied
extensively. The noise of breakers is predominantly low frequency, and successful
attempts have been made to apply filter theory to the reduction of this type of
interference. Shrimp on the other hand show a peak at above 10 kHz and require a

different filter design. Even porpoises have been investigated as noise sources and show
a rather broad and irregular spectral response.
Thus far the literature describing noise sources in the ocean is satisfied with a graphical
or descriptive presentation of noise spectra. It is to be expected that as the science of
underwater communication progresses, density functions will be used for such
descriptions thus facilitating mathematical treatment. The signal from a submarine for
instance can best be described or characterized as a sample function from a random
process. Returning now to the signals to be transmitted for physiological monitoring, the
EEG signal is characterized as pseudorandom and must be separated from background
channel noise or sea noise. The noise-in-noise problem has only recently been explored,
and may have much to contribute to underwater communication because of the nondeterministic nature of some of the processes dealt with.
To present undersea noise data as being of deterministic form is almost certainly in error,
rather the probabilistic nature of the noise process should be stressed and appropriate
distribution functions written.
Implementation of Underwater Biotelemetry In studying underwater telemetry of
physiological variables, one must continually be alert to solutions to remote
measurement problems that could be adapted to the needs of biological measurement.
One such related application that has received much attention is the sampling of wellhead temperatures and pressures during the development and operation of an offshore oil
field. Here a telemetered link is to be preferred because of the vulnerability of a cable
connecting the surface of the ocean and the sea floor.
Another related area of development is in diver speech communication. Here much
development effort has been expended (8) as scuba gear could be used by working crews
on underwater salvage and construction projects instead of “hard hat” equipment if it
were not for the necessity of a wire to the surface to allow communication between
divers.
Campbell, Cyr and Crosier (3) describe an underwater acoustic fm/fm telemeter capable
of transmitting two channels of information. Their objective was to evaluate an
underwater acoustic system for fundamental limitations and to obtain basic design
criteria. The standard IRIG (Inter Range Instrumentation Group) bands were used. A
40 kHz ± 15% deviation band was chosen as the acoustic carrier. This choice was made
as representing the best compromise to obtain a reasonable range with limited power
plus sufficient frequency response to handle modulation by lower subcarriers. Two lower
frequency subcarriers were used,--IRIG No. 4 (0.96 kHz) and IRIG No. 5 (1-3 kHz). The
two channels of input data modulate the two subcarriers which are then added linearly
and impressed as signals on the 40 kHz carrier oscillator. This carrier oscillator passes

through a power amplifier and actuates the projector which is an electromechanical
device.
Tests were run at 360, 600 and 1200 ft depths and ranges from 100 to 1,400 yards. Sea
state was either 1 or 2 during all of’the tests. Excellent results were obtained at ranges up
to 1,300 yards. Some difficulties were encountered when the carrier amplitude dropped
below the minimum capture voltage, as this resulted in loss of lock in the discriminators.
Amplitude modulation of the 40 kHz carrier was extensive at close ranges (100 to 300
yards). The authors attribute much of the short-time change in amplitude to multipath
interference. Tests of the effects of multipath transmission were made in shallow water.
An AGC system having a 100 Hz response was incorporated into the receiver. With this
modification, loss of discriminator lock occurred only during periods of extreme
multipath modulation.
Return-Current-Density Transmission Since ancient times, man has known of The
ability of certain aquatic animals to deliver large currents to the surrounding water. This
transmitted current-density is useful to the organism as a means of protection, of
capturing prey, of communicating with others of the same species, and as a means of
navigation in turbid waters where visual cues are of secondary importance. Electric
organs must have evolved separately a number of times as they are found in unrelated
families both fresh water and marine. Torpedo, a marine electric ray, can develop around
50 volts at many amperes, resulting in a peak output power of up to 6 kilowatts.
Malapterus, a fresh water electric catfish, also has well developed electric organs. It is
interesting to contrast the anatomy of electroplaque connection in the two species. In
marine forms, parallel connection of these modified muscle cells called electroplaques is
the rule, while in fresh water species a series connection is found. This difference in
cellular connection is a modification that optimizes power transfer to the surrounding
water, by taking account of the differences in conductivities between lakes and rivers on
the one hand and the sea on the other. Lissman has shown (14) by behavioral
experiments that members of Gymnotidae can locate objects of different conductivities
placed in their aquatic environment.
Return-current-density transmission has been used successfully in the transmission of
EEG data by means’ of external biotelemetry systems on divers at 15 meters under the
sea (22). Transmission range is limited at high frequencies due to “skin effect” and a
graphical presentation of attenuation with range for typical sea water is shown in figure
1. Low-frequency components of the transmission spectrum are unusable because of
electrode instabilities (unless special nonpolarizable materials are used) and lowfrequency noise. On the other hand, a frequency-modulated carrier between 400 Hz and
22 kHz suffers very little deterioration from noise if proper filtering is provided. In this
frequency-modulated system, the data constitutes a phase term in the carrier sinusoid.
Calculations of attenuation are based on the coaxial cable model which may be

understood by reference to figure 2. Two electrodes spaced in the conducting fluid are
energized by a central current source. The return-current is distributed according to the
constraints of Maxwell’s equations. The differential equation of interest is Bessel’s
Equation and solutions are sought that meet the boundary condition that the solution
must be tangent to zero as distance from the conductor increases without bound. Schultz
has described the attenuation with return-current-density transmission and has noted the
rapid decrement in transmission range as frequency is increased (18).
There are two limiting factors on the level at which signals can be detected,--one is the
noise level of the receiver “front end” and the other is electrical noise in the water. Both
thermal noises and electrode interface noise contribute to the lower limit of detectable
signal.
Electrical interference is present in the sea from diverse sources. Electromagnetic
radiation from local broadcasting stations appears when electrodes are placed in the sea.
Other components from solar and atmospheric sources contribute sizeable amounts that
must be considered in communication system design. Storms, whistlers and lightning
discharges contribute extremely high current densities. Thermal noise is present (15) and
is enhanced by wave motion of the conducting medium in the .earth’s magnetic field.
Man made interference in the form of ground return currents is found in harbors and near
places of habitation. At low frequencies other types of noise are overshadowed by I/f or
“excess” noise (20).
Because of the higher propagation velocity of RCD than acoustic energy, multipath
propagation is not a problem at short ranges, as is the case with sound waves. Sound
waves are propagated at approximately 5,000 feet per second while the propagation of
return-current-density is at an appreciable fraction of the speed of light.
Return-current-density transmission can also be used in lakes and ponds, although the
conductivity of fresh water lakes and streams varies more than that of the sea (12).
Attenuation as a function of distance for typical freshwater lakes is shown in figure 3.
Limnology as well as oceanography is of interest to the biologist, and it will be noted
that greater distances may be covered for the same amount of power in the typical fresh
water lake.
Experimental Return-Current-Density Transmission Figures 4 and 5 show a current
IA of 3 microamperes RMS at 2300 Hz between a pair of silver electrodes spaced 15 cm
on the dorsal side of the left forearm. Sensing electrodes are placed ventrally with 10 cm
spacing. Figure 4 shows additive biological noise contributed when the muscles are
contracted. Transient low frequency effects are apparent during finger flexion, but to
obtain continuous data over the 50 msec epoch shown, a tonic contraction is necessary.
Figure 5 shows the sensed signal with muscles relaxed.

Assuming a uniform current density distribution, JA is equal to approximately 1 ma per
square meter. No stimulation was noted at this current density. Current densities of two
or three times this value appear to be within the limits of “noise” of bioelectric origin.
Thus it would appear that in transmission through skeletal muscle and bone a density of
1 ma per square meter at frequencies above 2500 Hz is permissible. Higher frequencies,
while suffering more attenuation would make the filter synthesis problem more tractable
and would decrease the probability of any excitatory effect.
Similar experiments could be carried out for the viscera to arrive at appropriate levels of
current density. The central nervous system requires special consideration. In general it
is best to design an implanted RCD system to minimize densities in the brain and spinal
cord and to use frequencies well above the excitability threshold of nervous tissue. The
bony enclosure of the central nervous system is helpful in shielding it from signal
current-densities required for transmission from the abdominal cavity.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show respectively the transmitted and received signal through
water using return-current-density transmission. The transmitted pulse is repeated at a
rate of 40 kHz. The time scale in each figure is equal to 10 microseconds per division
and the positive and negative going portions of the main pulse are approximately 1
microsecond each. Both the sending and receiving electrodes are spaced 15 cm., and the
distance between the transmitting and receiving electrodes is 30 cm. Voltage calibration
for figure 4 is 0.2 volts per division, and for figure 5 it is 0.2 millivolts per division.
It is apparent from examining figure 7 in relation to the transmitted pulse that the
channel model satisfying the experimental results would be one that is dispersive in time.
Within the body, the channel may be dispersive in both time and frequency due to fluid
movement and may have random perturbations due to noise and scattering of biological
origin. The received process is probably best described in terms of the transmitted
waveform having been passed through a random linear time-varying filter.
Figure 8 shows two superimposed pulses, the largest and fastest of which is recorded
with sensing electrodes within 5 cm. of the actively driven electrodes. The pulse with the
longer decay back to zero was sensed 20 cm. away from the first pulse position and the
oscilloscope gain was increased by 20 db. The sweep speed for this figure was 2
microseconds per division.
The blocking oscillator circuit used to energize the driven electrodes is shown in figure
9. This circuit is similar to the type described by Dreher et. al. (4) and is useful in
implantation studies because of its low power requirements. Projected battery life for a
25 microampere drain is approximately 9 months using a type S - 76 silver oxide cell
which weighs 2.3 gms and has a volume of 0.5 cc. A continuous 1 MHz signal is
available with a slight circuit modification. The base resistor may be increased while

holding the load constant or the turns ratio matching the load to the tank circuit may be
changed.
Thus it is seen that an optimal range of frequencies exists for implanted RCD
transmission. To extend this means of communication to frequencies above 1 MHz
requires that a special probability computer be used to secure optimal reception. At low
frequencies, additive noise of biological origin is encountered. The bandwidth between
these extremes has enough information capacity to allow the transmission of several
channels of EEG plus EKG and cardiovascular data.
The Applicability of the Orbiting Dipole Scatter Model to Multipath propagation in
the Ocean A model of considerable current interest in the investigation of dispersive
channels is one based on data gathered from project Westford (21) in which resonant
dipoles were released by an orbiting satellite. These dipoles consisted of fine copper
strands of less than 2 cm. length that resonated at 8,000 MHz. Approximately 20 kg of
these dipoles were released and a carefully designed experimental study followed the
course of this artificially created channel as the scattering function changed. Energy
beamed from a transmitter, upon hitting the dipole belt was scattered in all directions,
one of which was in line with the receiver which was placed far over the horizon so that
direct or line of sight transmission was impossible.
The dipole channel shows dispersion in both time and frequency. The time dispersion is
due to the difference in path length between the closest of the orbiting dipoles in the
volume and those farthest from earth. Thus a transmitted impulse is received as a pulse
of length L. The reflective dipole belt is characterized by a scattering function F(J,f)
which is based on the scattering cross section of a differential volume located at
propagation delay and Doppler shift f. This function is evaluated over the entire common
volume of the belt (10). Two parameters are defined as this channel is dispersive in both
time and frequency. The multipath spread is L seconds where L is the width of IF(J,f) df
and the Doppler spread, B, is the width of IF (J,f) dJ.
Two concurrent experiments were performed,--one in which the scattering function
F(J,f) was measured through propagation measurements and one in which estimates of B
and L were assumed and signals were transmitted through a digital channel and the
performance of the system measured. During the early days of the belt, information rates
of 20,000 bits per second were obtained and channel capacity was high enough to allow
PGM voice transmission. As the mean distance between dipoles became greater, the
achievable information rate decreased to approximately 100 bits/sec which was only
useful for teletype communication.
We have seen from the course of the Westford experiments how the effective bandwidth
decreases as multipath spread and Doppler spread increases, thus information rate must

be decreased. A detailed study of multipath propagation has been made by Kennedy and
Lebow (10) with particular reference to communication channels using electromagnetic
waves. Underwater acoustic channels on the other hand may require a special analysis of
their communication potential.
Summary and Conclusions We have seen that the intensive study of underwater
communication is of comparatively recent origin, starting approximately thirty years ago,
and that underwater biotelemetry originated still more recently. Also we have noted that
communication theory has undergone considerable growth during the same period. These
developments have been for the most part parallel yet independent. The general theory of
communication is certainly applicable. Yet specific examples of the use of statistical
communication theory in the analysis of the underwater channel are scarce in the open
literature. Recent books on underwater acoustics such as Albers (1) and Urick (19) treat
transmission problems by the analytic methods of classical physics.
It has been found that the problems of implantable underwater telemetry of physiological
variables require a knowledge of the medium through which waves are propagated in
order to assure optimum noise immunity. Furthermore, the real problems of system
synthesis require a knowledge of channel characteristics and disturbances such as
multipath propagation before questions of implementation are to be successfully
approached.
Some parallels may be drawn between the analysis of the scatter channel of Price (16,17)
as well as the orbiting dipole dispersive channel of Kennedy and the underwater channel.
Problems of inter-symbol interference that limit the information capacity of a channel
can sometimes be approached by multitone transmission systems in which the number of
tones is increased so that each symbol has a greater information content. This is
particularly effective if “pulse spreading” exceeds the duration of a binary symbol. The
scheme is illustrated below:
Let n = number of tones
r = number taken per symbol
then

assuming equally likely symbol occurrence

for example

Thus digital systems that are limited by dispersion and multipath symbol per second rate
due to inter-symbol interference can operate at higher information rates with a larger
number of tones comprising the transmitted signal.
Other approaches to the multipath problem include the use of an intensity function
whose propagation velocity is higher than that for acoustic transmission. Return-currentdensity transmission represents one such method as here the propagation velocity is
approximately 100 times that of sound at frequencies of 1 - 3 kilohertz (18). In general,
however, range is limited compared to that obtainable from an acoustic system of similar
power rating. In implantable underwater telemetry of physiological variables, the bulk
and sometimes the complexity of the implanted equipment attached to or inserted within
the animal is minimized relative to the stationary receiving equipment.
Hybrid systems utilizing return-current-density transmission within the body and other
intensity functions for transmission through sea water will prove useful to the biologist.
Such transponders could be implemented using RCD to RCD transmission with
frequencies being chosen for best bandpass, range and noise immunity. Radio frequency
transmission above water from transponder buoys will allow communication with remote
computers and data processing centers.
The essential elements of such a transponder using RCD transmission has already been
built and tested on divers. These tests were carried out 15 meters under the ocean in the
Hydrolab Habitat at Freeport, Grand Bahama Island. At first a single carrier of 2300 Hz
was used (22) but at present frequency-modulated carriers of 2.3 KHz, 3.0 KHz and 3.9
KHz are being transmitted for EEG recording. The received signals are summed at the
antenna, connected to a low noise receiver with AGC and finally recorded on tape within
the habitat for later playback through discriminators and complete data analysis.
Further analysis is required of noise sources of an additive nature as well as the
dispersive properties of the medium. Communication theory provides a general
framework within which specific implanted systems may be analysed and compared. By
recognizing physiological as well as communication system constraints, progress can be
made in the exploration of the ocean and in furthering underwater biological research.
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USE OF IMPLANTED TELEMETRY IN VASCULAR RESEARCH
R. D. RADER, C. M. STEVENS, J. P. HENRY, and J. P. MEEHAN
Department of Physiology
University of Southern California, Los Angeles

Summary This paper outlines a program to study the development and progression of
essential hypertension in dogs through the use of totally implanted telemetry. In light of
the role that social interaction may play in the development of hypertension in man,
emphasis is placed on inducing and monitoring the effects of social strain in the dog: and
because of the role the kidney may play in the development of hypertension, a model for
renal flow has been developed. The effect that pharmacological concentrations of
vasodilator and vasoconstrictor agents have on renal hemodynamics are evaluated.
Preliminary data from investigations on the renal hemodynamics of unrestrained dogs in
various stages of psychophysiological stress are presented.
Introduction There is currently a controversy concerning the concept that chronic
stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system is an important factor in the development
of vascular diseases. This response is integrated at the hypothalamic level, but is
probably triggered by stimuli processed in the amygdala and from higher levels.(1) The
response increases sympathetic activity in fibers leading to all parts of the vascular bed
and to the heart and also stimulates the release of catecholamines from the adrenal
medulla.
D. v.Holst(2) has shown that in the tree shrew sympathetic activation is manifested by
piloerection of the tail. When the sum of these piloerection states reached 40% to 60%,
growth and body weight were affected. Continuous arousal resulted in death. Preliminary
observations have identified renal failure and uremia as the probable causes of death.
Experiments by Ratcliffe have shown that the long sustained social interaction of both
chickens and swine will lead to progressive arteriosclerotic changes in jhe intramural
coronary vessels with resultant myocardial fibrosis.(3,4)
In our laboratories measurement of systolic blood pressure by tail plethysmography,
measurement of catecholamine-forming enzymes, and measurement of sclerotic changes
have been used to follow the effects of indirect stimulation resulting from the interaction
between social groupings of CBA mice. (5,6,7,8) Folkow has reported that hypertensive rats
exhibit vascular resistances higher than normotensive rats even at maximum
vasodilatation. (9) Chronic stimulation leads to a thickened vascular wall and a reduction

in lumen diameter and potentiates the smooth muscle response to sympathetic
stimulation. Also tissue nutrition is impaired by high systemic blood pressure because of
sclerotic development in small arteries. In this case, sclerotic development may be
exacerbated by local regulatory mechanisms which call for an increased pressure to
overcome the nutritional impairment. (10) The kidney can be implicated as a factor in
many cases of hypertension. However it is difficult to say if it is a primary factor in
inducing hypertension through the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone loop or a secondary
factor evolving from i4ipairment induced by sclerosis and smooth muscle response
potentiation.(9) These studies of the development of arteriosclerosis during social strain
point to the need for work with animals in which organ blood pressure and blood flow
can be monitored while they were interacting with significant figures in their
environment.
Although comparatively long term measurements of arterial pressure in man are feasible,
it is not practical to monitor the progression of vascular diseases but only to observe
their effects clinically when symptoms have appeared. We feel that to properly study the
etiology of hypertension a very controlled series of experiments must be conducted using
a larger animal such as the dog. By the application of implanted telemetry it is feasible to
chronically monitor systemic blood pressure and organ flow and to determine
hemodynamic components of specific vascular beds throughout the development of the
disease. In addition, therapeutic measures can also be introduced and evaluated more
conveniently on research animals than on human subjects. Information gleaned from this
mode of experimentation can then be used in the development of a therapeutic program
suitable for application to man. In addition, knowledge of what specific types of social
situations produce the most marked vascular changes can, with cautions, be extrapolated
to similar situations encountered by man.
Experimental Design Social strain requires long periods of imposition before
significant histopathological effects develop. In the dog, over a year is needed for
maturation and it is thought from our experience with mice that a further year is
necessary for the development of lesions in association with social strain. (5) Hence
several years are required to develop techniques and to complete the experimental work.
The work should continue for a minimum of five years. It could be conveniently divided
into two stages. The first two years would be assigned to the solution of the problems
connected with applying the principles worked out with rodents to dogs.
A second phase lasting for approximately three years or more would be used to conduct a
series of long term telemetry observations in contrasting colonies of socially adjusted
and socially deficient animals. The implants would transmit pressure and flow data from
the aorta, renal, and, if feasible, coronary vessels. At the conclusion of the studies
histopathological observations would be made. In addition, renal biopsy and blood and
urine samples would be taken at intervals.

During this first period, animals will be implanted with pressure and flow telemetry
packages. Daily observations will be made during obedience training, when the animals
are interacting, and also when they are relaxed and asleep: the objective being to
determine the extent to which the changes are sustained after the period of acute
confrontation is over, as well as the levels attained during confrontation. The effect
produced by caging rivals at varying degrees of proximity to each other will be followed
in dogs by using adjacent runways and locating food, water, and shelter in various
appropriate positions. This will be combined with selective tethering of the animals to
prevent escape from confrontation by the subordinate and to enhance the intensity of
menace by the dominant. Physical contact and injury will be avoided at all times.
Various methods of exaggerating territoriality will be examined, e.g. (1) the transfer of a
female previously associated with one member of the confronting dyad to the adjacent
cage area of the rival (2) the transfer of the attention and displays of affection of a
handler to whom one member has developed attachment to the other, with accompanying
rejection of the first.
Periodic treadmill studies using blood pressure, pulse rate, and EKG responses will be
used to look for changes in maximal working capacity as exposure to situational stress
progresses. During these tests, renal blood flow will also be observed together with
impedance changes and the results contrasted with those of previous tests in the same
animals. Renal biopsy, renal function tests, and appropriate blood and urine studies for
levels of adrenocortical and medullary hormones will be undertaken where feasible. In
some cases, aortic flow probes will be used to consider the question of changes in
cardiac output in response to situational strain.
Preliminary work on several of the tasks outlined in phase one has been accomplished.
These efforts are described in succeeding sections of this paper.
Instrumentation To conduct the investigations outlined a totally implantable telemetry
system has been employed. It provides pressure and flow information on demand, and its
battery power will permit over 700 ten-minute interrogations in the course of a year.
(11,12,13)
It has also been used in a preliminary study of behavioral and cardiovascular
correlates of individuality in dogs. (14,15) The current state of energy sources limit the total
operating life to a short duration if continuous operation is attempted. However, in many
types of experiments, sufficient information can be obtained by data sampling. A radio
frequency actuated switch which enables transmission to be controlled by the
investigator is one means of sampling data. This approach prolongs the useful lifetime of
the device and trims the data to a manageable quantity. To conduct long term
experiments using implanted telemetry it is required that the stability of the slope
(sensitivity) and the intercept (baseline) be held to acceptable limits for many months.

Adequate stability is not yet available in typical sensors, thus calibration-of the implant
must be conducted periodically.
A typical channel of information consists of a sensor, a signal conditioner, and a
subcarrier oscillator. Common to each channel is a carrier oscillator, a power supply, a
regulator, and a power controller. Figure 1 illustrates the package with the pressure
sensor and flaw probe attached. Each amplifier, voltage regulator, power controller, and
oscillator is assembled and potted and then interconnected within the package. The
package is fabricated from cast acrylic and the cover is attached by screws and sealed
with an O-ring. The pressure sensor and flow probe are attached to the package by
removable miniature connectors. Used with a 160 ma hour battery the unit pictured will
operate continually for approximately 100 hours. The controller is typically set at 8
minutes, giving a potential of over 750 actuations. At an average of two recording events
a day, an operating life of slightly aver one year is available.
Blood pressure is sensed by commercially available,surgically implanted miniature
pressure sensors. To conserve power the transducer is pulsed at a 6-volt level for 5 to 10
microseconds each 250 microseconds. the sensor output is amplified, filtered, and used
to frequency modulate a subcarrier oscillator. The entire circuit draws 500 microamperes
at 6 volts. Because of several advantages, flow is sensed by an ultrasonic technique. As
contrasted with the electromagnetic techniques the ultrasonic flaw-sensing probes are
lighter, power requirements are less, and the signal level is higher. A phase shift
technique is employed as it results in improved sensitivity in comparison to the popular
Doppler or the alternative time delay technique. In this technique crystals are placed
diagonally across a flow stream. To conserve power and to achieve stability the crystals
are excited in phase opposition of 1 µsec each 400 µsec with a 5 MHz sinusoidal
voltage. Due to the blood flow, energy from the synchronized excitation reaches the
downstream crystal in advance of energy reaching the upstream crystal. In ideal form the
sum of the voltages produced by each crystal as a result of the out-of-phase incident
acoustical energy is:
(1)
where V̄ is one-half the peak-to-peak limited voltage, v is flow velocity, D is flow
section internal diameter, " is the angle between the flow axis and ultrasonic energy
axis, f is frequency, and C is ultrasonic energy velocity in tissue and body fluids.
Presently transmissions consist of epochs of dynamic blood pressure and blood flow
data. For redundancy each epoch is recorded simultaneously on magnetic tape and on a
strip chart recorder. The data on the strip chart is used to identify segments for playback
from the tape for more extensive analysis. The transmission sequence will at some future

time be automated for chronic experiments, but equipped with a manual override to
allow acute experiments to be conducted without compromising the chronic experiments.
Data playback will yield mean flow, mean pressure, first and second differentials of flaw
and pressure, beat-to-beat heart rate, mean resistance to flow (mean pressure divided by
mean flow). In addition, integrals of mean flow, mean pressure, and mean resistance will
be taken in order to obtain the average of each of these parameters over the duration of
the recording epoch. Data will be further analyzed by charting average mean flow,
pressure, and resistance against time; also, since the dynamic impedance (resistance and
compliance) is a determinant of flow, these components will be calculated from the
differentials of flow and pressure at appropriate points during each epoch. Finally the
data from various epochs will be recorded against behavioral episodes on a master chart.
Renal Hemodynamic Model In preliminary work with simultaneous pressure and flow
measurements certain characteristics in the pulse wave size and flaw characteristics have
led to observations suggesting that vascular impedance changes occurring in the kidney
can be analyzed quite directly. It is felt that these changes will provide an indicator of
changes in renal function which is more sensitive than the overall flow responses. To
effectively evaluate these changes a renal model has been utilized.
Renal blood flow is through approximately one million individual channels branching
from the interlobular artery. These channels are similar in anatomical arrangement but
vary in diameter, in length, and in wall thickness. The first primary resistance site is
encountered at the afferent arteriole which opens into the glomerular capillary. This
capillary has a large surface area and behaves hydraulically as a large diameter storage
volume. On the exit side of the glomerular capillaries, but prior to the perivascular
capillaries, the efferent arteriole in parallel with the tubular resistance forms the second
major resistive site. Downstream from the perivascular capillary, a third resistive area is
encountered. From this third resistive site the flow channels join the interldbular vein.
Both the interlobular artery and vein add a resistance and a compliance which is in series
with all the elements created by the multiple parallel flow channels.
By application of Kirchhoff’s current law it can be shown that the parallel flowpaths
through all the nephrons can be combined into one flowpath through a single model
nephron where each discrete resistance is divided and each compliance is multiplied by
the number of parallel paths. Figure 2 illustrates a proposed model for one kidney. (13)
Flow divides at the glomerular capillary, a portion enters the tubule network, but the vast
majority reenters the blood vessels at points within the kidney. The resistance offered by
the interlobular artery and vein is assumed to be small and is neglected. In this model it
is also assumed that the pressure in the renal vein is zero and that the mass of blood in
the preglomerular supply arteries is negligible. Total flow into the model kidney is the

sum of the flow into the storage element together with that through the afferent
arterioles. This is mathematically stated as:
(2)
The first time differential of Eq. 2 yields:
(3)
During rapidly changing small segments of input pressure P
0g can be assumed to be
negligible and Eq. 3 reduces to:
(4)
The value of the afferent arteriolar resistance Ra can be estimated by considering the
pressure and flow during early systole. There are typically small segments on the input
pressure which are both steep and nearly linear with time. Thus during linear segments
where the first differential is not zero, but the second differential is zero, the value for Ra
resulting from Eq. 4 is:
(5)
By application of Eq. 5 to instantaneous pressure and flow measurements the effective
resistance preceding the glomeruli can be estimated. The total resistance can be found by
considering mean pressure and mean flow. The mean resistance is defined by mean
pressure divided by mean flow. This division yields:
(6)
The combination of Eq. 6 with the equation defining Ra in terms of differentials yields:

(7)
where Rb is the equivalent postglomerular resistance. The mean value of glomerular
capillary pressure P̄g is a ratio of these resistances as follows:
(8)
The glomerular filtration rate (GFR) can be estimated from

where Rg is the filtration resistance, B the differential oncotic pressure and Pt the
tubular pressure. By use of Eq. 8 and chemical techniques for measuring the GFR the
value of Rg can be calculated. With Rg known and B and Pt assumed, the value of the
GFR becomes thereafter a direct function of P̄g. Inspection of Eq. 4 also suggests
techniques for estimating the value of Ci. At points where P
0i is zero, Ci is defined by:
(10)
Thus from measured values of pressure and flow, Ra, Ci, Rt + Rc, and P̄g can be derived.
P̄g furnishes an estimate of glomerular filtration rate. The compliance Ci yields
information about the rigidity of the vascular walls and information on the level of
sympathetic drive. Since Ra is inversely proportional and compliance directly
proportional to a power function of the conduit diameter, as resistance increases,
compliance decreasqs.. This yields a valuable check on the directional changes in Ra.
Fisher (16) has reported that the afferent arteriolar resistance is mediated by neurogenic
factors, whereas, the efferent resistance is mediated by hormonal factors. These
observations suggest that segmental resistance values might be used to differentiate
neurogenic and hormonal factors.
Pitfalls and Problems The best currently available implantable pressure transducers
have drift characteristics which prevent long term use without periodic calibration.
Calibration is conducted monthly by comparing transmitted pressures with pressures
obtained by direct cannulation. The practice is also to employ only selected transducers
certified by the manufacturer to have a baseline drift of less than 6 mm Hg per month
and a sensitivity drift of less than ± 3% of the output at 200 mm Hg. In our experience, in
vivo sensor drift Characteristics have been somewhat greater than specified by the
manufacturer. Calibration is conducted by femoral artery catheterization via a cutdown.
A small polyethylene catheter connected to a pressure gauge is inserted via the femoral
artery up to the level of the implanted transducer. Data is then recorded simultaneously
from the implanted transmitter and the external pressure gauge. Systolic and diastolic
points of each record are assumed to be equal, hence the pressure voltage relationship for
the transmitted data can be established. After the catheter removal, the femoral vessel is
repaired with fine sutures. This repair technique permits the calibration procedure to be
conducted on one vessel as often as six times without occlusion of the artery. In addition,
catheterization of small branches can be done with the vessel being tied off after
calibration.
Flow is calibrated before implant by forcing fluid through the flow probe lumen at
several constant rates to develop a voltage output as a function of quantity of flow. An in

vivo calibration is calculated by scaling the in vitro calibration by the ratio of lumen
diameter to estimated vessel diameter. The flow level is thus a calculated value and can
be confirmed for the system with the probe on the intact vessel only at the end of the
experiment. Flow baseline has generally been estimated by injection of large quantities
of hypertensin. This causes profound renal constriction and the minimum point on the
flow during the lowest pressure is taken as the zero flow. We are currently evaluating the
possibility of calibrating sensitivity by comparing mean flow obtained via the telemetry
with mean flow obtained via clearance techniques.
Once the pressure sensitivity has been established by calibration, n the error in Ra due to
an error in P
0i is small as the sensitivity is less variable than the intercept. The major error
in calculating both Ra and R̄ appears to be the flow sensitivity factor. Although no
statistical evaluation has as yet been conducted, it is estimated that resistance values
reported in this work are in error by ± 25%. The errors are mainly a product of applied
techniques, not of limitations in the proposed approach. By proper attention to
calibration, pressure measurement can be realized to within ± 5% of the absolute value.
Due to the unknown internal vessel diameter, flow sensitivity is probably in error by
20% of the absolute value. Zero flow can however be established with little error by
either brief heart stoppage or angiotensin injection. These criteria yield an error in Ra
and R̄ of ± 25%. The errors are in the same direction, thus the subtraction of Ra from R̄
to yield Rb is in error in the same direction by ± 25%. The conclusion can be that even
though large errors may exist in the flow measurement, which creates a constant error in
the calculated values for R, Ra, and Rt + Rc, these errors do not transfer to P̄g and the
GRF because resistance ratios are used in these calculations.
Experimental Evaluation Three dogs each under different experimental circumstances
were used to develop and evaluate the basic experimental concepts. Evaluation of the
renal model was conducted using a dog anesthetized with 30 mg sodium pentobarbital
per kilogram body weight. This dog had been implanted with a 6 mm lumen diameter
flow probe several weeks prior to the experiment. Flaw data was obtained by
exteriorizing the connector and mating it to external electronics. Zero flow was
established during injection of high concentrations of angiotensin amide. Pressure was
obtained near the junction of the renal artery and the abdominal aorta via a P.E. 190
catheter connected to a P23 Db pressure transducer. Wave shapes and parameter values
obtained during injection of angiotensin amide and acetylcholine are shown in Fig. 3.
The pressure and flow wave forms are shown above each sequence. Under anesthesia a
mean arterial pressure of 132 was recorded. Injection of acetycholine resulted in an
afferent’ resistance decrease to about 35% and a postglomerular value increase to nearly
200% of the control value. The total resistance (R̄) remained essentially unchanged.
Angiotensin amide produced an increase in all resistance values. The calculated mean
glomerular capillary pressure varied throughout the experiment from 58 mm Hg to 110

mm Hg. Glomerular filtration rate was calculated from Eq. 9 with an assumed value for
Rg of 70 mm Hg/ml/sec (1.17 mm Hg/mi/min).
A second evaluation of the technique was conducted using a dog which was
instrumented with a completely implanted flow and pressure telemetry system. Renal
blood flow was measured by an ultrasonic probe 5 mm in diameter and pressure was
measured at a site approximately 20 cm below the renal artery by an indwelling
miniature pressure sensor. Figure 4 is typical of the exercise response observed in this
animal. At specific points throughout the event parameter values are tabulated. At the
start of the exercise where blood pressure fell sharply, R̄ decreased but the ratio of Rb to
R̄ did not change sufficiently to prevent a fall in P̄g. Compensation for the decline in P̄g
did however occur after several minutes of exercise.
Figure 5 illustrates values obtained from a third dog which was fully instrumented with
an implantable pressure and flow telemetry system. This experimental sequence was
designed to induce progressive increasing autonomic stimulation from control through
avoidance behavior. As the stimulation increased, the values calculated for all resistances
increased. However the ratio of Rb to R̄ did not change sufficiently to prevent an
increase in P̄g. With the assumption that Rg, Pt, and B are constants, this stimulation
caused an increase in the glomerular filtration rate. As com pared to control value, the
value calculated for Ci decreased for the obedience training episode but appeared to
increase for the avoidance episode. The increase in Ci in the face of a high degree of
stimulation is probably associated with the increased pressure and thus an expansion of
the vessel diameter preceding the afferent resistance site.
Conclusions There is increasing interest in ethologically-oriented studies of social
strain; for there is evidence that social interaction is an important background factor
determining the rate of development of chronic cardiovascular disease. Experimental
control of genetics, diet, and environmental factors is possible when animals are used for
such work. Observations of pathological changes in rodents, pigs, chickens, and primates
indicate that they will develop arteriosclerotic lesions in situations of chronic social
strain. There is need for well controlled studies carried out through a significant part of a
large and relatively more intelligent animal’s lifespan during which the daily and hourly
fluctuations of pressure and organ blood flow could be directly related to the social
events bringing them about. This is made practical by the application of telemetry
techniques and is made even more feasible by the use of implanted telemetry. However,
except for studies such as those of v.Holst with the tree shrew, this work has not been
accomplished by ongoing pathophysiological observations which would throw light on
the mechanisms involved.
This paper has outlined a method of combining situational strain with prolonged
observation of important cardiovascular parameters during the course of the stimulating

episodes. Our development of long term implants to follow flow and pressure changes
represents a novel contribution which promises to throw light on the physiological
mechanisms underlying the development of sustained neuroendocrine disturbances. The
evidence so far suggests no difference in principle between the neuroendocrine
responses of man and the other mammals. This work offers a new methodology for the
study of experimental social ethology by measuring cardiac output or renal or coronary
blood flow and/or renal vascular impedance changes during the various episodes of
social interaction in large mammals. The results would be important; for if positive, they
would greatly strengthen the currently tenuous evidence that social strain is important in
the development of chronic cardiovascular disease.
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Fig. 1 - Implantable Flow and Pressure Telemetry System

Fig. 3 - Pharmacological Test of Renal Model
Rb is sum of Rt + Rc

Fig. 4 - Recording Obtained From Exercise Event

Fig. 5 - Data Obtained From Autonomic Stimulation Test

A VERY HIGH SPEED HARD DECISION SEQUENTIAL DECODER
K. S. GI LHOUSEN
LINKABIT Corporation
San Diego, Calif.
D. R. LUMB
Ames Research Center
NASA
Moffett Field, California

Summary There are numerous applications for high data rate coding systems for earth
orbiting space-missions with power limited links. Studies indicated that a 40 Mbps hard
decision sequential decoder would best meet the requirements. A prototype decoder has
been designed and fabricated using the fastest commercially available digital integrated
circuits, MECL III. Thus far, an internal computational rate of 70 Million computations
per second has been achieved. Computational efficiency of the decoding algorithm was
greatly improved by incorporating two modifications to the Fano algorithm; “double
quick threshold loosening” and “diagonal steps.” Preliminary results indicate that an
output error rate of 10-5 can be achieved with Eb/No less than 5.4 dB at data rates up to 40
Mbps. At lower data rates, even less signal energy is required. This decoder is believed
to be at least 5 times faster than any previous sequential decoder.
Introduction The trade-off studies which preceded the development for a 40 Mbps
hard decision sequential decoder have been reviewed in detail elsewhere 1,2. Basically,
the results indicated that the choice was between Viterbi decoding of a constraint length
7 convolutional code, and sequential decoding of long constraint convolutional codes,
assuming a coding bandwidth expansion factor of two was permissible. Since both
systems have similar performance efficiency at a bit error probability of 10-5, the decision
to implement a sequential decoder was based primarily on its ability to achieve error
rates down to 10-8 with relatively little additional signal power, compared to Viterbi
decoding. Soft decision sequential decoding was ruled out because the required logic
complexity precludes operation at 40 Mbps.
Appropriate applications of high data rate coding systems are for earth orbiting space
missions with power limited links. For applications in which a Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) system 3,4 will be used in place of direct to ground transmission of data,
the communication link from the orbiting satellite to the relay satellite may be power

limited. The communications link at K-band from the TDRS to a central ground station
is not considered to be power limited even at high data rates. Earth survey type
spacecraft carry imaging instruments which generate data in the tens of megabits per
second. For example, on ERTS A 5, one instrument, the Multispectral Scanner, images
earth scenes with 24 apertures, resulting in a 15 Mbps data rate. Advanced ERTS
missions are expected to have even higher data rate requirements. The ERTS A 15 Mbps
link has a substantial power margin 6 with both 30' and 85' ground antenna stations for
meeting a 10-5 bit error probability requirement, without coding. However, such S-or Kband links are power limited when transmitting through a TDRS; thus systems with
sequential decoding can use the power saving.
Another application, and also the original motivation for the study and subsequent
development of a high data rate coding system, was for potential use in the Space
Station/Base program. The shuttle-launched space station’s external ground
communication link can be either directed through the Manned Space Flight S-band
network stations or by a TDRS system using K-band. For the Space Station concept 7, the
total data volume, assuming time division multiplexing of all digital data and a digital
TV link with moderate data compression, requires a link of less than 40 Mbps capability.
Thus, it is clear the 40 Mbps decoder can meet the requirements of several link
applications, particularly when the TDRS System is used.
Hardware Description The 40 Mbps sequential decoder employs a rate 1/2, systematic
convolutional code of constraint length 41 or 33. The code used has the generator 715,
473, 701, 317, 46, expressed in octal digits. The decoder may be used with both BPSK
and QPSK modems. The decoder is completely self-synchronizing and provides for
resolution of the 90E phase ambiguities in QPSK modems.
Differential encoding and decoding may be used to resolve 180E modem ambiguities.
The differential encoder/decoder may be located between the data source/sink and the
convolutional encoder/sequential decoder since the code used is transparent to 180E
phase changes. The usual differential decoding penalty is thereby avoided since isolated
errors at the decoder output are virtually non-existent.
The decoder was implemented using a modification of the Fano algorithm 8. Briefly, the
operation of the Fano algorithm is as follows. Starting at the first node in the code tree, a
path is traced through the tree by moving ahead one node at a time. At each node
encountered, the decoder evaluates a branch metric for each branch stemming from that
node. The branch metric is a function of the transition probabilities between the received
symbols and the transmitted symbols along the hypothesized branch.
The decoder will initially choose the branch with the largest metric value (corresponding
to the closest fit to the received symbols). The metric is then added to a path metric,

which is the running sum of branch metrics along the path presently being followed.
Along with the path metric, the decoder keeps track of the running threshold T. As long
as the path metric keeps increasing, the decoder assumes it is on the right track and keeps
moving forward, raising T to lie within a fixed constant,A,below the path metric. If, on
the other hand, the path metric decreases at a particular node, such that it becomes less
than T, the decoder assumes it may have made a mistake and backs up. It will then
systematically search nodes at which the path metric is greater than T until it finds a path
that starts increasing again, or until it exhausts all nodes lying above T. Eventually it will
find a path that appears to have an increasing path metric.
Eventually, the decoder will penetrate sufficiently deep into the tree that with high
probability the first few branches followed are correct, and will not be returned to by the
decoder in a backward search. At this point, the information bits corresponding to these
branches can be considered decoded and the decoder may erase received data pertaining
to these branches.
The decoder was implemented as a syndrome decoder in order to permit specialization of
the large main buffer memory. A block diagram of the decoder is shown in Fig. 1. The
syndrome is formed by passing the received information bits through a replica of the
encoder. The generated check bits are exclusive-ORed with the received check bits. The
resulting syndrome contains all information necessary for the sequential decoder to
determine the information bit error sequence. The syndromes are stored via one port of a
65,000 bit, two-port random access memory(RAM). The decoding logic is connected to
the second port. The RAM is implemented using the AMS 6002, 1024 bit MOS memory
chip. The memory buffer registers and control logic are implemented using TTL logic.
The received information bits are delayed by a 65,000 bit MOS shift register. The
delayed information bits are exclusive-ORed with the output of the syndrome sequential
decoder, which is the information bit error sequence, resulting in the corrected
information sequence.
These large buffers are necessary because the number of computations to decode an
information bit is a random variable. The RAM is provided to store received syndromes
until they can be decoded. The buffer memory is provided with refresh circuitry to insure
against data loss, even at very low data rates. Provision is made for reducing the memory
size down to 1000 bits in order to reduce the decoding delay in low data rate
applications.
The performance of the sequential decoder is primarily determined by two parameters:
the buffer memory size and the speed advantage of the decoding logic (the ratio of
computation rate to the data rate). The decoding logic was implemented using the fastest
commercially available logic family, MECL III, in all speed critical parts of the decoding

logic. MECL 10,000 series logic was used in less critical parts of the decoding logic.
Approximately 100 MECL III I.C.’s and 185 MECL 10,000 I.C.’s were used in the
decoding logic. The design goal for the decoder was a computation cycle time of 10 ns.
Thus far, a cycle time of 14 ns has been achieved.
The MECL III circuits are all contained on one 64 square inch seven layer printed circuit
board. Three of the layers are power planes. The other four contain the signal
interconnections. The planes and the signal layers were interleaved and line widths
controlled so as to maintain a 50 ohm transmission line environment. All signal lines
were terminated with 50 ohm resistors. The layout of the board was of critical
importance in achieving the desired cycle time. Approximately 7 ns of delay is
contributed by the logic circuits. The layout generates delay at the rate of 1 ns per 5-6
inches of wire length. There are four levels of gating between flip flops requiring five
levels of interconnection. Each level of wiring may require several inches in length.
Thus, even with great care in layout, several nanoseconds of delay will result.
The MECL 10,000 portion of the decoding logic was packaged using a welded stitch
wiring technique. All interconnections were terminated using 100 ohm resistors which
provided a good impedance match for this type of wiring. The layout was not as critical
here since only one level of logic was used between flip flops.
The tree searching capability of the decoder requires a fast buffer memory to store the
results of previous computations. A 250 word, 2-bit per word RAM is provided. The
RAM is implemented using the Advanced Memory Systems 0641 64-bit ECL memory
chip. These devices have access times of 10 nano-seconds.
The sequential decoder is packaged in a 10-1/2" high rack-mountable chassis. A
photograph of the decoder chassis is shown in Fig. 2. The decoder is contained on 19
circuit boards which plug into the backplane. The power supplies for the unit are
mounted in a separate rack chassis. Cooling is provided by two large fans: one on the
front panel and the other on the back panel. Small U-shaped metal fins were soldered to
the studs of the MECL III devices to minimize their temperature rise.
Algorithm Modifications Previous studies have shown that sequential decoder
performance may be improved by modifying the basic Fano algorithm (1). The
modifications are especially effective at very high data rates where the decoding logic
speed advantage is small and where the decoder is operating below Rcomp (Eb/No greater
than 4.6 db for rate 1/2 codes with hard decisions). The 40 Mbps sequential decoder
incorporates two of these modifications.
The first of these modifications is called “double quick threshold loosening” and has
been described in detail previously (1). This scheme greatly reduces the number of short

searches required. The decoder can decode past all single isolated errors and nearly all
isolated pairs of errors without initiating a backsearch. The technique capitalizes on code
structure and a particular choice of branch metrics and threshold spacing by permitting
the threshold to be lowered twice without a backsearch if the present value of threshold
was reached by tightening twice.
The second new modification is called “diagonal steps.” The technique of “diagonal
steps” may be understood by considering the tree diagram below.

In the unmodified Fano algorithm, the decoder’s attention is restricted to nodes 1, 2, 3
and 4 if the present search node is at node 2. The decoder could step forward to either
node 3 or 4 or step back to node 1. If nodes 3 and 4 are both below threshold but node 6
or 7 is above threshold, the decoder must first step back to node 1, then forward to node
5 and then forward to node 6 or 7 for a total of three steps. The diagonal step technique
permits the decoder to go from node 2 to node 6 in only one step thus saving 2
computations. Furthermore, when moving forward, the modified algorithm always
chooses the best node of 3, 4, 6, 7 to be searched first. If the branch of the tree stemming
from node 6 is searched first but subsequently violates threshold, the decoder will return
to node 5. Since the branches stemming from not yet been searched, the decoder can step
5 to node 3 instead of getting there by node 1. This special “move” also saves two above
technique is effective on short best nodes are always searched first, thus searches. The
technique is also effective on long back searches since two computations are saved every
time the decoder returns to the forward mode from the backward mode, a very frequent
occurrence.
During a deep backsearch, diagonal stepping nearly doubles the effective computation
rate. Consider an exhaustive search of a very large binary tree. The unmodified Fano
algorithm visits every node in the tree (except nodes at the ends) three times: once when
arriving at a node for the first time, once when returning from the upper branch; and
once when returning from the lower branch. Now consider the operation of the diagonal
stepping algorithm assuming that the upper branches are visited first. Node 2 in the
above diagram is visited once when arriving at this node for the first time and once when
returning from node 4. Note that when returning from branches stemming from node 3
that node 2 is not visited as in the Fano algorithm. The branches stemming from node 4
are reached by a diagonal step from node 3. Thus, nodes on the upper branches of the
tree are visited only twice.

Now consider node 5. Node 5 is visited only once; when returning from node 7. After
branches stemming from node 2 have been searched, the nodes stemming from node 5
are searched by a diagonal step from node 2 to node 6. Nodes stemming from node 6 are
then searched. When we return to node 6, we reach branches stemming from node 7 by a
diagonal step from node 6. Finally, we visit node 5 when we return from node 7. Thus,
all nodes on lower branches of the tree are visited only once. Thus, on the average, we
visit each node in the tree 1-1/2 times as compared to three visits per node in the
unmodified Fano algorithm.
Note that in actual sequential decoding, this factor of two improvement in computational
efficiency is not fully realized. This is because at the ends of the tree where the decoder
path metric is close to threshold, many of the lower branches are not visited by either the
Fano algorithm or by the diagonal stepping algorithm. In effect, the binary tree is
“pruned” by threshold violations and nodes at the ends of the tree that are visited at all
are visited the same number of times by both the Fano algorithm and the diagonal
stepping algorithm.
Results At the time this paper was written, the checkout of the sequential decoder was
only just completed and only a few results were available. The test results are plotted in
Fig. 3 as the signal-to-noise ratio necessary to obtain a 10-5 bit error rate versus data rate.
Unfortunately, a high speed psuedo-random error generator was not yet available. These
results were obtained by varying the decoder computation rate while holding the data
rate constant at one megabit per second. The points were obtained by averaging over 2 x
108 bits. The operating speed of the decoding logic is presently 70 megacomputations per
second. It is believed that this figure can be extended somewhat by “fine tuning” the
circuit boards. The experimental results appear to be in agreement with simulation
results previously obtained (1).
Nearly all output errors were the result of buffer overflows. Whenever an overflow
occurs at least the next 500 bits output from the decoder will contain errors at the
channel error rate. Occasionally, overflow events last up to ten times as long depending
upon the channel input error rate. The decoder provides an output signal whenever the
decoder is in the overflow state so that these bits may be considered erased if desired.
Conclusions The successful development of this high speed sequential decoder
prototype demonstrates that sequential decoding may be considered as a viable technique
for very high data rate telemetry and communications systems where error rates of 10-5
and below are required. The very high internal operating speed of the decoder represents
a factor of five increase in speed over any previous sequential decoder implementation
known to the authors 9.
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CONVOLUTIONAL CODING FOR MULTIPLE-ACCESS
SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
IRWIN MARK JACOBS
LINKABIT Corporation
San Diego, Calif.

Summary Convolutional Coding with Viterbi Decoding, using a rate 1/2 constraint
length 7 code, provides a 5 dB improvement in power-limited satellite communication if
care is taken with tracking loops. Use with FDMA typically requires ambiguity
resolution and differential encoding-decoding with one decoder and one demodulator per
access. Time-sharing of one demodulator and decoder among several accesses is possible
with TDMA if an aggregate rate buffer is provided and if control and timing loops are
digitized, stored, and updated once per frame. A possible system is outlined.
Coding Gain The advantages of convolutional encodingViterbi decoding on a low bit
error rate communication system utilizing binary phase-shift-keyed (BPSK) or
quadriphaseshift-keyed (QPSK) modems with high signal-to-noise ratio tracking loops is
now well documented (1). At bit error rates of 10-5, an improvement of 5 dB or greater
on an approximately Gaussian channel is obtained by the introduction of a constraint
length 7, rate 1/2 convolutional-code combined with soft decision decoding. Above
2Ghz, satellite channels appear Gaussian and the full coding improvement can be
realized, bandwidth permitting, if care is given to provide high signalto-noise ratios in
the phase tracking loop, 18 dB sufficing for BPSK and 24 dB for QPSK. There is even
some evidence that actual coding gain is greater, since certain modems, especially those
with highly digital implementations, operate closer to theoretic at the low symbol signalto-noise ratios used with coding than they do at the higher (bit) signal-to-noise ratios
required without coding.
Use with FDMA The introduction of coding into a frequency division multiple access
(FDMA) satellite communication system is straightforward with a convolutional coder
preceeding each modulator and a Viterbi decoder following each (soft-decision)
demodulator. Such systems usually utilize a form of Costas loop phase tracking with a
resulting two-way (PSK) or fourway (QPSK) phase ambiguity. In BPSK, rate 1/2 codes
also have a node synchronization ambiguity since the two check bits are interleaved
serially in time on one data stream rather than being placed on separate data streams as
possible in QPSK. In each case, the 180E ambiguity can be resolved by use of a
transparent convolutional code with a differential coder preceeding the convolutional

encoder and a differential decoder following the Viterbi decoder. The transparent code
permits proper decoding of code word complements as well as code words. The
differential decoder increases bit error probability less than 25% above that at the
decoder output (1), since the errors are not independent, and thus causes less than 0.1 dB
degradation. The second ambiguity in each case is resolved by trying the second
possibility, shifting branch framing 1 symbol for BPSK and effectively changing phase
by B/2 for QPSK after extended periods of bad data, as determined by monitoring metric
increase within the decoder. In general, the total cost of ambiguity resolution is about 0.1
dB as opposed to greater than 0.3 dB in the uncoded system.
Use with TDMA The application of coding to a time division multiple access (TDMA)
satellite communication system in general requires more care. In a TDMA system, time
is broken into frames with frame durations depending on the system but perhaps a millisecond in duration. Transmitters are assigned bursts within each frame (on an as-needed
basis for demand-assignment systems) and subbursts within the burst for traffic intended
for various receivers. Thus, a receiver must be able to demodulate several subbursts, one
per active access, selected from various positions within the frame. The data rate within
these subbursts may be quite high, for example 80 Mbps.
The introduction of convolutional encoding with Viterbi decoding into a TDMA system
has been discussed previously (2). Two considerations have major impact upon the
design. First, it is cost-effective to time-share as much of the hardware, including the
decoder, as possible rather than pro viding a modem and decoder per access as typically
done in FDMA. Second, it is undesirable to decode subbursts at the burst rate, since
decoders capable of operation at data rates up to 80 Mbps are feasible but very
expensive. Commercial decoders are available at data rates up to 8 Mbps at reasonable
cost. Jacobs and Sims (2) discuss this problem in detail and suggest the use of stationaggregate rate decoding with the decoder required to operate only as fast as the sum of
the user data rates accessed by the terminal, perhaps a few Mbps maximum. The
subbursts are smoothed into a single aggregate rate data stream by an aggregate-rate
expansion buffer prior to decoding. Data streams are separated into individual user
streams, one per access, after decoding, and further smoothed in.a user rate expansion
buffer.
Phase ambiguity and node synchronization are not usually a problem in TDMA since
timing must be known quite precisely at the receiver to separate bursts. A preamble is
usually used to provide energy for phase and bit timing tracking loops and for a
synchronization word and bit stuffing channel. The decoder in a TDMA system does not
provide ambiguity resolution. To time share the decoder, each subburst may be tailed off
with a known sequence, typically all 0’s.

TDMA Receiver Functions Figure 1 shows a possible TDMA receiver functional
block diagram. Various control signals and data paths are indicated on the figure. The
receiver burst timing and control unit informs the burst demodulator when preambles
occur, permitting loops to lock and settle. If a single burst rate is utilized, all subbursts
are demodulated. The aggregate rate buffer accepts selected demodulated subbursts at
burst rate and outputs to the Viterbi decoder whenever one of two alternating buffer
registers is filled. The selected subbursts are specified by a START-OF-SUBBURST
(SOS) bit and an identifier (ID) code. The aggregate rate buffer must store 6 bits of data
per information bit for a rate 1/2 code and a 3-bit soft decision modem, as well as the
SOS bit and ID bits. The decoder output is fed to the baseband rate buffer and subbursts
separated with the aid of ID/SOS (identification/start of subburst) control bits which pass
through ‘ the aggregate-rate buffer and a delay line equivalent to the decoder prior to
entering the aggregate rate control unit., After separation of subbursts, data is placed in
appropriate locations in the user buffer and clocked out to the users. Timing is provided
by loops which act to keep the user buffer half filled.
The structure of the system is such that almost all functions including timing, control,
and various loop calculations can be time-shared in special purpose (microprogrammed)
computers with operating calculations performed rather leisurely once per frame. Most
components of the system are unaffected by the presence of the decoder except for the
separation of buffering into both aggregate rate and user rate pieces and the requirement
that the aggregate rate buffer store 6 bits of data per information bit.
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Figure 1. TDMA Receive Functional Block Diagram

FEEDBACK DECODERS FOR NAVAL APPLICATIONS
J. A. HELLER
LINKABIT Corporation
San Diego, Calif.
R. D. PETERSON
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Summary Feedback decoding is a simple technique for obtaining a significant
improvement in performance on a wide range of binary channels. Code interleaving for
burst error correction is particularly simple to implement with feedback decoding. A
flexible feedback decoder built by LINKABIT Corporation was tested on a simulated
shipboard satellite communication channel. The channel was characterized as being
additive Gaussian with a superimposed 5% duty factor periodic burst during which the
channel error rate is close to .5. The precise radar induced error burst locations are
assumed unknown to the decoder. The simple feedback decoder, operated with the error
bursts,provided performance equivalent to t at of an uncoded system operating against
additive Gaussian noise alone.
I. Feedback Decoding of Convolutional Codes Viterbi decoding and sequential
decoding are two powerful methods for attaining reliable and efficient communication
on a variety of memoryless channels. Performance improvements are particularly striking
when multi-level quantized received data is available to the decoder. More modest
performance improvements can be obtained using an extremely simple class of decoders
for convolutional codes called feedback decoders. Simple methods exist for
implementing feedback decoders for binary input, binary output channels such as the
binary symmetric channel. one well known type of feedback decoder is a “threshold
decoder.”1
In general, feedback decoder implementations have the added attraction that they can be
made effective on burst-error channels, such as the periodic burst channel to be
considered in this paper. Interleaving of data in the encoder and deinterleaving in the
decoder can be performed in a straightforward manner, effectively breaking up error
bursts and making the channel look memoryless to the decoder.

As an example, Figure 1 shows a portion of a rate 1/3 tree code starting with some fixed
initial node a. The operation of a feedback decoder can be shown by observing how such
a decoder might proceed in decoding this tree. Under the code tree in Figure 1 is a
sample of hard quantized data that could be received corresponding to three branches
worth of transmitted code symbols. Since the code in this example is of rate 1/3, three
code symbols are received per branch. observing the received symbols we can quickly
see that error(s) must have occurred since the received sequence does not correspond
exactly to the code symbols on any path through the tree.
A feedback decoder might proceed in decoding the tree as follows. The decoder observes
all paths to depth 2 into the code tree from the initial node, i.e. the paths contained in box
A in the figure. The symbols on these path segments are compared with the first 6
received data symbols and the most likely path segment is chosen. When the binary
symmetric channel is used,this amounts to choosing the path segment with the minimum
Hamming distance to the received sequence. In Figure 1, path segment a-b-c is at
distance 2 from the received sequence, and all other paths are at distance 3 or greater so
this path is selected.
At this point the first information bit on the selected path is output by the decoder. The
information bit sequence on path a-b-c is 10 so a 1 is the decoder output for the first
branch level. The decoder now steps forward one branch to the node specified by the
first decoder output (node b in Figure 1). It now treats node b as the new initial node and
looks at all paths to depth 2 extending from it (box B). The most likely sub-path in box B
is b-d-e, so the second decoder output is a “0.” The decoder now steps to node d.
Decoding continues in this manner indefinitely.
This decoding procedure is called feedback decoding because decoding decisions at any
given time affect decisions in the future. For instance, if the.first two received symbols
would have been 0’s instead of 1’s in Figure 1, the first decoder output would have been
“0” and the decoder would have proceeded to node f. The set of paths emanating from
node f have entirely different symbols than those coming from node b. Thus future
decisions can be different depending on whether a “0” or a “1” is the first decoder
output. Decoder decisions are “fedback” to determine the next state of the decoder.
As another example to illustrate the implementational principals of the LINKABIT
feedback decoders, Figure 2 shows a K = 3, rate 1/2, systematic convolutional coder
followed by a channel. The channel outputs are then fed into a “syndrome calculator”
which outputs one syndrome bit for each received information-parity pair. The syndrome
bits and the received information bits are.fed into the feedback decoder for processing.

In this figure ij is the jth information bit generated by the source. Pj is he parity bit
generated when ij is first input to the coder. The channel is modeled by the Mod-2
addition of binary noise symbols ei and eP to the information and parity streams. Thus,

For instance, eij = 0 implies correct reception of the jth information bit while eij = 1
causes ij to be complemented, resulting in an error. A noisy channel is represented by
error sequences, ei and ep, with a high density of 1’s.
The syndrome calculator takes the received information bit sequence and passes it
through a replica of the coder to generate p"j. p"j is then added mod-2 to p'j and the
resulting syndrome bit sj is sent to the decoder. It is instructive to observe the syndrome
generating process in the absence of noise. If eij = 0 and epj = 0 for all j, the received
information and parity bits are identical with those transmitted. This implies that p"j = pj
since the coder replica at the receiver has the same inputs as the transmitting encoder.
Now since p'j = Pj,
Thus, in the absence of noise, the syndrome bits are all zero regardless of the transmitted
information bit sequence. Now since the syndrome is a linear function of the information
bits and the noise, the effect of the noise on the syndrome is independent of the effect of
the information bits. The information bits have been shown to have no effect on the
syndrome, thus the syndrome is a function only of the noise.
The function of the decision logic in the decoder is to observe L consecutive syndrome
bits sj, ..., sj-L+1 (L = 4 in Figure 2) at a time, and determine a likely sequence of
information and parity errors that could have caused the observed syndrome. If that
sequence, contains an error in the oldest received information bit, i'j-L+1, that bit is
complemented and output by the decoder -- otherwise this bit is output uncomplemented.
In addition, if it is determined that i'j-L+1 was likely in error, the syndrome is modified to
remove the effects of the error. It is clear from the syndrome generator that in this
example an error in si-3 will cause si-1, si-2, and si-3 to be complemented . Thus, the one bit
correction output is “fedback” to the syndrome register; hence, present decisions affect
future decisions.
The syndrome feedback decoder described here is completely analogous to the feedback
decoder discussed in connection with Figure 1. Observation of an L bit syndrome and
making a one information error decision is equivalent to comparing a received sequence

with all paths to depth L into a code tree and deciding on the oldest information bit on
the most likely path. Feeding back the decoder decision to the syndrome register to
remove the effects of the error is equivalent to stepping forward on the branch
corresponding to the most likely path and re-initiating the decoding procedure.
Threshold decoding is a special case of feedback decoding. In threshold decoding the
decision logic of the decoder is constrained to be the equivalent of a single majority logic
gate whose inputs are linear combinations of the observed syndrome bits. This constraint
on the decision logic severely limits the class of codes which are efficiently threshold
decodable. A much more efficient feedback decoder is one in which the decision logic is
maximum likelihood. That is, the decision logic is unconstrained, and simply outputs
corrections bits corresponding to the most likely L bit path through the code tree. Since
the maximum likelihood decision function is always a fairly random appearing function
of L input variables, a 2L bit read-only-memory (ROM) is used for the decision function
in the LINKABIT feedback decoders.
Obviously, decoder logic complexity grows exponentially in L. It is therefore highly
desirable to use a code requiring a minimum value of L for a given error correction
capability. Such codes, with up to 4 error correcting capability for rate 1/2, are tabulated
by Bussgang (Ref. 2). Feedback decoders capable of correcting 2 and 3 errors, with L = 6
and 11 respectively, have been build by LINKABIT. The systematic code constraint
lengths in these two cases are K = 6 and K = 10.
Interleaving for burst error correction can be easily incorporated into a feedback decoder
by simply substituting D-stage shift registers for the individual flip-flops of Figure 2.
This will cause code symbols affected by a given information bit to be spaced D symbols
apart. If the channel bursts are less than D symbols in length, at most one symbol
affected by any given information bit will be in error due to a single burst.
Deinterleaving is provided by the D-stage registers in the decoder.
A combination switch selectable 2 and 3 error correcting feedback decoder, the L512N,
was delivered to the Naval Electronics Laboratory Center by LINKABIT. The decoder
also contained selectable degrees of interleaving to combat bursts.
II. Description of Problem A major problem encountered in placing a satellite
receiving terminal aboard a Navy ship is the interference caused by nearby radars.
Harmonics of a radar can fall in the pass band of a receiver and prevent communications
during the period of the radar transmission. This channel is then characterized by radio
frequency interference (RFI) in high level bursts of regular rate and duration. In between
the bursts of RFI the channel is Gaussian with fairly good signal-to-noise ratios.
Considering the detector as part of the channel, the channel can be described as binary
symmetric with a crossover probability that is a two-valued function of time. During the

period that the radar is transmitting the crossover probability is on the order of .5. A bit
is as likely to be correct as incorrect. When the radar is not transmitting the crossover
probability is determined by the Eb/No of a Gaussian channel.
A particular radar that causes interference is a pulse compression type radar that has a
duty cycle of 5%. Assuming that communication is blocked 5% of the time the best error
rate possible is .025.
The Navy’s requirements stem directly from this radar interference problem. An error
correcting system is necessary that will eliminate this burst of errors. Further
requirements are that it be reliable, small in size and power consumption and
inexpensive. Improved performance of the decoder in correcting randomly generated
errors is desirable but not at an appreciable increase in price or complexity.
III Method of Measurement The decoder received from LINKABIT was tested at
NELC as shown in Figure 3.
A test signal is generated in the bit source and is encoded and transmitted over a
simulated channel. The channel is simulated by injecting errors in the bit stream by
modulo 2 adding the output of an error generator to the bit stream. The output of the
error generator is a binary waveform whose probability of being high during any bit
interval is p. Therefore, the input error probability to the decoder is fixed by the error
generator. The output error rate is measured by comparing the bit source with the
decoder output.
Random independent errors are generated by use of a very long pseudo-random sequence
generator. A large “and” gate looks for relatively rare occurrences such as n ones in a
row. The probability of such an event is 1 ÷ 2n. By varying the number of inputs to the
gate, the probability of an event can be selected. Independence of an event from bit to bit
is obtained by clocking the shift register at a much higher rate than the data.
IV Performance Decoder performance over a binary symmetric channel is described
by a graph relating probability of error input and probability of error output. Figure 4
shows the experimentally measured performance of the LINKABIT decoder in constraint
length six and ten modes over a simulated binary symmetric channel. The error
performance of the K = 10 code can be described as 2200 p4 where p is the channel
cross-over probability. The error performance of the K = 6 code is approximately 160 p3.
The performance of the two coding systems over a Gaussian channel is shown in
Figure 5. The performances of the systems are compared on the basis of equal signal
energy per data bit. Ideal PSK detection is assumed. Coding gain at a 10-5 probability of

error is 2.2 dB for the constraint length 10 LINKABIT system and 1.5 dB for the
constraint length six LINKABIT system.
Of direct interest is the performance of the coding scheme over a channel that is
periodically disturbed by RFI with a 5% duty cycle. The performance of the coded
systems while operating in interleaved mode (256 bits) in the burst interference channel
described is shown in Figure 6. The results were experimentally determined by
simulating the burst interference channel. Note that the performance of the uncoded
system is quite limited. No improvement in error performance would occur in the
uncoded system until the signal-to-noise ratio was raised so high that it was positive
during the interference bursts.
The performance of the coded system is the same as expected for an uncoded system
with no bursts of RFI. Assume the link was designed for a received signal-to-noise ratio
that yields adequate performance over a straight Gaussian link. The interleaved K = 10
coded system will yield essentially equal error performance over a Gaussian link which
additionally is obliterated 5% of the time. The interleaved K = 6 coded system yields
results that are approximately .2 dB poorer.
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Summary Block coding has received increasing attention over the past few years as a
technique for detecting and correcting digital computer errors. This paper points out
some of the unique aspects of this utilization of error-control codes and examines some
specific applications.
Introduction Error-control coding techniques have been investigated extensively over
the past decade. The major impetus for this effort has been, and continues to be, the
efficacy of these techniques in various communication systems. Interest has been
growing in recent years, however, in the applicability of these same, or similar, coding
schemes to digital computer for detecting and correcting errors caused by both transient
and permanent features1. This application of error-control coding differs from the more
conventional communications applications for several reasons:
1.

The probabilities of the various possible error patterns may be quite different in
the two instances.

2.

Computer data is frequently parallel (byte or word oriented) rather than serial (bit
oriented) in nature.

3.

The upper limit on an acceptable decoding delay may be considerably less in
computer applications.

4.

The possibility of errors arising within the encoders and decoders themselves is
not necessarily a negligible factor in assessing the relative advantages of coding
for a specific computer application.

5.

In many cases, the errors to be detected or corrected can be produced by
permanent as well as transient phenomena.

1
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The following paragraphs discuss a number of applications of coding techniques to
computers. As will be seen, each of these applications illustrates the influence of at least
one of the special constraints listed above.
Codes For Arithmetic Operations It has long been recognized that the arithmetic unit
of a computer is one “channel”, in particular, that can be subjected to error patterns not
likely to occur in more conventional communication channels. A single carry error, for
instance, can produce a long sequence of adjacent bit errors. One class of codes found to
be effective for checking arithmetic operations is the class of residue codes obtained by
adjoining to each binary number its residue modulo some integer A2. If two numbers are
to be added, for example, their residues are also added, modulo A, to form the residue for
the sum. Since the sum of the residues should equal the residue of the sum, any
discrepancy indicates a failure in the arithmetic unit. It is easy to see that any integer A
not a power of 2 is sufficient to assure the detection of a single failure (i.e., a failure
affecting only one sum bit or only one carry bit) in an arithmetic unit. The best choice for
A depends both on the architecture of the computer in question and on the relative costs
attached to hardware complexity and processing delay. In general, the residue of a binary
number is most easily determined when A is of the form 2i-1 for some positive integer i.
The IBM 360/91, for example, checks its arithmetic operations using a residue code with
A=3 while the JPL STAR computer uses a residue 15 code for the same purposes.
Arithmetic codes, both residue codes and a closely related class of codes called product
codes, capable of correcting as well as detecting errors have also been described.2 Their
application in a practical system has thus far been limited by the complexity of the
hardware needed to implement such codes. An additional limitation is the fact that these
codes are not capable of detecting all possible arithmetic unit failures; in particular,
failures occurring during logical as opposed to arithmetic operations.
Codes For Storage Media Errors in magnetic (tapes and discs) and optical storage
media are typically characterized by either isolated single errors or by bursts of errors.3
From this point of view, such media are not especially different than most
communication channels. Nevertheless, the most effective coding techniques for these
devices differ from those usually used in communication systems for one or more of
those reasons itemized earlier. In particular, the increased hardware or the decoding
delay, or both, usually associated with communication channel coding are frequently not
acceptable in computer applications. To circumvent this problem, the typical approach is
to use hardware only to detect the occurrence of an error and to use the computer itself to
determine the necessary correction using a “fast” decoding algorithm. Both Fire codes
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and Reed-Solomon codes have been used quite effectively in this manner to detect and
correct storage media errors.3
One coding scheme 3,4 used to correct errors in information read from a high-density
magnetic tape is of particular interest in that it illustrates the dramatic improvement in
the efficacy of a particular coding scheme when certain assumptions concerning the
anticipated error patterns can be justified. Information is stored on the tape in nine
parallel tracks, with each parallel 9-bit segment representing an 8-bit byte plus a 1-bit
overall “vertical” parity-check. Typically, a 9-bit “horizontal” parity-check is
periodically added to provide a parity-check on the bits in each of the tracks up to that
point. As is well known, it is always possible to correct any single error with an iterative
code of this sort, but many error patterns involving as few as two errors are not
correctable. Because the large majority of errors perturbing a magnetic tape of this sort
are limited to a single track., however, a relatively minor change in the coding scheme
can significantly improve its effectiveness without increasing its redundancy.

The scheme is as follows: a phase-shifted version of each track is encoded using an (n,k)
cyclic (or pseudo-cyclic) code with n-k=9 and the modulo-two sum of the nine 9-bit
parity-check vectors is recorded in place of the horizontal parity-check referred to
earlier. Since, presumably, at most one track experiences any errors between any two
such parity checks, the modulo-two sum of the observed and recorded parity checks
characterizes the error pattern perturbing that single track. The pattern of parity errors, as
determined by the vertical parity checks, should then produce a phase-shifted version
(modulo the generator polynomial) of this same error syndrome, with the relative phase
shift identifying which track actually experienced the error, and the vertical parity checks
then identifying the specific errors committed. The major advantage in recording the
modulo-two sum of the nine sets of check bits is not in the resulting reduction in
redundancy but rather in the fact that the nine encoder-decoders which would normally
be required can be replaced with only one which, in effect, encodes or decodes all nine
tracks simultaneously. As long as the assumption that only one track is subjected to
errors at any given time is valid, this hardware reduction is achieved with no loss in
error-correction capability.
Coding For Permanent Hardware Failures Codes capable of detecting or correcting
transient errors are, of course, capable of correcting the same error patterns even when
produced by permanent hardware failures. In the latter event, however, significant
advantages sometimes accrue by the fact that the identification of a permanent error can
materially increase the effectiveness of a particular code. Consider, for example, a
4
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random-access memory designed to store 32-bit words. Typically, 50% of the failures in
such a memory are due to the failure of a single bit-line (i.e., a failure affecting the
ability to read or write only one of the 32 bits in each word). If it were desired to code a
memory of this type of protect against, say, three consecutive failures of this sort by
using conventional error correcting techniques, the number of bits which would have to
be stored per word would increase by 36%, from 32 bits to 50 bits. In contrast, if the
decoder were designed to recognize failures as permanent, an increase of only 18%, to
39 bits, would provide identical protection. In this case, the decoder need only identify
those bits stored in failed locations as erasures and correct them accordingly. Since the
code used is less redundant, moreover, the required decoder can be correspondingly less
complex.
Further simplification is afforded in man cases by switching out each defective bit line as
soon as it is identified and replacing it with a spare line. In this case, up to three failures
can be corrected in a 32-bit per word memory by using only four redundant bit lines for
an 11% increase in word length. That is, a single parity-bit is used to identify the
existence of an error. The error is then easily located using software diagnostics, the
defective line is switched out, and one of the three spares switched in as a replacement.
The efficacy of this latter approach vis-a-vis the other two obviously depends in part
upon the complexity of the switching hardware plus the parity-check apparatus relative
to that of the decoders required for the other schemes. Clearly, the complexity of the
(36)-pole switch capable of selecting any subset of 33 of the available 36 bit lines could
potentially overwhelm any advantage in simplifying the decoder and decreasing the
storage redundancy. In actuality, however, the necessary.switching can generally be
accomplished with considerably less hardware than thatneeded to implement the more
complex encoders and decoders.5
Another technique frequently used to protect against permanent hardware failures
involves the use of majority-logic devices for masking the effect of a fault. The common
triplemodular redundant (TMR) concept is a simple application of this principle. In this
configuration, the device to be protected is triplicated and the three identical units run
simultaneously. Any output from the triplicated device is determined by a majority vote
on the outputs of the three devices individually.
An interesting generalization of this concept was recently proposed by Larsen and Reed.6
Rather than simply replicating each device (i.e., instead of using a simple repetition
5
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code), they suggested identifying each of the state variables associated with the device
and defining a majority-logic decodable code across these variables. Using this
technique, the authors were able to show that, at least under some circumstances, a given
improvement in overall reliability could be achieved more efficiently using coding than
by simple replication. In another paper7, this same general approach is used to design
fault-tolerant binary counters.
Conclusion Several examples were presented in which block coding techniques have
been used effectively in digital computer systems. In most cases, the nature of the
application resulted in significant modifications in the structure of the code or in the
decoding algorithm or both. While the number of such applications is at present not
large, the area is one of growing interest, and, it is safe to predict, will be the subject of
considerable attention for some time to come.
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Summary This paper presents some of the results of a study to evaluate the
performance and implementation complexity of a concatenated and a hybrid coding
system for moderate speed deep space applications. It is shown that with a total
complexity of less than three times that of the basic Viterbi decoder, concatenated coding
improves a constraint length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoding system by 1.1 and 2.6 dB at bit
error probabilities of 10-4 and 10-8, respectively. With a somewhat greater total
complexity, the hybrid coding system is shown to obtain a 0.9 dB computational
performance improvement over the basic rate 1/3 sequential decoding system. Although
substantial, these complexities are much less than those required to achieve the same
performances with more complex Viterbi or sequential decoder systems.
Introduction The growth of digital space communications in the past decade has
resulted in the introduction of sophisticated coding techniques which have reduced the
power or extended the communication range for numerous space missions. While early
coding applications were for relatively low data rates, recent emphasis has been on realtime decoders capable of operation at data rates above 1 Mbps. These efforts have
resulted in the development of high speed decoders which provide on the order of 4 to 6
dB of coding gain depending on the data rate, bandwidth expansion, and error
probability requirements.
When the data speed requirements are reduced to the levels of deep space
applications, which are from 1 to 100 Kbps, greater coding gains can be achieved. At
these reduced speeds, sequential decoding, in particular, can be shown to operate more
efficiently. A hard quantized high speed sequential decoder can be operated with about 1
dB less Eb/No, because of the increased number of computations per bit; and at lower
speeds another 2 dB improvement can be achieved by using a soft quantization with 8 or

more levels. Also, more efficient Viterbi decoders are possible at reduced data rates,
although the improvement in this case is not as great.
Assuming a computation speed of 106 computations per second on soft decision data, a
64K-bit buffer, and a 500 bit block length with frame resynchronization, a constraint
length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoder and a rate 1/3 sequential decoder require 3.0 and
2.8 dB, respectively, to obtain a bit error probability of 10-4 at 100 Kbps [1]. For a bit
error probability of 10-8, 4.8 and 3.4 dB, respectively, are required.
Further improvements in the performance of either a sequential or a Viterbi decoder
system can be obtained through increased complexity (larger buffer or higher
computational speed for the sequential decoder - higher constraint lengths with greatly
increased path and metric memory requirements for the Viterbi decoder). However, such
improvements are very costly. A more promising approach at moderate data rates is the
use of concatenated or hybrid coding and decoding techniques. These techniques
combine block and/or convolutional codes in an attempt to operate near capacity, while
maintaining a complexity less than that possible with either type of code alone.
This paper presents some of the results of a study to evaluate two such techniques for
deep space applications. The first is a concatenated coding procedure with a ReedSolomon outer code and a Viterbi-decoded convolutional inner code [2]. An upper
bound on the bit error probability and a discussion of the implementation complexity are
given.
The other technique is the hybrid bootstrap decoding algorithm of Jelinek and
Cocke [3]. Hofman (4] has determined the computational performance of this system
with rate 1/2 sequential decoders. Here we present the results of several efforts to
improve this performance. In particular, rate 1/3 bootstrap decoding, 3-group bootstrap
decoding, and multiple processor bootstrap decoding are discussed.
Concatenated Coding The basic block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 1.
The inner coder-decoder is a short constraint length convolutional coder with a Viterbi
(maximum likelihood) decoder. Typically this decoder is operated at an Eb/No level
sufficient to produce a bit error probability in the range 10-2 < Pb < 10-3. The outer code is
a high rate Reed-Solomon code which then reduces the final block, and consequently bit,
error probability to the desired level. Typically the Reed-Solomon code will have a 2Ksymbol alphabet where K is the constraint length of the convolutional inner code. The
interleaving buffers are required because the inner decoder errors tend to occur in bursts,
which occasionally are as long as several constraint lengths. While the outer decoder is
undisturbed by error bursts within a given Reed-Solomon symbol, its performance is
severely degraded by highly correlated errors among several successive symbols; hence
the need for interleaving.

Concatenated Coding Performance To evaluate the performance of this concatenated
coding system, the significant parameters of the inner code are the Reed-Solomon
symbol error probability and the distribution of lengths of consecutive Reed-Solomon
symbol errors, the latter being required to determine the required interleaver dimensions.
These parameters can be determined by a computer simulation of the convolutional inner
code.
For a system with a 2J- symbol E-error-correcting Reed-Solomon code and a long
enough interleaver so that Reed-Solomon symbol error dependencies can be neglected, a
Reed-Solomon block error occurs when more than E symbol errors occur in the block.
When this happens, the Reed-Solomon decoder indicates that at most E symbols are in
error. So if the superchannel causes E + i, 1 # i # 2J - 1 - E, symbol errors in the block, at
most 2E + i symbol errors will result. Thus the concatenated code symbol, and hence the
bit, probability of error can be upper bounded by

where Bs is the Reed-Solomon symbol probability of error.
Figures 2 and 3 give this bound for a constraint length 8 rate 1/3 convolutional inner
code with code generators [2]
11110111
11011001
10010101
and 8-levels of receiver quantization. Figure 2 shows that for a fixed alphabet size and
probability of error, there is an optimum number of correctable errors. That is, if the
outer code is designed to correct too many errors, the inner code Eb/No decrease, and thus
the superchannel symbol probability of error increase, more than offsets the large errorcorrecting ability of the outer code.
Figure 3 summarizes the performance of this concatenated coding system for various
alphabet sizes and near optimum outer code error-correcting ability.
The required interleaver length, I, can be estimated by choosing I large enough such that
the probability of I consecutive Reed-Solomon symbol errors is less than the desired bit
probability of error. For the constraint length 8 rate 1/3 convolutional code used here, an
interleaving length of 16 is sufficient for bit probabilities of error down to 10-8.

Concatenated Coding Implementation Implementation of this concatenated coding
system can be divided into four parts: the encoder and interleaver, the unscrambler, the
Viterbi decoder, and the Reed-Solomon decoder. The most critical size constraints are
those on the encoder and interleaver since they will be in a spacecraft. Fortunately, these
storage requirements are limited to that of 2EIJ parity bits [1] instead of the entire I
Reed-Solomon words as suggested in Reference 2. Thus it is suitable for spacecraft
applications.
The unscrambler requires the main storage in this system. A total of 2IJ2J bits are
required.
Implementation of Viterbi decoders for short constraint length convolutional codes is
well documented in Reference 5.
The Reed-Solomon decoder can be implemented partially in hardware and partially in
software. For example, the syndromes could be calculated in hardware and the remaining
steps in software. Using a minicomputer processor, such a scheme is capable of
achieving the 100 Kbps coding speed for alphabet sizes and numbers of correctable
errors less than about 27 and 8, respectively. In general, however, the high rate codes
required in this application are most efficiently implemented in hardware.
Converting a K = 8, R = 1/3, 8-quantization-level Viterbi decoder to the concatenated
coding scheme with J = 8, E = 16, and I = 16 would approximately triple the complexity
of the decoder []]. However, to achieve the same performance improvement with a more
complex Viterbi decoding system, the constraint length would have to be increased to at
least 11 with almost an 8-fold increase in decoder complexity. Systems with less
powerful Reed-Solomon codes and reduced implementation complexities also yield
impressive performance results.
Rate 1/3 Bootstrap Decoding Bootstrap decoding is a hybrid system which, in its
simplest form, consists of a number of convolutionally encoded data tracks and a single
parity track. The parity track, which is formed across all data tracks, is also decodable.
Probabilistic information contained in an additional parity or channel state stream
constructed across all received tracks by the decoder is used to adjust decoding metrics.
The amount of information contained in the channel state stream increases as the number
of undecoded tracks decreases. Thus, decoding a portion of data has a bootstrapping
effect in the decoding of the remaining data. Reference 4 provides a more complete
discussion of the bootstrap decoding process and presents simulation performance results
for a rate 1/2 system having 3-bit quantization and a binary state stream. This system
exhibits unbounded computational performance (Rcomp) at Eb/No = 1.68 dB. Performance
bounds derived by Jelinek [6] predict an additional improvement of 0.5 dB for a rate 1/3
system. In order to estimate the gain that can actually be achieved in a real system, the

rate 1/2 simulation program was expanded to operate for rate 1/3 using Curry’s
constraint length 24 code which has taps 40505342, 71436765, and 61552637 [7]. This
code has free distance = 38 and minimum distance = 17. The “likelihood-drop stopfactor” sequence was optimized at 3.25, 4.0, 4.75, and 5.5. Other parameters were set to
allow direct comparison with the rate 1/2 data. (Specifically, 7 tracks per block, 500
information bits per track, octal channel with 0.5F quantization spacing, binary state
stream, and LBACK = 10.) Figure 4 shows the computation distributions for the rate 1/3
simulations with Eb/No as a parameter. A plot of the apparent Pareto slope vs. Eb/No is
given in Figure 5, with Rcomp interpolated at 1.32 dB. This gives a gain of 0.36 dB over
the rate 1/2 simulation. The cause of the irregularity between 2 and 3 dB is not known at
this time, but is possibly due to a change in optimum parameter values as Eb/No
increases. Sufficiently large quantities of data were taken to rule out variation due to
small sample size.
3-Group Bootstrap Decoding Jelinek has also generalized bootstrap decoding for an
algebraic code having two parity checks [5]. The advantage is that, with proper code
selection, the data tracks may be arranged into 3 smaller groups for decoding.
(Remember that the bootstrapping process is more effective for smaller numbers of
tracks.) A code having 12 data tracks and parity bits across tracks 1 through 8 and 5
through 12 has the same rate loss as the 6 data track code above, but has 3 groups of 4
data tracks each. An upper bound on the performance of this code can be found by
simulating a 4 data track-1 parity track code. The results of this simulation are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. As can be seen in Figure 5, the 3-group code can be expected to give no
more than 0.1 dB improvement close to the Rcomp point, and questionable improvement
for higher values of Eb/No. Such performance would not warrant the increased
complexity for 3-group codes, and leaves unanswered the question of performance when
using even more powerful algebraic codes.
Bootstrap Decoding with Multiple Processing Because of its multiple-track structure,
the application of multiple processing techniques to the bootstrap system seems natural.
In addition, current technology and recent developments in the design of high-speed
sequential decoders make such a concept practical. The reason for using multiple
processing is to increase the computational rate of the decoder while, hopefully, reducing
the total computational effort. Complicated stopping rules required by a single processor
decoder are no longer necessary, and inordinate amounts of time will not be spent on
stubborn tracks while other, more cooperative tracks are left without attention. In
addition, the multipleprocessor decoder overcomes the disadvantage, inherent in the
single-processor decoder, of losing much of the previous computational effort each time
a track is restarted.
Of the large number of possible multiple processor configurations, one was selected for
detailed investigation by software simulation. This system dedicates a Fano sequential

decoder to each track, and utilizes a central controller to maintain and distribute current
state stream information to each of the decoders. In order to keep the number of state
stream updatds as few as possible without degrading the bootstrapping process
excessively, it was decided to update the central state stream each time the Fano decoder
for a track leaves the search mode. This procedure requires that each decoder maintain its
own copy of the state stream. When a decoder leaves the search mode and is ready to
decode node n, say, it informs the central controller of its status up to and including node
n-l. It also updates its state stream from node n through the end of the track from the
central controller.
The possibility of altering metric values at nodes already visited and thus interfering with
the delicate structure of the Fano search procedure (with catastrophic results!) has
necessitated a few modifications or restrictions in the decoding algorithm. Each decoder
must maintain pointers to the starting point and maximum depth reached since the last
“major start.” Thus, the start and maximum depth for each track is 1 at the initiation of a
block. When the state stream for a track is changed within the start and maximum depth
interval, a major start is declared for that track and its pointers are reset to the current
node depth; the threshold is also reset to the current path metric value. In this way, the
decoding process is really restarted at the present node, and knowledge of previous
searches is lost. The decoder is allowed to search behind the new starting node, if
necessary. In this case, a new major start must be declared when the turn-around point is
reached. Additional experimenting was done in an attempt to discover techniques to
reduce the number of major restarts while allowing state updates in the search region. All
these attempts resulted either in searches that have no exit or, just as bad, in the insertion
of many errors because of a failure to properly exit the search mode and tighten
threshold.
Multiple Processing Simulation In order to secure a standard for comparison, the rate
1/2 nonsystematic code with 3-bit quantization, which was evaluated in a single
processor configuration in Reference 4, was used also for the multiple processor
simulation. The simulation was carried out on an SEL 840A computer having 24K,
24-bit words. Simulation of only one decoder at a time is possible; therefore, the single
decoder is time-shared and restart data for the 6 inactive tracks are packed and stored
while awaiting their turn. The number of computations required-for each track is
assumed to be a direct measure of the decoding time consumed by that track. The
uncompleted track having the smallest number of computations is always selected for
further decoding when the track in process leaves the search mode. The central state
stream is updated by the selected track and then copied into the decoder, as described
above, before decoding is resumed. Completed tracks are left to “idle” until the entire
block is finished; a final state update is also made for these tracks at the appropriate time.

Preliminary simulations revealed a number of undesirable dynamics in operation in the
multiple processor mode. Erroneous decisions tentatively made by one track which are
inserted into the state stream may cause a deleterious effect on other tracks before the
errors are corrected. This effect was minimized by inserting a parameter called LBACK
into the state stream update algorithm. Thus, the state stream is updated only to node
n-1-LBACK when a decoder stops at node n. The difficulties that arise from inserting
erroneous decisions into the state stream are further compounded when a single track
remains because the last track is forced to duplicate the erroneous decisions. Although
the track to first commit the errors may easily retrace and correct them, the standard
metrics for one track make retrace extremely laborious. Therefore, the metric table for
one track was made identical to that for two tracks for all simulations reported here. The
effect of LBACK may be seen in Figure 7 which shows computation distributions at
Eb/No = 4.26 dB.
The performance of the selected system is rather disappointing. Detailed examination of
the dynamics of the multiple processor reveals that the poor performance is most
probably due to frequent major starts caused when two or more tracks have similar error
patterns and become involved in long searches over the same region. A modification of
the algorithm to circumvent this difficulty will be necessary in order to make multiple
processing practical for bootstrap decoding.
Hybrid Coding Implementation To enable a sequential decoder to perform the single
processor type of bootstrap decoding, changes would have to be made to permit the
decoder to vary the metric table, to switch decoding between tracks, to restart tracks, and
to determine when data is reliable. Clearly, this coding technique requires a high
computational speed. The multiple processing technique seems to be a natural way of
implementing these changes in a high computational speed processor. However, as
discussed, the technique examined here has a disappointing computational performance
and, in any case, it would be rather complex to implement. Other approaches are also
complex to implement and it appears that in order to obtain a performance similar to that
of the concatenated coding system discussed, a greater total complexity is required.
Conclusions Both the concatenated and the rate 1/3 bootstrap decoding techniques
described here achieve substantial performance improvements over the straight Viterbi
or sequential decoders used. For the J = 8, E = 16, I = 16 concatenated coding system the
Eb/No required to achieve bit error probabilities of 10-4 and 10-8 is reduced to 1.93 and
2.24 dB, respectively, from the unconcatenated values of 3.0 and 4.8 dB. The hybrid
system has a computational performance 0.9 dB better than the straight sequentially
decoded system.
Considering the implementation complexity of these two systems, the concatenated
coding system appears to be the more cost-effective system for this application. In

addition to the smaller estimated total complexity, the concatenated system also has the
advantage that the decoder can be made by merely adding the additional processing to
the output of an existing Viterbi decoder, whereas the bootstrap decoder would require a
redesign of the sequential decoder. For the system discussed here, the implementation
complexity of the additional concatenated decoding processing is about twice that of the
basic low speed constraint length 8 rate 1/3 Viterbi decoder. This is much less than the
approximate 8-fold increase in complexity required to obtain the same performance
improvements with a more complex, i.e., a higher constraint length, Viterbi decoding
system.
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THE USE OF MATCHED FILTERS FOR SYNCHRONIZATION
PETER H. HALPERN
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Summary Matched filters are derived for best extracting synchronization. This is done
for a somewhat general class of signaling systems as well as for NRZ and SO/ PCM. The
approach is based on the synthesis of finite time duration trigonometric pulses. The
solution of simple calculus of variations problems yield a description of the matched
filters.
Introduction The view we take here is that the synchronizer can be broken in two
parts. The first part is the detector which should be designed to give the best possible
estimate of the time of events. The second part, normally a phase locked loop of some
sort, should optimally process the independent estimates of the detector.
The basic unit event for the purposes of synchronization is a transition or a change of
state of the data. We can in fact detect the time of occurrence of these events in some
optimal manner. It will be convenient to characterize the transition event over the same
size time interval J as the basic baud, but shifted J/2 seconds from the baud (see
Figure 1). Thus if the Data is Non Return to Zero (NRZ) the transition event is a Split
Phase (SO/) pulse; if the data is Split Phase, the transition event is NRZ for J seconds.
For systems where there is an alphabet of possible signals in each baud, there will exist a
somewhat larger alphabet of transition signals. We derive here synchronizers for these
systems as well.
Once having detected the occurrence of transition events it is easy to derive agc and
offset control signals as well as the control signal for phase lock loops.
We show here the synthesis of some of the matched filters for detecting transitions, these
are drawn from a technique developed for the accurate approximation of finite time
duration trigonometric pulses described in Reference (1).

Detection of the Time of Occurrence of an Event Suppose we wish to detect the time
of occurrence of f(t) as accurately as possible in a white noise background, then the
matched filter should maximize the derivative to noise ratio at (t=J) as the output crosses
some threshold.
This is modified by the constraint of holding the probability of false threshold crossings
to some value.
We therefore have a simple calculus of variations problem for the time reversed impulse
response of the matched filter h(J-t) we maximize:
(1)
where 81 and 82 are Lagrangian multipliers. This has the solution
h(J-t) = C1f(t) + C2f '(t)

(2)

where the relative values of C1 and C2 are determined by the cost of false crossings. In
most systems the cost of false crossings overwhelms the small perturbation due to
additive noise, in this case example (2) reduces to the classical matched filter
h(J-t) = C f(t)

(3)

To make these ideas concrete we first consider the important cases of NRZ and SO/
systems.
Matched Filters for NRZ and SO
/ Systems Figure 2 shows the idealized outputs from
NRZ and SO/ matched filters with NRZ input. Figure 3 shows the same matched filters
outputs for SO/ input. Thresholds set on the triangular outputs generate signals which can
be used for agc, offset controls and synchronization.
Using the techniques described in Reference (1) the approximation to any degree of
accuracy is straightforward.
We note that the matched filter for NRZ has the transfer function
(4)

while that for SO/ is given by

(5)
These can be written in a form more suitable for reactance function approximation of
hyperbolic functions
(6)

(7)

We now can approximate,
and

in a pole-residue expansion with end point correction as described in Reference 1 and
Reference 2. We obtain

(8)
and
(9)
Here C1 and C2 are chosen to correct the approximation at JS = Bj. The interesting
feature about the approximation is that both H1 and H2 in (6) and (7) have the same
denominator and can be realized with the same network.
A two and three pole pair realization is shown in Figure 4, the responses are shown in
the photographs in Figure 5 and 6.
The realizations in Figure 3 have active RC equivalents by any of several techniques. For
the two Pole Pair realization Eq. 8 and 9 become

(10)
and

(11)
For the three pole pair approximation we have

(12)

and Eq. (11) remains the same.
Synchronizers for More General Modulation Schemes Of growing interest are
systems which transmit several bits per baud and use larger bandwidth-time-products in
their signal design.
The advantages of such a system are manifold.
Larger BT signal designs:
1) Combat impulse noise,
2) More accurately concentrate spectral occupancy,
3) Combat intersymbol cross talk,
4) Decrease bit error rates directly due to larger energy of difference signals,
5) Combat various channel distortions.
For a discussion of some of the aspects of signal designs we refer the reader to Reference
(3) for example.
As an example we consider a system whose signaling in each baud is composed of a
linear sum of finite sine pulses:
(13)

the possible n tuple s (a1, a2,—aan) determine the alphabet. If each of M possible n tuples
is equally likely to be transmitted then log2M is the number of bits per baud. The
matched filters for distinguishing these signals have similar expansions.

Now a synchronizer matched filter set can be designed to detect a change in any
coefficient ak from baud to baud. Just as the case for NRZ and SO/ the synchronization
filters are orthogonal to the data signals.
We can in fact draw our synchronizing filters from a set of harmonics not included in the
signaling alphabet.
The synchronizing filters will be restricted to be of the form
(14)

the filters of Eq. (14) are flat orthogonal to the signals of Eq. (13) that is they will always
have flat zero outputs at the end of each baud; furthermore they have notches at the
frequencies in (13) so there must be a change of the ak before there is any output from a
filter of the form of Eq. (14). Refer to the NRZ and SO/ case.
For m $ 2n, it is possible to match to a change of any selected coefficient ak and be
orthogonal to the rest of the a’s. We can build matched filters to each ak separately. From
the symmetry we need only consider the signals of Eq. (13) going over half the interval
in the synchronizers matched filters refer to Figure 1.
In order to design a filter of the form of Eq. (14) matched to detect a change in ak, and
constrained to be orthogonal to changes in the other a’s we maximize
(15)
Under the constraints for {i: i # n, i … k)
(16)
and E bj2 = K. Because the even (odd) harmonics are orthogonal to the odd (even)
harmonics over the half interval, we wind up with the following expression for the
coefficients bj of the matched filters:
(17)

for j odd, i and k even or for j even, i and k odd; otherwise, bj = 0 for k and j even or k
and j odd.

To compute the Lagrangian multipliers 8i for i odd we multiply eq (17) by
and sum over all even j to obtain
(18)
for every h odd and #n and for j even and m$j$n+ 1. That eq (18) sums to zero follows
from constraint eq (16). A similar set of linear equations exists for 8i i even.
This is a simultaneous set of linear equations in 8i. Although the computation is
somewhat tedious it is straightforward.
Each matched filter so derived serves as an independent measure of the proper sync
point. just as the NRZ and SO/ cases, thresholds can be set, and the resulting pulses can
be used as inputs to a phase locked loop.
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BIT SYNCHRONIZATION
D. D. McRAE and E. F. SMITH
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Summary In this paper the trade off between acquisition and noise performance for
several bit synchronizer techniques are examined. Results are presented for random NRZ
input data with an initial frequency offset between the incoming bit rate and the a priori
estimate of this rate.
1.0 Introduction The major objective of the paper is to relate bit synchronizer design
parameters to the primary user performance parameters associated with operation in the
tracking mode and in the acquisition mode for a class of bit synchronizers. The major
tracking mode parameters are timing jitter and bit slippage. This paper considers only
timing jitter. Bit slippage will be covered in a subsequent paper. The major acquisition
parameters are the allowable frequency offset and the time to acquire. These parameters
are to be evaluated when the incoming bit rate is not known precisely and when the
incoming data is random NRZ in the presence of noise.
The motivation for the study was simply that very little useable information has been
located which enables one to determine the trade between the acquisition and tracking
performance of bit synchronizers and how this trade depends upon the design of the
synchronizer. This is particularly true when the input is random data rather than a
periodic waveform. When allowable loop jitter is specified for a given signal-to-noise
ratio, it is desirable to determine the maximum frequency offset that can be tolerated for
a given design and still provide acceptable acquisition. Or conversely, if the bit-rate
uncertainties are known and the allowable acquisition time specified, the system designer
needs to know how to predict the resulting noise performance of the bit synchronizer so
that the other elements of the system can be appropriately chosen. In most applications
the design should be determined from the acquisition properties at “minimum signal-tonoise ratio” rather than from noiseless acquisition since the device must generally be
able to acquire when the minimum signal-to-noise ratio exists at the beginning of a
transmission or following a fade.
The bit synchronizers to be evaluated are in a class of time sampled phase-locked
devices illustrated in Fig. 1. The primary distinction of this class of synchronizers is that

the phase measurement is made by operating upon the voltage out of an integrate and
dump device. Of less importance is the assumption that the operations in the loop filter
are also clocked from the VCO and hence can be represented with difference equations
rather than differential equations. The “phase detector operation” converts the integrateand-dump output to a suitable measure of phase error for the loop.
The motivation for considering this class of phase-locked loop is the ease of
implementation when performance must be maintained over a wide variety of input bit
rates. The use of integrators at the front end of the device limits the noise bandwidth
prior to the non-linear operations of the phase-locked loop. The time sampled nature of
the remainder of the loop allows the use of digital filters which can be driven from the
VCO clock and hence automatically adjust their effective time constants with bit rate.
The acquisition time considered here is the “pull-in time”, defined as the time to the last
bit-slip or cycle skip. The acquisition data has been obtained for the various loop
configurations from a computer simulation of the synchronizer. Three decision-directed
approaches and one early-gate late-gate (or “absolute-magnitude”) approach have been
evaluated. The differences in the decision-directed approaches lie in the strategy for
handling the circumstances when no transition is detected. These loops are described in
more detail later. The approach that has been used to obtain data is to define a term
called the jitter bandwidth, Bj, which is related to the mean square timing jitter, F)t2 and
Eb /No by:
(1)
The jitter bandwidth is analogous to the “noise bandwidth” of a continuous loop as
defined by many previous authors (see Gardner [3] for instance).
2.0 Fundamental Equations A functional block diagram of the class of
synchronizers discussed in this report is shown in Fig. 2. The input is assumed to be
signal plus additive noise. The quadrature integrations shown in Fig. 1 can be
represented mathematically in a more precise manner by considering a single integrateand-durnp which operates at twice the bit rate. Thus each bit time (as defined by local
timing) two randornvariables, Zk-1 and Zk, are available representing the two outputs
from the integrate and dump during a bit interval. The index, k, designates the particular
half-bit time for the integration.
The phase detector operator produces a voltage, Pi, based upon some set of Z values that
it has received. The fact that several values of Z may be used to produce Pi. is designated
in Fig. 1 by making the operator argument a vector, . The phase detector output, Pi, is
passed through the loop filter, which is assumed to be a lead-lag network, to produce the
voltage Vi. This, in turn, produces a period offset, bi+1, which exists during the next bit

period integrations. It is assumed that the lead-lag network is time sampled such that the
output voltage, Vi, is held constant during a bit time. Thus the capacitor voltage, (i, is
important only at the beginning and end of a bit period and may also be considered a
time discrete random variable.
A set of iterative (difference) equations for the loop can be obtained involving the
variables Pi, bi, (i, and )t, the difference between the incoming bit-transition-time and
the ith local bit-transition-time. In general, the phase detection output, Pi, is a function of
)ti:
(2)
Over a linear region of phase detector operation the output is proportional
to )ti:
(3)
The parameter of primary interest in the loop filter is the voltage on the storage element,
or (i as shown in Fig. 2. If the input voltage to the lead-lag network, Pi, is constant
during a bit period, the capacitor voltage at the end of the bit period is:

(4)
If we assume that:

and

then equation (4) may be rewritten as:
(5)
If the change in ( is small during a bit period the output voltage Vi is then
approximately:
(6)

This implies that the change in period of the VCO is:

The equation relating )ti and )ti+1, can be deduced to be:

(7)

for d-bit delays, and
(8)
for d + one half bit delays where d is an integer. Substituting 2 into 5, 6, and 7,
rearranging term, and defining:

and
We get:

(9)
For a half-bit delay:

(10)
For a full bit delay:

(11)
Figure 3 shows the relation between the X-terms of the preceeding equations and the
break frequencies of the Bode diagram for the open loop frequency characteristics of the
linearized phase-locked loop.

3.0 Timing Error In this section functional descriptions are given for the absolute
magnitude phase detector and the decision-directed phase detector, and jitter
performance for these synchronizers is presented and discussed.
In the absolute magnitude synchronizer, the phase detector utilizes two adjacent half-bit
integrations for “early-gate-late gate,” detection. The integration intervals corresponding
to zk and zk-1 are indicated in Fig. 4(a) for an arbitrary phase error, )t. The expression for
the phase detector output for this phase detector is:
(12)
where Zk = Sk + Nk:
Sk = integral of signal over half bit-time
Nk = Integral of noise over half bit-time
Consider first the noiseless case. Then:

If the time, tc , when the first integration interval ends and the second one begins, is
coincident with an input transition time then *Sk *=*Sk-1 and Pi = 0. If tc is slightly
displaced to one side of the transition time, as shown in Fig. 4(a), ()t positive) then
*Sk*<*Sk-1* and Pi is positive (assuming a transition occurs at the transition time, i. e. ,
E1 = -E2. Otherwise Pi = 0 if E1 = E2). But if the displacement, )t, is in the opposite
direction then *S k-1* < *k*and Pi is negative. Hence, the sense of )t as well as the
magnitude is detected by this phase detector (and decision direction is not necessary). It
is thus easily verified that Pi = *Sk*- *Sk-1* is proportional to phase error, )t, for small )t.
The range of )t over which this proportionality holds (i. e., the “linear range”) is in
general a function of input period offset, a, and local period offset, b. But for small
offsets the linear range is approximately *)t*#*Tb/4*,over which we have:

After )t exceeds this range, the rate of change of Pi reverses (with increasing *)t*). The
resulting phase detector characteristic (i. e., phase detector output versus phase error) is
shown in Fig. 4(b) for a=b=0. The linear range for this case is -Tb/4 # )t#Tb/4.
With additive gaussian input noise of spectral height No we have:

where Nk is a gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance NoTb/ 4.

Assuming high signal-to-noise ratio and operation in the linear range we get:

(14)
where Ni '=± *Ni*±*Nk-1* is a gaussian random variable with variance twice that of Nk.
The range of signal-to-noise ratio for which these assumptions are valid has been
investigated and is discussed in the following section.
Linear iterative equations resulting from assumption of high signal-to-noise ratio and
operation in the linear range of the phase detector characteristic are presented in Section
2 for zero delay, 1/2-bit delay, and 1-bit delay. These equations may be written in matrix
form:
(15)
where the elements of the variable vector, V, are )t, (, b and the elements of the constant
vector, C, involve “a” and Ni, and [A] is the matrix of coefficients of the )ti, (i and bi
terms.
A set of linear simultaneous equations can be derived involving the elements of the Amatrix and C-vector, and the correlations, 8ij, of the variables )t, (, and b. In particular,
811 is the mean square timing error (or jitter)
, 822 is the mean square capacitor
charge,
, and 833 is the mean square (local) frequency offset,
. For any
specified A-matrix and C-vector these equations can be solved simultaneously for the
8’s.
To determine the appropriate A-matrix and C-vector for the absolute value synchronizer,
note that the minimum delay possible for that synchronizer is 1/2-bit delay (as defined in
Section 2), because the result of the second integration, Zk , is not available for loop
correction until after 1/2-bit delay has elapsed. The corresponding iterative equations are
Eq. 2. Hence, the A-matrix is:

(16)

and the C-vector is:

(17)

These iterative equations (and hence this matrix), assume that a phase measurement is
made each bit time. Since this requires a transition each bit time these equations hold
only for square wave input to the bit synchronizer. With random data input, the
transitions and hence phase measurements occur randomly with probability 0.5 each bit
time. If the phase detector is non-decision directed (such as the “difference-of-absolute
value” phase detector for example) this has the effect of multiplying the phase
measurement terms in the iterative equations by a binary random variable, L, which is
either zero or unity with probability 0.5 for either. The resulting A-matrix, which must
now be indexed to i since L is indexed to i, is the same as that above except that each
X0 -factor is multiplied by Li . The C-vector is unchanged.
Using these forms for the A-matrix and C-vector, the rms jitter results for Eb /No = 0 dB
and Xi = 0 (i. e. , the loop filter is a perfect “integrate plus proportional” filter) have been
determined by computer and are presented in Fig. 5 for various combinations of loop
parameters X0 and X2.
The “loop damping ratio, “>, and “loop bandwidth” BL , for a continuous (unsampled)
linearized loop can be expressed in terms of X0, X1, and X2 as follows:
(18)

(19)
These are the loop parameters used in presenting the data of Fig. 5 since they are more
familiar loop parameters than are X0, X1, and X2 . The bandwidth is normalized to the
bit-rate and the jitter is in percentage of a nominal bit-time. Data is presented for
squarewave input signal to the synchronizer as well as for random binary (NRZ) input.
With the assumptions made for this linearized, high signal-to-noise model, the mean
square jitter is inversely proportional to Eb/No . Therefore, Fig. 5 can be used to predict
jitter for any Eb/No for which the assumptions are valid. To determine the range of Eb/No
for which the assumptions are valid, the Monte-Carlo simulation program(used primarily
to obtain acquisition data) was utilized to measure
for several values of E b/No for

comparison with predictions made with the linearized model. This comparison is
presented in Fig. 6 for various bandwidths (with Xi =0) and for critical damping. Critical
damping is used because that is found (see next sections) to be a good choice of damping
for loop bandwidths of interest. With the simulation program, bit- slippages are
observable with sufficiently low signal-to-noise ratio (depending upon the bandwidth). If
such slippages were observed (for 3, 000 bit samples) in the simulation data presented in
Fig. 6, the corresponding data point is labelled “BS”.
In the decision-directed synchronizer, the phase detector utilizes the sum of the results of
two half-bit integrations Zk+Zk-1 (Fig. 4(a)) to obtain a measure of the phase error. But
the polarity of the measurement Zk+ Zk-1 does not determine the sense of the phase error
even in the noisele ss case. The sense of the phase error is obtained by “decision
direction” which is determined as follows from the decisions made on the polarity of the
two adjacent bits on either side of tc . If the first bit is determined to be positive and the
second bit is determined to be negative (i. e. , a transition occurs from positive to
negative as in Fig. 4(a)) the polarity of the measurement Zk +Zk-1 is reversed, and if the
first bit is negative and the second positive (transition from negative to positive) the
measurement polarity is not reversed. This attaches the proper sense to the resulting
phase measurement, Pi . If both bits are determined to have the same polarity (indicating
no transition between them) the “measurement” Zk + Zk-1 has no relevance to phase error,
)t, and there is no “phase measuremen” available. There are many strategies which may
be utilized in the loop for this condition. Three reasonable strategies have been
investigated in this study and these will be discussed later. But for the present discussion
of the decision-directed phase-detector characteristics we assume that transitions occur
between bits (i. e. , squarewave input).
In the noiseless case it is easily seen (from Fig. 4 (a)) that *Pi*=*Zk+Zk-1*=*Sk+Sk-1*is
proportional to *)t* (for small *)t*). And the “decision-direction” attaches the
appropriate albegraic sign to the phase measurement, Pi , so that Pi = kp )t over the linear
range of )t. (The linear range, for small frequency off sets, is approximately *)t
*#Tb/2 .) The resulting phase detector characteristic is shown in Fig. 4(c) for a = b=0.
The linear range for this case is -Tb/2 # )t#Tb/2. The discontinuities in this
characteristic at the extremes of the linear range are due to the reversal, at these points,
of the algebraic sign resulting from the “decision direction.”
With additive gaussian input noise of spectral height No we have:
(20)
where Nk is a gaussin random variable with zero mean and variance No/Tb/4 .

Assuming high signal-to-noise ratio and operation in the linear range we get:
(21)
where Ni '=Nk+Kk-1 is a gaussian random variable with variance twice that of Nk .
But since *Sk+Sk-1* is proportional to *)t *, and the “decision direction” attaches the
appropriate algebraic sign, we have:
(22)
When E1=E2 (i. e. , no transition occurs) that event is detected by the “decision-direction”
logic and many strategies are available for accomplishing loop correction for this
condition. Three strategies investigated in this study, which are quite feasible to
accomplish in a digital device, are:
Strategy 1 - Maintain the existing VCO frequency and maintain existing filter
capacitor charge until the next transition occurs.
Strategy 2 - Maintain the existing capacitor voltage and drive the VCO with the
capacitor voltage.
Strategy 3 - Use the phase measurement made at the last previous transition.
These strategies and the analytical techniques for analyzing them by introducing random
coefficients into the fundamental equations are discussed
later.
As discussed in Section 3, the linearized iterative equations presented in Section 2 may
be written in matrix form:
(23)
Again, a set of linear equations can be derived involving the elements of the A-matrix
and C-vector and the correlations of )t, a, and b. For any specified A-matrix and Cvector the equations can be solved by computer to yield
,
,
,
, etc.
For the decision-directed synchronizer, the minimum delay possible (as defined in
Section 2) is one bit-time. The corresponding iterative equations are Eq. 11 and the Amatrix and C-vector are (for squarewave input):

(24)

(25)

For random data input, the equations are modified y appropriate random coefficients (as
discussed in 3) which depend upon the strategy used for handling the random transitions.
The A-matrices and C-vectors for the three strategies listed in Section 3 have been
determined. Using these matrices, jitter results for Eb/No = 0 dB and X1=0 have been
obtained by computer and are presented in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 for various combinations of
loop parameters. The results are valid for Xi /Bj < .1. Although the curves are for
Eb/No = 0 dB they may be used to predict jitter for any Eb/No for which the assumptions
of linearity and perfect “decision-direction” are valid (since mean square jitter is then
proportional to Eb/No). To determine the range of Eb/No for which these assumptions are
valid, the simulation program was used to obtain
versus Eb/No for critical damping,
and for several bandwidths. The results for Strategy 2 are presented in Fig. 10 together
with results predicted by the linearized high-signal-to-noise model. Critical damping is
used because it is found (see next section) to be a good choice for the loop bandwidths o
interest. Again, as for the absolute value synchronizer, if bit slippage was observed, the
corresponding simulation data points presented in Fig. 10 are labelled “BS”. And again,
comparison of the simulation results and the linearized model results indicate that the
linearized model result are acceptable for signal-to-noise ratios such that bit- slippages
are not problem, or for rms jitter less than 5%.
For the zero-delay case with the assumptions that X1 is much less than X0 or X2 (i. e. , the
loop filter is essentially a perfect “integral-plus-proportional” filter) and that both X0 and
X2 are much less than unity (i.e., loop bandwidth is very narrow relative to the bit rate),
the A-matrix is sufficiently simplified so that the equations can be solved analytically to
determine the 8’s in terms of X0 and X2 . The resulting expressions for mean square jitter
, are presented in Table 1 for the strategy investigated. ( “Strategy 4” is for the
absolute magnitude synchronizer with random data).
The straight line portions of the curves of Figs. 5, 7, 8, and 9 (i.e. , for BL < 2%) follow
the narrowband predictions of Table 1.

TABLE 1

4.0 Acquisition The primary use made of the jitter data of Fig. 5 in this paper is to
determine the “effective jitter bandwidth, “Bj , used as the common denominator in
comparing acquisition performance Is discussed in the following sections.
Let us first consider acquisition data for the absolute-value loop when the loop is
adjusted to provide specified jitter bandwidths. In this section the input data is assumed
to be noise free and the loop filter is assumed to contain a perfect integrator (X1 = 0). The
effect of noise is discussed later. In all cases the initial capacitor voltage is assumed to be
zero, although for X1 equal to zero it is sufficient to consider the frequency offset as the
difference between the input bit rate and the local bit rate caused by the initial capacitor
charge. The acquisition data is presented in the form of curves of acquisition time,
normalized to the reciprocal of the jitter bandwidth, versus frequency offset of the input
bit rate normalized to jitter bandwidth.
The approach here is to determine the damping which minimizes the pull-in time for a
“worst case” initial phase, worst case polarity of de-tuning and random NRZ input data.
This determination is done for a jitter bandwidth of 2% of the bit rate. The performance
for that damping is then determined for different jitter bandwidths for “worst case”
starting phase and polarity of offset.
It can be reasoned that an initial starting phase difference of a half bit should be worst
case since the phase detector voltage must then go in the wrong direction first, hence
minimizing the amount the capacitor charges during the first cycle of the difference
frequency. From the same line of reasoning a zero initial phase should be best.

Figure 11 shows the pull-in time for a damping of one and various jitter bandwidths with
random input. The curve for 1% and 2% jitter bandwidth is essentially the same.
Therefore this curve can be used for bandwidths less than 2%
Figure 12 shows the pull-in time for a jitter bandwidth of 1% for a range of values of
Eb/No . The values of Eb/No include the minimum values tested for jitter calibration which
did not have cycle skipping, and several higher values. The input was random NRZ.
The acquisition data for the decision-directed loops were obtained in the same manner as
that for the absolute magnitude loops. It was first established that the pull-in times were
essentially independent of direction of frequency offset and relatively insensitive to
starting phase. As in the case of the absolute magnitude loop, the exact acquisition curve
for square wave input exhibits a sawtooth characteristic as before due to the cycle
slipped phenomenon. A plot was made which showed the smoothed curve for Stretegy 2
with squarewave input, positive frequency offset and half-bit starting phase error. Points
for negative offset and half-bit starting phase error and for positive offset and no initial
phase error were also shown. All of the pull-in time curves are for positive frequency
offset and half-bit initial phase error.
As before, the best damping for each of the three strategies was established by
investigating the pull-in time with random input as a function of initial frequency offset
for several damping factors where the loop bandwidth has been adjusted to provide a 2%
jitter bandwidth. Critical clamping is best for Strategies 2 and 3 but a damping of .707
appears to be best for Strategy 1. The pull-in times for the three strategies with random
input for various jitter bandwidths are shown in Figs. 13, 14, and 15. In all cases the best
damping for the particular strategy was selected. As can be seen, Strategy 2 appears to be
best for all bandwidths. The normalized pull-in time for jitter bandwidths less than 1% of
the bit rate should be approximately the same as that for the 1% bandwidth.
Curves for pull-in time versus frequency offset for the decision-directed loop with
random input and noise are shown in Fig. 16 for a 1% jitter bandwidth. These curves are
for Strategy 2.
5. 0 Conclusions We have compared the acquisition performance of two types of
phase-locked bit synchronizers when the phase-locked loop bandwidths are adjusted to
provide the same timing jitter for the same noise level at the input (the same jitter
bandwidth). The acquisition time was determined as a function of the initial frequency
offset between the incoming bit rate and the local VCO frequency. The time to acquire is
defined as the time to stop slipping cycles, (pull-in time). If the acquisition time and
frequency offset are normalized to the jitter bandwidth, the normalized acquisition
performance for narrow loops (jitter bandwidths of 1% of the bit rate or less) is
essentially independent of bandwidth. Figure 17 plots the acquisition performance of the

two configurations under consideration for three different input conditions. These are
with a noise-free squarewave input, with a noise-free random NRZ input and with noisy
random NRZ with an Eb/No of 2.5 dB. In addition, the acquisition performance of a
sinusoidal input as predicted by Gardner is shown. In all cases (except for the sinusoidal
loop) the curves are terminated at the value corresponding to the maximum settling time
of the loop following a bit slippage (time for loop to settle to 5% bit error).
Several conclusions can be drawn from Fig. 17. These are:
(1) The amount of frequency offset that can be tolerated for bit synchronizer loops such
as those investigated is much less than that which one would predict using standard
sinusoidal loop equations when the loops are arranged to provide the same high S/N
timing jitter.
(2) The amount of frequency offset that can be tolerated by either bit synchronizer
depends strongly upon whether the input data is periodic or random and whether it is
noise-free or noisy.
(3) The decision directed loop is superior to the early-gate late-gate absolute magnitude
loop under all input conditions. With random NRZ input, the decision directed loop can
tolerate nearly four times the frequency uncertainty that can be tolerated by the absolute
magnitude loop.
Several other conclusions have been drawn in the course of the study. One is that the
strategy of returning the VCO frequency to that corresponding to the frequency called
for by capacitor voltage when no transition is detected was found to be better than the
other two strategies investigated. A second conclusion reached is that the use of a nonperfect integrator in the loop appears to be of questionable merit when the capacitor
voltage in the loop filter can be limited to correspond to the maximum system detuning.
This implies that the system operation is such that the synchronizer is required to acquire
with maximum detuning conditions.
A final point is worth noting. Several authors have considered the use of different phase
detector transfer function (volts versus phase offset) and noted that the phase loop
performance depended upon this transfer function. It should also be emphasized that the
manner in which this transfer functior is synthesized also has an impact on the
performance since it determines the manner in which the input noise is converted to
equivalent input jitter as well as the manner in which the transfer characteristics
breakdown when the input is noisy.
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Summary The paper deals with a procedure for studying the transient behavior of a
first-order phase-locked loop in the presence of noise. This procedure requires the
numerical solution of an ordinary differential equation. Excellent agreement has been
found between theoretical results and those obtained via computer simulation.
1) Introduction The statistical behavior of phase-locked loops (PLL’s) has been the
subject of extensive analitical and experimental studies in the last few years. Although
yielding important results, however, these studies have been mainly concerned with the
steady-state operating conditions of the loop, whereas, owing to mathematical
difficulties, few results have been obtained on its transient behavior.
This is unfortunate as a theory on the transient phenomena in a PLL driven by signal plus
noise would be of the greatest interest in many practical applications as, for example, in
solving noisy acquisition problems or in studying the statistical performance of a PLL
driven by an intermittent reference.
To show where these mathematical difficulties are, let us formulate the problem for a
first-order PLL.
Up to the time t=0 the system operates in stationary conditions with an input which is the
sum of a sinusoidal reference plus noise. At D=0 the reference power, or the noise level,
or both, change abruptly and assume new constant values. The task is to find the
transient probability density function p(N,t) of the phase-error N of the loop for t>0 .
As is well known [1] -[4] this function can be found by solving a Fokker-Planck
equation with appropriate boundary conditions. Up to the present time, however, any
attempt to solve it has failed.
Dominiack and Pickholtz [5] found an interesting numerical solution technique, and
different approximate solution methods are indicated in [6],[7] and [8]. The last two

papers merit further consideration as careful comparison of the mathematical techniques
they use suggests a way for improving previous results.
Both methods are based on the following idea. One guesses that the solution to the
Fokker-Planck equation can be conveniently approximated by a given function f(N,q) of
N , and a certain number of unknown time-dependent parameters q=(q1 , q2 ,.. qN). With
this assumption and using the Fokker-Planck equation it is possible, in various ways (see
[7] and [8]), to obtain a set of simultaneous ordinary differential equations in the
unknown components of q , whose solution provides all that is needed to define f(N,q)
completely.
In particular, under the hypothesis of zero loop detuning, a raised cosine form has been
assumed for f(N,q) in [7] (N is taken modulo 2B)
(1)
whereas in [8] it has been set
(2)
Now we will determine the range of signal-to-noise ratios within which expressions (1)
and (2) give good results. To this end we observe that, due to the change in the input
Voltage characteristics, transient phenomena take place in the system beginning from
t=0. Sooner or later, however, these phenomena will fade and new stationary operating
conditions will he attained. Therefore, for t=0 and for t=4, (1) and (2) should agree with
the well known expression for the stationary probability density function of a first-order
PLL. This expression is [4]
where " is the signal-to-noise ratio in the loop and Io (") is the zero-order modified
Bessel function of the first kind. Consider now the case " >>1 and the opposite one
" <<1.

(3)

For " >>1, Io (")•,exp"/(2B") and from (3) (see [4])
(4)
is easily found.
Instead, for " <<1, Io (")•1 so that, within the approximation exp("cosN )•1+"cosN ,
expression (3) becomes
(5)

By comparing (4) and (5) with (1) and (2) we are led to the following conclusions. For
low signal-to-noise ratios expression (1) may give good results whereas expression (2)
badly approximates the true probability density function.
Viceversa, for high signal-to-noise ratios, (2) may go well, instead (1) must be decidedly
rejected.
At this point an obvious question comes to mind: can we find another approximation for
p(N,t) not subjected to the limitations of (1) and (2)? As a reasonable conjecture we can
set
(6)
The present paper deals just with this approximation.
2) Time derivative of the phase-error variance In the next section we will obtain an
ordinary differential equation for the unknown time-dependent parameter q=q(t) that
appears in (6). The approach we will follow involves a certain expression of the time
derivative of the phase-error variance that we will determine hare. To this end, let us first
write the Fokker-Planck equation whose solution gives p(N,t). Suppose that, for t >0, the
PLL input voltage is the sum of a carrier %2 A sin(Tt+2) plus a sample from a zero-mean
white Gaussian noise process with single-sided spectral density No . Assuming zero loop
detuning, it has been found [1]-[4] that

(7)
where K is the open loop gain. Alternatively, letting
BL = AK/4
" = A2/BLNo
J = 4BL t

loop bandwidth
signal-to-noise ratio in the loop
dimensionless time

eq. (7) may be written in the more convenient form

(8)
Observe now that, from simmetry, p(N,t) is an even function of N so that the expected
value of N is zero for any J . Thus denoting v=v(J) the variance of one has

(9)
and hence

from which, using (8), we get

or, integrating by parts the first term on the right hand side,

(10)

This is the required expression for dv/dJ.
3) Differential equation for q(JJ) In this section we will determine a differential
equation for the time dependent parameter q=q(J) involved in (6). To this purpose
consider equation (10). We observe that in deriving it no approximation has been
introduced so that (10) does represent an exact expression for dv/dJ.
Unfortunately we are unable to use it as we ignore p(N,J). Nevertheless an approximate
evaluation of dv/dJ can he obtained if we substitute p(N,J) in (10) with (6). In doing so,
the right hand side of (10) becomes a function of q whose exact expression will be
determined shortly. Before proceeding in this direction, however, we will turn our
attention to the left hand side of (10). If we use (6) again in evaluating the integral in (9),
we realize that the variance v can be expressed as a function of q, i.e., v = g(q) and hance
we can write:
(11)

Thus, equating this approximate expression of dv/dJ to the previous one we obtain a
first-order ordinary differential equation whose solution gives q=q(J).

Now we will elaborate the ideas outlined above. Let us begin with the substitution of (6)
in the right hand side of (10). From 6 one has

so that

from which, integrating by parts and bearing in mind that

one deduces
(12)

Next we consider the second term in the right hand side of (10). Again, integrating by
parts one gets

(13)
The last step consists of evaluating g(q) that appears in (11). It has been found [4]

(14)
where In (x) is the n-order modified Bessel function of the first kind and argument x.
Thus, collecting the above results, we obtain eventually
(15)
4) Numerical solutions and simulation results As an analytical solution to (15) is
definitely hopeless, one is forced to resort to numerical techniques. Perhaps the best way
of appreaching the problem is to transform (15) into an equation in the unknown v=v(J).
This is promptly done as the left side of (15) is just dv/dJ whereas the right side depends

on v by means of q = g (v), the inverse function of v=g(q), whose values are easy to
compute.
One obtains
(16)
with

This equation has been numerically solved in two extreme cases. In the first one it has
been assumed that, for J = 0 , the phase-error value is completely unknown so that the
corresponding probability density function is constant on the range -B<N<B and hence

In the second case, instead, it has been supposed N = 0 for J = 0 so that v(0)=0.
The corresponding solutions of (16) are shown in figs. 1 and 2 respectively for some
values of " .
The theory outlined above has been tested using a computer simutation of the PLL. In
figs. 3 to 9 some theoretical and simulation results are compared. In particular in fig. 3
the variance v is plotted versus 4BLt for v(0)= B2 /3 and for v(0) = 0 when "=3. As can
be seen, the agreement is excellent. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 show the probability density function
of N for different values of 4BLt when "=3 and v(0)=B2/3. Figs. from 7 to 9 show the
same things when v(0)=0.
5) Application We now show an application of the theory developed in the
preceeding sections. Let us consider a PLL driven by a signal s(t) plus noise n(t). The
noise term is as defined in section 2) whereas s(t)=m(t) %2A sin(Tt+2), with m(t) a
periodic sequence of pulses of height 1, width )T and period T.
In other words, the reference s(t) is no longer a continuous sinusoid but rather a sequence
of synchronizing bursts. We aim at determining the time dependence of the-phase-error
variance v. To this purpose let us label t=0 the beginning of an arbitrary burst and
suppose we know v(0). Then, the values assumed by v(t) in the interval 0<t<)T can he
obtained from the results of section 4).

Starting from t= )T , it is s(t)=0 so that (7) becomes

(17)

A simple expression for v(t) can be readily determined with the aid of (17) if we suppose
that p(N,t) as a function of N, takes significant values only on -N0<N<N0 with N0 <B. In
fact, multiplying both sides of (17) by N2 and integrating on the interval -B<N<B, yields

from which integrating by parts and assuming

for any )T<t<T, one gets

and hence
(18)
The above says that if v(0) were known, we could compute v(t) for any 0<t<T and hence,
as v(t) has period T, we would know v(t) completely. Therefore, all that we need is to
compute v(0). This can be done, for example, using a cut and try procedure, bearing in
mind that it must be v(0)=v(T). Thus, we start with an arbitrary value of v(0) and find the
corresponding v(T). In general it will be v(0)… v(T). Then we correct v(O) ... and so on.
6) Conclusions An approximate procedure for studying the transient behavior of a
first-order PLL in the presence of noise has been indicated. This procedure requires the
numerical solution of an ordinary differential equation which describes the timedependence of the phase-error of the loop.
Excellent agreement has been found between theoretical results and those of a computer
simulation of the PLL. The present theory has some advantages over the previous ones.
In particular, in regard to those considered in [7] and [8] it has no limitations on the

signal-to-noise ratios, whereas, in comparison to the one outlined in [5] it requires the
solution of an ordinary rather than a partial differential equation.
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DIGITALLY IMPLEMENTED CLOCK ACQUISITION LOOPS
FOR LOW SNR DATA SIGNALS
R. W. SCHOOLCRAFT
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Summary The development of powerful error correction codes for binary data
channels has generated a requirement for high performance clock acquisition loops.
These loops must provide clean estimates of the data clock at very low data SNR in order
to prevent dissipation of the coding gain through noise in the data recovery timing. The
key element in high performance clock loops is the method of extracting clock
information from the received data stream. Three loops are described which illustrate
several extraction concepts and which can be used as design guides. The first loop
extracts clock information by use of the function D(t)•D(t+ T/2). The extractor is
implemented almost entirely with digital logic elements and is very compact. The third
loop is extremely efficient due to the use of a time window which is open for only a short
time around the transitions of the data. Its implementation is heavily analog. The second
loop is a hybrid of the first and the third falls between them in both performance and
complexity.
Performance curves are presented for the three loops in terms of data SNR degradation
as a function of data SNR and loop bandwidth. Experimental data is presented for the
first loop.
Introduction The development of powerful error correction codes for binary data
channels has generated a requirement for high performance clock acquisition loops.
Recent coding techniques for channels immersed in Gaussian noise, particularly those
utilizing the amplitudes of bits (soft decision), display very steep Pe vs SNR
characteristics. Even at threshold, the slope of soft decision performance curves,
)Pe/)SNR, approaches two orders of magnitude per decibel. Thus, a jittery clock
acquisition loop which degrades the received data stream by as little as one-half dB can
cause a ten to one increase in the error rate of the decoded data. Less powerful codes,
such as the hard decision 24-12 block code, are not as sensitive to system losses.
However, the coding gain of even the weaker coding techniques can be largely
dissipated by noise in the data recovery timing.

This paper explores, on a design level, several concepts that permit the implementation
of compact, efficient clock acquisition loops. Its purpose is to provide design ideas and
an indication of the sophistication required to satisfy a given design problem. In the
course of discussion, three clock acquisition loops are presented which are implemented
primarily with digital logic integrated circuits. Performance curves for these three
configurations are given in the Analysis section.
Efficient Clock Extractors The key element in high performance clock loops is the
method of extracting clock information from the received data stream. The basic method
of efficient clock extraction is the use of autocorrelation to obtain the partial clock. As
shown in Figure 1, the partial clock is obtained by D (t) • D(t + T/2) where T is the bit
period. Figure 2 shows a crude implementation of this function along with waveforms
showing how it operates. The data stream D(t) is clocked into a flip-flop at the middle of
the bit period. The modulo-2 addition (exclusive-OR gate) of the flip-flop output, D(t +
T/2), and D(t) forms the partial clock. The partial clock is then used to lock a phase
locked loop.
Loop I An efficient method to approximate the autocorrelation function is to use the
data recovery Integrate and Dump circuit as the T/2 delay element. Figure 3 shows a
block diagram of a clock acquisition loop employing this extraction technique and will
be referred to as Loop I. The experimental data presented later was taken from a loop of
this design.
If the flip-flop which examines the Integrate and Dump circuit at twice the data rate is
without error, no SNR degradation takes place in the exclusive-OR “mixer” since it
produces the product D(t + T/2) • [D (t) + n (t) ] . However, for noisy data, the double
rate flip-flop makes alternately poor and good estimates of the data sign. The poor
decisions are those made in the middle of the bit period when the SNR in the I&D filter
is 3 dB worse than it is at the end of the bit period. These incorrect decisions in the
double rate flip-flop cause a SNR degradation in the exclusive-OR “mixer” because the
errors invert the sign of the tracking signal for the duration of the error. We can view
these as cancelling out the tracking signal from an equal number of correct decisions.
Hence, the degradation can be accounted for as a suppression of the tracking signal equal
to twice the error rate of the double rate flip-flop. For a data SNR of 3.0 dB, the S out/Sin
of the exclusive OR mixer is:

(1)
for a degradation of 0.82 dB

Let us briefly compare this performance to that of the “classical” method of clock
extraction as shown in Figure 4. A differentiator obtains the data transistions and a
squaring or absolute value (linear detector) circuit forms the partial clock from the
transitions. This method of obtaining partial clock suffers severe degradation at low
SNR(1, 2) due to the (S + N)v process. For a 3.0 dB SNR, Loop I shows a 0.82 dB
degradation to the partial clock while the classical loop has a degradation in excess of
6 dB.
This comparison shows that the use of autocorrelation to obtain the partial clock is
significantly superior to the classical method. Also, clock Loop I is simpler to implement
than the classical loop. Its use of digital integrated circuits produces a compact stable
loop. In contrast, the classical loop requires the differentiator, detector and loop mixer to
be implemented in an analog manner. This requires use of discrete components and, for a
multi-rate clock loop, requires switching of the differentiator time constant and/or
adjustment of the phase of the clock provided to the I&D filter.
Loop II Higher performance can be obtained by making use of the fact that tracking
information is generated only at the data transition times. A transition gate or “sniffer” is
inserted in the phase lock loop and is turned on for a short time around each data
transition. This is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the transfer function of the phase
detector with and without the transition gate. Since the gate is active only )T of every T
period, the noise is reduced to )N. But since the phase detector gain (slope) remains
unchanged within the ) period, the gate, does not exclude any tracking information once
the loop has settled within )T of perfect track. Hence, the sniffer excludes noise from
the loop but does not effect loop gain.
This concept does have one weakness when rapid clock acquisition is a design
requirement. If the data transitions occur initially outside of the )T period, the loop will
drift into lock since the discriminator has a zero slope outside of the )T period. One
method to overcome this weakness is to use a search/track switch where the )T period is
widened whenever the loop is not locked. The locked condition is detected by either an
in-phase discriminator or by the data decoder.
Figure 7 shows an implementation of a clock loop employing both autocorrelation and
“sniffing.” This will be referred to as Loop II. This clock extractor obtains its simplicity
by means of a SNR compromise. The gate is turned on for T/8 symmetrically about the
bit transition time and again for T/8 around the middle of the bit. While the T/8 period in
the middle of the bit contains only noise, it is necessary to prevent the loop from being
sensitive to the data pattern. When a transition occurs, the output of the gate at the bit
transition time is a logic “one” for
and a logic “zero” for
where the unbalance is
a measure of the tracking error. If a transition does not occur, the gate output at the clock
time is constant for the T/8 period and is the same for a “one-one” or a “zero-zero” data

combination. However, the T/8 sample at the middle of the bit has the oppose sign for
the no transition case. Hence the middle of the bit sample is used to cancel the dc bias
generated by clock time samples when the pair of data bits are alike. When a transition
does occur, the mid sample is “one” for T/16 and “zero” for T/16. However, it bears no
tracking information since it is produced by the locally clocked double rate flip-flop.
The improvement in loop SNR achieved by gating is inversely proportional to the gate
duty factor. Since the loop of Figure 7 is gated on for (T/4)/T, its loop SNR is improved
by 6 dB. Compared to Loop I in Figure 3, Loop II in Figure 7 achieves exactly the same
tracking performance with a loop corner four times greater than Loop I.
Loop III Loop III adds the refinement of turning on the gate only when transitions
occur in the data stream. This reduces the number of times the gate is turned on to 1/4
that of Loop II since the mid bit samples are deleted and the number of samples at the
data clock time is halved provided that the probability of bit transitions equals 1/2. While
this refinement obtains a 6 dB improvement in the loop SNR, it greatly complicates the
mechanization. Figure 8 shows a loop with this refinement.
The potential tracking information is measured by integrating for T/8 about every clock
time. However, the processing delay incurred in determining whether a data transition
has occured necessitates storage for the potential tracking information. The information
is held in the first sample and hold circuit and then reclocked into the second. The two
flip-flops store successive bits which the exclusive-OR differentially decodes to detect
when a data transition has occurred. The second flip-flop corrects the sign of the tracking
information for a “one-zero” vs. “zero-one” transition. When a transition is detected, the
sign corrected tracking information is gated into the loop filter.
The threshold characteristic of this clock extractor is different from Loop I and Loop II.
The threshold effect of a double rate flip-flop is avoided. However, the gate in this
extractor is driven by a signal which has a probability of false detection and a probability
of missed detection. Also, an error in the second flip-flop incorrectly inverts the sign of
the mixer output. To arrive at an understanding of how these dependent events determine
the threshold characteristics, each of the possible combinations and its effect is spelled
out in Table 1. The first column indicates whether or not a transition has occurred. The
second and third columns indicate whether either of the two flip-flops is in error. The
fourth column shows the probability of occurance in terms of bit error probability of the
condition defined by the first three columns. The fifth indicates the output of the gate
where J is the measure of the tracking phase error and DC is the pulse obtained from the
“sniffing” integrator when the adjacent bits have the same sign.
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Table 1
Three conclusions may be drawn from the Table. First, since the probability of false
alarm equals the probability of false detection, the amount of noise energy gated into the
loop is unaffected by the bit error rate. This conclusion assumes that adjacent bits have a
transition probability of 1/2 and is a safe assumption for coded traffic. Next, it is seen
that false alarms (lines 2 and 3) produce an equal number of + and - dc pulses since when
a false alarm occurs, the flop-flop which drives the mixer is in error half the time. Hence,
these pulses do not cause a dc bias in the loop which would cause a static phase error.
They are randomly distributed and, therefore, are noise-like and occupy the same
bandwidth as the data. Since they occur at a rate roughly equal to Pe, it is assumed that
their noise contribution is insignificant compared to the channel noise. Hence, the second
conclusion is that the false alarms have a negligible effect on the loop.
Lastly, the bottom three lines of Table 1 indicate the amount of degradation to the
tracking signal. A data transition occurs with probability of 1/2 and is missed with
probability Pe (1-Pe) and is given the wrong sign with probability 1/2 Pe2 Therefore, the
tracking transitions are suppressed by Pe (1 - Pe) + 2 (1/2 Pe2) = Pe. For a data SNR of
3.0 dB (Pe = 2 x 10-2), the degradation of the tracking signal as it passes through the
mixer and gate is

(2)

for a loop degradation of .35 dB. From this numerical example, it is seen that t
degradation in the clock loop due to thresholding of the tracking error detector is barely
preceptable at this SNR. Thus, in comparison to the first two loops, this loop gains a
small loop SNR improvement due to better threshold characteristics in addition to the
large SNR improvements due to the sophisticated extraction of t tracking information. A
loop has been described by Hurd and Anderson (3) which is conceptually similiar.
Analysis The starting point for the design of a data clock recovery loop is a set of
performance specifications. Among these specifications will be one or more items which
will determine the minimum and the maximum allowable loop bandwidths. The
minimum bandwidth could be determined by the frequency instability of the data source,
or the channel doppler, or allowable lock time, or a combination of these. On the other
hand, the allowable degradation of the data stream SNR due to clock loop jitter will
determine the maximum loop bandwidth. One of the first design decisions is to
determine the least complex form of clock loop which satisfies the competing bandwidth
requirements.
This section develops expressions for the loop SNR vs data SNR for the three examples
of loops presented in this paper. These expressions are then used to generate plots of
)SNRD vs SNRD for various values of BLT where SNRD is the data SNR and )SNRD is
the degradation of the data due to jitter in the loop which has a corner fL = BL/3.33.
These plots can be used by the design engineer to determine which of the three loops is
adequate for a specific application.
The loop employing only autocorrelation (Figure 3) is modeled in Figure 9. The input, A,
is S + N where S is the power of the data signal and No is Gaussian noise having a one
sided noise density, No. Typically, the bandwidth of A is many times the data bandwidth
in order to obtain optimum data recovery(4). Since we are considering coded data
systems, we can assume that S/N<<1. For this condition, the limiter degradation can be
taken as
and
(3)
The output of the T/2 element is
(4)
where PDR is the effective error rate of the double rate flip-flop as described earlier. It is
assumed that the data errors due to loop jitter are few compared to the errors caused by
channel noise. With this assumption, the error probability of the double rate flip-flop is
(5)

where
(6)
and
(7)
B and C are mixed (first exclusive - OR) to form the partial clock. Since the double rate
flip-flop errors suppress thp tracking signal by 2PDR , the signal power is reduced by the
factor (1 - 2PDR)2. Also, it is assumed that data transitions occur with a probability of 1/2.
This gives
(8)
The partial clock, D, is mixed with the local clock, E, to detect the loop tracking error. In
order to write an expression for the SNR in the loop, this mixer must be treated as a
phase detector. Hence
(9)
A loop tracking error of J will produce a )V of ±2J D1/2 and is equivalent to a phase
error )N of±BJ/T. Therefore

(10)
Since N has a one-sided density of No, the noise power in the data bandwidth has
variance NoT. Hence, the loop SNR in the data bandwidth is

(11)
(12)
where BLT is the bandwidth reduction from the data bandwidth to the effective noise
bandwidth of an optimally damped second order loop, 3.33 fL.

Clock acquisition Loop II employing autocorrelation and simple “sniffing” is superior to
Loop I since it produces only 1/4 as much noise power in the loop. With the aid of (12),
it is easy to write the expression which relates SNRL to SNRD .
(13)

Loop III which employes autocorrelation and refined “sniffing” is modeled in Figure 10.
The input, A, is again S + N. The integrate and dump circuit which operates about t = 0
provides a bit by bit measure of the clock loop phase error, J . If there is a transition
between bits and *J* # T/16 (i.e. loop is properly locked), then
(14)
where ± 2JS1/2 is the measure of the phase error and NoT/16 is the noise power out of the
I&D. The factor 1/8 is due to the “sniffing” and the factor 1/2 is due to the effective
noise bandwidth of the I&D, 1/2T. Since transitions occur with a probability of one-half,
the effective value of B is
(15)
The two data streams, C & D, are used to estimate the occurrence of data transitions. The
phase detector is driven with E = + 1 for a transition in one direction, E = -1 for a
transition in the opposite direction and with E = 0 otherwise. From the earlier discussion
concerning Table 1, it was observed that E … 0 with probability 1/2. Therefore, the noise
power out of the phase detector is NoT/32. Also, it was shown that the effect of errors in
C and D is to cause a suppression of the tracking error voltage of (1 - 2Pe). In order to
express F as the output of a se detector, F must be written as

(16)

The loop SNR in the data bandwidth is

(17)

(18)

Equations (12), (13), and (18) relating SNRL to SNRD for the clock loops I, II and III are
plotted in Figure 11. The curves clearly illustrate the threshold characteristics and the
gross improvements achieved by the more sophisticated clock extractors. Next, an
expression is derived which relates the degradation of the data stream, )SNRD, to SNRL.
The RMS value of loop phase jitter is appromimated by (5)
(19)
The degradation of SNRD due to loop jitter can be approximated by a simplistic
approach. It is assumed that BL << 1/T so that the loop tracking error, J , remains
constant over a bit period. Then the integrate and dump filter used to recover the data
(sign only for hard decisions or sign plus magnitude for soft decision processing)
operates over ±J to T ± J instead of 0 to T. This timing error causes intersymbol
interference. If the interferring bit is of the same polarity, no degradation occurs.
However, half the time the bit is of opposite polarity which causes the amplitude of the
desired bit at T±J to be suppressed by 2J/T. The time average of the 2J/T suppression is
(Ne B. Hence, the average SNRD degradation is
(20)
and if the loop jitter is low (Ne /B#.1), then
(21)
(22)

substituting (19) into (21),
(22)
Equations (12), (13) and (18) are substituted into (22) and plotted in Figures 12, 13 and
14 as BLT vs SNRD for three values of )SNRD over the range of SNRD of interest in
coded systems. The intersection of a value of SNRD and a value of )SNRD gives the
maximum permissible value of BLT. For example, consider a 1 Mbps data channel which
has the system threshold defined as 4 dB SNRD. Further, let the data recovery circuit be
budgeted 0.3 dB loss. Figure 12 indicates that Loop I must have a corner,

Experimental Data A high performance mechanization of Loop I was used to obtain
experimental data. The loop is essential the same as is shown in Figure 3 with the
exception that the test loop used alternate Integrate and Dump filters. The loop was
equipped with three loop filters which provided BLT values of approximately 10-3, 10-4
and 10-5 and damping factors between 0.6 and 0.7.
The SNRD degradation due to loop jitter was determined by a method which avoided the
necessity to account for all implementation losses. Error rate measurements were made
for each of the three loop bandwidths with an uncalibrate SNRD . The error rate sample
size ranged between 60,000 for low SNRD t0 several million for high SNRD. The error
rates were then used to determine the effective SNR, ie, SNRD -)SNRD, of each loop
configuration. The actual (jitter-less) value of SNRD was then extrapolated from these
(essentially the value of the 10-5 configuration). The difference between the extrapolated
SNRD and effective SNRD is the )SNRD .
The values of degradation of the BLT = 10-3 and BLT = 10-4 loops are plotted in Figure 15
on lines which take into account the decrease in BL due to the loss of tracking signal at
low SNRD (Figure 11). Although measuring coarseness is apparent, the points fall
generally within 0.05 dB of the expected values.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN DEEP-SPACE TRACKING BY USE OF
THIRD-ORDER LOOPS
R. C. TAUSWORTHE and R. S. CROW
Telecommunications Division
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Summary Third-order phase-locked receivers have not yet found wide application in
deep-space communications systems because the second-order systems now used have
performed adequately on past spacecraft missions. However, a survey of the doppler
profiles for future missions shows that an unaided second-order loop may be unable to
perform within reasonable error bounds. This article discusses the characteristics of a
simple third-order extension to present second-order systems that not only extends
doppler -tracking capability, but widens the pull-in range and decreases pull-in time as
well.
Introduction Second-order phase-locked receivers, used both in spacecraft and in
ground tracking stations, have performed their function so satisfactorily that, up until
now, there has been little or no reason to consider the installation of a more complicated
system. Their performance characteristics have become well understood, analyzable, and
easily optimized relative to almost any criterion in a straightforward, well-defined way.
Their capability to track incoming signals over a great range of signal levels and doppler
profiles and to maintain lock and coherence at very low signal-to-noise ratios has
become an accepted engineering fact.
As the more difficult deep space missions come into being, however, there is a
corresponding stringency of requirements placed on the tracking instrument, as well as
corresponding need to re-evaluate the best ways of performing the tracking function
technically, economically, and operationally. The Mariner Mars 1971 orbital missions
and the Pioneer F jupiter flyby mission, for example, have doppler rate profiles that may
cause up to 30-deg stead y-state phase error in the unaided second-order loops now
implemented. Such stress in receivers decreases the efficiency with which command or
telemetry data are detected (by 1.25 dB at 30 deg), makes acquisition of lock difficult
and faulty, and increases the likelihood of cycle slipping and loss of lock.
The way to avoid these problems is clear: eliminate or diminish the offending loop
stress. This can be done by widening the loop bandwidth, by programming the uplink

and downlink frequencies to correct these effects, or by increasing the order of the
tracking loop. Widening the loop bandwidth increases loop noises; hence, it cannot be
accepted as a general solution for the diminution of loop stress. Programming the uplink
frequency and ground station local oscillator in accordance with the predicted doppler
profile is potentially a complete solution for this problem, in addition to being required
for automated station operations, but it may introduce difficulty in reducing the two-way
doppler data for navigation purposes, and it may also require accurate predicts during
critical phases of a mission where an a priori doppler profile is uncertain.
A third-order loop will track a uniform doppler rate with no error, without the need for
accurate predicts. Raising the order of the loop to three would thus seem to be a
potential, even if only partial, solution because of its simplicity and deserves additional
analysis and experimental work.
The basic characteristics of third-order phase-tracking systems have been known since
the first works of Jaffee and Rechtin (Reference 1), but these systems have not found
wide application in the past due to what seemed to be poor acquisition and stability
characteristics. Design seemed more complicated and was not well-understood.
However, these potential problems have been overcome to the extent that a loop of the
third order can now out-perform a second-order loop not only in its ability to track a
frequency ramp with practically zero phase error, but also in its ability to acquire lock
more quickly and from greater initial frequency offsets. Even when synthesized with
imperfect integrators within the loop filter, the thirdorder system will out-perform a
perfect second-order system by orders-of -magnitude improvement in steady-state phase
error, lock-in time, and pull-in range. One further advantage to the third-order system is
that requirements for the long time constants dictated by the high loop gains needed in
the second-order loop to maintain small tracking errors are greatly relaxed.
Other advantages are that the loop filter configuration is an extension of presently
mechanized loops, so required modification is simple; the role of the receiver operator
subsequent to lock is essentially eliminated; several bandwidths are not needed to
acquire rapidly; and frequency drifts in the loop voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO)
cause essentially no degradation in performance. This last advantage may remove the
need to have the VCO’s in ovens and thereby further extend the usefulness of the system.
Third-Order Loop Filter When minimizing the total transient distortion plus noise
variance by the Wiener filtering technique (Reference 1), one is mathematically led to
the following optimum loop filter for tracking an input phase acceleration 2(t) = 70 t2/2:
(1)

The first part of this filter resembles that now used in the second-order loop
(Reference 2).
Perfect integrators are not practical, so modifications are necessary. The loop filter to be
considered in the remainder of this paper is
(2)
which approximates
the F(s) above when J1 and J3 are large, except in the region near the origin. The filter
may be synthesized in many ways. Circuit I in Figure 1 is a parallel configuration
capable of synthesizing an F(s) having complex zeros. Whether the zeros or F(s) are real
or complex is determined by the parameter k = J1 /J2 . The zeros of the overall loop
transfer function are additionally determined by the parameter r = AKJ22 /J1 , in which A
is the rms input signal level and K is the loop dc gain external to F (S).
Experiment has shown that complex zeros in F(s) are not desirable, and that the simpler
filter, circuit II in Figure 1, is actually preferable. Its transfer function is
(3)
The relationships between the two sets of filter parameters are

(4)

The loop two-sided noise bandwidth in the simplified, but usual, case , = J2 /J1 << 1 and
* << 1 is given by
(5)

The steady-state error due to an initial radian frequency offset S0 = 2B)f and frequency
rate 70 = 2Bf is, under the same assumptions,
(6)
The figures in parentheses are the factors by which the corresponding terms of the
second-order loop error are reduced. For small , and *, the improvement is obvious.
Acquisition and Lock-In Behavior The phase-plane technique, which is useful in
visualizing the lock-in behavior of second-order loops (Reference 5), does not readily
extend the same advantage to third-order systems, partly because there are three initial
conditions -- phase, frequency, and frequency rate -- needed to specify a unique
trajectory, and partly because this trajectory is difficult to visualize, as it lies in a threedimensional hyperplane. By analogy, however, one still can visualize that, if there is a
beat frequency between the incoming sinusoid and the VCO, there will be a small dc
voltage at the detector output tending to force the loop toward lock. The extra integration
in the loop accumulates this force, accelerating the loop toward lock. There is thus an
understandable reduction in the time required to reach the zero-beat lock-in region, and
there is a corresponding increase in the loop pull-in-frequency range, as compared to that
with a second-order system.
If loop damping is not set properly, however, the great velocity acquired by the loop
phase and the momentum associated with the two integrations of the error may carry the
loop frequency error past the lock region, perhaps out of lock so rapidly that recovery is
not possible. Proper location of the system roots can reduce this velocity through the
zero-beat region enough to prevent frequency overshoot or irrecoverable loss of lock. In
fact, it has been experimentally determined that if the loop has no underdamped roots,
there is no transit past the zero-beat region.
The theory developed for computing the pull-in range of a second-order loop is easily
extended to account for effects in the third-order loop; there is an enhancement in the
acquisition range by approximately the square root of the added integrator dc gain. In
fact, experimental evidence (Figure 2) verifies this formula exceedingly well all the way
out to the point where IF filtering or minute equipment bias imperfections begin to limit
the loop pull-in. The amount of bias imperfection that can be tolerated in the phase
detector/operational amplifier combination for a given initial loop frequency detuning is
illustrated in Figure 3.
Root Loci For a given set of loop constants, the loop gain K or signal level A may be
varied and the position of the poles of the overall loop transfer function

(7)
plotted. Since r = AKJ22/J1 is proportional to both signal level A and loop gain K, it may
be used as the independent variable. The system roots start at the poles of F(s) at r = 0
and finally terminate at the zeros of F(s). For the generalized F(s) given in (2), these loci
take on different characteristics, depending on the value of k = J2/J3 .
The six loci illustrated in Figure 4 show, for various increasing k:
(a) When k > 1/3, there are two underdamped (complex) roots and one overdamped
(real) root for all r > k.
(b) When k = 1/3, there are two underdamped roots and one overdamped root for all
r > k except at r = 3, at which point all three roots become equal.
(c) When 1/4 < k < 1/3, there is a region where two roots pass from underdamped to
critically damped, to overdamped, to critically damped, and finally to
underdamped.
(d) At k = 1/4, the system roots are always critically damped or overdamped for r >
3.375.
(e) The k < 1/4 case is similar to the k = 1/4 case, except there is a root nearer the
origin, indicating a more sluggish response.
(f) When k = 0, the zero cancels the pole near the origin, producing a second-order
loop.
The cases illustrated in Figure 4b and 4d are of special interest. Figure 4b depicts the
maximum value of k (i. e. , 1/3) that can be used when no underdamped roots are
desired. In such a design, there is only one fixed operating Signal level (i.e., r = 3).
Figure 4d shows the maximum value of k (i.e., 1/4) that can be used if no underdamped
roots are desired at any signal level above a design point producing r0 = 3.375.
To minimize the possibility that acquisition is faulty, it is necessary that damping be
critical or beyond; to minimize steady-state error (see Eq. 6) once lock is achieved, k
should be as large as possible. These two conditions are met in slightly different ways
according to the type of signals to be tracked. If the design is to be for signals of a fixed
level, then k could be set to 1/3 and r should then be set to produce critical damping at
this level, r = 3 (Figure 4b). If the design is to be for signals of various intensities, then k

should be made equal to 0.25 and r should then be set for critical damping, r = 3.375
(Figure 4d) at the weakest expected signal level, to ensure that the roots are never
underdamped.
The gain margin is the ratio r/k, which is about 22 dB for variable signal level designs
and about 19 dB for fixed signal level designs.
Effect of Internal and VCO Noise The effect of VCO and other noises internal to the
loop can be modeled as an equivalent noise voltage, nv(t), appearing at the VCO input.
The form of the phase-error it causes greatly resembles the corresponding equation for
second-order loops, but the phase error variance is about 10 to 18 percent higher than
that for the second-order case. Hence, there is no relaxation in the requirement for
spectral purity in the VCO to be used. However, there are other effects in the VCO not
well modeled spectrally; one such effect is a steady drift in rest frequency due to some
change in the oscillator operating condition, such as temperature or bias voltage. These
appear to the loop error detector as slight alterations to the frequency offset or rate of the
incoming sinusoid. Such effects can be analyzed as part of the loop overall transient.
Because the third-order loop minimizes the effect of such transients, the drift
requirement on VCO’s may be greatly relaxed.
Noise-Detuning of the VCO (Out of Lock) When acquisition begins with the loop
filter capacitors having the initial random charges as deposited in them by input noise
prior to application of signal, there are random voltages which deviate the VCO from its
rest frequency by perhaps K1K2 times as far as that in a second-order loop with the same
loop gain external to the filter. This comparison is somewhat unfair, as it fails to
recognize the increased tracking capability of the third-order system. To judge
performance between second- and third-order systems more fairly, it is necessary to raise
the gain of the second-order loop by this same K1K2 to equate the static phase errors due
to detuning. (There will be little change in the seond-order loop’s ability to track an
acceleration, however. ) The frequency wanderings of the second-order system will then
always exceed those of the third-order system by at least a factor 1 + (,/k*). When k* is
smaller than , = J2/J1, the advantage is obvious. For the cascade implementation with
T2 = T4 and T1 = T3, this advantage is a factor of 2.
Concluding Remarks This paper has summarized the tracking performance gains that
can be obtained by simple modifications or redesign of existing receivers. The interested
reader desiring more detail may consult Reference 6, which develops the theoretical
performance of practical third-order tracking systems; presents design methods and
procedures by which they may be synthesized; discusses hardware configuration and
implementation factors; and indicates, by actual observed data, that the design goals and
performance measures are as specified by the theory.
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Fig. 1 - Third-order loop filters
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Fig. 3 - Maximum initial frequency detuning )f(Hz) for which a third-order loop pulls to
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IMPACT OF SOLAR CALIBRATION ON TELEMETRY SYSTEM
TESTING AND CHECKOUT
MR. WILLIAM S. CRANE and MR. ROBERT B. PICKETT
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary The advent of solar calibration techniques has resulted in a drim--tic
reduction in the time required to conduct telemetry antenna system measurements. Solar
calibration provides a rapid, simple and accurate means of determining antenna system
performance in the field environment. A program of solar calibration was instituted two
years ago at the SAMTEC Western Test Range (WTR) as a basis for calibration,.trouble
shooting, operational planning and determining premission “Go/No-go” status. Solar
testing has assisted the site personnel in decreasing the time required for system
performance tests, preventative maintenance, premission checkout and trouble isolation.
The results obtained are more accurate than the laboratory or antenna field measurements
for the determination of either gain or system noise temperature independently. In most
cases, measurements provide absolute values within ±1 db accuracy. The Figure of Merit
(M = G/Ts) is now a required data item for some missions and is requested by the range
user to assist in his data evaluation.
Introduction Since the introduction of solar techniques for the testing of telemetry
antenna systems by Mr. W. H. Hedeman in 1968 (Reference 2), widespread use of the
technique has resulted. What may have begun as a laboratory type of measurement has
been converted into a set of procedures that are performed by site technicians in a rapid
manner. These procedures produce accurate and instantly useful results. The techniques
detailed by R. B. Pickett (References 3 and 4), have resulted in a set of operating
procedures which are used at the SAMTEC antenna sites. These procedures were
required because of the wide variation of antenna types, sizes, noise temperatures and
calibration configurations encountered. The implementation of these procedures has
changed the methods of antenna system maintenance and testing previously used and
provides additional benefits for operations planning, engineering and analysis personnel.
Test Methods and Results Depending upon the configuration of the antenna system,
either the signal generator (directional coupler) linear receiver, calibrate cable or
attenuator method (Reference 4) is used to measure Figure of Merit, M', defined as:

Where:
G = Receiving system antenna power gain, referenced to the antenna feed.
Ts = System noise temperature, referenced to the antenna feed.
All of the SAMTEC procedures employ the Figure of Merit (M’) instead of Ts as
specified in the current edition of RCC Telemetry Working Group (TWG) Document
118-71, “Test Methods for Telemetry System and Sub-system.” For the computations
employed by the range for operational use, the M’ term is more universal and
convenient.
The TWG document is being modified to include this measurement and techniques used
by SAMTEC. R. E. Taylor (Reference 1) has demonstrated that, when using the G/Ts ,
measurements can be made within ±0.5 db (lF). This compares with laboratory
capabilities for measuring G in an antenna field, or Ts of the preamp alone on the bench.
Test results have been gathered from, the SAMTEC and other support ranges for the past
12-15 months and are summarized in Table I. Mean Figure of Merit values are grouped
by antenna system and by frequency. The values for M' at each 10 MHz frequency band
represent a mean value for all of the tests run in that frequency band during the sampling
period. The standard deviation and the number of samples are also included. In many of
the cases, the standard deviation is above 0.5 db. This indicates that either higher
deviations are found in the field test environment or that the system parameters fluctuate
due to such things as environment, basic design or component characteristics, etc.
However, in most cases the mean values are below 1.0 db. Therefore, field personnel are
quickly alerted if system degradations of 1 db or more occur.
Table II illustrates Figure of Merit values measured in 5 MHz increments between 2200
and 2300 MHz. These measurements are done quarterly and illustrate that Figure of
Merit values, even on properly operating systems, do fluctuate significantly across the
band. System adjustments can often be made to optimize the upper or lower portion of
the band.
Figure 1 shows representative data over a 10-month period for 8-foot and 24-foot
antenna systems. These measurements are a mean of all the tests in the 10 MHz
frequency band indicated and show the variations due to time, weather, measurement
errors, etc.
Planning G/Ts measurement results are available to range users in the SAMTEC SPAR
(Reference 5). The availability of accurate G/Ts data results in more accurate link
calculations for new and existing programs. For example, potential or new range users

might use the typical performance figures for the receiving system where the link
margins are the lowest to pick a frequency which optimizes M'.
Estimates of support capability can be forecast for any new program requirements.
Comparison of the support capabilities at two different systems can be accurately
determined. As an example of the flexibility which results from having accurate system
data available, consider the following case. SAMTEC personnel determined that an
antenna at a remote receive/record site had a Figure of Merit which was 6 db larger than
the system being used for support. Based upon the improved M', receivers were moved
to the remote site to take advantage of the possible 6 db S/N improvement provided by
the higher M'.
Data quality was thereby increased to useable levels.
Premission Checkouts As an integral part of the premission station setup and
calibration, solar calibrations are made for all launch operations which operate in the
2200-2300 MHz band. In the event the test is scheduled after sun down, the solar
calibration is performed at some time within 24 hours of the mission. For night
operations, a technique similar to the “alpha” technique described by Dr. W. H. Hedeman
(Reference 2) is implemented. This procedure provides for the measurement of the 0 db
S/N input level immediately after a successful solar calibration. The 0 db S/N input level
point is checked immediately prior to the night operation and compared with the level
obtained after the solar calibration. If the two levels compare closely (i.e., 0.5 db), it is
assumed that the Figure of Merit has remained constant. (This technique will not detect
failures in the antenna dish or feed assembly. This type of failure, however, is typically a
slow degradation and not of the catastrophic variety.)
The test results from all of the SAMTEC sites are transmitted to the Operations Control
Center (OCC) at Vandenberg AFB prior to the operation. This data is made available to
range user personnel before the final count begins. If the Figure of Merit is below the
expected value published in the SPAR (Reference 5), the user has the option at that time
to make a decision as to whether or not the site configuration will provide the required
support.
During daylight hours, site personnel are able to quickly verify antenna system
performance without changing the operational configuration. This provides a rapid
means of fault isolation which was not previously available. In the same manner, the
0 db S/N reference level can be utilized when the sun is not in view.
The stellar calibration techniques as outlined by R. E. Taylor (Reference 6) are not
generally adaptable to most of the SAMTEC sites. Due to the antenna configuration, the
power change between the stellar source and the “cold sky” is so small as to be virtually

impossible to discern. Only one or two sites can measure power differences greater than
0.4 db. Since stellar calibration procedures could not apply universally to all sites, the
stellar techniques have not been used on a regular basis.
System Maintenance Preventative maintenance philosophy has changed with regard
to the antenna system front end. In the past the paramps were removed periodically and
benchchecked for proper adjustment. This task was time consuming and added additional
risk in the handling required to remove paramps from the antenna structure. Cables then
had to be resealed and retested, etc. Current philosophy provides for the continuous
monitoring of the solar calibration data for any signs of system degradation; and, if
needed, the paramps are adjusted in place or removed for service. The amount of
handling is substantially reduced. One further advantage is that adjustments may be
made without removing the entire unit from the structure which optimize the system in
the critical portion of the spectrum. Overall system degradation can be continuously
monitored resulting in the elimination of unnecessary removal of subsystems.
Fine focusing of the antenna feed has also been accomplished by maxindzing the Figure
of Merit by feed adjustments.
Trouble Shoot Solar calibration has proved effective in detecting system problems,
particularly in the antenna feed and connecting cables. In one instance, a Figure of Merit
for a 40-foot system was determined to be 6 db rather than the normal of 15 to 20 db
expected. The problem was traced to an improperly operating rotary joint, which had
previously gone undetected, as test signals were being injected after the rotary joint.
In another instance condensation in the feed cables slowly degraded performance of a
24-foot system, except after monthly preventive maintenance when the cables were
removed and dried. Now, however, cables are replaced whenever the Figure of Merit
drops below 13 db; and data is being gathered to justify pressurized lines based on a cost
savings criteria.
Similar instances are common on the various ranges.
Conclusion Solar testing has provided a means to rapidly obtain a valid measurement,
of telemetry receiving system performance capability. The measurement benefits site
personnel, engineers and planners alike. The technique is now in use at SAMTEC
(WTR), Pacific Missile Range (PMR), Kwajalein Missile Range (KMR), Satellite
Control Facilities (SCF), and other operational ranges throughout the world. We are all
indebted to Dr. Walter Hedeman for urging us to adopt this technique.
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MANAGEMENT OF A MAGNETIC TAPE DUBBING AND
EVALUATION STATION
GEORGE R. McKELVEY
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.
KENNETH O. SCHOECK
Space and Missile Test Center
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.

Summary An instrumentation magnetic tape dubbing and evaluation station is being
established at SAMTEC in an effort to improve the quality of data provided to the range
users. An analysis of the problems associated with the dubbing process along with the
development, configuration and operation of the station are presented.
Introduction Instrumentation magnetic tape is the primary storage media for the raw
data representing billions of dollars of expended hardware and manpower, but the
magnetic tape remains one of the weakest links in the transfer of telemetry data from the
test vehicle to the mission analyst. Valuable data is lost daily, not only in producing the
original recording, but in the tape duplication (dubbing) process.
SAMTEC is establishing a centralized station for the duplication, evaluation, and quality
control of all telemetry recordings produced under SAMTEC direction. This station will
be established in an effort to provide improved telemetry data to the mission analyst and
to minimize recorder/reproducer problems.
Problem Analysis SAMTEC recognized certain considerations necessary to overcome
problems associated with the dubbing process in implementing the station. The first of
these considerations was the almost universal problem of recorder/reproducer
incompatibilities (References 1, 2, 3 and 4). These incompatibilities are characterized by
differences in equipment setup procedures such as bias level, record level and
equalization, head azimuth alignments, and record head gap widths.
Another consideration is the data format and track assignments. There are currently three
basic types of recorded telemetry data at SAMTEC. These include predetection recorded
FM and PM modulated PCM data, postdetection recorded data, and wideband FM
recorded data.

The wide variety of recording processes, track formats, mixer formats, and recording
tape widths specified and utilized by the range users requires extensive reconfiguration
of the receive/record stations for each operation. This reconfiguration increases the
station workload and introduces additional possibilities for error. Patching changes can
be minimized through the use of a standardized type of recording with a standard track
and mixer format for each operation at the acquisition sites. User-peculiar formats can
then be provided during the dubbing/formatting processes.
At SAMTEC controlled telemetry stations, most tape dubs are presently produced by
playing the original tape back on the machine it was recorded on. This method was
initiated in an effort to overcome many of the dubbing problems associated with recorder
incompatibilities. It has been highly effective when compared with previous methods.
However, the acquisition sites are not designed as dubbing facilities. The acquisition
sites require long turn-around times from mission configuration to dub configuration;
errors introduced in the original recording are multiplied in the dubbing process; and
only one or two dubs can be made at me time, requiring as many as five passes of the
original tape to produce the required number of dubs. The acquisition stations are not
configured for evaluation of the quality of the dubbing process, resulting in some
marginal or unacceptable tapes being sent to the range users.
Development Tests conducted by Dr. Myron Nichols and the authors (Reference 5)
have shown that degradation caused by the dubbing process is minimized by using
recorder/reproducers with excellent speed stability and signal reproduction
characteristics. Therefore, in equipping the SAMTEC station, playback equipment will
be the best available. The station will be equipped to reformat to the range user’s
requirements, thereby allowing the use of a standard recording format at the telemetry
acquisition stations. The proposed standard format, shown in Figure 1, will minimize
setup time, reduce patching errors and optimize data quality. The servo is placed on the
center track and prime data on tracks close to the servo. The least critical dita, mixer and
timing, is placed on edge tracks since these tracks normally have the most tape dropouts
and dynamic skew.
Predetection record techniques will be used at all times in producing the original tapes.
Predetection or postdetection optimized dubs of the original tape will then be delivered
to the range user.
The effects of recorder/reproducer incompatibilities can be minimized by use of a tape
leader on all tapes. The leader consists of a 13.5 kHz signal recorded on outside tracks at
15 ips for adjusting reproduce head azimuth, white noise or stepping oscillator signal for
checking flatness of frequency response, and a pseudorandom PCM sequence for
evaluating bit error rate (BER). The stepping oscillator signal is useful on tapes going to
outside agencies, since only an oscilloscope is required to monitor the outputs. However,

white noise is acceptable for tapes delivered to SAMTEC from outside agencies, since
no special equipment is required to generate the signal (Reference 6). The pseudorandom
PCM sequence, recorded at 12 db signal-to-noise ratio, is useful as a quick check of
BER. Multiplicative tape speed errors are reduced by having all recorders servo to the
recorded servo signal of the original tape.
System Configuration The tape dubbing and evaluation station is shown in Figures 2
and 3. It will have sufficient equipment to allow best track selection from the original
tape (on tape pass number one) and the recording and simultaneous evaluation of three
one-half inch dubs (on pass number two). This will require four one-half inch wideband
instrumentation recorder/reproducers, four telemetry receivers, four PCM bit
synchronizers, and four decommutators. Two one-inch wideband instrumentation
recorder/reproducers will be used to record prime data out of the microwave from
acquisition sites and launch complexes and record a one-inch dub or make one-inch to
one-half inch dubs. The one-inch recorders will have IRIG wideband FM Group II
record and reproduce capability for recording postdetection data from the postdetection
microwave channels. In addition, two one-half inch wideband recorder/reproducers, will
be included for rotation during maintenance and as extra dubbing capability when
required. Two strip chart recorders will be provided for display of spectrum analysis data
and “sync” status.
The heart of the system will be a control console containing two banks of monitor
scopes, a switching matrix for monitoring reproduce outputs, a remote control for tape
recorder operation and a multichannel scanner for monitoring record and reproduce
levels on all recorders.
Signal generators, spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes and bit error test sets will be
provided for system test and evaluation. Since tapes will normally be received in the
nonrewound mode, a precision rewinder is provided to reduce problems caused by a poor
pack. Miscellaneous equipment such as timing distribution amplifiers, mux-demux units,
voice monitors, time code readers, and tunable discriminators will be available for
monitoring and dubbing mixer and timing data.
Operation All tapes will be delivered to the station in an unrewound condition, since
the wind is much better in the controlled tension mode of the recorder. The tape will then
be placed on a precision rewinder, rewound and loaded onto the reproducer for dubbing.
The 13.5 kHz signal on the tape leader is used to optimize reproduce head azimuth by
looking at the Lissajous pattern (Reference 1) on the oscilloscope. Optimum alignment is
as shown in Figure 4, with the reproduce heads adjusted to match the record heads of the
original recorder. The tape is then rewound and the equalizers adjusted on the second
pass through the leader if required. The authors have found that band flatness within

±4 db is satisfactory (Reference 2). Following these adjustments, the BER obtained from
the 12 db S/N leader will be determined.
During the dubbing process, the demodulated data tracks will be parallel patched to
frame synchronizers. Frame sync and word sync status versus time will be recorded on a
strip chart recorder for each track. This data will be used by a data analyst to determine
best track or data source. Continuous monitoring of input and output signals with the
spectrum analyzer by operations personnel will insure a quality product (Reference 6). A
replay of the dub tapes through the frame synchronizers will be used by quality control
personnel to insure that a quality product is delivered to the user. During this dubbing
process, the predetection data will be demodulated; and optimized postdetection
recordings produced for the user in any tape and mixer format that may be required.
Conclusion SAMTEC has found that the quality of data provided to the range users
can be improved by careful selection and integration of equipment, and by use of the
adjustment and evaluation techniques that have been discussed. Use of these techniques
will minimize recorder incompatibility and quality control problems presently associated
with the dubbing process. Equipment configuration should be optimized for the type and
quantity of original and dubs being processed.
Acknowledgement The authors wish to thank Mr. Robert Pickett and Mr. George
Kobylecky of Federal Electric Corporation and Mr. Seward Heckaman of SAMTEC for
their contributions to this work.
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STANDARDIZED TAPE FORMAT
(SEVEN-TRACK PREDETECTION)
Track
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Item
IRIG A
Secondary Data
Primary Data
Servo (200 kHz at 120 ips)
Primary Data
Secondary Data
Mixer

Mixer
10.5 kHz
14.5 kHz
22.0 kHz
30.0 kHz
40.0 kHz
52.5 kHz
70.0 kHz

Signal Strength Track 2
Signal Strength Track 3
Signal Strength Track 5
Signal Strength Track 6
Voice
IRIG C or H
IRIG B on 1 kHz FM Subcarrier
Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 4

Figure 3

APPLICATION OF RANGE COMMANDERS COUNCIL
DOCUMENT 118-71 TEST METHODS TO RANGE
MANAGEMENT-SAMTEC
STANLEY R. RADOM
Technical Director
Space and Missile Test Center (SAMTEC)
Air Force Systems Command
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary Range management techniques utilized by the SAMTEC enable telemetry
system and subsystems to be validated for operational support readiness. Application of
test methods from Range Commanders council Document 118-71 are described for solar
calibration of the telemetry receiving system, PCM bit error rate and FM noise power
ratio testing. Limitations of noise power ratio testing is described including need for
additional range user performance requirements. The use of test results provides
SAMTEC range management with a near realtime certification of telemetry system
performance accuracies. System performance levels are established which provide a “red
flag” indicator to alert range management that systems are below the norms expected.
Application of the test methods and the use of the red flag provides the SAMTEC range
management the decision making information required to employ minimal telemetry
systems and manpower resources in the effective achievement of range user program
support requirements. These test methods will be used to establish the data base for
scoring the range technical support contractors performance incentive fee.
An additional benefit of the test methods is their application for the test and acceptance
of new telemetry systems and subsystem .
Introduction Space and Missile Test Center’s continuing search for improved range
management techniques has led to a program of certification of telemetry systems for
support readiness as described in Range Commanders Council Document 118-71, Test
Methods for Telemetry Systems and Subsystem. Solar testing of antenna receiving
systems is utilized to determine the system “Figure of Merit,” that is, the ratio of antenna
gain to system noise temperature. Complementing solar tests are bit error rate pulse code
modulation testing of frequency or phase modulated carriers and intermodulation noise
power ratio testing of FM/FM system . Due to the wide system variations found in the
range support inventory, SAMTEC has developed standardized tests suitable for a
variety of configurations. While the tests differ from RCC Document 118-71 in

technique, the principles are the sane. The SAMIEC test method variations are being
considered in a pending revision to RCC Document 118-71.
Solar testing, bit error rate and intermodulation noise power ratio validation test results
are used to establish system performance level lower bounds which have been designated
as “red flag” indicators. The use of the red flag indicator provides the affected site with
the ability to identify and alert SAMTEC range management that system are operating
below expected norms. The red flag indicators become a factor in the performance levels
utilized in determining incentive fees for the Range Technical Services Contractor
(RTSC).
Another use of the red flag indicator is that it can be used in the development phase of
new range user programs. SAMTEC encourages other ranges and range user planning
agencies to adopt the use of the red flag values for their mission support planning
requirements. This would be beneficial in another sense in that a common set of terms
would be used between ranges and range users. It would also allow the range manager,
during mission countdown, to determine that telemetry system performance
characteristics are validated for compliance with specified range user instrumentation
and data support requirements. In the event a telemetry system does not attain its
committed performance values, the site will report what values they do meet and the
system is -red flagged. However, it should be pointed out that designating a telemetry
system “red flag” does not necessarily imply that the range is not capable of successfully
supporting a missile test, launch or satellite tracking operation. This determination
cannot be independently made by the acquisition site alone simply because the Go or
No-Go decision is a joint SAMTEC range management/range user responsibility. This
joint decision is based an the interrelationships and capabilities of each designated
primary and backup telemetry system. Also to be considered is the geographical location,
performance characteristics, etc., of each sensor. As an example, should a backup
telemetry system be red flagged this condition would hardly be justification to declare a
mission countdown hold (No-Go) when there is adequate primary capability.
Therefore, in the SAMTEC range management operational scheme, the telemetry site
which has determined a red flag condition reports to the Operations Control Center
(OCC). The OCC must evaluate this red flag report along with validated readiness
reports from other sites. This information, including a recommendation for recovery, is
coordinated with the range user; and a joint Go or No-Go decision is made.
However, the effective use of red flag indicators is presently limited and precludes
correlation with range user mission support requirements. This restriction often impedes
the OCC from making timely management decisions. This requires, for example, the
OCC, during support of certain range user program (e.g., RVTO-3A/FAIR II), to

maintain communications with user planning agencies to determine the impact caused
when me of the multiple primary or backup telemetry support system is red flagged.
This is one of the key areas which needs further resolution. Simply stated, the operations
control function needs a more comprehensive set of telemetry performance parameters
from planning agencies for each range user program. This will result in more effective
range management of telemetry system and manpower resources and will produce a
better quality data product for each range user program.
Telemetry Systems Red Flag Criteria In the application of RCC 118-71 test methods,
certain performance values have been expanded upon by the SAMTEC to validate
telemetry system as support-ready or red flagged. The three red flag performance
categories which are the basis for SAMTEC/OCC and range user/planners are:
1)

Figure of Merit (M) - Determined by solar testing.
where G is the antenna gain
at the antenna feed and Ts is
the system noise temperature
referenced to the feed.
SAMTEC often uses a more convenient term, M', where M' = 10 log10 M

For an explanation of the work accomplished by SAMTEC to determine antenna Figure
of Merit, refer to Reference 1.
“Red flag” performance levels for SAMTEC telemetry receiving antenna systems are
presented in Table I. (Additional detail is included in Reference 2, SPAR.)
2)
Bit Error Rate (BER) - Pulse code modulation (PCM) BER tests for pre- and postdetection frequency and phase modulated (FM and PM) carriers are measured in the
operating combination. Typical “red flag” BER performance indicators are presented in
Table II. As will be noted, the BER performance characteristics are related to signal-tonoise ratio in the telemetry receiving system final IF bandwidth. In conjunction with the
measured M' value the range user can compute the equivalent signal power Ja in watts
per meter2 at the surface of the receiving antenna.
3)
Noise Power Ratio (NPR) - The use of the noise power ratio techniques at the
SAMTEC to determine intermodulation products in FM telemetry systems is restricted to
proportional bandwidth ±7.5 percent subcarrier Channels 13 through 21, and ±15 percent
Channels A through H. Testing of ±7.5 percent proportional bandwidth Channels 1
through 12 is not within the present capability of notch noise generators and receivers.

NPR test methods described in 118-71 are applicable to IRIG constant bandwidth FM
subcarrier channels A, B, and C formats. The noise power ratio test data is useful in
determining the “crash point” at which intermodulation noise has a negative influence on
the performance characteristics of the FM system under test. The NPR test result is also
relatable to the SNR versus bit error rate (BER) of a PCM telemetry system. The noise
power ratio “red flag” indicator for FM systems is a unique value peculiar to each range
user requirement. The range user’s design requirements which specify the number of FM
subcarrier channels should also include an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. In addition,
notch noise test frequencies and other pertinent data described in the RCC Document
118-71, Paragraph 5.1.2, should be included in the range user program requirement
document in order to provide SAMTEC with the capability of developing mission
peculiar tests.
The SAMTEC’s Range Technical Support Contractor (RTSC) will make tests in near
realtime to validate the telemetry system prior to launch. The measured test data will be
used to score actual values achieved in order to grade the RTSC performance. We
anticipate if the contractor exceeds the established red flag values they will earn a higher
performance incentive. Of course., if the measurements do not meet the established red
flag values the RISC will be penalized.
Should the telemetry instrumentation capability fall below the mission support
performance requirement, severe incentive fee penalties would be assessed.
While the application of solar calibration and bit error rate test methods lend themselves
to this performance measurement program, SAMTEC is continuing to explore techniques
which can be used to score notch noise power ratio testing of FM systems.
Conclusions Application of standard telemetry system test methods at the SAMTEC
has provided a useful range management resource for determining support readiness.
Several other conclusions are listed as follows:
1. RCC Document 118-71 test methods specified for new telemetry systems
procurements provide SAMTEC a standard Category I, II and III test acceptance,
program.
2. “Red flag” Figure of Merit performance level indicators are established for
telemetry receiving systems. Range users can determine equivalent signal power Ja
watts/ Meter2 at the telemetry receiving antenna aperture.
3. Bit error rate “red flag” performance levels are established for PCM FM and PM
telemetry data.

4. Application of the RCC Document 118-71 noise power ratio test methods at the
SAMTEC for FM systems is restricted to proportional bandwidth ±7.5 percent
subcarrier Channels 13 through 21 ± 15 percent Channels A through H and
constant bandwidth Channels A, B and C formats.
5. Noise power ratio “crash point” red flag level requires the range user to specify
subcarrier signal-to-noise ratios and other related performance characteristics.
6. The employment of telemetry system standard test methods as a range
management tool provides SAMTEC a cost effective means to control the
utilization of equipment and operating manpower required to support range user
programs.
7. Application of RCC Document 118-71 test methods can be applied to scoring of
incentive award fees for range technical support contractor performance.
Acknowledments The author, wishes to express his appreciation to Mr. Stanley K.
Garoutte of the Space and Missile Test Center and Messrs. Robert B. Pickett and Frank
L. Matthews of the Federal Electric Corporation for the many helpful discussions and
suggestions.
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DATA QUALITY ASSURANCE IN A SHIPBOARD COMPUTERCONTROLLED TELEMETRY SYSTEM
H. E. BAGGOT
Interstate Electronics Corporation
a Subsidiary of A-T-O Inc.
Anaheim, California

Summary This paper describes a computer-controlled telemetry system used as a
shipboard telemetry station for U. S. Navy Poseidon FBM weapon system testing. Built
into the equipment are rather sophisticated automatic tests. These tests allow expected.
equipment performance to be verified under conditions very nearly like those to be
encountered during the data receiving mission. Also built into the equipment are
provisions for real-time display and quick-look playback capability. These provisions
allow evaluation and analysis of the test results within a few hours of the operation.
Introduction Each year since 1966, when Dr. M. H. Nichols presented a paper on
“Data Requirements for a Data Quality Assurance Program, 11 the International
Telemetry Conference has heard papers presented or discussions held on data quality
assurance. For several years, an apparent fault of many telemetry And/or instrumentation
systems is the inability to determine the quality of the expected data recording and
processing prior to the start of the operation. Another fault has been the limited amount
of real-time display and quick-look capability.
When Interstate Electronics Corporation began the design of a shipboard telemetry
system for Poseidon in 1968 (the system was described in detail by the author in an IEEE
paper presented at the April 1970 National Telemetry Conference), provisions for builtin data quality assurance were included. This paper describes the telemetry/
instrumentation system with special emphasis placed on the built-in data quality
assurance provisions which enhance the data recording and processing quality and also
provide on-board real-time display and quick-look capability.
System Description The telemetry/instrumentation system is installed aboard the
USNS RANGE SENTINEL (T-AGM-22), the latest missile range instrumentation ship.
Figure 1 shows the ship with its four primary tracking and one auxiliary antenna mounts,
and some of the approximately 50 racks of equipment. The system was designed and
produced under Contract N00030-69-C-0209 under cognizance of the U. S. Navy
Strategic Systems Project Office, Sp-25.

Figure 1. USNS RANGE SENTINEL and the Poseidon Operational
Test Instrumentation System

Operational testing of the missile takes place in a broad ocean area such as the midAtlantic. Because the operational tests are out of the area of an established land-based
range, the primary flight safety service is provided by the launch-area support ship
T-AGM-22, with secondary instrumentation and safety support provided by a downrange support ship, typically the USNS REDSTONE (T-AGM-20).
As illustrated in figure 2, several test missiles may be launched in succession. The
T-AGM-22 is stationed near the launch site with up to four independent S-band tracking
antennas and receiving equipment available. To provide flight safety, the system
acquires, tracks, calculates, and displays flight parameters of all missiles independently.
Data collected from various instrumented sources provides a basis for evaluation of
overall weapon system performance as well as performance of the telemetryinstrumentation system itself.

Figure 2. Operational Test Launch Area Configuration
During a portion of the second-stage burn, the rocket engine exhaust plume prevents
reception of acceptable telemetry, signals at the launch-area support ship. Tracking
during this time is handled primarily by the down-range support ship, approximately 100
miles from the launch area. After the propulsion burnout, the launch-area support ship is
again able to receive good telemetry.
System equipments, such as the two computers operating redundantly, a direct-stroke
writer with character capability cathode-ray tube display system, a printer, magnetic tape
recorders, and oscillographs, are important elements in the design of the data quality
assurance provisions. The system functional operation and signal flow are shown in
figures 3 and 4.
Data Quality Assurance Provisions Assurance of data quality is provided primarily
through various sets of system tests that can be performed in either an auto or manual
mode prior to the mission, self-tests performed just prior to launch, communications data
link loop tests (between the launch-area and downrange ships), and continuous

Figure 3. System Functional Diagram

Figure 4. System Signal Flow Diagram

comparison tests between the two computers. Another important provision for data
quality assurance is the system ability to detect and display alarms of conditions which
could contribute to failures or degraded data. Such conditions as receiver tuning, ship’s
motion, superstructure interference, sonar validity, and uprange/downrange
communications are continuously monitored; alarms are displayed for any condition that
exceeds a preprogrammed limit.
The repertoire of system tests conducted prior to the mission can be run either in an
automatic mode or selectively initiated in a manual mode. The auto mode sequence
includes approximately 70 tests and requires about 20 minutes to run. In this mode, all
equipment that can be tested under computer control is sequenced through the complete
repertoire of tests. The output of the auto mode is a CRT display summarizing the tests
which have failed, ordered by antenna. Figure 5 shows a CRT format; all test
configurations are shown here merely for the sake of format illustration (a completely
successful test run would not show any failed configurations).
An important subset of the auto mode system tests is specifically called data quality
assurance, or DQA, tests. The DQA tests are normally conducted approximately 30
minutes prior to the expected start of a mission to verify the operational setup of the
system and to test the more essential elements of the system. A typical output display is
shown in figure 6 (again, all configurations are shown as “failed” only for illustrative
purposes).
In the manual mode, several hundred variations of the system tests can be run, and this
mode is used primarily for fault isolation. The Telemetry Tracking Supervisor (TTS)
operator must enter the mnemonic and configuration for each test he selects to run. The
manual mode is also used to enter mission frequency changes, which are typed in
through the keyboard; the receivers are automatically tuned to the commanded
frequency. (The most recently input frequencies are considered by the system to be
mission frequencies; auto mode tests are run only for those frequencies.) The output of
the manual mode is a CRT display, updated to show each test selected and the detailed
results of each, as shown in figure 7. The same information may also be printed out on
the digital printer, as shown in figure 8.
A transfer option allows blocks of up to 12 tests which failed on a recently-run auto
mode test to be brought into the manual mode display for closer inspection and selective
individual testing. This option may be repeated for subsequent blocks of 12 tests, so long
as there are tests remaining which failed in the auto mode and have not yet been
displayed in the manual mode. A summary of previous failures is initialized each time
the auto test mode is entered; otherwise, the failure summary is retained in core at the
disposal of the manual mode transfer option.

Figure 5. Typical Auto Mode Test Display

Figure 6. DQA Test Display

Figure 7. Typical Manual Mode Test Dis play
The complete repertoire of system tests includes, besides the DQA tests already
mentioned: (1) noise figure tests, (2) bit error tests, (3) AGC calibration tests, (4) antenna
position/rate tests, and (5) autotrack tests.
The noise figure test measures the overall system noise figure by injecting a noise source
into the preamplifter being tested; noise level out of the receiver assigned to the
corresponding antenna is then measured. The noise source is turned on from the RIP test
control via commands from the central processor which specify the antenna mount and
the preamplifier designated for testing. The IF output of the receiver is routed to the
automatic noise figure meter for measurement. The output of the noise figure meter is
returned to the central processor for display (with an option to print when in the manual
test mode) of the results, configuration, and time of the test. The system is designed for a
system noise figure of 5.5 dB.
The PCM bit error test measures system bit error by injecting a signal level of
approximately 16 dB signal-to-noise ratio, modulated by a 393-kilobit serial bit stream
into a selected preamplifier and then counting the number of bit errors out of the receiver
video. This process may be carried out optionally by use of data from a selected
magnetic tape recorder track in place of the receiver video.
The bit error test can also be conducted by injecting the modulated signal into test
antennas (located approximately 100 feet from the main antennas) instead of the
preamplifier.

Figure 8. Typical Printer Output
A simulator provides a pseudorandom bit error pattern which frequency modulates the
S-band signal in the RF test source. This modulation is detected in the data receiver in
the form of video or predetected IF. If the predetected IF is to be used for the bit error
test, the loop is completed by recording the IF onto a track of the tape recorder. The
computer then directs a switch matrix in the video patch so that the test discriminator can
receive the proper track. The receiver output switch matrix then selects between the
receiver video and the test discriminator as directed by computer control. A controller
performs a bit comparison and counts the difference between the bit pattern transmitted
and that received. The central processor detects the errors counted by the controller in
bit-error-per-million-bits and provides this figure as output test results. An excessive
error rate is alarmed.
The AGC calibration test calibrates the data receivers by injecting a signal through a
10-step attenuator to each preamplifier and then recording the results on the data tape.
This data can then be used to enhance the accuracy of data reduction. The 10-step
attenuator is positioned by the test panel via commands from the computer to give 10

calibration points, 10-dB apart, over the dynamic range of 90 dB, going upward from
-130 dBm as measured at the preamplifier input. The data combiner receives the AGC
signals and multiplexes them, along with other data, for recording on a single track of the
telemetry tape recorder. The test results are displayed on the CRT (as shown in figure 9)
with notation being made if an out-of -limit condition exists.

Figure 9. AGC Test Display
The antenna position/rate tests are configured for the train, elevation, and traverse axes
of the 3-axis antenna mounts. Train and elevation are commanded to positions
approximately 90 degrees apart over the full range of motion. The traverse axis, limited
in its range of motion, is tested for a 20-degree sweep. The output of the test consists of
three parameters; time, overshoot, and delta. Time is the time (in seconds and tenths of
seconds) required for the antenna to move to 63.2 percent of the command sweep.
Overshoot is the greatest amount (in degrees and tenths of degrees) by which the antenna
passes the position which it is commanded to attain. Delta is the amount of difference (in
degrees and tenths of degrees),between the commanded position and the attained
position of the antenna five seconds after the command has been issued.
In the autotrack test, the antenna is pointed in the vicinity of a test antenna, which is
commanded to produce either a low or medium-level RF signal. If conditions for
autotrack are achieved, the antenna is placed in the autotrack mode and the autotrack
indication verified. The computer displays the test configuration and results, indicating
whether or not autotrack is achieved and maintained; the computer also reports angular
differences between the indicated and known deck angles to the test signal source.

The second primary category of tests for data quality assurance includes the system self
tests performed during the mission (just prior to launch), the continuous computer
comparison tests, and the communications data link loop tests. The self tests are
performed on the analog functions entered through the analog-to-digital conversion
equipment. Three basic self tests are performed. The first is for synchro data quality,
wherein the sine and cosine values for a given synchro function are normalized and
compared for consistency. The second are reasonableness magnitude tests. Here the
actual values of the functions are compared to reasonable limits; for example, the
traverse axis should stay in the range of ±25 degrees. Third are reasonableness rate of
change tests, where the change in a function from one time to another (normally one
second) is compared to a reasonable limit. Figure 10 shows a typical display.
For the computer comparison tests, word comparisons of critical data are made on a
continuous basis. Between the two computers, 75 data words of critical parameters are
transferred each way on a once per second basis. If both systems are operating correctly,
the data should match to a given tolerance. The test is simply a comparison between the
75 words gathered by a computer and the 75 words transferred from the other computer;
a typical output display is shown in figure 11.
An additional test in this category is the communications data link loop test, which may
be initiated by either the launch-area support ship or the down-range ship. The TTS
operator initiates (and terminates) the test with a keyboard command, which causes a bit
pattern to be transmitted to the down-range ship via the modem controller. The downrange ship receives and retransmits the data back to the launch-area ship. An error count
of the number of bits in error per thousand is displayed and an excessive rate is alarmed.
Quick-Look Playback Capability The system records both missile telemetry and
selected telemetry/instrumentation data in a PCM format to provide the basis of quicklook playback. Hundreds of functions, such as antenna modes, antenna angles and
tracking system functions, are all multiplexed in a PCM format and recorded on a single
track of the 14-track recorder.
In real time, and in playback modes following the mission, these functions are used to
perform an on-board analysis of the performance of the system. Computer programs
allow selection of various display options as well as eight outputs to a 52-channel
oscillograph and outputs to the digital printer at a 5-pps rate. The display options
provided allow specific evaluation in four areas: (1) navigation, (2) antenna, (3) missile,
and (4) other selected functions. Figure 12 is a typical printer tape for navigation
evaluation.

Figure 10. Display of Self-Test Results

Figure 11. Computer Compare Test Display

Figure 12. Navigation Evaluation Printout Format
This real-time and quick-look playback capability provides sufficient data so that a
comprehensive analysis of the system can be made within a few hours following a
mission.
Conclusion The system described in this paper has been undergoing the last phase of
field checkout prior to becoming fully operational. The data quality assurance provisions
and quick-look capabilities have performed well and have proven to be effective in
determining the condition of the system prior to an operation.

MICROPROGRAMMABLE PROCESSORS APPLIED TO
TELEMETRY PROCESSING SYSTEMS
DANIEL J. KARLESKINT

Summary This paper briefly analyzes the application of modern microprogram
techniques in the computerized telemetry processing environment. It shows these
technique s can attain a flexibility in design and application previously unavailable.
Introduction With the advent of easily programmable on-board telemetry
multiplexers, it is possible to change the format and content of telemetry data streams
almost at will. This, plus the increasingly higher data rates, have made flexibility in realtime telemetry processing systems of paramount importance.
In particular, those processing systems with the mission of supporting a multitude of
vehicle types and formats, in real-time, are faced with the problem of providing general
data reduction facilities with a wide range of capabilities.
This paper will discuss, first, typical existing computerized telemetry processing systems
and secondly, the use of microprogrammable processors in like systems. The use of
microprogrammable processors in telemetry systems is shown to improve system
performance and increase flexibility.
Configuration 1 (Software Compression/Analysis) This configuration, used
primarily for low data rates (100KBS), consists of two major components; a
synchronizing/formatting module and a central processing module.
Synchronizing and Formatting Module This component is the formatting and
synchronizing portion of the system. In an analog system, this module synchronizes and
digitizes the incoming data based on control from the central processing system (CPS)
and presents the digitized data to the CPS via either a data bus (channel) or direct
memory access.
In a PCM system, this module synchronizes and decommutates (syllablizes) the
incoming data stream, presenting it to the CPS via either data bus or direct memory
access. The formatting and synchrontztng module in a PCM system may be, in fact, a
programmable decommuntation station that requires little in the way of CPS control
other than initialization and statusing.

Central Processing System The second component is the central processing system.
It may be any one of the various general purpose computers and the proper peripheral
devices available for the application to be handled.
In this low data rate configuration, if data compression techniques are used, they are
performed by a computer program. Another CPS program or subprogram accomplishes
the analysis tasks.
Also, in this configuration, sub and super commutation of parameters is handled in the
CPS. This normally involves large tables of parameter pointing and identification
information.
Configuration 2 (Hardware Compression) This system configuration is composed
of three major modules: 1) synchronizing and formatting module; 2) data compression
module; and 3) central processing system. This system configuration is used for high rate
$1024 KBS PCM data. Refer to Figure2.
Synchronizing and Formatting Module This system component has as its main
function synchronization/decommutation of the incoming telemetry data stream, as in the
first configuration. However, one additional function has been added: The identification
of data parameters. This component has, in its decommutation program, the information
to handle sub and super commutation and applies the same systems identification (i.e.,
tag) to every sample from the same transducer. This additional tag is necessary to
maintain continuity through the total system and is transmitted as output with the
respective data parameters.
Data Compression Module This systems module uses hardware to apply data
compression algorithms to the identified data input from the synchronization module.
See Figure 3. The data compressor, normally, is attached to the synchronizing/format
module by a data bus that transmits both data and systems identification. The
compressor, upon receipt of data/ID, fetches from core memory the appropriate
algorithm for compression. For those parameters that fail the compression test, data and
identification are transmitted to the CPS.
Central Processing System Since, in this configuration, the CPS is absolved from the
basic responsibilities of identification and compression, more meaningful data analysis
may be accomplished. Typically, this configuration allows more data base manipulation
and interactive man/ machine interface than the first configuration.
Microprogramming Microprogrammable processors are well suited to the telemetry
industry. These devices are capable of performing those functions in telemetry systems

normally performed by special purpose hardware devices. Functions, such as
synchronization, data compression and engineering unit conversion, can be controlled by
a microprogrammable “Firmware” program and can easily be changed or expanded with
a programming change rather than a hardware modification.
When a microprogrammable processor performs the same function as another hardware
device, it is said to be “emulating” that device. The device being emulated is called the
target machine.
The advantages of microprogramming have been known since 1951 when M. V. Wilkes
coined the term “microprogramming”.1 Prior to the advent of medium and large scale
integration (MS1, LSI) it was not economically feasible to implement
microprogramming on a popular basis. However, presently there are several
microprogrammable processors on the market.
Microprogramming is basically one method of organizing the control architecture of a
central processor. Microprocessors usually consist of a high speed (50-100 nanosecond)
memory called control store, core memory, microinstruction control logic and an
arithmetic unit. Figure 3.
Control store contains the sequence of microinstructions that execute predetermined
functions or algorithms performed by the “target machine”: Such as a synchronizer or
data compressor.
Control storage is available in two basic types: 1) Read only memory (ROM). This type
of memory is non-volatile; however, the memory is also incapable of being easily
changed should it be desired at a later date. 2) Read/Write (R/W). Read/Write storage is
volatile; however, its prime consideration in systems design is that the memory may be
loaded dynamically at any time giving the capability of changing the firmware resident
in the microprogrammable processor (changing the emulation).
Core memory is the storage medium for holding data, target machine instructions or
algorithm directives.
Microinstruction control logic controls the execution sequence of instructions from
control store.
The arithmetic unit is the portion of the processor that performs arithmetic and logical
operations.

1

P. M. Davies, Readings in Microprogramming , IBM Systems Journal No. 1, 1972

It is important to note that the “target” machine may be the microprogrammable
processor itself. That is to say, the microprogrammable processor may contain in its
control store the series of instructions necessary to “emulate” some alien architecture; or
it may be programmed as an extremely high speed computer in its own right.
The following discussions will utilize the alien architecture technique. However,
synchronizing formatting modules used in systems at data rates greater than 1. 024MBS,
must execute algorithmic instructions directly from control storage so that the data rates
may be achieved.
The following discussion will examine how microprogrammable processors could be
used in lieu of the special purpose hardware in the telemetry configurations presented in
Figures 1 and 2.
Synchronization/Formatting Function The use of a microprograrnmable processor in
the synchronization/formatting function enables the user to handle a multitude of
formats; and depending upon his data rates, he may be able to incorporate other systems
functions in this module. Studies have shown that at data rates up to 256 KBS the data
compression function can be added to the synchronizing/formatting module, thus, in
smaller systems alleviating the central processing system from this trivial task.
Since a microprogrammable processor has the capability of utilizing its own core
memory storage for decommutation/synchronization programs, it is totally feasible to
handle data formats in which discrete bits separated and strewn throughout the frame
could be assembled and compressed as unique data parameters passed to the central
processing system. In some applications, this would reduce the workload of the central
processing system by as much as 15%.
The Data Compression Module The use of a microprogrammable processor as a data
compression module adds the capability of redefining compression algorithms, as
required by changing systems requirements and changing data formats. An additional
important feature is the capability to chain the compression algorithms and execute a
program based on the premise that a data parameter either passes or fails its compression
algorithm.
The interconnection between the data formatting system and the data compression
system may be accomplished in one of two manners: either via a data bus, or by sharing
common magnetic core storage so that the inherent buffering necessary in high data rate
systems is available to both the formatting and synchronizing module.

Engineering Units Conversion Module Engineering units conversion modules (EUC)
are defined as being those hardware/firmware components of a telemetry processing
system that execute algorithms for conversion of telemetry data to their corresponding
engineering units. These modules generally have the capability to linearize and
normalize raw telemetry data. The use of a microprogrammable processor as an EUC
module has primarily the following additional features. It allows the user, because of its
inherent flexibility, the capability of redefining these linearizations, normalizations and
EUC algorithms as he desires. It is also possible to string EUC modules to develop in the
system that level of conversion desired in the front-end hardware.
Figure 4 shows a basic configuration utilizing microprogrammable processors as the
main components of the special function devices.
Summary If existing systems requirements do not change, formats never vary, and
data rates remain constant, there is no need to change telemetry system components. It
has been the experience of the author that very little, if any, of these requirements remain
static. With the flexibility inherent in a microprogrammic processor, changes in
requirements may be satisfied with very little or no systems impact. The use of a
microprogrammable processor as a “synchronizer/formatter/data compressor” for low
rate data for example, does not preclude the addition of another microprogrammable
processor in the system to perform data compression for higher rate data. This would
eliminate the data compression function from the first microprogrammable processor and
allow it to perform faster synchronization logic. Thus, an upgrade of a telemetry
processing system is enacted by simply adding a microprogrammable processor.
A change in data content that levies a new compression requirement on a system does
not have to be satisfied with a CPS systems software change or data compressor
hardware change if the data compression is being performed by a microprogrammable
processor. The generation of a new “hardware” compression algorithm is a matter of
simply adding/changing a microprogrammable processor firmware subroutine.
The amount of sophisticated processing to be done as an engineering units conversion
function requires simply a throughput analysis of the system. Once the analysis arrives at
a “time per parameter”, the main constraint for this module is defined and the generation
of processing algorithms is up to the systems designer. It is completely feasible to have
microprogrammable processors perform such “pre” processing functions as filtering,
matrix conversion, transformations, etc.
It is evident that the logistics and maintenance problems associated with a system
composed of multiple microprogrammable processors rather than many special purpose
hardware devices are greatly minimized. Since each of the functional modules:
synchronization, formatting, data compression, and engineering units conversion are all

of the same basic hardware type, with only firmware differentiating the function
performed by the module; systems maintenance engineers need to be familiar with one
type of hardware architecture for all “front-end” equipments. Also, there is the necessity
of only handling one line of spare parts for this type of system. Obviously, this system
would be less costly to maintain than a system consisting of numerous different hardware
boxes; possible all from different vendors.
In conclusion, based on its flexibility and speed., a microprogrammable processor is a
prime candidate for the replacement of those functions normally performed by special
purpose hardware. The author has been involved with microprogrammable processor
designs targeted to replace: A systems disk controller, data compressors, synchronizing
units and data bus controllers.
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A MOBILE TONE RANGE/RDF SYSTEM FOR TELEMETRY
TRACKING OF SOUNDING ROCKETS
G. K. MAYER
Telemetry Section of the Mobile Rocket Base
Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchsanstalt for Luftund Raumfahrt
Oberffenhofen/Germany

Summary A simple and versatile tracking system is described, providing trajectory
information for any rocket, balloon or airborne scientific device which employs
telemetry.
The system is thought to serve as a back-up or a replacement for radar to provide the
trajectory data of sounding rockets.
Two basic systems are comprised: the tone range system, providing the slant range
information and the RDF system, providing angular data. Data reduction is handled by a
small Computer.
Introduction Trajectory information of sounding rockets is required with high
accuracy for
S missile trajectory surveillance
S data reduction of the scientific data
S recovery of payload.
Radar systems with sufficient accuracy are not always available on the ranges. Transport,
installation and operation of mobile radar stations is extremely expensive, especially if a
redundant system is required.
A simple, cheap and reliable method of obtaining trajectory information is given by tone
ranging and angle of direction measurement by RF Interferometry. The necessary
installations on board and ground site are relatively low in weight and easy to operate.
Therefore this method is especially suitable for firings on ranges where practically no
tracking equipment is available, as probably will be the case of launches for earth
resource observations, solar eclipses etc.

Adding a small receiver to the rocket’s payload, the slant range may be determinated by
measuring the time delay of an electromagnetic wave radiated from the ground station
and transponded by the rocket via telemetry. The vector of direction is measured by a
RDF system, using the telemetry transmitter of the rocket as a target.
Slant range measurement The system described uses the “quasi-steady state” Doppler
principle to obtain a range measurement. The RF-carrier (usually in the range 400 - 550
MHz) of the ground transmitter is modulated with a LF-signal (400 Hz - 250 kHz), the
measuring frequency. For high resolution a high LF would be desirable. Practically the
selection of the LF is always a compromise between the requested accuracy and the
compatibility with the telemetry system. In case of a PCM system, for example, the clock
frequency may be synchronized by the reference tone. So one has to live with the
precision feasible with this frequency. Using an FM-subcarrier system all channels may
be occupied by data of the experiments and only a TSC-frequency of 17 or 100 kHz may
be free for use.
Let the ground site generated reference signal be denoted by

and the retransmitted signal, as received by the ground station
(1)
with R = distance ground station/missile, c = velocity of light.
Comparing the phase of UM against UR one gets
(2)
Thus, range measurement is reduced to a phase shift or delay time measurement.
)M becomes ambiguous at intervals of 2 B. In most cases it is not possible to introduce
lower frequency tones for ambiguity removal. To get the absolute value of R, the number
of 2 B-phase transitions 0 has to be registrated and added to the momentary value of )M:
(3)
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the DFVLR ground station: transmitter, interface to the
telemetry station and data reduction system.

The accuracy of the range measurement depends on the tone frequency, the precision of
)M-determination, the phase delay stability of the slant range receiver, which is a
function of the received RF power and the phase jitter introduced by noise.
A recent evaluation of a 17 kHz system gave an over-all performance of ±50 meters with
a minimum power of -80 dBm at the input of the airborne tone receiver and the ground
station telemetry receiver.
RDF-System Trajectory information is completed by the additional measurement of
two direction cosines with a RF-interferometer, which has the great advantage that no
additional board equipment is required.
The Interferometer system derives angular data by measuring the difference in electrical
phase of the arriving RF-signal, radiated from the airborne system, at two ground
antennas spaced 16 wavelength apart. By using two orthogonal base lines with two
antennas positioned along every line, the azimuth and elevation angles can be derived
from the electrical phase angles.
The phase difference measured between the signals received at each couple of antennas
is expressed as
(4)
a, b
R
D
8
*

...
...
...
...
...

distance from the missile to the antennas
distance from missile to the middle of the baseline
distance of the antennas
carrier wavelength
angle between D and R

By using the cosine theorem it follows

It R > D, a and b are very nearly equal to R and
(5)
By substitution of (4) into (5) the direction cosine can be determined directly from the
phase difference

Fig. 2 is showing a block diagram of the RDF-equipment. The RF-signals of the 4
measuring antennas are multiplexed by a PIN-diode switch and converted by a normal
single channel telemetry receiver to an IF of 400 Hz. After synchronous detection and
filtering the phase comparison of each two signals is accomplished by time interval
counters. The BCD-output of measured time difference, which is proportional to the
difference in phase resp. the cos* is directly connected to the computer input.
A doppler compensation is provided to avoid an additional error as a function of the
vehicles speed.
By using only one receiver for all channels, there is no problem with phase delay
instability as observed at multichannel systems. To reduce ambiguity (in case of signal
drop outs) a coarse interferometer system with AZ2 baselines is available, too.
The precision of the system is tied to its resolution of phase. As the phase comparison is
handled on 400 Hz IF with a 3 digit output (250 ms × 2B rad) the resolution in direction
cosine with 16 8 baselength is 2,5 ·10-4. This corresponds an accuracy of the elevation
angle of 0,014E near zenith and 0,032E at 20E.
The absolute precision is depending on many parameters, like stability of the
transmitter’s oscillator, accuracy of the RDF-antenna positioning, influence of ground
etc. At low elevation angles the effects of multipath reflexion and tropospheric/
ionospheric refraction have to be considered, too. Test flights in comparison with a
MPS-19 radar show that the tone range/RDF system is capable of providing an accurate
trajectory with a maximum difference of 100 meters. Further comparison is expected to
be done with a more accurate MPS-36 radar in near future.
Data reductions All phase -resp. time delay measurements have been done by HP
5327 B counters using a resolution of 3 decimal digits. The trajectories are calculated by
an HP 2100 computer. The following quotations are used for calculation:
slant range
8
T
Ro
0
)J

...
...
...
...
...

wavelength of the tone frequency
period of tone frequency
distance ground station - launcher
number of completed phase transitions
time delay between reference and returned tone frequency

Direction

D
T
0x , 0y
JDX , JDY
)Jx , )Jy

...
...
...
...
...

distance of antennas
period of the telemetry RF
number of completed phase transitions
constant time delay before launching
time delay measured during flight

Fig. 3 shows the flow chart for the incremental calculation of
R, resp. cos*x and cos*y.
From these data the trajectory may be calculated in the carthesian coordinate system by
the relations

In polar coordinates the angles of elevation and azimuth may be found directly without a
Knowledge of R

For quicklook the slant range and the angles of elevation/azimuth are printed out every
second.
Specification of the DFVLR Tone Ranging/RDF Ground Station Tone
Ranging:
VHF-transmitter
UHF-transmitter
tone frequency generator

transmitting antenna
phase lock filters

... 27 - 35 MHz, 100 W / AM/FM
... 400 - 550 MHz, 100 W / AM/FM
Stability 10-8
... frequency synthesizer, D-2 MHz adjustable in steps of 1/100 Hz, stability better 10-8
... low gain, omnidirectional
... on all IRIG PBW channels available
(400 Hz - 165 KHz)

phase measurement resolution

RDF:
frequency
antenna
accuracy of phase center
baselength per axis
accuracy of positioning
multiplex unit
channel on-pos.
channel off-pos.
transient time
demultiplex unit
channel on-pos.
channel off-pos.
transient time
control pulse delay
clock frequency
channel cross-talk attenuation
phase measurement
frequency
PLL-bandwidth
resolution of direction cosine
doppler compensation
time base error
Data reduction:
Computer
punch tape recorder
digital recorder

... HP 5327 B counter 3 digits/2B rad,
depending on tone frequency

... 210 - 260 MHz
... crossed dipol, 3/88 over a 82-reflector,
diagram omnidirectional
... 1E
... 16 8
... ± 0.5 cm
... 4 pole PIN diode switch
... 50 µs
... 150 µs
... 0,2 µs
... 4 pole electronic switch
... 50 µs
... 150 µs
... 1 µs
... 0,5 - 10 µs adjustable
... 20 kHz, stab. 10-5
... 35 dB
... HP 5327 B counter
... 400 Hz
... 6 Hz
... 2,5 - 10-4 (3 digits/2B rad)
... ± 2 kHz of RF
... 2 · 10-4 seconds
... HP 2100
... HP 8100 A
... HP 5055

TIMING ACCURACIES OF RANGE
INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS
FRANK L. MATTHEWS
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary Comparison of telemetry inertial guidance data with radar and optical data
requires that all data be accurately time tagged. Timing errors which accumulate,
particularly in telemetry data processing, exceed range user requirements. The paper
classifies the sources of timing errors, discusses how the errors are measured, provides
typical values, and shows how the uncertainties are reduced to tolerable levels.
Introduction Range users compare telemetry inertial guidance data with radar and
optical data to determine missile guidance performance. In order to model inertial
guidance coefficients accurately, it is essential that the uncorrected timing errors for siteto-site comparisons accumulate to less than 100 microseconds. It is shown that radar and
optics system may accumulate typical errors of 150 microseconds,, but that uncertainties
can be reduced to 25 microseconds by carefully modeling the system , measuring the
errors, and correcting the data prior to site-to-site comparisons. It is also shown that
“state-of-the-art” telemetry systems accumulate typical errors of 20 microseconds, but
that computer processing from the analog form to digital form may introduce as much as
a 3 millisecond error. However, the accumulated error can be determined within 30
microseconds ±1 bit time by use of special techniques.
Classification of Timing Errors Three basic classes of instrumentation system timing
errors and uncertainties are defined which affect the accuracy of timing. Timing delays
caused by RF propagation between the missile and the receiving antenna are not
included in the error models. The three classes of timing errors and uncertainties
accounted for at the SAMTEC are:
1)

Class I - Timing errors and uncertainties (systematic and random) associated with
the generation and reproduction of Coordinated Universal Tim (UTC) include
errors in the USNO primary UTC standard, Precision Measurement Laboratory
(PML), Precise Tim Reference Station (PTRS), and individual range timing
centers Central Time Signal Generators (CTSG).

2)

Class II - Timing errors and uncertainties in this class include the delays
encountered in transmission of timing signals from the respective Central Time
Signal Generators to each telemetry, metric radar, metric optical and range user
instrumentation system site where timing is required.

3)

Class III - Timing errors and uncertainties include systematic and random delays
which occur during processing of real and postrealtime telemetry or metric radar
data.

The distribution of UTC timing to SAMTEC and range user instrumentation sites is
shown in Figure 1. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the interrelationship between Class I, II and
III timing error model terms for telemetry and metric radar instrumentation systems.
Discussion of Class I, II and III Timing Accuracy Error Models.
Class I Timing Accuracy and Error Model )tc Identification of Timing errors and
uncertainties associated with the generation and distribution of Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) for Class I error model term is given as:

)tc = ±t1 ±t2 ±t3 ±t4
Where:
Atc = Total combined errors associated with generation and distribution of UTC.
t1 = Error and uncertainty in the primary generation of U. S. Naval Observatory
UTC reference on time pulse, t0.
t2 = Error and uncertainty in the secondary generation and synchronization of UTC
at the Precise Tim Reference Station (PTRS) located at the Precision
Measurement Laboratory (PML), Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.
t3 = Error and uncertainty in the portable PTRS used to transfer UTC to the
SAMTEC CTSGs.
t4 = Error and uncertainty accumulated between calibration intervals of the Central
Time Signal Generator (CTSG).

Class II Instrumentation System Timing Accuracy and Error Model )ti
The timing error and uncertainty of the instrumentation system (e.g., telemetry, metric
radar and metric optics) are defined in the Class II error model term as:

)ti = ±)tc ± t5 ± t6 ± t3
Where:
)ti = Total combined error and uncertainty as determined at each instrumentation
system.
t5 = Error and uncertainty of IRIG Time Code Generator and distribution system.
t6 = Error and uncertainty of each instrumentation system delay (includes coaxial
cable, electronic component and microwave transmission RF propagation path
losses).
Class III Instrumentation Processing System Timing Accuracy and Error Model )tp
Class III instrumentation data processing system accuracy error model terms are divided
into two subclassifications of telemetry and metric radar instrumentation system . Each
subclassification is further defined for real and postrealtime processing:
Class III Telemetry Data Processing System Timing Accuracy and Error Model )tp
Real, )tp(r), and postreal, )tp(r), telemetry data processing timing accuracy and error
model term are:
1)

Realtime Data Processing Error Model:

)t p(r) = ±t6 ± t5 ± t8 ± t7 ± t3

2)

Postrealtime Data Processing Error Model:

)tp(p) = )ti ± t8 ± t7 ± t3
Where:
)tp = Total errors and uncertainties of telemetry real or postrealtime data processing.
t7 = Error and uncertainty of millisecond marker through computer processing.
t8 = Error and uncertainty in time code translator millisecond marker.
Measurement Errors Timing accuracies and error uncertainties are measured for ech
of the Class I, II and III model term and are published in the SAMTEC Systems
Performance and Accuracy Report (Reference 1).
Class I - Timing errors are measured by the SAMTEC Precision Measurement
Laboratory using an HP-E21-5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard, HP-5248M
Electronic Counter, Time Interval Unit HP-5267A, and an HP-180A Oscilloscope
equipped with an HP-1801A Dual Channel Vertical and HP-1823A Time Base Plug In.
The measurement accuracy is ±2.0 microseconds. The measurements are made at each
Central Tim Signal Generator (CTSG) on a quarterly basis. The one pulse per second
time output of the portable reference frequency standard is used to determine the time
delay interval difference of the CTSG. The counter and the oscilloscope are used to
measure the accuracy of the me pps repetition rate as referenced to the UTC on time zero
crossing.
Class II - Timing delays and uncertainties of instrumentation system time code pulses are
determined with the same type of precision measurement equipment described under the
Class I error. The only exception is that an HP-E21-5065A Portable Rubidium
Frequency Standard is used in lieu of the Cesium standard and an HP-5050B Printer is
used to print out the sampled time delay over the measurement period. Like the Class I
errors these measurements are also performed on a quarterly basis with an accuracy of ±1
microsecond.
Class III - Timing delays accrued during the processing of analog data into digital data
are determined with a special recorded timing tape. This tape is processed and the delta
time differences between. the precise one pps special timing tape and the normal time
code formats are determined. This determination is performed in accordance with range

user program support requirements and is performed concurrent to the missile launch
operation. The accuracy of this determination is ±50 microseconds.
Typical SAMTEC Timing Accuracy and Error Uncertainties Table I shows typical
timing accuracy values for the SAMTEC systems. As shown, Class I errors are only
several microseconds, Class II intersite radar errors typically accrue to 125
microseconds, and optics errors to 100 microseconds. However, these uncertainties can
be reduced to t25 microseconds (typical) by applying results of the quarterly
measurement program prior to data processing. Telemetry receive/record timing errors
are typically 20 microseconds, but Class III computer processing worst case errors of 3
milliseconds for realtime and 1 millisecond in postrealtime formatted playbacks have
been observed. The realtime telemetry timing errors and uncertainties are primarily
caused by microwave transmission propagation delay losses. This propagation error
occurs during the transmission of telemetry data from the remote receiving site to the
telemetry data processing area where local timing is applied to the incoming delayed
data. The timing errors which occur during the postrealtime processing of formatted
telemetry tapes are caused by the uncertainty of the millisecond computer marker. Thus,
it can be seen that the Class III telemetry timing errors are excessively large and must be
corrected by special means if the range user’s requirements are to be met. In the
continuing effort to minimize timing errors and uncertainties SAMTEC is investigating
better means for compensating for accumulative propagation delays.
Special Telemetry Data Time Tagging Techniques Federal Electric Corporation, it
its role of providing technical support to SAMTEC, has responded to the data time
tagging problem by developing a new method (Reference 2) which enables the large
Class III timing errors, as observed during computer processing of analog telemetry data,
to be reduced to tolerable levels. This method is accomplished by recording two serial
telemetry data tapes during the missile launch operation at one reference station. One
tape is required for normal range user recorded telemetry data. The second is a special
timing tape which inserts a special data word into the received telemetry signal bit
stream at precise one second intervals. The accuracy of this one second timing pulse has
a me sigma standard deviation of plus or minus five microseconds from the on time UTC
reference. The special tape is then processed to establish timing biases. This information
is then used to determine the total errors caused in the recording and processing of time
tagged data on the normal tape. This method has enabled tine tagged telemetry data to be
correlated to within a one sigma accuracy of 25 microseconds of the on time (to) pulse
referenced to UTC over the entire normal recorded magnetic tape. (The 25 microsecond
error represents the sample-to-sample comparison variations which occur throughout a
mission. The actual uncertainty is 30 microseconds due to the 5 microsecond uncertainty
of the on time pulse.)

Conclusions From the information presented, it is shown that SAMTEC radar and
metric instrumentation systems timing accuracies and error uncertainties can be
corrected to plus or minus 25 microseconds relative to UTC.
Using present telemetry system performance characteristics, the formatted data recorded
on magnetic tape can only be correlated to approximately one millisecond. Application
and use of the special telemetry timing tape results in one sigma timing accuracies of 30
microseconds ±1 bit time over the entire recorded magnetic tape. Realtime worst case 3
millisecond timing errors are under investigation, one possible solution being considered
is to offset the propagation effects by furnishing timing from the remote site to the
processing area concurrent with the telemetry signal.
This timing accuracy program allows range users to correlate and analyze site-to-site
recorded data for missile performance evaluation.
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Table I TYPICAL TIMING ACCURACIES AND ERROR UNCERTAINTIES AT SAMTEC INSTRUMENT SYSTEM LOCATIONS

Figure 1 SAMTEC INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS UTC/IRIG TIMING AND FREQUENCY ACCURACY
TRANCEABILITY TO USNO PRIMARY UTC STANDARD

Figure 2

CLASSIFICATION OF REAL AND POSTREALTIME TELEMETRY INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM TIMING ERRORS

Figure 3

CLASSIFICATION OF METRIC RADAR INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM TIMING ERRORS

DYNAMIC REQUIREMENTS FOR DIVERSITY COMBINERS
R. G. STREICH, D. E. LITTLE, and R. B. PICKETT
ITT-Federal Electric Corporation
Vandenberg Air Force Base, California

Summary In order to provide nearly continuous data on missile and Space launches,
polarization diversity is utilized at acquisition sites. Diversity signals are also combined
to further reduce data dropouts. It is shown in this report that the right hand circular
(RHC) and left hand circular (LHC) signals undergo rapid transients during certain
portions of the flight, and that the channel dropouts are sometimes independent. The
nature of the transients is described and a test set which simulates the transients
discussed. Finally bench test data is compared with flight test data to verify that
combiners with rapid transient response are required to cope with the RF transients.
Introduction Range instrumentation stations are commonly configured with receiving
antennas having right and left hand circular feeds. The RHC and LHC signals are down
converted by local oscillators to 10 MHz where predetection combining occurs. The
combining is intended to provide signal-to-noise improvement or best channel selection.
However, analysis of launch data indicates that the combined output is often degraded in
comparison with the inputs. Consequently, a study was undertaken to determine the
nature of the input transients in order to specify combiner performance requirements.
The study included three primary areas:
1)

Measurement of the transients which occur during actual missions.

2)

Simulation of transients with a test set.

3)

Verification of the hypothesis that combiners capable of providing rapid
transient response are required for range support.

The study progressed in accordance with suggestions made by Dr. M. H. Nichols. The
test set illustrated in Figure 2 is a slightly modified version of a set designed by Dr.
Nichols.
Nature of RF Signal Perturbations There are specific periods during a missile flight
which correlate with data dropouts. For example, an ionized gas cloud in the vicinity of
the missile antennas causes data loss. This occurs most frequently at launch separation,

staging or where the aspect angle to the missile causes the transmission path to fall
within the flame plasma of some ascending stage. H. A. Poehler (Reference 1) examined
the AM and PM effects of flame noise at AFETR using a CW transmission from the
launch vehicle. He concluded that flame plasma caused amplitude modulation
(attenuation) and phase modulation (flame noise). M. H. Nichols (Reference 2) has
pointed out that most of today’s missiles have two or more antennas transmitting the
same signal. The missile can maneuver in such a manner that the phase of the antennas
causes a complete signal cancellation. (Missile maneuvering is the reason multiple
antennas are employed.) He also points out that combiners are the primary tool for
retrieving data when cancellation occurs in one received polarization but not the other.
Since flame noise appeared to be a much more severe cause of phase cancellation, it was
assumed that a combiner which could respond to flame noise transients would be able to
handle the phase cancellation due to antenna positioning during maneuvers.
In order to measure the frequency and duration of actual phase noise transients, pre-D
mission tapes were made of the RHC and LHC combiner inputs. The data receiver AGC
time constant was set to one second. Consequently, the receiver could not respond to
rapid signal changes, and high speed transients were retained on the recorder input. Mag
tape recordings were made at 120 ips; but played back at 15 ips with the playback
receiver in the 0.1 millisecond AGC mode. Thus, the playback AGC could respond to
realtime dropouts as short as 0.2 millisecond or as long as 0.1 second. The playback
AGC voltage was recorded on high speed oscillographs showing the signal dropouts.
Typical responses are shown in Figure 1. Analysis of many such plots indicates that
fades occur randomly over a range of 500 Hz to 25 kHz with fade durations as small as
0.04 milliseconds but averaging 0.1 milliseconds. Of vital importance is the observation
that RHC and LHC signal fades are sometimes independent.
From this data, two conclusions were drawn. First, that the combiner must be able to
rapidly recover from simultaneous dropouts of 0.04 to 1 millisecond duration. Secondly,
that the combiner circuitry must be able to correctly determine and select the best
channel at a very high sampling rate in order to recognize independent channel dropouts
of perhaps 0.04 milliseconds duration.
Simulation of Transients with a Test Set It was assumed that the mission signal fades
could be simulated by phase cancellation. The test set shown in Figure 2 provides fades
in excess of 30 db, and simultaneous 180 degree phase changes as described below.
Referring to Figure 2, the S-band signal generator is modulated by a PN (pseudonoise)
sequence P04 serial data stream at deviations and bit rates used on the major missile
programs. The combiner test set then simulates the RF signal perturbations caused by the
transmission path. The working principles of the combiner test set are:

1)

The RF signal is split by a 50 ohm termination power divider into two identical,
coherent signals. The two signals can be thought of as RHC and LHC.

2)

Since both channels function the same, only one will be reviewed. The signal
(S1) enters a 3 db hybrid to be split into two equal signals (S2 and S3) which are
180 degrees out of phase.

3)

Signals S2 and S3 pass through separate, identical voltage controlled phase
shifters. The two signals are then summed in a power divider. The output of (S4)
is the RF test signal representing either the RHC or LHC signal.

4)

The phase shifter through which S2 passes was inserted only to ensure that S2 is
attenuated the same amount as S3. (The phase shifter turned out to be less
expensive than a nonstandard, precision attenuator.)

5)

During fabrication a cable carrying S2 was cut so that phase cancellation caused
a power null in S4 when the control voltage to the phase shifter was at 15 volts.
The audio oscillator out-put level was then set to produce a 30 volt peak as
shown in Figure 3. The 180 degree phase shift as the control voltage passes
through 15 volts is essentially instantaneous and occurs at the same instant as the
null. The phase and amplitude of the resultant RF signal in relation to the control
voltage is shown in Figure 3. Notice that the variables, fade rate, fade slope and
duration, and the time between the end of a fade on one channel and the
beginning of a fade on the other channel, are all interdependent. All these
variables can be controlled by the control voltage frequency.

The two RF channel outputs of the combiner tester feed directly into a dual channel
downconverter which replaces the receiving antenna system for test purposes.
The receiver was a dual channel receiver with a common first and second local oscillator.
The 10 MHz IF signals of the two receiver channels were carefully measured with a
power meter and found to be balanced within a few tenths of a db as were the
downconverter inputs.
The combined 10 MHz predetection output of the combiner was connected to the IF
input of a playback receiver (a standard telemetry receiver without a tuner).
Demodulators were inserted in the playback receiver as required by the data format.
To test a combiner, the control voltage was first turned off, and a bit error rate of 1 X 10-4
established for each channel. This results in an error rate of about 1 x 10-6 when the
signals are combined. Next, the control voltage was turned on, and the frequency slowly
increased. An ideal combiner would have provided an error rate less than 1 x 10-4 for any

control frequency, as one channel is always restored before the other begins to fade.
However, with actual combiners, an abrupt “breakpoint” occurred. Virtually no data was
obtained above the “breakpoint” frequency.
Combiner Test Configurations Several modulation formats were tested including
PCM-FM-NRZ at 44, 684, and 950 kbit. However, the most conclusive results were
obtained on PCM-PM-Bi-N at 350 kbit, as actual flight testing was performed in this
format. Three basic configurations were tested on the bench, and then used for mission
support. They are as follows:
1)

AGC Controlled Phase Lock Loop Combiner *, Receiver with PM
Demodulators This was the combiner and configuration normally used for
support which has proven unsatisfactory. Because of hardware limitations, the
AGC setting must be one millisecond.

2)

AGC Controlled Phase Lock Lou Combiner *, Receiver with FM
Demodulators This was configuration identical to (1), except that FM
demodulators were used. The AGC time constant could be decreased to 0.1
millisecond. It was believed that these changes would increase the transient
response.

3)

Synthetic Phase Isolator Combiner This type of unit uses only the linear IF
receiver output. Phase and frequency coherence are obtained through the use of a
synthetic phase isolation (SPI) (Reference 3). The unit does not utilize a VCO
reference as do conventional combiners, but instead uses a loop composed of two
balanced mixers and two bandpass filters. The primary advantage of this system
is that reacquisition time is limited only by the bandpass filter.

Test Results The control voltage frequency “breakpoint,” as discussed earlier in the
paper, is given below for each configuration.

*

This type of combiner utilizes a phase lock loop to achieve phase coherency between the input
signals. If phase lock is lost, a sweep circuit is enabled to control the VCO until reacquisition
occurs. The loop bandwidth, sweep rate, and reacquisition time are performance limiting factors.
The combiner logic is also dependent on AGC response, and the worst imput may be selected
during rapid fades, depending on the nature of the transient. The PM demodulator logic also
controls the combiner, and allows combining action only after the demodulator achieves lock.

Combiner Configuration

Control Voltage
Frequency Which Produced
the “Breakpoint,” Hz

1)

AGC Combiner, PM Demod
1.0 millisecond AGC
25 kHz Loop Bandwidth

18

2)

AGC Combiner, FM Demod
0.1 millisecond AGC
25 kHz Loop Bandwidth

350

3)

SPI Combiner
20 kHz Filter Bandwidth

800

It should be possible to further improve the transient response, without unduly affecting
signal-to-noise improvement, on the 350 kbit Bi-N format, by changing the (2)
configuration to 0.01 millisecond AGC and 100 kHz loop bandwidth; and the (3)
configuration to 100 kHz filter bandwidth. However, these options were not available
when tests were conducted.
The same combiner configurations were used to support a launch mission with a
modulation format similar to the bench test format. Recordings were made of the
combiner inputs individually, and of each combiner output. Playbacks were made, and
plots of frame sync and word sync obtained. Bit errors were counted and plotted in
Figure 4. As predicted, only the combiners with good transient response (Configurations
2 and 3) provided a data improvement, and the combiner with the best transient response,
as determined by the test set, provided the best data.
Conclusions The authors of this paper concluded that missile signals received by
telemetry tracking stations frequently experience rapid transients. These transients and
accompanying loss of data are most often caused by flame plasma (ionized gases). To
effectively process such signals, diversity combiners capable of coping with these
transients must be used. The test set described herein provided a simple method of
comparing the transient response of several combiners.
The combiner with the best transient response under bench test conditions provided the
best data during mission support.
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FIGURE 1
S-BAND TELEMETRY S/S FLUCTUATIONS AFTER THIRD
STAGE IGNITION

FIGURE 4 THIRD STAGE BURN PERIOD

A REAL TIME MULTIPROGRAMMED TELEMETRY SYSTEM
G. B. MUSE

Summary A study of several Telemetry Data Reduction Systems has revealed some
common problems which reduce the effectiveness of these systems. The problems
include: The high cost of real-time computer analysis programs, lengthy turnaround for
data product modification, lack of testing flexibility, and reduced hardware system
utilization. A computer system, 11TELFILE11, has been implemented to improve upon
these problem areas. This system is operational at the Space and Missile Test Center
(SAMTEC), Vandenberg Air Force Base, for support of the Minuteman III Weapons
Systems.
Introduction A partial solution to these problems would be the development of a
“Telemetry Computer Language”. If a Test Engineer could command his telemetry data
reduction system in a language he understands, flexibility in testing and relative
independence from computer programmers could be gained. This independence would
allow the engineer to derive exactly the data product he wishes and to make
modifications to the testing program himself in a timely manner.
Telemetry languages have been developed, but many have not been successful; one
reason has been the cost of language development. Computer manufacturers have spent
millions of dollars to develop, refine and maintain non-telemetry computer languages
(e.g. FORTRAN - COBOL) and the costs of these developments can be applied across
many system users. But, when a single organization has endeavored to develop a
“Telemetry Language”, its costs are generally supported by a single user whose funds are
more limited; consequently much of the needed capabilities and basic maintenance
cannot be afforded--and the system really never performs as was planned.
Another problem in telemetry language development is complexity. Languages have
been designed but never completely implemented because of the size and complexity of
the task undertaken. These languages would allow tremendous flexibility in defining
almost every type of telemetry format or mathematical calculation; but the complexity of
the systems delayed implementation, increased costs, and in the end, only a small portion
of the options were implemented.

Discussion The 6595th Aerospace Test Wing at Vandenberg Air Force Base had need
to implement a telemetry language to aid its contractors in the checkout of the Second
Source Minuteman III on-board guidance system.
At Vandenberg, a Control Data 3300 computer system was available to Minuteman for
Telemetry Data Reduction. The Minuteman engineers and the Control Data Analysts at
Vandenberg defined and implemented a system which provides the flexibility and
convenience of a complex telemetry language, and it was developed with relatively
straight-forward concepts.
The philosophy of this system (called TELFILE) was to apply to telemetry use a higher
level computer language, which has already been well defined and developed--in this
case, FORTRAN. It was thought that if telemetry data could somehow be made available
to FORTRAN programs, the test engineers would have no trouble in learning the
FORTRAN language and in writing programs to reduce their data in the manner they
wanted.
In the TELFILE System, a computer program decommutates, reformats, and writes
selected parameters of the Minuteman PCM data stream onto a Disk File. The data
contained in the file (called a DATAFTLE) is in a format which is easily accessed by
FORTRAN programs. Hence, the Minuteman engineers from Autonetics, TRW,
Honeywell and Boeing have written dozens of FORTRAN programs which read their
telemetry data from the DATAFILE and run through various calculations, producing
their desired outputs.
Multiprogramming The TELFILE System has been programmed to operate under the
3300's Mass Storage Operating System (MSOS). One of the features of MSOS is its
multiprogramming capability.
This multiprogramming feature allows two programs, one priority and one batch, to be
resident in the 3300 simultaneously. The priority program, operating under MSOS, is
interrupt driven: That is, the program is called into execution only when it must respond
to external stimuli such as decommutator frame interrupts, disk end of operation signals,
and operator commands.
Under MSOS, the batch program is normally executing, except when the 3300 receives
one of the priority program”s interrupts. At this time, MSOS interrupts the batch
execution and transfers control to the proper priority program.
In the case of the TELFILE system, the TELFILE Program operates as the priority
program, and the FORTRAN processing programs operate as the batch programs.

By utilizing the priority/batch processing capability of MSOS, it is possible to
simultaneously acquire telemetry data on a priority basis while processing previously
acquired data in the batch mode, using FORTRAN programs. In the priority/batch
environment, the priority program retains control and thus responds to the various
stimuli initiating or terminating the acquisition of real-time telemetry data.
System Operation Figure 1 reviews the SAMTEC 3300 Telemetry Processing System
while Figure 2 depicts the flow of data, status and control throughout the system.
With TELFILE as the priority program and a FORTRAN processing program as the
batch, the system operates as follows: A frame interrupt is received from 1700
decommutation computer by the 3300 computer, and control is transferred to TELFILE.
TELFILE inputs and reformats telemetry data from the “front-end” decommutation
equipment. The reformatted data is written on the disk DATA FILE, and then control is
given back to the batch program. The batch program can now access the telemetry data
from the DATAFILE through normal FORTRAN read statements.
Under nominal conditions, TELFILE has been using about 12 per cent of the 3300’s
central processor’s power. The system is limited, however, by the disk system. Under
high data rate conditions, TELFILE can demand sole use of the disk for recording
purposes and, of course, processing of data in the batch program falls behind until the
recording rate is reduced or stopped.
A feature of the TELFILE Program is its ability to examine the telemetry data and
determine if it should be recorded on the disk file. This capability is called event
detection, and allows the test engineer to define to TELFILE a description of the types of
data (EVENTS) he wishes recorded on the file and subsequently be processed by his
FORTRAN programs.
Operational Results The results achieved with the system have been impressive.
TELFILE has been used in a number of different modes, which include:
1.

Evaluation of Minuteman III pre-launch guidance system calibration data.

2.

Evaluation of missile configuration anamolies when checkout of the Second Source
Honeywell on-board improved digital computational unit (IDCU) was being
performed. The telemetry system via TELFILE and FORTRAN programs was a
tremendous help in locating system problems by providing IIDCU core dumps, easy
display of computer word data, selectable computer word search capability, and
many FORTRAN written special purpose checkout routines.

3.

Evaluation of flight data for First and Second Source flights. This has included such
things as complete discrete tabulation, engineering unit time history lists, terminal
count down program, and a complete flight evaluation program.

Results of theisystem have been significant from several standpoints, all related to the
fact that the engineers have been able to construct their own test programs. The cost of
implementing new functions with TELFILE has been reduced by an order of magnitude.
For example, a launch terminal count down program was implemented in less than one
man month. Similar capabilities have been implemented on other systems at costs of
several man years. The key to the TELFILE System is, of course, that once the real-time
portion of the system is implemented, it remains unchanged even though new capabilities
are added through new FORTRAN programs.
The system has also permitted engineers to take on tasks not previously performed by
computers; or, in fact, not previously performed at all. There has been a great deal of
experimentation on the part of test engineers to try methods or to design new ways to
display their data and approach their problems.
Conclusions The multiprogramming concept used in the design of the system has
proven to be extremely useful, by helping to increase computer utilization. There have
been many instances when a vehicle test was being performed, TELFILE was acquiring
data in the priority mode and engineers were compiling new test programs in the batch.
This is a significant improvement over previous systems, where a real-time vehicle test
required a dedicated computer system for large blocks of time and program development
has virtually stopped.
Utilizing the capabilities of the existing MSOS operating system also proved to be useful
in the final system operation. There are dozens of features already programmed into
MSOS that would have cost a great deal to reproduce; such features as file manipulation
capabilities, interrupt handling capabilities, and input/output peripheral equipment
subroutines.
Using FORTRAN as a basis for a telemetry language has also worked well. Many of the
engineers who had never programmed were able to learn the system concepts very
quickly and produce useful data products within a month.
The concept of using a computer manufacturer’s operating system and compilers as a
basis for a real-time system has been successful. The majority of the “monitor” type of
functions normally needed in a special purpose realtime system were already developed
in MSOS, and thus great savings were realized in the TELFILE development effort. This
same concept can and has been applied to other real-time application areas and to other

computers. For example, a SAMTEC real-time telemetry simulation system is currently
being considered at Vandenberg which would also utilize a 3300 computer and MSOS.
Several CDC 6000 series computer system programs have been developed in Real Time
]Radar and Telemetry applications at Edwards Air Force Base, MIT, and Grumman,
where similar concepts of operating systems have been used; and with the application
computer programs written in FORTRAN.
In reflecting on the overall performance of the system, it is safe to say that it has
improved many problem areas that were hindering the Minuteman Test Program. Indeed,
TELFILE is much more flexible; response time to testing requirements changes is less;
and the utilization of the computer equipment at Vandenberg is much higher because it is
more useful.

FIG. 1 - TELFILE HARDWARE CONFIGURATION AT VANDENBERG

FIG. 2 - TELFILE SYSTEM DATA FLOW

RECENT DEVELOPMENT RESULTS ON THE HELIOS S-BAND
COMMAND RECEIVER
B. HEYNISCH
Department for mobile Communications
AEG-TELEFUNKEN
Ulm, Germany

This Work was sponsored by the GfW - Gesellschaft fuer Weltraumforschung.
Summary By joint effort of the US and West Germany a Sunprobe will be launched by
1974 named HELIOS. In the Telecommunications Subsystem the Telecommand
Receiver has a keyrole as Experiments have to be switched up to 2 AU distance from
earth. The input power at the Receiver Equipment input terminal is -147 dbm with SNR
of 6 db in 2 BLo = 32,5 Hz Loop Bandwidth.
To achieve this sensitivity a Receiver in Phaselocked loop techniques with a low noise
Preamplifier had to be developed. In cooperation and with consultance of well known
US-Scientists it was possible to design and develope the S-Band Receiver up to the
Qualifikation Model in less than two years. This report shall give a survey over concept
and design of the receiver and some speceial experiences during development and
integration tests.
Introduction With project HELIOS it was the first time that in Germany the necessity
for development of a S-Band Transponder with high sensitivity arose. This Transponder
had to be compatible with the already existing Deep Space Network of NASA and had to
fulfill requirements which were comparable with the technical performance of the
Mariner Missions. The frequency ratio had to be f R/fT = 221/240. The sensitivity had to
enable the Spacecraft to receive commands at 2 AU with only 10 kw Transmitter power
into a 26 m Dish. No work was done up to 1969 in the field of S-Band transponder, so
the preparatory time of two years and the active development time of two years up to the
Qualification Model was considerably short for this advanced programme.
AEG-TELEFUNKEN as subcontractor of MBB has respnsibility of the whole
transponder. The work was devided into three parts. System Engineering, development
of the Receiver Equipment and development of the Transmitter Equipment. The latter
was given as Subcontract to the French Company Thomson-CSF.

Objective of this paper is to describe the design concept of the Receiver and to publish
the technical Data achieved up to now. Existing problems and experiences will be
mentioned .
For this reasons the organization of the paper will start with a survey over the functional
blocks of the HELIOS telecommunications Subsystem going on to the particular
description of the S-Band Receiver block diagram. Details of the mechanical and
electrical design will be shown to enable comparison with already existing equipment of
similar nature. At the end of the referate different solutions of parametric amplifier and
Transistor amplifier for provision of the low noise figure will be discussed.
Short survey over the Transponder Subsystem The HELIOS Transponder is a
combination of a Transmitter with 20 watt TWT Amplifiers and a Receiver System
which is devided into three main units.
• the Preamplifier
• the Receiver
• the Command Detector
The first two items of the Receiver Equipment will be objective of our description the
command Detector will be covered by another paper (Lit. 1).
Due to the Mission requirements the Transponder has to fulfill several tasks:
Reception of Command Symbol stream and carrier demodulation.
• Subcarrier demodulation and one channel Bit regeneration for the command
symbol stream.
• Coherent operation i.e. supply of 38 MHz to the transmitter as a coherent base
frequency for the transmitter
• Ranging operation i.e. receiving and first demodulation of a 1 Mbit ranging signal
which is modulated on the Transmitter coherent carrier to make a loop for range
measurements.
• Transmission of telemetry data + Ranging signals in several operational power
levels HP (High Power), MP (Medium Power), LP (Low Power) with several
phase deviations (HCS - High Carrier Suppression-, LCS - Low Carrier
Suppression -) over three different Spacecraft Antennas H. G. A. (High Gain
Antenna), M. G. A. (Medium Gain Antenna).
Because of Reliability requirements the Receiver as well as the transmitter are redundant
in all essential Parts (Fig. 1).

Switching of the individual operational modes of RIP power to the three antennas is
done in the RF-DU (Radio Frequency Distribution Unit) which containes also two
Diplexers for separation of the Receiver and Transmitter Frequencies.
The Receiver Block Diagram The receiver itself consists essentially of the three main
units Preamplifier, S-Band receiver and command Detector. See upper part of Fig. I.
Since the receiver is made of two parallel chains we will explain one half of the units.
One exception: the unit for amplification and first demodulation of the ranging Signal is
only one time necessary therefore only one chain has the “Range Unit” incorporated. The
second chain contains instead of the Range unit a Channel Selection Unit to select
between the two VCXOs of the two chains. One of them is connected to the transmitter
Modulator input as coherent frequency Source. Because of the symmetry of the two
chains the basic idea for the Design of the three redundant boxes was to split each box
into two identical halves, which are interchangeable in their individual parts in order to
raise the possibility to exchange modules of chain I against chain II if in any model of
the later manufacturing procedure replacement of modules might be necessary. So for
instance a Model which was assigned for a chain I function with ranging could easily
taken and retrofitted for chain II function with a CSU unit.
Fig. 2 shows all essential Blocks of a (half) Receiver unit. Actually the Receiver is a
double superheterodyne Receiver with a second order phase locked loop demodulator.
The major subassemblies after the Preamplifier - which will be explained later - are an
Image Rejection Filter 2,116 Mc followed by a low noise mixer with Schottky Barrier
Diodes and a low noise 47,5 Mc IF-preamplifier preceding the Ist and IInd IF stages
(9,5 Mc). After a limiter stage with Xtal Filter a phase detector demodulates the PSK
modulated squarewave Subcarrier of 512 Hz from the Carrier. Coherent AGC is
generated in a second phase Detector which is in quadratur6 to the first one and which
enables the IF-amplifiers to work in a dynamic range of 100 db with 1 db output signal
change. The VCXO is as well the reference for the 2 phase detectors as for the drive to
the transmitter after multiplication by 4, as for the injection frequencies in the Ist and
IInd Mixer. In Fig. 2 the essential multiplication factors of the frequencies in the blocks
are shown as a multiple of the VCXO-Frequency FQ.
A Ranging signal path is derived from the IInd IF before entering the Xtal Filter.
Extreme care had to be taken to prevent a leakage from the VCXO over the Ranging
phase detector back into the Xtal Filter and main phase detector. Therefore the ranging
phase detector is driven in small signal ranges of 20 mv and the IF isolation amplifier has
an isolation of more than 50 db.
The Channel Selection Unit is provided to enable both of the two VCXOs in the
Receiver Subsystem to serve as a coherent drive to the transmitter. This unit is a relay
operated switch selects 4x the VCXO Frequency of VCXO I or VCXO II of either

receiver chain. The unit also containes the command logic to operate the receiver chains
either with VCXO I or VCXO II as a coherent Frequency source. Of course the receiver
with the chosen VCXO must be in lock. Lock indication therefore is provided and
telemetered down to the ground station for both receivers.
Static phase error, AGC-level, Temperature and presence of RF- power in the multiplier
chains is telemetered also. Mechanical Design. The mechanical Design to a great extend
depends upon questions of accessability, shielding, easy testing of subassemblies, small
weight, orientation in the integrated spacecraft, EMC engineering, possibility of later
changes. All this had to be accounted for before the circuits themselves were readily
developed. RF connections should be as short as possible, functional blocks should be
close together to prevent scattered ground loops with the possibility of leakage and
coupling into other RF circuits causing DC offset of the phase detector thereby. Contrary
to the technique of functional building blockes staked together and connected over
shielded RF-cables which may stray and couple between each other we tried to combine
good shielding and short RF connections by packaging the circuits into a double T frame
which has good accessability from both sides and which has milled compartments for the
subassemblies. Each Subassembly is a PC-Baord. The electrical circuitry uses ICs to a
great extent.
The housing of the receiver is designed so that the very sensitive loop detector part is
thoroughly shielded from IF and multiplier sections by a milled wall. On the other side
of this wall milled cavities for Ist + Iind IF and for the multiplier chain are provided.
Ranging assembly or Channel selection unit are mounted on top of the IF and multiplier
sections, separated and shielded by a very tight metal cover (Fig. 3) (Fig. 4).
The housing is closed on both sides by blades of metal which slide in narrow slots. Good
RF contact of the sliding cover is provided by spring action of the edges of the cover.
Technical Data and experince with the S-Band receiver Technical Data obtained
during development refer to Table 1. During late 1971 the first Labmodels and EMModels were completed and tested. A design verification test was conducted at the JPLPasadena. Later in April 72 compatibility with the DSN Station DSS 71 was tested.
These tests, showed considerabel performance problems which had to be corrected very
fast in 5 Month in parallel to the first integration tests which had to prove the ability of
operating together with the transmitter without selflock or degradation Problems. In this
respect one of the gratest concerns regarding the transponder development was that the
design and development of Transmitter and Receiver had been devided between two
design locations 500 miles apart in Europe and that by-this distance development
problems regarding selflock could be detected too late for effective changes in the
equipments. But just this point turned out to be not troublesome to the whole equipment.
The points of trouble detected during Laboratory and integration tests of the EM-Models

were problems concerning the receiver itself. Compatibility with respect to operational
requirements was met.
Experience with the first Labmodels showed that the following points had to be
corrected:
•
•
•
•

Phaselock circuits with respect to Loop gain and DC-offset of phase Detectors
Noise Limiting in the IF, level plan
AGC-dynamic range of receiver
Noise figure of the receiver

With respect to these design parameters we can report the following:
1)

Phase lock circuits
• In our design the CA 3028 A is used. This integrated circuit comprises a
differential amplifier with a third transistor acting as a current source for the
emitters of the differential amplifier. Now you can use this circuit in that way
that the signal is applied to the differential input, and the reference, which will
be the larger voltage, to the input of the series transistor. The effect of this circuit
is to have some sensitivity together with a good limiting effect. But, since DC
offset of the differential parts is very sensitive to levels and waveshapes of the
input signal and since the IF signal output was variing in our basic design by 10
db, the phase detector suffered high DC offset depending upon the signal voltage
in turn was a function of input power to the receiver. After changing to the other
possibility of applying the fixed level of the VCXO signal to the differential
input and the variable level to the linear inputDC-offset decreased considerabely.
At the same time provisions had to be made to prevent different wave shapes to
enter the linear input and to prevent conducted EMC, esspecially the beat
frequency, from entering and disturbing the PD-Function through the power
lines. By this pushing effects were eliminated (Fig. 6, Fig. 7).
• Loop gain should be considerably high to decrease Loopstress during frequency
offset (Fig, 5).

2)

Noiselimiting, IF Level plan
Extensive discussions had been done in which the problem of limiting by excessive
noise was stated very early. But figures found by experience with older concepts
and transistorized IF amplifier were not applicable to our IF design using the IC MC
1550 G. Our first philosophy was: In order to get a small SPE-offset have high IFsignal levels, get inputs at the phase Detectors that are high in comparision to those
coherent levels which could be present at the same terminals by Leakage or stray. This policy is dangerous. - The noise accompanying the signal particularly at
threshold levels is much larger than the linear operating range of the last IF stages.

There is no way around: in order to have the correct Limiter alpha-Factor and to
prevent limiting of the IF by noise the level plan of the receiver has to work with
linear behaviour for noise and signal levels which are in the range of some
millivolts in the last IF stages. At the same time the gain of the IF has to be as high
as possible in order to shift the knee of the Limiter curve to smaller input powers
(Fig. 8).
3)

AGC dynamic range of the receiver
The measure of extending gain in the IF in turn makes an extended AGC-control
necessary to absorb the excessive gain. For HELIOS the dynamic IF-signal range of
85 db is brought under control by an AGC-range in excess of 100 ... 110 db.

4)

Noise figure of the receiver
Carrier threshold of course is a direct function of Noise temperature of the receiver.
Therefore during the time of development several approaches were undertaken,
which tended to lower the overall Noise temperature of the receiver and to use a
preamplifier to reduce the noise figure to the specified value of 2,9 db or 280EK.
The schematics in Fig. 9 show several configurations investigated during
development. For the S-Band receiver part variations of Noise Temperature in the
order of 5000EK (N F = 12,6 db) to 1100EK (N F 6,8 db) are possible depending
upon the configuration. Since a good compromise between available gain, lowest
available Noise Figure, moderate technical complexity and availability of qualified
and space proved electrical components had to be made, the configuration B. IRFFilter-Low Noise Mixer-IF Preamplifter-IF, Amplifier was chosen resulting in
1850EK or 8,7 db NF. For reducing the overall Noise Figure to the specified value a
parametric preamplifier is under development which has typical Noise Temperatures
from 150EK to 200EK and 14 db of gain. With these figures the whole Receiver
Equipment gets a typical Noise temperature of 224 to 274EK of 2,5 - 2,9 db NF.

The parametric preamplifier is non reciprocal and does not use circulators. The amplifier
is a chain of an up-and down converter with a pump generator pumping currents into the
two varactor diodes with n = ± 90E phase difference. The mixer chain comprises in that
way a phasenonreciprocal network at the signal frequency if a reactive admittance yn is
placed between output and input terminals. The available gain depends upon the ratio
between pump- and signalfrequency. With 7 Gc pumpfrequency the available gain is 14
to 18 db, the bandwidth at 14 db gain is adjustable to 10 to -20 Mc.
The functional schematic of the Amplifier is shown in Fig. 10 to realise these conditions
considerable Know How had to be gained to learn the tuning and rather tricky alignment
of the 6 circuits interacting each other. Fig. 11 shows the block diagram with the
parametric amplifier and all auxiliary electronic blocks for stabilizing the pumppower,

pump frequency and temp. compensating of amplifier and pump oscillator at 1,4 GHz
before multiplying x 5. Technical Data of the device are to be seen in Table 2.
To-day after 2 years of development the Noise figures of transistors in the 2 GHz
frequency band caught up very close to those achieved by this parametric amplifier.
Furthermore a transistorized amplifier does not need as many auxiliary electronic
circuits, is simple with respect to manufacturing processes of the transforming input and
output networks and has a lower current consumption of about 1/10 of that of the pump
generation for the parametric type.
For these reasons a parallel development of a transistorized preamplifier was begun in
late 71 (MT 4000 Fairchild). Data gained with first Labmodels were very enconraging
14 db gain and 3,0 db NF of the amplifier made an overall Receiver Noise Figure of 3,
7 db possible. Of course specimens must be selected and considerable effort for proper
matching of optimum parameters has to be done.
The tradeoff between choice of parametric amplifier and transistorized amplifier is now
in progress. It tends toward the transistorized version in spite of having 1 db less Noise
performance. The benefit of higher reliability, few parts, less weight and less power
consumption will overrule the sole demand for maximum margin in Link design.
Conclusion and acknowledgement The Command Receiver of Project HELIOS is a
redundant S-Band double conversion receiver with second order phase locked loop,
coherent AGC and ranging facility. The operational range is 2 AU by having a Noise
temperature of 300EK. After a first model for design verification tests some changes in
level plan and circuit design led to a model with excellent performance and full
compatibility with the DSN Network.
Since a mixed technique of printed circuits with Integrated circuits is applied the
equipment has small weight, small current consumption, has an extremly low magnetic
content and has a low absolute threshold in the order of -161 dbm. Two types of
preamplifiers are available, a transistorized version with 290EK Noise temperature and
14 db Gain or a parametric amplifier which is more complex but has low Noise
temperatures as low as 150EK which are not reached with transisters up to now.
At this point our thank and acknowledgement is given to Dr. FM Gardner and specialists
of the JPL, whose consultance and advices in many questions of the phase lock
techniques were of considerable importance to our work.
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Table I Technical Data of the HELIOS Command Receiver (* = with preamplifier)

Table II

Technical Data of Parametric preamplifier (non redundant)

Nominal frequency

2115.7

Mc

Bandwidth

10 ... 20

Mc

Gain

13 ... 15

db

Noise Temperature

150 ...200E

K

Noise Figure

1,7.. 2,3

db

Power consumption (non redundant)

3,5

w

Passbandshift/pump frequency shift

1

Mc/Mc

Gainshift/Pumppower

2

db/db

Gainshift/Pumpfrequency

0,6

db/Mc

Paramp oscillator Frequency

1,400

Mc

Pump Frequency

7,000

Mc

Multiplier Passband(Filter Bandwidth)

334

Mc

Pin diode attenuation range

6

db

Pin Diode attenuator

4,5

db/mA

Level Detector characteristic

12,5

mv/mw

Reliability (3.400h )

0,9927

Weight

1,1

kg

Dimensions

20 x 12 x 5

cm3

Volume

1 200

cm3

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Helios Transponder

Fig. 3 Principle Housing Design of Helios Receiver Components

Fig. 2 HELIOS RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig. 4 Helios Command Receiver half non -redundant Unit
Middle: Command Detector
Left: Receiver

Right: Preamplifier

Fig. 9 Receiver Configurations and Noise Figures

Fig. 10 Principal Schematic of Nonreciprocal Parametric Amplifier

Fig. 11 Preamplifier

A SINGLE CHANNEL COMMAND DETECTOR FOR DEEP
SPACE MISSIONS
SIEGBERT KNAPP
Electronic Engineer
AEG-TELEFUNKEN Laboratories
Ulm, Germany

Summary AEG-TELEFUNKEN has developed a Single Channel Command Detector
which will be used in the solar probe HELIOS. This command detector demodulates
command data, PSK-modulated on a subcarrier with a symbol error-probability of less
than 1x10-5 at an input signal to noise ratio of 13,2 db per symbol-length. The command
detector consists of two succeessive second-order phase locked loops and a matched
filter. The subcarrier synchronizer loop tracks the 512 Hz subcarrier, the bitsynchronizer
loop performs data-synchronisation and in contrast to former space concepts, requires no
additional power. The matched filter correlates the input signal and its estimate,
generated by the subcarrier synchronizer-loop. The integration over exact dataperiods is
dumped by the bitsyncpulse.
This command detector enables the HELIOS Receiver chain to demodulate command
data with less than 1 error in 100 000 symbols over a distance of ~ 300 mill. km. Due to
sophisticated digital decoding of the HELIOS Decoder, this error-probability results in 1
false command being executed in 64 years.
Introduction In 1970 representatives of NASA and BMWF (Bundesministerium für
Wissenschaft und Forschung, Bonn, Germany) signed a memo of understanding to
develop and launch a solar satellite HELIOS. The goal of this mission is to obtain special
physical data of a region very close to the sun. This solar probe will pass the sun at a
distance of 0, 2 AU (1 AU = distance Earth - Sun = 145, 5 mill. km). Commands and
scientific data will be transmitted and received over a maximum distance of 2 AU (~ 300
mill. km).
AEG-TELEFUNKEN is responsible for the design and the development of the spacecraft
transponder. AEG-TELEFUNKEN have developed the receiver chain and THOMSONCSF, Paris will be delivering the transmitter chain.

The receiver chain consists of:
•
•
•
•

S-Band Preamplifier
S-Band Receiver
Command Detector and
Command Verification and Execution

The S-Band-Signal is received and amplified. The S-Band Receiver tracks and
demodulates the carrier. The squarewave subcarrier, which is phase-modulated onto the
carrier, is tracked and the PSK-modulated command data are demodulated in the
Command Detector. The succeeding Command Decoder accepts the commands and
activates their execution. (Lit. 1).
One of the main specifications for this mission is to maintain up-link data transmission
at a maximum stance of 2 AU (= 300 mill. km) with a symbol error-probability of 1x10-5.
We need special modes of modulation in order to meet these extraordinary requirements,
in order that the system maintains its maximum efficiency at minimum input signal
levels.
Two possible modes of modulation are:
• frequency shift keyed modulation (FSK) and
• phase shift keyed modulation (PSK)
Former Investigations prove, that these modes are optimal for deep space applications
(Lit 1). The FSK-modulated subcarrier changes its frequency according to the modulated
command data, the PSK-modulated subcarrier changes its phase polarity at data
transitions. These modes of modulation can be coherent or noncoherent, Coherency
means: a fixed phase relationship between subcarrier frequency and data-frequency is
maintained. For a fixed input signal to noise ratio, the FSK-system has a higher symbolerror-probability than PSK. Therefore, we decided to use a PSK-modulation system for
the Mission HELIOS (Mariner and Pioneer spacecrafts use FSK modulation).
The demodulation of the modulated subcarrier is accomplished by using the correlation
technique. Mr. Woodward has shown, that this kind of demodulation is optimal for a
binary receiver of minimum symbol error-probability (Lit. 2).
The relationship between the symbol error-probability and the received signal energy per
symbol is:

where “erf” denotes the errorfunction,
E is the energy per bit
N is the noise power per unit bandwidth
CE is the cross corross correlation coefficient
The cross correlation coefficient of two functions x1 and x2 can be computed by using the
formula

For a minimum symbol error-probability, this coefficient shall be C = -1, this means x1
must be equal to -x2
The cross correlation coefficient for PSK-modulation is -1, because for a binary ONE:
+sin(Tsct) is transmitted and for a binary ZERO -sin(Tsct) is transmitted. (Tsc = subcarrier
frequency x 2B ).
For demodulation, the noisy splitphase sinusoid (1st harmonic of the square-wave
subcarrier) is correlated with a subcarrier estimate, generated in the command detector.
To decide if this signal corresponds to a transmitted ONE or ZERO, the product of the
input signal and its estimate is integrated over a full symbol period. If the result is
positive, the input signal is assumed to be a ONE, if the result is negative, the input
signal is demodulated as a ZERO.
The integration and decision is done by a matched filter, an integrator which is dumped
according to the symbol period by the bit sync-pulse. The difficulty of this system lies in
obtaining the necessary bit sync with sufficient accuracy and stability. Should the
detection be off in phase by an angle $ , then the efficiency would be degraded by a
factor of cos2$. Therefore if the dumping of the integrator is incorrect, the probability of
making a correct decision is correspondingly reduced. Further losses result, if any noise
is on the signals, i.e. if the time-references possess jitter.
There is another important factor: the requirements for bit synchronisation should not
significantly degrade the theoretical system performance. In other words, as only a
limited amount of signal energy is available for the transmission of both data and bitsync, the latter should require a minimum energy in order not to subtract from the data
energy. To establish this bit-sync or data synchronisation, former concepts of command
detectors used an additional channel to transmit the bit-sync pulse. In other systems, a
PN sequence was added to the transmitted data. A bit-synchronizer derived data

synchronisation from this PN code, and demodulation of the data was performed with a
subcarrier synchronizer and a matched filter.
As you see, all these former systems required additional power only to establish data
synchronisation.
The HELIOS-Command Detector is a single channel system, where data-synchronisation
is obtained only from the data transitions of the modulated subcarrier. This concept will
be used for spacecraft for the first time (see Diagr. 1).
The command detector uses a Costas-loop as subcarrier synchronizer-loop. This second
order phase locked loop has a loopbandwidth of 2 BLo = 1 Hz, the subcarrier frequency
is 512 Hz squarewave, the voltage controlled Oscillator is a multivibrator with a
frequency stability of ± 2,5x10-4 over a temperature range from -10EC to +40EC, the loop
filter time constant is z1 = 100 sec, the loop-damping factor is 0,707. The loop generates
an error signal, if a phase difference between the input frequency and its estimate exists.
This signal tunes the frequency of the multivibrator so, that the phase difference becomes
minimal.
The bit-sync loop, is an Absolute Value Bit-Synchronizer loop. It is sensitive to the data
transistions of the subcarrier: if there are a minimum number of data transitions per time
period, the bit-sync loop is able to lock and to generate an exact data synchronisation.
This loop has a loop bandwidth of 2 BLo = 0,16 Hz, the data period, to which it -locks, is
125 ms (= 8 symbols per second). It uses the same oscillator as the subcarrier loop. The
loopfilter time constant is 100 sec loop damping factor is 0,707 (Lit. 4. 5. 6)
The matched Filter consists of an integrator, which is dumped by the bit-sync pulse, a
digital decision stage and a buffer-amplifier. The lock in time to the Command Detector
is less than 100 sec.
From theory, we need a signal to noise ratio per symbol-length of 9,6 db to be able to
meet a specified symbol error-probability of 1x10-5
The HELIOS link Design assumes
• max. subcarriersync. losses of
• bitsync losses of
• losses due to temperature drifts
• losses due to squarewave-subcarrier
(we only use the 1. harmonic)

0,4 db
0,2 db
1,0 db
0,91 db

Therefore the specified signal to noise ratio per@symbol-length is 13,2 db for a symbol
error-probability of 1.10-5. As mentioned above, the bit-synchronizer loop needs a
minimum number of transitions per time period. To assure this, the HELIOS command
data are Manchester-coded i.e. a “ZERO” is transmitted as ZERO-ONE and “ONE” is
transmitted as “ONE-ZERO”. To eliminate the 180E - Phase ambiguity of all PSKdemodulation systems, the HELIOS command sequence has the following structure:
SYNC-COMMAND-SYNC-COMMAND-SYNC.
The command verifier checks if all sync-words have the same polarity, then the two
command words must be identical to activate the command execution. The subcarrier
sync-loop exhibits, even at its threshold, a minimum phase jitter; therefore, if it is locked
once to the subcarrier, the phase of its output signal remains stable with a good
probability.
The measured values at various temperatures show, that the HELIOS command detector
is able to meet these requirements, even with a margin to spare. We performed
verification tests with the first laboratory model in August 71 at JPL, Pasadena and we
had a compatibility test with the whole transponder in April 72 at JPL-DSS 71 at Cape
Kennedy Air Force Center, Florida and we could verify our test results (see Diagr. 2).
The actual size of the command detector is
• 260 cm x 100 cm x 66 cm,
• its weight is 750 g,
• its power consumption is 1,5 w.
The HELIOS Transponder especially the receiver chain with Preamplifier, S-Band
receiver and command detector exhibits one of the extraordinary results of modern data
transmission: to establish and maintain radio link over 300 mill. km and to transmitt 100
000 binary simbols with less than 1 error.
This development has been made in cooperation between NASA and GfW (Gesellschaft
fuer Weltraumforschung, Bonn - Germany) and with the assistance of the physicists and
engineers of Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena. We would like to express our thanks
and obligation to all the people involved in this development and we hope, this mission
will be successful.

This work was sponsored by the Gesellschaft fuer Weltraumforschung (GfW), Bonn,
Germany
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THE GERMAN TELECOMMAND GROUND STATION FOR
HELIOS-A NEW CONCEPT
H. Öttl and H. Holl
Institut für Flugfunk und Mikrowellen
DFVLR, Germany

Summary The new German Telecommand Station for the HELIOS project differs
from previous DSN stations in several respects (new concept).
Automation has been developed to such an extent that all normal manual operations
(subsystem adjustments, station operating etc.) will be performed by computer. Manual
back-up mode is also provided.
For interference reasons (with existing microwave links) the antenna has to be designed
for optimum side-lobe suppression rather than optimum gain.
Another new aspect is the continuous use of the spacecraft receiver (engineering model)
for simulated command reception and checking.
1. Introduction The German Telecommand Station (GTS) is part of the German
contribution to the HELIOS project. It is required by the project, since presently no deep
space telecommunications capability exists in Germany [1]. In addition, the American
Deep Space Network (DSN) is committed only for the primary mission of HELIOS [2,3].
The German Effelsberg Station (GES) which will be used as the receiving site, cannot be
expanded into a telecommand facility, because of the danger of interference with
microwave links of the Deutsche Gundespost (German post office).
2. Tasks and Design Considerations of GTS.
2.1 Transmission-of-Commands-to-the-HELIOS Spacecraft (s/c).
The HELIOS s/c is run primarily by the DSN [4]. The s/c itself is built to comply to the
DSIF (Deep Space Instrumentation Facility) characteristics [5], consequently any station
that wants to join in the game has to be compatible with the DSN-stations at least as far
as the DSN features used for HELIOS are concerned.

This applies to GTS as well as GES for up- and down-link respectively. Thus the
following list of parameters forms the basis of the GTS-design.
Carrier frequency range
Frequency of subcarrier
Effective radiated power
Modulation of carrier
of subcarrier
of commands
bitrate

HELIOS doppler range
2110 - 2120 MHz
448 / 512 Hz
# + 125 dBm
PM
PSK
PCM
8 bps

It has to be ensured that the precautions taken in the command chain (from Mission
Control to the s/c decoder) against transmission of invalid commands are backed up by
further precautions in the GTS itself.
In the CMD chain GTS is the last link on the ground. In order to meet the rather tough
project requirements for command error rates, a number of measures have to be
envisaged regarding station operating, message verification and telecom capabilities.
Command - Error Rates:
Bit error rate
Detected CMD word error
Undetected CMD word error

10-5
10-3
10-10

2.2 Automatic Operation
In order to minimize errors the principal error source has to be eliminated as much as
possible in station operating.
For greater reliability, human activities, e.g.:
• station control
• station monitoring
• command handling
• message exchange with Mission Control
have to be delegated to a station processor.
Of course, it is absolutely impossible to eliminate man completely from a facility such as
GTS, but personnel is hard to come by these days
in Germany and it is costly.

So apart from enhancing the overall reliability of the command system in the HELIOS
project, a station computer can also help to reduce the costs in the long run.
The main aspect of the new concept is to extend the degree of automation compared with
the stations of the DSN.
2.3 Mission Independence
The source of funding for GTS is the project HELIOS, but it would be unreasonable to
build the station for this project only, especially if the price to be paid for mission
independence is negligible against the overall station costs.
So the station is designed to be DSN compatible [6], this means:
• Extending the frequency range for the carrier to the full 10 MHz.
Exciter,
Reference Receiver,
High Power Amplifier and
Antenna are easily broadband enough to cover the 2110 to 2120 MHz range.
Two uplink carriers in the band plus doppler shift (500 KHz for HELIOS) are
required anyway.
• Expanding the command subcarrier range to values set by DSN standards.
Measure to be taken: Programmable frequency synthesizer instead of two separate
oscillators for HELIOS subcarriers.
• Extending the command capability from an exclusive 8 bps to a range of 1 to 20
bps by using a programmable digital oscillator instead of a fixed frequency source.
At the present time, it is not possible to use GTS for downlink operation. The GES
equipment will, however, be taken to GTS after the HELIOS mission to be
integrated into the station.
The design of GTS has to take these parameters into account [1] and allow for
easy and inexpensive expansion into a fully fledged deep space station.
2.4 Compliance with Specific Restrictions
The restrictions mentioned in the following paragraphs call for a series of differences in
the design of the station compared with DSN stations. These differences are a feature of
the new concept.

2.4-1 Interference with Microwave Links
For hitherto inexplicable reasons the German Bundespost is operating microwave links
in the 2110 - 2120 MHz band. This led to high-power S-band signals being completely
forbidden in Effelsberg and stringent restrictions at the GTS-Weilheim site in southern
Germany.
The side-lobes of the antenna pattern had to be lowered as much as possible which leads
to a particular power distribution over the antenna aperture [7].
2.4.2 Ambient Conditions
Bavaria’s climatic conditions (snow) have to be taken into account as well as the close
proximity of our VHF facility for orbiting satellites (fig. 1). It has been found that
computer pulses contain spectral energy as high up as 136 MHz at levels strong enough
to interfere with satellite signals at the VHF receivers. For This reason shielding of the
station processor room (40 dB) proved to be necessary.
3. Technical Concept [9].
3.1 Overall Description
GTS is beinq built on the site of the German Central Ground Station (Z/DBS) in
Lichtenau, Southern Germany. It comprises as its essential parts:
• A station building (fig. 2), to house:
• equipment for signal generation and hardware monitoring.
• the station processor system, for station control, communication and software
monitoring.
• a compatibility test room for s/c.
Both the VHF facilities and the HELIOS station will make use of this
compatibility test room.
• An antenna plus pedestal which contains the drive and control system and the high
power amplifier.
A block diagram of the station is shown in fig. 3.

3.2 Detailed Description of Individual Subsystems
3.2.1 Station Processor [10]:
The station processor communicates with the Control Centre via a High Speed Data Line
(48oo bps). It prepares CMD messages for further handling in the system, distributes
control information to tile various subsystems, and provides the antenna control system
with tracking data.
In addition it monitors all essential parameters of the subsystem, generates alarms to the
operator, prepares records on station status and serves in a background operation mode
for the testing of programs.
The processor system (fig. 4) consists in its basic configuration of 2 central processing
units (CPU) and sizeable standard and process peripheries. Core memory size is 2 x 32 k
(16 bit).
Both CPU’s are planned to operate independently of one another so as not to disturb
each other’s functions. They are, however, to be used interchangeable for different tasks.
One computer will be responsible for on-line repetitive operations, such as, antenna
drive, monitoring and station records. The other one is then available for special events,
e.g. interrupts and command handling.
3.2.2 Patch-Panel
A patch panel interface in the operation room serves as an extension of the processor
input/output circuits for the subsystems. It allows pin point access to any data line and
defines the scope of the various subsystems in the station. A special problem is presented
by the fact that hundreds of data cables have to link the patch panel to the computer
process interface, which is located in the shielded computer room.
3.2.3 Command Modulator Unit (KME) [11]
The KME generates the command subcarrier according to processor information. The
phase of the command subcarrier is keyed ± 90E corresponding to the command bits. The
command bits are stepped out of a shift register at a rate of 8 bps in the case of HELIOS;
the bit rate capability is 1 to 20 bps.
After phase-shift keying of the subcarrier the level of the modulation signal is set to the
desired value and fed into the exciter subsystem.

The KME contains an automatic abort which is initiated in the case of bit errors and
software alarms. The bit errors are detected by comparison of the transmitted bit with the
demodulated bit that is provided by the exciter. Software alarm is generated by a watchdog timer which has to be reset by the computer within 40 ms, non reset means alarm.
Specifications:
Frequency range of subcarrier

100 Hz...... 100 KHz

adjustable in steps of

0.01 Hz

Frequency stability when synchronised
with the station clock

10-9 / min

Phase jitter

# 0.01 rad rms

Output level can be adjusted in steps of

1 of maximum
256

3.2.4 Exciter Subsystem (SSE) [12]
In the exciter subsystem a digitally controlled synthesizer generates the carrier frequency
at approximately 43 MHz. The carrier is phase modulated by the command subcarrier
and multiplied into the S-band region. After modulation a verification signal is fed out
for demodulation and fed back into the KME for bit-by-bit comparison. A number of test
outputs provide signals for compatibility testing, future doppler equipment and power
and modulation index measurement.
Specifications:
Frequency range

43.963...... 44.162 MHz

Multiplication factor

48

Frequency resolution

0.02 Hz

Sweep range adjustable to any boundaries within the frequency range
Sweep rate
0.002 Hz/s .... 200 Hz/s
Modulation
PM

3.2.5 Reference Receiver
The reference receiver serves to test the exciter phase jitter stability and for modulation
index measurements. For experimental purposes it may be used for antenna pattern
measurements.
Specifications:
Frequency range

2110 . . . . . . . 2120 MHz

Sensitivity

- 30 . . . . . . 100 dBm

For modulation index measurements it indicates the carrier suppression within a
frequency band of 10 Hz and with a resolution of 0.1 dB.
3.2.6 High Power Amplifier (SES)[13]
The SES is located in the antenna mount. It rotates in azimuth with the pedestal but does
not tilt. There is therefore no need for a high power azimuth rotary joint. In elevation the
rotary joint is part of the antenna feed. The SES amplifies the SSE S-band signal to a
maximum of 20 kW and sends the output power via waveguide to the antenna feed at the
elevation bearing of the main dish.
Specifications:
Frequency range

2110 . . . . . . 2120 MHz

Frequency resolution

# 1 Hz

Frequency stability

# 10-11/h

Phase jitter

# 8E rms

Sweep range adjustable to any boundaries within the frequency band
Sweep rate

0.1 Hz/s . . . . . .10 KHz/s

3.2.7 Antenna-and-Pedestal [14]
The antenna is a Cassegrain system on a “wheel and track” pedestal (Az/El, see fig. 5),
which is controlled by an SCR drive system. The tracking data for antenna control are
delivered by the station processor in a time synchronized mode to the drive system. The

antenna feed system is a near field horn. The subreflector is corrected to produce
amplitude taper over the main dish aperture, where the main dish deviates from a
paraboloid to obtain a plane wavefront. To minimize scatterwires will be used for the
horizontal subreflector supports.
Specifications:
Antenna size
30 m diameter, f /D. 0.25
Side lobe suppression > 10E off boresight, below isotropic level
Gain

$ 52 dB

Polarisation
Pointing error

circular left and right,l inear
in any plane
# 0.002E

Tracking error at a constant angular
rate and for wind speed up to 50 km/h

# 0.008E rms

Max. (min.) azimuth angular velocity

1.5E/s (0.0015E/s)

Max. (min.) elevation angular velocity

1E/s (0.001E/S)

3.3 Interfaces
3.3.1 German Satellite Operations Centre (GSOC) - GTS
GTS is linked to the GSOC via a High Speed Data Line (HSDL) operating at a data rate
of 4800 bps. The HS data are formatted in NASCOM blocks of 1200 bits, containing the
sync word, header, block-content and the error polynomial.
Incoming blocks are synchronized by a hardware unit and fed block by block directly
into the core memory. Outgoing blocks are assembled by the station processor and
transmitted as a serial bit stream. All information necessary to run the station [6] is
supplied by GSOC, that is
command data,
tracking data,
station configuration,
simulation data.
Outgoing data consist essentially of verification and monitor messages.

3.3.2 Station Processor Subsystem
The subsystems are all built to operate as independent units, but in normal operating
mode are controlled fully by the computer.
The computer turns on power, sets parameters, checks then for correct transmission
and/or execution. Data from the station processor to the subsystem are static parallel
signals that are fed into the subsystem input registers at the command of a write pulse
furnished by the computer.
Incoming data are static parallel signals to the computer input circuits which are
available for the computer to copy whenever it thinks fit.
Data transfer is enabled by the command bit pulse generated by the command modulator
in order for the system to be supervised at sufficiently short intervals without
overexerting the processor’s capabilities. The physical representation of the processor
interface in the operations room is the patch panel.
Subsystems located in the antenna construction itself (antenna drive and control and high
power amplifier) are accessible through individual interface racks. They collect and
disperse data for their subsystems to the various data sources or receivers (computer via
the patch panel, magnetic tape, station console).
3.3.3 Signal Path
The command subcarrier coming from the KME by coax cable modulates the carrier in
the SSE. The carrier is sent to the SES through a flexible elliptical waveguide in an
underground tunnel between station building and antenna foundation and through a
rotary joint at the azimuth axis to the Klystron input. After amplification it is fed to the
operations cabin at the elevation bearing via a rectangular waveguide. The polarisation
of the signal can be selected by setting a polarizer system before the antenna feed. The
feed itself is a near field horn paraboloid. The rotary joint in the elevation axis is part of
the horn feed.
4. Operating Procedures - Data Transfer
4.1 Verification Loops
In order for the HELIOS command system to perform as required, a number of
verification loops are incorporated in the station, very much the same as in the American
DSN stations.

Each HSD block contains a string of 33 bits which represent the remainder bit pattern of
the error encoding algorithm (NASCOM standard). At the station the algorithm is again
executed by software. In case of non-coincidence of the two remainders one or more
errors must have occurred during transmission: The block is deleted and an error
message sent back requesting repetition of the block.
The error polynomial is an error detecting not an error correcting measure. The message
itself is not altered.
Command blocks are returned to GSOC for bit-by-bit verification of correct reception at
the station, in addition to the generation of the error polynomial.
4.1.2 Data-Transfer, Processor - KME - SSE
HSD information is verified block-by-block, consequently command words fed to the
KNE are verified word-by-word.
The serial bit stream that leaves the KME in the form of PSK modulation of the
subcarrier undergoes a bit-by-bit check in the following manner. The modulated
subcarrier is phase modulated on to the carrier in the SSE which in turn is demodulated
to regain the subcarrier. This signal returns to the WE for bit demodulation and bit
check.
Should a bit error occur at this stage, the abort of the currently transmitted command is
initiated automatically without bothering the computer for help. The abort configuration
is stored in the WE as a parameter and is set by the processor together with all the other
vital values.
An abort may be performed in three other cases,
• subcarrier level drop,
• software alarm (watch dog timer),
• abort control by processor.
The possible abort configurations are
•
•
•
•

dummy command (programmable according to mission requirements),
bit clock off,
subcarrier off,
output off.

4.1.3 Verification with s/c Receiver
An unusual aspect of the station is the integration of the s/c receiver (engineering model)
for verification purposes. It allows simulation of link parameters such as, free-space
attenuation and additional noise.
4.1.4 Verification of Subsystem Parameters
All subsystem parameters set by the processor are fed back to the processor for
verification, riot only immediately after loading but also as each bit is given out. This
may seem over precautions but it affords an extra margin of operational safety.
4.1.5 Circuit Monitoring by Computer
A number of physical quantities set by the processor are measured by counters, meters
etc. and compared against the tolerance values in the processor.
4.1.6 Circuit Monitoring by Hardware
Characteristic parameters such as supply voltages are checked against tolerances by
hardware. Limit violations are signalled to the front panel and to the processor. An
integrated alarm is displayed at the operator’s console.
4.1.7 Software Monitoring
Monitor signals to the processor are processed to produce messages to the operator
console and station records on disc, tape and line printer. The operator may call up a
monitor display program to get all monitor information displayed on the CRT at his desk.
If necessary he can obtain a print out of the CRT contents from a hard copy device.
4.2 Back-up Operation
4.2.1 HSDL Failure
If the HSD link is out of order the first counter-measure is to exchange lines. If this is of
no avail the operator uses the TTY circuit or phone to exchange messages with GSOC.
He can in this case operate the computer from the CRT I/O device on his desk.
4.2.2 Processor Failure - Manual Operation
If the computer is out of action, all subsystems can be operated by hand. There is no
redundant automatic control system. For this purpose the operator has to deliberately

turn off computer control and is then in full command of all the manual control functions
provided at the front panels of the subsystems. The distant systems (antenna drive, high
power amplifier) are remotely controllable from the console. In the manual mode
parameters are set by toggle switches, or thumb wheels. Command words to be fed into
the command modulator will be on paper tape.
Antenna control receives its information from magnetic tape. As intermediate operation
it is possible to operate certain subsystems manually and leave others under computer
control (i.e. if only one processor fails).
5. Milestone Plans The prime milestone in the whole project is the launch of
HELIOS A on July 1st 1974.
To meet this date the station has to be available for system tests on Sept. 1st 1973,
station processor, adequate software, HSD-communication circuits and KME (as process
simulation) at least have to be available by that day. SSE and reference receiver will be
delivered by December 1973, for compatibility tests with the HELIOS prototype s/c. SES
and antenna will not be completed before February 1974, which is early enough,
however, for launch.
6. Conclusion It has been seen that the new German DSN station, now under
construction, differs in several respects from American stations. Greater automation has
been provided. The antenna had to be designed for maximum side-lobe suppression. The
engineering model of the s/c receiver will be used for command verification.
A negative feature is lack of redundancy due to limited resources. The station will be
completed by March 1974.
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A TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINK MODEL FOR DEEP SPACE,
WITH APPLICATIONS TO THE HELIOS PROBE
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Summary The concept of the coherent PCM/PSK/PM telecommunication system of
the US/German solar probe mission HELIOS is presented. Subsystem performance
models are given for the telemetry link using theoretical, simulation, and measurement
results, to obtain a realistic approximation to the over-all link performance. After the
system description, performance/ efficiency models are discussed for the (sequential)
data decoder, symbol synchronizer, subcarrier and RF demodulation, and waveform
distortion. The integrated over-all link model is then applied to minimizing the total
signal-to-noise ratio requirement at receiver input. Examples from the HELIOS link
design demonstrate the feasability of the approach.
1. Introduction This paper is intended to describe the approach that was taken in the
design of the telecommunication link for the interplanetary solar probe HELIOS
1974/75. Utilizing the NASA-JPL Deep Space Network stations and two similar stations
in Germany, a spacecraft system had to be designed that not only was compatible with
the existing ground networks (Ref. 1), but also makes optimum use of their capabilities.
With respect to the subject here, a model of the over-all ground-spacecraft-ground
telecommunication system had to be developed (Ref. 2,3) to show first the feasability,
then the capabilities, and later the detailed performance characteristics of the system, for
the functions of telemetry, telecommand, and spacecraft tracking, i.e. ranging and
doppler measurements.
Restricting ourselves primarily to the telemetry system, subsystem performance models
are described using theory, simulation, and measurement results, attempting to predict
system performance most realisticly. The models for the sequential data decoder, the
symbol synchronizer, subcarrier demodulator, RF receiver (for the two-way coherent
link), and waveform distortion, are then integrated into the over-all system performance
model, according to their influence on the signal-to-noise ratios of the carrier and data
signals.

A method is then described for determining the optimum modulation indices, utilizing
the integrated link model. Thus maximum data rates versus total received signal-to-noise
ratio are obtained as design curves. As another result, we show the influence of
parameter tolerances on the system design. Finally, we present curves of predicted
performance for the symbol error and frame deletion probabilities.
2. Telecommunication Link Description The basic system configuration is shown in
Fig. 1. The telecommand “up-link” is established by the reference transmitter (on
ground) sending command data to the probe. For the “down-link”, the probe transmitter
is modulated by telemetry data. Further, the probe transmitter can be phase-locked to the
received up-link carrier for two-way coherent doppler measurement. In this mode the
downlink frequency is derived on-board by multiplying the up-link carrier with the factor
of 24o/221. For ranging, a special ranging code can be transmitted to the to the probe
where it is demodulated and remodulated on the down-link for correlation and
determination of turn-around time.
The pertinent system parameters of interest for system design are (for the telemetry link):
transmitter (effective) power; modulation losses, resp. power division between carrier
and data; received total signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); various demodulation/detection
efficiencies of the receiver; required data quality (probabilities for data errors and
deletions) and associated minimum data and carrier SNR’s. In the following, we present
in more detail a model developed in particular for the design and optimization of the
HELIOS telemetry link.
3. Telemetry Link Model A simplified block diagram for the link configuration is
Shown in Fig. 2. Digital data bits are pulscode-modulated (PCM,non-return to zero) and
passed through the convolutional channel encoder. The encoder generates a nonsystematic code with constraint length k = 32 and code rate v = 2 symbols/bit. The
encoded symbol stream is consequently modulating the phase of a subcarrier by ± 90E
(PSK) which phase-modulates in turn the RF carrier.
On the receiving side, three coherent demodulators work in series: The signal is passed
through the RF receiver (RF), subcarrier demodulator (SD), symbol synchronizer/
detector (SS) into the sequential data decoder (DD). Beginning with the user’s end, i.e.
the requirement on the quality of the data delivered, we want to obtain performance
models subsequently through the telecommunication system, such that finally this
requirement can be tied to a cost figure, e.g. transmitter power, data rate, etc. .
(a) Data Quality and Required (Eb/No)o
For the convolutional-coded/ sequentialdecoded system given here both the probability of undetected bit errors, PEo in uncoded

systems), and the probability of frame deletion. PD, are determining the miniminum
required bit-energy-to-noise ratio (Eb/No)o . Therefore,
(Eb/No)o = MAX (R(PEo); R(PDo))

(1)

where the index “o” denotes “design threshold point”. For the long constraint length
given (k = 32), the PEo requirement of lo-5 is easily exceeded; the “data threshold” is thus
only a function of PDo which in turn depends on the computational speed of the decoder
fc , and the data bit rate rb, for a given code frame length. We have then
Ro = R(PDo (rb;fc)) ;

fc = parameter

(2)

This function has been studied in Ref. 4 by simulation techniques for the case of
HELIOS; this bit rate dependent design threshold curve is shown in Fig. 3. (Note that for
uncoded systems Ro is merely a function of PEo not of rb however). Further, perfomance
curves of PD(R) are given in the references
(b) Demodulation/Detection Loss Definition This loss resp. efficiency is defined for
the uncoded case in terms of degradation of Eb/No at a fixed bit error probability PE. For
the convolutional-coded case we use Es/No instead, at a fixed equivalent symbol error
rate PEs . When Rin , Rout are the data energy-to-noise ratios at the input resp. output of a
receiver stage, the loss is defined by
ld = Rin /Rout

( > 1)

(3)

In the case when the error probability PE of a detector can be computed for given input
R, the demodulation/detection loss can be defined in analogy to (3) as
1d = R/Req

(4)

where Req is the equivalent R of an ideal detector operating with PE . Thus
Req = (erfc-1 (2PE))2
where erfc-1 is the inverse of the complementary error function.
These losses in the coherent-operating demodulators are generally assumed as
degradations due to noisy reference signals. In the following literature references are
given for lSS and lSD of Fig. 2, whereas we discuss lRF in more detail.

(5)

(c) Symbol Synchronization/Detection Loss This has been analyzed e.q. in Ref . 5;
curves are given in Ref. 1. The parameter depends on Rs = Es/No and the symbol-rate rs:
lSS = f(Rs; rs) = f(Rs; v · rb)

(6)

For Rs = DB it is in the order of 0.1 DB only. This assumes that quantization losses of
the output signal to the decoder are negligible.
(d) Subcarrier Demodulation Loss An analysis for this parameter is given in Ref. 6
by Brockman; for-curves see Ref. 1. As for lSS we have
lSD = f(Rs; rs)

(7)

For Rs at 0 DB, lSD is in the order of 0.4 DB.
(e) RF Demodulation Loss Because of its magnitude (ca. 0.5 ... 3 DB) this parameter
is of great interest. A number of theoretical approaches are known; for our case recent
work by Lindsey, Ref. 7 - lo, was found applicable. Of particular interest are 1) the effect
of symbol rate, and 2) the effect of the two-way link where the spacecraft PLL phase
jitter is increasing the phase noise of the ground receiver PLL.
Assumption: It is assumed here that the channel is “memoryless” and maintains
gaussian noise statistics. The validity of this assumption ends when the relative symbol
rate, defined by
d = rs/W2o

(8)

with W2o being the two-sided ground receiver loop threshold bandwidth, is somewhat
less than 1. In this case, burst errors may occur due to varying. PLL phase error, which
could degrade the sequential decoder performance (i.e. PD) seriously. However, test data
have suggested the validity of the above assumption for normal operating conditions.
Further, we assume that the effect of noisy carrier reference on the decoder performance
can be accurately enough approximated by accounting for the loss of input SNR. With
this concept, convolutional-coded data can be treated in terms of symbols and the
parameters
Rs = Es/No = (Eb/No)/2;

Pes

= ½ · erfc (Rs1/2)

(Rs (9)

where PEs is the Rs -equivalent symbol error rate and erfc is the complementary error
function.

Summarizing the analysis, the RF demodulation loss is obtained by computing the
degraded symbol error probability and then using (5). In Ref. 9 the conditional error
probability, for a given phase error 0, is derived
PEs (0/) = 1/2 erfc((Rs · cos2 0/) 1/2

(10)

The expected error probability is then obtained by averaging over the p.d.f. of the phase
error, p(0/):
(11)
For the one-way link (probe to ground), this density is known to be
(12)
where
(13)

with á 2 denoting the carrier loop SNR; index “2” relates to the ground receiver; Pc2 is the
carrier power No2 the one-sided noise density; Bl2 is the one-sided loop noise bandwidth;
á 2 is the carrier SNR; Ã2 (Ref. 11) and µ2 are limiter parameters; ro is a damping factor
(Ref. lo2 - the same loop filter F(s) is used here); Io is the modified Bessel function of
order zero.
The error probability given above is only valid for the phase error being essentially
constant over a symbol time, i.e. high data rates (d >>1). Of particular interest here are
medium data rates of $ 16 symbols/sec (d •1) which are used for maximum
communication distances. For this case with time-varying phase error, a model suggested
in Ref. 8 was found in sufficient aggreement with measurement data available. From this
the symbol error probability for medium data rates is given by
(14)
where g(u) = f (á 2 , d, x2 , u) is a density. A third model for low data rates (d<< 1), with
rapidly varying phase error, is given in Ref. 7, but not applicable here.
For comparison of all three loss models for the one-way link, we have numerically
evaluated them and plotted versus data rate in Fig. 4. It appears that PEs (medium)
provides the interpolation between the low-and high-rate boundaries, which is supported
by test data. For 16 symbols/sec, the predicted loss of the high-rate model was 0.4 DB
higher than predicted by the medium-rate model. Because of this difference, we will use

the medium-rate model for error rates less than predicted by the hich-rate model; the
latter is applied, otherwise.
The two-way link effect on symbol error rate we want to consider as the second main
aspect under RF demodulation loss. The ground receiver phase error will be increased
according to the additional jitter introduced by the s spacecraft PLL. Using results from
Ref. lo, the p.d.f. of the two-way phase error 0/ in the ground receiver is approximated as

(15)
where á 2 is the loop SNR of the ground receiver and á 1 is related to the spacecraft PLL
SNR á 1' through
(16)
where G = 24o/211, denoting the static phase gain of the spacecraft transponder; K is
given in Ref. lo, using linear PLL theory, without bandpass-limiters preceding the loop.
G2K is a correction factor to the spacecraft loop SNR and close to 1. To approximate the
actual situation (with limiters) we calculate á 1 and á 2 according to (13) and let
r1,2 = 2/µ1,2 ; â = Wlo/W2o

(17)

where r1,2 is a damping parameter, â 1,2 a limiter factor as in (13), and Wlo is the two-sided
spacecraft loop threshold bandwidth. The approach was found to be supported by test
measurement results (Ref. 12).
Substituting (15) into (11) and performing the integration yields the symbol error rate of
the two-way link. Since this (high-rate) model gives higher error rates than expected for
lower data rates, we have combined one- and two-way models in the following manner.
Using the medium/highrate one-way model as discussed above and applying (5) gives
the one-way loss (lRF1). The final composite loss l RF) is then approximated by
lRF = lRF1 · lH2/lH1

(18)

where lH2 , lH1 are the high-rate losses for the two- and one-way link, respectively. Fig. 5
shows lRF versus Rs for various values of x1 ; x1 = 3o DB approaches the one-way
situation; for x1 = lo DB, the additional two-way loss is 1 ... 1.5 DB.

(f) Waveform Distortion Losses These losses occur due to finite rise/fall-times and
waveform asymmetry of the received subcarrier signal. Further losses are caused by
filtering and impedance mismatch (overshooting). The losses from these signal
imperfections have generally two components: 1) energy loss of the signal itself. and 2)
matched filter detection loss due to the signal mismatch. An accurate analysis of all
effects involved is getting very complicated; however, in Ref. 13 an approximate
calculation, on a deterministic basis, has the following useful results. For the energy and
matched filter loss accountable to finite rise- and fall-times, lD we have
(19)
with
TSC = 1/FSC
TR , TF

= subcarrier cycle time
= rise-, fall-time

For the loss accountable to waveform asymmetry, lA , we have
lA = 1 - 2 ô/TSC

(20)

with
ô = asymmetry of mid-transition.
Further losses due to filtering or impedance mismatch are assumed to be negligible in the
case of interest. The total loss is then given by
(21)
For FSC = 32 768 HZ, TR = TF = 1oo nsec, ô = 0.01/FSC this loss becomes 0.2 DB. In the
computational model, Fig. 6, this parameter is difficult to allocate, since the losses occur
in all stages and differently. We choose to include it preceding the RF receiver.
(g) Modulation Loss For binary phase modulation of the RF carrier by a squarewave,
the total power is divided into carrier and information-bearing sidebands:
Pc /Pr = cos2 0/; Pd /Pr = sin2 0/
where Pc is the carrier power, Pd is the data signal power, and Pr is the total received
power, 0/ is the modulation index.

(22)

Integrated Computational Link Model Taking the subsystem models discussed
above, we can now, in equivalence to the system model of Fig. 2, construct a
computational system model which is given in Fig. 6. There is one branch for the data
channel and the carrier channel. Each box represents a functional block, for calculating
the system parameter indicated from given inputs, most boxes being equivalent to a
subsystem of the telecorrmunication link, as discussed above. Parameter-dependencies
are shown, as well as the design parameters to be given as inputs. The applications of
this model will be discussed below.
4. System Optimization Carrier and data performance are related to certain minimum
required threshold values of the signal-to-noise ratio, also called “design points”.
Following the procedure as outlined by the author in Ref. 3, we have for the effective
data SNR, Re , delivered to the input of the data decoder:
(23)
where
No = No2

lWF = const

ltot = total loss

lRF = f (R; x2; rs; x1)

Pr/No = total received SNR

lSD = f (R; rs)

Pd/Pr = sin2 0/
Ss
=

lSS = f (R; rs)

1
s

Similarly we have for the effective carrier SNR, x2e , delivered to the PLL:
(24)

where
Pc = Pc2 ; PC/Pr = cos2 0/
The performance margins for the data and carrier signals are then defined as
Md = Re /Ro ; Mc = x2e/X2o
where the index “o” relates to “design point” at which the minimum required
performance is present; M greater 1 indicates over-performance. For the data signal

(25)

Ro = Eb/No)o is given in (2) and Fig. 3. For the carrier signal. it follows from requirements
on carrier tracking and/or considerations concerning RF demodulation loss which
becomes exessive, if x2 and thereby á 2 become very small. (Here, x2o is chosen to be
8 DB.)
The goal of system optimization then is, to determine the power allocation between data
and carrier signal, i.e. modulation index è, that yields minimum total SNR required at
receiver input for the design points specified. The following simultaneous equations
have to be solved:
Md = Re/Ro = 1;

Mc = x2e/X2o =1

(26)

under the constraint Pr/No =! minimum.
This formulation suggests a numerical solution which is unavoidable, in fact, if one
considers the functions involved. The actual optimization is done, varying 0/ as
optimization variable, and computing the associated (Pr/No)min such that (26) is satisfied.
To satisfy (26) for the data and carrier condition separately, we obtain with (23) and
(24):
(Pr/No)d = Ro rb ltot/sin2 0/

(data condition)

(27)

(Pr/No)c >= x2o W2o Ã /cos2 0/

(carrier condition)

(28)

The “greater” sign is allowed for the carrier, since minimum Pr/No can occur for a
stronger carrier than derived from the design value x2o , depending on the losses ltot .
Therefore, we unfortunately cannot equate (27) and (28) to obtain 0/opt . But we rather can
compute
(Pr/No)min = MAX ((Pr/No)d; (Pc/No)c)
at a given data rate. The iteration (Pr/No)min,i = f(0/i) continues until the minimum is
reached, within a given error, for 0/i = 0/opt .This procedure is included in the
computational link model s=howRtl:n Fig. 6. The algorithm is also applicable to
optimize systems with more than one subcarrier.
Some results are shown in Figure 7, 8, where optimized data rates and associated
modulation indices are plotted as design curves, i.e. for given Pr/No, delivered by the
spacecraft to the ground receiver, one can determine the maximum data rate possible.
Curves are given for various values of spacecraft carrier SNR , x1 . Note that the
maximum modulation index is constrained to a given limi (72E).

(29)

Further, the influence of parameter tolerances is demonstrated. For “nominal design”, no
tolerances are included; for “adverse design”, necative tolerances are included in the
worst-case sense. The tolerances are:
Wlo (-5 HZ), 0/ (± lo%), lWF (-0.1 DB), lRF and lSD (-0.2 DB), lss(-0.l DB).
With these numbers, the design result is degraded by ca. 1.5 DB.
5. System Performance Typically, with design parameters selected i.e. optimum
modulation indices fixed, the performance is to be evaluated as a function of SNR. Using
(9), the symbol error rate can be calculated from

where RWF = Rs/lWF ;

RRF = RWF/lRF ; RSD = RRF lSD

are the subsequent data SNR’s of the receiver stanes. The SNR delivered to the data
decoder is finally RDD = R /lSS . Thus, by using the decoder model of Ref. 4, estimated
frame deletion probabilities can be obtained.
Fig. 9 shows for two modulation indices and data rates, the predicted symbol error and
frame deletion probabilities versus Rs = Es/No as estimated under the assumptions stated
in previous sections. For completion, the ground receiver carriers SNR, x2 is related to
the input RS by
x2 = Pc2/(No2W2o = Rs (rs/W2o) cot2 0/

(31)

Conclusions A telecommunications link model has been described, with applications
to a deep space probe. Although the model is believed to combine reasonable accuracy
withh flexibility, various questions remain for future work: Telecommand and
doppler/ranging performance; acquisition times of all stages; influence of oscillators
phase noise; detuning; performance near solar occultation; improvement for two-way
link performance and decoder deletion rate models.
Acknowledgement The author is indepted to many engineers of the Mariner and
Pioneer projects; their results and experience provided widely the basis for the work
discussed; and to Frank Dolainsky, DFVLR, for using Figure 3 and associated sequential
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ON-BOARD REGISTRATION AND REDUNDANCY REDUCTION METHOD FOR QUASISTATIONARY POISSON PROCESSES
By J . KHODAREV, V. NIKOLAY EV , I. SKOBKIN, J . SHTARKOV, and E. VASSILI EV

Summary. - Many processes in space are related to
Poisson flows of particles. Usually, the aim of experiment
is to study the intensity of such a flow. Each of the samples
obtained in the course of measurement represents the number of
particles detected during a sampling period and sample values are related with the flow intensity only statistically.
So the less the sample value is, the greater the r.m.s.
error in estimating the flow intensity. With any fixed "accumulation time" values of some samples are too small to
provide required accuracy. Hence, these are redundant from
the view-point of telemetering them to the Earth. A simple
method is suggested for reducting this redundancy which
assures a preset r.m.s. accuracy of measurement. The main
feature of the method is that the accumulation lasts until
the number of registrated particles reaches a preset level.
In this case the 11 accumulation time" is variable and thus
data compression is completely accomplished by appropriately
organized aquisition.
Introduction. - In many experiments conducted aboard
a space probe the intensity of the flows of different particles with certain characteristics (mass, charge, energy,
etc.) is studied. In all those cases the Poisson model of
the process is substatiated which has the only parameter intensity of the flow (A). Usually, the aim of experiment
is to determine the behaviour of that parameter. Since the
data registrated (the number of detected particles during
The authors are with the Institute for Space Research, Academy of Scie nces, Moscow, USS R

certain period or the moments of arrival of separate particles) are related with A only statistically one is necessitated to form a statistical estimate of the }.. upon
these data.
If .J is constant, then by increasing observation
time, one can achieve arbitrarily high accuracy of the estimation. If the flow is non-stationary and
.A• .A (t) the
lowest bound of accuracy of estimation for ..;l (t) exists.
In other words no means (the increase of sampling rate included) exists that enables providing arbitrarily small
error. It is this fact that causes the significant difference between this problem and that of continuous process
registration.
Specific character of measurements of the Poisson distributed flows imposes certain conditions on data processing methods. As a result, the traditional method of uniform
sampling does not meet the accuracy requirements any longer.
The substantiation and the discription of the registration
algorithm for one type of Poisson processes that provides
a preset r.m.s. accuracy of measurement is given below.
This algorithm also allows of redundancy reduction as compared to uniform sampling.
Statement of the problem. - According to the Poisson
process definition [ 1, 2] in a time interval [ ti I Ci.+l]
T:c°+I

,)Ii = fa ('"c) c/1:
t,

( 1)

particles are registrated at an average and in each specific
trial any number of particles XL may be fixed with the
probability

p(xi)::. e'l"<.(pi).x,·
x·I
C..

(2)

The result of each experiment is represented by a set
of values Xi, x 2 , ••• , Xi , Xi+I , • • • which is the
base for the estimation of J (t) . If nothing is kuown
about the process the problem is usually subdivided into several stages: at first Xi is used for obtainiDt; the esti/\
mation
of the corresponding _/'Ii
, then the function
J..(r:) is assumed to be constant in the time intervaltitrtc:.7[

/'4i

(3)

According to the criteria of minimum r.m.s. error, maximum
/\
probability etc. ,.,~i
should be chosen as

/"fi

=Xi.

and finally using (3)

"'

(4)

x·

ti.. ~ 'C ~

).. (T.)= Tit '

ti.+t

(5)

Usually the experimenter is interested in a relative
accuracy of the measurement of the process
.il (r::) • But
J\
for any f~nite difference ..}. C-r)- .A ('r:) relative error
[)..(1:)-.).("C)]/J. (T)
is arbi;rarily large when .A (T)
is sufficiently small and cannot characterize the fidelity
of the measurement. More accurate is to relate the measurement error .A ('c:)-.X (t)
to the mean value J.i. ::.~
in the observation interval (the ratio [:>.(r:)-J.(r:)]/mq[':JI. ("C)
often used for the accuracy valuation in fact determines
the maximum relative accuracy possible in a definite system).
Hereinafter, it is supposed that the estimation (5)
is used and the fidelity of it is evaluated by
J\

62. [
where

}l (T)ji.A. (t:)

J

(6)

62.(i)- variance of the ( i!)

Accuracy of Poisson flow intensity estimation. known, the estimation variance (4) equals

6 2 ( ~ --;ft'i) == d

2
(

Xi. 7'i)=;zti

As

( 7)

and
2

J

62. [Jl

~f ]= {i

('C )-) (t)] =
('C)62. 0fi-Xi)+ffi{f)·~})
Since Jl i. is mean value of the process in the observa[)

tion interval the second term of
ed by substitution of
Jl ('t) by
term of (8) results from Poisson
under investigation. Taking into

(8) defines the error causits mean value. The first
character of the process
account statistical inde-

pendency of the two error component we can get from (7) and

Then, according to (6) the estimation accuracy is

J2 [J.tr..t_!Cr.)] = ~~ ·62[RCt)-fi (r)l=-L.).1.
_f,
'..J /"'
since{ .1.i./Ti. )·(1/J.i.) = //)Ii

+[Jt(~Jt]
J..i

2
c10)

As
Jl (t)) 0 , it follows from (1) that jW i is a
non-decreasing function of 7£·
and the first term of (10)
decreases with the increase of Tl
. At the same time
it is evident that the greater T"i is, the greater~an be
expected error from the substitution of JI. (T) by Jli_
in
[ti., t i.+I
interval. Hence, the compromise is necessary
for choosing Ti

J

If the maximum allowable r.m.s. error is equal toe
for an.y trial the following condition should be met

E.. 2. ~

62

f

.J.. tr:) - }_ (r:)
.?,.(

J jHt~ + Lf i ('C_L- .Iilj
=

Jli.

2.
(11)

Knowing nothing about the second term of (11), we,
however, can say that if
.,l"fi ( 1/c2.
, the total r.m.s.
error of measurements exceeds c and does not meet the
preset condition. If ,/'Ii #1/sz. , the total r.m.s. error
is smaller than S, for slowly varying function .1 ( t)
when the second term of (11) is sufficiently small. In
other words, the check of the JU c: ),
Z. condition allows
to separate the cases when the preset r.m.s. accuracy cannot be achieved and when, under some assumption, such an
accuracy is provided. It should be emphasized, that we
A
have to use estimatations JWi=Xi.
, as the actual values of
are never known.

Ve

JUi.

Data registration algorithm. - Widely practised uniform sampling (and registration) of scientific instruments
aboard a spacecraft is also used up to now for investigation
of Poisson flows. But for any sampling period TL:
=
const, with some probability /Mi.< 1/82. and the required
accuracy of measurements is not provided. With
increasing

e

B

this probability decreases, but, simultaneously increases
the error due to substitution of
J. ('C) by its mean.
That is why a reasonably small value of 8 is usually
chosen, which provides a small second error component and
the estimation is based on the sum of consecutive samples
that satisfies
i+K

Xi = J"4 Xj

)Cl corresponds to
al

) f/c z._

l

(12)

a measurement in the enlarged interv-

(K+() . e.

Under such an approach the best reproduction accuracy
is provided but some data are redundant since they are used
to form the sums ){.i. For reducting this redundancy it is
sufficient to pass from registrating each sample on-board
to registration of XL - sums directly in the process of
running the experiment. The latter is equivalent to the use
of variable accumulation period
Ti. determined by the
flow intensity. With sufficiently small f9
this corresponds to the registration of the time interval during which
1/S 2.
particles are accumulated in a counter. However,
the direct implementation of such an algorithm meets significant technological difficulties. Indeed, it is necessary
to registrate data at random moments of time, which is not
only difficult itself but also leads to a complete destruction of data frame structure.
Therefore, we have considered the easily implemented
algorithm for forming X. i. sums using the preset pe1•iod
of uniform check-sampling. In uniform sampling each measured value is recorded in the definite place of the telemetered frame. Preserving completely the sampling routine we
shall registrate the content and reset the counter only at
one of the moments
2
when condition
2
Xi.>1f/e 1s met. In this case Xi is recorded in the specific place of the frame containing the data collected only
at that moment. If
Xi< 1/E.2. the result is not registrated; this is equivalent to the "absence of activity" of a
sensor (source) in terms of
usual data compression techni-

e

e., e , .. . ,

ques. Having come to such an important analogy let us finally define the order of data collection and registration.

e seconds and
Let N counters be sampled once per
their contents inserted in the corresponding order into an
appropriate frame. The number n of "active" counters for
which
::Ci~ I /€2. is determined and, if
n ~ N /2. , the
contents of all sampled counters are aggregated into a common
or "compulsory" frame and then all the counters are reset.
If
n < N/2 , only the contents of "active" counters are
recorded in "addressed" frame structure (number of a counter
and its content) and only these counters are reset.
It· should be noted that apart from the obvious analogy
with the well-known data compression technique, which is
valuable in itself, the considered algorithm has some additional ,advantages. Sampling of sensors is executed at
strictly definite moments of time and frame structure of
handled data is not destroyed. "Activity" indication is
easily obtained from each counter during the accumulation
interval. Therefore, after each sampling it is easy to determine the value of n , and, consequently, the structure"compulsory" or "addressed" - of the frame. The individual
generation of the ~activity" indication allows to apply different values of
to different counters or, in other
words, to have various "activity" threshold without any complication of the scheme.

c

Algorithm efficiency. - For the ma~ority of the Poisson
flows with stationary J.
the considered algorithm seems
to be ineffective - one can expect that, with the correctly
chosen accumulation time, in a half of all cases the relationships
Xi. } {/82.
is held. The situation is significantly different if J.. (t) is non-stationary pulsing process.
Most of the Poisson processes being studied are connected
with the Sun activity during the flight of space-probes.
For the greatest period of time these flows have low intensity which is usually called "background", and only in the
periods of the solar flares, which are of the main interest
for experimentators, it increases sharply.

For such a class of Poisson flows with quasi-stationary
1 ( t) utilization of the algori tbm described above leads
to significant reduction in volume of the data registrated
during "background". Even with the comparatively low accuracy ( t = 0.10 + 0.12) the expected efficiency can be very
high as the number of "background" samples is diminished by
tens and hundreds times.
As for the solar flare, the data are registrated every
sec. It means that redundancy is reducted only at the
expense of their "background" part, which are of less interest for the experimentator than those on the solar flare.

e

So, the considered algorithm provides not only the
preset r.m.s. accuracy but significantly reduces redundancy
preserving all the most interesting data. Since solar flare
duration is usually much less than the "quiet Sun" period
the expected total data compression ratio can be very high.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF ANALOG SIGNALS AND CHOICE OF SAMPLING RATES IN
TELEMETRY
By V . P. EVDOKIMOV, and L. I. KOLESNIKOV

Summary. - The reconstruction of the form of analog
signals by samples by means of linear filtration is considered. Precision criterion - mean square reconstruction error
and the maximum reconstruction error probability. Linear
:filters (reconstructing functions) of iDCreasing difficulty
are considered together with an optimal filter. A signal
model is introduced by means of large set of correlation
:functions. The calculations of reconstruction errors are
carried out for different reconstructing functions. The
tables and the :figures allow to determine reconstruction
errors, to estimate the necessity of decreasing complexity
of the filter and to choose the type of filter. The results
of calculations and the recommendations of choosing the
sampling rates of the sensors are made in the paper can be
used by the experimenters and specialists in telemetry.
Problem formulation. - In transmitting messages with
the help of time-division multiplexed telemetric systems
continuous signals of individual channels are affected by
sampling. The obtained discrete sequeDCe of samples allows
to reconstruct the transmitted signal form with some error
dependent on a sampling rate, form and bandwidth of signal
spectrum and on the reconstruction method.

E (t) = ~.

{t) -

~ f-t) ,

where :,: (t) is an original. signal and X,,. (t/ is a reconstructed signal.
Below it is suggested that sensors and channel noises
are absent.
The authors are with the Institute for Space Research, USSR, Moscow , 1972

The criteria for the estimation of difference in the
original and reconstructed signals can be various. Tbis
work deals with two most often used criteria of difference
in the signal forms: 1) mean square of a reconstruction
error- £ 2 and 2) the probability that a reconstruction
error E doesn't exceed some given value - P(E~ A) •
The following main problems have been formulated for
this paper: 1) to calculate an error of the form reconstruction for signals with the various correlation functions for
different sampling rates, different types of the reconstructing filter weight function; 2) to obtain recomendations on
the choice of sampling rates for the given error (dependi:cg
on the criterion); 3) to compare the results of calculations
for receiving recomendationa on the choice of the signal reconstruction technique, i.e. to estimate the expediency of
the use reconstructing filter complication for decreasing
errors.
Signal models and reconstruction techniques. - Let us
consider the signals being the normal stationary processes
with the given correlation functions. For these signal it
is expedient to select the unique signal parameter that
provides the results comparison under the variation of sampling rate. We apply as such a parameter the correlation interval Tc =2 ~e
, where Fe is an effective bandwidth
of the signal spectrum. The paper deals with the generalised
signal sampling rate '& , equal to the ratio of sampling
rate to the doubled spectrum effective bandwidth

;=.,
- 2Fe

T. -

= Tc
7;

that shows how many sampling points the signal correlation
interval contains.

As
signal models let us ana.lyse the random processes
the following correlation functions:
1)

R (~)

=

2

6" exp(-o<./r:/J)

passed through RC-filter;

o1.

=f Fe

- white noise

white noise passed thxough two serial RC-filter;
3)

R r~J= ~ 2 (1+.,(/7:/-1- r~rL)exp(-c1.1r::I)) cL.::; 3j

re

white noise passed thxough three serial RC-filter;
4) R(1:) = G"' exp(-ot'l:' ) J ~ = L;1rFe
- white
noise passed thxough the filter with the gaussian frequency
characteristic. This characteristic is the limiting one for
the great number of serial RC-filters;
-c) = ~ 2 sin 21r lit:
c _c
- white
5 ) R(
2 'If f;'C
, l.f - re
noise passed through the filter with the rectangular frequency characteristic.
2

2

We consider that the reconstruction of signals with the
help of a set of signal samples is carried out by the linear
interpolating filter with the weight function \/V'(t).
tv

:xif: (E.) = L.
Here
val;

m
S

rn=-N1f

X ( tn Ts}

W ( In T;, E.}

is interpolation nodes; ,Ta is a sampling interis a normalized time between samples; O ~ 6 ~ 1.

,
Let us consider the following techniques for the recbnstruction of a signal between samples:
1)

step-by-step reconstruction;
a) without shift: horizontal straight line of the
estimation is drawn to the right from each sample

for the time interval

Ts

;

b) with shift for the time interval 1"sj"2
horizontal straight line is drawn to the right
and left from each sample for the time interval

Ts/2.
2) linear reconstruction by straight line between

samples;
3) reconstruction by the final set of the

Sinxj,x.

func-

tions;
4) optimal reconstruction by a filter minimizing the
reconstruction error for each given signal model.

The mean square error signal form reconstruction
criterion. - The mean square of the reconstruction error
for every moment of time between samples can be calculated
using the following equation [ 1 ] :
/V

E.

2

(E)

= R(o) - 2111=--llhf
L. R[(tn-~}"TsJ W[(m-E)l;] +
N

Ill

+ ~ L R[ (m-eJl;]W{rm-tJT;JW[(t-E.)Ts]

e

1'11= -N~f ..(:0-#1(

.,

where mJ
are numbers of the interpolation nodes that are
taken into account for reconstruction.

t1=2N

is the quantity of the interpolation nodes that
are taken into account for reconstruction.
We consider that the dispersion of all processes are
2
the same and equal to 6
• The error is calculated in per
cents of the signal variation scale + 3 @" •

E (E) =

jffi)-,/6

The interpolation error E 2 (E,)
is assumed to have
the maximum value for all kinds of interpolation, except
step-by-step one without shift, at the middle of the sampling interval for c = 0.5 (for step-by-step interpolation
without shift
- for 8 = 1).
The weight functions of interpolating filters for the
considered reconstruction techniques. have the following form:
II

1 ) step-by-step interpolation:
W(S} = 1;
2) linear interpolation:"1

W(EJ

=

L~c

f1 = 1 ; m

= 2; tn

=o ;

= 0, 1;

m=O

m=1

~) siirx/.x

interpolation:
(reconstruction is carried out by a filter matched
with the sampling rate
= 2 F'1 )

rs

sitnr r 111-EJ
'lf(/17-E,)

4) error ~etermination for the optimal linear inter-

polation (averaged over all values of G ) is carried out
using the following equation[ 2] obtained by means of the
error dispersion minimization:

~
[
E
= ~1Jc:,,os
o
(w) 1-

3(w} ] d
Ts'P(w)
w

where ~(uJ) is a power spectrum of the reconstructed processes.
_
({>(w) =

is~ S(

i {A)s)

is power spectrum of the
discrete random process of sequence of samples with frequency Ws.
W -

It was suggested that the infinite number of samples
at each side of the interpolation interval takes part in
the optimal reconstruction process.
The maximum error probability criterion. - As we apply
linear filters for the signal reconstruction it is not difficult to make sure that the reconstruction error at every
moment of time ~ is the random value with the normal probability distribution and dispersion defined by mes.na of
the above used equation for E 2 (E) •
In this connection the probability that the error
doesn't exceed the given value P[ E (£,) :::S" A] at each
point of the interpolation interval can be easily calculated using the tables for the normal probability distribution.
Results and conclusions. - The results of calculations
of the maximum mean-square normalized reconstruction errors
of signals with different correlation functions are summarised in Tables and illustrated in Figures.
Tables I and TI present the step-by-step reconstruction errors for sampling rates changing from one to hundred
sampling points within the correlation interval. The errors
are of the great value for any sign.al model even for the
large sampling rates. In this connection the use of this
reconstruction technique is thought to be unexpedient.
Figure 2 and Table .ill give the errors for the
straight-line interpolation technique. These resulting er-

rors are much smaller than previous ones, the gain in regard of the step-by-step interpolation technique increasing with the sampling rate growth.
When the form of the reconstructed signal spectrum
changes from the first model to the fifth one the high-frequency "tails" in the spectrum become more and more suppressed. The complication of the signal spectrum forming filter
leads to the decrease of errors for a.ny sampling rates.
The reconstruction by sin~/X functions allows to use
various number of nodes in the interpolation process without changing the filter weight function form. The results
of the error calculations for various number of interpolation nodes changing from 20 to 200 are given in Tables IV,
V , VI , VII , VIII•
It is interesting to note that for the first three
signal models with the considered sampling rates the noticeable decrease of errors is not observed when the quantity
of nodes is increased. As for M - oo the limiting nonzero reconstruction error exists we can come to the conclusion on the sufficiently fast coIIV"ergence of a series with
sin'X/X functions.
It means that for the reconstruction by S/11~/X functions it is practically unexpedient to apply more than 10-20 interpolation nodes.
The dependence of errors on tJ is shown in Fig. 6 .
The change of errors at M = 40 with increasing sampling
rate is given in Fig. 3 . These curves show that the growth
of the degree of input signal filtration leads to the significant decrease of errors. For each signal model the saturation is achieved from some value of Z when the error
no longer changes (at the given value of /VI ) •
It should be noted that the great errors, characteristic of the first signal model for e.ny sampling rate, lead to
the conclusion on the necessity, where it is admitted, of
the preliminary filtration for signals before sampling.

The comparison of etraight-line interpolation, interpolation by si11!Kjx :functions and optimal interpolation
(the error at the middle of the sampling interval) can be
carried out using Fig. 4 and 5 • This comparison shows
that up to the signal spectrum form. defined by the forming
3" RC-filter it is unexpedient to complicate reconstructing filters as the straight-line interpolation use within
the large range of sampling frequencies provides practically
the same values of errors as the optimal interpolation.
Only for Gaussian form of signal spectrum the use of
interpolation by sin :K /rr functions and optimal interpolation as well leads to the decrease of errors in comparison with the straight-line interpolation, especially for
high sampling rates.
It is interesting to note that for any signal model
the reconstruction by Sil1 ~/ X functions provides errors
that practically coincide with the optimal interpolation
errors. Hence, the practical use of optimal filters for the
signal form reconstruction can be only of the theoretical
interest.
Practically the slight difference of errors obtained
in straight-line reconstruction a.od errors obtained in using
the more complicated reconstruction filters allows to come
to the conclusion on the expediency of the primary use of
the signal form reconstruction by connecting signal samples
by the straight lines.
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPATH FADING ON LOW DATA-RATE
SPACE COMMUNICATIONS
C. H. CHEN
Southeastern Massachusetts University
N. Dartmouth, Mass. 02747

Summary Studies have shown that there is a severe signal fading at the turbulent
atmosphere of a distant planet such as Venus. The data may be lost during deep fade. It is
the objective of this paper to examine the effects of multipath fading on the performance
of the noncoherent coded system which is used for the low data-rate space
communications especially with the small probes. An exact error probability of the
wideband noncoherent MFSK receiver is derived from using the “Rician” channel
model. While the error performance of the receiver is worse than that of the ideal MFSK
receiver, as expected, it is interesing to note that the performance degradation due to the
multipath fading diminishes as the product of bit duration and IF filter bandwidth
becomes large. Performance of a concatenated code in the presence of multipath fading
is also considered.
Introduction Reports from the Mariner V S-band measurements [1] [2] and the Soviet
Space Probe Venera 4 have both indicated the severe fading of radio signals at the
turbulent Venus atmosphere. Refraction of the radio beam by the charged particles of the
upper atmosphere and the gases that constitute the lower atmosphere produced changes
in frequency, phase, and amplitude of the signal received at the deep-space tracking
stations on the Earth. In addition, the amplitude of this signal was affected both by
defocusing and absorption in the lower atmosphere. It is necessary to consider the
performance of the noncoherent coded system under various fading conditions. Glenn
[3], Schuchman [4] , and Chadwick [5] have examined the effects of multipath fading on
the low data-rate communications. Their results, however, are inconsistent and limited to
the wideband binary FSK. In this paper the exact error probability of the wideband
noncoherent MFSK receiver is derived from using the “Rician” channel model [6] . The
received signal consists of the specular and the random scatter (diffuse) components. The
results correspond to the situation that the reflected signal has a much larger bandwidth
than the direct signal and that the time delay between the direct and the reflected signals
is much less than the bit duration. This represents the most important kind of multipath
fading. Other multipath fading conditions that may limit the performance more but have
a smaller probability of occurrence are also considered. They are: (1) the reflected signal
amplitude is assumed to be constant over a bit period but varies randomly according to
the Rayleigh distribution from bit to bit, and (2) the delay of the reflected signal exceeds

on bit period. The reflected signal may then be considered as part of the additive noise.
Finally, we consider the effect of multipath fading on the performance of a concatenated
code also useful for low-data rate communication.
Error Probability Computation Consider a noncoherent MFSK receiver which has
N = 2n parallel channels where n is the number of information bits per word. In the
absence of multipath fading, the probability density of the output of the kth channel
which is matched to the kth signal input, k = 1, 2, ..., N, is [7]

(1)

where E is the signal energy per bit, No is the one-sided noise spectral density, bo is the
IF filter bandwidth, and Tb is the bit duration. For boTb = 1 and with the Rician channel,
the probability density is given by Lindsey [8] as

(2)

The probability density of the output from other channels which are not matched to the
kth signal is

(3)
The parameters D and $ in Eq. (2) are, respectively, n times the energy-to-noise ratio per
bit of the transmitted information produced by the specular component and n times the
energy-to-noise ratio per bit of the transmitted information produced by the scatter
component, i.e.
(4)
where " is a factor proportional to the strength of the specular component and "2 is the
variance of the scatter component. By comparing Eqs. (1) and (2) with boTb = 1, we note
that in going from “without fading” to “with fading”, the following change is made.

By using the transformation
Eq. (2) becomes

and multiplying E/No by á 2/1+â),

(5)
At the output of the kth channel, the sample average of M = boTb samples is denoted as u.
The characteristic function of u is
(6a)

Similary, the sample average v of M samples in other channels has the characteristic
function
(6b)
The probability densities p(u) and p(v) can be determined from Eqs. (6a) (6b)
respectively. The exact word error probability is

Eq. (7) is consistent with Lindsey’s result [8] for M = 1 and Chen’s result [7] for no
fading case ($ = 0). Eq. (7) is also similar to an error probability expression derived by
Lindsey ( [9] , Eq. (37) and (33)). Accurate computation of the integral in the Lindsey’s
expression has recently been made by Adams [10] which is adapted to the computation*
of Eq. (7). For M = 5, 10, and 100 with N = 4 and 64, the error probabilities are plotted
in Figs. 1, 2, 3, respectively, versus the total average received signal energy per bit to
noise density ratio.
*

The author would like to thank Dr. Lindsey for calling his attention to the computer program
prepared by W.B. Adams, and Mr. Adams for using his computer program [10].

(8)
for (2 = 0, 1, 10, and 105 (4). For (2 = 4 (1 + (2 $/No. it is very interesting to note that for
communication channels which are largely scatter in nature, i.e. (2 < 2, the error
performance improves as M increases for large E/No. Also the performance degradation
due to multipath fading decreases as M becomes large. This is probably due to the fact
that the MFSK receiver is a noncoherent energy detector and the reflected signal tends to
increase the total signal energy.
Other Multipath Fading Conditions The above results are based on two
assumptions: (1) the reflected signal is purely random and the direct signal contributes
the nonrandom (specular) component of the received data, and (2) the reflected signal
has a negligible time delay from the direct signal. The second assumption is clearly
justified in view of the vast communication distance involved. The first assumption
holds when the altitude of the space probe is large enough that the Venus atmosphere has
little effect on the direct signal.
If the second assumption is not satisfied, the reflected signal may not be received at the
same bit duration as the direct signal. Consider the worst case that the reflected signal
provides no information and can be included in the additive noise. Then the total average
received energy-to-noise ratio per information bit is

(9)
That is the total received energy-to-noise ratio per bit is reduced by a factor
(10)
The error probability expression Eq. (7) is still valid if the increase in the energy-to-noise
ratio given by Eq. (1) is taken into account in plotting the error probability. For (2 = 0,
then the receiver does not receive any useful information and the probability of error is
1 - 1/N. As $ increases, Eq.(10) indicates that the required increase in the energy-tonoise ratio is almost a linear function of $.
Next we consider the case that the first assumption is not valid. The reflected signal is
now assumed to be constant over a bit period but varies randomly according to the
Rayleigh distribution from bit to bit. Furthermore, the time dealy of the reflected signal
is assumed to be negligible. The error probability can be derived as follows. First obtain
the error probability without fading by setting $ = 0 and " = 1 in Eq. (7). Consider now

S = E/Tb as a random variable with Rician distribution,
(11)
where Sb is the power of the direct signal component. The error probability without
fading is then multiplied by Eq. (11) and integrated with respect to S from 0 to 4.
Performance of A Concatenated Code Consider a concatenated code with inner code
a convolutional code and outer code a block orthogonal code using noncoherent
detection, i.e. the Code II in [11]. Even without fading, the exact error probability of the
concatenated code is not available analytically. The presence of multipath fading further
complicates the analysis of error performance. It is noted, however, that the increase in
the required signal energy-to-noise density ratio to combat the multipath fading in the
noncoherent MFSK receiver should also be provided in the concatenated code. In other
words, the increase in the required signal energy-to-noise density ratio should be added
(in dB) to the error probability curves of Code II in Fig. 4 of Ref. 11 to obtain the
corresponsing lower bound of the concatenated code error performance with multipath
fading. The effect of multipath fading on the convolutional code performance has not
been considered here, even though such effect may be less significant. A tight error
bound of the concatenated code in the presence of multipath fading remains to be
examined.
Comments and Conclusions Multipath fading is an important consideration in the
forthcoming deep space missions. An accurate evaluation of the multipath fading effect
requires a realistic channel model which usually has to be derived from the experimental
results. For the “Rician” channel model assumed in this paper, it is noted that for a given
average error probability, the required increase in the energy-to-noise density ratio to
combat the multipath fading is reasonably small. This is particularly true when the bit
duration - IF filter bandwidth product is large. Severe fading occurs only for only a short
period of the entire mission. It is necessary to compute the percentile error probability
also.

This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
Grant No. NGR-22-031-002
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COMPARING BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS FOR DIGITAL
BASEBAND SIGNALS
R. C. HOUTS and T. A. GREEN
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa

Summary This paper describes the relative, bandwidth requirements of the common
digital baseband signaling techniques used for data transmission. Bandwidth
considerations include the percentage of total power in a properly encoded PN sequence
passed at bandwidths of 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 times the reciprocal of the bit interval, Tb. The
signals considered in this study are limited to the binary class, i.e., each decision at the
receiver yields one bit of information, in contrast to signaling schemes which encode
groups of bits into a given signal amplitude, phase shift, etc. The study compares such
signaling techniques as delay modulation (DM), bipolar (BP), biternary (BT), duobinary
(DB), pair selected ternary (PST), and time polarity control (TPC) in addition to the
conventional NRZ, RZ and BIN schemes. It is shown that several of the signals can be
transmitted over channels which block frequencies below 10% of the bit rate and still
lose less than 5% of the total signal power. Based upon the dual consideration of a large
number of regularily-spaced level transitions to assure synchronization plus a minimum
of bandwidth and no dc response, it is concluded that DM and PST are the best choices.
Introduction There are several properties which can be considered when comparing
the relative merits of digital baseband signaling schemes. Such properties include
bandwidth requirements, ease of recording on magnetic tape, synchronization features,
implementation complexity, noise margin and error detection features. This paper is
primarily concerned with bandwidth considerations to include the bandwidth required to
pass 5% of the total power, and the percent power found in a bandwidth equal to various
multiples of the bit rate, 1/Tb . With this information, one can evaluate the tape recording
feature. Synchronization information is included in terms of the relative percentage of bit
intervals which have level transitions. The other features are discussed in a technical
report [1].
Baseband Signals Baseband signals are defined as those which have a large
percentage of their power near dc, as opposed to carrier signals which have spectra
centered about some carrier frequency and typically require at least twice the bandwidth
of a baseband signal transmitting digital data at the same rate. The IRIG standard [2]
defines three basic classes of digital signals, namely NRZ, RZ and BIN. The bandwidth

requirements of these three classes are well known and a comparative analysis has been
documented [3]. However, other types of baseband signals have been used [4] and hold
considerable promise with regard to bandwidth utilization. Six of the signals studied are
classified as multi-level binary (MLB) because they use more than one voltage level to
indicate a binary Zero and/or One. Encoded versions of a 7-bit PN sequence are shown
in Fig. 1 for each of these. Four other binary signaling schemes studied are shown in
Fig. 2. More detail regarding each technique can be found in the literature [5-10]. A
comparison of the amplitude spectra for the four basic classes of signals is shown in
Fig. 3. It is evident that the BIN signals do not require dc response, while the MLB
signals require less bandwidth to pass a given percentage of total power. All signal
spectra are based upon a 1 volt peak-to-peak signal.
Bandwidth Algorithm The power in a truly random digital signal can be obtained by
integrating the power-density spectrum from dc to any desired bandwidth B Hz,
Unfortunately, it is not always a simple matter to obtain the power-density expression.
Moreover, the desire to compare several signaling techniques dictates a different
approach. The encoded signals are compared by using each technique to encode a
127-bit PN sequence [11]. Such a sequence contains 64 Ones and 63 Zeros so arranged
as to obey the rules of random variable theory, even though the sequence is generated in
a deterministic fashion. Consequently, the sequence is often referred to as a pseudo-noise
(PN) sequence. The sequence generator repeats the original sequence after L bits, where
L is the sequence length. The resulting waveforms after encoding either are still periodic
or can be made periodic by adding one additional Zero to the PN sequence. As can be
seen from inspection of Fig. 1, it is necessary to add the additional bit to data encoded by
the PST and TPC schemes; likewise, for DM in Fig. 2. Consequently, the resulting signal
power Ps can be obtained by applying Parseval’s theorem.

(1)
G(n/To) is the Fourier coefficient of the periodic signal at the nth harmonic of the
fundamental frequency 1/To) where To is the period of the encoded PN sequence, i.e.,
LTb. The power spectrum for an NRZ encoded 15-bit PN sequence is shown in Fig. 4.
The number of spectral lines between dc and the first null, 1/Tb, is equal to the sequence
length. Although the power at a given frequency decreases with L, the basic shape of the
spectrum is unaltered. Consequently, the relative amount of power contained in a
bandwidth B should be equivalent to that contained in a truly random data signal. It was
found that L = 127 gave an adequate approximation. The bandwidth algorithm consists
of three segments; namely, a signal generator program written in Fortran IV which
generates and then encodes the 127-bit sequence, an exponential Fourier series (EFS)
program written in the user-oriented language SAP [12] which calculates the Fourier

coefficients, and a power computation program written in Fortran IV which essentially
performs the power computation given by Eqn. 1. One modification was performed to
eliminate the dc bias which would otherwise distort the bandwidth considerations,
assuming that the channel does not possess dc response. It was replaced in each spectrum
by *G(1/To)* and the total power was similarly altered. Consequently, the resultant power
calculation resembles an elementary numerical approximation to the integral of a
continuous function. The results were checked by an alternative algorithm which first
calculated the periodic autocorrelation function of the encoded signal, after which the
corresponding power spectrum S(n/To) was obtained by an EFS operation. The power
was then obtained by summing S(n/To). Results were essentially equivalent; however, the
first technique was used since it involved less computer time.
Bandwidth Results The percentage of total power passed by ideal lowpass channels
with bandwidths of 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 times the bit rate are found in Table I. The NRZ class
is limited to the polar signal, since other NRZ signals, i.e., unipolar, Mark, and Space, all
possess the same spectrum. Four signals in the RZ class are considered, namely Polar,
Pulse Duration Modulation (PDM), Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) and return-to-bias
(RB). Since the latter three contain discrete components at one or more of the
bandwidths considered, both percentages are listed. All RZ signals require roughly twice
the bandwidth of NRZ signals. Delay modulation (DM) has a voltage transition in the
middle of a One which makes it similar in appearance to BIN; consequently, both are
classified as split-phase (SPN) signals. However, it is evident that DM requires
considerably less bandwidth than BIN. The MLB class contains several interesting
signals. As is well known [8], the duobinary (DB) scheme requires essentially half the
bandwidth of NRZ to pass 90% of the total power. However, biternary (BT) also
effectively doubles the data rate for a given bit time through a process of adding two
phase shifted polar NRZ signals. The DM, BP/NRZ and PST schemes also achieve a
doubling of NRZ bit rate, provided the percent power passed is lowered to -65-70%. The
MLB class contains several signals which do not require near-dc response. This feature
is studied by comparing the bandwidth required, in terms of a percent of the bit rate, to
pass 5% of the total power. However, it is evident that the SPN class exhibits the best
performance.
Recording on magnetic tape dictates a combination of large 5% bandwidth and low total
bandwidth. Consequently, DM which is also known as Miller code, appears to possess
the best combination of these two features.
Synchronization Synchronizing a digital signal at the receiver usually requires a
phase-locked loop (PU). Consequently, it is desirable that the signal possesses transitions
regularly spaced at the bit interval. Furthermore, the signal should not go too long
without transitions or the PLL will lose lock. The RZ class is designed to guarantee a

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS

transition in each bit interval; however, as noted previously, this characteristic is
obtained at the expense of bandwidth. This transition-bandwidth tradeoff is also a
shortcoming of the BIN signal. Delay modulation and several of the MLB techniques
guarantee a level transition in at least 50% of the bit intervals. However, the only two
which guarantee that no more than one bit interval passes without a level transition are
delay modulation and pair-selected ternary. Consequently, it appears that for a given data
rate they represent the best binary signaling techniques from the viewpoint of good
synchronization with a minimum of bandwidth.
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Fig. 1 - Multilevel Binary Schemes.

Fig. 2 - Two-Level Binary Schemes.

CONCATENATED CODING FOR LOW DATE RATE SPACE
COMMUNICATIONS
C. H. CHEN
Southeastern Massachusetts University
N. Dartmouth, Mass. 02747

Summary In deep space communications with distant planets, the data rate as well as
the operating signal-to-noise ratio may be very low. To maintain the error rate also at a
very low level, it is necessary to use a sophisticated coding system (longer code) without
excessive decoding complexity. The concatenated coding has been shown to meet such
requirements in that the error rate decreases exponentially with the overall length of the
code while the decoder complexity increases only algebraically. Three methods of
concatenating an inner code with an outer code are considered. Performance comparison
of the three concatenated codes is made. It is shown that the concatenated code with
inner code a convolutional code and outer code a Reed-Solomon code performs the best
among the three.
Introduction It has been recently established that the use of non-coherent MFSK
signals is the best approach for the deep space communications especially with the small
probes. As the transmitter power of the small probes is small due to the weight
limitation, very low data rate must be used in order to successfully transmit a signal over
the great distance from Venus to earth. The available performance with the MFSK
signals is, however, limited because of the receiver complexity for a large number of
signals. By concatenating two codes, it is possible to reduce the error rate in orders of
magnitude while the decoder complexity increases only algebraically. Several techniques
of concatenating an inner code with an outer code have been proposed (e.g. [1] , [2] , [3]
The error performance, efficiency and decoding complexity of the concatenated codes
have also been studied ([1] - [7]. The available results however, are very limited and
uncorrelated. In this paper, performance comparison of the following three concatenated
codes will be made.
Code I. inner code bi-orthogonal code, outer code a generalized Hamming code or
Reed-Solomon (R-S) code.
Code II. inner code a convolutional code, outer code a block orthogonal code (MFSK).
Code III. inner code a convolutional code, outer code a R-S code.

Other methods of concatenation are possible. For example, two k = 6 by v = 2
convolutional codes can be concatenated to give a 9 by 4 code. Here k is the constraint
length and 1/v is the rate of such a code. Each convolutional code can be decoded by
using Viterbi’s decoding scheme. Erickson [5] has shown, however, that the
concatenation of Viterbi decoders does not appear to be useful in the present context of
the planetary program. He conjectures that the most appropriate outer code, in any
concatenation scheme involving a Viterbi algorithm inner decoder, is a high-rate
algebraic block code.
Code I Consider first a generalized Hamming code as the outer code [2] The code has
n elements including k information (data) elements and m = n - k check elements. Each
data element is a six-bit bi-orthogonal code word. The receiver performs both error
detection and correction. The generalized Hamming code which has a Harming distance
of three is a specific case of R-S code. For the R-S code, the minimum distance, d,
between two code words is related to the number of check elements, m by d = m + 1. The
maximum number of correctable elements for each code word,t, is equal to m/2. The
probability of the bit error after both detection and correction is
(1)

where PA = probability of bit error at the detector output, PB = probability of bit error at
the corrector output, and A2 and A4 are the data quantities at the detector and the
corrector outputs respectively [2].
Without restricting to the Hamming distance of 3, Forney [1] and Simpson (4) have
considered the bi-orthogonal inner code and the R-S outer code. A typical concatenated
coding system is shown in Fig. 1 where the R-S code can correct up to 2 errors. The main
difference among the three reports [1] , [2] , [4] is in the decoding method. Forney
considers both the maximum likelihood decoding and the generalized minimum distance
decoding of the R-S code. Both Miller and Simpson use the algebraic decoding for the
R-S code although their error probability expressions are inconsistent. The digit error
given by Simpson is

(2)
where p is the probability of error of the bi-orthogonal code word. Available results are
shown in Fig. 2 with the error probability plotted as a function of signal energy per bit to
noise density ratio of the inner code. Curve 1 has a 28 - symbol R-S code and a biorthogonal code of rate 1/16 (Forney). Curve 2 has an (18, 12) R-S outer code (12
information elements out of a total of 18 elements) and a 6 bit bi-orthogonal inner code

(Miller). Curve 3 has a (63, 49) R-S outer code and a 6 bit bi-orthogonal inner code
(Simpson). Although the code lengths are not the same, it is clear that Curve 1 is better
than Curve 2 which is better than Curve 3.
Code II The block diagram of the concatenated system is shown in Fig 3. Although it
is possible to determine the upper bound of the error probability, the bound may be too
loose to be useful. Some computer simulation results were reported by Richardson et.al.
[8] . Let M be the bit-duration - IF filter bandwidth product. Fig. 4 is a plot of the error
probabilities for v = 3, k = 6 inner code and v = 5, k = 8 inner code with M = 2 and 10
along with the performance of coherent systems without concatenation. The degradation
in performance from M = 2 to M = 10 is approximately 1.1 to 1.4 dB in Eb/No, the signal
energy per bit to noise density ratio. It is noted that the performance improvement over
the wideband noncoherent MFSK system 191 is very significant for both M = 2 and 10.
Code III This concatenated code was considered by Odenwalder [3] . A block
diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5. The best computer simulation result of (1/3, 8)
convolutional inner code and 28 - symbol R-S outer code is shown in Fig. 6. Here v = 3,
k = 8. Also plotted in the same figure are the error probabilities of a 5-bit bi-orthogonal
code, an (1/2, 8) convolutional code with the Viterbils maximum likelihood decoding
(from Odenwalder [3] , chapter 5), and a concatenated code (31, 25, 5) with (31, 25) R-S
outer code and 5 bit bi-orthogonal inner code. The improvement from bi-orthogonal only
to bi-orthogonal/R-S code is added to the (1/2, 8) convolutional code to give an estimate
of the error probability of concatenated code with (1/2, 8) convolutional inner code and
(31, 25) R-S outer code. The error probability of the Code III is the best among all
concatenated codes. The required interleave-buffer, however, essentially increases the
word length, or reduces the effective signal-to-noise ratio.
Comments and Conclusions Performance curves indicate that the concatenated codes
greatly improve the performance over the unconcatenated codes. The decoding
complexity increases from Code I to Code II to Code III while the performance improves
in the reverse order. The decoding complexity depends mainly on the inner code used.
Based on the available low error rate at the low signal-to-noise ratio and the moderate
increase in decoding complexity, we conclude that the concatenated codes, especially
Code II and Code III described above meet the needs of deep space communications.
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Figure 6 Word error probabilities of several coding techniques:
(1) 5-bit bi-orthogonal code, (2) (31, 25, 5) bi-orthongal/ R-S code, (3)
(1/2, 8) convolutional code (Viterbi decoding), (4) (1/2, 8) convolutional/
(31, 25) R-S code, and (5) best concatenated code, (1/3, 8) convolutional/
R-S code.

THE COMPLEX DIGITAL FILTER AND ITS APPLICATIONS IN
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
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Summary Digital computer simulation of communication systems have been gaining
wide acceptance and usage as a tool for analysis. In some cases, when the number of
independent parameters is large or the processes are highly nonlinear, it is the only
viable technique. In most digital computer simulations, the digital representation of
bandpass filters can impose serious synthesis problems when conventional digital filter
synthesis techniques are utilized. It is shown that the use of a complex (real and
imaginary) technique of digital filter synthesis can eliminate several of the synthesis
problems associated with conventional techniques. Three applications of the com lex
technique are described in this paper.
The three applications discussed in this paper are listed below with a short description of
each.
1.
A lowpass-to-bandpass transformation is described that preserves all lowpass
characteristics of the filter. For instance the gain and group delay functions remain
symmetrical for any center frequency and bandwidth.
2.
The synthesis of analytic representations of real signals can be easily achieved by
the use of a complex digital filter. An important advantage of analytic signals is that their
envelope and phase are instantaneously available.
3.
Equalization of bandpass characteristics can be effected at lowpass and then
shifted to the proper frequency without any undesirable warping effects.
Complex digital filter synthesis has been described previously, but very little emphasis
has been placed on the application of this technique. Advances in the art of miniature
high speed digital circuitry will allow the advantages of complex filtering to be realized
in actual systems as well as digital simulations.

Introduction Digital filtering refers to the process of combining weighted values of
input samples (X(nT), where T is the sampling period), and output samples (Y(nT))to
produce a sequence of output samples that have certain desirable qualities. A goal in
designing a digital filter may be to produce some pre-desired amplitude and phase
characteristics. The accurate generation of these characteristics may be important,
particularly in simulations of analog systems on digital
computers.
Digital-filter theory is fairly advanced and is well documented(1,2,3,4) . In applying the
existing theory the designer typically specifies a particular type and complexity of
lowpass filter that fit a set of design requirements. With this information he simply
generates or looks up in a table the appropriate pole and zero locations of the lowpass
filter. By utilizing the appropriate lowpass-to-bandpass transformation(5), bandpass pole
locations and/or transfer functions can be specified. At this point the designer specifies
an appropriate sampled data transformation and generates his digital filter coefficients.
This paper is principally concerned with the lowpass-to-bandpass transformation and
will show how a technique, investigated by Crystal and Ehrman(6), can yield digital
filters, both recursive* and non-recursive, which have some very useful properties. First,
the lowpass-to-bandpass transformation is an exact one, i.e., all lowpass properties are
preserved, the gain and phase functions remain symmetrical for any center frequency and
bandwidth. No other transformation possesses this property. For bandlimited sampled
signals, the filter output is the analytic representation of its input, i.e. , Y(nT) = X(nT) +
j X^ (nT), where Y and X denote the output and input respectively, and X^ is the Hilbert
transform of X. With knowledge of the analytic, signal one then has available the
instantaneous envelope and phase.
This paper is separated into three main sections. First, filtering (both analog and digital)
theory is reviewed. Then applications of complex digital filters are described and results
presented, and finally some conclusions are reached.
Review of filtering theory
represented generally as

The transfer function of a lowpass (LP) filter can be

(1)

*

A non-recursive digital filter operates on weighted values of input samples only. Recursive
filters operate on weighted values of input and/or output samples.

To be physically realizable, all zeros and all poles of H(s) must be complex conjugate
pairs. By expanding (1) into partial fractions and utilizing the standard Z-transform
technique of Radar and Gold(1) a set of real linear difference equations can be obtained
with the form:
(2)
where L = half the number of poles (each equation can be uniquely identified with a
pair of complex conjugate poles)
Cij = real coefficients calculable from the pole positions and residues found from
the partial fraction expansion of (1)
i = 1, 2,.. No. of Poles
j = 1,2,3,4
T = sampling period
Y(nT), X(nT) = output and input sample values, respectively, taken at the time
instant, nT
If a bandpass filter is desired then the pole and possibly the zero positions, would be
modified according to one of the lowpass to bandpass transformations. The most
common transformation is the geometric transformation, which maps each lowpass pole
into a pair of complex conjugate bandpass poles. This mapping is shown in equation (3).
(3)
where

Another common transformation is the Linear Transform. It is shown in equation (4).
(4)
Here the lowpass poles are linearly transformed both up and down the jw axis. Since
both the linear and geometric transformations map each lowpass pole into a pair of
complex conjugate poles, the number of parallel digital filter sections, as exemplified by
(2), is double that of the original lowpass filter.
A different lowpass-to-bandpass transformation has been developed(6) that will be
referred to as the complex transformation. The complex transformation differs from the
two transformations previously described in that its application leads to circuit structures
which are not physically realizable. This restriction does not exist if the filter is
implemented digitally. Mathematically the transformation can be expressed as:

(5)
It is immediately apparent that after application of this transformation one ends up with
poles that are not complex conjugates. This implies circuit elements, resistors, inductors,
capacitors, that are complex. Thus the filter is unrealizable. However, when dealing with
filters that have been implemented digitally, the only requirement is that the filter
coefficients (i. e., Cij in (2)) be complex. The necessary complex arithmetic can be
handled routinely in a digital computer.
Complex filter theory In developing the complex filter one starts with a real
continuous lowpass filter characteristic. The goal is to shift the center frequency so that
the lowpass amplitude and phase characteristic are centered at some arbitrary frequency,
wo.
Utilizing the standard Z-transform mapping, Z = esT, and substituting this into (5) the
unit delay operator, Z', becomes:
(6)
where " = exp jwoT . Equation (6) simply states that a lowpass transfer function, in the
Z-Domain, can be made to exhibit characteristics that are shifted in frequency by
replacing the variable Z with " Z.
Recursive filters Using equation (2) for a two-pole (L=1) recursive filter, and
transforming the equation to the Z-Domain, gives
(7)
If one desired to shift the filter characteristic that (7) represents, to a frequency wo, then
"o = exp {jwoT} and
(8)
Retransforming (8) back into the time domain one obtains:
(9)

The significance of (9) can be seen by finding the real and imaginary components of
Y(nT).

(10a)

(10b)
Equations 10a and 10b can be put into diagrammatical form, as shown in Figure 1. The
algorithm that Figure I represents encompasses all recursive digital filters. If any of the
other transformations (s-to-Z-Domain), such as bilinear or matched-Z, are utilized
instead of the Z-transform then Figure 1 will remain the same in form while possibly
having a change in coefficient value. There are four possible combinations of input
signal type (real or complex) and filter type (shifted or nonshifted). Each case is analyzed
for its particular impact on filter structure.
Case 1: Input signal is real, no shifting takes place (wo = 0). All cross-terms are zero
because the imaginary parts of all the coefficients are zero. Figure 1, for this case,
reduces to the top three delay elements and their corresponding four real coefficients
(this is termed the real filter). This is the standard configuration for real signals given
in (1).
Case 2: Input signal is complex, no shifting takes place (wo = 0). The cross-terms are
still zero. Since there are two input signals the filter structure reduces to two identical
filters in parallel. The upper section, real filter, (referring to Figure 1) handles the real
part of the input signal and the lower section, imaginary filter, controls the imaginary
part of the input signal.
Case 3: Input signal is real, shifting takes place (wo … 0). The cross-coupling coefficients
(Im{Ki}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are in general non-zero. Even though the imaginary signal input is
zero, the imaginary filter will receive inputs (at its summer) from the real filter, and in
turn the real filter receives contributions from the imaginary filter. Therefore, the output
will contain both real and imaginary components.
Case 4: Input signal is complex, shifting takes place (wo … 0). For this case, the
complex signal output is made up of direct feedthrough terms and crosscoupling terms.
That is, the real output is composed of the real input signal filtered by the real filter and

contributions from internal points (cross-coupling), of the imaginary filter. The
imaginary signal output is analyzed analogously as the real signal output.
Note, that in actually implementing complex recursive digital filters on general purpose
digital computers, one can use the dual-filter implementation shown in Figure 1 or use a
single-filter implementation where all quantities, signals, coefficients, and operations are
dimensioned and executed as complex quantities. Since both methods are mathematically
identical they are computationally identical.
Non-Recursive Filters In considering non-re0ursive filters, a general input-output
relationship can be expressed as;

(11)
Various methods of choosing the ai to construct desired characteristics can be found in
(7) and (8). Concise steps for finding the ai for arbitrary conditions of gain and/or phase
are given in the two references, and the detailed description of these methods are beyond
the scope of this paper. Transforming (11) into the Z-Domain, one obtains:
(12)
Substituting the shifting relationship (6), into one ontains:
(13)
Retransforming 13 back into the time domain gives
(14)

An algorithm to implement 15a and 15b is displayed in Figure 2. As for the recursive
case, equation 15 encompasses all transversal-type filters. The algorithm can be analyzed
analogously to that shown for the complex recursive filter. Specifically:
Case 1: Input signal is real, no shift takes place (wo = 0). All cross-terms are zero
because the imaginary parts of all the coefficients are zero. Figure 2, for this case,
reduces to the top delay elements, real coefficients, and summer. This is termed the real
filter and is the standard configuration for real signals given in (1).
Case 2: Input signal is complex, no shifting takes place (wo = 0). The cross-terms are
still zero. Since there are two input signals the filter structure is two identical transversal

filters in parallel. The upper section, real filter, (referring to Figure 2) handles the real
part of the input signal and the lower section, imaginary filter, controls the imaginary
part of the input signal.
Case 3: Input signal is real, shifting takes place (wo … 0). The cross-coupling
coefficients (Im{Ki}, i = 1, N), are in general, non-zero. Even though the imaginary signal
input is zero, the imaginary filter will receive inputs (at its summer) from the real filter,
and in turn the real filter receives contributions from the imaginary filter. Therefore the
output will contain both real and imaginary components.
Case 4: Input signal is complex, shifting takes place (wo … 0). For this case, the
complex signal output is made up of direct feedthrough terms and cross-coupling terms.
That is, the real output is composed of the real input signal filtered by the real filter and
contributions from internal (cross-coupling) points of the imaginary filter. The imaginary
signal output is analyzed analogously as the real signal output. The tradeoffs involved in
implementing the complex nonrecursive digital filter algorithm are exactly the same as
that shown for the recursive filter.
Applications Three applications of complex digital filters will be discussed in this
section;
1.
2.
3.

The simulation of narrow-band filtering effects in bandpass simulations
Obtaining an analytic signal from a real bandlimited signal
Simulating complex non-recursive filters to be used as all-pass phase equalizers.

It will be shown that through the use of complex digital filters in the above mentioned
applications (rather than conventional real digital filters), the designer generally has a
simpler problem in synthesizing certain types of filters, and he can gain information
which is difficult to obtain with real filter design methods.
Simulation of Narrow-band filtering effects in bandpass simulations When a
bandpass transfer function is desired, the general method of digital filter synthesis, as
mentioned previously, is to map each lowpass pole into a complex conjugate pair of
bandpass poles by utilizing one of the previously mentioned transformations (3), (4), and
(5). Application of the geometric transformation to bandpass synthesis yields filters in
which the pass-band gain is a replica of the lowpass gain (preservation). The linear and
geometric transformations both will preserve the complete lowpass transfer function if
the center frequency wo is >> BW. For this very narrow-band condition the contributions
to gain and phase from the complex conjugate set of poles centered around -wo is
insignificant. As the filter becomes more wideband, the contributions from the negative
cluster of poles becomes appreciable and as a result the bandpass transfer function
(relative to the lowpass transfer function) becomes warped. The geometric

transformation warps the bandpass pole locations in such a way as to offset any gain
contributions, from the negative cluser, in the pass-band. The linear transformation, on
the other hand, does not warp the pole locations but simply shifts them; however, it
possesses the property(8) of phase preservation even under relatively wideband
conditions. The complex transformation, which does not generate any new poles but
simply shifts existing ones, will preserve gain and phase under all conditions of center
frequency and bandwidth.
The best way of illustrating the properties of the three transformations is by using an
example. Figure 3 is a graph of the complex s-plane. Curve A is a plot of the lowpass
poles and their loci for a 10-pole Butterworth filter of bandwidth 100 Hz. Curve B shows
the bandpass poles created when the lowpass poles are shifted by means of the geometric
transformation to a center frequency of 200 Hz. Curve C displays the linearly
transformed poles with the same center frequency. Finally, Curve D, which is the upper
portion of Curve C, shows the pole locations after a complex transformation.
The warping of the pole locations is clearly evident in Curve B. The poles are much
more closely packed on the origin sides of the clusters for this case. Also, the apparent
difference in locations of the linear and geometric poles is another indication of the
amount of warping that must be applied in order to preserve pass-band gain in this
wideband example.
Figure 4A is a plot of the power gain function of a 6-pole lowpass Butterworth filter with
a bandwidth of 100 Hz. Also plotted are the gain characteristics of the linear, geometric,
and complex transformed bandpass filter with center frequencies of 350 Hz. The
measurements were obtained by synthesizing appropriate digital filters, obtaining the
impulse response of each, and then obtaining gain and group delay characteristics by
taking the discrete Fourier transform of
the impulse responses.
The most striking point in Figure 4A is curve D, the complex bandpass filter. It is
centered at a frequency of 350 Hz, with a bandwidth of 200 Hz, and is monotonically
decreasing on both sides in the stop band including the negative frequency region. The
curve is also identical in shape and level to the lowpass characteristic (Curve A). The
geometric filter exhibits an excellent pass-band gain characteristic but unsymmetrical
stop band skirts, while the linear filter displays unsymmetrical pass-band and stop band
characteristics. As can be seen, both the linear and geometric filters possess even gain
symmetry around the line f = 0. Note that the corresponding group delay curves, Figure
4B, reveal the complex filter delay (Curve D) is an exact duplicate, in shape and level, of
the lowpass group delay. Also, its delay characteristics are centered on the shifting
frequency fo (wo/2). The geometric filter displays typical distortions of the delay
characteristic. In contrast, the linear filter almost exactly preserves the lowpass group

delay, which in some applications may be a good reason for using it. Again, both the
linear and the geometric filters exhibit even group delay symmetry around the line f = 0.
At this point the main application can be readily discussed. If the designer is given the
problem of designing a narrow-band communication system simulation, he will quickly
realize that in order to synthesize real digital bandpass filters with lowpass
characteristics (narrow-band) the filter center frequencies must be located at a frequency
that is much greater than the signalling rates that are to be simulated. This implies that
the sampling rate would have to be approximately twice the center frequency (at an
absolute minimum). To have a moderate amount of carrier resolution (samples/cycle),
the sampling rate would have to be at least four to six times the filter center frequency. If
complex filters are utilized then, knowing that the filter transfer function is always
narrow-band independent of center frequency, the filters center frequency need only
have to be equal to its bandwidth. This implies that a sampling rate that is only four to
six times the data bandwidth can be used.
The significant gain that can be realized by utilizing complex digital filters rather than
real digital filters for narrow-band simulations is that the sampling rate can be designed
to be in the order of one-tenth, or smaller, than that used in real filters. This implies that
for identical real time lengths of simulation run, the complex filters can process ten or
more times as much simulated data.
Obtaining the analytic signal from real bandlimited signals From Figure 4, it was
seen that the complex filter indeed shifts the lowpass characteristics in one direction (in
frequency). If one designs a complex bandpass filter with the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.

The filter bandwidth is larger (3-5 times) than the signal bandwidth
The filter pass-band gain is relatively flat
The power gain ratio, power gain at frequency f 1 divided by the power gain at
frequency -f1 , is large (50 dB or greater).
then the filter output, for a bandpass input (double-sided spectra), essentially contains
the input power that is in the positive frequency domain. The negative frequency power
is rejected by the complex filter gain function. Conditions 1 and 2 above insure that the
filter contributes a negligible amount of amplitude distortion and, due to the large BT
product involved (BT = 3-5), a minor phase distortion. Condition 3, attenuation of the
negative frequency components of the input signal, is the most important in that the
technique (analytic signal generation) is premised on it. If all three conditions are met,
then by definition the real part of the output equals the input signal (there is a factor of
one-half due to energy conservation), and the imaginary part of the output equals the
Hilbert transform of the input (the same factor of one-half is present here also). The
closeness of approximation between the complex output and the true analytic signal
representation is directly related to how well the three previous conditions were met.

Utilization of a Butterworth filter of appropriate bandwidth and center frequency will
satisfy the three previous conditions extremely well. It was found that by synthesizing a
complex 6-pole Butterworth filter of center frequency 350 Hz with a 3-dB bandwidth of
400 Hz, negative frequency suppression was between 50dB for the lower frequencies
(350-200 = 150 Hz) and 80-dB for the higher frequencies (350 + 200 = 550 Hz). For a
signal whose null bandwidth was 100 Hz the gain deviation from flatness for this
bandwidth was a maximum of 0.05 dB .
Having the analytic signal presents the designer with a large amount of available
information that is not readily available when real digital filters are used. For instance,
the modulus of the output is the instantaneous envelope of the signal, and the angle of
the output components is the instantaneous phase of the signal. If the complex output
is multiplied by a time varying scalar, then amplitude modulation will result.
When
is multiplied by a complex number that represents e-j0/(t) then phase
modulation, where 0/(t) is the angular modulation, is the result. If a phase-modulated or
frequency-modulated signal is input to the filter then by simply bandpass limiting then
finding the envelope of the derivative of the limited output, one has detected the
modulating signal. If the envelope of
is used to calculate a phase angle, 0/o ,
-i0/o
which is fed back as e and multiplied by
, then a nonlinearity such as AM/PM
conversion can be observed and studied. Some of the above applications are in the
process of being implemented while the rest have already been implemented. As far as
the analytic signal generation is concerned, accurate results have been obtained.
The simulation of complex transversal phase equalizers A standard method(9) of
phase or group delay equalization for Chebyschev or Butterworth filters is to synthesize
an all-pass filter that possesses a pass-band group delay function that is the inverse of
that shown in Figure 4B, Curve A. A good approximation to the inverse is a lobe of the
cosine function. Therefore the desired filter has a group delay that is given by:
J (w) = A cos ("w)

(16)

0/(w) = -$ sin (áw)

(17)

then

where $ = A/". It is necessary to note that J(w) and 0/(w) exist at all frequencies; they are
not bandlimited. The desired filters transfer function is
H(jw) = ej $ sin("w)

(18)

Equation (18) can be manipulated into the form of sums of even and odd order
harmonics weighted by Bessel functions. When transformed into the time domain, the
filters’ impulse response takes the form of equation (11), namely,

where ai = a function of Bessel functions.
If the complex transformation is applied to this filter then any particular lobe of the
group delay cosine function is shifted to any desired frequency. in order to equalize a
particular filter, one would measure the peak-to-valley group delay and bandwidth of the
recursive lowpass filter in question. From these measurements, $ and " are calculated. At
this point a first-order phase equalization of the lowpass filter has been accomplished.
Next, both the recursive and non-recursive filters are shifted up to the desired center
frequency. The filter is now equalized at bandpass. An illustration of this is shown in
Figure 5, which displays a lowpass Chebyschev group delay characteristic and a
characteristic composed of the series connection of the same filter and a first-order
equalizer (Transversal delay line). The effects of equalization are readily apparent. B6th
the filter and equalizer characteristics were shifted up to the desired center frequency
(350 Hz). A plot of the composite bandpass characteristics Is shown in Figure 6. It can
be seen that the bandpass group delay and gain are identical in shape and magnitude to
the lowpass -characteristic.
Another related use can be found for the complex transversal filter. The nonshifted
equalizer characteristic, which is cosinusoidal in frequency becomes sinusoidal if shifted
by a frequency that is one-quarter or three-quarters of the period at f = 0. If the period is
made large, then effectively the group delay characteristic at zero frequency is linear. By
adjusting the magnitude, $, any practical slope, positive or negative, can be realized. The
characteristics would then be shifted up to the desired center frequency where the effects
of a linear group delay, or parabolic phase, can be investigated. This process can be
extended indefinitely. A parabolic-shaped piece of cosinusoid. could be selected and
appropriately shifted. This would yield a cubic phase characteristic. This technique has
been applied to a problem where specifications on the maximum allowable magnitude of
the parabolic phase component (linear group delay) had to be determined for a specific
channel configuration.
Conclusions When using “real” digital filters for bandpass simulations, the outputs of
the filters consist solely of discrete samples that represent the multiplication of the input
frequency spectrum with the double-sided filter transfer function. “Complex” filter
outputs are basically the same except that the filter transfer function, which is a shifted

version of the lowpass function, is essentially one-sided (for bandlimited functions). The
complex output consists of real and imaginary parts that are Hilbert transform pairs.
Utilizing this fact, both envelope and phase are instantly available along with a filter
transfer function that is exactly equal to the lowpass transfer function which has been
shifted. The question of which transform is “best” cannot be answered. It depends on
what one is attempting to simulate. If the problem is to simulate a narrow-band system
with a wideband computer simulation, then the complex transformation should be used
because the filter characteristics are narrow-band. But, if a wideband simulation is used
to model a wideband system, then the actual transformation that the filter circuit designer
will implement should be used.
This work was supported by the Defense Communications Agency under Contract No.
DCA 100-72-C-0002.

Figure 1. Complex Recursive Digital Filter Algorithm

Figure 2. Complex Nonrecursive Digital Filter Algorithm

Figure 3. Pole Position Loci Plot

Figure 4a. Gain Plots

Figure 4b. Group Delay Plots

Figure 5. Lowpass Gain and Group Delay (Equalized and Unequalized)

Figure 6. Bandpass Gain and Equalized Group Delay
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ON-BOARD FERRITE CORE MEMORIES WITH
MEGABIT CAPACITY
H. REINER and M. FLORJANCIC
Zentrallabor of SEL
Stuttgart, Federal Republic of Germany

Summary For intermediate data storage in scientific satellites a ferrite core buffer
memory with a capacity of 0.5 . . 2 Mbit was developed as a replacement of the hitherto
used magnetic tape memories. For this memory a 3 D-organization with a pulse program
especially adapted for buffer use was applied. For the realization of the access-circuitry
multichip semiconductors in hermetically sealed flatpacks were combined with tantalum
thin film resistor networks. A new small volume rugged memory stack was used. The
cores used had an outer diameter of 0.5 mm. For this system a new flexible equipment
practice is used which leads to a high component density. Furthermore, a 0.5 Mbit
random access ferrite core memory was developed for the Helios satellite. This satellite
will go into orbit in June 1974. The prototype model has a mass of 4.5 kg, overall
dimensions of 194 x 210 x 207 mm, a volume of 7.08 W. (432 cu. inch) and has a power
consumption of 2 Watts in stand-by and of 4.8 Watts at a bit rate of 16 kbit/s. It works
satisfactorily within a temperature range of -45 to +75E C.
BUFFER MEMORY
Introduction Most scientific satellites have on board magnetic tape memories for
intermediate storage of data because normally radio transmission to ground stations is
not possible continuously. Unfortunately, these magnetic tape memories have exhibited a
high failure rate because of mechanical stress during the starting phase, extreme
temperatures and lubrication problems in high vacuums.
In some cases the stabilization of the spacecraft is adversely effected by the start stop operation of the tape transport system, and in case of deep space missions the magnetic
field of the driving motors adversely affects measurements of the magnetic field. In order
to avoid these disadvantages a high capacity ferrite core memory for use on board a
spacecraft was developed which avoids the disadvantages of magnetic tape memories. Of
course, the weight and the power consumption of normal ferrite core memories with
megabit capacities are prohibitive for use in a spacecraft. Therefore, a special memory
had to be developed which makes use of the special operating conditions of a buffer
memory and of the low speed required due to the low bit rate of the radio transmission

path to the ground station. Circuit techniques and equipment practice had to be adopted
to the requirement of the spacecraft. [1]
Requirements for the memory operating specification
capacity:
operating time:
operating temperature range:
writing-in speed:
read-out speed:
signal input - output:

0.5 - 2 Mbit
50 000 h
-45 to +75E C
0 - 2000 bit/s
0 - 5000 bit/s
bit serial

Ambient conditions:
S
S
S
S
S

high vacuum
sinusoidal vibration
amplitude
frequency
random noise vibration
amplitude
frequency range
constant acceleration
amplitude
duration
shock
amplitude
duration

30 g
5 - 2000 Hz
0.07 g2 /Hz
20 - 2000 Hz
50 g
3 minutes
50 g
11 ms in each direction

Mode of operation Fig. 1 shows the operation of a normal 3 D-organized random
access ferrite core memory. Read-out is performed by the coincidence of two negative
half-currents which are applied to the selected x- and y-wires. By this, all selected cores
are driven into negative saturation. When a core had been previously in the “1” - state
(positive remanent state), a large output signal will be induced in the sense wire. When
the core had been in the “0”-state (negative remanent state), the corresponding output
signal will be small. Writing-in of the word is performed by coincidence of two positive
half-currents on the corresponding x- and y-wire. When writing a “0”, a negative halfcurrent (inhibit-current) is applied to every core of the corresponding matrix. In order to
decrease noise signals, it is practical to separate sense and inhibit wires. Therefore,
normally 3 D-random access memories are 4-wire systems and require bipolar x- and ysignals. In a normal random access memory, reading-out and writing-in of words can be
performed in random succession and the word addresses can also be randomly changed.
A buffer memory works in a different manner. In the writing phase the information is

stored in the memory and in the read-out phase the information is read-out in the same
succession. This means that in the writing phase the information to be stored will be
written into successive addresses starting from zero and the read-out operation is
performed in the some manner.
If the ferrite core memory is limited to this mode of operation it is possible to simplify
the access circuitry considerably. Fig.2 shows the operation of a 3 D ferrite core buffer
memory. In the phase “clear memory” all cores are put into positive saturation by a
positive full current through the inhibit wire. Writing-in of the word is performed by
negative half-currents in the corresponding x- and y-wires. When writing a HIII, the half
positive inhibit current through the cores of the corresponding matrix prevents switching
of the corresponding core. When writing a “0”, no inhibit current flows and the core is
switched into negative saturation.
Before reading-out information a negative half-current through the x-wires is applied in
order to reduce delta signals. For further reduction of noise, staggered tuning is used.
Read-out is performed by negative half-currents through the corresponding x- and ywires. After the read-out of all words all cores are again in the zero state. For this mode
of operation, the memory stack therefore requires only unipolar current pulses on the xand y-wires. This greatly simplifies the corresponding access switches; the number of
components is reduced by approx. 50% and the power for selection of the switches is
considerably reduced in comparison with normal random access memories. The
additional expense of producing full and half inhibit-currents is comparatively small.
Power consumption On board the spacecraft the available electrical power is very
limited. The power consumption has therefore to be reduced as far as possible. The write
and read-out processes of each word take a few microseconds for the ferrite core
memory. On the other hand, the data handling speed in a spacecraft is very low, the time
interval between writing or reading successive words is several milliseconds. This
low speed requirement allows the reduction of power consumption by:
S
S
S

use of access circuits which have an almost zero standby current
switching off the power supply of the control logic during intervals, when not in
use
use of small ferrite cores with low coercive force.

This means that the three main parts of the memory - the control logic, the access
circuitry and the memory stack - all have to be adapted to the low power requirements .
In order to reduce mass and volume of the memory stack, cores of an outside diameter of
0.5 mm were used. Cores of this size are normally used for high speed operation and are
therefore made from high coercive force material. In this case the high switching speed

of such cores was not required but the high current required created difficulties with the
driving power and noise. Therefore a special ferrite core for this memory was developed
by Siemens AG with a full current of 500 mA, a switching time of 0.6 ms and an output
voltage of 17 mV.
This specification was very well adopted to the requirements of this buffer memory. The
pulse generators and the access switches were designed so that the power consumption
during intervals is negligible and so that they do not operate due to the unavoidable
pulses created by switching on and off supply voltages for the control circuitry. The
sense amplifiers are linear and therefore need continuous current. Their supply voltage is
switched on only during the read-out process. During writing and when not in use the
supply voltage for the sense amplifiers is switched off. Similarly the supply voltage for
the control logic circuits is switched off during the intervals. As switching off the power
supply voltage destroys the information stored in the address- and information register
flip flops, it was necessary to use special flip flops which contain ferromagnetic bistable
elements which preserve the state of the flip flops during the intervals. This requires two
transistors, some passive components and a tape ring core per flip flop. But on the other
hand it saves about 5 mW per flip flop continuously. For the control logic, SCICs from
the Fairchild Buffer Memory Texas SN 54 930-series were chosen. In 1968, when these
circuits were selected, they were a good compromise between power dissipation, speed
and noise immunity.
The memory requires 3 supply voltages:
S
S

+45 V ± 2%
+6 V 2% and
-6 V 2%

for drivers and access switches
for the SCICs of the control part and all other circuitry.

The energy required for a write- or a read-cycle is mainly got from a storage capacitor
which is recharged in between memory access times. Thus the power supply
requirements are relaxed and the electromagnetic noise within the spacecraft is reduced.
Memory organization The memory has a 3 D-organization with 4 wires per core. This
leads to a minimum number of electronic components and a minimum power dissipation.
Concerning memory organization, it was found that a 32 bit word length was an
optimum. This means that for a two Mbit memory 256 x 256 addresses are necessary.
256 x 256 bit matrixes are uneconomical for various reasons. Therefore it was decided to
split the memory up into 4 subunits each having 128 x 128 words of 32 bits each (fig. 3).
Each subunit has its own drivers, access switches, sense amplifiers and intermediate
registers. The main unit contains in addition the sequencer unit and the main addressand information registers. This solution has the advantage of smaller electronic units

which enable better manufacturing, testing and mounting in the spacecraft. Furthermore,
it is possible to vary the memory capacity according to the system requirements.
Components for access circuitry In order to achieve a good compromise between
power consumption and reliability it is necessary to use close tolerance, high stability
components for the access circuitry. It is especially necessary to have semiconductor and
resistor elements with close end-of-life tolerances for pulse generators, access switches
and sense amplifiers. For example the threshold voltages for the inputs of the read
amplifier have a maximum end-of-life tolerance of ± 4 mV for a variation in supply
voltage of ± 5%, a temperature range between -45 and +75E C and a life time of 50 000
h. Here especially the variation of UEC with temperature and time had to be controlled
very carefully.
On the other hand the weight limitations and limitations of signal wiring length due to
noise considerations required low volume components. In order to fulfil these
requirements it was decided to use a multichip technique for discrete semiconductors. Up
to 10 specially selected and tested semiconductor elements are mounted in a 1/4" x 3/8"
hermetically sealed flatpack. Thus close thermal matching for temperature compensation,
low volume and high reliability has been achieved. The resistors are made in tantalum
thin film technology. Up to 16 resistors are produced on a glass substrate 1/2" x 1/2".
The resistor range is from 40 Ohm to 30 kOhm, the initial tolerance is ± 0.5%.
Equipment practice For this memory the equipment practice used had to fulfil a
number of requirements:
S
S
S
S
S

high mechanical stability
small volume and weight
high interconnection density
high reliability
various component sizes and shapes allowable.

The following solution was used: [2] A number of components are packed and wired
together into a cubicle of the dimensions 14 x 14 x 14 mm (fig. 4). Up to 56 such
cubicles are placed on a motherboard (fig. 5). The interconnection within a cubicle is
performed by special double-sided printed circuit side frames (fig.6). All connections are
performed by parallel gap-welding. The interconnection on the motherboard is made by
multilayer back wiring with up to 8 conductor layers. Several such motherboards can be
stacked together vertically. The electrical interconnection between these motherboards is
performed by miniature connectors and flexible multilayer flat cables.

Test results for the buffer memory The operation of a 0.5 Mbit buffer memory has
been tested by checking the memory operation with all ones, all zeros, and with a worst
information pattern. This showed that the memory was operating without failure in a
temperature range from -45 to +75EC with random voltage variations of ±6%. Fig. 7
shows as the typical performance limit the allowable variation of the +44 V supply as a
function of temperature. Similar curves have been drawn for the +6 V and the -6V power
supply. The power consumption is shown in fig. 8 for a typical distribution of ones and
zeros. The average power consumption between accesses was approx. 500 mW and for
read - write operations at 2000 bits/s, approx. 970 mW.
0.5 MBIT RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY
At the time when the first model of a buffer memory was working, it was decided to use
a 0.5 Mbit ferrite core memory for the Helios satellite. The Helios satellite is a joint West
German and U.S. venture and is designed to explore the radiation of the sun. It wi I I
approach the sun to within approx. 0.25 astronomical units. The maximum distance
between the satellite and earth will be approx. 300 million km. One of the main tasks is
the exploration of solar radiation, especially of sun shock eruptions. SEL won the
contract for the development and manufacture of the main memory. It was decided to use
a random access memory for this purpose in order to enable:
a)
b)
c)

multiple read-out of information by command from the ground station in case of
transmission errors,
sorting of data into segments in order to save addressing information,
continuous collection of detailed radiation data in order to get detailed data of the
starting phase of a shock event.

The operating specification for this memory was
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

capacity
number of addresses
word length
temperature range
writing speed
read-out speed
operating modes

524 288 bit
16 384
32 bits
-30 to +60EC
0-16 000 bit/s
0-16 000 bit/s
read - restore
clear - write
read

The ambient conditions correspond to the conditions mentioned above for the buffer
memory. In order to alter the buffer memory into a random access memory, the following
changes had to be performed: For the cores and the memory stack different test
conditions were necessary.
The unipolar access switches had to be replaced by bipolar ones, the access counter was
no longer needed, the address register was transfered into the command unit. The DTL
circuits for control were replaced by LPTTL- and TTL-circuits. The low power of the
LPTTL circuits enabled operation of the information register between memory accesses.
This increased the stand-by power but led to much simpler circuits and to a simpler
sequencing unit.
The short time available for development and manufacture of this memory led to
problems with the equipment practice used for the buffer memory, as there was not
enough time to get the necessary space approval for some of the manufacturing processes
included. Therefore the use of cubicles and of motherboards was abandoned and instead
the components were placed on double-sided printed circuit boards (fig.9). This change
in equipment practice caused an increase in volume of the electronics of approx. 60%
and an increase in the average wiring length of 50%. This was accepted in order to make
use of a well established technique to meet the time schedule.
In the meantime, Siemens AG, the supplier of the memory stack, was able to offer an
improved stack by using a new wiring and testing method [3] . This new stack with
524 288 bits including access connectors has a mass of 700 g and dimensions of 110 x
110 x 58 mm, that means less than 42,7 cu. inch (fig. 10). The number of wire
connections within the memory stack has been reduced from approx. 25 000 to 1500.
This gives a considerable improvement in reliability.
Fig. 11 and 12 show the engineering mode I of this memory. The fo I lowing figures
have been achieved:
S
dimensions
194 x 210 x 207 mm (with connectors)
S
volume
7.08 ltr. (432 cu. inch)
S
mass
4.5 kg
S
operating temperature range
-30 to +60EC
S
storage temperature range
-45 to +75EC
S
power supply
28 V ± 2%
S
power consumption:
stand-by
2.0W ) including d.c. - d.c. converter
read-restore at 16 kbit/s
4.8W )
S
calculated reliability for an
operation time of 3400 h
0.975

The engineering model of this memory was finished in April 1972, the prototype will be
finished in October, and two flight models will be finished in summer 1974.
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Fig. 9 Printed circuit board with two sense amplifiers
and two inhibition generators (33811)

Fig. 10 Memory stack with access switches (38184)

Fig. 11 Complete 0.5 Mbit random access memory

Fig. 12 0.5 Mbit memory, detail

LONG LIFE 100 W TRIODE FOR ATC AND TELEMETRY
TRANSPONDERS
J. KELLERER and W. SCHNEIDER
Siemens AG, Tubes Division
Munich, Germany

Summary Further development of the Siemens planar triode type RH7C-c used in the
Mariner IV S-Band transponder resulted in the conduction-cooled type YD 1380 and aircooled version YD 1381. These metal ceramic tubes produce a CW output power of 100
W in L/S-Band with a high efficiency around 40%. Small signal gain is 17 dB, and a
large signal gain of 14 dB with a 20 MHz bandwidth is achieved. Life of selected sample
tubes exceeds 25,000 hours, three times higher than the figure specified for the Mariner
IV tube. These tubes incorporate an osmiated metal. dispenser cathode to achieve long
life with stable performance. This type of cathode is exceptionally resistant to
bombardment by electrons turned back to the cathode as a result of transit-time effects in
the cathode-grid space. In transponder applications this allows long intervals between
maintenance to be specified for the output stages. Because of the rugged tube design and
low weight of the complete amplifier, the YD 1380/81 is also suited for spacecraft
applications. An air-cooled, 100 W CW amplifier for 1.6 GHz has a diameter of only
74 mm and length of 175 mm. The laboratory prototype including triode YD 1381
weighs 900 gms, but this weight can be halved if necessary. Fig. 1 shows the tubes
YD 1380 and YD 1381.
The main applications for these new tubes are in ATC systems, telemetry, L-band
communication UHF and L-band TV (ETV) and SSB microwave link equipment.
Tube Design
Electron Transit-Time Effects In L and S band electron transit-time effects influence
the life and efficiency of planar triodes appreciably.
In the grid-cathode space, electron transit-time effects start to become harmful around
2 GHz. Because of the finite transit-time, a portion of the electrons only approach the
control grid when the instantaneous value of the alternating control grid voltage is
negative again. These electrons are therefore slowed down, return to strike the cathode
and dissipate energy there. The “back-heating” produced depends on the transit-time
angle and drive level. With oxide cathodes this process results in localized overheating

of the emitting layer. Reducing the heater power only partly compensates the effect. As
the negative half cycle of the drive voltage accelerates the electrons back to the cathode,
in class C operation - necessary for high efficiency - the back-heating becomes
particularly pronounced, and leads to localized sputtering of the oxide emitting layer. At
CW power levels around 100 W, the life expectancy of a planar triode with an oxide
cathode is not especially high.
The Metal Dispenser Cathode A type of cathode that proved over many years of
investigation to be substantially less sensitive to bombardment by returning electrons is
the so-called metal dispenser cathode. In this type of cathode a porous tungsten disc is
the emitting surface. A barium film necessary for emission forms on the surface by
capilliary action from a compound containing barium located below the disc in a
reservoir. The metal dispenser cathode is also capable of operation at higher current
densities than the oxide type. This increases the electron velocity appreciably, which in
turn reduces the effect of electron transit time and, improves efficiency. With the present
state of the art, only tubes with metal dispenser cathodes have high efficiency (approx.
40%), high reliability and exceptionally long life
simultaneously in L-band.
A cathode current density of 0.4 A/cm2 was chosen for the YD 1380, which keeps the
electron transit time in the grid-anode space sufficiently low. The tube can therefore be
operated with large amplitude alternating plate voltages and low residual plate voltages
This is a major prerequisite for high efficiency operation.
Grid Design The grid structure has decisive influence on the amplification and
intermodulation properties. By using an unsymmetrical cross-wire grid (fig. 2) a
performance far excelling that achievable with a regular cross-wire grid has been
obtained. The cathode side is a layer of thin tungsten wires. This fine parallel-wire grid is
supported on the anode side by a layer of thicker wires with a larger pitch. Both layers
are pretensioned almost to the breaking limit and brazed together at each crossover point.
This new grid design combines the advantages of the parallel-wire and cross-wire grids
and makes possible very close grid-cathode spacing even in operation with high thermal
and mechanical stress.
Tube Construction An entirely new contour was selected for the envelope (fig..3).
The following features were decisive:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Tunability in the quarter-wave mode up to 2.3 Ghz.
Reproducibly accurate electrode spacings.
Thermally stable anode.
Good shielding of the ceramic isolator between grid and anode to prevent deposits.

e)

Short paths and hence low temperature gradients for dissipating heat from the
anode.

Operating Data and Characteristics
Development History The first generation of planar triodes with metal dispenser
cathodes were developed between 1955 and 1960. Typical examples are the Siemens
types RH6C and RH7C. Compared with tubes having an oxide cathode, it was possible
to increase the maximum frequency for oscillator and amplifier operation from 4 to 7
GHz. Typical life was around 2,000 hours. The main limitation was the grid clogging
with barium. Technological improvements enabled the barium evaporation rate to be
reduced. By 1964, when the Siemens RH7C-c was selected for the Mariner IV Mars
mission, lifetimes of 7,000 to 10,000 hours were being achieved. A subsequent
developmental version type V251 produced double the power of the Mariner IV tube from 10 W to 20 W CW at 2.3 GHz with increased gain. Further development produced
the second generation tubes YD 1380 and YD 1381. Type YD 1380 is a conductioncooled version with a threaded stud anode, type YD 1381 is provided with a radiator for
forced-air cooling. The decisive steps were an increase in CW power to 100 W and
substantially higher expected lifetime.
Gain By using a close grid-cathode spacing and a fine wire grid, the transconductance
could be raised to more than 50,000 micromhos. At a frequency around 2 GHz, this gives
a small-signal gain in the ground grid configuration of 17 dB. The input/output
characteristic and variation of grid current with input power are shown in fig. 4. With the
high gain, a drive power of only 4 W is necessary for 100 W output power, and this can
easily be obtained from a solid state source. Because of the high gain, that portion of the
grid dissipation power originating from the drive power is also very low. Typical
operating values are shown in table 1.
Table 1
Frequency
CW output power
Gain
Plate voltage
Quiescent plate current
Plate current with rf
Grid current

1.6
125
14.5
1400
160
220
18

2.3
100
13.5
1300
160
210
16

Ghz
W
dB
V
mA
mA
mA

Intermodulation A measure of the intermodulation performance is the two-tone
intermodulation ratio IM2 as defined in fig. .5. Its value depends on the output power.
The output level can be considered in two respects: The output power of the individual
carrier Pf1 or Pf2 add to give the sum power Po = Pf1 + Pf2. Because of beating at the
difference frequency )f a peak envelope power of double the sum power is produced.
Hence if the YD 1380 is operated with two carriers each of 50 W, the sum power is 100
W and the peak envelope power 200 W.
If traveling-wave tubes or klystrons are operated close to saturation, the two tone
intermodulation ratio is only about 10 dB. With transistor amplifiers about the same
value applies. By comparison, when the YD 1380 is operated at 200 W PEP, the two
tone intermodulation products are 24 dB below the carrier level. Fig. 6 shows
intermodulation product level as a function of peak envelope power.
Life Test Results The disadvantage of earlier metal dispenser cathodes was their
relatively high rate of barium evaporation during operation. This caused grid “clogging”
and resultant characteristic shift despite constant emission. The cathode of the YD 1380
is coated with osmium to minimize this effect. The osmium coating improves the
emission and permits the cathode to be run about 100EC cooler.
The osmium coated cathode can be manufactured by a new process in reproducible
quality with high emission. This makes it possible to fully exploit for the first time the
advantages of the metal dispenser cathode in the YD 1380 and YD 1381 to obtain a
gridded tube with extremely long life.
Tube performance at 20 W and 100 W CW output power has been observed with
selected tubes over a long time. Up to 20,000 hours no notable changes in performance
have been observed. In 100 W operation, the output power with constant input power has
so far dropped from 100 W to 90 W. Three tubes operated at 20 W show no measurable
changes after 20,000 hours. In both cases the heater voltage was reduced as far as
possible to minimize barium evaporation. For 100 W the heater voltage was 5.6 V, for 20
W 5.2 V. The operating conditions are shown in table 2.
Table 2
Frequency
Power output
Heater voltage
Plate voltage
Plate current
Bandwidth
Temperature

2.3
20
5.2
600
100
.25

100
5.6
1300
.200
.25
130 to 140

GHz
W
V
V
mA
MHz
EC

The life tests were conducted at a tube temperature of 130 to 140EC for 20 W operation
as well as for 100 W operation. For very long life the temperature should not exceed
150EC.
Shock and Vibration Resistance To test their resistance to acceleration, the tubes
were subjected to the same shock and vibration tests as used for the Mariner IV program.
Spurious Noise Voltage Caused by Vibration In six runs each of 5 minutes duration
the tubes were subjected to 10 g in both the X and Y direction. During the run the
frequency was varied from 50 Hz to 500 11z and back to 50 Hz. When measuring the
maximum vibration noise voltage the frequency was held constant for 30 seconds. Tests
were made on three tubes (s/n 35, 36, 37) operated as follows:
Ef = 6.0 V; Eb = 300 V; Ib = 10 mA; Ra = 10 kS.
The results were similar to those obtained with the RH7C-c (table 3).
Shock Test The tubes were subjected to 5 shocks each in the Y1 , Y2 and X directions.
Here Y1 denotes the direction along the tube axis from anode to cathode and Y2 the
opposite direction. The acceleration was 500 g, the duration 1 Millisecond.
Before and after the shock test the characteristic data and tube capacitances Cgk Cag and
Cak were measured. Within the measuring accuracy, no changes to any of the three tubes
could be detected after the shock and vibration tests.
Table 3\
Noise Voltage
Tube s/n 35

Direction X
Direction Y

50-500 Hz
500 Hz

32-35 mVrms
45-48 mVrms

Tube s/n 36

Direction X
Direction Y

500 Hz
476 Hz

20 mVrms
54 mVrms

Tube s/n 37

Direction X
Direction Y

500 Hz
500 Hz

18 mVrms
47 mVrms

100 W CW Cavity Amplifier A 100 W CW cavity amplifier was developed for
L-band. At this high power level particular consideration must be given to high
frequency losses, heat dissipation and tube cooling. High frequency losses in the plate
circuit impair the circuit efficiency, which reduces the effective power output and
increases the tube loading. The gain also falls as the circuit losses increase, and the

intermodulation performance worsens. The basic cavity design shown in fig. 7 is suitable
for frequencies from 1.5 to 2.3 GHz. With an unloaded Qo of about 800 and loaded QL of
100, the circuit efficiency . is given by:

At this efficiency the tube can be operated up to 125 W at 1.6 GHz or 100 W CW at 2.3
GHz.
Particularly important for stable amplifier operation is the neutralization. It prevents the
amplifier from oscillating with mismatches at the input and output or during alignment.
In YD 1380/81 amplifiers a reverse loss in excess of 24 dB has proved adequate. The
reverse loss is obtained by applying a signal to the amplifier output with the tube
operated normally and measuring the attenuated level at the input. It can be optimized by
a series inductance at the grid terminal or with a neutralization loop. The variation of
gain, bandwidth and return loss with neutralization is shown in fig. 8. Maximum return
loss represents optimum neutralization. The bandwidth becomes smaller with
underneutralization and wider with overneutralization. Slight underneutralization assures
adequately stable operation with high gain.
The amplifier shovrn is forced air cooled. The tube radiator is designed for use with a
low-pressure blower. With an air inlet temperature of 50EC the tube bulb temperature is
far below 15E C, the maximum value for long tube life.
Future Possibilities The tubes and amplifier described are commercially available
products. Higher powers can be obtained by connecting amplifiers in parallel to double
or quadruple the power. In the future, however, it appears feasible to develop tubes for
higher output powers. The design concept of the YD 1380/81 with the highly reliable
metal dispenser cathode offers an ideal starting point.
This work was supported by the Federal German Government under Ref.
RVL-624/35(23)68 of the Ministry of Education and Science represented by the Society
for Space Research.

Fig. 1 - Tubes YD 1380 and YD 1381

Fig. 2 - Grid Design

Fig. 3 - Section through the
Tube YD 1380

Fig. 5 - Level Diagram to define
the Two Tone Intermodulation Ratio.

Fig. 4 - Grid Current and Output Power as a Function of the Input Power.

Fig. 6 - Two Tone Intermodulation Ratio as a Function of Output Power.

Fig. 7 - L-Band Cavity Amplifier for 100 CW.

Fig. 8 - Variation of Gain, Bandwidth and Return loss with Neutralization.

SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS AT L- AND S-BAND
B. SCHMIDT
Institute for Satellite Electronics
Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft-und
Raumfahrt (DFVLR), Oberpfaffenhofen

Summary Efficient solid state amplifiers in the L- and Sband have been accomplished
with transistors and varactors. Power outputs of 10 W and more have been realized in
microstrip technique with efficiencies of 40 % in the L-band and 30 % in the S-band.
Introduction A development of space borne solid state power amplifiers was started 2
years ago, in order to investigate the efficiency of new semiconductor elements. The
amplifiers were realized in microstrip technique to reduce volume and weight. The
investigations were concentrated to power amplifiers in the L- and S-band. The L-band
at 1.60 GHz is especially of interest for communications and navigations with
aeronautical and maritime satellites, the S-band at 2.30 GHz is for deep space probes.
Some results of these investigations will be demonstrated.
L-band Amplifier A power output of 10 W can be realized with 2 transistors, as
shown in the block diagram of Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a laboratory model of this 1.60 GHz
amplifier with 2 MSC 3005 transistors. In a further step of development the power
divider at the left and the power combiner at the right are integrated in the microstrip
layout. An input power of 1.05 W was amplified to 12.2 W with an efficiency of 43 %.
Efficiency is here defined as (output power - input power)/DC-power. Output power as a
function of input power is shown in Fig. 3. At low levels the curve is linear. Since power
transistors operate class C the amplification began with an input level far above zero.
Fig. 4 illustrates the output power versus frequency at a constant input level of 1.22 W.
A 1-dB-bandwidth of 100 MHz was measured, the 0.5-dB-bandwidth has a value of 70
MHz. An interesting point is the suppression of harmonics, the second harmonic lies 32
dB, the third 58 dB below the level of the desired frequency of 1.60 GHz. The power
transistors were not driven at maximum level because of decreasing gain and efficiency
at higherlevels. Fig. 5 demonstrates this fact.
For completeness it should be mentioned that one transistor delivers 7.5 W at 1.60 GHz
with a collector efficiency of 55 % and a gain of 11.6 dB.

S-band Amplifier Different concepts were studied at the 2.3 GHz telemetry band.
Similar to the 1.6 GHz amplifier a 10 W amplifier was developed using 2 MSC 3005
transistors in parallel. Tests have demonstrated, that the transistors offer 6 to 6.5 W at
2.30 GHz with a collector efficiency of 40 % and a gain of 7.5 dB. Four chains would
offer 22 W with an efficiency of about 25 %, as illustrated in the block diagram of Fig. 6.
A realization with two chains shown in Fig. 7 lead to 11 W with 26.3 % efficiency and
5.7 dB gain. The low Q-value of microstrip technique delivers a 1-dB-bandwidth of 100
MHz, the 0,5-dB-bandwidth is 60 MHz. These datas are taken from Fig. 8 where output
power is a function of frequency for constant input power.
One or two years ago power transistors alone were not the best semiconductors to offer
at 2.3 GHz 20 W rf-power with optimum efficiencies. Transistor stages followed by
multipliers, especially doublers, were the best devices in solid state technique until 1972.
Power transistors operating at the half output frequency, possess higher efficiencies and
gains, which offer,in spite of the converting losses of the frequency doubler, a better
efficiency for the whole circuit in comparison with a MSC 3005 transistor version. Fig. 9
and 10 show the blockdiagram of two possible solutions. Power transistors operate at
1.15 GHz using the RCA transistor TA 7205. The following frequency doubler consists
either of a MA 43000 varactor from Microwave Associate or of the BXY 19 GB varactor
from Siemens.The Siemens diode can absorb the output power of 2 transistors. A
development of a 10 W amplifier (Fig. 11) possesses an efficiency of 29.3 % and a gain
of 7.3 dB. The bandwidth is only the half of the transistor version; this depends on the
smaller bandwidth of the doubler existing of two 8/4-resonance circuits. Fig. 12 and 13
show the output power versus temperature resp. frequency of a transistor-varactor
combination.
The superiority of transistor-doubler-stages at the 2.3 GHz telemetry band seems to be
lost by new transistor developments introduced into the market in the early 1972. This
transistor, the MSC 4005 from Microwave Semiconductor Corp., delivers 8 W at 2.3
GHz with a collector efficiency of 50 % and a gain of 10 dB. Two parallel chains would
offer 14.5 W and an efficiency over 40 % (Fig. 14), a value which only could be
achieved till now by travelling wave tube amplifiers. Developments with the MSC 4005
are still going on.
Conclusions The replacement of high efficiency travelling wave tubes by solid state
technique becomes now interesting also for the S-band. Fig. 15 gives a survey about the
feasibilities of power amplifiers in the L- and S-band with some of the best microwave
transistors, Fig. 16 shows the corresponding efficiencies for these transistors.
A transistor amplifier should be preferred to an amplifierdoubler-version because of
lower volume and weight. The bandwidth does not act a great part in telemetry

amplifiers like in those for commercial communications. The advantages of
semiconductor power amplifiers, consisting of compact realizatio in microstrip
technique, no high voltage power supply, may accelerate the replacement of travelling
wave tube amplifiers by solid state technique.
Acknowledgement I am indebted to my collegue R. Stoiber, who developed the
transistor-doubler version.

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the 1.6 GHz Amplifier

Fig. 2 Realization of the L-Band Amplifier

Fig. 3 Output Power and Transistor Currents versus Input Power

Fig. 4 Output Power versus Frequency

Fig. 5 Gain and Efficiency versus Input Power

Fig. 6 Block Diagram of the 2.3 GHz Amplifier

Fig. 7 S-Band Transistor Amplifier

Fig. 8 Output Power versut Frequency

Fig. 9 Transistor-Varactor-Combination with MA 43000 Diode

Fig. 10 Transistor-Varactor-Combination with BXY 19 GB Diode

Fig. 11 Transistor-Varactor-Amplifier for the S-Band

Fig. 12 Output Power and Efficiency versus Temperature

Fig. 13 Output Power versus Input Frequency

Fig. 14 Block Diagram of a Transistor Amplifier with MSC 4005

Fig. 15 Feasibility of Microwave Power Transistors

Fig. 16 Achievable Efficiencies of Transistor Power Amplifiers

A V.H.F. PREAMPLIFIER USING FET'S
By D. S. KUSHWAH

ABSTRACT
Most transistorized receiving equipment is subject to
cross-talk and overload if conventional transistors
are used in the r-f stage. F.E.T's resolve this common
problem. This amplifier is designed at 240 MHz, for
a N.F. of 3 dbs. The designed and observed specifications are compared at the end. It is seen that
these tally fairly.
I. INTRODUCTION:
Here, this amplifier is used as a front-end in our
FM/FM telemetry receiver. In V.H.F. region, the sensitivity of a receiver is dependent upon the B.W. of the
receiver and the noise contributed by the 'front-end'.
So the N.F. of the amplifier is very important. This
is an r-f amplifier designed expressly to improve the
sensitivity(S/N) of the receiver. All the datas of the
transistor at the required frequency were not readily
available, so an analytical approach has been used
throughout. Admittance parameters are used.
II. SPECIFICATIONS:
( 1)

(2)
( 3)

(4)

( 5)
(6)
( 7)

(8)

C.F.
B.W.
Gain in passband
Gain ,miformi ty

240 MHz

35 11
25 dBs

min.

Within 3 dBs minimum
in band
Input/Output impedance 50 ohms nominal
Input/Output VSWR
1. 5:1
Dynamic range
25 dBm
Power Requirements
1,v, 12 ma max.

Here Motorola J FET's 2N4416 are used.
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The following datas were available at 240 MHz
by the manufacturers.

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

y21 S
Re(y21 )S
Re(y11)S
y22 S
Re(y22)S
Im(y11)S
Im(y22)S
C in
Cout
Crss

6000~
4000 II
5'00 II
50 II
80 II
5000 II
3000"
4.o pf
2.0 II
0.8 II

III. DESIGN~:

Here the common-source configuration is used
for the r-f stage, in order to get the maximum gain.
Other advantages of this configuration are:
(1) The optimum noise-source resistance is
closest to the optimum-source resistance
for best power gain.

(ii) The frequency range of the unconditional
stability is wider than that for the commongate configuration.
Common-drain configuration is not used normally as it gives the lowest power-gain out
of the three configurations.
Here the Linvill Gibbons technique is used and
the amplifier is unilateralized~ With the above data
the admittance parameters are as follows:
(y11)S
(y12)S
(y21 )S
(y21 s
(y22)S

= 0.5
=
= 4.o
= 6.0

+ j 5'.0
j

1.2

j

4.47

= 0.08 + j 3. Q

mrII
II
II
II

Now the gain of the R.F. amplifier without unilateralization is given by:
2
G
=
y21
4 g11.g22 - 2Re(yt2. y21) •• (1)

Where g11 and '2 2 are the real parts of y 11 and
respectively. So substituting the proper values
we get:
Go=
4( o.• 5:x .o8)-2Re( -j 1 .2x 4.o-j4.47)
= ~. 3

'= 5•2

dB

Now the Linvill critical factor "C" is d'efined as:
C = 2 Go

•••• (2)
Y12
ffl
-j 1.2
= 2 X 3.3
= 1.32
4.o -j 4.47
So "C" is greater than mity, therefore it is
conditionally unstable. So the neutralization is required in this case.
For neutralized case(milateralization), the
ma:ximum available gain is given by:

Goo= Gmax =

Y21-y12 2
-4.........(g_1_1~+~g~12-)........,(_g_2_2_+__g_1_2-5--..--

••• ( 3)

Substituting the values, we get:

G max=

4.o -~ 4.4t

+~ 1.2

4 (0. +0).0 +O)

2

= 166
=: 22

dB

In order to make the stability factor "C" mity 2
the load should be reduced by a factor of ( _..,..1....,..,,__J
1. 32

The configuration of the amplifier will be as
follows:

~

TVJ)j)

Co'l-tl'Wlo1'1- Sou.YCe. A,..,t_/.:fe.Y'

Fif 1.

To calculate the neutralizing induc ance
yn = y12 = -j 1.2 nrr
As thisis -ve and imaginary so it is clearly
inductive : • In = 1
= 2II 1X 240 X 106x 1.2xwww1o-3
H
~
( At 240 MHz)
= O. 555 /UH
After connecting this inductance from drain to gate,
we can get the maximum stable gain.

To calculate the matching networks:
The nominal impedance at the input and output is
50 ohms. This should match with the input and output
admittances of the transistor at the frequency of
operation.
For a llllilateralized amplifier,
Yin= Y11' = Y11 - Y12
and Yout = Y22' = Y22 -y12
substituting the above values, we get:
Yin= (o., +j5.0)+j 1.2 = o.5+J 6.2 ·mv& Yout = (.08 +j 3.0) +j 1.2 = 0.08 +j 4.2 mvAt this stage YL and YS are required. These are not
given by the manufactuer's sheet so we have to calculate.
For any 4-terminal network
~y 12 Y2 1 = Y11-Y22 in this case.
(y22+YL)
This gives YL = Y21 - Y22
•••••• (4)
Yin= Y11

substituting
Similarly

YL=(4.0-j 4.47)-(0.08+ j 3.0)
= 3.92 - j 7.47 mvYs = Y21 - Y11
- ..•• (,)
= (4.o

= 3.5

-J
-j

4.47)-(o.,+j

9.47 mv-

,.o)

Let us now design input and output circuits.

-o----1-\

1----

clt

RL. ~ _L
GrL

=-12:..
3 .,2-

-

r~

::=. .:2. S .!,- ...J\..-

F(lg. 2 •
The matching series capacitance is found by:
X c4 = X
= R I Rf' ~ 1 - · - - · - -· (<;,)
S

S\j~

Where RP and RS are the parallel and series resistances respectively. Xe. = SoJ ~ - l
=: lo I ...I\• C. tt,
s-o 0 ~ ~ ~
\\
•·
4--~,r,<1o')ll'tO~l 1
The par equivalent of this cap. is needed for determining the B.W and resonance.

rt

'f.~ =Y.p ~ ><s [1-t~)'l.J ~ · ·
•

= 12....'--'\-. -n;;s

,

b-iv.........,

)(s

')(c.'t

(7)
t+ = __.:,.__r'ti

~..., ~ bL

C.'

<j,ve.S

The equivalent output circuit is:

,
T !4''
I

I

As

+-.)e.viec...;...+1,.........- ~K.--+1
calculated above y t

=

: • Rout
cout

=

I

ou '
I

=..

Gg\.\\;-

Bo"'~

1

U,Q.c(. c!. ~

=

C::..O\.\l"IC-,
.08 + j 4.2 mv-

:= 12- · t>....,.

o·o.8 Y.1;1

Lt·2,q;

=.

":lnt

~JT

3

')(2'f-g

~.sf$

:=:

,cJc."

Now the total load across the tank is

l

R-r :

....

K"""'--

I

,;:,.

c.-.'-\t-t G-1... CO• D~ -t3•'J~)((o3
The required B.W.
35 MHz

~ !>-o ....IL....

=

Total

The output inductance resonating with CT at

=

240 MHz is

=

I

o · oLf-3/' H

(.ilf''P.'f-o')C10') ... )(/o•<,c1, 12- : . L~= ~ H

This completes the design of the output circuit.
Input Circuit:
We have Ys
(3.5 - j 9.47) mv-Yin = 0. 5 + j 6 .2
,,

=

As done in the output matching circuit
'1- c. I = 'Xs -::. R !> _Bf - 1

Rr =

J

_L

::

I

=

~S,

~ -s-1q, 3

G-.s

:. ')(c 1 = SoJ~-~

(9')

~s~- -"L...
i:. ':> bl

:::::ios-"- :. c,::: ~ o ctl-11.f-oMHl,-,
Again the parff combination of this is required for
the resonance B.w. calculations.
')(p :::: ~.s c= Io&,
- - (':J)
"1-i, = )(s [ 1 +

l_&.)1.] -

'

'

· · )(. ~, -=
c 1 ' :.

I 113 [ i

I

:rn 1 ~tto ~lo' ~ 1.31

A3q""' ~.:_
..

o . ,::f'"'-'

-+E:~s~ '-]
I( ~5

~ o -!:,- --t

1113

~

-

-:=.

J ,. <-

'co).

Ir_.,,

~

lli --t-

s: oS- ~~

""-v-

'""-~---

-.3

and Ci = B,'."> ~ '-· 2. 'f-1•
n
-~~ \
:) ii 1 'l-lt • 1f.. I•'°
H-r = 25'0 .A., again
B.w. = 35' MHz, again
:. CT= 18.2 pf as before
: • L3 = I2 = 0. 04 3 uH; C? = 18.2-4.1-,.0, =2..=.1 pt
This completes the design of the tuned circuits.
Now the loaded "Q" of the coils should be ro
= 240~7.
B.W
~
This can be achieved by coils with ferrite cores.
IV

Biasing: -

Here the self biasing is used. The source is grounded.
We will use here V DD=+ 1,v. V GS is adjusted for In
= 10.0 mA. This dissipation is 15' x 10 = 150 mw. The
maximum ratings for 2N4416 are V DS = 30 v. ID= 10 mA.
PD ~=300 mW. So the final circuit th*s becomes:
C. '!,

1--+.-~~~--~----~--1~

c't-

\J G-s~ o

The fin al circuit

L2-

So.-

Fig.4.

The values of the components actually mounted
are as follows:
( 1-12 pf trimmer)
= 6.2 pf
C1
by pass cap. ceramic
= 500 pf
C2
= 6,6 pf
10.2 pf
(1-12 pf trimmers)
=
c,
= 9,1 pr I
.001 ut Ceramic
c6
C7
= 0.555
Approx. 8 turns AW & ~':l..'f
L1
uH
=
( enameled copper wire, close wound oo. 7/32" ceramic coil
form. Ttming by alumimium slug)
I2 = L3 = .043/UH. 2 turns AWG 16
(F.hameled copper wire 3/811 I.D. (air core)
The N.F. of this circuit was measured and found to
be 3 dBs.

I

g~

=

For our purpose three-stages were cascaded to
give maximum gain. The observed data are:
Gain
= 25' dBs.
C.F.
= 240 MHz.
B.W.
= 30 "
Input/Output impedance = 50 ohms
v.s.w.R.
= 1. 6 :1
N.F.
= 3 dBs.
Dynamic range = 29 dBm.
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TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF THE DESIGNED ANO OBSERVED DATA

PARAMETER

OBSERVED

DESIGNED

C.F.

240MH

240MH

B.W.

30

30

GAIN IN PASS BAND

25dB min

25dBS

INPUT OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

50

50

INPUT OUTPUT V.S.W.R

1· 5:1

1,6:1

DYNAMIC RANGE

25dBm

29dBm

N.F

3dB

3dB

NOMINAL

A NEW FM SYSTEM WITH A NOVEL MODULATOR DESIGN
YIELDING HIGH LINEARITY AND THERMAL STABILITY
B. G. DY
3M Mincom Instrumentation Group

Summary Using two integrators operating in parallel, a high linearity FM modulator
was designed. When one integrator is integrating, the other is being reset; thus, each
integrator is only working at half the input signal frequency. In addition, feed forward
voltage is applied to compensate for constant delay in the integrator and greatly increases
the linearity at high frequency. A complete MODEM system of 1 megahertz bandwidth
with a system linearity of ±0.5% and a thermal stability of ±0.08%/EC was achieved.
Introduction The most difficult part of the design in a DC to high frequency FM
system is the conversion of input signal to digital form. Many systems that use a
blocking oscillator suffer thermal instability when operated at elevated temperature;
those that use an amplifier integrator achieve limited range because of non-linearity at
high frequency. This article describes a design concept which avoids the above
limitations and has achieved an overall systems linearity of ±0.5% and overall
temperature stability of ±0.08%/EC, with a bandwidth of 1 megahertz.
There is no description of the demodulator section because it is a conventional zero
cross-over detector which is simple in operation. The MODEM system operates with the
Mincom Series 110 Tape Recorder at a speed of 120 ips for a 1 MHz bandwidth.
Theory of Operation of a Conventional Integrator To see how we have resolved
many of the the problems associated with a conventional integrator, we should begin by
analyzing a simple integrator. Referring to Figure 1, and assuming an ideal amplifier of
gain A (= 4) and infinite input impedance, then we can say i1 = i2, and its output is given
by equation 1,
(1)
(where t is time in seconds)
From equation 1, we have an ideal integrator which will provide an output voltage
linearly proportional to the magnitude of input voltage and time.

If we connect a Schmitt Trigger to sense the output of the integrator and use the output
of the trigger to initiate a constant discharge circuit QD), then whenever the amplifier
output reaches a preset level, the capacitor is discharged by constant coulomb QD. Thus,
we have converted the input voltage ei (t) into an output waveform whose frequency is
proportional to the magnitude of the input. Figure 2 shows the circuit and Figure 3 shows
its ideal timing diagram.
In practice, the timing diagram is as shown in Figure 4. Normally, we would like the
discharge time t2 to be very short compared to t1, so that high frequency operation can be
obtained with good linearity. The discharge time t2 is limited by the time constant of the
discharging circuit and the settling time of the amplifier. These circuit parameters
represent the first limitation for high frequency operation of a conventional integrator.
There is a second serious limitation of a conventional integrator. This is due to the
constant time delay of the system. t3 in figure 4 represents the delay between the time the
output of the integrator reaches eR and the time the Schmitt Trigger output eT rises to its
operating level. t4 is the delay between the time when the Schmitt Trigger output reaches
its operating level and the time the ID starts to discharge the capacitor. t3 and t4 constitute
a source of linearity error because they are constant with frequency. At high frequency
(i.e., short period), this fixed delay is a larger portion of the whole period.
Theory of Operation of Mincom Modulator The heart of the modulator consists of
two IC integrators connected as shown in Figure 5.
Input signal ei is fed into integrators IC1 and IC2 through R1 and R3. The outputs of the
two integrators are coupled to comparators IC3 and IC4 through resistors R6 and R12.
Resistors R7 and R13 are connected to a reference voltage where the triggering point of
the comparators can be precisely set. IC5 and IC6 fonn an RS flip-flop which is set and
reset by IC3 and IC4, alternately. The output of IC5 is used to drive switch driver 1
which in turn, drives transistor switch SWI; when SWI is on, capacitor C1 is shorted out
and IC2 stops integrating. Similarly, SW2 is driven by IC6 and shorts out C2 and stops
IC2 from integrating.
IC3 and IC4 also drive IC7. The output of IC7 is already a usable waveform except that
it is not a square wave. By going through flip-flop 2, its output, f out, provides a
symmetrical square wave and can be used to drive whatever circuit follows.
Assume that integrator 1 has been integrating and its output is shown as ei in Figure 6. At
a particular time t3, which depends on the amplitude of the input voltage ei and the
comparator reference voltage, comparator IC3 operates and its output e2 resets FF I to the
opposite state as shown by e3 and e6. The fall of e3 drives switch driver 1 which turns on
SW1. This action initiates the discharge of C1. The discharge portion of e1, which is the

time required to discharge C1, can be considered the settling time of integrator 1. This is
shown as )t3 . Obviously, this discharge period must completely elapse before another
integration is initiated. This portion of the discharge time is what limits the speed of
most conventional integrators. As will be described below, our modulator avoids this
limitation by using another integrator 2 while integrator 1 is being discharged.
While integrator 1 is being turned off by e3, integrator 2 is being turned on by e6. This
process of alternating back and forth continues but at all times the turn around portion
()t6 ) of the output signal from the integrator is not used. Thus, by using another
integrator, the error due to amplifier settling time is avoided. The time relationship of
various points is shown in Figure 6.
From Figure 6, one can see certain delays in the system. The first delay is )t1. Let us call
this the turn-on delay for integrator 2. This is the time after integrator 1 reaches reference
voltage VR11 until integrator 2 starts integrating. )t1 consists of delays in IC3, IC5, IC6,
switch driver 2 and SW2. Similarly, delay )t2 is the time after integrator 2 reaches
reference voltage VR21 until integrator 1 starts integrating again. Another delay is )t4 .
This is the time difference between when integrator 2 reaches reference voltage VR21 and
when integrator 2 starts being discharged by SW2. Delays )t1 and )t4 constitute the
integration error of integrator 2.
Delays )t1 and )t4 are fixed because they are caused by charge storage of IC’s and
transistors. Because these delays are fixed, they cause a non-linearity in the output
frequency for high input signal. By utilizing the property of the constant delays )t1 and
)t4 and using a feed-forward voltage, the other limitation of a conventional integrator
due to fiQ delays, error of integration is avoided. The voltages that are used to nullify the
effect of these fixed delays are shown in Figure 5. RS, R8, R9 provides ei1 to compensate
for integration error of integrator 1. Likewise, R5, R10 and R11 provides ei2 to
compensate for integration error of integrator 2. The overall effect of these compensating
voltages may be seen in greater detail by referring to Figure 7 and the following
explanation. Since both integrators are symmetrical, only compensations for integration
error ()t1 + )t4) of integrator 2 are shown:
eR

=

The reference voltage to which integrator 2 would integrate if there
were no delays )t1 + )t4 .

eR1

=

Actual reference voltage at which integrator 2 triggers.

eR21

=

Equivalent reference voltage error due to delay )t1 when integrator 2
begins to discharge.

eR22

=

Equivalent reference voltage error due to delay )t1 .

eR2

=

eR21 + eR22

eR2

=

eR - eR1

R is the value of R1 or R3 and c is the value of C1 or C2.
ei is the, value of the input voltage as shown in Figure 5.
(2)
From Equation 2, the 1/2 Tc period includes a fixed delay Tp. To eliminate this term, the
values of resistor R5, R8, R9, R10 and R11 are calculated so that feed-forward loop
provides the following relationship:

(3)
Combining Equation 3 with Equation 2, we obtain:

The modulator frequency is, therefore

Thus, by using feed-forward voltage to control the trigger points in the comparators, the
effects of the fixed delays on the output frequency have been eliminated.
Stability of frequency with temperature is achieved by using stable IC’s.

Conclusion The limitation on the performance of a conventional FM/Modulator has
been overcome by two approaches:
a.

The limitation due to the settling time of an amplifier is resolved by using two
integrators. This enables one integrator to start integrating while another one is
being discharged. This effectively makes each integrator work at half the input
frequency.

b.

The non-linearity at high frequency is overcome by supplying a feedforward
voltage that is superimposed on the reference voltage to the input of comparators.
The feed-forward voltage adjusts the trigger point of the comparators so that the
effects of fixed delays are nullified.

Figure 1. Circuit Diagram of an Ideal Integrator

Figure 2. Circuit Diagram of a Conventional Integrator
Used to Convert Input Voltage Frequency

Figure 3. Timing Diagram of an Ideal Modulator

Figure 4. Practical Timing Diagram for Figure 3

Figure 5. Block Diagram of 3M Mincorn Modulator

Figure 6. Timing Diagram of 3M Mincom Modulator

Figure 7. Effect of Feed-Forward Voltage on Compensating for Fixed Delays

A NEW TYPE OF PSK ANTI-AMBIGUITY SYSTEM FOR
SATELLITE APPLICATIONS
L. PERA
European Space Technology Centre (ESTEC)
Noordwijk, The Netherlands

Summary In coherent PCM-PSK links the problem of solving the phase ambiguity in
the reconstruction of the subcarrier has been traditionally solved by making use of the
knowledge of some part of the transmitted message or by employing MARK-type codes.
After a brief discussion of these well-known methods a new approach is proposed which
makes use of an auxiliary non-ambiguous PSK demodulator based on the estimation of
the sign of the message transitions.
It is shown that no particular requirements on the noise performance of this auxiliary
demodulator is needed to ensure acceptable overall performance of the antiambiguity
system. A particularly simple hardware implementation is indicated and experimental
results are presented for cases of practical interest.
1.1 General The absence of a component at the sub-carrier frequency in a binary PSK
signal precludes the use of a conventional phaselock loop to re-establish a reference for
demodulation purposes. Two methods are currently used for generating a reference subcarrier from the received signal even when the residual sub-carrier component is not
available. The first is called the “squaring loop”.
The received signal is band-pass filtered, squared to remove the modulation and the
resultant double frequency component is tracked by a conventional PLL. Frequency
dividing the output of the VCO by two, a coherent signal is available at the sub-carrier
frequency.
A direct consequence of the frequency division by two, however, is that the phase of the
reconstructed sub-carrier is 180E ambiguous with reference to the “true” sub-carrier
phase.
An alternative method often makes use of the “quadrature-channel phaselock loop”
(QCPLL) called also “Costas loop” (Fig. 1.1.1).

In the absence of noise, let the input signal be
(1)
where * (t) conveys the binary information and is equal to +1 or -1 with equal
probability in each bit interval.
The output of the VCO is
(2)
The filtered signals in the in-phase and quadrature channels are, respectively
(3)

where N = 21 - 22 is the reference phase error.
The product of these two signals gives the VCO control voltage
(4)
since *2 (t) = 1, and is independent of the modulating signal * (t), allowing proper
operation of the tracking loop.
It appears from (4) that the error voltage is a sinus function of the double of the phase
error, therefore resulting in a 180E phase ambiguity in the reconstructed sub-carrier.
With both systems, synchronous demodulation of the incoming PSK signal is
accomplished by multiplication with the reconstructed sub-carrier. As a result of the
phase ambiguity of the latter the output of the demodulator will be either the original
PCM message or its complement.
2.1 Conventional anti-ambiguity systems Let us consider first the “mark” code.
With it, the binary information representing the message in “level” form is coded in such
a way that a change from “one” to “zero” or viceversa represents a “one” in the original
message, while no change indicate a zero. In this way, the “mark” message could be
complemented without affecting the correct decoding of the original message, and, in the
case of PSK, the resulting ambiguity will be suppressed. This method, however, although
attractive for its simplicity, presents the following drawbacks:

a)

In the presence of noise the bit-error rate is twice that of conventional “level”
codes, because a single bit error in the detection process causes two consecutives
bits in error after decoding. This loss of performance could often be significant,
especially in case of satellite links.

b)

Bit errors, although randomly distributed, always appear in groups of two. If a
coding is used which permits detection of all single errors.its effectiveness will be
destroyed. The same applies for coding which provide single error correction
capability.

As an example, the ESRO PCM Telecommand Standard makes use modified (12,8)
Hamming code for the command words (correction is one bit) and of a “two-out-of-four”
code for the Mode words capability is one hit). In this case, the possibility of using code
to solve the PSK ambiguity is clearly ruled out.
A second and widely used method is to compare a part of the message for which “a
priori” knowledge is available (usually the synchronization codes) with the expected
one. A bit-by-bit comparison allows to decide whether an inversion in the message has
taken place.
The major disadvantage of such a method is that once a message inversion has occurred,
one has to wait until the next synchronization code is received.
Since very little of the information capacity of the channel is usually allocated for the
transmission of the synchronization codes the average response time of such a system
could be exceedingly long. Again, for satellite link, a fast correcting action to a subcarrier phase inversion is often a very desirable feature.
2.2 Proposed anti-ambiguity system
2.2.1 Principle of operation The basic philosophy here consists in comparing the
output of a conventional synchronous PSK demodulator (ambiguous) with the output of
a special, non-ambiguous, PSK demodulator. As it will be shown later, the actual
performance of this special demodulator (in terms of output S/N ratio) does not need to
match that of the synchronous one: in fact it could even be much worse. It is this last
consideration that makes such an approach feasible.
Let us suppose for the moment that such a non-ambiguous demodulator is available, then
the block-diagram of the anti-ambiguity system will look like the one of Fig. 2.2.1. The
outputs of demodulators A and B are added “modulo 211 and the results of this
comparison provides the information about the “true” or “complement” state of
demodulator A output in the form 0 a “high” or “low” D.C. level.

The integrator which follows the “modulo 2" adder is used to reduce the amount of noise
(mainly contributed by demodulator B) superimposed to the D.C. signal before attacking
the decision circuit. The integration time constant directly affects the performance of the
system because
a)

it sets the time necessary to take a correcting action after a change in the output of
the “modulo 2" adder has occurred.

b)

in the presence of additive noise it determines the rate at which false corrections
due to noise occur (i.e. complementing demodulator A output when this is in the
“true” state).

The output of the integrator is fed to the decision circuit which is basically a threshold
circuit whose output controls the sign of demodulator A output.
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that the key element in the system is the nonambiguous PSK demodulator B. Its principle of operation is described in the following
section.
2.2.2 Non-ambiguous PSK demodulator A direct, non-ambiguous PSK demodulator
can be achieved according to the following principle of operation. The PSK signal (B in
Fig. 2.2.2) is delayed of one half subcarrier period to give the signal C. B and C are then
added together. This simple arrangement provides, at the output of the adder, a signal
(D) which contains all the information necessary to the non-ambiguous reconstitution of
the PCM message. In fact, referring to the timing diagram of Fig. 2.2.2, where for
convenience a square-wave PSK has been drawn, we see that at each beginning of a bit
we have:
a)

a positive pulse of half sub-carrier period duration for “01” transitions in the PCM
message.

b)

a negative pulse of the same duration for “10” transitions.

c)

zero for no transitions.

In order to reconstruct the original PCM message in its “level” form a simple “set-reset”
logic will store the information at the output of the adder until the next change of bit
value in the PCM message occurs.
Analitically, the demodulator operation can be described as follows: Let the input PSK
signal be expressed by

where To is the sub-carrier period and * (t) = ± 1 conveys the binary information
associated with the PCM message.
The delayed PSK is expressed by

Let us consider now the sum of e1 (t) and e2 (t) during the genetical bit-interval of
duration TB

Remembering that the delay of 1/2 To causes the overlap in time of the first half subcarrier cycle at the beginning of each bit with the last half sub-carrier cycle of the
preceeding bit, let *n be the binary value associated with the ntn bit and *n-1the binary
value of the (n-1)th bit. According to the values of *n-1 and *n. the sum of e1 (t) and e2 (t)
yields

We can see that the beginning of each bit is marked by:
a)

a positive half sub-carrier period for “01” transition

b)

a negative half sub-carrier period for “10” transition

c)

zero for absence of transitions

As previously shown the information contained in e3 (t) is sufficient to allow nonambiguous reconstruction of the PCM message.

2.2.3 Hardware implementation In view of a possible application for satellite
telecommand PSK demodulators a prototype of an anti-ambiguity system has been built
following the guidelines indicated in the preceeding sections.
In the solution proposed an effort has been made in order to keep the amount of
hardware to a minimum to satisfy stringent requirements on weight and power
consumption.
The system is shown in block-diagram form in Fig. 2.2.3, where the main PSK
demodulator (called “demodulator A” in Section 2.2.1) is of the squaring loop type.
The anti-ambiguity system, shown in the box with dashed lines, requires only the input
PSK signal and a signal at twice the sub-carrier frequency (2x fo) readily available from
the squaring loop.
The demodulator of the anti-ambiguity system follows closely the model of Fig. 2.2.1.
However, since it employs digital rather than analog techniques, the adder of Fig. 2.2.1
has been replaced by the two comparator gates A and B; these provide pulses on two
separate lines to set and reset the memory flip-flop, corresponding to “01” and “10” data
transition respectively. In practice, the function of gates A and B and of the memory flipflop are assured by a single J-K type flip-flop. The time delay is achieved by means of a
shift-register. A complete circuit diagram of the anti-ambiguity system is shown in Fig.
2.2.4
3.1 Measured performance The tests carried out on the system described in the
preceeding sections were intended to determine the influence of modulation parameters
and of the integrator time constant on the system response time to a sub-carrier phase
inversion and to establish the average rates of false corrections in the presence of noise.
Sub-carrier/bit-rate ratios of 4 up to 32 were used, the PCM code being split-phase level.
Results are indicated in Fig. 3.1.1 and are fairly independent from the value of the
integrators time constant. The system was tested with S/N ratios down to 0 dB in a band
equal to twice the sub-carrier frequency, the phase of the reconstituted sub-carrier being
switched alternatively between 0E and 180E. Test results indicate that the response time
rises fairly smoothly from TRo in the noiseless case up to 2 TRo at 0 dB, indicating that no
threshold effects occur.
As regards the average rates of false corrections due to noise results are shown in the
curves of Fig. 3.1.2.

The integrator time constant was chosen so to have TR equal to 2,4 or 8 bits. Each family
of curves corresponds to a given TR, and the single curves are related to different subcarrier/bit rate ratios. These curves show that very good performance in terms of false
correction rates are obtained in conjunction with response times of very short duration.
From the curves above two other sets of curves can be derived, which can prove useful
for the design of such a system. The first (Fig. 3.1.3.) relates the error-rate to the time
delay TR for a given signal-to-noise ratio; the second (Fig. 3.1.4) is useful to determine
the minimum TR allowed for a given error-rate and for a given signal-to-noise ratio.
These curves are valid with good approximation for sub-carrier/bit-rate ratio up to 16.
For the ratio 32 the sets of curves of Fig. 3.1.5 and Fig. 3.1.6 have been derived.
Conclusion A system has been described which, it is believed, will provide substantial
advantages over the more classic PSK anti-ambiguity methods.
In particular, no restrictions are to be imposed on the PCM coding and no “a priori”
knowledge of the content of some part of the message is required.
The system is ideally suited for low to moderately high sub-carrier/ bit-rate ratios. For
ratios greater than 32 good performance in very noisy conditions will require a rather
large time constant, thus reducing the system response time to a sub-carrier phase
inversion. In the vast majority of space applications, however, ratios greater than 32 are
very seldom used. For the same reason, the system is particularly well adapted to
function with split-phase codes.
Further, it has been demonstrated that the systems can be built with a limited number of
integrated circuits and components making it suited for spacecraft applications.
Finally, it provides flexibility of use since it is very easy to adapt it to the requirements
of a particular application by changing the value of a single time constant.
It is worth mentioning at this point that apart from the on-board applications, the system
can also be useful for any type of ground PSK equipment either as an ambiguity resolver,
as described in this work, or as a direct PSK/PCM converter in all applications (e.g.
check-out equipment) where noise performance in not a critical requirement.

FIG. 1.1.1 QCPL LOOP

FIG. 2-2-1 ANTI-AMBIGUITY SYSTEM PRINCIPLE BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 2.2.3 ANTI -AMBIGUITY SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 2.2.4. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

FIG. 3.1.1 SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME WITH NOISE

TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF A PHASE LOCKED LOOP WITH A LINEAR PHASE
DETECTOR
By R. W. OKKES

SuI!11lla~y.-In this paper the performance of a phase locketl loop with a
linear phase detector is analyzed in terms of its inherent capability to
establish a coherent phase reference of phase modulated signals.
After introducing the general analysis for arbitrary modulating waveforms, the case of bi-phase modulation of the carrier is investigated in
detail. A comparison performed with a "standard" phase locked loop with a
product type of phase detector shows that the "linear" phase locked loop
may realise up to 5-dB improvement in tracking performance of bi-phase
modulated carriers when the modulation index is< 1.25 radian.
A comparison with data-aided and squaring loops (in case of suppressed
carrier modulation) shows that the latter types aresuperior with respect to
their tracking performance. However it is considered that the capability,
inherent to the "linear" phase locked loop, to establish a coherent phase
reference signed for a wide class of phase modulated signals, such as
multi-level PM, combined AM and PM and multiplexed bi-phase channels,
is an attractive feature, which can be utilized for coherent demodulation
of the same class of modulated signals.
Introduction.~For coherent modulation of digital phase modulated carrier
waveforms, the phase locked loop with a product or correlator type of phase
comparator is a commonly used device for coherent tracking of the received
signal phase.
The theory of operation of such a standard phase locked loop (SPLL) is
well established and it can be shown easily that only the power available
at the carrier frequency component of the received signal spectrum is used
for the purpose of generating a coherent reference signal. The tracking
performance referenced to a SPLL can be considerably improved by introducing the concept of data-aided tracking loops in which the sideband
power of the input signal is used to enhance the effective signal to noise
ratio (SNR) in the carrier tracking loop bandwidth [1].
In case of PSK modulation of the carrier, when the carrier power is
suppressed, the data-aided loop is principally equivalent to the wellknown Costas loop [2] .
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate the tracking performance
of a phase locked loop with a linear or "saw-tooth" type of phase comparator, for which obviously all sideband power is used for establishing a
coherent reference signal. A block diagram of the tracking loop is shown
in fig.1. The linear phase detector can be implemented by means of a bistable circuit of which each side is driven by the positive going "zero
crossings" of the -input and VCO signal. The filtered output of the bistable,assumed to be switched between +n and -n Volts, is shown in fig.2 as
a function of the difference in phase of its input signals.
The ease of implementation of the loop as compared to the data-aided
loops (no data feed back circuitry), together with its well known enhanced
acquisition and synchronisation capability, due to the e~tended linear
range of the loop error signal characteristic, [3 ,4] justifies a detailed
investigation of the tracking loops performance as a function of the input
signal to noise ratio and signal modulation conditions.
The performance of the "linear" phase locked loop shall be compared to
those of the standard and data-aided loops for the case of bi-phase
modulated carriers in the range of operation where linear approximation to
the loop equations are valid.
Mr. Okkes is with the European Space Technology Centre, (ESTEC), Noordwijk, Netherlands.

2.Phase locked loop analysis.-In this section we analyse the performance of the phase locked loop with a linear phase comparator in terms of
the variance of the reference signal phase estimate, when the receiver
signal x(t) is of 1 the form:
x(t) = (2P)2 sin [wot + By(t) + e] + ni(t)
(1)
where Pis the average received signal power, Bis the modulation index,
y(t) is the modulating waveform and e(t) a slowly varying function of
time. The random process ni(t) is assumed to be narrow band and Gaussian
of bandwidth Wiand single-sided spectral density N0 watts/~z,
The input signal can also be written asj
x(t) = A(t) sin [w 0 t + cj>(t) + e + en
(2)
where cj>(t) = By(t) and the probability density function (p.d.f) of en is
given by [sJ ,
p(en)=inexp(-p)~~os enexp-(psin 2en) [1 + erf(vpcosen)] for -n.::_en.::_n (3)
where
p = P/NoW. (input signal to noise ratio)
X

i

erf(x) = 2//rr J exp(-y2) dy
If the referenge signal, generated by the V.C.O. is denoted by:
r(t) = R cos (w 0 t + 0)
,the output (m1) of the linear phase comparator can be written as:
m1 ( t) = T· (<Pe)
.,
where the instantaneous error signal <Pe= cj>(t) + e + en - 0 and the
transfer function T(<Pe) is defined by (see fig.2):
(4)
T(cj>e) = ~e - 2nn for n = O, + 1, + 2
and-(2n-:- l)n.::_cj>e.::_(2n + l)n
Referring to the block diagram shown in fig.1, the phase estimate 6 can
also be expressed as~
K
8 = -2. F(s) T (cj> )
s

e

where Kv is t~e gain of the VCO.
With a= e - e, we find the following basic loop equation:
ci = e - KvF(s)T[a + cj>(t) + en]
(5)
As a(t) is a slowly varying process we make the reasonable assumption that
we may replace in (5) the ~ast var7ing term T [a+ cj>(t) + en}by .its time
average m,(a) = (T [a+ cj>(t) + en])
plus a noise term N(t) of which the
. given
.
b y:
t
power is
2
(N(t) )t = ~ : ;

JT

JnT2(a+ cj>(t) + en)p(en)dendt

0

-n

-~:tJ1J\[a+cj>(t)+en] p(en)denJ2dt

(6)

With this assumption we arrive at the loop model shown in fig.3.
The time average of T(<Pe) can be evaluated as:
m1 (a) = <T(cj>e))t = ~:

+

o

JT

Jn T(a + cj>(t) + en)p(en)d en dt
-n

With the Fourier expsi.nsion of (4) and the consideration that p(en) is an
even function, it follows:
1
lim2 JT"' (-1l+
.
m1(a) = T->«> T
k~l ·- ksink [a + cj>(t)]dt_n
cosk en p(Gn) den n;

Jn

O

At this stage of the analysis we make the assumption that the modulating
waveform y(t) consists of random binary data with levels +1. Then(7)
becomes:

( 8)

Jrr

2
k+ 1
ak = k (-1)
cosk e p(e ) dG
·
-rr
n
n
n
If we confine the solution of (5) to the conditions that m (a) can be well
1
approximated by:
,
(9)
m1 (a) = [m 1 (a)Ja=oa
with

the linear model approximation of the loop is valid and the variance oa of
the phase estimate can be written as:
2 = N~ B1
Oa

---

(10)

[m1'(a)J!=0
where Nb is the noise power density of N(t) at frequencies passed by the
low pass noise bandwidth B1 of the loop (and assumed constant in this passband). From (8) it follows that:
I

"'

L kak cos k S
(11)
k:;1
An expression for <N2(t))t is derived in Appendix A for the case of binary
phase
modulation and a~o, while the value of the noise spectral density
1
(N 0 ) is evaluated in the next paragraph.

(m1(a)) = =
a o

3 .Derivation of spectral density (N6) of noise process N(t).-The
spectral density of N(t) can only relatively easy be derived for the
conditions where the input signal to noise ratio p + o and p+oo, For p+oo, the
spectral shape of the noise is identical to the flat spectrum produced at
the output of an ordinary PM demodulator and is thus given by:
N~ (p+oo) = 1/pWi

(12)

For p+o, we find the desired spectrum from the Fourier transform of the
output signal auto correlation function RN+S(T).
It follows for p+o:
RN+s<,)~RN(T) = <en(t) 0n(t + d)t
-rr

~

0n 2. rr

It can be shown that for an ideal rectangular shaped input filter of width
wi

[_s] :

RN(T) = 2rr 2

where:

y =
k.o

2rr

sin

[Y -

-1

k

2
2/J + ; ; k 0 n
n=l ~

os,in

= k 0 (,) =

1TWi~
W~
I
Denoting the spectral density of N(t) at zero frequency by N0

N~ = 4 0 f"'

~(,)

+ ••• + 1.3.5 .. (2n-l)
k2n+l
2.4.6 .. 2n(2n+l) o

and with:
rkodt

,

we have,
( 14)

d,

Expanding sin- 1 k 0 as,
sin-lko = ko + k2o,33

0

( 13)

2W.
l

and also because form> 3~
of;omdt < oJooko3dt = ~ii
it follows for (14) after some manipulations:
N0 I < 0.87 TI 2 /Wi
(15)
Would the output noise power spectrum of the phase comparator have been
flat with a bandwidth of Wi/2, the spectral density would yield 2TI2/3Wi(see
Appendix A for the derivatation of the total output noise power for p+o),
This consideration leads to the definition of a "loss" factor (r) given by:
I

r = No Wi

(16)
2(N2Tt))t
which has asymptotic values of:
ro"' 1.3 for p+o
and
roo"' 1
for p+oo
Based on the heuristic argument that the spectral shape should show
simularity to the one produced at the output of a coherent detector preceded by a limiter fed with a binary PM carrier, the "loss" factor r can be
approximated as postulated in the latter case r6] • Hence:
(17)
r"' [1 + (r 0 -l)e -p(l-S/2)] o ~ s ~ t;2
With the expression for <N2(t))t , derived in Appendix A, the value for
1
N0 can now be computed with (16) and (17),
4.System performance and comparison with standard and data-aided type
phase locked loops.- In this section first some results are presented of a
numerical evaluation on a digitial computer of various expressions derived
1
in the preceding paragraphs to illustrate the particular behaviour of the
linear phase detector in "noisy" conditions. Then finally the performance
of the loop, expressed in terms of the variance of the phase estimate, will
be compared to those of the standard and data-aided types of phase locked
loops.
In fig.4 graphs are shown denoting the phase detector output "error"
signal as a function of the input phase difference (a) with the signal to
noise ratio (p) and the carrier modulation index (S) as parameters. The
magnitude of the output "error" signal is obtained by evaluating (8), where
the factor ak = Tibk is given by the definition of bk in (A2) of Appendix A.
The graphs with S = o show clearly that for decreasing values of p, the
phase detector characteristic degrades graduaily to a sine wave if p<<l,
and hence operates then essentially as a product detector.
Phase modulation of the carrier creates an unstable system singularity
at values of a"'n~S, with consequently a= TI as a stable node. This effect
expresses itself as polarity ambiquity of the detected binary data. Fig.5
and 6 show respectively the values of th,e noise output power of the linear
phase detector (N2(t))t and the "loss" factor r, obtained by evaluating (A9)
and (17) for various values of p, with Sas parameter.
For the purpose of a straightforward comparison of the performance of the
loop with linear phase detector ( Lin. PLL) with that of other types of
phase locked loop,we evaluate the variance of the phase estimate for each
type of loop for low values, up to say 0.4 radians. Within that range,
which is also of most practical interest, rather simple expressions can be
obtained for the variance of the phase estimate of the SPLL and data-aided
or Costas phase locked loops.
For the SPLL with the type of input signal as defined before, the
variance of the phase estimate (crs) is given by
0

2 "'

s

N0 B1s
--2-

Pcos S

if

08

< 0.4 radian

(18)

where B1s is the system noise bandwidth.
Comparing the performance of the Lin. PLL with the SPLL, it follows with
(10) and (18) for the condition of BL= B1s,
a2
ct

2r<N2(t))

I 2=
as

p cos2B

J

[ml , (ct) ~=o

a

ct

and a

s

< 0.4

( 19)

Fig.7 shows the value of cr&/as 2 as a function of p with Bas a parameter.
For the numerical evaluation use is made of (11) and the values for N2(t) t
and r given in fig.5 and 6.
Note that for the condition where pand B > 1,corresponding to the normal
range of operation, the Lin.PLL is always superior to the SPLL. If p =Odb
an operation point which is relevant to the case of binary data modulation
with a detector bit error rate of< 10-5, the relative improvement in terms
of the received signal to noise density ratio (P/No) when using a Lin.PLL
instead of a SPLL is given in fig.8 with Bas a parameter.
For the data-aided loop, which block diagram is given in fig.9, it can
be shown [1J that by proper choice bf the loop parameters and for bit error
rates <<o,5, practically the total side-band power adds to the carrier
power for establishing the reference phase,
In comparing the Lin.PLL and the optimum data-aided loop performance,
both loops operating with the same noise bandwidth and considering again
only low values of the variance of the phase estimate (denoted by O'd for tJ-e
data-aided loop), it follows with (19):
2
2 = 2r(N (t)) p ,
ad
.
a ct and ad 2 O. 4
( 20)
1
2

a&;

·

L( B)

[m

1

(ct)]ct=o

where L(B) is the "loss" factor of the data aided loop Fig.10 shows a set of
graphs, indicating the value of cr~/ad 2 as a function of p for B = 1, 1.2 and
n/2. For B = n/2 the performance of the data-aided loop is identical to
that of the well-known Costas or squaring loop, for which realistically a
loss factor of L = 1 + p/p [2] is taken into account. For B<n/2, the dataaided loop is considered here as ideal (L = 1).
Although it is apparent from fig.10 that the performance of the dataaided and squaring loop are superior to that of the Lin.PLL, it should be
emphasised at this point that the Lin.PLL may establish a coherent phase
reference signal for wide class of digital phase mopulated signals producing a
symmetric carrier spectrum of which the frequency area around the mean
frequency is relatively free of spectral components. The Lin.PLL will then
be locked on the mean value of the carrier phase.
This property of the Lin.PLL can prove to be very attractive in case of
modulation types such as multi-level digital PM, combined multi-level AM
and PM and multiplexed bi-phase channels.
Conclusions: -rt has been demonstrated that the tracking performance of
the commonly used standard phase locked loop operating on bi-phase
modulated carriers, can be improved remarkably (depending on signal to
noise ratio and modulation index) by using a linear phase error detector in
lieu of the product type of detector.
The ease of implementation, together with its good acquisition
properties makes the "linear" phase locked loop an attractive device for
establishing a coherent reference signal fqr the demodulation of complex
digital modulation schemes, operating at relatively high input signal to
noise ratio's. As has been shown however, data-aided phase locked loop
systems have better tracking performance for low signal to noise conditions,
but require rather complex, modulation dependent, decision feedback
circuitry.

Finally, we note that the receiving equipment of the ESRO telemetry
ground stations are equipped with linear phase tracking loops operating on
a 10MHz i.f. frequency, which are preceded by a fixed 3 KHz bandpass filter.
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APPENDIX A
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1. Derivation of (N ( t )) t

2
As a first step in the derivation of (N ( t )) t we compute:
m2(S) = -TIJTIT
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For S>o, it follows with (4):
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The expression in (Al) is also valid for S < O.
The integrals in (Al) can be conveniently solved by using for p (8 ) an
alternative expression to (3):
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and 1 F1 (a; b; c) is the confluent hypergeometric function.
straightforward manipulations we have:
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As a next step in the analysis we derive:

For the linear phase characteristic it follows:
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With (A2) this expression can also be written as:
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Similar expressions for (A4) and (A6) are also derived in [1] using
2
different series expressions. Asymptotic values for respectively 0 (p),
8
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For a modulating signal consisting of a sequence of binary data and
modulation index~ it follows that the noise power of the output of the
linear phase comparator for zero phase error (a= o) is given by
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In deriving asymptotic values for (N ( t )) t , i t follows:
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PHASE DETECTORS IN PRESENCE OF NOISE
By A.H. POUZET

Summary.- The phase detector is an important device used
extensively in phase locked loops and in coherent detectors.
Its characteristics must be known to predict the behaviour of
the phase locked loop especially by non linear analysis. Noiseless analysis has been made for great varieties of phase
detectors, but a satisfactory analysis in presence of noise is
still needed. Many authors make the implicite assumption that
the characteristics in presence of noise and without noise are
alike, what is wrong. In fact it will be shown that all phase
detector characteristics become sinusoidal at low signal to
noise ratios whatever their noiseless characteristic may be.
Besides, it will also be shown that when used as coherent detec
tors, sinusoidal phase detectors are better than linear phase
detectors regarding the output signal to noise ratio, and output signal to noise spectral density ratio.
Introduction.- In phase locked loops the phase detector is
used to measure the phase difference between a periodic input
signal and the output of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
as shown in the general scheme of a basic phase locked loop
(Fig. 1). The study of the exact behaviour of the phase locked
loop is complicated due to the characteristic of the phase
detector which is necessarily non linear. Indeed, we are not
able to measure the phase difference between two sine waves
of the same frequency without introducing some ambiguity ;
generally the measurement is made modulo one period, that is
to say modulo 2~ radian, and in some cases of extended range
phase detectors, it is made modulo 2N~ radian, N integer. In
any case, the study of the phase locked loop during acquisition (pull-in range, lock-in range)~ unlock, and skipping
cycles requires the knowledge of the phase detector characteristic. The noiseless analysis has been made by the use of
phase-plane plots (Ref. 1) for the sinusoidal phase detector
and has been also conducted for·o ther noiseless phase detector
characteristics (Ref. 2, 3 and 4) such as triangular,sawtooth,
.•• and so on ••• All these analysises are only valid without
noise or with _very little noise, that is to say very high
signal to noise ratios.
Big efforts have been supported to
conceive and build phase detectors which are linear on an
extended range, because the analysis of phase locked loops
using such phase detectors leads to improved performances,
compared to the sinusoidal phase detector, concerning pull-in
range, lock-in range and threshold, provided that this linear
characteristic is preserved in presence of noise. Besides,
coherent detectors with a linear phase characteristic are wished for demodulation of multiplex of subcarriers because they
would be free of intermodulct:ion inherent to non-linear phase
detector characteristics and they would afford signal to
noise ratio improvements. The question arises whether the noiseless characteristic of a phase detector is maintained or not
in presence of noise,and if i~is not, what its becomes.
I.- Some types of phase detectors - We shall consider four
types of phase detector characteristics which are often
A. H. Pouzet is with the Centre National d"Etudes Spatiales, France

encountered in practice in phase locked loops. Previously, let
us only remember the true multiplier as a phase detector : its
is well known that its behaviour has a sinusoidal characteristic whatever the signal to noise ratio is, with a gain proportional to the amplitude of the signal and the ouput signal to
noise ratio proportional to the input signal to noise ratio.
The first type of phase detector studied will be the sinusoidal one, made up by the association of a true multiplier
preceded on the signal input by a hard limiter ; without noise
its phase characteristic is sinusoidal. The second type will
be the linear one, or sawtooth phase detector. Many designs
are possible, the simplest being obtained with a flip-flop
which is set by the input signal, and reset by the reference
signal ; without noise its phase characteristic is linear between -n and+ n.The third type will be the triangular one,
obtained for instance by a true multiplier or a logical exclusive OR with two hard limiters on the input and on the referen
ce ; without noise its characteristic· is linear with positive
slope between - n and+ n with negative slope between+ n
and 3n
2
2
2

2

The fourth type will be the bang-bang phase detector used in
digital phase locked loops ; it delivers only a qualitative
information, the output being equal to plus or minus one accor
ding to the phase between O and +n, or O and -n; without noise
its characteristic is rectangular.
The four types of phase detector characteristics are represented (Fig. 2)
II.- General characteristics of a phase detector in presence of noise - In what follows, the problem is restricted to
the study of the characteristic of a phase detector receiving
on its input a narrow band signal with additive noise (Fig. 3)
The noise process n(t) is supposed to be gaussian, stationary
and resulting from a symmetrical narrow band-pass filtering
about pulsat:ion w0 of a wide band noise process of density No
W/Hz. Therefore it may be decomposed in (Ref. 5)
n (t) = n (t) sin Wot+ n (t) cos Wot
1
2
n (t) and n (t) are two independant low pass gaussian noise
1
processes
wfth densi!)r2No W/Hz. If the input signal is a sine
wave of amplitude~ the input of the phase detector is
Irr sin 11.ot + n 1 (t) sin Wot + n 2 (t) cos 11ot
The input is characterized by the signal1D noise ratio
p
(1)
z = 2NOW
with 2W equivalent noise bandwidth of the input band pass filter. The output y is a function of the phase difference
between the signalc3'1d the reference, of the signal to noise
ratio Z, and of the noiseless characteristic C of the phase
detector
y = f (0o, Z, C)
Let C (0) be the most general phase detector characteristic
(Fig. 4) that we assume for the moment periodic of period 2n .
Most input signals being double side band modulated, we
also assume the characteristic is odd, such that
C (0) = - C (-0)
C (0) may be expanded in Fourier series of the variable 0

C (9) =

...
l
n=1

Cn sin ne

1
with Cn = Tr

11rc
Tr

(9) sin ne dS

For a constant phase difference So between the signal and the
reference, the output is

...
l

C (So)=

Cn sin n9o

n=1
If now there is noise at the input, it appears at the output
a phase deviation 8, or phase noise which is a random variable
characterized by its density function p (9) for -1r<8<+1r
The output becomes y = C (9 0 +9)
The mean characteristic in presence of noise is given by the
expectation over 0 of y ( 0)
+Tr

I1 Cn
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The last term is zero because p (0) is an even function
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It way be shown (appendix I ) that
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Bessel functions being tabulated, it is possible, for any
phase detectorcharacteristic, using its Fourier series
expansion of coefficient Cn, to compute the steady-state response in presence of noise.
This has been done for the four types of phase detectors presented in the previous section and results are plotted in
function of the input signal to noise ratio Z (Fig. 5). We see
that all phase characteristics, except the sinusoidal one, are
heavily distorted by a strong noise and that they all tend to
become sinusoidal at low signal to noise ratios, practically
for Z <·0.1. This can be easily deduced from relation (4) by
using asymptotic properties of Bessel functions
If Z<<1

I~)+ 0 except v=O for which I

0

(~)+1

So E(y)=~ c1 sin0o
At low signal to noise ratios all phase detectors have formal-

ly a sinusoidal characteristic and the gain is proportionnal
to the amplitude c 1 of the fundamental term of the Fourier
series ~ansion or C (0)
E (y)+
~ 0) sine d0] sin80

;z [i£.

- tr

(

For the sinusoidal phase detector (limiter+ multiplier) we
obtain,without approximation 1 and for all Z
ltrZ
Z [I
Z + I (Z)
E(y) = ~
- C exp (--)
(-)
2
1
2
o 2
1 2
If

Z»1

Sd E (y)+

Z

1

J sin

00

( 6)

Z

I~ ( 2 ) ~ exp <2 >

l

Cn sin n0o= C (0o)
·
· o b taine
· d f or h'ig h signal to noise
Of course n=l
~ne c h aracteristic
ratios is the noiseless characteristic.
III.- Computation of signal to noise ratios - For the signal
to noise ratio, we use the following definition
S

N

2
E (y)

=

( 7)

E(y)2 _ E2(y)

y being the output of the phase detector.
For the sinuosidal phase detector, we obtain easily
2
• 2 eo
sin
z exp (-Z) [I 0
+ I1
[l - 1-Exp(-Z)
] · -sin
, 2 8 oq
irz Exp (-Z) I (-)+I
z
zi2
(- cos20o
z[ o 2
2
1 2

*

<!>

<!>]

( 8)

which is plotted (Fig. 6) versus z and0. The asymptotic limits are
tr
. 2
(9)
2 z sin 0o
If Z<<1 f+
N 4 X
If

Z>>1

f+ 2 z tg 2 9o
N

(10)

For small 0o, we find again classical results, the introducticn
of a limiter at the input of the multiplier leading to a loss
of - 1.05 dB at low Z (Ref. 6) to a null loss at high Z, by
comparison with the ou1put 2 zeo2 of a perfect multiplier.
For the sawtooth phase detector, the same way of computation
leads to the results shown (Fig. 7) with the asymptotic limits
If

Z<<1

S

N+

3

2

tr x 2 Z sin 0 0
(11)
2
If Z»1 f+ 2
(12)
So the saw~ooth phase detector, besides the fact it becomes
sinusod.dal, has a degradation of 3 - about -3.21 dB - at low
signal to noise ratios.
2i'
For the triangular phase detector and the bang-bang phase
detector we only give the asymptotic results, the computation
becoming cumbersome :
. 29- o
Z<<1
(13)
sin

ze/

triangular phase detector

{

z>>1

( 14)

bang-bang phase detector

' Z<<1

(15)

z>>1

(16)

{

So the triangular and bang-bang phase detectors exhibit at low
signal to noise ratios - for z<o.1 - a loss of respectively
-1.12 dB and - 1.96 dB.
IV. Computation of signal to noise S£ectral density ratios The complete evaluation of signal to noise density ratios requires a great deal of computation. So we shall only determine
the limits at high and low input signal to noise ratios using
the fact, established by Davenport (Ref. 5) that the output
of a non linear device consists of three terms : one due to
interaction of signal with signal (SxS), one due to interaction of signal with noise (SxN) and one due to interaction of
noise with noise (NxN). When the input signal to noise ratio
is high, we may neglect the term (NxN) and conversely when it
is low, we may neglect the term (SxN).
The compute.ti.on at high signal to noise ratios is easy because
we apply linear superposition of signal and noise ; at low
signal t? noise ratios we compute the output signal as the
(SxS) term using the results of section II, and we compute the
output noise spectral density near DC (NxN) by assuming there
is pratically only noise at the input. The output signal to
noise spectral density is noted (S)
and is only valid near
DC, or in a small bandwidth
N Hz compared to W.
For the sinusoidal phase detector, we have evaluated (Appendix
II) the noise density at the output of the limiter preceding
the multiplier, and made the spectral convolution with the
sinusoidal reference. The results are dependant of the type
of band-pass filter at the input of the phase detector (Note
that the signal to noise ratios previously established were
independant of the type of filter).
If
(~)Hz+ 0.86 ;
If

2
sin 0 0

0

(rectangular filter)

(1!)

Z<<1
{

(~)Hz+ 0.945 ;

2
sin e 0

(19)
or, a loss, at low Z, of about -0.65 dB and -0.25 dB compared
to the true multiplier used as a coherent detector (Note that
the loss is less than that of signal to noise ratio).
For the sawtooth phase detector, we have computed the output
noise spectral density with noise at the input (Appendix III)
and derived the following results.
<~>
P e- 0 2
(20)
If Z >>1
N Hz + No

s

If

Z<<1

{<N>Hz
s

(N)Hz

+

0.513

+

0.512

0

p

No

2
sin 0 0

p
. 2e-o
sin
NO

(one-pole filter)

(rectangular-filter)

(21)

(one pole filter)

(22) -

Therefore a loss of about -2.9 dB in the two cases of filter
For the triangular phase detector, the noise density at the
output of the limiter (Appendix II) about the fundamental frequency and its odd harmonics, is determined and its convolution
with the square reference leads to the output noise density.
S

P

2

If

z>>1 <N>Hz+ No9o

If

Z«1J<~>H;o. 85 ~o

(23)
sin

2

So (rectangular filter)

2
1c~>Hz+ 0.935 ~o sin 8o(one pole filter)

(24)
(25)

Or respectively a loss, at low Z, of about -0.70 dB and -0.30
dB.
For the bang-bang phase detector, the output noise density is
equal to the noise density after the limitation ofn 1 (t)orn,(t),
(equivalent low pass noise processes of the inpuL noise,.
We obtain
If Z»1 (~)
+ ex>
(26)
N Hz
If

(-NS)

Z<<1

2
+0,80 _NPo sin 0o (rectangular filter)

Hz

(27)

{

2
(28)
<i>Hz +0,92 ~o sin 0o (one pole filter)
or respectively a loss of about -0.97 dB and -0.36 dB.
All these results show that the best of all these phase detectors used as coherent detectors, is the sinusoidal one, and
that the linear phase detector exhibits a degradation of near
- 3 dB.

V.- General characteristics of a phase detector in presence of angle modulation and noise
If the input is now angle modulated, it is possible to generalize the relation (4) of section II. Assume the input signal
is
(29)
vii sin (wot +4>(t) ) + n(t)
The output signal of the phase detector will be
y=C (0o-4>+0)
0ostatic angle between input and reference
4> angle modulation of input signal
0 random angle modulation due to the noise n(t)
The mean output of the phase detector becomes now the double
expectation over the ensemble of noise and over the ensemble
of modulation,
E (y) =_blC(0o-4>+0) p (0,$) d0,d$
(30)
But modulation process and noise process are statistically independant therefore
p (9,4>) = p (9) p ($)
(31)
CX)

and

c

So

E(y) =

(9) =

~

n!-i

c

(j l
JI N=1

.

n sin n 0

CX)

Cn sin n (0 0 -$+0)

p(e)

p(4>) d0,d$

We suppose also, what is generally the case, that the modulation process is symmetrical with zero mean.
p(~) = p(-+); this allows us to write
E (y) =

I

Cn E(cos n0) sin n0o f'cos n~p(~) d~

(32)

'J '

n=1

E (y)= nL Cn

t;z

exp

<-!> [ In;1 <!>

+ In;1

<!~ sin0

0

x/cos n ~p(~) d~
(33)
This equation is very general and allows the derivation of the
mean output of a phase detector of any characteristic, for any
8 0 in presence of gaussian noise with any input filter, and any
modulation process provided that its density function p(~) is
known.
For instance, look at the characteristic of a sinusoidal phase
detector in presence of gaussian noise and gaussian modulation
In this case
Cn = O for n t 1 and

c1

= 1

exp-JL
-2<Pe2
and P ( "')
~

l2ir"

"'~e r.m.s. mo d u 1 ation
.
. d ex
in

~e

It is easy to find
E(y) = ./;z

exp(-~) [I

0

(~)

+ I

2
<!>
J
exp(-<P~
)
1

sin0o

(34)

This a classical well known result, the original characteristic being multiplied by a first term which is the noise suppression factor, and by a second term, which is the modulation
suppression factor.
Conclusion.- It has been shown that the phase detector
characteristic is heavily distorted by the presence of additive noise at the input and there is an unavoidable degeneration of all types into a sinusoidal characteristic at low
signal to noise ratios, typically below 0.1, or minus 10 dB.
So we cannot hope improved performances of phase detectors if
these devices must work in strong noise. The best of all devices is the multiplier which does not exhibit loss at low signal
to noise ratios. Nevertheless if the sinusoidal characteristic
is a major disadvantage for intermodulation, and if an extended quasi linear range is necessary, the way to obtain it in
presence of strong noise is to build a noiseless characteristic of any type but defined modulo 2 N~, so that the degenerated characteristic would be
-hZ
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9
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which could be considered, in a range around the origin, as N
times more linear than the normal characteristic sin0 0 •
Ap;eendix I
The joint probability density function of the envelope Rand
phase e of a sine wave of power P with additive noise power o!I.
is given by
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Appendix II
The autocorrelation function of a limited narrow band gaussian
process is given by
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with ~T) = pn(T) cosw T,pn(T) normalised autocorrelation func0
tion of thee:iuivalent low-pass processes n Ct) et n (t). By
using powers series and trigonometric identities, w~ may write
after some manipulations.
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taking the Fourier transform leads to the spectral density
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This expression has been evaluated in the different zones at
the output of the limiter, for the case of an ideal rectangular filter and for the case of a one pole filter, and results
are used in section IV.
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Appendix III
The autocorrelation of the output of a linear phase detector
with narrow band gaussian noise at the input is obtained from
the joint density function of the output phase e =0(t ) and
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The Fourier transform has been evaluated numerically and
results are used in section IV for two types of input filter
(rectangular and one-pole)
Appendix IV
The autocorrelation of a limited low-pass gaussian process
(n (t) or n (t) ) is equal to
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The output no1se spectra of the bang-bang phase detector is
~iven by the Fourier transform.
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This has been evaluated for two types of input filter (rectangular and one pole) and applied in section IV.
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A NEW VHF-INTERFEROMETER WITH THREE STEERABLE
HIGH-GAIN-ANTENNAS FOR SATELLITE-TRACKING
W. FOGY
Institute for Avionics and Microwaves of the (DFVLR)
German Aero-Space-Research Establishment.

Summary The German-Central-Ground-Station near Weilheim, Bavaria, called
Z-DBS, operates now on VHF-Telemetry and Telecommand. Its monopulse-autotracksubsystem measures one way doppler datas and medium-precise (~0,25E RMS) direction
angular (AZ,EL) datas. For precise orbital tracking the station will now be completed by
a VHF-Interferometer with three steerable high-gain-antennas, using the angular
information of the existing system for initial acquisition and ambiguity resolution. Such
a system is applicable to track most near-earth-satellites in orbit without needing a global
network even with a relatively low percentage of contact time because of its large
angular- and distance-coverage from one topos. The interferometer, now under
construction, will be ready for operation at the end of 1973. The present paper gives a
brief description of the parameter requirements, the system itself and the methods used to
overcome the very high technical difficulties. The total residual direction error is
predicted not to exceed (10÷15)”, including nearby ground reflexions but excluding
residual athmospheric propagation effects. High side-lobe-suppression-antennas with
extremly stable phase characteristics as well as a 3-channel-piloting-receiver-system are
used to make the antenna’s difference-phase errors small enough and to eliminate phase
changes throughout long cables and receivers. A computer operates the whole system to
a high degree of automacy and evaluates and smoothes the direction datas.
Introduction In 1967 the author suggested the central-station-concept as a base for the
german VHF ground system to be erected. This concept consists of a central station
(called Z-DBS) equipped for VHF TM, TC in a first and precise Tracking in a further
stage, located as close as possible to the german control center. This main station is
assisted by a few small receiving stations, operating in an automatic mode, located
stationer or semimobile dependent on the missions; the whole system is compatible for
cooperation with other organisations (f.i. NASA). All events and station processes,
during a given mission, which can be predicted to an allowable degree of tolerance for a
given time intervall be operated automatically by programm or adaptive self-steering.
Most of the mission commands are given through the central station, even in cases of
retarded execution, if a reliable spacecraft tape-Telemetry system is available. The
needed high degree of reliability on spacecraft and ground can be assumed. Though the

equipment investments per station are higher than for a normal station, one does not need
a world wide system for many missions and the lower current operations-costs in
personal and data transfer will justify such a system. The first stage was successful
operated with “AZUR” and is now being prepared for “AEROS” and “SYMPHONIE”.
Tracking datas have been supplied by NASA during the whole mission.
To complete the main station with the tracking function a VHF-radio-interferometer with
steerable-high-gain-antennas has been designed and is now under construction. The
central-station-concept requires for the tracking of responderless VHF-Beacon-Satellites
a long range high coverage interferometer, therefore existing interferometers as
Minitrack (NASA) or Diana (CNES, ESRO) are not to be considered. Steerable highgain-antennas will provide better signal/noise ratio even at distances up to the moon and
cover most of the upper topocentric hemisphere. In case of a low orbiting satellite, if
only a few short contacts per day may be available, it is possible to determine the orbital
parameters and their time-derivities for prediction and post flight use, if direction datas
from a single or a few passes with high precision are measured from one station only.
This has been shown by analysis of covariance-matrices for a low orbiting as well as for
the transfer orbit of a geostationary satellite [1/11,12]. The importance to measure as
precise as possible any available piece of orbit and to calculate the orbit as fast as
possible is evident. The system is operable for post lounch phases and needs a-prioriinformation about the orbit for use of a differential-orbital-detemination computerprogram.
The principal operation of an one-base-interferometer is illustrated in fig.1. A plane
wave is assumed incident at an angle $ with respect to the base B. Antennas 1 and 2 are
in our case steerable and pointed into the direction of the wave. The wavelength is
designated with 8. Points 1 (2) represent the two phase centers of the antennas. As
reference point the base-center is used. In case of a CW-signal it is possible to measure
the phase-difference 1N2 instead of the time delay L.)r If base B is large compared with
8, we have to solve for an ambiguity, that means for an integer n of wavelength because
phase-measurement is modulo 2B. If we know by measurements 1N2 , 8, the base B and
its orientation, the direction cosine of $ may be calculated. Satellite’s position must than
be on an rotation-hyper-boloid with focal points 1 and 2 and the range difference )r . If
the range is large with respect to B, we get a cone through the symmetrical reference
point as an approximation. In case of a moving target, precise timing, correction for
propagation and equipment delay’s and influence of averaging by bandwidth must be
taken into account; furthermore the direction of incoming wave is not the true
geometrical direction to the satellite beacon because of propagation phenomena in the
atmosphere of the earth.

To find the complete direction of the incoming wave, we need a second base, usually
orthogonal with equal length. The two bases are given direction to NS and EW. In case
of steerable antennas it is less expensive to use only 3 antennas. It is reasonable to locate
the 3 antennas as indicated in fig.2 and Use as a reference point the center of
hypothenuse.
Ambiguity “n” will be solved using the angular datas of the cooperating existing
monopuls-autotrack-antenna-system. This high gain antenna-receiver system [1/15,16] is
capable of measuring the direction of the incoming wave by autotrack mode with an
error ± .2E down to 20E EL and less than ±.5E at 15E. The information (AZ,EL) is
available in digital form for use in the station computers. The table in fig.1 shows the
angular intervall )$ per 360E phase shift versus the direction angle $ and the integer “n”
[for the frequency range VHF 136 ÷ 138 MHz and a base length 126 m that corresponds
to about 57 8]. The available accuracy of angular datas delivered by the monopulsantenna will be sufficient for ambiguity-solution [1/2,3,4]. Once the satellite-beaconsignal has been acquired and antennas have been pointed correctly, steering can be made
either by slave-tracking through the autotrack-antenna or by self-steering by computer as
long as ambiguity remains solved.
The main subsystems of the interferometer are: the 3-antenna system, the receiverphase-measuring-system, the process-computer-system, consoles for handling and
monitoring, and interfaces to the existing station, especially the autotrack-monopuls
system, the timing equipment, which provides UT with an accuracy of .1 msec and
modems to the data lines to the Control Center.
The error situation of such an interferometer has been carefully analysed [1/15,16,17].
Table in fig.1 shows, that near vertical incidence 1 degree change in phase difference
corresponds to 10" in direction, whereas at low elevation we get 36"/degree phase.
Because there are so many different reasons errors can be produced, we have a serious
problem to hold each error (or its residual after correction of systematic errors) small
enough.
Antenna-system First we have to discuss errors arising on the antenna-system, leading
to erroneous phase difference measurement.
Coherent multipath errors: Different ground reflections will cause a phase error,
though antennas are assumed with equal properties, but not with enough side lobe level
suppression, or, at lower EL if the vertical antenna pattern does not provide enough
signal suppression at deviation angles
from beam-maximum approximately twice the
EL. Since the interferometer must operate with full precision above 20E EL and should
hold precision as good as possible down to 15E, the discussion of this question leads to a

trade off between realisable antenna properties with reasonable expences, unequalness of
ground reflection properties in amplitude and phase and realisable means to equalize
that. Fig-3 shows definitions used for a simple calculation and the trade off results for a
pair of antennas. The main signal is assumed to unity, the phase difference to be
measured being eliminated. Under such condition each antenna produces on its output an
additional, in general different (D1 D2, Q1 Q2) multipath signal, which is added to the
main signal vector. We ask for the phase-difference )N between the two resulting
signals, which must be a very small angle. Therefore D1 D2 are both small values and the
mean phase Q is undefined. The error-angle can be computed from fig.3(a).

neglecting higher order terms (D, )D) in (1) we get a usefull approximation for (1)

which is presented in fig-3(b) for some possible values of )D/2D between zero and .5.
For the three selected points 1,2,3 fig-3(c) illustrates the maximal influence of different
multipath vectors ()D, )Q) on )N versus D in dB. Curve 1 does not need any equalness
of ground reflections. To reach )N < .1E in the worst case ()Q = B) we need -60 dB
suppression by antenna, which is not realizable. If we permit a Ap in the order of 20 %
of D and a )Q up to 20E we get curve 3. Than -40 dB is a reasonable value for D , which
can be realised for the vertical diagram, as we will see later, on low elevation (15E). The

maximal phase-error on the antenna outputs, assuming equal antennas and pointing, will
therefore be less than .1E under above conditions. A considerable part of this error will
be eliminated by calibration by aircraft.
Ground reflections assuming physical ground conditions (ice, snow, water, dry loam ... )
have been calculated [1/36]. The result was, that without special means the conditions
for )Q and )D can not be met. Therefore a system of 4 concentric metallic fences was
proposed and will be mounted around each antenna. Modelling-measurements made at
x-band [1/29] showed optimal fence-datas and properties: hight over ground (4m), depth
underground (1m), the radii 16, 24, 32 and 44 m. The fences build-up regular and shifted
n-corners with the upper line slightly saw-tooth shaped. Than )Q can be predicted not to
exceed 20E and )D will remain lower than 20 % of D. Because of the determined
scattering rather than reflection phenomena, there will be an additional multipath
propagation attenuation with respect to the specular case on p at low EL of about 6 to 30
dB. Furthermore-measurements have shown that irregularities of the ground surface
within the critical regions and ground reflections coming from outside of the station at
deviations from the horizontal by a few degree do not cause greater influence.
Antennas have been conceived and their predictable properties computed by H. Oettl, H.
Goessl [1/27,2,3]. Only a brief description can be given here. Fig.4(a) illustrates the
antenna-array-type above a reflector and the coordinate system, (b) the most important,
computed and specified properties, including degradation-effects by tolerances in
position of radiators and their amplitude resp. phase-illumination. The array consists of
32 crossed dipoles oriented at 45E versus the axis. Electrical steering is EL above AZ.
Polarisation is right resp. left circular and can be switched from predictions, periodically
or from the monopulse-autotrack-system which is able to determine the degree of
polarisation incoming. Construction is extremly stable in a static as well as dynamic
sense. To provide very high side-lobe-suppression, illumination is made by DolphTschebyshev-tapering the amplitudes with equal phases. Cabeling is made very stable
and protected against temperature and humidity effects. Curves shown in fig.4(b) are
taken from computed amplitude-patterns versus
for different cuts in Q. There are
shown the -3 and -20 dB curves of the main lobe, the angular position ( , Q) of the 1.
side lobe and of equal-level-points on the main lobe. Due to the right scale the worstcase side-lobe-suppression depending on Q is shown. The back side radiation pattern
(Q > 90E) is below -40 dB. Measurements on existing antennas and comparison with
calculations showed good agreement so we are shure that these values will hold. From
fig.4(b) it is seen, that all requirements outlined with respect to multipath interference at
low EL will be satisfied. Vertical pattern will look at 15E EL to the critical ground zone
with a relative weighting below -45 dB (Q = 90E).

Phase characteristic-error: Fig-5 shows the requirements specified with respect to
the phase characteristic of the antenna. Values are taken from computations and phase
measurements carried out on existing antennas. Shown curves represent the maximum
expectable phase-deviations as a result from the tolerances indicated in fig.4 and
distributed in such a way, that unsymmetrical characteristics occur. The result may be
interpreted: If all antennas are pointed to the incoming wave accurate and equal, phase
error may be neglected because it will be much smaller than .1E. The table indicates 3
pattern-deviation-ranges for operation with their corresponding phase-errors which can
be expected. A large part of this error is a systematical one, because by calibrating the
interferometer with an RF-beacon on an airplane most of this error can be corrected. In
some cases, if a satellite passes near the zenit over the station at low altitudes, the
EL/AZ-steering cannot follow precise and will loose the satellite because of limited
azimutal angular-speed. In such case angle-lead-steering with an average azimut has
been successfully practised with deviation in
up to 4 degree. The uncorrected error is
than expected to rise up to .4 degree phase. From fig.4 it is also seen that coherent
pointing of the three antennas must be held better than .05E because otherwise additional
phase pattern errors would occur due to the unavoidable distance p (fig-5) between ELaxis and reflector. This type of error is related to a slight change of the base B and
discussed later [1/28].
Error by scattering from antennas: As an outcome this type of error is completely
negligible at EL down to 15E. To get an estimation, fig.6 shows the angular-geometry
between antennas (i) to (k) and the relations between the pattern-coordinates , Q and
the EL/AZ distances, shown for the two cases 15E and 20E EL. Each antenna will scatter
some power to the other and contribute to a phase-difference-error. Estimating the worst
case, we use Krauss’ theorem about equalness of-absorption- and scattering-crosssection of a lossless, matched antenna. The ratio of the power scattered from antenna k to
i to the received incident power at i (taken to unity), and vice versa, gives the multipath
vector p on each antenna, both being assumed in opposite direction. g represents the
relative pattern function and F a relative scattering function.

A value of -70 dB (curve 1 in fig.2) would be sufficient for complete neglection.
Base-errors A basic error equation one gets by differentiating the relation between
cos$, 8, B and )N in fig.l. We get for each base

The relative error in propagation velocity v of EM-waves immediately around the
interferometer can easy be hold less than 10-6, measuring the average refractive index
near ground directly, or via humidity, temperature and pressure, using well known
formulas. The relative error in frequency can also be held less 10-6, because the carrier
frequency is measured by the equipment itself to about .1 ... 1 Hz as a function of time
including doppler effects. So, if base errors are small enough and their residuals under
control (< 5.10-6) the phase-error d ()N) in (6), which is not possible to make iffuch
smaller will remain the dominant error. That means, each antenna’s geometrical phasecenter must remain within an error-sphere with radius .6 mm fixed on the endpoint of
themoving arm p from axis-cross-point (fig.2,7), including relative steering errors
(fig. 7(c). To provide these conditions, on the bottom of each antenna a measurefoundation-block is used. The axis-cross-over-point in 10 m height is fed down vertical
with optical means, height is measured to .1 mm with invar-steel band using dials-gauge.
Base (B) direction and distance is triangulated through the underground pipes (S) using
“Tellurometer”- and hydrostatic balance methods. Last not least the steering error is held
down to .05E in any direction, though from its own contribution alone we could admit
.5E, as we can proove from the formula in fig.7(b) with
= 4E, D = 1,1588, and
)B = .5 mm. Base error is varying very slowly and can be corrected as a systematical
error from measurements, if the values deviate too much from the values used as nominal
during interferometer calibration. The residual should be small enough including
statistical steering errors.
Parallax-error This error depends on the distance (R) to a target. It is much larger
than in the case of crossed-base-symmetrical-interferometer li minitrack with 4 antennas.
While in the later case the error in direction-cosine is approcimately given by

and is negligible beyond 20 km, in our case, this error must be handled as a systematic
one and corrected using an a-priori-knowledge about the topocentric distance to the
spacecraft up to 3000 km. The error has been calculated [1/18,20] as a function of
distance and direction, the result shown in fig.8. A first approximation which can be used
beyond 100 km is

which is presented in normalized form versus AZ in fig.8. The accurate correctionformula is given by the following expression.

Iteration of (9) on a computer converges very fast, using measured uncorrected values 1o
and mo as initial estimates under the roots. At normal satellite distances (R > 250 km),
the approximation (8) can be used, for calibration by aircraft (R = 10 km) formula (9) or
a quadratic approximation should be used. At medium satellite distances an a-prioriknowledge of R with a 10 % accuracy will be sufficient, to get the residual error after
correction small enough to be neglected (10-6). For calibration, distance to aircraft must
be measured with an accuracy of .1 %.
Receiver-Phase-Measuring-System A special feature of the described interferometer
will be the “pilot”-controlled-3-channel receiver, the operation principle of which is
illustrated in fig.9. Only essential parts are indicated. A pilot-receiver-channel begins
with the coupling of a pilot-signal immediately on the antenna-array-output and ends
with the selection of the pilot from the signal carrier. It contains the antenna unit with the
directional coupler, a bandpass-filter, a wide band 30 dB-gain-low-noise-preamplifier,
then the long-cable-way through the rotary-joints for EL and AZ to the remote main
receiver. The receiver is a triple-heterodyne type the 1.LO being part of the carrier PLL,
and the other LO’s derived from synthesizer references (RS). The last IF is chosen to 10
KHz. All references are coherent with universal time (UT). Though all 3 channels
underly equal environmental conditions and are designed equal and very stable, it is not
possible to equalize the phase shifts (,) precise enough. Therefore the used pilot-system
provides the control of the 1.LO to eliminate different phaseshifts of channel k relativ to
the central channel (1) and a properly processed pilot-signal is controlled to a well
defined phase relation with respect to the received signal of the central channel. As
central channel the channel from the common antenna of the two bases (1) is chosen,
because following the doppler effect at this antenna, the differential doppler effect is low
enough. Following the phase-indications on the fig.9, we get on the output a phase
difference 2k - 21 equal to the signal-phase difference on the input Fk - F1

The 1.LO phase N1 of the VCXO will be controlled by the carrier-PLL to drive the phase
difference to the 10 KHz reference to zero. Then (Nk - ,k) should be treated in such a way
to equal it with F1 . From the pilot-reference-PLL we get (2k - ,k) equal to pk. Now we
have to equal the electrical lengths of the pilot-ways $1 = $k , or if there is a small

difference *k , we have to measure it, as explained later. We replace pk by (p1 + *k1).
However p1 will be controlled equal to F1 , using the pilot-PLL of channel 1. For the
oszillator phase Nk we get the condition
using the two pilot-control conditions simultanously.

Therefore in the k-channel a phase shifter addes to the 1.LO phase N1 the phase (,k - ,1)
as a result of the pilot-PLL of it.
To provide equal or known (slight different) pilot phases at the 3 coupler’s, the ways $1 ,
$k must be controlled after adjustment. This is called an ELM- (electrical length
measurement)-system and represents a CW-radar, which uses a separate carrier a few
MHz away from the 136 MHz band. This system can either be made to compensate for
slight phase differences by controlled phase-shifters or to measure $k - $1 = *k , and use
this information for phase-correction in the computer.
The choice of the pilot signal presupposes some requirements. First the pilot spectrum
must not contain the signal carrier. This can be done by modulating the reference with a
PN-code in such a way, that only two sidebands without carrier occur. The pilot phase
can then be regenerated by correlating the 3d IF-PN-pilot against its reference-replica. It
is evident, that the channels phase-characteristic versus frequency at any condition must
be linear or point-symmetrical otherwise phasesshifts c for carrier and pilot are not equal.
The pilot-directional coupler at the input and the PLL-filters to select the signal carrier at
each channel-output are to make precise equal; the pilot is AGC-controlled to a level at
input only slightly higher than the signal [1/31,32].
The phase differences on the output are measured by start-stop-counting phasemeters
(PHM) with a sufficient high clock frequency (75 MHz) to provide at 10 KHz an
accuracy .05E.
The doppler frequency of the satellite signal, which is eliminated by the carrier-PLL at
the output, is taken from the VCXO, the bias-frequency being known, counted and fed to
the computer. There is a difference-doppler effect due to the slightly different relativvelocities of the target at the 3 antennas. This effect has been treated and is negligible.
PLL-band-widths must be chosen carefully in agreement with the predicted range and
range-rate and to miniMiBe noise errors. The total phase-error of the receiver-system is
specified and can be expected not to exceed .2E phase per base excluded signal to noiseerrors. Phase countings are transferred with 10 Hz sample rates to the computer.

Process-Computer Its main datas are 16 K 24 bits/word 1 usec cycle. The most
important functions which give the interferometer a high degree of automacy are: [2]
S

The on-line processing of all datas measured by the interferometer, together with
correctives, to smoothed, noise filtered, corrected direction cosines, precise timing
and blockwise transfer in compatible format to the orbital computer in the GCC.

S

The acquisition processing with ambiguity-solution using the angular information
abilities of the existing station.

S

The regeneration of AZ/EL-datas from direction-cosines using ambiguity solution
and remaining unique results in “on-line” for interferometer-auto-track-mode.

S

The parameter setting on the basis of predictions, status control of the whole
equipment, a protocoll print-out after each passage of a spacecraft. - Short-loop
and long-loop tests and providing the test-datas.

Calibration of the interferometer will be done by airplane in a similar way as for
“Minitrack and Diana”. The aim is the elimination of all reproducible systematic errors.
VHF-calibration datas will be compared with simultaneously taken optical flash-light
datas photographed toward the clear night-sky. Range is measured by radar. A problem
will be to provide a very stable phase-center of the VHF-antenna, mounted on the bottom
of the aircraft with the flash-light in its center. Within an aspect-angle of at least 60E
with respect to the vertical, the phase center should be stable in a sense of 10 - 20 cm, to
provide the needed calibration accuracy of only a few seconds of arc (1/19].
Conclusion To put this new VHF-interferometer with steerable high-gain-antennas
successful in operation , many technical problems have arosen and satisfactory solutions
have been found. If attention is paid to all details, an operable interferometer with a total
error not to exceed 10 - 15" should be the result. The relative large propagation-error due
to ionosphere at VHF must be mentioned. Special attention has been paid to the
development of a databank to get the best possible systematic error-correction from
actual profile measurements. Only a very brief review of the work done could be given,
the results of the operational interferometer will be presented later.
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Since its beginning in 1960 the TSCC has for the most part
concentrated its efforts in reviewing standards published by the
Range Commanders Council, IRIG. These reviews and resulting recommendations occurred prior to formal publication or
formalization of the standard. It is also gratifying to note that
most of the recommendations made were accepted for adoption
in the printing of the standards.
In its desire to serve all facets of the Telemetering Com.munity, the T. S. C. C. began looking into the activities of other
established Governmental Agencies, besides the D. O. D., who
might benefit from assistance in the form of specification reviews by the T. S. C. C..
Subsequently, the T. S. C. C. took a
long "look around" and discovered that NASA, GSFC was con"
cerning itself with tracking and data acquisition system standards as they relate to new DSN/NASA needs for the current
and forthcoming Space & Earth Sciences experiments.
An offer of assistance was presented to NASA, GSFC in
July of. 1971 and this was subsequently accepted by letter dated
8 September 1971 from the NASA/GSFC Data Systems Requirement Committee, Advanced Data Systems Division, Mission and
Data Operations Directorate.

The following report on the activities of the T. S. C. C. during the past year will
highlight some of the work accomplished in connection with the above.
Committee Activities
Since the preparation of the Tenth Annual T. S. C. C. Report which was published in the
ITC/USA/1971 Proceedings, three T. S. C. C. meetings were held as follows:
29 & 30 September 1971
2 & 3 February 1972
24 & 25 May 1972

Washington, D. C.
Melbourne, Florida
Seattle, Washington

The meeting activities are highlighted below:
Washington, D. C.
1.

Mr. R. E. Collander of the Aerospace Corp. presented an informative discussion of
the Air Force’s (SGLS) Space Ground Link Subsystem.

2.

A technical review of the Proposed IRIG Test Procedures for Telemetry Receivers
was conducted and a number of recomrnendations were determined.

3.

Expiration dates of T. S. C. C. members’ terms of office were noted and members
were reminded to submit nominations for successors in ample time for committee
action.

4.

NASA/GSFC Standards were distributed for appropriate subcommittee review.

5.

Mr. Ball Chin of W. S.M. R. was elected to replace Mr. Jacky Cates who has
served the T. S. C. C. faithfully for five years.

6.

Mr. W. O. Frost, NASA, MSFC was re-elected to serve another five-year term as a
T. S. C. C. Committee member. Mr. W. E. Miller, NASA Headquarters, was
elected as Mr. Frost’s alternate.

7.

Mr. D. Ray Andelin was re-elected to a five-year term as a Committee member.

8.

Mr. Larry Gardenhire was requested to investigate effective types of service
awards for retiring members and officers.

9.

It was noted that the new IRIG Document 106-71 had incorporated nearly all of
the previous T. S. C. C. recommendations.

Melbourne, Florida
1.

The T. S. C. C. Subcommittees reviewed the NASA/GSFC Aerospace System
Standards. Recommendations were made for revising the existing PCM standards.
Since the new PCM standards were to be issued shortly, it was decided to hold
comments until the new issue was available.

2.

The RF and modulation standards and the Tone Command Standards were
reviewed and recommendations for clarity and clearer definitions were forwarded.

3.

A final report and recommendations for the T. S. C. C. retired members and past
chairman’s honorarium plaque was received from Larry Gardenhire. The
recommendations were adopted and final approval of the plaques was reserved for
the next meeting pending the submittal of final art work and total costs.

4.

It was agreed to contact the SAE group on standards to determine if the T. S. C. C.
could offer any assistance to their mission.

5.

It was agreed that Mr. Vern Jennings would be charged with the responsibility of
compiling existing application notes, interesting published data, reports, articles,
etc. of interest to the Telemetering Community.

Seattle, Washington
1.

The meeting was hosted by Verne Jennings at the Boeing Space Center. An
interesting tour of the facilities was conducted during the two-day meeting.

2.

It was reported that the plans for the NASA, GSFC-PCM standards had changed.
They should now cover USB and this changes the whole picture. GSFC will
probably issue two standards; one for VHF which will encompass bit rates up to 1.
5 MBPS; and, then later, an S- Band standard which will include higher data rates,
longer frames, variable word lengths and other items applying heavily to various
types of imaging data. It was decided that the Time Division Subcommittee should
discuss these items and provide some informal thoughts about them that might
help in drafting such a standard.

3.

The Combined RF and Frequency Division SubCommittees reviewed the IRIG
Test Procedures for Telemetry PreAmplifiers partially and had a number of
suggestions and recommendations. It was decided that these recommendations through Section 5. 3 only - should be submitted in a letter.

4.

The Time Division SubCommittee reviewed approaches to the new NASA, GSFC
PCM standards including the problems of video, long frame, variable word length,
etc. , and had some informal suggestions. Since there was no standard to review,
no formal committee action was required. It was expected that the GSFC VHF low
data rate standard draft would be out before the next TSCC meeting, and the High
Data Rate standard would follow.

5.

The Chairman talked with Mr. Cronin, SAE Standard Committee who requested
more information about TSCC. This will be provided, and it was also decided to
invite Mr. Cronin and any interested members of his committee to attend our next
meeting - especially for the B- I multiplex presentation.

6.

The honorarium plaque design was approved and orders were authorized for the
plaques to be presented at the annual ITC/ USA banquet in October 1972.
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